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NATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION I

sam.-
Asaam Shop Assistants 1 Relief Bill, 1941: Bill withdrawn
"* op Government Assuranceof Legislation?

Reference was made at pages 1 to 2 of our March 1941 report 
to the introduction of a non-official Bill in the Assam Legislative 
Assembly on 10-3-1941 to provide for the regulation of hours and 
conditions of work generally in shops; the Bill was circulated on 
the same day. on 2-12-1941 Mr. Badaruddin Ahmed, the Sponsor of the 
Bill, moved in the Assam Legislative Assembly that it be referred to 
a Select Committee. Mr. Abdul Matin Chaudhuri, Labour Minister, 
opposing the measure pointed out that opinions on the Bill were 
sharply divided in the Province and further that the Bill not 
merely follows the Bengal enactment tut goes further by providing 
for increment in salaries, provident fund, leave salary end com
pensation for accident; <11 the various benefits have been jumbled in 
case single Bill without paying any heed to the capacity of the 
employer to pay. The Government did not think that "some of the 
shop assistants in some places are hard-worked and they do need 
some measure of relief." He requested the sponsor of the Bill to 
withdraw his Bill, promising to introduce a Bill dealing With 
weekly holidays and te limit working hours of the shop assistants, 
iB W Wt *i**£«m ' if possible.

On this assurance, Mr. Ahmed withdrew his Bill.
(The Assam Gazette, part VI-A, dated 
7-1-1942, pages 1212 to 1218.)-^

mbay.-

Bombay Workmen's Compensation (Unclaimed Deposits) Rules,1941,

Reference was made at page 2 of our September 1941 report to 
the proposal of the Bombay Government to adopt Rules relating to 
the procedure for the disposal of unclaimed deposits under the 
Workmen's Compensation Act. These Rules have now been gazetted 
in their final form.

(Notification No. 4644/34 dated 
13-1-1942: The Bombay Government 
Gazette, part IV-A, dated 15-1-1942, 
pages 51 to 53.).

>mbay. -

Extension of Payment of wages Act to certain classes of Mines.

The Government of Bombay has extended the operative sections 
of the Payment of Wages Act to mines in the Province which are 
declared by the Provincial Government to be factories under Section 5 
of the Factories Act, and are not subject to the operation of the 
Indian Mines Act.

(Notification No. 3717/34-1 dated 19-1-1942: The 
Bombay Government Gazette, Part IV-A, dated 
22-1-1942, page 59.) „
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Delhi Lift Rules, 1942.

Reference was made at page 3 of our March 1941 report to the 
^tension of the Bombay Lifts Act to Delhi Province. The Chief 
dmmissioner, Delhi, has now issued the necessary administrative 

*ule& under the Act,
(Notification Ho. P.10 (33)/42-L.S.G.( 3) 
dated 15-1-1942: The Gazette of India, 
Part II-A, dated 24-1-1942, pages 26-35).
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SOCIAL POLICY

3rd Labour Ministers' Conference

The third annual session of the Labour Ministers' Conference 
(for an account of the second Labour Ministers' Conference, Tide 
pages 4 to 7 of the January 1941 Report of this Office and pages 
64 to 65 of "I.L.R.", Vol. XLIV, No.l) was held at New Delhi on the 
anwh and 31st January 1942, with X the Hon. Sir Piroz Khan Noon,
Labour Member with the Government of India, in the chair.

Among those who attended the Conference were: the Members 
of the Government of India in charge of the Departments of Pinance, 
Communications and Railways, Commerce,and Supply, and officials 
other Departments of the Government of India interested in one or 
other ef the items on the agenda; representatives of the Governments 
of Madias, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, the Punjab, Bihar,
Assam, the Central Provinces and Berar.and Sind; and representatives 
cf the Governments of the following Indian States: Indore, Mysore,
Baroda, Gwalior, Hyderabad and Travancore.

Dr. P.P. Pillai, representative of the I.L.O., also attended 
the Conference as an observer.

Opening the proceedings, the Chairman said that, in accordance 
with the practice already established, he had consultations with 
the representatives of employers and workers at Calcutta early in 
the mfiathon the various items on the agenda, and a re sum 6 of these 
•^IWeanilOTM“W»>‘"'before-'the "®o»^r«Beo. These consultations with the 
employers and the workers were held separately and it was for consideration 
whether .-for the future it would not be healthier to adopt the praetlee 
of having joint meetings of employers, workmen and Government 
representatives. He felt there were many advantages in bringing 
all the interests concerned face to face in tripartite Conference 
An a»< is the practice in Geneva, collaboration of thfjtripartite 
character has been developing apace in several countries since the 
beginning of this war, and he proposed to take into consideration 
the question whether the next annual Conference should be a joint 
one of all the interests concerned.

He welcomed the increasing representation of the Governments 
of the Indian States at the Conference and said it was a good 
augury for the future solution of labour problems, for, the economic 
welfare of Indian States and British India were so closely* inter
twined that it was impossible to think of the two Indias acting 
separately or without each other's sincere co-operation.

Referring to the agenda, he said that, if war production must 
go forward unhampered, strikes and lock-outs must be avoided at all 
costs, and that all problems of labour and industrial development 
handled with sympathy and foresight. They could not postpone consider
ation of methods whereby they could ensure that labour stayed at work. 
Disputes had to be settled quickly and methods of doing that had to 
be considered. The extent to which wages need adjustment to meet 
rises in cost of living required urgent consideration, if undue 
hardship to the working classes was to be avoided. Sickness Insurance 
and holidays with pay, though not problems of an equally pressing 
nature, were still important and worthy of attention. Amendment of the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act and the Payment of Wages Act Involved 
consideration of important questions of principles. Industrial 
fatigue resulting from extended hours of work had also been brought 
to the forefront by the need to produce war materials in as large



quantities and as quickly as possible.

Items on the Agenda,

30th January, 1942: (1) special Machinery for Expeditious
Diep o»al of Labour Dispute a in War Time. - (fey ftule 81A added to 
the Defence of "India Wales/ 1939, on feJL-1-1942 (vide page of the
January report of this office), the Central Government had taken 
the power by general or special order to prohibit strikes and lock
outs, to refer trade disputes for conciliation or adjudication as 
provided in the Order, and to require employers to observe such 
terms and conditions of employment as v&y be fixed in accordance with 
the order to be, or to be not less favourable than, those existing 
in their undertakings within three months preceding the date of the 
Order* The concensus of opinion at the Conference was in favour of a 
General, and not a special, order, so that details of the special 
steps to be taken may be considered in consultation with Provincial 
Governments. Ihe scope of using other provisions of the Defence of 
India Rules for this purpose was also considered*)

(2) Adjustment of Wages to Changes in Cost of Living.- (The
discussIe#SThete<l" that,'while iaieWkdts "la wages ttt’tfle good, wholly 
or in part, increases in cost of living were desirable, this should 
be considered apart from any increase in wages to give labour a share 
in the profits. As regards the latter, the general opinion was that,

inflationary tendencies, steps to give labour 
a amis the prontl Should not take the form of an increase in wages, 
but should be in the nature of a bonus which should not be paid in cash, 
but should be part of a properly considered Savings programme.)

(3) Best Banner of Improving Cost of Living indices.- (A Con
ference of experts and representatives of provinces was held at Hew 
Delhi on 28-1-194SL to consider the question of improving cost/ of 
living indices, and a summary of its conclusions was before the Labour 
Minlsteqr Conference* The conclusions arrived at are to be further 
examined, and a scheme evolved.) (A summary of the proceedings of the 
Conference of 28-l«l94JL is given at pages fQ of the January
1942 report of this offiee.)

(4) Sickness Insurance.- (As many Provincial Governments 
expressed themselves unable or unwilling to guarantee the insurance 
fund, and this guarantee was deemed essential at least during the 
earlier stages of any tentative sickness insurance scheme that may 
be set up, the proposal as regards mA sickness insurance was not 
proceeded with further.)

(5) Holidays with pay.- (The Conference was in favour of 
legislation on me subject, but there were some differences between *' 
the Provinces regarding the number of holidays another details.)

(6) Night Shift Work.- (It was the general opinion that,while 
three shifts of eight hours each might be an ideal solution, shortage 
of trained labour made this ispraetleable; the details regarding 
lighting, ventilation, etc., for night-shift work, were not considered 
as calling for 9em<liii«4 legislation, since these could be regulated 
under the Factories gAet.)

(7) Establishment of an All-India Industrial Council for the 
Textile industry.- (Opinion was divided, but the majority were 
Inclined to the view that it would be desirable to have an Industrial



Council with Sectional Committees for important industries like
textiles, engineering, eoal, etc.)

(8) industrial Fatigue resulting from Increased Hours of WorkT- 
{The trend of opinion was that there was not sufficient material
to ^*jgate that increased working hours in India affected output 
othei*TOian favourably.)

(9) provident ftand for industrial Workers.* (Considering 
specially that no scheme for sickness insurance was taken up, the 
Conference agreed to legislation, with suitable safeguards, for provident 
fund for workers.)

31st January, 1948:
(10) Keeping Labour at work during Air-Raid Conditions.- (Keeping 

in mind the jpsentiai ferviees (Maintenance) ordinance, l94l, and
the views of the Government of India on the use of the ordinance, and 
also the result of the discussions of the Government of India with 
the employers end workers at Calcutta on the 2nd and 3rd 2s3taea&
January, 1942, the Conference considered methods of a.S.P. and pro
paganda therefor, and ether suggestions to prevent panic and ensure 
corkers remaining at their posts.)

(11) Amendment of the Workmen's Compensation Act.- O(The necessity
(12) Amendment of the payment or Wages Act.- 0 for various

amendments to these Acts was considered and the Central Government is 
to prepare draft Bill* to be circulated to the provincial Governments 
inessrpasratlng the scogetstions accepted at the Conference.)

Rpqmlts1cP the discussions on the various items were not 
SunMHBHfeWt'"th® Conference, nor were the decisions arrived at 
formula tec. The information given within brackets against each 
item on the agenda^ is. therefore, only for the use of the i.L.O. 
and not for publication.

Labour Ministers’ Meeting with Representatives of 
Employers and Workers re. Items on Agenda of 3rd L&bour

Ministers’ Conference, Calcutta, 2 and 5-1-194&.

As in 1941, preparatory to the holding of thCf year’s Labour 
Ministers' Conference, the Hon. Sir Firoz Khan Xmmnx Noon, Labour 
Member, Government of India, met separately on 2 and 3-1-1942 
respectively representatives of the Employers’ Federation of India 
and the All-India organisation of Industrial Employers on the one 
hand and the All-India Trade Union Congress, Indian Federation of 
Labour and of the Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association (represented 
by Mr. Gulzarilal Nanda) on the other, to discuss with them the 
items on the agenda of the 3rd Labour Ministers’ Conference. A 
brief sumnary of the views expressed by employers and workers on some 
of the items Is given below:

(1) sickness insurance; views of Employers.- The Bmployers 
would bd prepared to work an experimental sclieme on cautious lines
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Tout iukaxdxt insisted that both Government and all workers should 
contribute along with the employer. A suggestion was made by one 
employer that he personally would prefer to increase wages at the 
lower scales to enable workers to make some contribution rather than 
that-, they should not contribute. The employers insisted on the 
principle of contribution,as otherwise the burdens on employers were 
likely to be further increased as time went on. The employers 
considered that the tentative scheme should be framed on the lines of 
that proposed by the Bombay Textile Enquiry Committee, rather than on 
the lines of the tentative scheme in the Government Memorandum. They 
considered, however, that the medical and cash benefit side of the 
scheme should be entirely separate. They were opposed to varying 
contributions, and they considered that the obligation to pay benefit 
could not be thrown on the employer, Irrespective of the sum that 
was in the fund}particularly in view of the risk of epidemic^* One 
seotlon of employers also raised the point that, in view of the 
probable difficulties after the war, further burdens should not now 
be lsaposed on industry.

Views of Workers.- Labour representatives agreed that a 
ainimeaa insurance scheme should have both medical and cash benefits 
and that no contribution should be payable by the lower paid labour.
The Federation put the limit at 50 rupees per month, but would be 
willing to have only a token payment even from such workmen. All 
were agreed that there should be a fund and benefits should not be 
payable by individual employers. The fund may, if necessary, be 
ounffcaed to large industry at the beginning. The proposed duration 
of benefits - two weeks - was considered very inadequate. The A.I.T.U.C 
proposed a minimum of 4 weeks, with a provision for increased benefits 
prwW"Wtc®«b» to the period for which contributions were made. The 
Federation desired the period to be 3 months. Mr. Nanda stressed the 
fact that if the scheme is to be used to enable correct statistical 
material to be collected, no limitation of benefit period can be 
Imposed. For this purpose also people going to the amgfaxllxKtll 
hkx* mofussil will have to be covered by the scheme. Mr. Handa 
also stressed that the benefits should not be on a lower scale for 
the non-contributory labour. He would rather lower, if necessary, 
the limit below which contributions will not be taken from labour.

The A.I.T.U.C. and Mr. Handa pointed out that 6 months^ quali
fication should refer to service in an industry as a whole and not 
tfenany individual undertaking. The A.I.T.U.C* desired the scheme 
to be applied to all factories, mines, railway employees not getting 
sick leave, organised plantations, municipal labour, dock labour and 
seamen. The control of the scheme should be either with Government 
or with a joint board of management. The Federation desired the 
scheme to be applied to the following industries:- (1) jute and 
Cotton Textile Industries, (2) Railways, (3) Heavy Engineering 
(4) Government ordinance and munition factories and public utility 
services of local bodies, and (5) Cigarette manufactures and tanneries.

All were agreed that Government should also contribute to 
the sickness insurance fund. Theye were opposed to medical certi- 
Jfe fieation by doctors appointed by employers. The Federation 
contested the argument that provincial Governments were providing 
adequate medical benefit already.

(2) Hight shift Work: Views oof Employers.- Employers would 
welcome all-India regulation within reasonable limits of such matters 
as ventilation, lighting, etc. They would be opposed to the other
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Pftftommendatlons of the Bombay Textile Labour Enquiry Committee.

Views of Workers.- Workers considered that regulation should 
be by Central legislation, that the night shift should be shorter 
than the day shift and that night shift work should be paid at a higher 
scale, The Federation considered that a minimum period for night 
shift was not necessary or desirable for all industries. The A.I.T.U.C. 
considered that 6 months’ period should be imposed. Good lighting, 
ventilation and adequate dininjtap accommodation and conveyance facilities 
were considered to be essentia?. The A.I.T.U.C. however desired that 
arrangement should be made for a periodical change-over with a 
maximum period of one month, that notice for closing down should be 
xwkxlxedxXx given at least two months prior to closing, and that 
workers should be retained in employment according to their length 
of service, those employed later being the first to be discharged.
The A.I.T.U.C. considered that no night shift work between the hours 
of 12 mid-night and 7 a.m* should be allowed. Hr. Wanda thought the 
hours should be from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. to enable workpeople to be 
at their home by aid-night.

Hr. Nanda pointed out that as a result of longer shifts wages 
of night piece-workers and of day piece-workers had actually gone 
down possibly due to the faet that machinery under long shifts cannot 
be properly attended to . The Federation considered that three shifts 
were preferable to two as this necessarily means that a shift cannot 
exceed 3 hours.

(g) Work in Air-raid Conditions: Views of Employers.- The
e^Xssyars/ tfere s 'ttgal iwpiri*" labour at
work during air raid conditions, which would not only be difficult 
to enforce but would have also most undesirable results on the workers’ 
morale. The proper methods to secure attendance of work-people were 
propaganda and the provision of efficient air-raid precautions. As 
regards the form of propaganda,some thought that propaganda by 
Government would be useful, others that it would have no value and 
that propaganda must be by employers. Propaganda by labour loaders 
was not mentioned. The intensity of air-raid precautionary blackouts 
was instanced by the coalfields and other up-country employers as 
pending to frighten labour and drive them awa3^ particularly because 
it made difficulties in regard to bazar purchases and increased the 
fear of goondas (rowdies), but no effective answer was given to the Hon. 
the Labour Member's remark that it was necessary to get the workers 
accustomed to blackout conditions as otherwise they would all run away 
after an air-raid.

Views of Workers,- Workers' representatives agreed that 
lega 1**compulsion would not be effective and what was necessary was 
propaganda and the provision of air-raid precautions. One A.I.T.U.C. 
delegate stated that workers should be encouraged to send away their 
families and facilities may be afforded foT this purpose as the 
worker at work worries about the safety of his family at home. The 
Federation complained that workers' organisations were not encouraged, 
and in some eases were not even permitted^to co-operate. in Air 
Bald precaution^ activities. ’

(<) industrial Fatigue: Views of Employers.- in the jute 
industry some figures had been collected which (if other factpre/ 
were not taken into account) would show that there was a greater drop 
in efficiency when hours were increased from 48 to 54 than when they 
were increased from 54 to 60; but that industry allowed a longer 
rest interval during the day which probably checked the fall in
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jroduction resulting from longer hours. The experience of the engineering 
Industry appears to he that there is a fall in production when longer 
lours were worked over a long/ period. All Employers seemed to he 
Lgreed that they would prefer double or multiple shifts to longer hours 
Ln each ft provided there was sufficient work for the extra shifts.
But the representative of Engineering trades pointed out that the £ka 
training of extra skilled men for such additional shifts would he 
Likely to cause them considerable labour difficulties after the war.
[he question of training unskilled labour did not seem to present 
my difficulties in any industry.

Views of Workers.- The A.I.T.U.C. considered that under Indian 
conditions the optimum limit, of working hours would he even less than dCT 
55 or @6 hours week,whieh is the optimum mt in Great Britain. It 
considered unusual the experience referred to in ordnance factories 
ind desired that it should be further verified. The A.I.T.U.C. stated 
that lack of statistics made it difficult to describe the position 
exactly as to whether there are grounds to think that the war-time 
exemptions from the Factories Act have not achieved the results aimed 
it - increased production - or whether they have had any deleterious 
effect on the health of labour. It considered that there is no 
real lack of skilled labour in India, but desired that more training 
facilities should be provided, It also desired that arrangements 
for adequate maintenance of reliable statistics regarding industrial 
fatigue should be kept. The Federation was ln favour of more frequent 
but smaller intervals of rest, but the A.I.T.U.C. and Mr. Nanda were

to this suggestion.
Views were also expressed by both sides on the several points 

raised in connection with the proposed amendment to the Workmen’s 
Compensation Act and the Payment of wages Act.

(From papers supplied to this Office 
by the Labour Department, Government of 
India, in connection with the 3rd Labour 
Ministers’ Conference.)

Action taken on the Recommendations of the First and Second 
l»a*>ear Ministers * Conference. A

The following note summarises the action taken on the recommenda
tions made by the First and Second sessions of the Labour Ministers’ 
Conference:

First Conference, 1940
(1) Industrial Housing.- No specific all-india action was 

required on the part of the Government of India.
(2) Delegation of powers to Provincial Governments regarding trade

unions whose objectmare not confined to one Province.- With
the Consent of the Provincial Governments,the functions in
question were entrusted to them with effect from the 1st 
April, 1941.

(3) C®H®cii°n Statistics concerning Labour and Industry.- The 
necessary legislation is under consideration in the Connierce
Department.

(4) Night Shiftwork.- Some general discussion on this subject 
took place at the Conference on the basis of a memorandum
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prepared ty the Government of Bombay and the subject was 
left over for future consideration. Having regard to the 
recommendations on the subject contained in the Bombay Textile 
Labour Enquiry Committee's hep ort since published, it has 
been decided to bring the subject before the Third Conference 
of labour Ministers for opinion mainly on the question of the 
necessity for Central Legislation, and if so, on the further 
questions regarding its scope and certain important details.

(5) Amendment of the payment of Wages Act, 1936.- After consulting 
provincial Governments as desired,& more comprehensive Memo- 
randum has been prepared for discussion at the Third Conference 
of Labour Ministers.

First and second Conference, 1940 and 1941.

(6) Amendment of section 5 of the Factories Act.- An Act on 
the subject has been passed by the Central Legislature.

(7) Holidays with Pay.- in view of the importance of the subject, 
the Government of India considered that it would be useful
to survey the existing practice of granting holidays with 
pay in factories and to collect full information, before 
proceeding with legislation. For this purpose they requested 
Provincial Governments to obtain statistical information 
with regard to holidays with pay actually granted in factories. 
The infOl«atiffin received had been subjected to statistical 
scrutiny and it is proposed to place the matter again before 
the third Conference for opinion on both the questions in the 
light of the information obtained from Provinces and also 
on certain points of detail connected therewith.

(3) Extension of legislation to labour employed in commercial
establishments and shops.- A Bill on the subject vras intro
duced in the Legislative Assembly on the 27th October 1941. 
Further stages of the Bill are proposed to be taken up in the 
Budget Session of the Indian Legislature.

(9) Sickness insurance,- While the statistical enquiry suggested 
’Ey the Second Conference will take a long timers tentative 
scheme has been drawn up in the memoraddum for the Third 
Conference as a basis for discussion at the Conference. ,

(10) Amendment of the Trade Disputes Act, 1929.- The necessary 
legislation is under consideration.

(11) Recognition of Trade Unions.- The necessary legislation is 
under consideration.

(12) Extension of Maternity Benefits to women employed in coal
mines.- An Act, which is applicable to women employed in
all mines, has been passed ty the Central Legislature. Rules 
to be prescribed under the Act are under preparation.

(From papers sent to this Office 
by the Labour Department, Government 
of India, in connection with the 
3rd Labour Ministers’ Conference.)



Legislatioa to regulate Child Labour in Inland waterways 
and schools; Government or India considers Ratification of

I.L« Convention re, Minimum Age (industry).

The question of the ratification of the draft convention^ fixing 
che minimus age for admission of children to industrial employment, 
idopted in 1937, specially in the matter of employment of children in 
Lnland waterways in the country, is reported to he engaging the 
attention of the Central Government. Legislation in connection with 
Che employment of children in technical schools is also under eon** 
iideration.

toy went in Inland Waterways.* When in April 1938 the 
>jpaft u§dtdntl©n re. ISnlmum Age (industry) (Revised) was placed 
before the Central Legislature (vide pages 1 to 2 ef our April 1938 
report), it was stated that th£ possibility of ratifying the convention 
ras under examination and that it was decided to ratify it, the 
accessary legislative proposals would be made in the Central Legis
lature. Since then the Employment of Children let, 1938, and the 
Factor lea (Amendment) Act, 1919, which have a bearing on the provisions 
bf the draft convention have been passed.

The Employment of Children Act, 1938, gives partlll effeet to 
irtiele 7 (3) of the Convention, as see. 3 (2) of the Act requires that 
ao child who has not completed his 13th year,shall be employed or 
sormi ttOd te work in a ny ooc upa tion involving the handling of goods 
»ithin the Units of any port to which for the time being any of the 
provisions of the Indian Ports Act, 1908, are applicable. As the 
Iraft convention is applicable also to the inland waterways which do 
aot eome within the scope of Section 3(2) of the Employeent of 
Children Act, 1938, the Government of India is now considering the 
accessary legislation for the purpose.

The Central Government has, it is understood, Invited the views 
of the Provincial Governments as to the desirability of undertaking 
Legislation to satisfy the requirements of the Convention as far as 
it is applicable to inland waterways in India.

Work in Technical Schools.* In order to bring the position in 
India in conformity with the requirements of Article 3 of the Convention 
the Government of India has inquired of Provincial Governments whether 
the work done by children in technical schools is approved and super
vised ty public authority or not, and if not, whether the frovincial 
Governments have any objection to take necessary steps in this connexion 
to enable the ratification ef the draft convention by India.

Ratification of the Convention.- The Central Government 
proposes to ratify the draft convention if the Provincial Governments 
already satisfy, or if they have no objection to take necessary action 
to satisfy the abovementloned provisions of the Convention.

(November 1941 issue of Labour Gazette, 
Bombay.),/



CONDITIONS OP WORK //
Houra of Work and Weekly Rest.

Application of Punjab Trade Employees’ Act to Delhi Province:
Delhi Municipality supports proposal.~~

Reference was made at page 4 of our July 1941 report to the 
proposal of the Delhi Provincial Administration to extend to the 
Province the Punjab Trade Employees Act, 1940, or a similar statute 
from another province. On 14-1-1942, the Delhi Municipal Committee 
resolved to ask the local Government to enforce the Punjab Trade 
Pffipi oyees Act in Delhi with the amendments that (1) the age-limit of 
an employee should be 12 years, instead of 14 years, (2)*closure* 
would mean the closing of premises for business transactions and 
15 minutes would be ailcwed to serve a customer who was already in 
the shop at thw closing time; and (3) medical leave on half pay 
would be granted up to one month.

(The Statesman, 15-1-1942).^

I



ffages

Improving Cost of Living Indices:
Conference convened lay Government of India, New Delhi, 28-1-1942. ✓

A Conferenceof representatives of Provincial Governments (except those 
f the North-West Frontier Province and Orissa) and of economic and 
tatistieal experts was held under the auspiees of the Labour Department 
f the Government of India at New Delhi on 28-1-1942, Mr. H.C. Prior* 
Secretary t© the Government of India, Department of Labour) presiding, 
o eonsi der the methods of improving cost of living Indices in the 
ountryT^ A brief summary of the proceedings is given below:

Discussions on Need for Uniform Indices.- Representatives of 
rovinees other than Bombay, Bengal and Madras agreed to the preparation 
f indices on an uniform basis, and further that, if in consequence it 
leeame necessary to alter or discontinue the existing Indices maintained 
t some places, the provincial Governments would be prepared to do so 
n the interests of having indices worked on a uniform basis. The 
'epresentatives of Bombay and Madras stated that their existing 
ndioes being based on detailed family budget enquiries were reliable 
.nd were considered to be so by the interests concerned* Various wage 
greements had already been based on these indices and any lack of 
ontinulty in those figures would be embarrassing; as also would be 
he publication of two different series of indices for the same place, 
he representative for Bengal stated that their present enquiries were 
tare eosmreteantve ni^ aeeurate than those e©nteclated in the tentative 
cheme and than these used in the Bombay and Madras schemes. Bengal 

(ould like to adhere to their own enquiries but would make available 
.11 the erteriai which a central scheme would envisage.

Conclusions.- After considerable discus sion,the Conference 
•eacheo the following conclus ions: -

(1) It is advisable to ensure uniformity of technique in the 
iompilation of cost of living index numbers in the various Provinces.

(2) The proposal to prepare index figures on a uniform basis 
hroughout India should therefore be proceeded with; but it was agreed 
;hat the new indices for Bombay and Madras would not be published or 
tsed in any way until the Governments of those Provinces agreed to 
heir use.

(3) In the family budget enquiries that may be undertaken and in 
he collection of price data, the Central Government shculd, where the 
Provinces so desire, rely on Provincial staff but should maintain
i co-ordinating and directing machineiy.

( 4) The details of the manner in which the index figures should 
3e compiled would be decided by a Committee of Experts consisting of 
'epresentatives of all Provinces who wished to be represented and such 
jther experts as might be selected by the Government of India.
Note.- In the afternoon a preliminary meeting of experts was held 
;T*cffseus3 methods of preparing indlceq).

( 5) As regards expenses, the Government of India would contribute 
rhat had been promised in its circular letter on the need for improving 
sobt of living indices to the Provinces (No. L1805 dated the 25th 
>f October 1941), and Bombay and Madras representatives agreed to 
aeet 5052 of hie provincial cost of preparing the new indices.



(6) as £the preparation of uniform cost of living indices is 
.ikely to take some time, the question of compiling co-ordinated 
•egional index numbers of retail prices of selected articles should 
3e taken up with the provinces as early as possible, as this might 
se of some value in wage disputes.

(from papers sent to this office by the 
labour Department, Government of India, 
in connection with the 3rd Labour Ministers' 
Conference .)

Bonus for Berfaampore Municipal Employees.

®ae Calcutta Gazette (Part I dated 15-1-1942, page 95) 
publishes the draft of certain rules proposed by the Berhampore 
Municipality! Murshidabad District) to grant a bonus to the menials 
employed in its water works. The rules empower the Municipal 
CftpiBiaaioners to grant at their discretion at the close of every 
financial year to the menials, on approved service extending for not 
less than two years, bonus at the rate of one anna per rupee of salary 
drawn by each of such menials during such financial year, provided 
that no suCh menials shall be entitled to any bonus for any particular 
year unless they are actually in service in the waterworks at the 
close of such year.

■ drives^, assistant drivers, special
oilers, oilers, bhalasis, valvemen, mis tries, mechanics, fitters, 
turners, filter-attendants, chlorine-operators, black-smiths, hammer
men and others employed in the municipal waterworks who do not eon- 
tribute to the Municipal provident Fund.* |X

Minimum Wages for Agricultural Workers in certain 
Arefcr df flravancore state: Gerais of collective Agreement, x

Consequent on a labour dispute between agricultural workers in 
the low-lying paddy cultivation areas of Travaneore State and agri
cultural employers on the question of wages, the following, agreement 
was reached In the last week of January 1942 through Government 
mediation;

Adult male workers are to be paid 9 chakrams per day (about 
5 annas: 1 anna = I74 chakrams ( Travaneore coin) ); adult female 
workers 7 Chakrams per day (about 4 annas); and adolescent workers 
5 chakrams (about 3 annas). The hours of work were also fixed from 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m^with an interval of one hour.

(The Hindu, 31-1-1942.) vk



Industrial Disputes

Industrial Disputes in British India during the quarter
"■""Tr - ------ -------endlag 31-5Zmi , , .---------------------------------------

According to a Press Note on industrial disputes in British India 
ring the quarter ending 31-3-19<1, recently issued ty the Department 
Labour, Government of India, the total number of strikes during the 
'led was 71 involving 26,948 workers and entailing a loss of IBS,606 
'king days, as against 62 disputes involving 27,967 workers and entail. 
' a loss of 243,608 working days in the last quarter of 1940.

provincial Distribution.- During the period under review, there 
>e 26 disphte8 in Bombay involving 14,096 workers and entailing a 
(8 of |3,ll8X working days. Next came Bengal with 14 disputes invelv- 
; 3,724 workers and entailing a loss of 17,062 working days; Madras 
;h 11 disputes involving 2,467 workers and entailing a loss of 27,871 
'king days; the Punjab with 10 disputes Involving 791 workers and 
sailing a lees of 4,779 working days; the United Provinces with 
Lisputes Involving 1,646 workers and entailing a loss of 4,327 
*king days; Bihar with 3 disputes involving 3,074 workers and 
calling a lass of 76,306 working days and the Central province a and

and Sind with 1 dispute each involving 60 and 88 workers and 
ailing losses of 1,674 and 616 working days respectively.

Classif 1&6 tlon by Indus trine. - Gia seif led according to industries,
woollen and silk mills involving

bdl mmaMMg workers and’entailing a loss of 37,362 working days; 6 
engineering workshops involving 3,648 verkers and entailing a loss 

and- t-wmsh in Jute wills and nines involving
l and 1,018 workers and entailing losses of 112 and 7,890 working 
rs respectively. In all ether industries together, there were 33 
tputea involving 26,946 workers and entailing a loss of 68,772 
‘king days; there were no disputes in the railways,including 
.lway workshops.

Causes and Results of Strikes.- ©f the 71 strikes. 44 were 
s to Auestlons of wages, 12 to those of personnel, 2 to disputes 
mt leave and hours and 13 to other causes. In 13 disputes the 
*kera were fully successful; in x 23 partially successful and in 
unsuccessful. 3 disputes were in progress on 31-3-1941.+ y

Curb on strikes and Lock-outs:
Action under Defence of India Rules. S

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 2 of the Defence 
India Act, 1939, the Government of India has on 21-1-1942 gazetted 
amendment to the Defence of India Rules so as to add a provision to 
*b industrial strikes and lockouts. The new section (81-A) is as 
.lows:

w8lA. Avoidance of strikes and lock-outs.-(1) If in the opinion 
the Central Sovernhent It is necessary or expedient so to do for 
curing the defence ef British India, the public safety, the main- 
i&nee of public order or the efficient prosecution of war, or for 
ntainlng supplies and services essential to the life of the community, 

» Central Government may, by general or special order, applying



e rally or to any specific area, and to any undertaking or class of 
ertakings, make provision for all or any of the following matters, 
ely:-

(a) prohibiting, subject to the provisions of the order, a
strike or look-out in connection with any trade dispute;

( b) referring or authorizing the Provincial Government to
refer, any trade dispute for conciliation or adjudication 
in the mxJrtmx manner provided in the order;

(©) requiring employers to observe such terms and conditions 
of employment as may be determined in accordance with the 
order to be, or to be not less favourable than, those 
existing in their respective undertakings at any time 
within three months preceding the date of the order;

. any sueh order may contain sueh incidental and supplementary pro- 
Ions as appear t<> Central Government te be necessary or expedient

the purposes of the order,
(2) Unless any sueh order makes express provision to the contrary, 

hlng therein shall affect the power to refer any trade dispute or 
tors connected therewith for report or settlement under the Trade 
putes dot, 1929 (HI of 1929).

(3) lathing in the Arbitration Act, 194© (X of 1940), shall 
ly to any proceedings under any such order.
... ..................... *«¥ of the provisions of this
e, he aha! 1 hr punishable with imprisonment for a term which may 
end to three years or with fine or with both.

(g) jb this rule, the expression "undertaking” means any under
ing by way of trade or business, and the expression "employer", 
ek-out", "strike", and "trade dispute” have the meaning respectively 
igned to them in Section 2 of the Trade Disputes Act, 1929 
I cf 1929)."

(notification No. 1204-S1/42 dated 21-1-1942: 
The Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
21-1-1941, page 14S.)

In a press Note Issued ty the Government of India on the addition 
Section 81-A to the Defence of India Rules, it is explained that this 
p has been considered necessary as the number of disputes during the 
t two years in industry was affecting a large number of workers, 

rolving unnecessary loss to them and reduction in essential war 
iduction. In many cases strikes were soon terminated after the 
iciliation machinery had been put in motion, and It is felt that if 
’ficient time is allowed for such machinery to function, strikes can 
avoided with consequent benefit to industry, the workers employed 
>rein and the country in general. The new rule gives authority to 
! Central Government to make general or special orders and these can be 
le to suit local requirements and this would enable the Government to 
me orders providing,for instance, that no strike or lock-out shall be



lb
egal unless reasonable notice has been given, during the period 
f conciliation or adjudication and also during some period following 
djudication. Under the existing Trade disputes Act, fourteen 
ays’ notice is already required in the case of public utility 
ervices and orders can also be passed requiring employers not to 
orsen the terms and conditions of employment. The existing machinery 
nder the Trade Disputes Act, 1929, is left unaffected by the 
mendment.

industrial Disputes in British India during the
Quarter ending ^0-6-1941.

According to a press Note on industrial dipputes in British 
ndia during the quarter ending 30-6-1941, recently issued by the 
epartment of Labour, Government of India, the total number of 
isputes during the period was 121 involving 64,475 workers and 
ntailing a loss of 1,225,240 working days, as against 71 disputes 
nvolving 25,945 workers and entailing a loss of 135,506 working days 
n the first quarter of 1941.

provincial Distribution.- During the period under review, there 
•ere involving 21,451 workers and entailing a
.oss of 224,653 working days. Next come the Punjab with 28 disputes 
.nvolving 4,055 workers and entailing a loss of 64,718 working days; 
Bengal with 18 disputes involving 12,808 workers and entailing a loss 
»f 102,101 working days; the Central Provinces and Berar with 6 
Lisputes involving 21,183 workers and entailing a loss of 808,313 
orking days; the United Provinces with 5 disputes involving 685 
orkers and entailing a loss of 2,314 working days; Assam with 4 
Lisputes involving 1,679 workers and entailing a loss of 3,973 working 
lays; Madras and Sind with 3 disputes each involving 589 and 312 
rorkers and entailing losses of 13,148 and 2,698 working days respective 
.y; and Bihar with 2 disputes involving 1,713 workers and entailing 
. loss of 3,322 working days.

Classification by industries.- Classified according to industries, 
;here were disputes in cotton, woollen and silk mills involving 
>7,371 workers and entailing a loss of 955,971 working days; 8 in 
sngineering workshops involving 1,138 workers and entailing a loss 
>f 12,520 working days; 3 in jute mills involving 9,429 workers 
md entailing a loss of 87,929 working days; and 1 each in railways 
invluding railway workshops) and mines involving 400 and 213 workers 

md entailing losses of l,6oo and 322 working days respectively. In 
til other industries together, there were 56 disputes involving 
l5,424 workers and entailing a loss of 166,898 working days.

Causes and Results of Strikes.- of the 121 strikes, 67 were 
tue to questions of wages, 15 to those of personnel, 7 to disputes 
ibout leave and hours, and 32 to other causes. In 27 disputes the 
irorkers were fully successful; in 35 partially successful and in 
3| unsuccessful. 8 disputes were in progress on 30-6t1941. +



I?Appointment of Labour Commissioner 
-------------------In '-----------

Accepting the recommendation of the Textile Labour Inquiry 
immittee which was presided over by Mr. jayaratnam, I.C.S., the 
.T. Government has appointed Mr. D.V. Rege, I.C.S., Registrar 
E* Co-operative Societies, as Labour Commissioner for the province, 
i addition to kis own duties. Mr. Rege will be assisted by 
?. R.D. Gour, who has been appointed Labour Officer, The question 
? strengthening the Labour Office on the technical and statistical 
Lde is still under consideration.

(The Statesman, 20-1-1942.)+-^

Nagpur Textile Dispute/. s

Reference was made at pages 6 to 7 of our December 1941 report
> the decisions of the Government of the Central provinces and Berar 
j the recommendations of the C.P. and Berar Textile Labour Enquiry 
jmmittee and to the acceptance by most of the millowners of the' 
seisions. Ihe workers began to complain very soon that effect was 
>t being given to these decisions by the employers and gave notice
? a general strike to be started on 26-1-1942. A warning that
>VOmiBEt dogs H6€ fiatefid to tolerate any hampering of production 
? textiles was issued on 17-1-1942 by the C.P. Government in a 
?e»s Metej it was also pointed out that "Government proposes to 
ie its powers under the Defence of India Aet and Rules to prevent 
roidable stoppage of work in the textile industry in the province. 
»plaint8 or claims by any interest or party must first be laid 
jfore responsible officers of Government appointed for the purpose 
id they must have the required time to ensure a fair and peaceful 
ittlement of the dispute before any party can be allowed to resort
> action which may have the effect of stoppage of work.”

On 25-1-1942 the Chief Secretary to the Government of the 
mtral provinces and the newly appointed Labour Commissioner of the 
?ovince, Mr. Rege, met Mr. R.S. Ruikar, President, Textile Workers’ 
lion and also of the Council of Action set up by the workers to 
induct the strike. As a result of the meeting, Mr. Ruikar agreed 
i postpone the strike by a fortnight to give time to the Provincial 
ivernment to settle the grievances of the workers.

The Council of Aotion has protested against the Government’s 
?ess note threatening the use of the Defence of India Act In purely 
idustrial disputes, as constituting a grave attack on the civil 
Lberties of the workers and as tantamount to the adoption of fascist 
sthods for suppression of workers’ strikes.

(The Amrlta Bazar patrika 18, 19 and „
27-1-1942 and Hindustan Times, 18-1-1942.)^.



Holidays with Pay

Rales regarding ijQ&ve, etc, for Municipal Employees in C.P.

The Municipalities in the G.P. and Berar are beginning to adopt 
bye-laws relating to the leave facilities granted to their employees.
The\ bye-laws recently adopted by the Notified Area Committee, Ballarpur, 
forexample, make the following provisions:

Privilege Leage.- Ihe amount of privilege leave earned by a 
notified area servant’ is one-eleventh part of the time during which 
he has been on duty without interruption, provided that no privilege 
leave can be earned by a person by duty performed while three months1 
such leave is due to him and that, whenever duty is interrupted, all 
claim to privilege leave earned theretofore is forfeited. The amount 
of privilege leave admissible at one time is limited to three months. 
Privilege leave is granted on full salary,except in the ease of employees 
serving th* in vacation departments.

Maternity heave.- The president or viee-president of the notified 
area committee may grant maternity leave on fully pay for two weeks 
before the expected date of confinement and four weeks thereafter to 
any female sweeper holding a substantive appointment. The leave granted 
to a female sweeper who has not put in continuous active sorviee for 
a period of six months prior to the date of her proceeding on leave 
shall be without pay.

enMe&Aedl Contifleato.- Leave on medical certificate
may be fWntea for two and ri^lf years in all #but not more than one and 
half years at a time.

Casual Leave.- The notified area oomaittee may grant casual 
leave of Absence" on account of sickness or urgent private affairs to any 
employee at any time for such period as it thinks fit, but not exceeding 
ten days in onfi_calendar year. In exceptional circumstances^this period 
may be extendea^to fifteen days at the discretion of the president.

Extraordinary Leave.- Extraordinary leave may be granted to any 
servant in special circumstances - (a) when no other leave is by rule 
admissible, or (b) when other leave is admissible, but the notified 
area servant concerned applies in writing for the grant of extraordinary 
leave. Except in the ease of an officer in permanent employ, the 
duration of extraordinary leave shall not exceed three months on any 
one occasion.

.Conditions of service.- All first appointments to service (other 
than menial service) under the notified area committee shall be on pro
bation, and no person shall be confirmed in his first appointment 
until he has satisfied the president by probationary sorviee for such 
period, not being less than six months, that he is fully qualified to 
hold such appointment.

Suspension, Dlsmlsaal,etc.- Any servant of the notified 
area co«mlttee,other than those whose appointment has been sanctioned 
by the provincial Government may, for reasons to be recorded in writing, 
be fined, suspended, reduced, discharged, removed or dismissed provided 
that - (1) no fine shall be imposed upon any servant other than a 
menial servant and in no ease shall a fine exceed one week's salary;
(2) no notified area servant shall be removed or dismissed otherwise 
than on proof of dishonesty, repeated neglect or disobedience of orders,



jontinued inefficiency or an of any other dreamstances by reason/ 
jf which the notified area committee is of opinion that his retention 
Ln service would he detrimental to Ute efficient administration of the 
lotified area committee. No order of dismissal or removal or reduction 
ihall he passed (other than an order based on facts which have led to 
iis conviction in a criminal court) unless he has been informed in writing 
3f the grounds on which it is proposed to take the above action and has 
been afforded an adequate opportunity of defending himself.

Age of Retirement.- No servant of the notified area eoamittee may 
be retained m service after he attains the age of 65 years.

(Notification No. 311-93-m-XIII: dated 
13-1-1942. The C.P. and Berar Gazette,
Part III, dated 16-1-1942, pages 105 to 
106.)

Other Municipalities and Local Boards in the Central provinces and 
Berar are adopting Identical Rules to regulate conditions of work of 
fcheir respective employees.

Holidays with pay for jute Mill Workers:
6 days in the year from 1-1-1942.----- - rW„ .............. , -A- ..... r

The Gemmibtoeof Mbe Indian jute Mills Association, Calcutta, 
has meowmendod to its members that, with effect from 1-1-1942, 
holidays MthMJ « days he given in a year for the labour force 
in the jute mills in Bengal. The holiday payment will he made in 
respect of certain Important festivals named by the Association. All 
manual workers, whether employed on a dally or monthly rate of pay 
or working on piece rates, will he eligible for the benefit. The pay
ment will he made to all those workers, permanent or hudlls (substi
tutes), irrespective of the length of service, who were working in the 
mill on the working day previous to the holiday in reppoct of which 
payment is to he made. With regard to permanent workers who might he 
absent on that day, no payment will he made except tc those who, with 
the consent of the management, were off work for reasons of sickness.
In the ease of fixed daily or monthly rates of pay, calculations 
of the benefit will present no difficulty. In regard to piece workers, 
the average daily rate of the week's earnings previous to that in which 
the holiday occurs will he taken to determine the rate of benefit.
The amount will he added to the usual wages of the worker and paid 
at the usual time of payment.

It is understood that the Local Government has been approached 
with a view to obtain permission, under the payment of Wages Act, to 
treat the holiday payment concession as an amenity and not as "wages".

(The Industrial Bulletin of the Employers' 
Federation of India, Bombay, dated 19-1-1942.)^



General

Control of Soap factories in Municipal Areas In G.p.^Z"

The municipalities in the Central provinces are taking action 
;o licence and control soap-houses and factories in the various 
tunieipal areas in order to ensure public health.

(The C.p. and Berar Gazette, part m, 
pages 114 to 115.)+

Control of Bid! Factories in Nagpur Municipal Area y

The Government of G.p. and Berar has gazetted draft bye-laws 
to license and control bidi factories within the municipal limits 
of Hagpur. Conditions of licence include stipulations regarding 
sanitary arrangements, condition of flooring, walls, etc,, of the 
factories, cleanliness of workers, etc.

(The C.P. and Berar Gazette, part III, 
dated 16-1-1942, pages 11© to 111).

(In this oonneeton attention may he drawn to the Bldl Industry 
Committee's Report and Recosnsendations issued recently; a summary 
of Writs given at pages 2© t© 25 of our Hoven her 1®41 report.)^/

Curtailment of Welfare Activities in Asansol. ✓

It is understood that the Asansol Mines Board of Health has 
under consideration a proposal to abolish by way of retrenchment 
many labour welfare activities which they have been maintaining 
for the last several years. A proposal is on foot to do away 
with the departments which dealt with the prevention and treatment 
of diseases like cholera, malaria, leprosy, etc., among the labour
ers in the coal-mines area. The public is understood to have pro
tested against the curtailment of such activities*

(The Amrita Bazar Patrika, 19-1-1942, )*.



ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

International Sugar Agreement;
Central 3ugar~Advlaory Board, against Renewal by India,,/

At the first meeting of the Central Sugar Advisory Board held 
, New Delhi on 29-1-1942, with Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar, Commerce 
mber, Government of India, in the chair, it is understood that 
e question of extension of the International Sugar Agreement expiring
August 1942 was considered and^t^e general view was against the 

tntinuance of such agreements.
It was felt that conditions were so fluid and Uncertain during the 

«riod of the war that no such commitments should he entered into, and 
iat,after the war, the Government of India would he in a better position 
» take all circumstances into consideration* and enter into such 
'reements either with reference to sugar or any other commodity or 
nufactured article.

Licensing of Hew Factories.- With reference to the licensing of 
jw factorieSjit was made clear that the system of licensing hy Provincial 
id State Governments did not in itself involve any restriction of the 
•owth of new factories, hut a rationalisation hy the units concerned 
’ the location of the industry. The preliminary views of the members

were ascertained, and the aubject was left over for further 
msidoration at the next meeting.

The meeting was attended ty representatives ofMadras, Orissa, 
mgtfl Bihar, united provinces and tb» Punjab Governments and repre- 
sntatives of Mysore, Bhopal, Rampur, Kapurthala, Hyderabad and Phaltan 
;ates.

(The Hindu, 30-1-1942.)

Indian public opinion b&A expressed itself strongly against the
iternational Sugar Agreement. Ihe following are extracts from an
litorial article published in the Hindu dated 8-1-1942:

The Agreement under which India has undertaken not to export 
ay sugar hy sea to other countries^ has acted like a millstone round 
ie neck of the Indian sugar producer. Its adverse effects on the 
adigenous industry, especially after the outbreak of war, have been 
splorahle. Hot only those who invested money in the sugar factories, 
at also the sugarcane-growers,have been hit hard by the toppling 
awn of the sugar prices as a result of foreign competition in the
aternal markets ftnd the absence of external markets......... The useful-
588 of that Agreement to India is at best doubtful, while the handi- 
ip it imposes is real. The freedom to expand it essential not only 
a secure immediate relief, but also to consolidate the industry, ^z

5th Session of Indian Statistical 
Conference, Baroda, January"1942.yZ

The 5th session of the Indian Statistical Conference was held 
t Baroda in the first week of January 1942, under the presidentship of



Sir T. vijayaraghavacharya.
In his speech inaugurating the Conference, the Maharaja of 

garoda said that in modern times statistics had come more to the 
front owing to the enlargement of the functions of the Government.
Sealing with conditions in India, he said: "We require more accurate 
md fuller Information regarding production by industry, internal 
md external trade and the yield and movement of capital with a view 
bo planning out a poliey of industrialisation. To re-plan agriculture, 
ve should have more complete statistics of crops and subsidiary 
Industries. Ihe post-war reconstruction of our economic life will 
require the collection of data of varied types,and in that task the 
services of a body like yours will be of great help.”

Sir T. Vijayaraghavacharya,in his presidential address,pointed 
aut that there was nothing mysterious or technical in thJfifc- matter of 
the application of statistical principles to economic inquiries, 
md cited the example of the Ajmer-Merwara survey of some 706 inhabited 
villages by the new method. He also discussed at some length the great 
role played ty statistics in the drawing up of crop forecasts and the 
mna valuation of crops. He regretted tha lack of qualified staff 
primarily concerned with the collection of village statistics and 
the difficulties encountered in bringing about improvements in the 
nachinery detailed for the purpose.

Work of Indian Statistical institute.- Prof. P.C. Mahalanobis,
Seneral Secretary of the Indian Statistical Institute, gave annual

the work of the Institute. The following are the main points 
brought out:-

The statistical Laboratory acts as an all-India clearing house 
for statistical enquiries of all kindw which involve a great deal 
of laborious and prosaic /but usefu^ work in connection with agricultural 
field experiments, medical and public health studies, labour enquiries 
and various eoonomic questions. The great advantages of sample surveys 
(the Institute has been taking special interest in developing the 
theory and technique of such surveys) hare been pointed out In previous 
reviews. A brief account of two or three of the more important
lines of enquiry may be of general interest. The sample census of 
Jute in Bengal (undertaken by the Institute) conclusively establishes the 
possibility of using rhe sample survey on a large scale and at an 
expenditure commensurate with the utility of the results. Besides the 
good«pvegrese Jute census scheme, the Institute has also made good 
progress with projects for improving the estimate of yield per acre 
of jute and paddy in Bengal, and wheat and sugarcane in the United 
Provinces* Work has been proceeding smoothly on the comprehensive 
enquiry relating to family budgets and other labour questions of 
Bengal which was started in 1940. A special effort is being made in 
tM8 connection to standardise price quotations,so as to enable valid 
comparisons being made between the levels of living in different 
places at the same time, or at the same place at different periods of 
time. It is admittedly a difficult task, but considerable progress 
has been made.

The correct assessment of public opinion and public preference is 
a question of the greatest importance for the future of human civilisation. 
It is out of the question to try to ascertain the opinion of very single 
individual, and a sample survey offers the only possible line of advance* 
The Institute carried out several sample surveys among middle class Indian
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imilies living in Calcutta, It has worked with a large variety 
f questions - political, social, religious and cultural - such as 
inema versus radio, preferences in music, interests in astrology 
nd palSIsTry and social questions. Education definitely fosters 
ore liberal views and the proportion prepared to support unorthodox 
ractices rises steadily from among non-matries to undergraduates 
nd graduates.

( The Times of India, 5-1-1942 and 
the Hindu 5-1-1942.)

joint Session of Indian Economic and Indian Political
Science Conference, Bombay, 31-12-1941 to

oil—1942,

The joint session of the Indian Economic Conference (Silver 
ubilee session) and the Indian Political Conference (4th annhL 
ession) was held at Bombay from 31-12-1941 to 3-1-1942. Dr. J.P. 
iyogi, University Professor of Economics, Calcutta, and Dr, V.s. Ram, 
xofessor of Political science, Lucknow university, presided over the 
wo Conferences.

Sir P. *axakurdas’s Inaugural Address.- In his address inaugurating 
;he joint session, Sir P. Thakurdai, leading Indian businessman and 
iconomist, pointed out that but for the heroic resistance put up by 
treat Britain and the U.S.S.R., with material help from the U.S.A., the 
snd of flemocracy and of all those ways of life which constitute 
ivilisation would have been seen. There were many, he said, who were 
thinking of post-war conditions and how the world can settle down 
.fter the war, without tha grave shocks which characterised the period 
ifter 1918. It was recognised that India could not reconcile herself 
if ter the war to the subordinate status of a mere dependency in the 
3ritish Empire. Until, therefore, this one question was definitely 
lettled, the work of economic regeneration in India could not be 
mvisaged with anything approaching either clarity of thought or 
finality of results. Sir Purushotamdas criticised the industrial 
>olicy of Government and remarked that the pace of industrial pro
duction in India since the war broke out should be regarded more as a 
natter for admiration than for criticism, and if the productive



capacity of India did not come up to what her natural resources 
warranted the blame must be sought in other quarters than in Indiaj 
In any case not in the capacity and talent of the Indian, either 
the industrialist or the workman, to produce more. The result had 
aot been by any means satisfactory in spite of the experience of the 
Last war. It would not be satisfactory until India was allowed to 
manage/ her own affairs and Indian Ministers responsible to the 
[legislature were in charge of uommerce, Communications (Including 
railways), and Finance Depar tments,jUi_^uiesAUlLJifiJinctt_bn±_be_a-ceep4^A 
gjthewt dissent.

Dr. j.P. Niyogi’s Presidential Address.- In his presidential 
op»c»T*>, T>T>. f*AT» aw intensive study of
analytical economics at the post-graduate stage in Indian Universities 
Emphasising the value of co-operation between academic economies and 
industrialists and finaneiers^he suggested the establishment of 
provincial institutes of economic research. While emphasising the 
importance of analytical and qualitative thinking as an aid to 
practical policy, he addad pointed out that there was a good deal 
of force in the contention "that there is a great paucity of statis
tical material in India, and that economists, politicians and 
administrators are often handicapped in their work due to such 
paucity", He said: "We have as yet no definite information as to 
the income of the ryot,' his family budget and cost of living, 
survey of cottage industries or medium-size industries for the 
country as a whole, a census of production, the index of cost of 
living for areas other than urban, and the burden of taxation on 
different^-dnecme^-greupe-s Quantitative analysis in these various 
fields must necessarily wait upon the gathering of relevant data." 
Analytical and statistical studies, the speaker said, could only 
yield maximum results, if contact was established between academic 
economists and industrialists, bankers and financiers, having 
knowledge of practical affairs. Too often these two classes of 
workers move in different worlds, there is an absence of that 
co-operation, discussion and friendly contact which is essential in 
the larger Interest of the community as a whole. The establish
ment of the school of Business Administration as a part of the 
London School of Economics ty bn businessmen who provided the 
aeeessary financial support, and of the Oxford School of Business 
Research by Lord Nuffield were striking instances of the realisation 
of the idea of such co-operation between business and academic 
•eonomies. He suggested that each of the major provinceAin British 
India should take upon itself the task of establishing a Provincial 
Institute of Economic Research.

Dr. V.S. Ram’s Presidential Address.- The main theme of 
Dr. Ram’s presidential address was that only ty the establishment of 
an efficient organisation capable of upholding the law of nations can 
civilisation stand up against the ever advancing machinery of 
modern scientific warfare. The alternatives are world empire 
achieved by conquest, or some form of association, such as world 
federation, achieved ty consent. An the lessons of human experience^ 
especially of the League of Nations, point towards the necessity of 
an international organisation, which would reserve to itself the 
monopoly of the use of force and forbid any nation the right to 
use force for its own purposes. There is no alternative to the 
federation of all nations except endless war. No substitute j^for 
the Federation of the World can organise the international community 
on the basis of freedom and permanent peace. No nation should be



coluded from membership the Federation of the World, that is 
illing to suppress its military, naval and air forces, retaining only 
constabulary sufficient to police its territory and to maintain order 
itbin its jurisdiction, provided that the eligible voters of that 
ation are permitted the free expression of their opinions at the 
oils.

(The Times of India and the 
Hindu, 1-1-1942.)

Flea for industrialisation of India;
Sir M7~Vlsvesvarqya»8 5-year plan costing Rs.10,000 millions. /

A strong plea that a programme of Industidal development involving 
n expenditure of Rs. 10,000 millions or more in the next five years 
bould be organised in this country was made by Sir M. Visvesvarayya, 
idresslng a meeting of the Central Committee of the All-India 
anufaeturers Organisation at Bombay on 11-1-1942. He said; ’Nations 
re prosperous or the reverse according to the degree of attention 
aey give to occupations connected with industries and coamerce. In 
adia, however, wherever attention is drawn to production, prominence 
a given to the products of agriculture, and industries are relegated 
0 the background. This is opposed to the policies and practice 
ursued in western countries and in japan, and is the chief cause of 
ae low productive power and poverty of India’, sir M. Visvesvarayya

Canada had expanded their industries and 
ailt up a sturdy economic life in this war,and examined the schemes 
f the Government of India. He discussed the work of the Board of 
dentine and industrial Research and the Research Utilisation 
□ramittee and said; ’The public welcome research, but without any 
stive poliey of industrial development associated with it, more 
eseareh looks like diagnosing the disease, without any intention 
f applying a remedy to the patsi patient. ' He pointed out that India 
3 backward Indus trially on account of the practice of Government 
iking purchases of machinery and plant from abroad and thereby 
epriving the business communities of this country of their rightful 
□portunities of gaining profit and practice in the manufacture of 
savy capital goods, and also the labour population of acquiring 
kill and securing profitable employment. Concluding, he maintained 
cat the least buddensome course to promote industrial life speedily 
as to ask each provincial Government to take up one or two heavy 
adustries best suited to local conditions and hold that Government 
esponsible for starting work on them within about 18 months’ time.

(The Times of India, 13-1-1942.)

Utilisation of Idle Money for Long-term industrial
Undertakings; >lea by retiring President of Indian

Merchants1 chamber, Bombay, x

Mr. M.C. Ghla, retiring President of the Indian Merchants’
□amber, Bombey, in the course of his speech at the annual general 
setingpf the Chamber held on 29-l-1942,put forward the suggestion 
aat tHe Government should take a direct hand in initiating the



sployment of moneys "going to cold storage” in long term industrial 
adertakings. He pointed out that deposits made by the public with 
sheduled banks had increased by over Rs. 95o millions since the beginning 
f the war and that thus there was a plethora of funds awaiting 
emunerative investment. He advocated a planned programme to utilise 
11 this idle money.

(The Hindu, 30-1-1942.)

ft



migration
Indian Workers in Ceylon:

Wage inerease~~and War Bonus under consideration. s

Aeeording to the Special New Delhi Correspondent of the Statesman, 
t is nnderstood that the Ceylon Government will shortly revise the 
itimin' wage paid to Indian labourers in that eolony and that, in 
dditlon to an increase in the basic wage, there will also be granted 
war bonus linked with the price index. The scheme will benefit 

79,000 labourers on the tea and rubber estates.
New family Budget Enquiry instituted.- The existing basis of wages 

as fixed on the calculations made in 1926 by Mr. Ranganathan regarding 
he family budget of Indian labourers. The Government of India have 
een asking for a revision of the budget on the grounds that there 
as been a change in price levels and also in the mode of living of 
labourers, and that wages should be fixed according to modern ideas of 
he standard of living. As a result of this representation, it 
as decided by the Ceylon Government to make a fresh inquiry into the 
uestion of the family budget and to entrust the inquiry to an officer 
f the Government, Mr. Rajnayagam, Deputy Controller of Labour,

The total number of Indian workers on tea and rubber estates in 
sylon in 1939 was 203,134 men, 191,651 women and 62,744 children, 
his pupBiation. waadistributed as follows: 377,ooo on up-oountry 
states, 173,000 on mid-country, and 129,000 on low-country estates, 
r. Rajnayagam worked on the sampling method and took into account 
fcmlly budgets of 516 representing o.3 per cent, of the total number 
f families. The families selected were 227 from up-country, 169 
id-country and 120 from low-country. The 516 families consisted of 
,464 persons of whom 1,511 were earners and the rest non-eaming 
ependents.

Results of the inquiry.- The inquiry revealed that the average 
amber of working days per month was 24 for a male worker, 2o for a 
emale and 22 for a child worker. A vast majority of families were found 
e contain two or three earning members per family. The total income 
sr equivalent male is Rs. 12.43 per month in up-country, Rs. 11.87 
a mid-country and Rs. 10.47 in Inw-country, giving an average for 
le whole area of Rs. 11.90. The average income of a family from wages 
ad subsidiary sources is worked out at Rs. 36,3o. The total expenditure 
>rked out by Mr. Rajnayagam per equivalent male is Rs. 10.56 in up- 
suntryxm, Rs. 10.19 in mid-country, and Rs. 8.94 in low-country. He 
3 satisfied that from the point of view of nutrition the Indian labourer^ 
jod is satisfactory. The result of Mr. Rajnayagam’s inquiry has been 
objected to a critical analysis by representatives of Indian labour in 
sylon and by the Government of India, and it is understood that a case 
>r over five per cent, increase in the basic wage has been established, 
le present minimum wage of 54 cents per adult may thus be increased 
9 57 or 58 cents and, besides,4bthe war bonus which has been in operation 
Lnce March 1940 may be increased and linked to the price index..

(The Statesman, 28-1-1942.



AGRICULTURE

Rural Development Problems in Bombay;
Governor’s speech inaugurating tbe Meeting of the Provincial

Rural Development BoafcT '

The Governor of Bombay?in inaugurating the meeting of the 
Provincial Rural Development Board, held at Bombay on 6-1-1942, 
referred to the more important of the rural problems of the 
province; a brief summary of the main points made out by the 
Governor is given below;-

importance of Rural Development.- Almost nine-tenths of the 
population of Bombay province is rural. The Indian village has 
withstood many shocks over the past five thousand years, and is 
perhaps better prepared for times of stress than similar units In 
more highly organised countries. But It is imperative that what 
can be done should be done, so as to give the villager the knowledge 
and the means to resist in the most effective manner whatever 
misfortunes time may bring. There has been no lack of enquiry 
into rural problems during the last half century by agencies of 
all description, official and non-official, amateur and professional.
It is the view of the Government that all who have the welfare of 
the countryside at heart have useful and important roles to play, 
and that the maximum effort can be achieved by the organised co
operation of all agencies. This need for co-operation is the reason 
and the justification for a Provincial Rural Development Board.

The Board Includes the heads of departments concerned with the 
improvement of village conditions, representatives of co-operative 
organisations and district rural development boards, and a number 
of non-official gentlemen who have already done much work for the 
benefit of the villager.

Transport Problems.- The problems which face the farmer are 
at all times"SiTFIeult, but they are greater than ever to-day, and 
may well grow worse, unprecedented transport difficulties exist 
at the present time. Defence and Supply requirements must get 
priority on the railways, so that there is an extreme shortage of 
wagons for moving agricultural produce. This position cannot be 
greatly remedied by road transport, as the war situation has made 
It necessary to ration petrol severely. Already difficulty is 
experienced in bringing gur and cotton to Bombay, and similar 
difficulties must be anticipated in the case of other commodities.
The problem of transport is not wholly within the control of the 
Provincial Government. It would be foolish not to recognise that 
gravers difficulties for the rural producer lie ahead. India has '
got to be prepared for a long war, and the long term view may point 
to the need for far-reaching adjustments in agricultural and village 
economy. j

Post-War Problems.- Nor must one expect a return to normal 
life after the war. Many of the changes which the war will bring !
about may become permanent, in any event, trade and traffic dis
location will persist for a long time, and the need will arise for !
a co-ordinated plan of reconstruction. It is not too soon to begin, 
at once, a study of post-war problems, one has only to consider the i
problems which must result from the demobilization of the Army, and !
the sudden cessation of war industries, to get an idea of their
extent and complexity.
(press communique No. 15, dated 6-1-1942 of the Director of information, !

Bombay.)



Cotton Fund Ordinance, 1942: 
Creation of Fund to help Cotton Grower.

On 29-1-1942, the Governor-General promulgated an Ordinance 
to enable a fund to be established for financing measures for the 
benefit of the growers of cotton; it is pointed out that help has to 
be given to the growers of certain types of cotton which were exported 
in large quantities to the Far East before the outbreak of the present 
war with Japan. The ordinance provides for the levy, in addition to 
’’any duty of customs imposed by or under any enactment for the time 
being in force,<<an additional duty of customs on raw cotton imported 
into any port in British India at the rate of one anna per pound.”
The proceeds of the additional import duty imposed on raw cotton by 
this Ordinance is to be credited to a separate fund to be established 
by the Central Government, and the fund is to be utilised by the 
Central Government to finance such measures for the benefit of the 
growers of cotton in India as the Central Government thinks advisable.

(Ihe Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 29-1-1942, page 166.) /



NAVIGATION

Conditions of Indian seamen in British Merchant Navy:
' 5 ' Sir Flrozkhan Noon's speech./

Sir Firozkhan Noon, Labour Member of the Government of India,
addressed a meeting of the Indian Seamen’s Union at its headquarters
at Calcutta on 3-1-1942. Mr. A.R. Siddiqi, President of the Moslem
Chamber of Commerce, presided. The speakers included Mr. Aftab Ali,
President of the Indian Seamen’s Union, Mr. N.M. Joshi, Mr. jamnadas
Mehta, Mr. M.A. Khan of Lahore and Mr, Tajuddin of the Dockers’
Union, Calcutta. The main points brought out in Sir Pirozkhan Noon’s
speech, in the course of which he referred to the conditions of Indian
seamen in the British merchant navy, are noticed below:-

Soon after the war started, the need for organising a Comforts 
Fund for Indian seamen in the British merchant navy was felt. Of the 
150,000 seamen in the British merchant navy, nearly 40,000 are 
Indians, and 4hat this showed how much Indian seamen have been 
contributing to British mercantile prosperity in ordinary times 
and how much they were contributing towards keeping open the sea 
lanes and feeding channels of England. By the end of 1941, nearly 
95,000 knitted garments had- been distributed free to shipwrecked Indian

When they arrived la Bagland and they were received at the 
ports by representatives, of the Fund and provided with clothes, 
comforts, andL cigarettes*, and taken to rest homes till their new 
ships were ready. Four., las ear welfare officers have been appointed 
and these officers*’ duty is to listen to complaints of seamen and 
try and help them..to get over their difficulties. He thanked 
the British Shipping companies for their co-operation in this 
direction.

Dealing with the Indian political situation and Hindu-Muslim 
differences, he said that if ever there was peace among the two 
great people's of this cotin try, the Hindus and the Muslims, it will 
be through their working classes. He said that the great need of 
Indian labour was leaders mho would give them the right guidance, 
and appealed for unitedjUnstinted^war effort.

(The Statesman, 5-1-1942.) /

Indian Seamen’s Home in Calcutta:
Viceroy lays foundation Stone.

On 3-1-1942 the Viceroy laid the foundation stone of the 
Indian Seamen’s Home to be built at Calcutta. The Home, which 
will be the first of ±X its kind in Calcutta, will have accommodation 
for 3,000 men in six houses, each accommodating 500. The buildings 
are estimated to cost at least Rs. 2.2 millions. The Government 
of India, the Government of Bengal and the Seamen’s Welfare Association 
Wfcre eontribiting to the cost and the shipping companies Wbre not only 
giving capital sums but had Intimated that they Wbre willing to be 
specially taxed if neoessary for the provision and upkeep of the 
Home.



In a speech before laying the foundation stone, the Viceroy 
paid a tribute to Indian seamen and their work. He announced a 
grant of Rs. 300,000 from the Viceroy’s War Purposes Fund towards 
the provision of amenities in the Home.

(The Statesman, 4-1-1942.)

War pensions and Detention Allowances (Indian Seamen, etc.)
Scheme, 1941.

3he Minister of Pensions, Great Britain, made on 14-10-1941 
the War Pensions and Detention Allowances (Indian Seamen, etc.) Scheme} 
a brief summary of the scheme is given belowj-

persons to whom the Scheme applies.-(l)The Scheme applies to -
(a) any person (not being a member of His Majesty’s naval forcesj) 

who is employed or engaged in seagoing service as the master 
or a member of the crew of a British ship on terms and condi
tions which are customary, or are similar to those customary, 
in the case of an Indian recruited in India for seagoing 
service as the master or a member of the crew of sueh a ship; aitf

( b) any person who is subject to the Naval Discipline Act by- 
virtue of section 90 of that Act and is employed or engaged 
in seagoing service in a ship forming part of His Majesty’s 
Navy la pursuance of such an engagement as is mentioned in the 
said section, being an engagement the terms and conditions of 
which are customary, or are similar to these customary, in 
the case of Xa an Indian recruited in India for seagoing 
service in such a ship in pursuance of such an engagement.

(2) This Scheme does not apply to any person who is employed or 
engaged as a member of the crew of a British ship (otherwise than as a 
wireless operator, apprentice or cadet) for no remuneration or 
nominal remuneration only.

Seamen coming under the scheme are divided into four classes.
Class I consisting of those whose pre-war rate of pay was Rs. 60 or 
nore per month; Glass n, those whose rate of pay was from Rs. 40 
to Rs. 59; Class III, those whose rate of pay was from Rs. 3o to Rs. 39; ( 
and Class IV, those whose rate of pay was less than Rs. 30.

Ascertainment of Degree of Disablement and payment of Com
pensation.- Ihe scheme provides for the ascertainment of"the degree 
of disablement by medical officers. Where a seaman suffers disablement 
which is directly attributable to a war injury or to detention, there 
nay be awarded to him in respect of that disablement a gratuity of an 
amount depending (1) upon the class to which he belongs, and (2) the 
iegree of MlxpXax disablement; the full amounts of compensation are:
Rs. 5000 for Glasses I and II, Rs. 4,000 for Class III and Rs. 3,000 
for Class IV.

Awards of Special Allowance.- Where a seaman suffers disablement 
which is directly attributable to a war injury or to detention and it 
aas not been determined whether an award in rggpect of that disablement 
is to be made under the above Scheme or what amount of that award 
3hould be, there may be awarded to him in respect of that disablement 
a special allowance.
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A special allowance may only be awarded if the seaman - (a) is 

unable by reason of the disablement to provide by his earnings for 
his own support and that of his family; and (b) is in need of 
treatment for the disablement. A special allowance shall be at the 
weekly rate of three shillings if the seaman is in the Waited Kingdom 
and two rupees in any other case. A special allowance shall not 
normally be paid after the expiration of the period of twelve months 
from the date of the war injury or of the end of the detention to 
which the disablement of the seaman is directly attributable.

Awards of Wives’ and other Allowances.- m cases where conditions 
for the award of a special allowance exist in the case of a seaman who 
has a wife, there may be awarded In respect of the disablement of the 
seaman a wife's allowance not exceeding Rs. 3 to 6, the actual amount 
depending on the class to which the seaman belongs. Awards are also 
made to other dependants of seamen*

Other Awards.- Theascheme also contains special provision for 
award? In respect of death^awards of detention allowances.

(Notification No. 275-M.II (21)/39- 
War (i) dated 31-1-1942: The Gazette 
of India, part I, dated 31-1-1942, pages 
215 to 221.)^

Compensation to Seamen (War Damage to Effects) Scheme, 1939, v'

The schemes made by the Board of Trade and the Minister of Shipping 
(nwJrtOeter ef War Transport), respectively, regarding the payment 
of compensation to seamen for war damage to effects, have been extended 
to cover Indian seamen; the schemes thus extended are the Compensation 
to Seamen (War Damage to Effects) Scheme, 1939, dated September 5,
1939, made by the Board of Trade pursuant to Sections 6 and 7 of the 
Pensions (Navy, Army, Air Force and Mercantile Marine) A©t, 1939 
(2 St 3 Geo. 6.C.S3), and t$e Compensation to Seamen (War Damage to 
Effects) Amendment Scheme, 1940, dated February 27, 1940, made by 
the Minister of Shipping pursuant to Sections 6 and 7 of the Pensions 
(Navy, Army, Air Force and Mercantile Marine) Act, 1939 (2 & 3 Geo. 
6C.83).

(Notification No. 275-MII (21)/39- 
War (il) dated 31-1-1942: The Gazette 
of India, part I, dated 31-1-1942, 
pages 221 to 223.)



PROFESSIONAL WORKERS, SALARIED EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC SERVANTS

Control of Corruption and Bribery among.Public Servants in Buraia:
“Tbe Code of Criminal Procedure (First Amendment) Act. 1942,

— - ........... ... ...............—■■ ■■  - — -........................... „ I,

With a view to check corruption and bribery among public servants 
In Burma, the Code of Criminal Procedure Act has been amended. There 
Ls no section of the Penal code which imposes a penalty for the payment 
>f a bribe to a public servant, but the person who does so Is guilty 
>f abetment of the offence of receiving a bribe, and punishable in the 
same way as the receivers and this holds good even though it may not have 
oeen actually accepted. yAs fear of prosecution deters many bribe
givers who would otherwise come forward with information against 
sorrupt officers, the Bribery and Corruption Enquiry Committee suggested 
Ln paragraph 125 of its report that some measure of protection should 
oe given to the bribe-giver who is the less guilty party to the transac
tion. The proposed legislation is intended to encourage the victims of 
sorrupt officers to come forward and give evidence against them without 
?ear of criminal liability.

( The Burma Gazette, Part III, 
dated 17-1-1942, page 2.)^



CO-OPERATION AND COTTAC-E INDUSTRIES

Plight of Handloom Weavers due to Yarn Shortage:
Remedial Measures taken by Government of India.

The question of ensuring a satisfactory supply of yarn to handloom 
weavers in India at reasonable prices h&xs has been engaging the 
attention of the Government of India (It is estimated that India 
produces roughly 1,500 million pounds of yarn, of which 1,100 to 
1 200 million is absorbed by the mill industry. The Government 
estimate the handloom industry's requirements at 350 million pounds, 
while non-officials estimate it at 250 millions. Other requirements, 
particularly for the Government and the Empire countries for export, 
etc., amount to over 150 million pounds. The Government thus estimate 
the*yarn deficit at 170 to 200 million pounds).

Government's Letter to Millowners' Associations.- Prices of 
yarn in India, states a communication addressed recently ty the 
Government to the various Millowners' A33OCiations,on the meHjtcr- 
have registered a sharp advance in recent months. The extent of the 
rise as compared with the level of prices prevailing in the middle 
of August 1939, has varied from 110 Per cent, for certain countries 
to 250 Per cent’, for certain others. Evidence is accumulating to show 
that this sharp rise in prices is causing considerable distress to 
handloom weavers. The position has been rendered more acute ty the ' 
fact that the advance in yarn prices has been accompanied by a serious 
shortage of mill yarn in certain weaving centres. Several handloom 
factories it is alleged, have been forced to close down or to restrict 
their production as a result of these developments, thereby rendering 
a large number of weavers unemployed.

The Government regard the situation with considerable concern. s
With a view to encouraging production, they have already suggested to 
the Provincial Governments to exempt all cotton spinning and 
weaving mills from the provisions of Section 34 of the Factories 
Act so as to enable them to work 60 hours a week. They hope that 
the mills will take advantage of this measure by putting forth -the^r 
maximum effort to expand the output of cotton yarn. As a further 
measure to increase the supply of yarn in the domestic market, the 
Government have decided to restrict forthwith exports of yarn to 
their pre-war normal. It is expected that this will have the effect 
of increasing the supply of yarn for home consumption by about 50 million 
lbs. The Government are also considering the suggestion of instituting 
an all-India control over the distribution of yarn for a satisfactory
solution of the problem of yarn supply to handloom weavers and, for 
meeting war requirements, have invited the opinion of millowners' 
associations on the matter. j

Decisions of yarn Sub-Committee of Textile Panel.- The Yarn 
Sub-Committee of the Textile Panel met on 22-1-1942 with Sir Ramaswami 
Mudaliar, Commerce Member, Government of India, in the chair. The 
meeting recommended that, in the first instance, a proper distribution i
of yarn to the various areas was necessary to any control scheme. It i
was recommended that a Yarn Commissioner be appointed at the centre, 
with whom should be associated an Advisory Board which would be the*
Yarn Sub-Committee of the Textile Panel. Provincial Governments would 
be recommended to license wholesale dealers in yarn. The meeting also 
discussed the basis of prices for yarn required for war purposes and 
arrived at an agreement under which the basic prices a±e to be revised i 
every quarter in the light of fluctuations in certain costs. J

(The Hindustan Times, 12-1-1942, and the Hindu, J 
24-1-1942. y



LIVIMG CONDITIONS
Housing

Hogslag Conditions oflndustrial Workers la Cawnpore:
Boaulta of Enquiry.,^

Attention is directed to pages 650 to 663 of the December 1941 
.ssue of "Labour Bulletin" (Monthly publication of the Labour 
tepartment, U.PV) where is published an informative article summarising 
he findings of an enquiry conducted in 1938-39 into housing 
ondltlons of millworkers in Cawnpore City,



ORGANISATION, CONGRESSES, ETC.

Workers1 organisations.

Demands of Workers during War Time: 
Resolution at" Calcutta meeting attended ly over"40,OOP. ✓

At a meeting attended by over 40,000 workers held at Calcutta on 
•1-1942, with Mr. V.R. Kaiappa, President, A.I.T.U.C., in the chair, 
ie following resolution regarding the concessions to he given to 
>rkers to counter-act the atdxlxa adverse conditions brought about by 
le war was adopted:

This meeting urges employers and Government <fco concede the 
>llowing urgent demands, in order both to afford facilities'for work 
id provide economic relief, so as to counteract the adverse conditions 

.’ought about ty war:
(1) 25 per cent, dearness allowance and effective price control; 

i) adequate air raid protection for workers in factories; (5) two 
mths* pay as advance and 15 days’ leave with pay to remove the families 
f workers to safer places; (4) three months’ pay, in the event of 
ly employer closing down his factory, and fixing of the date of 
^opening; (5) allowance for unamployment and sickness and pension 
yr old age; (6) free quarters, education and treatment for workers 
id their dependents; f (7) Field service regulation for those whose 
srvices are declared essential; (8) withdrawal of restriction on all

(9}r«lea»e of detenues, including those in prison in cennec- 
Lon with the Trade union and Kisan Movement.

(The Trade Union Reeord, January 1942 
issue.) j/'

All-Travancore Labour and Trade Union organisation:
Travancore Government restrains activities.^

The Government of the Travancore ^tate has in the last week of
anuary 1942 issued a Press Communlqud defining its attitude to the
ormation of the MknXadxSxuaaKSxn All-Travancore Labour and
*rade union organisation and its activities; relevant extracts
*rom the communique are reproduced below:

"Notwithstanding the specific warnings of Government as to the 
tanger of mixing up political issues with problems arising Out of the 
•elations between capital and labour, persons connected with various 
.abour unions in the State have been endeavouring to convert them 
.nto political bodies with political programmes. The Government also 
lade it dear some months ago that it would be difficult for employers 
>f labour t© negotiate with Unions not exclusively concerned with the 
trades in which such employers are interested. The Government, 
therefore, deprecated the formation of an All-Travancore Labour 
talon organisation and foresaw the difficulty that might arise if, 
it this juncture, the difficulties or grievances connected with 
>ne branch of industry were sought to be remedied by strikes or 
>ther demonstrations in a totally unconnected industry.



”In spite of the difficulties so pointed out, steps have teen 
taken to form an All-Travancore Labour and Trade Union Organisation.
The Government are satisfied that the large proportion of the labouring 
population is not in sympathy with such a departure. The Government 
have noted with concern that resolutions have teen passed at the 
annual conference of the Travancore Coir factories’ Union affirming 
solidarity with the practically defunct Travancore State Congress and 
approving of the Red Flag and of the slogan ’inquilab Zindated’ (i.e., 
•long live Revolution’). They take strong exception to these resolutions

"The Government have been very anxious that the relations between 
capital and labour at this period should be harmonious and friendly, 
especially as it is essential to stimulate war industries and augment 
production in war time. Although the Government would prefer that 
the employers and the employees should come together and settle their 
differences by mutual agreement, yet they have always been ready to 
mediate between them so as to arrange for higher wages and better 
living conditions for labour. But they cannot remain passive when 
such movements as those already indicated are taking place.Sti»d--reluotank 
a» -they -are-fce -take -any-aefciea-thafc -might-appear- fee -involve -a -curtailment 
of-labour is-legitimate-rights-to-voice-their-grievances-and-their 
proper-demandsy-*u-they-prepeae

The Government of Travancore has taken action under the Defence 
of Travancore Act and prohibited certain left-wing labour leaders from 
participating tn public meetings.

(The Hindu, 30-1-1942. )^

Delhi Shop Assistants’ Conference,Delhi, 2-1-1942.

The demands of the shop^ assistants of Delhi whose number is 
estimated at 50,000 were put forward at a well-attended conference 
held on 2-1-1942 at Delhi under the presidentship of Mian Iftikhar- 
ud-Din, M.L.A. (Punjab), president, Punjab Provincialfcongress 
Conmittee. '

Several resolutions were passed at the Conference; the more 
important of them are briefly noticed belows

1. Representation in Delhi Municipal Committee.- The Conference 
urged upon the Chief Commissioner, Delhi, to consider immediately the 
desirability of giving the Shop Assistants» Federation, Delhi, which 
represented about 46,000 employees, two seats in the Delhi Municipal 
Committee so that their interests might be adequately safeguarded.

2. Shop Legislation.- The Conference viewed with regret the 
attitude or the local Government and the Municipal Committee in not 
enforcing in Delhi Province any Shop Assistants’ Act.

3. Demands of Shop Assistants.- The following are the demands 
which the conference urged upon the shop keepers and Kothlwalas (Agents): 
(1) The shop Assistants• Federation, Delhi,should be recognised as the 
representative organisation of the shop assistants of Delhi. (2) Fifty 
per cent, dearness allowance should be granted immediately because 
prices of -the-'commodities have gone high due to the war. (3) Working



ours should be fixed at a-period.of nine hours per day during which 
t least one hour recess should be allowed. (4) shops should remain 
losed for at least one day in a week, on which day employees should 
ot directly or indirectly be required to attend *•> their duties.
5) Salary, pay or wages, etc., should be distributed in a lumpsum
n or before the day following the date of the expiry of each month.
6) one month’s salary should be admissible after a year's service by 
ay of bonus. (7) 15 days’ privilege leave should be granted over and 
bove the usual casual leave in a year. (S) One month’s notice should
3 given by the mployers in the event of termination of services of any 
mployee, or salary for an equivalent period should be paid in lieu of 
otiee. (S) There must be an explicit understanding that the workers 
ay leave the shops at 8 p.m. under all circumstances. (I®) Boys 
f less than 12 years of age should not be employed in any case.
11) Employees engaged for work in shops, etc., should not xx be 
sked to perform any household work of the» shop-keepers. (12) All 
azetted holidays should be observed as complete holidays. (13) Due 
ompensation must be granted to a worker in accordance with the 
revisions of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, if he receives any 
erious injury while in service. He should in no case be deprived 
f the salary for the period he is unable to work in consequence of 
uch injury. Medical treatment should be arranged by the employer 
t his own cost during the period.

(The Hindustan Times, 3-and the National 
Call 4-1*1942.



SOCIAL CONDITIONS

Beggar Problem In Calcutta; 
MeasuresTo remove “Menace" proposed.

That the 5000 to 6000 beggars of Calcutta should temporarily 
be segregated in the city and later kept in a colony outside the city 
was the view expressed at a Conference of representatives of the 
Government of Bengal, the Calcutta Corporation and the more important 
public charitable institutions of the City held on 9-1-1942, with the 
Son'ble Mr. santosh Kumar Basu, Minister for Health and Local Self- 
lovemment, Bengal, in the chair.

Following a general discussion on the matter, the Conference 
idqpted. a resolution demanding that a scheme on the lines of the 
Draft vagrancy Bill, prepared by the Rotary Club, Calcutta, be put 
into effect at once with such modification*/ as might be found necessary 
to adapt it to the emergency war conditions. A Working Committee with 
the Hon’ble Mr. Basu and the Secretary to Government of Bengal dealing 
with A.R.P. matters as ex-officio Chairman and Secretary, respectively, 
was also appointed to formulate a definite scheme of relief.

(The Amrbta Bazar patrika, 11-1-1942.)^,



PUBLIC HEALTH

4th Annu&l Meeting of Central Advisory Board of
---- health,"Calcutta, 2b to 28-1-1942",

Hie Central Advisory Board of Health held its 4th Annual meeting
t Calcutta from 26 to 28-1-1942 under the presidentship of Mr. N.R.
iarker Member for Education, Health and Lands, Government of India.
’he Board considered several questions of importance; a brief
lumnary of its decisions is given below, -

Leprosy Control in India.- The Board considered a report on 
'Leprosy And its" control in India", submitted ty the Committee appointed 

it at its last meeting. While expressing its warm appreciation of 
;he labours of voluntary institutions, particularly, Christian Missions,
;he Board supported the view originally expressed by the International 
Jonference on Leprosy, Cairo, 1938, and reaffirmed by the Committee 
.n their report that "voluntary organisations have in the past, and 
>an in the future, aidw^freatly in anti-leprosy work, it should be 
>Bgphasised, however, that the control of leprosy is the inescapable 
’esponsibility of the Government concerned." The Board emphasised the 
jaramountaUb importance of the prevention of infection of leprosy 
tw>Q«g children and considered that, In anti-leprosy propaganda, more 
ise should be made Of schools and of teachers’ training Institutions.
Ihe establishment of a Leprosy Institute of India by the Central Govern- 
ient waa recommended b, the Board. It maintained that there was great 
teed for well-qualified medical men to work as provincial leprosy 
>fficers in the provinces in which the disease was common. An anti- 
.eprosy -in - the -pr evinces -in -which - the -diae&ce -wac-ccmmonr
>olicy should be laid down, with reasonable financial provision.
In particular, the policy should include the establishment of pro- 
rincial sanatoria to act as the hub of anti-leprosy work in the province 
Ihe Board urged, supporting the view of the Ccmmittee, that the 
sxistlng legislation for the control of leprosy in India had not been 
>f much practical value and recommended that in any projected legis- 
.ation certain principles, as defined in the Report should be followed.

Health of School Children.- The importance of all children 
ittencQng School being given a mid-day meal, whether it was brought 
’rom their homes or provided at the school, was emphasised by the 
joard. The Board discussed the report of the joint Committee appointed 
3y it and the Central Advisory Board of Education on"the medical 
.nspection of school children and the teaching of hygiene In schools".
It endorsed the opinion of the Committee that satisfactory arrangements 
Tor medical inspection and treatment of students in schools formed 
in essential part of an efficient system of education and, as such,steps 
ihould be taken to ensure that children, both boys and girls, attending 
ichool were healthy and kept healthy. The Board agreed that any 
icheme for medical Inspection without provision for treatment was 
>f little or no use, while^in addition.any scheme of treatment should 
.nclude the provision of supplementary7nourishment for under-nourished 
(hildren. The importance of hygienic school touildings and of a high 
itandard of personal cleanliness on the part of teachers in promoting 
lealthy habits among the children was emphasised. Commending the report 
>f the joint Committee for the consideration of Provincial Governments,



the Board stated that although Bhere were difficulties in the way
of giving effect at once to all the recommendations of the Comittee, 
its view was that the problems could not be deferred indefinitely and that 
a beginning ought to be made now for its solution.

(The Hindu, 27 and 29-1-1942.)



EDUCATION

Revival of Literacy Campaign in Slnd.^Z

The Government of Sind In Its Resolution dated 26-5-1941 had 
appointed a c®Mllttee with a view to suggesting ways and means for 
the revival ©f^lteracy campaign aiming at adult education in Sind. 
Government.having considered the unanimous report submitted to it 
hy the Committee, has passed certain orders on the subject, the salient 
features of which are summarised below

Selection of Area and Schools.- The areas selected for the 
revival of the'"llteracy campaign should be rural and one taluka 
(sub-division) in each district should be taken as a unit for this 
purpose. In each taluka a maximum number of 40 adult centres should 
be opened in suitable villages including those already brought under 
the scheme of intensive rural reconstruction work. Such centres should 
have permanent night schools. The attendance at these schools should 
be subject to the conditions that - (l) learners of the age of 12 to 
4$ years only should be admitted to adult centres except at places 
where there are no other educational facilities; (2) no adult school 
should be opened unless the teacher can persuade at least lb adults 
to attend the school regularly; and (3) no age-limit should be fixed 
in die case of women.

Appointment of Advisory Committees.- The entire control of the 
Campaign should rest with the Education Department, but with a view to 
co-ordinating the efforts q£ all the nation-building Departments and 
securing co-operation of the public, District Advisory Committees 
should be formed in each district. The functions of the Committee 
will be - (i) to stimulate general interest in the education of adults; 
(11) to bring together and co-ordinate the efforts of all the existing 
organisations engaged in promotion of rural uplift; (ill) to collect 
and spend funds if necessary for publicity and propaganda purposes; 
and (iv) to undertake all such activities as may seem desirable for the 
furtherance of the cause of the campaign. The District Advisory 
Committees have the power to form Taluka Committees and sub-committees 
for the following purposes: (1) Propaganda Committee for propaganda and 
publicity; (2) Health Committee for teaching elementary rules of 
personal health and hygiene and village sanitation; (3) Supervision 
Committee for supervising the day to day work and maintaining the 
standard of efficiency.

Training of Staff.- The technique of teaching adults being 
different from that fontasasknr teaching children, Training Committees* 
shc(|d be appointed to train the teaehing staff recruited for this 
purpose.

Popularlffenaf Adult Education.- The following steps should be 
taken to popularise and enhance attendance at the adult centres:- 
(1) the heads of all Departments should be requested to ask their 
inferior staff who are illiterate to attend these centres; (2) the 
heads of the various nation-building departments should be requested 
to help and eo-operate with the Education Department in the propaganda, 
planning, organisation and supervision work; and (3) the Assistant 
Commissioner, Rural Reconstruction Department, should be requested to 
concentrate his efforts, so far as his own Department is concerned, on 
the areas selected for the campaign.

Remuneratlon of Teachers«- The teachers will be paid a monthly 
allowance up to Rs. 10^provided the average dally attendance in their



ihhools Is above 25* If the average daily strength in their sehools 
•“alls below 25 in any particular month, the teachers’ allowance will 
oe reduced to Rs. 7-8-0 only per month. The Education department is 
;o hold periodical literacy tests and for those who were illiterate 
oefore and subsequently became literate, a bonus of Rs. 2 is to be paid 
so the teachers concerned.

(Press Note No. 383 dated 16*12-1941 
issued by the Director of Information, 
Sind: The Sind Government Gazette,
part I, dated 1-1-1942, pages 11 to 13.)

Annual Meeting of Central Advisory Board of Education, Hyderabad, 
------- ----------------------- 13 td"T5^1-1942.

■ ✓»

The annual meeting of the Central Advisory Board of Education 
was held in Hyderabad (Deccan) from January 13 to 15, 1942, under 
the presidentship of Sir Maurice Gwyer, Chief Justice of India, in 
the absence of the chairman of the Board, Mr. N.R. Sarker, Member of 
Mhe viceroy’s Executive Council. In addition to members nominated 
by the Government of India, representatives of the Council of State, 
the Central Legislative assembly and the Inter-University Board 
were present.

One of the subjects considered by the Board was conditions of 
service of teachers and their training. The committee felt that as 
educational progress in all its stages depended on the efficiency 
of teachers, the question of the recruitment, training and conditions 
of service of teachers was one which required urgently to be explored. 
It accordingly set up a committee to consider the subject so far as It 
affected teachers in primary middle and high schools, with directions 
to report at the next meeting. The Board decided to accede to the 
request from the Government of Bombay to appoint a small committee to 
advise them with regard to the progress of the experiment in basie 
education in the Bombay presidency. The committee considered a memo
randum on the recruitment of educational officers and appointed a 
committee to report on the issues raised in the memorandum.

(The Statesman, 20-1-1942*)^



SOCIAL POLICY IN WAR TIME

Wages

Increased war Dear pood Allowance ln Cawnpore. ✓

In accordance with the undertaking given in the Notice dated 
7th August, 1941 (vide pages 35 to 36 of our August 1941 Report), 
the Employers’ ^ssociat^of Indiahas now agreed to grant
an extra dear food allowanee,in ail categories and in Industries 
included in the grant of August 1941. This additional increase is 
granted to cover a cost of living Index figure up to and Including 
160 points on the following conditions: (a) that the average cost 
of living index figure for the preceding consecutive three months 
has exceeded 141 points; (b) that Should the cost of living index 
figure fall below X* 141 points for three consecutive months, this 
additional allowance will he automatically withdrawn; (c) that the
allowance now announced will he paid on basic wages under conditions 
similar to those governing the War Dear *ood Allowances granted in 
1940 and previously in 1941; and (d) that this additional increase 
will he effective as from the 1st January, 1942.

(Circular no. 2S7 dated 2-1-1942 of the
Employers ’ Association of Northern India, 
Cawnpore)

Dearness Allowance for Sugar Mill Workers in Gorakhpur:
°f Sugar Mills Association.

The question of dearness allowance was considered at a meeting 
of the T°dlaj^ Sugar Mills Assoeiatfcn held on 4-1-1942, at Gorakhpur, 
awd it waar^copay dearness allowance at the rates given below:

(A) For salaries up ti
(B) For salaries from

(C) For salaries from

(D) For salaries from
(E) For salaries from

> Rs,. 12 • • • •
RS. 13 to Rs.2 0 ..

Rs. 21 to Rs.50 ..

Rs. 51 to Rs. 100
Rs. 101 tci Rs. 150

3 annas per rupee 
2 annas 6 pies per

rupee
1 annas 6 pies per 

rupee
1 anna per rupee 
9 pies per rupee

The meeting recommended that all the factories 
Group should adopt this scale and start paying 
1-1-19 42.

In the Gorakhpur 
it not later than

(Labour Bulletin, Cawnpore, for 
January 1942, page 2o.)y^

Dearness Allowance to Workers in Jharla Coalfields.

The Committee of the Indian Mining Association has recommended 
that an additional allowance on the following scafc should be paid to 
all employees with effect from the 1st January 1942: on earnings 
up to Rs. 24 Per month - 12}2 per cent; and on earnings in exoess 
of Rs. 24 per month - Rs. 3 per month. It is recommended that these



.lowances should he calculated on the basic pay prevailing on the 31st 
jcember 1939, on which pay the previous increments were recommended.

(Industrial Bulletin of the Employers’ 
Federation of India, dated 26-1-1942.)/^

Additional Dear Food allowance to Textile Workers in Sholapur.y/

It will he recalled that, following the award given hy the 
mciliator early in 1940, the textile workers in Sholapur were granted 
dear food allowance of one anna per head per day (see page 38 of 
ir April 1940 report). This award was intended to cover variations 
itween 74 and 85 in the cost-of-living index figure in Sholapur. As 
ie index figure for the month of August, 1941, had risen above 85, the 
.lowance was increased as follows with a view to provide for variations 
stween 86 and 100 in the cost-of-living index number:-
(a) from 86 to 92 - an additional anna - making in all 2 annaa.
( h) from 93 to 100 - an additional 3/4 anna - making in all 2| annas.

The grain allowance, based on the operative’s attendance, is 
permanent feature in Sholapur.

(industrial Bulletin of the Employers’ 
Federation of India, dated 26-1-1942.),/

Employment

Motor Vehicles (Drivers) ordinance, 1942. ,/

The Government of India has promulgated an ordinance to provide 
>r the requisitioning on behalf of Government of the services of 
irsons capable of driving motor vehicles. The ordinance directs 
?ovincial Governments to prepare and maintain a register of motor 
?ivera, with details of qualifications of the drivers. Provincial 
iveraments are empowered to requisition the services of such drivers.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 27-1-1942.)

national Service (Technical personnel) Amendment Ordinance,1942.v

On 29-1-1942, the Governor General promulgated an Ordinance to 
lend the National Service ( Technical Personnel) Ordinance, 1940.

Scope: Extension with regard to persons and factories.- The 
lending Ordinance extends the definition of "technical_personnel"
> cover such classes of apprentices and such Asiatic immigrants 
i British India from Asiatic territories as may be notified in the 
rficial Gazette. The Ordinance also extends the definition of 
.ndustrial undertakings" so as to cover training establishments and 
idustrial concerns engaged on designing, testing and installing.
.rcraft undertakings have also been brought within the scope of the 
•dinance. Formerly factories engaged on work of national importance 
sre notified in the official Gazette, This is no longer possible and



tories may now be notified by order in writing.
Technical Inspectors.- Under the new Ordinance a quorum may be 

necT a't meetings of Tribunals without the presence of the chairman, 
a Tribunal may delegate to the chairman such of its powers as may be 

roved by the Central Government. Technical inspectors are being 
ointed to work for the Tribunals, and Section 6 of the ordinance
been amended so as to empower these inspectors to enter factory 

aises and call Jbr information. This power was formerly exercised only 
Members of Tribunals.

Extension of Training Facilities.- The new ordinance gives Tribunals 
er'fo~3Ifect technical personnel to undertake employment in the National 
vice not only in notified factories but also in training establishments 
their jurisdiction or in factories or technical posts under the Crown 
any part of British India. It also gives Tribunals power to xs direct 
ustrial undertakings to train men for employment in industry.

Other Changes: Extended schedule of occupations.- The Central 
ernwifent have "’Been empowered under the new ordinance to require 
ustrial undertakings to release technical personnel who wish to under- 
e employment in His Majesty’s forces or in civilian posts outside India
give such volunteers the right to reinstatement in their old jobs after 
war. Under the original ordinance, Tribunals had power to refuse

mission to technical personnel to leave their employment. Tribunals 
now empowered to lay down the terms of service under which persons, 
have been refused permission to leave their employment, shall continue

their employment. Finally, a revised schedule containing 124 trades 
. occupations has been substituted for the old schedule containing 
grades and occupations.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 29-1-1942, pages 157 to 164.) v/

Indus trial Disputes.

Curb on Strikes and Look-outs;
Action under Defence of India Rules. (/

In exercise of the powers conferred by Sdction 2 of the Defence 
India Act, 1939, the Government of India has, on 21-1-1942, gazetted 
amendment to the Defence of India Hules so as to add a provision to 
b industrial strikes and lock-outs. The contents of the new Section 
A and its implications are given at page: »«-<-/,;of this Report under 
tion: "Industrial Disputes."



price Control

Control of Price of Foodstuffs:
Delhi and U. P. Measures. /

The District Magistrate, Delhi, has fixed the wholesale 
d retail prices of foodstuffs such a3 wheat, gram, barley, etc,, 
tarcoal, firewood and match boxes containing fifty and forty sticks, 
•ices of gram, bajra, barley, etc., will be fixed daily and those of 
■eat, charcoal, firewood and match boxes will operate until modified 
ter.

Wheat Control in XI.P.- A Gazette Extraordinary issued on 8-1-1942 
r the u.T.Government demands of persons holding more than two standard 
unds (1 maund = 82 lbs.) of wheat flour to submit to the Wheat 

>mnd as loner for India, New Delhi, before January 31, 1942, a return 
;ating: (1) The place or places where his stock of wheat or wheat 
.our is stored; (2) the quantity in a standard maund of wheat and 
teat flour stored at each of these places; (3) the railway station 
sarest to each of these plaees; and (4) where any such stock is 
fid on behalf of any purchaser residing outside the U.B. the name of 
leh purchaser with allied particulars. Persons contravening these 
•ders^^fearSi be punishable under the Defence of India Rules with 
iprisonment which may extend to three years or with fine or both.

(The Times of India, 9-1-1942.) y*

Control Measures.

Rice Rationing Scheme for Ceylon.,x

The Ceylon Government is planning to Introduce a scheme for 
.tioning rice. A press communique ± on the subject issued by the 
>od Controller, Ceylon, in the third week of January suggests that as 
.tioned rice is to be issued twice weekly, the Government and'other 
lployers of labour should adopt the system of weekly payment of wages. 
;her points made by the Food Controller were: No rice will be issued 
>r domestic pets. Every child over three years of age will be entitled 
> the full ration. So far as Colombo is concerned no consumer will 
.ve to go more than half a mile to obtain his rice as the distributor 
isigned for supplying him has been selected on this basis. Coupons 
>r rice rationing have already been distributed in Colombo as a 
•eliminary to the Introduction of rationing if that becomes necessary.

(The Statesman, 20-1-1942)./

Standard Cloth for the poor:
Cotton Textile panel's Decisions. >

The Cotton Textile Advisory panel which met at New Delhi on 2C-1-1941 
ider the chairmanship of the Commerce Member, Sir Ramaswami Mudallar,
.me to agreed conclusions on questions relating to the production, 
Lstribution and sale of a standard type of cloth for the poorer 
.asses.

In his opening speech, the Commerce Member pointed out that 
le scheme for standard cloth should be evolved and arrangements



in connexion therewith should he completed before a state of acute 
shortage of cloth arose, hut that the actual time when the scheme should 
he put into operation would he decided in the light of circumstances 
then existing and after giving an opportunity to members of the panel 
to express their opinion on the subject.

The meeting appointed a sub-committee of the panels with the 
addition of a number of technical advisers of the Commerce and Supply 
Departments, to study the types of standard cloth, namely, dhoties, 
saris and shirtings, which will be produced. A large proportion of 
this cloth will be of coarser counts and a very small percentage may be 
of higher counts, but the price will be the same for either category 
of cloth. Another sub-committee was formed consisting of s<me re
presentatives of industry and representatives of the Commerce, Supply 
and Finance Departments to decide on the price of various types of 
standard cloth. The sub-eonBiittees are expected to meet shortly in 
Bombay.

The Advisory panel was generally not in favour of the original 
proposal that millowners should themselves open retail shops for standard 
cloth in localities approved by the Central Government. What is under
stood to have found favour with the panel was the modified proposal 
that provincial Governments may license certain shops which will deal 
in standard cloth and, where possible ^provincial Governments themselves 
may handle the sale of cloth direct tcrpoorer sections of the community. 
It is understood that the question of the method of distribution of 
standard cloth will be finally decided by the Central Government after 
consulting representatives of provincial Governments when they attend 
the Price Control Conference early in February 1942.

( The statesman, 21-1-1942.) y/

Cotton Card Clothing and all Gard Clothing Sundries 
C°ntr°l Order, 1942. ?

The Government of India has promulgated the Cotton Card Clothing j 
and all Card Clothing Sundries Control Order, 1942, which prohibits j 
the sale of other disposal of, purchase or other acquisition of, certain 
specified ax±± articles connected with cotton xxdC&rd^Glothing and 

^S^ndries. . e i
(Notification No. 9 dated 7-1-1942: The 
Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
7-1-1942, pages 73 to 74.)^

Further Restrictions on unlicensed Sale of Iron 
and Steel. .— I .1 ——,.l—.I.,,. ✓

Accordirg to a press Note issued by the Government of India, owing 
to tightness in the supply of iron and steel in India, the Government 
has reduced the quantities of the iron and steel items for free 
unlicensed sale, in future XJUck unlicensed sale may be made only by 
stockholders, not by producers. The concession is intended only for 
private consumers, and Government Departments and Railways cannot acquire 
iron or steel under this notification; the intention Is that the con
cession should be utilized for petty purchases for domestic use only.



Government departments and Railways andhther public bodies will, 
therefore, have to obtain supplies in the normal way by application 
for licences to the appropriate authorities.

( The Statesman, 15-1-1942.) /'r

The Tar and Bitumen Control Order, 1942.

overnment of India has issued the Tar and Bitumen Control 
Order, 1942, on 31-1-1942, which requires the registration of pro
ducers and dealers in tar and bitumen, prohibits the disposal of stocks 
of these commodities without a proper licence for the purpose, and re
quires producers and dealers to submit fortnightly retunas of stocks, 
shipments and estimated production.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 31-1-1942, pages 174 to 178.)

The Newspaper Control Order, 1942. /

In view of the growing scarcity of newsprint the Government 
of India has promulgated the Newspaper Control Order, 1942, whereby 
the price and size of newspapers have been fixed.

The order divides nevqpapers into three classes; Class A; page 
area »®t leas than 336 square inches; Class B; page area less than 
336 square inches, but not less than 200 square inches; and Class 
C; page area less than 200 square inches. The prices fixed are; less 
than half anna for two pages of Class A, two pages of Glass B and four 
pages of Class Cj less than three quarters of an anna, but not 
less than half an anna for four, six and eight pages; less than one 
anna, but not less than three-quarters of an anna for six, eight and

not less than"one

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 29-1-1942, pages 154 to 156.)^

Amendment to Hotels and Lodging Houses Control order,1939.

The Government of India has on 15-1-1942 amended the Hotels 
and Lodging Houses Control Order, 1939, permitting the Controller to 
allow certain fouexg percentage rise in the "fair rate of charges*’ for 
board and service to cover\ any general rise In the cost of living.
The Amendment also provides that the charges for accommodation, board, 
servants’ quarters, garage or any other service provided in an hotel 
or lodging house, shall not exceed the prevailing rates of charges for 
the same or similar facilities during the 12 months prior to the 1st 
September 1939, unless permission h&s been obtained from the Controller

( The Gazette of India, Part I, dated 
17-1-1942, pages 169 to 17o.kx



Safety Measures

A.R.P. Measures in Cotton Mills;
Central Government’s Directions. ✓
................. " — —————— ♦

The following information about A.R.P. measures in cotton mills 
is taken from a note on the subject published in the printed Excerpts 
from the Proceedings of the Committee of the Millowners’ association, 
Bombay, during December 1941:

The question of adopting suitable A.R.p. measures in cotton mills 
has for some time past been engaging the attention of the Committee of 
the Millowners 1 Association, Bombay, a special sub-Committee was 
appointed for this purpose. This sub-Committee had before them 
Government's Blue Book entitled "A.R.P. in factories" and the orders

fib appeared to have been served on certain mills by the Central 
and Provincial Governments regarding structural precautions, etc., 
but they found it difficult to ascertain the precise standard of 
protective measures which Government apparently considered should be 
maintained in various types of factories. In these circumstances, 
a representation was submitted to the Government of India, Department 
of Labour, early in December 1941 requesting a lead from Government 
on the following points:- "I. X (a) whether trenches are to be 
provided; (b) If (a) is in the affirmative, what types of trenches 
would be approved by Government; ( c) What provision factories which 
had no compound should make far th© evaeuation of their workmen.
XI. (B) Whether trailer pumps are to be an essential part of the 
fire-fighting service of these factories, and whether water tanks 
should fee eeuatructed as an independent source of supply of water;
( b) Whether these trailer pumps would be made available, and when 
they would be made available. III. Whether all glazing in factories 
are to be protected by inch mesh wire, or bearing in mind the 
fact that adequate supplies of inch mesh wire are not available, 
only vital plant requires protection against flying glass.
SIf r -Whether -all -glazing -in -factories- -are -to -ba -preteeted-by -^9

oah -w ire y -er-bearing -in -mind - the -faot - that-adequate-supplies 
IV. Whether the vital parts of machinery should be protected against 
splinters by brickwork. V. Whether Government desire all North 
Light roofs to be rendered non-inflammable."

Need for adequate protection of certain Population.- In this 
conneCtion, the sub-doaunittee pointed out that compliance with 
requisition No. V would mean reconstruction of the entire roof. This 
proposition did not appear, In their opinion, to be very feasible.
In the circumstances, they thought that the existing fire fighting 
equipment, including sprinklers and hydrants, coupled with the stirrup 
pumps and trailer pumps to be ordered out by the mills, would be 
sufficient to prevent a major conflagration. In this connection, 
Government were requested to give an indication as to whether, and 
if so, how cotton mills in England with North Light roofs tackled 
this problem. Government's attention was also drawn to the fact that 
however efficient and satisfactory^ A.R.P. measures in factories 
might be, they might fail to achieve the object in view, if the local 
authorities, e.g., the Government of Bombay and the Municipality in the 
ease of Bombay City, failed to undertake measures to protect the 
civilian population. The worker's thoughts in an emergency were 
with his family, and if he was not assured that adequate measures 
existed for the protection of his wife and children in their homes,
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then whatever measures might be taken by the mills to prevent
a stampede and to ensure continuance of work might be of no avail 
because the worker would naturally try to leave the City for his up- 
country village.

Income-Tax Remission on A.R.P. Expenditure.- At the same time, 
on the suggestion of the sub-Lommitt ee, a circular was sent to all 
members of the Association recommending that, in view of the latest 
developments in the war situation, precautionary measures should be 
taken by mills on whom orders had alreadyobeen served by the A.R.P. 
authorities or the Government of India, to protect their vital plants.
It was suggested that after the work had been completed, a statement 
of the cost actually incurred by them should be submitted to the 
authority ordering the execution of the measures. On receipt of 
this statement, the authority ordering the measures would, it was 
pointed out, on being satisfied of the correctness of the statement 
certify the amount which Should be treated as allowable revenue 
expenditure and the amount to be treated as capital expenditure, 
and the Income-tax Officers would treat such certificates as final 
for purposes of assessment. The amount certified by the A.R.P. 
authorities as allowable as revenue expenditure would then be an 
admissible deduction under Section lo of the Indian Income-tax Act 
when computing the assessable profits or gains of the mill company 
concerned.

Government Directions re. A.R.P. Measures.- in reply to the 
specific points on whieh the Committee wanted a lead, the Government 
of India Indicated that t- -

"I. (a) Trenches to be provided.
®{ b)one or other of the types laid down In Chapter n of

”A Summary of air-raid Precautions Applied to Factories” 
copies of which have been supplied to the Association.

(c) Factories which have no compound and in the vicinity 
of which no land is available for the construction of 
trenches should endeavour as far as possible to provide 
protection for their employees on the ground floor of the 
factory by erecting shelters of type ’D* shown in ”A 
Summary of air-raid Precautions Applied to Factories” 
and to erecting low walls about 4’-G” high constructed 
of 13/2 brick in cement masonry wherever it is possible 
to do so. (In the case of the walls, labour should be 
taught to sit behind them.) When all measures of this 
nature have been exhausted the balance of the labour 
should be taught to vacate the factory and take shelter 
in the houses nearest to the mill. The local Governments 
should also be approached with the request that they 
will requisition all available space, including roads 
not necessary for the movement of traffic, on which 
shelters can be erected or trenches dug.

II. (a) Trailer pumps are an essential part of the fire fighting
service and water tanks must be constructed, as independent 
sources of supply of water.

( b) Government are arranging for the supply of these pumps.
It is however not possible under present conditions to say 
when they are likely to be available.
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III. All glazing in rooms containing vital machinery should be 
removed and the apertures bricked or hoarded up until supplies 
of glass substitute are available. Wherever daylight is 
essential the glass should be replaced ty fabric substitutes 
which can be obtained from the Indian Glass substitute 
Conpany, p.0. Baksar, District Meerut. Treated fabric
glass substitutes have only a limited life^but they should 
last at least 3 months, probably longer, and thus fill the gap 
between the present emergency and the arrival of more per
manent substitutes from abroad* All other glass should be 
removed wherever possible. Where it cannot be removed it 
should be protected by inch wire mesh. 1

IV. All vital machinery Should be protected by blast and splinter
proof walls.

Notes- Vital machinery Is plant which if damaged or destroyed 
is likely to hold up production for more than one month.

V. 3he method of dealing with this problem is still under con
sideration. No information is available as to how this 
problem was tackled in England, but it is doubtful whether 
there are roofs of this type in England.” y.

A.R.P. Organisation in Cotton Mills:
■ /teg Millowners» asaocxaTion, Bombay. /

question of A.R.P. measures in cotton mills was, in 
Deeember 1941, discussed by a special sub-Committee of the Millowners * 
Association, Bombay, with the A.R.P, authorities, and a scheme lx of 
A.R.P., particularly in connection with the organisation and equipment 
of A.R.P. personnel in cotton mills, was framed. The main features 
of the scheme are given below:-

A.R.P. Organisation.- Briefly stated, the scheme proposed that 
the entire A. A.P. orgahisation of a mill should be under the control 
of the “Company A.R.P. Officer." A Company A.R.P. officer was necessary 
only in the case of a company owning two or more mills and was to be 
done away with where only one mill was concerned. The Officer next 
to him was to be the "Chief Mill A.R.P. Officer1’, who might be either 
the Mill Manager or the Mill Engineer, 1'he Chief Mill A.R.P. Officer 
was to be assisted by an "Assistant Chief Mill A.R.p. Bfficer" who 
might be the Assistant Mill Manager or the Assistant Mill Engineer.
The sub-Committee considered it necessary to provide an Assistant 
to the Chief Mill A.R.p. Officer, for the reason that that would 
ensure the presence of either the Chief Mill A.R.P. officer or the 
Assistant Chief Mill A.R.P. Officer in the mill in an emergency.

Main A.R.p. Activities.- 3he principal a.St.P. activities of a 
mill Were divided into four broad heads, viz., (a) First Aid, ( b) Fire 
Fighting, (c) Rescue and (d) Evacuation. The Mill First Aid Officer 
and the Assistant First Aid Officer should be assisted by first 
aid parties consisting of trained persons. Similarly the fire fighting, 
rescue and evacuation services should be directly controlled by the 
respective officers and each branch should have its own trained



ersonnel to do the various duties allocated to them. As regards the 
ompasition of each branch of A.R.P. workers, these numbers would 
epend upon the sKe of the mill, but the following basis was suggested 
s a rough guide:-

First Aid.- Each First Aid Party should consist of 4 men, one of 
hom shouid”6e 'a leader, one an assistant, and both should be trained 
n first aid; and the remaining 2 should be stretcher bearers. Inhere 
hould be one such party for every 250 workers both day and night.

Fire Fighting: (a) Hydrants.- There should be 24 men with one 
eaderl At least three men should be provided for every Hydrant that 
ould be worked simultaneously.

( b) Stirrup Pumps and Fire watchers.- There should be one leader 
or every 2i men, that is to say one leader for 7 stirrup Pumps, each 
tirrup Pump requiring three people to handle it. ‘Ihe Stirrup Pump 
ersonnel should be so spread out as to ensure the allocation of one 
eader for each main department.

payment to staff engaged on special A.R.P. Work.- To create 
nterest in the"work ana to procure the right type of men, the sub- 
owwittee suggested that the leaders and men recruited for ea^h branch 
f service should be remunerated at the rate of annas 12 per parade in 
he ease of skilled men and annas 4 per parade in the case of unskilled 
peratlves, the remuneration being payable only if the candidates 
ttended the training and parade, and passed the test.

The suggeations made by the sub-committee were approved by the 
enerai Committee, and all members mills were recommended that, ln 
•iew of the developments in the war situation, action on the lines 
ndicated by the sub-Gommittee should be taken without delay.

(Extracted from Excerpts of the 
Proceedings of the Mixicsnaers ’ Association 
Bombay, during December, 1941. J,/^

Indian Merchant Shipping (Fire Appliances^ Rules, 1942.y/

Owing to the increased danger to ships plying in Indian waters, 
he Government of India consider it necessary that ships should be 
iquipped with additional fire-fighting appliances so as to be able to 
ope with any outbreak of fire which may be caused by enemy action, or 
itherwise, says a Press Note. They have, accordingly, issued a set 
>f rules called the Indian Merchant Shipping (Fire Appliances) Rules, 
.942, on the subject. These rules are supplemental to tiie Indian 
lerch&nt Shipping ( Fire Appliances) Rules, 1934, and will be in force 
’or the duration of the war and for six months thereafter.

(The Statesman, 6-1-1942.)y^



Insurance

Insurance in War Time:
Meeting of Federation of Insurance Companies, New Delhi, 
—“ 17-1-194^7~7

At the session of the Federation of Indian Insurance Companies held 
n 17-1-1942 at New Delhi, Mr. M.N. Seth presiding, resolu^^o^s Jf^se...^, 
dopted suggesting to insurance^&ompanies in India* to The -ef servloeyto 
heir policy-holders ^-eopee-l-al-ly daring war time.

The Federation reiterated its view that the provisions of Section 
7 of the Insurance Act were being misinterpreted by the authorities, 
nd appealed to the Government to revise their policy of forcing Indian 
nsurance Companies to invest large amounts in Government Securities, 
he Federation resolved that it was necessary to conserve the resources 
f industrial and commercial concerns during the present period, and 
ecoamended suitable emergency legislation in the matter of suspension 
f payment of bonus to policy-holders during war. Other resolutions 
elated to the provisions and administration of the Insurance Act 
f 1938. The Federation also appealed to the Government of India in view 
f the present situation, to devise a scheme in consultation and 
o-operation with Indian insurance interests to render assistance to 
ictims of air raids, etc.

(The Hindu, 30-1-1942.)

War Risk Insurance

War Risks (Goods) Insurance Rules, 1942.

Reference was made at page 34 of our August 194 0 report to the 
ar Risks (Goods) insurance Ordinance and the Rules made under it. 
n supersession of the previous Rules published on 14-9-1940 (vide 
ages 1316 to 1322 of Part I of the Gazette of India dated 
4-9-1940), the Government of India has published new Rules at 
ages 2o7 to 214 of Part I of the Gazette of India dated 31-1-1942.

War Risks.- For the purposes of the Ordinance and the Rules, 
he following are to be war risks, namely, the risks of (a) damage 
ceurring (whether accidentally or not) as the direct result of action 
aken by the enemy, o r action taken In comtating the enemy or in 
epelling an imagined attack by the enemy; (®>) damage occurring 
whether accidentally or not) as the direct result of measures taken 
nder proper authority to avoid the spreading or otherwise to 
i^igate, the consequences of such damage as aforesaid; (c) 
ccidental damage occurring as the direct result (I) of any pre- 
autionary or preparatory measures taken under proper authority with 
view to preventing or hindering the carrying out of any attack by 

he enemy; or (ii) of precautionary or preparatory measures involving 
he doing of work on land and taken under proper authority in any 
yy in anticipation of enemy action, being in either case, measures 
nvolving a substantial degree of risk to property.*,



Production (r-r
Assistance to Kills on War York:
SeSanda of'flotUiTTexme MlllsT?,

At the all-india Conference of textile interests.convened ty the 
opartment of Supply, Government of India in September*! vide pages 
9-SO of September 1941 report of this Office), the representatives of 
he mill industry as a whole put forward the following, among other, 
uggestions for giving some assistance to cotton mills whioh were 
ngaged on war work:-

(a) that out of the proceeds of the Excess Profits Tax realised by 
overnment some relief might be given to the cotton mills either in 
he form of a rebate to mills executing Government orders or in the 
erm of contributions towardspurchasc of machinery required by mills 
or “pt***^ replacement of out on account of working extra
hifts or hours; (b) that the rate of depreciation to be allowed in the 
ase of milk working more than one shift should be proportionately 
Igherj and (e) that expenditure incurred by mills engaged on Government 
ork on alterations to plant, with a."^iew to execute Government
rders should be allowed for income - tax and excess profits
ax.

Government of India’s Reply.- In a reply received towards the 
nd of November, 1941, the Government of India (Department of
upply), indicated that they were unable to accept the first suggestion. 
i W they were prepared to consider the question
f fixing rates of depreciation corresponding to the life of the assets 
n particular conditions and circumstances in which they were used, pro- 
ided that such elaims were supported by reliable evidence as to the 
ife of the assets. Regarding the third point, Government accepted the 
uggestion, and the following press note was subsequently issued by 
hem: "The central Board of Revenue have issued instructions that 
n the case of textile mills, the cost of alterations to plant or 
achinery - required with a view to fulfilling orders placed by the 
apply Department - will be allowed as a deduction for the purpose of 
ncome-tax and excess profits tax in the year in which it is incurred, 
he cost of realteration of plant or machinery to its original form, 
hen these mills have ceased to x fulfil. Supply Department orders, will 
Iso be allowed as a revenue expense. Hills which have already altered 
heir plant or machinery will also be eligible for the concession."

The Coh®ittee of the Millowners’ Association, Bombay, had taken 
p the question of the cost of alterations made to their plant by textile 
ills in order to fulfil Supply Department orders being allowed as a 
evenue expense for the purpose of income-tax, super-tax and excess 
rofits tax, and extra depreciation for abnormal user with the Central 
oard of Revenue, Government of India. what the Committee had urged 
n this representation was that the concession granted by Government in 
egard to expenditure incurred by mills engaged on war works on altera- 
ions to plant,etc., did not go far enough and that sufficient safe- 
uards should be provided to ensure that the cost of reconversion was 
Hewed in the last chargeable accounting period, if,. incurred, say, 
ithin 12 months thereafter. Suggestions were also made for the grant 
f extra depreciation allowance for abnormal user occasioned by
a) running of machinery at abnormal speeds, (b) working double shifts 
f ten hours each instead of nine hours and treble shifts, and (c) work- 
og on heavier sorts for which the plant was not originally designed.



#hile the reply from the Department of Supply partly answered some of 
the points raised in the representation, the Committee felt that it 
did not hy itself constitute an answer to the representation. In these 
circumstances, they preferred to wait for an official reply before 
taking up the matter further with Government, in the meantime, however, 
a copy of the representation to the Central Board of Revenue was for
warded to the Department of Supply drawing their special attention to 
the points made by the Association in these matters*

(Excerpts from the Proceedings of the 
Committee of the Millowners' Association, 
Bombay, during December, 1941.

War Savings

All-India National Savings Conference, Mew Delhi, 17-1-1942. ✓

An All-India Conference on national savings was held at New Delhi 
on 17-1-1942. Ihe Conference was attended by representatives of the 
provinces, the Provincial Defence Loans Committees and the States of 
Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda and Jaipur, as well as by the heads of the 
Gewpwsent -of India Departments concerned,

Ihe necessity of national savings to combat inflationary 
tendencies and to safeguard the economic stability of the country 
was emphasized by Sir Jeremy Raisman, in his opening address. The 
Conference discussed measures for furthering the savings movement, 
which is already in existence in the provinces and States, in 
particular, it considered whether any improvements were called for 
in the existing facilities for investment or In the methods of adver
tising these. It was generally agreed that it was only by personal 
approach and sustained personal encouragement that any marked increase 
in the volume of small savings could be hoped for. It was, therefore, 
recognised that the activities of local committees should be 
developed in this direction.

( The Statesman, 20-1-1942.) VA



Air Raid Relief

Temporary Relief Measures in Madras for Air-raid Victims,/

A scheme has been drawn up hy the Government of Madras to give 
temporary relief to persons who may he rendered homeless hy enemy 
attacks on Madras City. Twenty-five Rest Centres have been selected 
for this purpose, spread over the whole df Madras Citys the location 
of one or more additional centres just outside Madras City is under 
consideration. These centres are located in Government, Corporation 
or private school buildings and public or private institutions or 
buildings and in choultries (rest houses), m these Centres, relief 
will be given to persons rendered homeless for a period not exceeding 
7 days, by the end of which time they should be in a position to 
arrange for their Xampwrxxy permanent shelter, or to repair their 
damaged residences for reha bits tion. Admission to the Rest Centres 
will be by means of tickets wnich will be distributed to deserving 
cases by A.R.p. wardens.

The Government will meet all expenditure connected with the 
Rest Centres and they have made arrangements, with the co-operation 
of various organisations, for the provision of food. In some cases 
private organisations have undertaken feeding arrangements, while 
in other cases foodstuffs, etc., will be supplied by Government 
through retail depots established in the City. The work in each 
Rest Centre will be managed byTSupervisor assisted by Assistant

a. Iheae Officers nil always be present in the Centres. 
Their duty, in addition to the management of the Centres, will be 
to see to the needs of the refugees. Provision has also been made 
for the supply of milk to children, and clothing will be supplied 
to those who are in need of it.

In most of the Rest Centres, Salvage Depots will be opened for 
the storage of salvaged property and arrangements have been made for 
the proper supervision of these Depots.

(Press Note dated 15-1-1942 Issued by 
the Government of Madras.)

I
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lit ions of Work. -
1) Report of the Bihar Labour Enquiry Committee, Vol. IV) Sms

part A (Oral Evidence by the officials)}
part B (Oral Evidence by the Employers and their Associations)} aid 
part c (Oral Evidence tendered before the Committee by Employees

and their organisations).
Superintendent, Government Printing, Bihar, Patna. 1941.

2) Annual Report on the working of the Factories Act in the Punjab
for the year 1940. Lahore: Printed by the Superintendent, Government 
Printing, Punjab, Lahore. 1941. Price Re. 0-6-0.

lomle Conditions.-
Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, India.
Annual Statement of the Sea-Borne Trade of British India with 
the British Empire and Foreign Countries for the fiscal year 
ending 31st March, 1940. Vol. I. imports, Exports and Re-exports 
of private merchandise and Government Stores and Imports and 
Exports of Treasure. Published by the Manager of Publications,
Delhi. 1941. Price Rs. 2o-tl4-o, or 32s.

.culture ♦ -
Agricultural Statistics of India, 1937-38. Vol. II, Area,

Arm, Area under Irrigation, Area under Crops,
Live-stock, and Land Revenue Assessment in certain Indian States. 
Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1941.

' i»14-o' or Ts'.9d.
mlsatlon, Congresses, etc.

Annual Report on the working of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, 
in the District of Ajmer-Merwara for the year 1940-41.

Lal Policy in W|ar Time.- .
Government ok India. Court of Enquiry Constituted undeh the 
Trade DisputeVAct, 1929, to^nvestigate the\Question ofAftearness 
allowance for M&ilway employe®^ Vol. I - Repqrt published by 
the Manager of Fsblications, DeB^i,. 1941. PrP^e 12 annasIs.

sellaneouB. - A
1) Reo-Guildism for India by K.J. Jacob, M.A., M.Litt., Research 

Fellow, Department of Politics and Public Administration, Madras 
University, Madras, (pamphlet).

2) Rights of the workers, by K.J. Jacob, M.A., M.Litt., Research 
Fellow, Department of Politics and Public Administration, Madras 
University, Madras. (Pamphlet).^.
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NATIQIAL LABOUR LEGISLATION

Government of Indja.-

3he Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 1942,

Sir A. Rama swami Mudaliar, Commerce Member, Government of India, 
Introduced a Bill on 11-2-1942 to amend the Workmen’s Compensation Aet, 
In 1939 the Workmen's Condensation Aet, 1923 (VIII ef 1923), wa» 
amended (ride page 1 ef our September 1939 report) with a view to 
relieving shipowners ef their liability to pay compensation to seamen 
under the Aet in respect ef war Injuries for which a payment eould be 
obtained under any scheme of compensation made ty competent authorities 
in the United Kingdom. Such schemes made in the united Kingdom provide 
for payment ef compensation to seamen serving on ships registered under 
the Merchant Shipping Act, 1894. The Central Government has new, in 
pursuance of a Resolution adopted by the Indian Legislature, made a 
scheme called the War pensions and Detention Allowances (Indian Seamen) 
Scheme, 1942, providing for payment of compensation in rospeet of war 
injuries sustained by seamen serving on ships registered under the 
Bombay coasting Vessels Act, 1838, or under the Indian Registration 
of Ships Aet, 1841. It is therefore necessary further to amend the 
Workmen's Compensation Aet so as to take away from seamen any right to 
claim compensation under that Act in cases where they are entitled to
compensation under the scheme ms<?.e lay the central Government, 
present Bill is Intended to secure this ebjeet.

^^(The Gazette ef India, part 1, 
date^ 14-S-1942,,

Government of India.-

pages 1 te 2.).

Indian Merchant Shipping (Amendment) Bill, 1942.

An official Bill was introduced in the Central Assembly on 11-2~1942 
te amend the Indian Merchant Shipping Act, 1923, for the following 
purpose. The united Kingdom Compensation to seamen (War Damage te 
Effects) scheme, 1939, as amended, has been extended to the personnel 
ef British Ships registered in India under the Merchant Shipping Aet, 
1894, and a separate but elesely similar scheme, called the Compensation 
to Indian seamen (War Damage to Effects) Scheme, 1942, has been insti
tuted ty the Central Government for the personnel of ships registered 
under the Indian Registration of Ships Act, 1841, or under the Bombay 
Coasting vessels Act, 1838. As a result, mariners (that is to say, the 
Master and members of the crew) of ships registered in British India, 
who sustain war damage to their effects, are entitled to compensation 
from the State, under section 5SA (1) (b) ef the Indian Merchant 
Shipping Aet, 1923 (XXI ef 1923), however, an Indian seaman who is 
employed on a ship registered in British India and whose service 
terminates before the date contemplated in the agreement by reason 
of the wreek or lees of the ship is also entitled to receive eospensation 
for less of effects from his employers. To prevents the possibility 
ef double claims, it is proposed to amend the Indian Merchant Shipping 
Aet, 1923, so a* to take away from Indian seamen any right to receive
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©©sensation under that Act in eases where they are entitled to
olaim compensation under the Compensation to Seamen (War Damage to 
Effects) seheme or under the Compensation to Indian Seamen (War Damage 
to Effects) scheme, 1942.

(The Gazette of India, part v, dated
14-8-1942, page 3).

The Bill was taken up for consideration on 16-2-1942 and adopted by 
the Assembly the same day. (The Hindustan Times, 17-2-1948.)

The Counoil of State adopted the Bill on 26-2-1942. (The Statesman, 
24-2-1942.)+

Government of India.-

Draft Oil-fields Regulations, 1942.

The Government of India has gazetted the draft of the Oil-fields 
Regulations, 1942, which it proposes adopting. The Regulations provide 
for (1) the submission of annual returns by oil-field managements 
relating to details of the oil-field,la hour foice, wages, accidents, 
epidemic diseases, details of electric apparatus and output, (2) notice 
being given to various government authorities of mining operations, 
abandonment ct discontinuance, re-opening, change of name of ownership, 
and appointment of agent el*manager, and (3) for the Mining Inspector 
being urgently informed of all eases of accidents and death from accidents 
The Regulations also deal with the responsibilities of owners in the 
appointment of managers, and of managers in the appointment of sub
ordinates and the need for daily examination of ma chins ry, apparatus 
and fittings. Rules regarding precautions against fire and other 
safety measures are also laid down.

The draft is to be taken into consideration by 16-6-1942.

(Notification No. K 1265 dated 31-1-1942: She 
Gazette of India, Part I, dated 7-2-1942, 
pages 300 to 306.) +.

Government of India.-

Weekly Holidays Bill, 1941.
Reference was made at page 1 of our September 1941 report to the 

Weekly Holidays Bill, 1941, providing for weekly holidays to employees 
in shops, restaurants, theatres, etc., introduced in the Central 
Assembly on 27-10-1941. On 11-2-1942, Mr. Prior, Secretary, Department 
of Labour, Government of India, moved in the Central Assembly that the 
Bill be referred to a lelect Committee.

in the debate on the motion, Mr. n.m. Joshi complained that the 
Bill was not comprehensive enough/ and did not,for instance, regulate 
the hours of Work or prohibit employment of children or fix hours of 
opening and closing. Be suggested that Government should have given 
power to provincial Governments to extend the application of the 
provisions of the Bill to other occupations.
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gir Henry Sidney strongly pleaded for the employees of tanks 
getting a weekly holiday, while Mr. Bajoria objected to countrywide 
legislation in the matter and asked that it should be left to each 
shop and establishment and not to the provincial Government to fix a 
holiday according to its convenience and the convenience of customers,

Mr. halehand savairai demanded that the Bill should be made 
applicable to the whole of India without any option being left to 
provincial Governments.

Mr. Prior replying said that they felt that they went far enough 
if they gave power to provinces to apply a moderate act of benefit 
to a moderate number of people. It was possible under the Bill for 
provinces to go further; and he assured the House that the Bill would 
net Interfere with provincial legislation already passed. Mr. Prior's 
motion for reference of the Bill to a Select Committee was aceppted.

(The Hindustan Times, 12-2*1942.)+.

Government of India,-
Industrial Statistics Bill, 1942.

On 27-2*1942, sir A. Bamaswaml Mudaliar, Commerce Member, Governmeit 
of India, Introduced in the Central Assembly the Indus trial Statistics 
Mil, 1«B, f»e»idlmg for the celieetiom of statistics of certain kinds 
relating to industries. It has been felt for some time, by both the 
Central and provincial Governments, that the quantity and nature of 
reliable information in regard to the progress of industries and of 
labour, conditions available te them has been Inadequate and that steps 
shouldbe taken te effect an improvement in the matter. It was realised 
that the meat important step necessary was to provide for a fuller 
compilation of industrial statistics. The limit of what could be 
achieved in this respect by relying merely on goodwill and the 
voluntary supply ef information had been reached, and legislation 
was therefore considered to be necessary. The matter was placed 
before the Eleventh industries Conference in December 1939 and the 
Conference of Labour Ministers held in January 1940. Beth these 
bodies were of the opinion that the collection of statistics relating 
to industries and labour was most desirable and recommended that the 
Central Government should undertake legislation on the subject.

The Bill provides that Provincial Governments may organise the 
collection of statistics relating to any of the following matters.
(a) any matter tela ting to factories, (b) any ef the following aattcrs 
so as they relate to welfare ef labour and conditions of labour, 
namely:- (i) prices of commodities, (11) attendance ef labour, (ill) 
living conditions of labour, (lv) leans to workers from money-lenders, 
(v) rents of dwelling-houses of workers, (vl) rates of wages, (vil) 
provident funds and other benefits provided for labour, (vill) Hours 
ef work, (ix) employment and unemployment, and (x) Industrial and 
labour disputes.

The scope of the compilation has found unanimous acceptance 
ty all the Provincial Governments and the Bill is designed to enable 
Provincial Governments to collect Information and to frame rules for 
the purpose. It is proposed that with a view to securing uniformity
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1b the procedure and the method to ho adopted in collecting information, 
directions may he issued hy the Central Government under section 126 (2) 
of the Government of India Act, 1936, where necessary.

(Summarised from copy of the Bill supplied to 
this Offiee with the Agenda papers relating 
to the Budget session of the Central Assembly).

The Bill was referred to a Select Committee on 5-3-1942.

(The Hindustan Times, 6-3-1942.) +

Assam.-
Draft Rules re. Persons Exempted from Restrictive 
Provisions of the Factories hot.'

The Assam Government has gazetted the draft of certain Rules 
under the Factories Act defining the conditions under which exemptions 
from the hours of work and allied provisions in the Factories Act are 
to he allowed. Unqualified exemption is to he granted for urgent 
repairs; qualified exemption is to he given to engine and holler 
men, maintenance, packing, despatching and receiving workers^workers 
1b aortal* alaaaoo of soBtlBuous processes. in all eases, except 
work of urgent repairs, workers should not he a Hewed to work 
for more than 66 hours in a week.

The draft is to he taken Into consideration hy 18-5-1942.

(Notification No. GGN.84/42/3 dated 14-2-42: 
The Assam Gazette, Part II, dqted 18-2-1942, 
pages 124 to 126.)

Bihar.-

Wound and Other Extraordinary Pensions Rules,

The Bihar Government has amended the Provincial Civil Service 
Regulations so as to provide for the grant of wound and other 
extraordinary pensions. The rules apply to all persons paid from 
civil estimates, other than those to whom the Workmen’s Compensation 
Act, 1925, applies, whether their appointment is permanent or temporary, 
B* on time-scale of pay or fixed pay or piece-work rates, who are under 
the rule -ma king control of the provincial Government. The Rules 
provide for the grant of gratuities, or pensions on the lines of the 
U.P. Civil Service (Extraordinary Pensions) Rules, 1941 (vide page 
3 of the June 1941 report of this offiee.).

(Notification No. 913-F dated 2-2-1942:
The Bihar Gazette, part II, dated 
4-2-1942, pages @4 to 97.)+

Madras
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Madras
Application of Factories Act to Certain Classes of

" ' Smaller Concerns.

in exercise of the powers conferred by sub-sections (1) and (2) of 
section 6 of the Factories Act, 1934 (XXV of 1934), and in supersession 
of all previous notifications on the subject, the Governor of Madras 
has declared that the provisions of the Factories act specified in the 
thjrd column of the schedule below applicable to factories shall apply 
to the classes of places in the province of Madras specified in the 
corresponding entries in the first column of the said schedule whenever 
the number of workers h* working therein is, or has been on any one 
day of the twelve months immediately preceding the date of this noti
fies tion not less than the number specified in the corresponding entries 
in the second column thereof:-

SGHhDuLS.

glass of plaoea

) (1)

lumber of Provision of the 
workers Act.
employed ------

(2) (3)
1. All places wherein process of 

groundnut decorticating is carried
on with the aid of power. 10

2. All places wherein the process of 
riee-milling is carried on with the
aid of power. 10

3. AU places wherein the manufacture 
of matehes is carried on with or

wAMBfc without the aid of power. lo
4. All places wherein the manufacture 

of confectionary is carried on with
o» without the aid of power. lo

5. All plaees wherein paper printing or
binding is carried on with or without 
the aid of power. lo

6. AU plaees wherein the process of
type-casting is carried on with or 
without the aid of power. 10

7. All plaees wherein engineering or 
blaekamithfag work la carried on
with or without the aid of power. lo

3. All places wherein the process of 
tanning et skins er hides is carried 
on without the aid of power. 20

The whole Act,

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.

The whole Act.
Sections 2 to 4, 9 to 
14, 16 te 23, 25, 26,
30 to 32, 34 to 77 and 81

9. All places wherein the process of 
cleaning of wool is carried on 
without the aid of power. 20 Do
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Class of places Number of Provision of the 
workers Act.

employed.

10. All places wherein eashewnuta are
handled without the aid of power. 20

11. All places wherein edPee seed, is
garbled without the aid of power. 20

Sections 2 to 4, 9 
to 14, 16 to 23, 
25, 26, 30 to 32, 
34 to 77 and 81

Do.

(Notification No. 37: G.O. Ma. No. 336,
P.W. (Labour) dated 4-2-1942: The 
Port St. George Gazette, Part I, dated 
10-2-1942, pages 167 to 168.)r

Madras.-

Draft Madras Industrial Disputes Bill, 1942.

The Government of Madras has published the draft of the Madras 
Industrial Bieputes Bill, 1942, which seeks to make provision for the 
promotion of peaceful and amicable settlement of industrial disputes 
by conciliation and arbitration and for certain othezLBurposes.
In * statement of Objects and Reasons appended to Bill, it is pointed 
out that the recent bus strike in the City of Madras and the strikes 
in industrial areas in the province have revealed the x££ ineffective
ness of the existing machinery to deal satisfactorily with industrial 
disputes. (Under the Trade Disputes Act, 192€ , the findings of a 
Court of inquiry or Board of Conciliation are only recommendatory.
Even if the parties to an industrial dispute agree to arbitration 
they can enforce the award of the arbitrator only by going to a 
civil court.) With a view to prevent production in factories from 
being hindered ’ey pxmXmm protracted strikes and lock-outs, it is 
COSSi&qred necessary to introduoe legislation providing among other

’’thAagaror compulsory arbitration. f
ExemptionsThe Bill does net api^iy to industries which are 

conducted or carried on by or under the control of the Central 
Government or by the Federal Railway Authority or by a railway 
company operating a Federal Railway. The provisions of the Bill 
will apply mainly to major industries employing not less than 250 
persons.

Conciliation Machinery.- Conciliators will be appointed by the 
Government foFW such are* a as they think fit. it will be the duty 
of the conciliators to bring about a settlement of an industrial 
dispute within their jurisdiction. The Commissioner of Labour,
Madras, will be the Chief Conciliator and his jurisdiction will extend 
to the whole of the Province. Every employer should subnit to the 
Chief Conciliator a statement of the standing orders regulating the 
relations between him and his employees in respeo> of industrial 
matters. 'Jhe Chief Conciliator will scrutinize these standing orders
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and if he finds that any standing order does not comply with the 
provisions of the laws and regulations applicable to the industry 
concerned, he can direct the employer to modify the standing order so 
as to bring it into accord with such laws and regulations*

Arbitration Machinery.- There will be a Court of Arbitration 
for the Phovinoe, consisting of a Judge of the High Court of Madras 
nominated by the Government in consultation with the Chief Justice.
Where conciliation has failed, either of the parties to an industrial 
dispute may autrait the dispute to the Court of Arbitration. The 
Government have also the power to refer any industrial dispute to 
the Court of Arbitration in certain circumstances, irrespective of 
the number of persons employed in the industry concerned. Arbitration 
proceedings will be held ty the judge of the Court of Arbitration either 
sitting singly or in eases where the Government so direct with the aid 
of two assessors appointed by the Government. The assessors will be 
persons possessing special knowledge of the industry concerned, or 
of labour conditions generally and may he either officials or non- 
officials, The decision of the Court of Arbitration on a reference 
made to it will be final and binding on all the parties concerned and 
cannot be called in question in any court of law.

Illegal Strikes and Lock-outs.- A provision has been made in the 
Bill specifying when strikes and lock-outs will be illegal.
A strike or lock-out is illegal if it is commenced or continued (a) with
out 16 days' notice to the employer (or employees as the ease may be),
(b) in contravention of the ftsmtag procedure laid down in the sill 
in respect of changes in Standing Orders, (c) during conciliation or 
arbitration proceedings, and (d) in contravention of the terms of 
a settlement of an award*

Relation to All-India Legislation.- The provisions of the Bill 
will not affect any ofthe provisions of the Trade Disputes Act, 1929.
Ho conciliation or arbitration proceeding can be held under the provisions 
of the Bill in respect of any matter or dispute when proceedings in 
respect thereof under the Trade Disputes Act, 1929, are pending.

The Bill is to be taken into consideration by 20-3-1942.

(The Port at. George Gazette, Part IV-A, 
dated 17-2-1942, pages 3 to 18.)*.^

Punjab. -
Extension of the Punjab Trade Employees Act to Certain

glasses of Shops in Urban Areas. „ "

The Punjab Government has gazetted the application of the Punjab 
Trade Employees’ Act, 1940, to all shops at Ludhiana, gialkot, okara 
and Multan which have been licensed under the Punjab Excise Act, 1914, 
the Opium Act, 1878, and the Dangerous Drugs Act, 1930* Hotels, 
restaurants and bars as well as Chemists and Druggists shops will, 
however, be exempt as they are covered by item (1) of the schedule 
to the Aet,

(Rotifleation No. 7343-1. & L.41/6382 
dated 31-1-1942t The Government Gazette, 
Punjab, Part I, dated 6-2-1942, page 123.)
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Baroda. -
Shop Legislation In Baroda states
Bill referred to geleet Committee.

On 5-2-1942, Mr. Tambe Introduced his Bill for regulating 
the conditions of work of trade servants (shop assistants, etc.) in 
the Baroda state Legislative Assembly; the Bill was referred the same 
day to a select Committee for report.

(The Times of India, 9-2-1942,)__

Gwalior State.-

Labour Legislation In Gwalior:
The Fatal Accident Apt, 1942; ^he jg^loyers* ^lability Apt, 1942;

Tae jaapxoyneno or uixxaren aco,x^ag.

The Government of Gwalior State has reeently adopted the following 
measures of labour legislations The Fatal Aeoident Act, the Employers' 
Liability A<»t and the Employment of Children Act.

The Fatal Aeoident Aot provides for claiming of damages in case 
of death of a workman by the survivors. The Employers'Liability Aot 
provides for compensation to workmen by employers in ease of personal 
Injury. The Employment of Children Aot legislates against employment 
of ehlldren of tender age in certain industries or occupations.

(The Hindu, 6-2-1942.)



CONDITIONS OP WORK
General

Labour Conditlong la Indian Mines ,1940?z

iilWr •* goraoy Ssploye*.- During the year 1940 the daily 
average mubiWr^&f persons working la and about the mines regulated 
Ig the Indian nines Aet vas 328,196, as compared with 303,344 la the 
previous year, The increase vas 22,832 persons, or 7.48 per seat.
Of these persons 138,238 worked underground, 83,383 la open workings 
and 88,373 ©a the surface. The aunber of non who worked underground, 
la open workings and on the nurfaee and women who worked la 
open workings and on the surfsee were as fellows:-

Men Wesson

1940 1939 1940 1939

Underground ... 156,238 146,827 9 • e •
in open workings . 53,344 30,308 30,241 26,353
Surface ... 61,476 57,763 26,897 24,093

Total 271,038 234,898 57,138 30,446

BistHJBtiW ef Workers: <?eel Mines Tbs daily average

7,1*8 were than the number employed in 1*39, of these persons 
34,327 were sales employed la cutting coal, 33,£60 were sales 
eapleyed as leaders of seal and 24,680 were women. The increase 
la the daily nMMP number ef persons eapleyed la eeal sines la 
194op as compared with 1938, is la proportion te the greater quantity 
of eeal produced. Annual returns received ef the aunber ef persona 
actually at work and also of persons who should ordinarily have been 
at work but were absent on a selected day la February of eaeh year 
shew that on the day selected 272,313 persons were either at work 
or were prevented from attending work. Skis figure is 63,140 sere 
than the average number ef persons eapleyed in coal sines during
1940,

Workers in ether Mines,** The number ef persons employed in 
sstalliithreus {lasludlbg sila, stone, clay and salt) sines was 
119,083 which is 13,649 sere than the number employed in 1939,
86,383 were men and 32,438 were women.

Average Output ef Coal per person.** Figures ef average output 
©f eegr gel-yWa Id 1W5 shew' tfaaTTer British India as a whole, it 
was 181 teas in underground and in open workings and 123 tens in 
above and below ground as against 179 tens and 124 tens respectively 
in 1937-38. There was a general increase in the average output ef 
eeal per person employed ezeept in Baluchistan, Assam and the Punjab. 
In cosparing the figures with similar figures in ether eeuntrles it 
should be rensmbered that both men and women are employed la Indian 
eeal mimsa.
« Indian Mines Aet, 1923. Annual Report ef the Chief Inspector ef 

Mines in India for the year ending 31st Deeember 1940. Printed by 
the Manager, Government of India press, Calcutta. 1941. pp.191
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Accidents,- Daring the year 1940 412. mines regulated_by the Indian 
Mlnee^'lct, "USS, there were 261 fatal accidents which lawless than in 
1939, and 33 more than the average number in the preceding five years.
In addition te the fatal accidents there were 1,410 sericnts accidents, 
involving injuries te 1,442 persons, as ecnpared with 1,380 serious 
aecidents, involving injuries te 1,410 persons in the previous year.
313 persons were killed lad 1,483 persons were seriously Injured. The 
latter figure includes 41 persons injured in fatal accidents. The 
rater ef persons killed was 28 mere than in 1939. 305 persons killed
were assn and 10 were wraen. In addition, it was reported that 12,880 
persons received miner injuries.

(Muses of Acoidents.* There was an increase in the death rate 
of men employed wnoergfound and on the surface and a decrease in epen 
workings. With respect te women there was an Increase in the death rate 
in epen workings and a decrease on the surface. The causes of the 
fatal accidents have been classified as follows

No. of fatal 
accidents.

percentage ef 
total number 
of fatal aecidents.

Misadventure 197 76.48
Fault sf deceased 21 8.03
Fault ef fellow workmen 10 3.83Hr'1 * <mara.8^

effielals. 20 7.66
Fault of management 11 4.21
Wralty material 2

EZ loo.Sir

Inspections and Prosecutions.- During the year 1.181 mines were 
inspected, many of them being inspected severdl times. 3,227 separate 
inspections were made. The cause and elreumetaneee of nearly all fatal 
accidents and serious accidents ef importance, and all eeeplaints ef 
breaches ef regulations and rules were investigated. Many Inspections 
wore jsado at the Invitation ef mino-ewnors, superintendents and managers 
deslxgwua ef obtaining xdran advice ef safety matters. In the major 
eeainelds a large portion of the time of the Inspectors was occupied 
in investigating eases of aetual or threatened damage to dwellings 
and reads by reason ef the underground working of coal mines , in deal
ing with underground fires and in examlnlxg protective works against 
risk ef inundation. In addition, a large number ef inspections ef the 
sanitary eemdltiona at nines were made by medical officers as ex-officio

During the year, 61 prosecutions were launched involving 124 
persons} 77 ef the persons prosecuted were convicted. The case/ 
against 17 was pending at the end of the year, while that against 
23 was withdrawn or droppedj 6 were acquitted and one died during 
prosecution.

geet of living Inquiry.- in the period ef lay te August, 1940, 
a spe&dl effleer, a^pM.nted by the Government ef India, held’an * 
enquiry into the cost of living ef labourers in the Jharla coalfield, 
the level ef wages and changes in cost of living due te war conditions.



protective Equipment.- Reference was made in the Annual fiepert 
for xfgf tb lftft lse“oF’w,s<fety hets* made ef bamboo at a number of 
mines in the Jharia and Ranlganj coalfields (ride page 11 of our 
February 1941 report). These hats are supplied to the workers free 
and their use is steadily increasing. At one gret$ ef mines in the 
Jharia coalfield an average of 2,666 bamboo hats were worn in each 
relay during 1969, whereas in 1940 at the same mines, 4,448 hats were 
worn.

Anti-Leprosy Work.- Anti-leprosy work was carried out by the 
Board er health, m dd-brdiaation with the Asansol Leprosy Relief 
Association. The total number of oases was found on survey te be 
6,622, of whom 1,290 were infectious. The incidence in collieries 
is 0.8 per ooat., while in rural areas it is 1.7 per eent. AU the 
eellieries and the majority ef villages are thoroughly surveyed by 
trained Leprosy Assistants once a year for detection ef fresh eases 
in addition te periodic home-visiting which includes examination of 
contacts and advice about home Isolation. 7,762 students vers 
examined in It 142 aehoela and the incidence was found te be 1.6 
per eent. As a result ef treatment in fifteen Leprosy ellales te 
3,116 registered eases, 91 were discharged, 196 became synptem-froe 
while 71 imfeetiema eases became nen^infeetieua.^*.
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Budget of Government of India for 1948-43;
War Expenditure Ra. 4 million per day.

The Budget of the Government of India for 1942-43, excluding the 
railways, was presented in the Central Legislative Assembly on 28-2-1942 
by Sir Jeremy Raisman, the finance Member. The budget disclosed a 
revenue deficit of R». 170 millions for 1941-42 and a prospective 
deficit on the present basis of taxation of Rs. 470 millions next 
year. The fiseal proposals to meet this large deficit revealed that 
only Ra. 120 millions are to be raised by additional taxation and that 
Rs. 35© millions are to be covered by borrowing.

Defenoe Expenditure»- Rs. 4 million a day.- The revised 
estirftd of Defence *x»Andlture It placed at Rs. 1020
millions. This expenditure for 1942*43 is estimated at Rs. 1330 
millions. The finance Member stated that this was only a fraction 
of the total sum being spent in India on the war, and announced that 
the expenditure on Defence Services and Supplies that the Government 
of India expeeted te recover from Mis Majesty’s Government, under 
the operation of the Financial settlement, would exceed Rb. 4000 
millions in 1942-43. The defence expenditure ef the Government of 
India is estimated at Rs. 4 millions per day.

Budget figures.- The following table gives the budget figures 
at a gianee s•

Revised Estimates for 1941-42

Revenue ... • cm 1296.2 millions
Expenditure ess 1468.9 millions
Deficit ... • e o 172.7 millions

Budget Estimates for 1942-43.
Revenue .... e e • 1400.0 millions
Expenditure .... ess 1870.7 millions
Deficit .... e « • 470.7 millions
fresh taxation • so 120.0 millions
pet Deficit ... 350.7 millions

Defence Expend!ture - 1942*43.
Revised Estimates for 1941-42 1024.5 millions
Budget estimates for 1942-43 1330.0 millions

row Taxation Measures.- The new taxation measures taken, by 
which Rs. 120 millions of the total deficit of Rs. 470 millions will 
be covered, inoludet

(1) Increase in income-tax; a portion of the tax will, 
however, be funded for repayment after the war for assessees with 
incomes not exceeding Rs. 6,000. The taxable level is reduced to 
Rs. 1,000, but the assessees in this class can escape its incidence 
by paying a slightly larger amount into the Defence Savings Bank 
Account.

(2) An emergency surgharge of one-fifth on all customs



import duties, with a few exceptions. The duty on petrol is to be 
■^dpssfc increased from 12 annas to 15 annas. The exelse duty on 
kerosene will be raised to the enhanced import duty,

(1) increase in postal and telegraph rates, the letter rate 
being raised to 6 piee, the postcard remaining unchanged. Minimum 
rates for ordinary telegrams have been raised to 12 annas.

points of Interest in Budget Speech.- in his speech introducing 
the bhS^dt/Si? j'sr'Amy Raisman, the finance Member, dealt with the major 
features^the industrial advance made by Indian- because of war conditions 
and the Intensified pressure cf the forces resulting directly from the 
war situation upon the economic structure of the country. The following 
are relevant extracts from the speech:

Agriculture and Raw Materials,- “go far as agriculture and raw 
materials I'fc ‘conccfned, the wlftOiem can meet easily be judged in the 
light of the course of prices, over the greater part of the fiscal year, 
the price-level has been rising hharply and Indeed, the widejrepread 
demand for the control of prices is a confirmation cf the strain which 
increased purchasing power in the hands of consumers, on the one hand, 
and the diversion of resources to the war effort, on the other hand, 
la imposing upon the economy of India. The full utilisation of the 
country's productive powers which, incidentally, are becoming increasingly 
diversified, has its counterpart in growing incomes and increased 
opportunities for employment. That is the favourable aspect of the 
wa* om the economic side. The growing shortages, the nooooslty for doing 
without, the sacrifices which all classes of Community are new called 
upon to undergo - these, whieh arc the inevitable consequences cf the 
immense wastages which modern was involve - are the less welcome 
aspects of the economic situation, on the whole, however, this 
country has been fortunate: the balance baa sc far been greatly to 
her advantage. The fact that it has been possible during this period 
to wipe off virtually the whole of India’s external debt showa that the 
country's overseas trade, in spite of all the obstacles presented by 
the shortage of shipping, has been (Amply maintained.

Industrial Advance.- Dealing with industrial development, 
he said: «• gios e relatibns have been established with the Indian Cotton 
Textile industry, and by co-operation between the Directorate General 
of Supply and a panel representing the industry bulk purchases have 
been arranged on a very large scale, something like 700 million yards 
of cotton textiles will be purchased during the year 1942-43. The 
Clothing factories, multiplied ten-fold since the outbreak of war, 
are turning cut mere than 8 million garments a month. A new Parachute 
Factory has been set up, and the first Indian-made Statiehutes have 
a*— passed their trials satisfactorily. The production of web 
equipment is being rapidly stepped up, and the output of leather 
goods has increased thirty-fold. Enormous quantities of timber 
are being extracted from the Indian forests, and a considerable 
sewing industry has been established which provides employment for 
a large number of people. Many new chemicals have been produced 
for the first time in India, and Indian/ sulphur will shortly be on 
the market. The Directorate General of Munitions Production has 
launched satis factor ily a lix-ge number of new projects. *^La a result 
of the recommendations of the Roger Mission, approval has been given 
to some 20 new presets Involving in all a capital outlay estimated 
at roughly Rs. 120 millions, and these are now in various stages of 
execution. These projects involve the establishment of new factories



and the expansion of old ones for the production in India of weapons, 
ammunition, steel, and other stores in urgent demand for war purposes. 
The load on trade and railway workshops has also been substantially 
increased. Apart from fabricated engineering stores, the tonnage of 
which is very considerable, the output includes a large range ©f 
military requirements from armoured fighting vehicles and small 
auxiliary naval eraft down to o&mp kettles, steam-driven marine 
engines are in production, and India has made mm her first electric 
transformers. These results have been achieved by the ready co
operation of industrial ooncerns throughout India and of the Railway 
Adminis tra ti ©ns *’

War Time Control Measures.** ”There has also been an inevitable 
expansion In cipher spheres or Government administration to deal with 
special wartime problems, A Chief Controller of Imports has been 
appointed to regulate the Import Trade Control sohemej we have had to 
set up the Wheat Commissioner and the Controller of Coal Distribution 
and their staffs. An organisation has had to be created to administer 
the Petrol Rationing scheme and a Secretariat staff has been recruited 
for the (Post-War) Reconstruction Committee. The estimates also 
include Rs. 14.1 millions which have to be provided for setting aside 
additional War Risks insurance premia on goods."

Technical Training.- Dealing with the steps taken by the 
r?ov»rnmfent to accelerate technical training, he said: "The original 
Technical Training Scheme by which lb,000 men were to bo trained for 
the technical branches of the Defence Services and ordnance and 
Munitions factories has sinee been expanded to provide for the 
tKinlsg of 48,000 man by tho end of 1942*45 • Uais is to coat 
Ms. 2o millions. A further expansion costing about Snxxta Rs. 2 
millions is also being undertaken to meet the need of civil industry."

Excess profits Tax.- "As regards the Excess Profits Tax, it is 
proposed to retain the existing rate of 60a per cent, to be levied on 
the profits of a further period of one yeaP. Here also, however, 
we have Introduced a new feature...,. We feel that there is great 
force in the argument for the supreme importance of building up a 
reserve for the rehabilitation and re-equipment of national industries 
after the war. There is also a strong case for immobilising during 
the period of the war as much as possible of the excess profits earned 
and preventing postponable private expenditure from exerting an 
undesirable influence on the price level. To assist in securing 
these objects we are prepared to contribute an amount up to but not 
exceeding l/loth of the net excess profits tax ultimately paid at the 
rate of 86 2/3 per cent., provided that the assesses deposits a 
sub equal to double this amount. The contribution thus placed in 
reserve by the assessee will be repayable within 12 months of the end 
of the war and will in the meantime earn/ simple Interest at the 
rate of 2 per cent, per annum. The portion contributed by the 
Government will also be £ald out af$er the war at such time and 
subject to such conditions as may hereafter be determined. Advioe 
on the formulation of these conditions will be sought from the 
Post-War Reconstruction Committee"

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 28 -2-1942.)+!/
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Railway Budget for 1942-43?
Huge Surplus owing to fe*ar Conditions. /

On 18-2-194$, .Sir Andrew Clow, Railway Member, Irvernment of 
India, presented in the Central Legislative Assembly the Railway budget 
for 1942-43. The actuals of 1940-41, the revise! estimates of 1941-42,
and the budget estimates of 1942-43 are given be lew?

1940- 41
1941- 42

...Rs.184.6 millions (actual 

...Rs.232.0 millions (revised estima

Estimates for 1942v43

Revenue ... Rs. 1234.7
Expenditure Rs. 1005.2
Surplus ... Rs. 279.5

The budget estimate for 1942-43
Rs, 1255 millions, Rs. 15 millions less than in the current year.
Total working expenses will amount to Rs. 707.5 millions about 
Rs. 22.5 millions less than the current year. Of the surplus of 
Rs. 279.5 millions, Rs. 201.3 millions will be transferred to 
general revenues, and Rs. 78,2 millions to the depreciation fund in 
repayment of loans•

*■**’ -Lu 3State Railways Staff - 500,000.- The gross total works programme 
is sligfcrW «Wr Rs." millions, Including Rs. 200 millions for the * 
purchase of the Bengal and North-Western and Rohilkund and Kumaon 
railways and two small branch lines. As a result of their purchase, 
and the purchase during this year of the Assam-Bengal and the Bombay,
Baroda and Oentral India railways, the entire railway system of 
Northern India will, with the exception of unimportant light railways 
and some lines owned by Indian States, como under State management.
The mileage under state management will increase from 17,000 miles 
to 24,000 miles and the number of railway employees in the servioe 
of the state will increase from 390,000 to over 500,000. The rest 
of the provision is, as usual, for track renewals, bridges and other 
structural works, rolling stock and an increase in the stores balance.

Effect of War Conditions.- In his speech introducing the budget, 
Sir Andrew Clow pointed out'that the apparent prosperity of the railways, 
as indicated by huge surpluses, was entirely due to wan conditions 
and should not be regarded as permanent. Dealing with other effects 
of the war on Indian railways, hs pointed out how, on the one hand , 
railways had to meet increasing demands on account of an unprecedented 
increase in military traffic, production of supplies at an ever- 
increasing speed and the contraction of alternative means of transport 
and how, on the other, they had, besides facing difficulties in renewing 
their assets, to give up rolling stock and rails to meet defence 
requirements, which were difficult to replace, and to spare experienced 
personnel in growing numbers for military or ancillary services.
Besides supplying rails from stock and rails set free by relaying, over 
500 miles of railway line would be dismantled this year. He added 
that with the rising intensity of the war effort, there was little 
prospect of the railways meeting more than a proportion of the
demands made upon them.

(Th^tateaman, 19-2-1942.) +
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Manufacture of Internal Combustion Engines:
Government of India appoints Exploratory Committee.,,,-

An Exploratory Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. J.G.
Mahindra has been set up by the Government of India to examine the 
production of components or complete internal combustion engines 
offering prospects of immediate development with particular reference 
to war demands and the future development of an internal combustion 
engine industry in this country. Investigations, following the 
circulation of a questionnaire to Indian firms interested in internal 
combustion engines, have shown that four firms are manufacturO® 
such engines and that a large numbdr of small workshops manufacturing 
component parts of ferrous and non-ferrous material for standard 
engines are scattered all over the country. The firms are, hcwevever, 
experiencing difficulties in obtaining special steel and other com
ponent parts, normally imported, to build complete engines. The 
High Commissioner for India, London, has been requested to ascertain 
whether British manufacturers will be willing, and, if so, on what 
conditions, to aid in this scheme by offering their standard makes 
of engines under licence so that Indian resources may be fully utilised.

( The Hindu, 12-2-1942.)j

Central Transport Organisation for India:
Government of Indiana Decision.

Early in February 1942 the Government of India announced in a 
ftnmmnnlou6 its decision to establish a Central Transport Organisation.
The cosaauniqud points out that railways are finding it increasingly 
difficult to carry public goods traffic in certain directions owing 
to essential demands from the defence services and that certain 
passenger services have had to be cancelled, it is deemed necessary, 
therefore, to make the fullest use of road and other forms of 
transport to relieve the situation. These forms of transport fall 
within the executive sphere of the provinces, but the Government of 
India decided to set up a Central Transport Organisation to devise 
means for achieving this object in consultation with Provincial 
Governments, Provincial Transport Boards, and the Railways. The 
Organisation is to be part of the Department of Communications and, 
in addition to the officer in charge, is to include the petrol 
rationing officer, and a technical officer to deal with questions 
relating to the use of alternative fuels, particularly producer gas.

A survey of the transport situation is to be made immediately 
and special officers will then advise provinces how to co-ordinate 
rail and road transport, where to use buses and where country carts.
An important function of the central organisation will be to examine 
the question of alternative fuels^such as gas and power alcohol. It 
is recognised that as 75 per cent, of petrol Is consumed by buses

_ there would be a great saving of petrol if these vehicles can use 
an alternative fuel. Madras is making headway by using produoer gas. 
Experience of the United Provinces in the use of power alcohol will 
be drawn on to increase production of this fuel from molasses. An 
important change which may be carried out Is that previous restrictions 
on long runs by buses may be relaxed.

(The Indian Railway Gazette, February 
1942, and the Statesman 7-2-1942.)



Industrial Development of Indian states: 
fllafc Established la Bombay. y

Reference was made at pages 19 to 20 of our October 1941 report 
to the move initiated in central Indian States to set up an Organisation 
and Bank to promote intensive industrialisation of Indian States and 
to finance the industrial ventures. In furtherance of the latter 
aim, it is understood tiiat a bank with an authorised capital of Sxz 
Ks. 20 Hons was registered in Bombay on 10-2-1942. The jam Saheb 
of Hawanagar, Chancellor of the Chamber of Princes, is the patron of the 
bank, which has received the support of several princes of Central 
India end Kathiawar. The scheme envisages co-operation between the 
representatives of the Indian States and leading business men in 
British India.

Besides the usual banking business,this bank will undertake rural 
development work and the development of new industries within the 
States. It will also foster insurance and undertake the regulation 
of inter-state tariffs. The promoters of the bank propose to intro
duce modern transport facilities on a well-planned basis to facilitate 
industrial development in Indian States,

(The Times of India, 14-2-1942.),/

Working Class Cost of Living Index Numbers for Various
Centres in India in October ~and ifovember lg!41.

The Index numbers of the cost of living for working classes 
in various centres of India registered the following changes 
during October and November, 1941, as compared with the 
preceding month:

Bombay.- The index number (base: year ending June 1934) of 
the cost of living for working classes in Bombay for October 1941 
fell by 4 points to 123 as compared with the previous month; in 
November 1941 It rose by 1 point to 126. The average for the calendar 
year 1940 was 112 as compared with 106 for 1939.

Ahmedabad.- The index number ( base: year ending July 1927) of the 
cost of living In Ahmedabad during October 1941 remained stationary 
at 92, but in November 1941 advanced by 2 points to 94. The average 
for 1940 wag 79 as against 73 for the preceding year.

Shoiapur.- The index number (base: year ending January 1928) of 
the cost of living in Shoiapur during October 1941 was not available; 
in November 1941 it rose by 5 points to 96.

Nagpur.- The index number (base: January, 1927) of the cost of 
living In Nagpur in October 1941 remained stationary at 80 as compared 
with thd preceding month; in Novmmber 1941 it rose by 4 points to 84, 
The average for 1940 was 7o as against 63 for 1939.

jubbulpore.- The Index number (base* January 1927) of the cost 
of living in Jubbulpore during October 1941 remained stationary at 
80} but in November 1941 rose by 2 points to 82. The average for 
1940 was•67 as against 59 for 1939.

Madras.- The index number (base: year ending June 1936) of the 
cost of1' living in Madras during October 1941 remained stationary at



115, but in November 1941 it rose by 3 points to 118. The average for 
1940 was lo7 as against 100 for 1939.

Vizagapatam.- The index number ( tease: year ending June 1936) of
eO3t of living. In Vizagapatam during October 1941 fell by 2 points to
118 as compared with the previous month; in November 1941 it rose by 
1 point to 119.

Ellore,- 3he index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost 
of livIagTn Ellore during October 1941 fell by 2 points to 123 as 
compared with the previous month and remained stationary at 123 in X 
November 1941.

Bellary,- The index number (bases year ending June 1836) of 
cost of living in Bellary during October 1941 remained stationary 
at 118, but rose by 3 points to 121 in November 1941.

Cuddaiore.- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of 
cost aT±iving~in cuddaiore during October 1941 rose by 1 point to
116, but fell by 1 point to 115 in November 1941*

Coimbatore,- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of 
cost of living in Coimbatore during October 1941 fell by 4 points to 
112, but rose by 3 points to 115 in November 1941.

ladmra.- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost 
of living In Madura during October 1941 feu by 1 point to 114, but 
rose by 3 points to 117 in November 1941.

Trichinopoly.- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of 
cost of living in Trichinopoly during October 1941 remained stationary 
at 114, but rose by 3 points to 117 in November 1941.

Calicut,- The index number (base: year ending June 1936) of cost 
of living in Caliout during October 1941 rose by 6 points to 126, and 
rose further by 1 point to 127 in November 1941.

Gawnpore.- The index number (bases year ending August 193 9) 
of cost of living in Gawnpore during October 1941 rose by 1 point to 
134, and by 9 points to 143 in November 1941. The average for 1940 
was 111.

(Extracted from the Monthly Survey of 
Business Conditions in India, October and 
November 1941 Issue.),

S'
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Scheme a ef Compensation j£o/War Injuries and War Damage to Effects, v

Reference was made at page 44 te 46 ef our February, 1941, report 
to the resolution adopted by the Central Assembly on 25-2-1941 to 
establish schemes providing for the payment from Central Revenues of 
compensation la respect of war injuries and war damage to ef foots 
sustained during the period of the present emergency by masters and 
seamen employed on sea-going service on ships registered in British 
India under the Bombay Coasting Vessels Aet, 1858, or under the Indian 
Registration ef Ships Act, 1841. In pursuance of this resolution, the 
Central Government has framed schemes of compensation on substantially 
«s the same lines as the War Pensions and Detention Allowances 
(Indian seamen, etc.) Scheme, 1941, adopted by the Minister .of Pensions, 
Great Britain,on 14-10-1941 and the-Compensation to jtoamen.jgWar Damage 
te EffectsSscheme, 1939, adopted by the Beard of Trade and the Minister 
of Shipping (vide pages 31 to 32 of our January 1942 report)•

(Resolution So. 275-M.II (20)/41-War, 
dated 14-2-1942! Ihe Gazette of India, 
part I, dated 14-2-1942, pages 329

te 553.) 4- z



PROFESSIONAL WORKERS, SALARIED EMPLOYEES AMD PUBLIC SERVANTS

Leave Rule* for Permanent Staff In Government of India Presses.^ z

g The Government of India baa gazetted Rales to regulate the leave 
respectively of peraanent salaried industrial employees below the grade
of overseer who entered Government service during the period 6th September 
1928 to 16th July 1951, and of permanent pieceworkers who entered 
Government service prior to 16th July 1951, in the Government of India 
presses, These rules apply only to Government servants whose service 
is classed as superior under Article 596, Civil Service Regulations.
A brief summary of the Rules is given below j-

permanent salaried industrial &qpleyees.- The leave facilities 
ef peffbahent salaHei Indus irial employees in the Government of India 
presses, below the grade ef mama overseer but not classed as 'inferior', 
who entered Government service during the period 6th September 1983 tc 
16th July 1951, are: (1) earned leave on average pay of eno month 
for every complete period ef 11 months’ duty, with right te accumulate 
up tc 4 months, (8) leave on JMH&t half average pay, on production cf 
medical certificate, for six months at a time, subject te a maximum 
of 2 years in the employee's service period} leave without pay may be 
granted when no ether leave is admissible, (3) injury Wave at half 
pay rates may be granted to employees Injured in eiroumstanoes which 
would have given rise te s claim for eewpencatlen under the Workmen's 
Compensation Aot, 1925. Such leave is not to be doomed to be leave 
on medical certificate. It shall be granted from the commencement of 
disablement for Mg long as is necessary, subjeet te a limit ef two 
years for any one disability and a limit ef five years during an 
employee's total aerviee,

piece-workers.- Rules applies bis to permanent piece workers, not 
dashed as Hnfsrlor* who entered service prior to 16-7-1931 are:
(1) non-cumulative leave on average salary aeeording to length of 
service: 16 days per year to those with less than 10 years' service,
23 days per year tc those having between 10 and 16 years' service,
31 days to those with 15 years or mors of service, (2) cumulative 
leave on half pay on production of modleal certificate at the rate of 
one month for every complete period of 11 months' duty, (3) Leave 
without pay may bo granted when no other leave is admissible. Ho 
continuous period of leave with pay shall exceed one year; any 
extension over one ye&jr-shall be leave without pay. (4) injury 
leave on the samd terasTtb permanent industrial employees is also 
granted.

(Resolution Ho. P.-7(8)-S.l/42 dated 
12-2-1942: The Gazette of India, Part 
I, dated 14-2-1942, pages 318 to 320.)



Socialisation of Medical Profession: 
SuggesTIon by Dean of 6.S. Medical Uollege, Bombay.

Socialisation of the medieal profession in this country,as wa-s being
ass of late in many progressive countries, was advocated by Dr. jivraj
Mehta, Dean of the Seth G.S. Medical College, Bombay, speaking at a
meeting of the members of tho Surat Medical Union on 18-2-1942.

Dr. Mehta desired the medical profession to consider whether it 
would not be in the interests of the country to socialise the medical 
profession and also whether until such an idea materialised, they should 
not start Medical Missions with well-qualified medical praotitloners 
of sufficient hospital experience in charge. The first essential of 
such a scheme, he said, would be the starting of a special society for 
the purpose of providing medical relief in a missionary spirit. If 
sufficient numbers of philanthropists c>me forward, it would be possible 
to experiment in one district to start with. The medical missionaries 
could be given adequate salary, with free quarters and conveyance) 
arrangements will also be made for the proper education of their 
children and for their insurance. No private practice should be 
allowed, all fees being credited to the Society and utilised for the 
maintenance of the hospitals and dispensaries to be started by the 
Society. OnceBeginning was made, the Medical Missions would be 
self-supporting and would need only relatively little monetary 
assistance te expend their activities. The medical missionaries 
would be life-members of the Society and would have, along with the 
philanthropists and organisers of the Society, an adequate voice in 
the management of the Society.

(The Bombay Ohronfcle, 25-2-19 42.).



CO-OPERATION AND COTTAGE INDUSTRIES

Multi-Unit Co-operative societies Bill, 1942.

The Multi-Unit Co-operative societies Bill, 1942 (Official Bill) 
was introduced In the Central Assembly on 11-2*1942, with, a view to 
regulate the activities of co-operative societies with objects not 
confined to one province.

The Statement of objects and Reasons attached to the bill points
out:

Multi-unit co-operative societies, that is to say co-operative 
societies operating over more than one province, are ’corporations’ 
within the meaning of entry 33 in fee- List I of the seventh Schedule 
of the Government of India Act, 1935, and the legislative and executive 
jurisdiction In respect of their Incorporation, regulation and winding 
up is exclusively Central. Any provisions of the Co-operative Societies 
Act 1912, or of the Provincial Co-operative Acts which might purport 
to vest executive jurisdiction in respect of such multi-unit societies 
in provinces can have no valid basis, it is, therefore, necessary to 
legisiatfie^ for the incorporation, regulation and winding rip of co
operative societies operating over more than one province.

The Bill applies to the multi-unit societies tfre existing legislation 
applicable to societies operating within a single province. It will 
apply to all multi--unit societies irrespective of the nature of their 
work. Provision has been made to enable the Government to appoint a !
Central Registrar tout as the number of multi-unit societies in existence 
at present is small, it is proposed to entrust the functions of the 
Central Registrar to the provincial Registrars until the growth in the 
number of multi-unit societies makes the appointment of a Central 
Registrar necessary.

(The Gazette of India, part V, 
dated 14-2-1942, pages 16 to 18.)^/

Development of Cottage Industry in India- 
Standing Finance Committee approves Grants,.. y

The Standing Finance Committee of the Central Legislative Assembly 
has approved proposals for the continuance of grants-in-aid for the 
development of the handloom weaving industry, the aericultural industry 
and cottage and small-scale woollen industries.

Handloom Industry.- The protection to the cotton textile industry 
whicn was to expire on March 31, 1939, was extended in 1939 up to March 
31, 1942, by the Indian Tariff (Third Amendment) Act of 1939, the rate 
of protective duty remaining unchanged, in view of the fact that the 
circumstances which had rendered the assistance to the- bandlook>jweaving 
necessary were to continue till March 31, 1942, x it was considered at 
that time that the grant^—in-ald should also continue to that date.
The Government of India, therefore, decided to continue the grant at the 
rate of Rs. 500,000 till March 31, 1942. It was explained to the Standig 
Finance Committee that as there was a possibility of the continuance of 
the protection to the cotton textile Indus try beyond March 31, 1942, it 
was proposed to continue the grant-in-aid for the handloom weaving industry 
at the same rate for another year, i.e., up to March 31, 1943. This was 
accepted.



Sericulturai industry. - The Government of India has teen making a 
grant of Rs. 100,000 since”1935-36 for the development of the sericulturai 
industry. The grant is administered "by the imperial Sericulturai Committee 
and is utilised principally for the increased production of disease-free 
seed and, to some extent, for carrying out research on silk-worm diseases. 
It is likely that the protection to the sericulturai industry will be 
continued beyond. March 31, 1942o The Conmittee agreed to continue the 
grant-in-aid on the existing scale up to March 31, 1943.

Cottage and Small Industries.- The war has given a definite 
impetus to the" blanket weaving' Industry and the experience gained in the 
supply of war orders is being utilised for effecting technical improvemeifcs 
and to organise workers. The Supply Department has found it useful to 
utilise the industries to supplement the mill supplies in respect of 
Army blankets. Army blankets booked with different provinces and states 
by the Supply Department during 1941-42 alone number nearly 2,000,000.
In 1935 the Government of India decided to make a grant of Rs. 500,000 
spread over the quinquennium 1936-57 to 1940-41 for the benefit of 
cottage and small-scale woollen industries. The Standing Finance 
Committee agreed to the proposal to extend the grant for a further 
period of one year, i.e., up to March 31, 1943.

(Indian information, New Delhi,
15-2-1942.)+.
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LIVING COroXTXOSS

Spare Time

Workers' Welfare in U. P. :
Activities ef t.P. Government ffabour welfare Department. j/

Reviewing the activities ef the Labour Welfare Department, U.P. 
Government, Dr. fi.B. Gupta, Labour Officer, in the course of a speech 
at the annual function of the Department held at Cawnpore on 16-2-1942 
said that during the period $1967 (the year in which the Department 
was set up) to 1942 five welfare centres had been started at Cawnpore 
and an equal number in other industrial towns, including Lucknow, 
Allahabad, Rathras and Firoxatad. Each welfare centre was equipped 
with a dispensary, a reading room and library, a games room, a refresh 
ment room and a gymnasium. At Cawnpore, Allahabad and Lucknow, a 
women's and children's section was also attached te each welfare 
centre. Re said that the year 1941 witnessed considerable expansion 
in women's and children's welfare activities. At each centre there 
were now a health visiter and an assistant health visiter.

(The Statesman, 16-2-1942.)t



Workers' Organisations
A y

e!. t

19th session of the All-India Trade Union Congress, Cawnpore,------ 8 and 9-2.IQ48 , « -

The 19th session of the All-India Trade Union Congress was held
at Cawnpore on 8 and 9-2-1942, under the presidentship of Mr. V.R.
Kalappa, About 2oo delegates from almost all the Provinces and
representing different affiliated organisations were present. Pandit
jawaharial Nehru and thexDirector of this office were among those
present by sj^olal invitation.

Reception Committee Chairman's Address,- pandit Balkrishna 
Sharma7"~Chairman or the Reception Committee, in his address welcoming 
the delegates, reviewed briefly the history of labour legislation in 
India, and pointed out that almost at every stage Indian employers 
had obstructed the organisational development of Indian workers. He 
stressed that the two world wars have conslusively shown that the 
capitalist system has outgrown its usefulness, and that this truth 
is being recognised even by Anglo-Indian papers like the Statesman, 
which, in a recent editorial on the subject of a visit of the 
Russian trade union delegates to British munition factories, admitted 
that "the profit-motive still rules industry, and organisation for 
profit is not the same thing as organisation for the country's need".

He pointed out how, during and immediately after the last war, 
prices rose to phenomenal heights, and industries in general were 
making enormous profits, while the workers were kept on the old wages 
which lagged far behind the rapid rise in prices. Thus was laid the 
foundation of that industrial strife, on account of which not only 
millions of man-days were lost to industry, but much fierce bitterness 
and hatred were born£ in human breasts. He pleaded that employers, 
remembering the hitter experiences of the past, should co-operate in 
the bringing about of a new order based on social and economic justice.

Dealing with the insistent deed for grant of increased zte wages 
to labour consequent on rise in prices due to war conditions, he pointed 
out that, while the recent dearness allowance grants in the textile 
mills of Cawnpore ranged between 15.6 per cent, for workers getting 
between Rs. 75 and Rs. 150 per month and 31.3 per cent, for those 
getting Rs. 19 and below per month, prices and the general cost of 
living had risen far beyond these proportions.

Presidential Address.- Dealing with the workers' attitude to 
the wary the president, Mr. Kalappa, said that the A.I.T.U.O. had 
been adopting resolutions opposing War for some time past. It was 
always the firm belief of Indian workers that wars are the handmaids 
of Capitalism. Indian workers are not anti-British or anti-any-other- 
nation, but they are opposed to Imperialism of all denominations: 
British, Nazi, Fascist or even Soviet, if Russia drifts into that 
creed. The War Resolution adopted bj the a.I.T.U.C. at its Bombay 
session in September 1940 permitted freedom of action to individual 
unions, and no obstacle was placed in the way of those who desired to 
carry on pro-war propaganda. (The text of the Bombay resolution 
referred to is given at page 44 of the Report of this office for 
September 1940). The object of this resolution was to show that 
Indian workers were in favour of co-operation in the war effort only



subject to certain reservations; they are engaged in munition factories, 
production of war material and transport services primarily for their 
living.

Condemning recent fissiparous tendencies among Indian trade 
unionists, he said that there was no justification for certain workers 
to break away and start a rival organisation under the guise of an 
anti-Fagcist front (vide pages 51-53 of November 1941 report). In 
order to avoid splits, the A.I.T.U.^. constitution has laid down the 
principle that all political questions as well as questions of strikes 
and affiliation with any foreign organisation can be decided only by a 
three»fourths majority. Further,owing to the weightage In voting 
given to small unions, the danger of any one union, or workers of any 
one industry, dominating the A.I.T.U.C. has been avoided. With such 
safeguards, no group or party can labour under any serious grievance.
The starting of new rival organisations is greatly to be deprecated, 
and if sympathy for Russian workers is at the bottom of the split, 
the slogan of the disruptive forces would appear to be "Workers of the 
World, unite; Workers of India, Divide".

Referring next to the complaint from certain quarters that the 
A.I.T.U.C. had not given a lead on the war issue, he asserted that in 
the existing circumstances all that that body could do was to state 
the position of the organised workers and leave it there. dome critics 
of the A.I.T.U.C. argue that by supporting Britain’s war efforts,
Fascism will be destroyed, and that this would be followed by the 
establishment of Socialism in Great Britain and India. He asked 
whether, even if England did become socialist, it necessarily followed 
that in India a Socialistic State will automatically be established.
»At present the British workers enjoy national independence. Has that 
meant similar independence to India? To say that by defeating Hitler, 
Nazism or Fascism will be wiped out and Socialism established is to 
go even beyond the Atlantic Charter which defines the war aims of the 
Democracies."

Regarding Russia, he said that while Indian workers* sympathies 
were with that country, all that they could do in their enslaved condi
tion was to send a medical mission or a small contribution to the Russian 
War Fund. Nor can the workers understand why the avowedly anti-Fascist 
Indian admirers of Soviet Russia should be kept in prison in this 
country. He protested that trade unionism was being repressed under 
the Defence of India Act. Although the Government of India had assured 
that no one will be kept under restraint for pursuing normal trade 
union activities, Provincial Governments have teen trying to eliminate 
active workers and office-bearers of labour organisations. Further, 
even strikes which were Intended for purely economic relief have been 
put down by questionable methods. He also pleaded that the detenues 
against whom no offences have been proved in court should be released.

Discussing the political activities of trade unionists, he 
deprecated the view of certain employers that workers should take 
no part in politics, but at the same time held that no political 
party should seek to impose its politics on the workers. Left to 
themselves, Indian workers are not anti-national, but if their support 
were to be canvassed by different political or communal organisations, 
the loyalties of the workers will be divided to the detriment of their 
own solidarity, if not to the detriment of the struggle for freedom.

Finally, referring to the increasing cost of living, he pointed 
out that the dearness allowance paid in most of the industries was not
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adequate, and said that he would prefer a policy of control of
prices to dearness allowance, as the incidence of the latter fell 
ultimately on the consumer.

Dr. P.P. Pillai’s Speech.- At the request of the President,
Dr. P.P. Mllai, Director of the Indian Branch of the I.L.O., addressed 
the session. He emphasised the critical nature of the present times, 
outlined the important part Indian labour had to play in achieving 
victory for democracy, and the significant contributions that the 
I.L.O. was making xx in the difficult sphere of post-war social 
reconstruction. He pointed out that the totalitarian powers were 
Challenging the very principle of democracy, and that this did not 
suit India and Indian labour. The economic weapon wag the most for
midable weapon in the armoury of modern warfare, and in the forging 
of this, Indian labour nad a decisive part to play. Referring to the 
deterioration in standaijp of living occasioned by rise in prices due 
to the war, he said that Government and employers were studying how 
best to minimise the workers’ sufferings.

Dealing with the war situation, he said that the fact that America 
and Russia were in the war furnished the surest guarantees of ultimate 
victory. Another reassuring factor was that, though it had to leave 
Geneva, the I.L.O. was functioning from Montreal. Much of the credit 
of this, he pointed out^was due to the heads of the I.L.O. - Mr. Winant 
and Mr. phelan - whose devotion to the cause of labour was well-known 
in India and appreciated by leaders like Pandit jawaharlal Nehru. The 
vitality of the I.L.O. was testified by the fact that its New fork 
Conference mat of October-November 1941 was attended by 35 countries, 
in spite of 4£e European countries having been over-run by the Nazis.
It was significant that the first international conference of the 
democratic countries held after the outbreak of the war was this 
Conference, and that President Roosevelt himself addressed its last 
session. The I.L.O., he pointed out, was thus today the spear-point 
of world democracy. He then dwelt upon the New York Conference 
resolution on reconstruction and appealed for India’s full co-operation. 
The I.L.O., he claimed, stood for strict International accountability, 
and therefore Indian labour should have no difficulty in according this 
rallying point of world-democracy its fullest support.

Pandit jawaharlal Nehru’s Address.- pandit jawaharlal Nehru, 
who next addressed the session, said that India’s premier organisation 
(the Indian National Congress) hadrightly expressed its sympathies 
towards other countries like China ^Russia, but the first concern 
of Indians was to see that their country was free. If India was 
free, she would have decided by her own will to side with Britain.
While he totally disliked Nazism, he condemned British imperialism 
also, and charged Britain with making India incapable of defending 
itself; nevertheless, if India was attacked by any foreign country, 
she would continue to resist; she was fated to pppose all until she 
was free.

He pointed out that India would have developed industrially 
if she was free, but the British Government had not allowed her to 
Industrialise herself, and had placed handicaps in the work of the 
National planning Committee of which he was the president. He 
referred to the slogans ’’People *3 War” and ’’Workers of the World,
Unite”said that thftse wtt*. not the slogantof the kisans and 
mazdoors of this country, and pointed out that, if the workers of 
Bae wofTd had united, the world’s map would have been different.



Resolutions

A.I.T.U.C.’s Attitude to War.- Alternativesolutions tending to 
define the attitude of the A.I.T/U.C. towards the war moved by the 
Communist Party and the Congress Socialist Party were discussed at 
great length, but, as neither side obtained the necessary three- 
fourths majority, no resolution on the subject was passed.

The Communist Party’s resolution declared Xtaxi the present war 
to be an all peoples’ war against Hitlerism and Fascism, and called 
upon the Indian National Congress to call off satyagraha and the boycott 
of legislatures and local bodies. The resolution also called upon the 
National Congress to come to an agreement with the Muslim League, whereby 
they would share power in the provinces, thus uniting the people for 
a vigorous parliamentary activity and to achieve India’s full and 
effective co-operation in the war. The resolution called upon workers 
to help to increase India’s war effort a thousandfold.

The Congress Socialist Party’s resolution was as follows: ’’The 
A.I.T.U.C., while reaffirming the principle of the resolution passed 
at Bombay at its last session in 1940, takes note of the situation 
created ty the German aggression against the U.S.S.R., the Japanese 
aggression in the Far East, and the approach of the war to India’s 
gate, and is of opinion that, to enable the workers of India to take 
part enthusiastically and effectively in India’3 defence, and for 
that purpose to co-operate with other nations, the imrediate transfer
ence of power to the people of India is absolutely necessary.”

The text of the more important of the other resolutions adopted 
is given below;-
(1) Recognition of Trade Unions and Factory Committees.- This session 

of^t.i'.T.U.C. notes with disapproval ©S'-the ever-increasing cases of 
victimisation of workers for their trade union activities. Such 
action on the part of the employers during the war period not only 
encroaches upon the rignt of tne workers to organise themselves, but 
also interferes with the productive capacity of labour itself. The 
A.I.T.U.C., therefore, urges upon the Government and the employers to 
recognise the Trade Unions and their Factory Conmittees, wherever they 
exist, to undertake joins consultations and action in the sphere of 
production.

(2) Memorandum of the Working Committee.- This meeting notes 
with regret that the Government of India did not take any action.
to give effect^to the memoranda of the Working Committee of the A.I. 
T.U.C. during the Conference of the representatives of the A.i.T.u.C. 
with the Hon’ble Member for Labour of the Government of India, and 
urges upon the Government to take immediate steps for giving effect to 
the proposals of the Working Committee as minimum requirements of 
labour in respect of the matters dealt with.

(3) This meeting urges upon the Provincial Governments to 
implement the recommendations of the Labour Inquiry Committees 
appointed by those Governments to investigate and report on labour 
conditions.



(4) Appeal to Workers Panic in •«« Air-Raid^-» This meeting
considers that workers should not he unnecessarily panio-strickeq. on 
account of the war, but stick to their posts of duty,and demand*?lghts 
and privileges which they are entitled to under the circumstances and 
which are denied to them.

(5) National Services Ordinances.- The A.I.T.U.C. urges upon 
the Government of India the immediate"establishment of a Central 
Advisory Committee, as well as Advisory Committees, for various 
industries, Provinces and areas, with adequate and satisfactory- 
representation of Labour for consultation in matters which affect 
the interest of the working class on account of any action or policy 
which Government may adopt during the period of war emergency.

(6) ordinances ofi Government affecting tfee- Freedom of Labour.- 
This meeting views with great disapproval the policy adopted by tfte 
Government Wk gradually introducing iatfc and enforcing Ordinances 
and legislation affecting fee labour and trade union activities 
adversely on the plea of war emergency, without consulting the 
representatives of Labour, and urges upon the Government modificationw 
of all such Ordinances and legislation in such a way that the workers’ 
fundamental rights will not be unnecessarily interfered with.

(’’’) Increase in Basic Wages and Grant of Dearness Allowance. -
(a) This meeting of the A.I.T.U.C. urges upon the Government of 

India to take effective steps for control of prices of essential 
commodities, in order to preserve the standard of livin^bf the workers.

( b) This meeting also urges upon the Central and Provincial 
Governments to protect the standard of living of the workers. There 
ha4 been a serious wage-cut in almost all the industries, so that 
the basic wages of the workers have sunk lamentably. The A.I.T.U.C., 
therefore, demands a 25 per cent, increase of the basic wages in all 
industries.

(c) Since the declaration of the war, there haA been a continued 
and phenomenal rise in prices of all commodities, particularly the 
essential articles, to the extent of 5o per cent, and more. The 
A.I.T.U.C., therefore, demands that an adequate dearness allowance 
be granted to all the workers.

(8) Protective Measures, and Compensation for war Risk.- Thia 
meeting considers thatthe workers engaged in various industries, 
particularly those working in Emergency Areas And in essential 
services, declared so, are taking great risk in remaining at their 
posts. The Government, therefore, is urged to see that adequate 
protective measures are taken for the safety of the lives of these 
workers, as well as their dependents, and to arrange to pay adequate 
compensation to them and their dependents in caseinjury or death.

Office-bearers for 1942. - The following were elected office- 
bear ers for 1942: President - Mr. V.V. Girl; General Secretary - 
Mr. N.m. Joshi; Assistant Secretaries - Mr. R.A« Khedgikar and 
Miss Shanta Bhaleraoj Treasurer - Mr. Laljifc Pe/rae. Five Vice- 
Presidents and 11 Council Members were also elected.

(A copy each of the addresses efrofa -ef-tho addreopoo< of the 
President and the Chairman of the Reception Committee, and the Report 
of tiie General Secretary of the A.I.T.U.C. for the period October 1910 • 
to December 1941 has been sent to ysua Montreal on /i-a^^by ordinary mail.)



EDUCATION l?/
Education In India, 1937-39v

Stress on Vocational Bias.- The Report on the educational 
progress In'fnJia during jl»o7~38, recently issued, reoerds that 
the outstanding events of the ywere the publication of two 
important reports* The first of these was Report on Vocational 
Education in India by Mr. A. Abbott, C.B.F. aad Mr. S.H. Wood, both 
ef the Board of Education, Englandtvide pages 34 te 86 ef eur July 
1937 report). Hie seeend document was the report of the committee 
appointed by the All-India National Education Conference, Wardha, 
under the chairmanship of Dr. Zakir Husain, Principal of the jamia 
Millie Islamia, Delhi. The system of education embodied in this report 
was the well-known wardha scheme which owed many of its special features 
to the inspiration of Mr. Gandhil’’(vide pages 33 to 34 of our January 
1933 report). Both these reports, which have this in common that they 
stress the urgent need for giving a mere practical bias te the aims 
and methods of instruction, were considered by the Central Advisory 
Beard of Education at its third meeting held in January 1933. So 
many Issues emerged during the course of discussion that a more 
detailed examination of the proposals was felt desirable. A®eerdingly, 
the Board appointed a special ecmmittee te examine the system of 
educational reconstruction set out in the Wardha scheme in the light 
of the Wood-Abbott Report and other relevant documents, and to make 
recommendations.

the
Board.- At the same meeting 
TSFRTTrom two of its standing

committees, viz., the Vernacular Education Committee and the Women's 
Education Gemmittee which met in September 1937 te consider certain 
questions connected with the administration and control of primary 
education, and the Q&rrfteulum of girls' primary schools in India 
respectively.

Activities of Provincial Governments.- Provincial Governments 
also itlrMel' out investigations mostly of a comprehensive character 
into the general organisation of education. In Bombay, four special 
committees were appointed to report on physical education, adult 
education, vocational education and the training of primary school 
teachers. The Bihar Government aet up one committee to advise them 
onqueation of educational reform and another to consider the 
possibility of using Hindustani as the common medium both for 
instruetion and the preparation of text-books, Orissa also constituted 
two committees, one to consider certain questions relating to the re
organisation of secondary education,including the deprovlnelaliaation 
of Government high oeheols, and the seeend to explore the desirability 
of establishing a separate University for Orissa, The Punjab Govern
ment gravely concerned at the ever increasing unemployment of the 
educated youths,appointed a committee te study this problem. In the 
Central provinces there was inaugurated the 'Vidya Mandir So heme’ 
which contemplates that "every village}* or group of villages within 
a radius of a mile having no school and where about 40 beys and girls 
ef school-going age are available shall have a 'vidya Mandir’”.
♦ SurbAu eT lfeslren7India. ’”Edued€lon In InJla rhl§37^rTCKEI5hed

by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1941. price RM. 2-8-0. pp.109
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The novel device embodied in thia scheme for liquidating illiteracy 
without adding seriously to the burden on the provincial exchequer &£« 
obtaining gifts of land to be utilised for the support of the schools 
has attracted considerable attention. Generally speaking it is 
exposed to the same criticism as that levelled against the self- 
supporting principle in the original Wardha scheme, viz., that sound 
educational practice is undy.y subordinated to economic considerations. 
Schools which are worthy of the name must cost money and cannot be 
expected to pay for themselves by the products of their pupils.

General Progress.- Within the prescribed limits, however, some 
definite slgns'of progress are recorded during the year under review.
The percentage of pupils under instruction to the total population 
has advanced from 5.01 to 5.18 in recognised institutions and from 
5.81 to 5.88 in all institutions. The wastage percentage between 
classes I and IT in primary departments has decreased from 72 to 70 
in the case of boys and from 86 to 84 in the case of girls.

lumber of institutions.- The total number ef institutions 
deereSsed by I,VoZ io 2x6,253. The main decreases were 2,092 in 
Madraa and 1,330 in Bengal, and these were due chiefly te the reduction 
in primary schools as a result of a deliberate policy ef eliminating 
ill-attended and inefficient schools. Ill the ether man major 
provinces, except the Punjab, shewed a numerical advance.

lumber of Students.- The total enrolment has risen to 13,831,860. 
the increase in the number of pupils under instruction in all insti
tutions amounting te 442,296, tic highest annual increase recorded since 
1928-29. All the provinces and areas shared in this exeept Delhi, 
Baluchistan and Bangalore. The decreases in Delhi and Baluehlatan 
which amounted to 208 and 690 respectively were due entirely te a 
reduction in the member ef unrecognised Institutions. The largest 
increase occurred in Bengal in spite ef the fact that there were 
1,330 fewer institutions. The increase in enrolment was eemmon te

all types of institutions, both for males and females with the 
exception that the enrolment in professional colleges for women 
decreased slightly by 21 pupils.

Expenditure.- The total expenditure on education rose by 
Ra. to Bs, 269,864,484. This, however, falls short of
the total expenditure in 1930-31 by approximately Ba. 13,300,000 
and shows that the provinces have not yet recovered from the 
financial depression which set in in 1930-31. The expenditure figure 
fell te Ra. 237,875,868 in 1932-33, since when there has been a 
gradual upward tendency though at the present rate of increase it 
will take another three years before it is back at the figure of 
1930-31* All areas exeept &har, the North-West Frontier Province, 
Orissa, Ooorg, Delhi and ene or two minor districts recorded 
increases in their total expenditure. The largest increase (Rs.1.75 
millions) occurred in Bengal; this was followed by Madras with 
Rs. 1.74 millions, Bombay with Rs. 1,01 millions and the Punjab 
with Sa. 790,000*

Per British India as a whole, the total increase of Rs. 5.347 
millions sf rupees ever the figures for 1936-37 was aside up ef 
Rs. 4.319 millions from Board funds, Rs. 3.231 millions from fees 
and Ra. 2.068 mi Hi ore from 'ether sources' while expenditure met 
by Government declined by Rs, 3.971 millions of rupees. The increase 
in fees was due to a large* enrolment rather than to any general raising 
of the fees charged.



SOCIAL POLICY IK WAR TIME

Wages

Dearness Allowance for Low-paid Government employees: 
Cochin Government’s beeis ion.

in view of the all-round increase in the cost of living due to 
war conditions, the Cochin Government has, in February 1942, sanctioned 
a scheme for the grant of a special compensatory cost of living allow
ance for the benefit of the Government servants. The allowance will 
be at a flat rate of Re. 1 per mensem to Government servants in receipt 
of pay not exceeding Rs. 25 per mensem, including employees under the 
Municipalities, Land Mortgage Bank and similar institutions unddf the 
control of the Government.

(The Hindu, 12-2-1942.),.

War Allowance for Workers in Engineering lmamxnx 
Concerns: Recommendations of Indian Engineering Association.

In January 1940, the Indian Engineering Association had suggested 
to its members that temporary allowances ranging from 7)42 per cent, to 
10 per cent, of the pre-war wages might be paid to workers in order 
to meet the increased cost of living. It was also indicated that 
a sliding scale on the following lines might be adopted:-

Daily paid workers Suggested allowance

Daily wages not over Rs. 2©/- per month _ Rs. 2-0-0 per month
Daily wages over Rs. 2o/- but not over Rs.40/- Re. 2-8-0 per month

Daily wages over Rs.40 but not over Rs. 60 p.m. Rs. 3-8-0 per month
Daily wages over Rs. 6o per month.

Monthly paid workers;
under Rs. loo per month 
Rs. 100 Per month but not over Rs.

Over Rs. 15o/- per month.

ffs. 4-8-0 per month

As daily paid workers 
150 per month —Rs. 7-8-0 per month

(Subject to maximum wage of 
Rs. 150 per month.)

Nil,

In January 1942, the Committee of the Engineering Association, 
having reconsidered the original recommendations in the light of the 
subsequent rise in the cost of the necessaries of life, recommended 
to members that the sliding scale of temporary war time allowance 
suggested in 1940 be increased by a flat increase up to Rs. 3 per 
month, or 3 pies per hour, provided that In no ease shall the total 
revised allowance exceed 25 per cent, of the basic wages earned. It 
is pointed out that in many cases firms grant various privileges to 
their workers such as provident fund contributions, attendance bonus, 
etc., and that these cannot be disregarded in calculating the allowances 
given by individual concerns, and It is, therefore, suggested that the 
allowance given together with such concessions of the nature indicated 
above should not be more than the 25 per cent, recommended.

The war allowance is a temporary concession and will be withdrawn 
after an appropriate fall in the cost of living. (Industrial Bulletin 
(organ of the Employers’ Federation of India) No. 361, dated 16-2-1942.),



Control Measures

The Bengal House Rent Control Ordinance, 1942.

On 20-2-1942, the Government of Bengal Issued the Bengal House 
Bent Control Ordinance,.1942, controlling house rents in the areas in 
the province to which the order has been extended by notification. 
Landlords are prohibited from charging a rate of rent which exceeds 
by mere than 2o per cent, the rent that was being paid on the date 
fixed by the Government, or, if the house was vacant, more than 20 
per cent, of the rent which in the opinion of the Rent Controller 
would have been paid on that date. The order also prohibits the 
payment of "salami” (premium for letting the premises).

(notification Mo. 779J dated 20-2-1942: The 
Calcutta Gazette Extraordinary Part I dated 
20-2-1942, pages 41 to 45.)

(Note.- The Order has been promulgated as the exidus owing to 
war conditions from Calcutta City to the rural areas in the Bengal 
Province has gubstanti&t&y increased house rents in rural areas; the 
present order is intended mainly for such areas.)v

Rubber Stocks Control order, 1942.

The Government of India has gazetted the Rubber Stocks 
Control Order directing every owner of an estate or factory and every 
dealer to submit to the Central Government (a) within fourteen days 
from the date of the issue of the order, a return in respect of the 
stocks of all grades of rubber in hand on the said date; (b) on 
or before the 15th day of every month commencing with the 15 th March 
1942, a return of the amounts of all grades of rubber xaqxtxad 
acquired and utilised or disposed of by him during the preceding 
month and In his possession orafc the last day of the preceding month.

The Order also requires ever? owner of an estate or factory and 
every dealer to maintain proper aocounts of stocks.

(Notification No. 273 (l)-Tr. (I.E.R.)/42 
(i) dated 2o-2-1942{ The Gazette of 
India Extra ordinary dated 20-2-1942.).,

Bombay Brick Control order, 1942.

The Government of Bombay has found it essential to Impose 
statutory control on the distribution of bricks produced at certain 
brick manufacturing centres in Bombay Suburban District and parts of 
the Thana District in order to ensure that the best use is made of 
supplies available, in the interest! of meeting Military and Civil 
Defence (A.R.P.) requirements, while reserving sufficient quantities 
to meet those essential ciVil needs which are necessary for preserving 
the efficiency of Government services, public supply undertakings,
Local Bead Bodies and civil industry. A Brick Controller has accordingly 
been appointed to control production and distribution of bricks in the 
above? areas. He will also regulate prices at which bricks are sold



in these areas, under the Brick Control Order, a licence fro® the 
Brick Controller is necessary before any person or body can acquire 
bricks whether from a producer or a stock holder in these areas.

(Press Note No. 154 dated 20-2-1942 issued 
by the -director of Information, Bombay.)+

Bihar House Rent Control Order, 1942.

The Government of Bihar has promulgated on 24-2-1942 the 
Bihar House Kent Control order, 1942, which extends to the whole of 
the province and is to come into force in any local area by ndfci- 
ficatlon. After the date of the commencement of the Order, a landlord 
is not to charge salami or premium for letting any house or for 
renewing the lease o? any house. Where a tenant is, on the date 
of the commencement of this order, in possession of any house on 
a tenancy from month to month, (a) he is not to be ejected except 
for non-payment of rent or breach of the conditions of the tenancy; 
and (b) the landlord is not to increase the rent which was, on the 
date of commencement of this Order, payable for such house. Any 
increase in rent is to be effected by a Controller appointed for the 
purpose. The Order also (QgKt&fAxKtXBX indicates the principles 
on which the Controller is to fix or alter rents.

(Notification No. 619-P.C.-12/42-Com. 
dated 24-2-1942: Hie Bihar Gazette 
Extraordinary, dated 25-2-1942.) +

Price Control

4th Price Control Conference, New-Delhi, 6^^-2-1942.

The Fourth Price Control Conference was held at New Delhi on 
6 and 7-2-19 42, Sir A. Rama swami Mu da liar, Commerce Member,
Government of India, presiding.

President’s speech.- How the problem of price control was 
affected by factors such as the transport position, increase of 
currency in circulation, the ban on exports of certain commodities 
imposed by some provinces and states and the policy followed by 
them of Ixiilding up stoeks of foodstuffs was explained by Sir 
A. Ramaswami Mudaliar, Commerce Member, in his opening address.
As regards the ban put by certain provincial and State administrations 
on She movement of commodities from their areas, he po in tagout that 
as yet only one or two provincial and State administrations had 
resorted to this expedient. The Central Government, he said, could 
not view with equanimity any attempt at tying up stocks one 
particular area leaving other areas to look after themselves, if 
that movement became widespread It would lead to chaotic and even 
famine conditions in several parts of the country. The theory 
of self-sufficiency had .l^djto the ruin of sovereign states; and 
if that theory was jJaottppora’ted in provincial and State units in 
s^j£iountJ^-4ike--Ih^ia)- ne-tr 'Orvly--rtti»--b«-V-aon«thii^ wopee-'W©uld fellow*.
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a country like India, not only ruin but something worse^ would follow.
The decisive view of the Government of India was that such bans on 
export placed by these administrations did more harm than good and 
should to the utmost possible extent, be avoided. Closely connected 
with this ban was the action of certain Provincial and State Govern
ments In deciding to build up stocks against a rainy day. The adoption 
of such a policy when the maximum price had been fixed would make the 
administrative problem of controlling prices almost impossible. Having 
given careful consideration to the question, he felt that it must 
require the amplest justification before they thought of laying by 
stocks in any area. He also pointed out that the time had came when 
the appointment of price control authorities in each province un
encumbered by other duties and functions seemed to be necessary; it 
seemed also necessary that detailed instructions should be given 
to district officers on how to work the price control scheme and how 
to adjust prices to the level fixed by the Provincial Government con
cerned. He stressed the need for more helpful commercial intelligence 
and better reports from various areas and expressed the hope that 
with reference to imported articles, such as certain classes of medi
cines, it might be possible, through inter-Government arrangements, 
to arrive at an understanding as regards reasonable prices.

Finance Member’s Address.- The Conference was next addressed by 
Sir Jeremy Raisman, Milance Member, Government of India, Sir Jeremy 
said there was in India no inflation in the sense ordinarily understood. 
Such deficits as had occurred had been more than covered by taxation 
and borrowing, but they might arrive at a position in which money 
Incomes in the country were excessive in relation to the goods and 
services that could be obtained for those incomes. From that point 
of view they could ££a have an unsatisfactory situation even if the 
whole of the currency was covered by hundred per cent. gold. All 
the notes issued might be covered by gold, but if those notes could 
not be exchanged for goods which people would like to buy, then they 
had a pressure of purchasing power on a limited supply of goods and 
although It was vastly different from true inflation and could be 
rectified the moment the foreign exchange or gold could be converted 
into goods from abroad, nevertheless it was a difficult situation.
It was that type of situation which was liable to develop in India.
There was no danger that through inflation the currency would lose 
Its value, but there was danger that the amount of money in people’s 
hands, if It was all directed at this moment to the satisfaction of 
the consumers, would have its effect on the price level.

In so far as local authorities and Provincial Governments could 
exercise influence they shouldyin the Interest of the people themselves, 
endeavour to twrta inculcate the principle that claims for consumption 
should be postponed as far as possible and encourage savings. Sir 
Jeremy referred to the suggestion he had made in another place with 
regard to the use of the bonus distributed by employers. It was in 
the highest degree desirable, he said, that such additional accession 
of purchasing power should take the form, as far as possible, of savings, 
of defence loans or provident funds or any form whereby actual
expenditure of the money was postponed. It would not merely help 
the present situation; the building up of a reserve of purchasing 
power might be greatly helpful when the country faced difficulties 
of another type - an excess of production and a comparative lack of 
purchasing power.



Decisions of the Conference.- The conclusions reached ty the 
Conference were”reviewed at some length by the Chairman at the final 
session; the more important points are briefly noticed below:-
(1) Extension of Price Control Measures.- sir Ramaswami Mudaliar, 

the Chairman, said that it was clear that a stage had been reached 
when price control would have to be applied to a number of items and 
more organised administrative arrangements made to deal with the 
problem of price control. The discussions had made it clear that 
the problems of transport and distribution were as vital factors as 
the fixation of maximum prices, and that mere fixation of such prices 
would not have the desired Effect if either transport difficulties or 
maldistribution arising therefrom were to prevail to any extent. The 
proper organisation of transport and distribution of commodities had 
to be taken up immediately by the Central Government, perhaps even 
before any question of fixing maximum prices of particular commodities 
was decided upon.

(2) Regional Committees.- The Conference recosmended the consti
tution of reglonal cdmmittees consisting of groups of provinces and 
States, whose functions would be to deal with the adequate supplies 
of certain commodities in their area, the movement of these commodities 
and the short-circuiting of their transport so as to avoid unnecessary 
freight. These regional committees would also advise the Central 
Government on the fixation of wholesale prices of commodities, which 
were for circulation and consumption within the regions concerned.
The committees would also deal with the price level in adjacent areas 
within the region of either regional commodities or commodities of 
all-India consumption, whose wholesale prices had been fixed by the 
Central Government. It would be useful if tide regional committees 
communicated to the Central Government the prices in frontier areas 
adjacent to their region, so that prices might be co-ordinated.

(3)Puture Price Control Conferences.- it was clear that in view 
of the larger responsibilities of price control that would be assumed, 
conferences on the scale of the 4th session would not meet more bften 
than once a quarter, it was suggested that the possibility of getting 
representatives of regional committees, onee these were constituted, 
to meet the Central Government more frequently, perhaps once a month, 
might be considered.

(4) Checks on Free Movement of Commodities Condemned.- The 
Conference endorsed the view that the prohibition of exports of commo
dities was almost undesirable apart from its being illegal, and that 
building up of stocks by particular administrations was equally to be 
deprecated; but the responsibility was consequently heavier on
the Central Government to arrange for the proper distribution of 
cQBMiodities as between area and area, so that when adequate supplies 
were available every area would get full supplies, and when there was 
less than sufficient to meet the full demand, a properly rationed 
quantity would be distributed in all areas. In exceptional cases, 
and for special reasons to be fully justified, particular places in 
an area might have to be permitted to build up stocks of a limited 
character.

(5) Control of Rice, Wheat Sugar, Coal, Cotton Yarn and Cloth,- 
Reviewing the recommendations or the Conference with reference *to 
specific commodities such as rice, wheat, sugar, coal, cotton yarn



and piecegoods, the Chairman alluded to the opinion expressed that 
price control at some stage might be desirable and necessary for 
practically all these commodities. The position had to be carefully 
watched by the Central Government and with the advice of the 
provincial Governments concerned, measures for controlling the maximum 
prices should be adopted. In regard to coal and soft coke in particular 
the problem of proper distribution of wagons for the domestic consumer 
had been stressed by the Conference, apart from the problem of 
adequate supplies for the industries. A general scheme for the distri
bution of cotton yarn had been accepted by the Conference, which agreed 
to recommend to the respective Governments, the appointment of yam 
p.fm»a<s a loners to work in close collaboration with the Central yarn 
Commissioner. The scheme for the production of standard cloth was 
to be preceded with so far as the fixing of specifications and price was 
concerned, but the time when the scheme should be brought into operation 
by the actual manufacture of standard cloth was left to be decided by 
the Central Government.

Heed for appointing Provincial Price Control j)f fleers.- Ihe
Chai rman emphasised the need lor the appointment ^rieacn provlneia 1 and 
State administration of a special officer to be in"charge of price 
control, particularly as the need for supplying commercial intelligence 
from each of these areas to the Central Government authorities was great; 
and such intelligence would not be supplied at as early a stage and on as 
ample a scale as was required unless a special officer functioned,

saw petition of raw cotton of the short staple
varie iy M Bafl^TSeh examined by the Conference and certain suggestions 
made as regards governmental purchase and storing. Suggestions had 
also been made regarding subsidies to be given out of the fund to the

agriculturist to enable him to turn to alternative crops. 
Most Governments had pointed out that restriction of acreage under 
purely low short staple cotton was being taken up by them and that in 
the next session it might be confidently expected that the area of 
this variety of cotton would be greatly reduced.

(The Hindustan Times and the Statesman,
7 and 8-2-1942.) r

Price Control in Bombay: 
Consumers1 Advisory Committee set up.

The Government of Bombay, after consultation with the Consultative 
Conmittee for price control, has appointed a Consumers* Advisory 
Conmittee for price control, with the object of keeping closely In 
touch with the average consumers• difficulties. The members have 
been selected ms in consultation with prominent employers and 
representative institutions^and belong to different income groups.
The committee will bring to the notice cf the Controller of Prices 
and the Government cases where the official reports of wholesale and 
retail prices which will be supplied to them, do not agree with 
those actually charged in the bazar, it will also indicate cases 
where the retail price of any essential article is causing particular 
hardship to the public. The committee will meet once a week in the 
Bombay Secretariat.

(The statesman, 8-2-1942. )_v



Employment

The Burma Regulation of Labour and Wages ordinance, 1942.

The Governor of Burma promulgated the Regulation of Labour and 
Wages ordinance on 25-1-1942, which extends in the first instance to 
the City of Rangoon. Under the Ordinance, the Governor may by notifi
cation constitute a Board or Boards to exercise general control over 
labour conditions within the areas specified in the notification.
The Board shall consist of not more than three members.

Functions of the Board.- The Board shall have power - (a) to 
declare from time to time the fair wages which shall be payable daily, 
weekly or monthly as may be declared by the Board for different types of 
employeeoin Any particular company, firm or undertaking^ (Explanation. - 
“fair wages" mean such wages at the Board may, in the circumstances, 
consider to be reasonably (b) to require employers to take such measures 
for the air raid protection of their labour as may be directed by the 
Board; (c) to require employers, where it may appear to the Board to 
be necessary, to make arrangements for providing food or ration to 
their employees; (d) to require employers, where it may appear to 
the Board to be necessary, to employ la hour.direct and to pay them 
direct at daily rates; (e) to seek the advisee of any person whom it 
considers competent to give such advice. Any person who fails to 
comply with any directions issued by the Board under its powers 
prescribed in this ordinance shall be liable, on conviction, to a 
fine not exceeding rupees one thousand.

Ban on Strikes.- Ho person shall take part or be Engaged in or 
aid in a strike during the present emergency. (Explanation.- "the 
present emergency" means the period in which this Ordinance is in 
force.)

(The Burma Gazette, Part I, 
dated 31-1-1942, pages 121 to 122.)+

The Port of Rangoon Labour Control Ordinance, 1942,

In order to provide adequate supply of labour for the Port of 
Rangoon, the Governor of Burma promulgated on 27-1-1942 the Port 
of Rangoon Labour Gontrol ordinance, 1942. under the Ordinance, 
the Governor may appoint a Controller and may invest him with such 
powers for securing an adequate supply of labour for the purpose of 
the efficient working of the Port of Rangoon. The Controller may
(i) requisition, allocate, distribute and exercise control over labour;
(ii) recruit and organise labour for employment by the Government; 
and (ill) prescribe, in respect of any class of labour employed in 
the Port of Rangoon, terms of employment and conditions of labour, 
including hours of work, housing^safety and, subject to appeal to the 
Wages Board constituted under ordinance Ho. 6 of 1942, wages.

( The Burma Gazette, ?art I, dated 31-1-1942, 
pages 123 to 124).^



Industrial Disputes

Bengal Government’s Policy regarding L*bour Disputes:
Statement by premier la Bengal Assembly.- ' ■ *- —— .................. . ..... .......... .

The adjournment motion tabled by Dr. N. Sanya1 in the Bengal 
Legislative Assembly regarding the internment of Dr. Suresh Chandra 
Banerjee, a member ef the Assembly representing Calcutta and suburban 
registered factories Labour Constituency, eame up for discussion on 
25-2-1942. The motion was withdrawn on Mr. pwzlul Huq, Premier ef 
Bengal, agreeing te cancel the internment order if Dr. Banerji could 
give an assurance that he would pursue no activities prejudicial to public 
order during the present war emergency. In his statement on the 
occasion, the Bengal Premier defined the policy of his Government with 
regard to labour disputes. The mere important points emphasised in the 
statement are indicated below.

The delay in easing to a decision regarding Dr. Banerji’s 
internment wag due to certain doubts felt regarding the powers ef 
the Provincial Government to Intervene in labour disputes and to 
enforce their decisions in respect thereof. On an examination of 
the question, I am satisfied that the Provincial Government have 
sufficient powers to deal with the situation. It is Government’s 
policy not to permit strikes in industries essential for war 
production. The corollary ef this is that Government are prepared, 
and this may be taken as a solemn declaration ef their poliey, to 
ensure a fair deal to labour in war time conditions, in order to 
enenme this they are satisfied that they have adequate powers under 
the Wergency Legislation by resort to which they can, if necessary, 
compel employers to aeeept their decisions on such otters as rates 
ef wegee aHewanees, conditions of service, etc. They are 
confident that resort to compulsion of this kind will ordinarily be 
unnecessary, but it is as well that it should be publicly known that 
these powers exist khacfc and the Government are preparedz if circum
stances so require, te employ them. Government will withdraw the 
order of internment passed on Dr. Banerjee when Government are 
satisfied k after a personal discussion with him that there wag no 
likelihood of his activities in Calcutta being prejudicial to 
public order during the present emergent situation in accordance 
with the poliey outlined.

Dr. Sanyal, withdrawing the adjournment motion on the Premier’s 
assurance, said that Bengal labour was grateful for the enunciation 
of thm Government poliey regarding legitimate Trade Union activities 
and regarding the relationship between labour and eoployora in general, 
and assured that workers during the present emergency urould strengthen 
the hands ef Government in maintaining order and peace internally 
as far as practicable.

(The Statesman and the Amrlta 
Bazar Patrika, 27-2-1942.)+



Industrial Health and safety.

Effect ef Increased Hours ef Work on production:
" Views' of kmowner s' Association, Bombay.

Reference was made at page 65 ef ear November, 1941, report to the
general exemption granted tor the Government of India te textile mills
in British India for a period of 6 months from the operation of
Section 64 of the Factories let. The effect of the notification was
that such factories eould work a six day week of sixty hours instead
of 64 hours, the workers being paid overtime for the extra six hours
at 1^4 times the ordinary rate of pay,

government Enquiry re. Effect of increased Hours of Production.- 
Early-ln December 1111, the"gdgJtUe "eT ffift K1115w>hs « Tssoxlatlbn, 
Bombay, was Infonsed that the Government of India was anxious to 
ascertain the effect on production, over a reasonable period, of the 
laager hours of work now permitted, and the Association was asked te 
ooopile comparative production figures far the normal 64-hour week 
and the extended 60-hour week. The information was required te be 
compiled en a weekly basis, beginning Sunday, production figures for 
the normal 64-hour week periods for the eight weeks preceding the 
notification being placed alongside in the same form if possible. 
Government pointed out that although the immediate purpose of obtaining 
the InferttAtiem was te nrrtm the effect cm production result!^ from 
increased hours of work, "it will no doubt be clear that the statistics 
will be of considerable value both to the industry and government in 
formulating policies in future em the question ef hours of work in 
Indus tty." government also pointed ouc that it was necessary to 
examine carefully and quickly every means of developing the country's 
war effort, and added that, as experience in ether countries had shown 
that increase in working hours did not necessarily result in permanent 
increase in production, it was necessary te consider whether there 
was sese scope for increase in production n by mere intensive resort 
to double or treble shifts. Government recognised that the question 
of resorting to double or multiple shifts or extending sueh working 
whore double shifts were already working, involved inevitably the 
question of the supply of skilled and semi -skilled labour and desired 
to be supplied with information regarding the number ef persons 
employed in each shift and details of apprentice scheme which might 
be in operation in individual mills ot centres.

Reply ef Hillesrnera * Association: Data inadequate for reaching 
eonclueiene.- JfegAraing the question or ttiat the extension or tne weekly
Moure..of work from 64 te 60 and its effect on production, the Committee
of the liillewnere' Association, Bombay, pointed out that so far as 
Bombay City and Island eotton mills wore concerned, it had net boon 
poo si bio to introduce the 60-hour week to any extent, go mills which 
had adopted the 60-hour week following Government's notification with
drawing the previsions of section 34 of the Factories Act had to give it 
up, in several eases after working foh a few days, en sec cunt ef 
opposition from la hour $ operatives ef four mills earns out on strike 
as a protest against the 10-hour day, and there was no likelihood of 
any further efforts being made by employers in this direction unless 
labour itself came forward and offered to work on the basis ef 60



hours per week. The 60-hour week or the 10-hour per shift system 
was In operation only in 1? mills where it had teen introduced by 
the mamgenent hy agreement with labour before the publication of 
Geveraoeat's notification announcing the repeal of Section 54. (Out 
of the IT mills mat referred to, only 5 mills were working their main 
production departments en the lo-hour basis, the rest confining themselves 
to preparatory er finishing processes.) In view, therefore, of the very 
small number ef mills in which the 40-hour week was in operation, the 
CGwssittee regretted that the data available was inadequate te enable 
them to express an opinion as to the effect of the longer hours of work 
on production. It, therefore, felt that no useful purpose would be 
served by asking the mills eeneerned to compile statistics on the lines 
required by Government.

Correlation ef Hours of Work and output.- As regards the practical 
utility if *«tlseig*'l‘aigTWilr«r w Gftffmsnt, the Committee pointed 
out that mere examination ef production figures would not lead te aceurate 
conclusions being drawn therefrom ter the reason that such figures would 
not take into account variations in types of production from week te week, 
variations in conditions ef work, seasonal or o the nr is e, from mill te 
mill and from centre te centre, and changes in personnel employed from 
week te week en various machines and several other factors a< whieh 
influenced output, if Geverasent really desired te correlate output, 
fatigue and hours ef work, then it was urged that this matter should be 
the subject ef a detailed and exhaustive analysis and very elese invest!* 
gat ion by a committee ef experts.

could be raised by increasing the hours of work er by increasing the 
number Labour in pembsy had te new been found generally
unwilling te work «o hours per week, and progress in the natter ef 
increase in production by working double er treble shifts depended te 
a considerable extent on the availability of skilled labour in sufficient 
numbers and the mechanical equipment installed in Individual mills. These 
matters were receiving the attention of millowners of Bombay, and the 
Government was assured that everything possible would be done te increase 
output. As regards the total number of operatives employed in Bombay 
cotton mills a statement showing the position on 1-12-1941 was furnished 
to Government and it was pointed out that it would serve Government's 
purpose if such information was made available te them once in three 
months instead of every Monday as required by Government.

Supply of Skilled Labour.- on the question of the adequacy or 
otherVfbm1"If rfUlIid labour in Bombay cotton mills, it was indicated 
that the Association had received reports of a shortage of skilled 
labour from certain members, who wanted to work double or treble shifts, 
but in view of the large numbers required to assist the institution of 
double er treble shifts on a large scale, it would perhaps be very 
diffleultprte meet the situation within a reasonable space ef time. 
Although the Victoria jubilee Technical institute and the Textile 
Technical school of the Social Service League provided facilities for 
the training ef labour and certain mills had also taken la apprentices, 
it was pointed out that the total number of students trained per year 
by these institutions was not likely to be very considerable. There 
was also a limit to the number ef apprentieea which could be taken by 
mills at a time, and it was doubtful whether the present requirements 
ef mills could be met by increasing the number of apprentices in each



mill. Any increase in the number of apprentices la the mill would, 
la the opinion of the CeMsittee, he * decided nuisance apart frea the 
overcnowdi^ ia the departments it would lead te, and another faster

would hare te he considered was that the present rate of production 
would not perhaps he necessary after the war, and unemployment of 
trained personnel would he a serious problem for employers when production 
was reduced te nerval levels.

(Excerpts from the Proceedings cf the Committee 
of the Millewners’ Association, Bombay, 
during January 1942.)+

Protection of Factories in War Times 
U.F. Construction of Factories Order, 1942.

The Government of the united Provinces has promulgated the U.P. 
Construction of Factories order, 1942, applicable to the municipal 
1 ■»wHtg of certain specified urban areas. According to the order, 
where it is proposed to erect or extend a factory and the number of 
persons capable of working in such factory or extension of a factory 
is three hundred or more, the factory shall not be erected or extended, 
as the cage may be, in any area to which this Order applies, unless 
the previous sanction of an engineer appointed by the Provincial 
Government in this behalf has been obtained. Where it is proposed 
to extend a factory in which leas than three hundred persons xapahta are 
xX wonking, and after such extension the number of persons capable of 
working in the factory may reach or exceed the figure of three hundred, 
the provisions of sub-clause (1) shall apply to such extension, even 
though the number of persons capable of working in the proposed extension 
may be less than three hundred.

(Notification No. 1329-C.X./C.D. dated
16-2-1942: The Government Gazette 
of the United Provinces Extraordinary, 
dated 16-2-1942.) +

Safety Measures.

A.R.P. Shelters in Factories:
Government of India13 Suggestions to Provincial Governments. +

The Government of India, it is learned, has suggested to the 
Provincial Governments that, in cases where no ground is available for 
the construction of air raid shelters, either inside or immediately 
outside factory premises, such shelter as is possible should be pro
vided within the factory by erecting small walls, behind which the 
workmen can take shelter. It has also been suggested that, with the 
same purpose in view, Provincial Governments might consider erecting 
shelters on portions of roads, where traffic will not be unduly 
interfered with. To relieve the pressure on the Chief Adviser,
Factory A.R.P., the Government of India, it is understood, has 
appointed a Deputy Adviser, factory A.R.p, (structural) and a 
Deputy Adviser, Factory A.R.p. (organisation) to advise on structural 
precautions necessary in factories and the organisation, training and 
operation of A.R.P. services in factories respectively. (The Hindu,8-2-42)



Air Raid Protection for Workers: 
Discussions of ffovernaen-b of India1 with A.I.T.U.C representatives.

/fhe All-India Trade Union Congress at its last session in Cawnpore 
dealt with the question of protection to workers in the event of air

: attacks on factori^inj^ndla (vide pages<^Zo3b of* this report). The
Government of india^aiaeussed the question of allaying panic among 
workers during enemy air-raids with representatives of the A.I.T.U.C.} 
it is understood that recognition of Trade Unions all over India by 
employers was urged as an essential preliminary to any appeal that the 
A.I.T.U.C. could make. The A.I.T.U.C. feels that provision of air-raid 
shelters and transport facilities for removing dependants of workers 
to safety zones are also urgent. While there might not he any difficulty 
in regard to the latter, construction of shelters at this hour bristles 
with various handicaps, and preference might have to he given to 
factories engaged in production of munitions. Slit trenches could he 
easily provided in large numbers, hut continuous stay-in trenches would 
undermine not only the efficiency of the workers hut reduce the output, 
which could be ill afforded at the present moment, it is understood the 
Government of India have these questions under their consideration.

(The Hindu, 21-2-1942.)_

Air Raid Protection for Calcutta Workers: 
&Bngaj Government’s proposal.

A proposal to utilize labour lines in factories with suitable 
structural alterations, for the purpose of providing shelter to workers 
during air raids has, it is learnt, been made by the Government of 
Bengal and placed before the owners of various factories in Calcutta 
and suburbs. The Government of Bengal have sanctioned Rs. 157,500 
and Rs. 15,000 for the construction of 200 air raid shelters and 200 
slit trenches respectively, In the city by the Calcutta Improvement 
Trus t.

(The Hindustan Times, 6-2-1942.) +

War Risk Insurance

Scheme for Compulsory Insurance of Factories:
ftrog^ess of Proposal. .

Reference was made at pages 46 to 47 of our December 1941 report 
to the proposal of the Government of India to introduce a scheme of 
compulsory insurance of factories against war risks. It is understood 
now that the Government plans have matured and are receiving the final 
touches. The principle underlyIng, ti^e proposal was agreed to some 
time ago, but financial details required to be worked out and financial 
implications had to be weighed,especially as, unlike the scheme of war 
risk insurance of goods, there may not be enough time available for the 
Government to build up a reserve from the premium received under the 
scheme before lagge demands are made on the fund. It is understood 
that the premium'be charged from factories for war risk may be on the 
same basis as that fixed for goods and that the scheme will apply



-/

compulsorily to factories all over the country.
Views of Comaercial interests.- The views of commercial circles, 

on the tentative proposals of the"government, shew that Bombay merchants 
and experts have expressed views generally supporting the principles of 
the scheme, hut recommending certain important modifications. Modifications 
are asked for in the proposed premium rate which is held to he very 
hi$a, and as regards the Government’s proposal of allowing insurance 
on fifty per cent, of the capital in the case of hig factories, the 
Bombay merchants have suggested that cover should be allowed on the 
full value of factories, less depreciation. Opinion is algo sharply 
divided regarding the settlement of claims, though Government have 
not thrown any light on this subject, one view is that the premium 
collected should be kept separate as a special fund not added to general 
revenue and claims should be settled after the war from the special 
fund pro rata.

{ The Hindu, 11-2-1942, and Statesman,
17-2-1942.) *
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List of the more important publications received in this Office during 
--------------- -------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- “

Conditions of Work.-
(1) Annual Report of the Chief inspector of Mnes in India for the

year ending 31st December, 1940. Printed by the Manager, Govern
ment of India Press, Calcutta. 1941.

(2) Annual Report on the working of the Workmen’s Compensation Act,
1923, in the Punjab, for the year 1940. Lahore; Printed by the

Superintendent, Government printing, Punjab. 1942. price; Re.1-5-0.
Economic Conditions.-

(1) Report on an Economic Survey by Random Sampling of the Rural 
Areas of Ajmer/-ierwara. Census of Rajputana and Ajmer-Merwara, 
Vol. XXIV-Part IV. 1941. (Roneoed).

(2) Administration Report of the Department ©f Industries and 
Commerce, united Provinces, for the year ending 31-3-1941. 
Allahabad; Superintendent, Printing and Stationery, u.P.
1941. Price Re. 0-10-0.

(3) Proceedings of the Meeting of the StandinfkFinance Committee 
for Railways, Vol. XVIII, Hos. 2, 3 and 4. Published by the 
Managdf of Publications, Delhi.

(4) Summary Proceedings of the Forty-fourth meeting of the Indian 
Central cotton Committee, held on the 18th and 19th July, 1941. 
Price Re.l/-.

(5) Stocks of Indian Raw Cotton held in India by the Mills and the 
Trade on 31st August, 1941. Price 4 annas. January 1942. 
(Statistical leaflet no. 2, Indian Central Cotton Committee, 
Post Box Ho. 1002, Bombay.)

(6) Receipt at Mills in India of flaw Cotton classified by Varieties. 
1940-41 season. Price 4 annas. January 1942. (Statistical 
leaflet Ho. 3 - Indian Central Cotton Committee, Post Box 1002, 
Bombay.)

(7) Exports by Sea of Indian faw Cotton classified by Varieties. 
1940-41 season. Price 4 annas. (Statistical leaflet No. 4, 
Indian Central Cotton Committee, Post Box Ho. 1002, Bombay.)

Agriculture.-

Imperial Council of Agricultural Research. Proceedings of the 
Fourth Meeting of the Animal Husbandry Wing of the Board of 
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in India. Held at Izatnagar 
(Bareilly) from the 16th to 2oth November, 1940 (with Appendices). 
Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi, 1942. Price 
Rs. 5-10-0 or 8s.9d.

Living Conditions.-
(1) Twentieth Annual Report of the Welfare Committee, 1941. The 

Buckingham & Carnatic Mills, Madras.
(2) Annual Report on the Administration of the Industrial Housing 

Scheme, 1940-41. Bombay; Printed at the Government Central 
Press. Price 1 anna or 1 d. 1941.



Organisation, Congresagsn, ete»-
(1) Annual Report on the working of the Trade Unions Aot, 1926, in the 

Province of Bihar, for the year 1940-41. Superintendent, Government 
Printing, Bihar, Patna. 1942. Price Annas 3/-.

(2) Administration Report on the working of the Indian Trade Unions Act 
(No. XVI of 1926) for the year 1939-40. Price Annas 3 or 4d, 
Karachi: Printed at the Government Press, 1941.

(3) All-India Trade union Congress, Nineteenth Session. Address of 
Mr. V.R. Kalappa, President, Cawnpore, 8th and 9th February, 1942.

(4) Address of Welcome by Pandit Balkrishna Sharma, Chairman,
Reception Committee of the 19th session of the All-India Trade 
Union Congress and the cawnpore Labour Conference, held at Cawnpore 
on the 8th and 9th February, 1942.

(5) AH’India Trade union Congress: Report of the General Secretary 
(From October 1940 to December 1941.)
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Education.-
Bureau of Education, India; Education in India, 1937-38, 
Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1941. 
Price Rs. 2-8-0 or 4s.

Mis cel lane ous. -
(1) .Administration Report of the Municipal Commissioner of the 

City of Bombay for the year 1940-41. Bombay; Municipal 
Printing Press, 1941.
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LABOUR LEGISLATION

Governmentef I^ja,-

Weekly Holidays Bill, 1941:
Assembly phssea"tal~

References were made at page 1 of September 1941 report and pages 
2 to 5 efHfehruary 1942 report of this Office to the provisions of the 
Weekly Holidays Bill, 1941, and to Its reference to a select Committee, 
the select Committee, which reported on 11-5-1942, makes a few changes in 
the Bill, the mere Important of which are summarised belor:

(1) ”Commercial establishments" as defined in clause 2 (c) of the 
Bill have been excluded from the operation of the Bill since It Is felt 
that the closing of all commercial establishments for one day a week 
might, at the present juncture,interfere with war effort, and would 
prove7 impracticable. it Is recommended, however, that as soon as 
circumstances permit the previsions now being enacted for shops, 
restaurants and theatres should be extended to commercial establishments.
(2) Clause 5 mf as amended no longer specifies Sunday a s the normal 
closing day, and extends the power of the Provincial Government to 
determine what the closing day shall be by enabling it to fix a 
particular day for any particular shop.

Xu a Mote of Dissent, Mr. N.M. Joshi, a member of the Select 
rMMtWTT majority new to exclude "commercial
establishments” from the seope of the Bill.

(The Gazette of India, Part V, 
dated 14-5-1942, pages 65 to 56.)

tral Assembly.- on the motion of Mr. H.C. 
Departmen't, the Assembly passed the Weekly 

Mr. H.M. Joshi and sir Henry Gldney
Pr ior"WeWWW»’
Holidays Bill on 25-5-1942. 
y*—• pleaded for extension of the benefit to commercial establish
ments as well, while Sir Zla-ud-Din desired strict enforcement of the 
provision for payment for the whole week in the ease of labourers 
employed on daily wages.

(The Hindustan Times, 26-3-1942.)

The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Aet. 1942) 
----------------- —TToTTWJ------------- ---------1------- -

Reference was made at page 1 of our February 1942 report to the 
adoption by the Central Legislature of the Workmen's Compensation 
(Amendment) Bill, 1942, which seeks to take away from Indian seamen 
the right to claim compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Aet 
when they are entitled to compensation under certain special war 
compensation schemes. The Bill, as adopted, received ti» assent of 
the Governor-General on 2-3-1942 and the text of the Act is published 
at pages 1 to 2 of the Gazette of India, Part IV, dated 7-3-1942.
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Government of India.

The Indian Merchant shipping (Amendment) Act, 1942
---------------------(H °'f ------------- ---------------------------

Reference was made at pages 1 to 2 of our February 1942 report to 
the adoption by the Central Legislature of the Indian Merchant Shipping 
(Amendment) Mil, 1942, which seeks to preclude Indian teamen from claim
ing compensation for loss of effects under the Indian Merchant Shipping 
Aet when they are entitled to compensation under certain special war 
compensation schemcl. The Bill, as adopted, reeieved the assent of the 
Governor-General on 2-3-1942 and the text of the Aet is published at 
page 3 of the Gazette of India, part IV, dated 7-3-1942.

Government of India,-

The Industrial Statistics Bill, 1942s
Xssemmf gtopts-Bm:- •*----------

Reference was made at pages 3 to 4 of our February 1942 report 
to the introduction in the Central Assembly of the Industrial statistics 
Mil, 1942, and to its reference of the Bill to a Select Committee.
The report of the select Committee was submitted on 19-3-1942; the

- (3eMBitts«di< ffiBt a«l0i *ny substaBtial change in the Mil. Mr. h.m. 
Joshi, a member of the select Committee, in a Rote of Dissent declared 
that the Bill is inadequate inasmuch as it does not enable statistics 
beii^ boIlccted rcgcrMhg pro&ietlon^Includtng these of cost cf 
productionzexeept in factory industries. Statistics regarding cost 
of production are essential for the purpose of welfare of labour in 
all industries including mining and plantations. For fixing proper 
wages, figures regarding eest of production are sometimes necessary.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
21-3-1942, pages 341 to 344.)

On 23-3-1942, the Assembly adopted the Bill,with some minor 
ohanges.

(The Hindustan Times, 26-3-1942.) +•

Bombay.

Bombay Rent Restriction (Amendment) Act, 1942

The Bombay Government has promulgated the Bombay Rent Restriction 
(Amendment) Aet, 1942, with a view to extend the life of the Bombay 
Rent Restriction Act, 1939, which is due to expire on 31-3-1942. The 
Aet has been extended for a further period of one year.

(The Bombay Government Gazette, Part IV, 
dated 28-3-1942, page/ 89.)t
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Sind.-

Slnd Middle*Glass Debtors1 Relief Bill, 1941.

On 22-12-1941, a non-official Bill was introduced in the 3in< 
Legislative Assembly to provide for the temporary relief of non- 
agricultural middle class debtors in Sind. The Bill proposes barring 
of suits for debt Jbu and provides for debt conciliation, and limitation 
of interest to a maximum of 6 per cent, simple.

(Sind Government Gazette, Part IV, 
dated 26-2-1942, pages 24 to 26).

Slnd.-

Workmen’s Minimum Rates of Wages and Amenities Bill, 1941.

Dr. Popatlal A. Bhoopatkar introduced on 22-12-1941 in the Sind 
Legislative Assembly the Workmen’s Minimum Rates of Wages and Amenities 
Bill, 1941» to make provision for the fixation of wages and amenities 
to workmen. The Bill provides for (1) a minimum wage of Rs.20 per 
mensem for workmen (persons who are employed casually, temporarily or 
permanently, for their physical labour in return for monetary considera
tion, but does not Include childre^, iand (2) the setting up of Joint 
Boards (consisting of equal number of members from among the employers 
and the workmen) the functions of which are to settle (a) the minimum

employed In factories or mines, governed by 
the Indian Factories Act, and (b) other amenities of life and benefits 
of service such as pension, provident fund, leave, maternity benefits, 
benefits during sickness or disability, which the employer on humanita
rian and odx other considerations Is bound to make for the workmen in 
his employ.

(The Sind Government Gazette, Part IV 
dated 26-2-1942, pages 27 to 28).

Sind,-

glnd Trade Unions1 Recognition Bill, 1941.

On 22-12-1941, Mr. N.A. Bechar (non-official) introduced in the 
Sind Legislative Assembly the Sind Trade Unions* Recognition Bill, 1941, 
which provides for recognition of registered trade unions in the Province 
by the employers. The Bill makes It obligatory for employers to re
cognise trade unions registered under the Trade Unions Act, 1926, as 
representative organisations of workers, expressing the organised 
opinion of the workers in the trade in which the union Is formed. It 
shall not be open, however, to an employer to recognise more than one 
registered trade union of his workers. A registered trade union shall 
not be recognised as such by employer unless 33 per cent, of the workers 
in his employment are members of the union. Recognition shall consist 
in the employer immediately investigating all complaints both individual 
and general that may, from time to time, be sent by the Union for his 
consideration and.
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__ ______ eensiunicatixig the results of such investigations. Every
union's® recognised shall have a right to approach the management.
When recognised, among others, the following privileges shall he 
accorded to the union Toy the employer:- (a) right to collect subs- 
criptiona at the time of payment of wages within the premises of the 
place of employment^ (b) right to circulate notice^ of meeting and other 
important information, and (c) in ease^of public bodies, unrestricted 
access to all places which are open tcftpublie or part ef^publle. In 
order to prevent employers victimising union members by uismlssal, etc., 
the Bill provides that the Small C&uses Court should enquire into eases 
of wrongful discharge preferred before it.

( The Sind Government Gazette, part IV, 
dated 26-2-1942, pages 42 to 45.)*.

Sind.-
prevention of Free or Forced or Compulsory Labour Bill, 1941,

Mr. N.-i. Be char (non-official) introdueed in the Sind Legislative 
Assembly on 22-12-1941, the Prevention of Free or Forced or Compulsory 
Labour Bill, 1941. This Bill seeks to make free or compulsory or 
forced labour an offence punishable with imprisonment or fine. It 
recognises two exceptions to compulsory labour, it allows impressed 
labour provided for in the Indian Forest Aet, 1927, and the Bombay

- TrMfattom- Aot-i AW7W. As At is^jwct just that such labour ought to 
be adequately remaneratod, the Bill makes provision for such payment.
In the statement of objects and reasons appended to the Bill reference 
Is sUdo to the I.L. Convention on forced labour.

(Sind Government Gazette, part IV, 
dated 26-2-1942, pages 46 to 47. )r

gind.-

31 nd Minimum Wages Bill, 1941

Mr. H.*. Be char (non-official) introduced in the Sind Legislative 
Assembly on 22-12-1941 the Sind Minimum Wages Bill, 1941. The Bill 
provides that every male labourer shall be paid by his employer at 
least Be. 0~12-0 per day; and every female labourer and person up to 
the ago of eighteen years least Be. 0-10-0 per day for eaeh day 
he or she works. BtmmSLnje^se of piece work,the rates should be so 
arranged that the labourers should get the minimum wages specified above 
Labourer is defined to include all persons employed in mills, factories,

/workshopsdoing manual labour fend earning dally wages not exoeeding 
—’ rupees three per day or monthly wages including piece-working wages

exceeding Rs. 75 per mensem. The Bill also provides that every labourer 
shall be entitled to one month,s leave during one calendar year.

(The Sind Government Gazette, part IV, 
dated 26-2-1942, pages 48 to 49.) ■*-
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Sind. -

Sind Workers1 provident Fund Bill, 1941

On 22-2-1941, Mr. K.A. Be char (non-offlclal) Introduced la the 
Sind Legislative Assembly the Sind Workers' Provident Fund Bill,
1941, to eover workers as defined in clause (h) of section 2 of the 
Factories Act, 1934, and also including persons employed in industrial 
establishments such as (i) tramway or meter omnibus service; (11) dock, 
wharf pr jetty; (ill) inland steam-vessel, ete. The Bill makes it 
obligatory for employer and worker to maintain provident funds.

Subscription to the fund Is to be compulsory in the case of all 
workers in permanent employment of the employer and who earn wages of 
Ra. 2© or mere per mensem. The compulsory contribution of the 
subscribers (workers) shall be at the uniform rate of 6^4 per cent, 
on total wages, and the contributions shall be deducted every month 
from their wages. At the commencement of each year the employer shall 
contribute to the fund/ a sum equal to the payment made ley the worker 
in the previous year, except in the case of death, retirement or dis
missal of the subscriber. AU subscribers shall bo entitled to receive 
their share of (Employer's contribution with Interest after fifteen 
years' service from the date of their appointment^ ^Provided that when 
the subscriber leaves service or resigns or is discharged after

of sosn jeagd.' service, he shall be eligible to receive 
the vsTOunt of his own subscription and half of the contribution made 
by the employer with interest thereon.

A ooapuisory deposit in any such Fund shall not be liable to 
attachment under any decree of a civil, Revenue or Criminal Court 
In respect of any debt or liability incurred by the subscriber.

( The Sind Government Gazette,
Part IV, dated 26-2-1942, pages 
6Q to 53.) +.

Slnd.-
Indlan Trade Unions'(Sind Amendment) Bill, 1942,

The Government of Sind Intends Introducing in the Sind Legislative 
Assembly a Bill to amend the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, in its 
application to the Province of Sind. In the statement of objects 
and reasons, it is pointed out that it has been observed that the 
control of several trade unions in Bind vests in persongwho are not 
actually engaged in the industry for which the trade unions concerned 
is constituted. It has also been noticed that often one single 
individual is an office-bearer of a number of unions. Experience has 
shown that the control of trade unions 4^* a few individuals who do not 
belong to the labouring elass reacts unfavourably on industry in the 
Province. The Bill is intended to remedy this state of affairs and 
to give actual workmen effective control of trade unions. The 
existing trade unions are given one month's time to alter their 
constitution in aecerdanee with the changed law. The Bill requires 
two-thirds of the executives of unions to be workers engaged in 
industry and prohibits workers from being the executive of more
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than one uni on
( Ihe Sill also enables Government to levy ebarges for auditing 

aeeounts of trade unions«')
( The Sind Government Gazette 
Extraordinary, part IV, dated 
7-3-1942, pages 70 to 71.)



SOCIAL POLICY ?

Labour Polley of the Government of India:
Cut Motion Tn the Assembly.'

On 6-3-1942, Mr. jamnadas Mehta, in the course of discussions on 
the Budged of the Government of India, raised the question of the 
labour policy of the Government of India by means of a cut motion.
He asked for a clear enunciation of the Labour department’s policy 
during the war, particularly on ^his demand that the basic minimum 
trabt ftrr turn eg living standard of the working classes should not suffer. 
Por this purpose he demanded that the working classes should get a 
dearness allowance corresponding to every rise In the cost of living, 
so that the standard of living might be kept up, even at Its present 
low level. Mr. Mehta asked for-sr machinery for quick settlement of 
disputes during war time and suggested that Russian workers should 
pay a visit to India to dispel any misunderstanding among the working 
classes that the present war was an imperialist one.

Sir Henry Gidney, while questioning Mr. jamnadas Mehta’s claim to 
be the sole representative orworking classes, supported the motion and 
urged the Government to recognise the Importance of labour and develop « 
closer human touch with the working classes.

Iff. N.M. Joshi declared that if Government were entitled to 
ask la’bohF'le' worfc' effioiently and keep up production during the war, 
it was Governs©nt’a duty to see that labour did not suffer owing to a

/WMwempaaied by a corresponding rise in 
wages. This was the chance, he declared, for Indian labour to secure 
seme betterment in their low standard of living and a share in the large 
profitts whlK iB^aBtrios wore making. He asked Tor ready recognition 
of trade unions by employers and for the establishment of factory 
production committees as in England to bring about better co-operation 
in production.

Sir Piroz Khan Soon, Labour Member, Government of India, said he 
had bo opportunity of keeping in touch with the two labour
leaders in the House, Mr. Mehta and ir. joahi, and others, and consult
ing them on all matters connected with labour, and his department 
was already taking up and constantly reviewing the progress of 
suggestions made by these labour leaders. ”My sympathies”, 
he said, ”are entirely with the people engaged in the country’s 
industries which depend so greatly on the willing co-operation and 
welfare of the workmen and they already know we have taken several 
steps to ameliorate their eonditions.” The question of wages was 
always before the Government and they were constantly drawing the 
employers’ attention to the desirability of avoiding strikes and 
adjusting wages in accordance with the rise in cost of living.
One of the difficulties was the absence of statistics and,in con
sultation with them Government had already taken steps to collect 
statistics but thesl|,Would not be of much use until a certain period 
was covered. It w£s true that once wages were raised, the cost of 
living would go up. But that was no reason for denying the workers 
a rise in wages to meet the cost of living. He must say to the
sredit of employers in many places that they had been accommodating, 
ie understood that there was an agreement in Bombay, a standing 
agreement between workers and employers, that wages should go up 
stutomatics-lly in Cass of rise in the cost of living• He hoped
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that that system would be followed by other employers in the country. He 
pointed out that as regards recognition of trade unions, steps were being 
taken to bring to the provincial Governments’ notice the suggestions 
made in this respect. Mr. jamnadas Mehta withdrew the motion ’in view 
of the general assurances given’.

(The Statesman, 7-3-1942.)



W0I8C
Conditions of Work on Indian Railways, 1940-41 (/

The following details regarding conditions of work of employees 
in Indian Railways tw®taken from Vol, I of the Report of the Railway 
Board on Indian Railways for 1940-41 which has been recently 
published.

Humber of Employees.- The total number of employees (peimanent 
and temporary) On ail Indian Railways and in the office of the Railway 
Beard and other offices subordinate thereto (excluding staff employed 
on construction) at the end of the year 1940-41 was 730,436 as compared 
with 709,022 at the end of 1939-40. The total route mileage at the 
end of the year was 41,052. The following table shows the number of 
employees by communities on the 31st March 1940 and 1941.

31st March 1940 31st March 1941

Europeans 2,333 2,153
Hindus other than depressed
classes. 399,715 415,347
Btpswsd class e a 106, 60S 107,118
Muslims 157,857 161,577
Anglo-Indians and

Domiciled Europeans. 15,099 13,336
Sikhs 8,106 8,520
Indian Christians 18,045 18,993
pars is 1 f 60S 1,531
Other communities 1,857 1,861

Grand Total 709,022 730,436

Cost of Staff.- A comparison of the figures for 1940-41 with 
those for the previous year shows that the total number of staff 
employed on the open lines of State and Company-managed Railways 
increased by 23,107 during the year, tut the number of construction 
staff decreased by 1,394 while the number of staff on loan from the 
Indian Audit and Accounts Service decreased by 3. The total cost of 
staff including that of staff on loan from the Indian Audit and 
Accounts Service increased by Rs. 5,262,327 during the year. The 
increase in numbers if on Railways was due to employment of additional 
staff to cope with the increased traffic. The dearness allowance and 
the extension of provident fund benefits to lower paid staff also 
contributed to the rise in cost.

indianisation of Staff.- The Indian'element in the superior 
services hds~rTs'eb from 43.4o per cent, fh State-managed and 33.21
Government of India, Railway Department (Railway Board). Report 
by the Railway Board on Indian Railways for 1940-41, Volume I. 
Published by Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. Price Rs.3 
or 58. pp. xvi + 90.
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per cent. #n Company-managed Railways in 1934 to 61-14 per cent, tfn 
State-managed and 51-78 per cent, fn Company-managed Railways in 1941.
In the subordinate services, the Indian element which in 1934 consti
tuted 78.35 of the staff in State-managed railways and 82.24 of the 
staff in Company-managed railways, had risen ty 1941 to 87.24 per cent, 
and 90.25 per cent, respectively.

Improvement in service Conditions.-
(a) provident Fund for Inferior Staff.- The consideration of

extending' provident fund benefits to those who had not already enjoyed 
them mentioned in last year’s report resulted during the year under 
review in the decision that those in the following categories who were 
not previously allowed to subscribe to the fund should have the option 
of doing so with effect from 1-1-1941; (a) all employees irrespective
of pay or status who have more than 16 years’ service and ( b) all 
employees drawing over Ks. 3o a month. This lmprovanent in terms of 
service affords to a large body of lower paid railway servants an 
opportunity of making a more adequate provision for their retirement 
than was possible in the past.

(b) Extension of Hours of Employment Regulations.- The Hours
of jEbploymeriV Regulations were extended to the Rohlikund and Kumaon and 
South Indian Hallways from 1-4-1940 and to the Assam Bengal and Bengal 
Ragpur Railways from 1-1-1941. This completes the process of bringing 
all the employees of state-owned railways within the scope of these 
Regulations.

. -....* 3aa the last year’s report it was
stated BiSc xSiiway AdminisirAtions had been asked to report on the 
working of the Payment of Wages Act in railways and any difficulties 
eMperteiaafed in 11» application. Their reports showed that while,in 
generaljst&ff had benefited by the Act, considerable additional 
work hAcL been thrown on Administrations and the Act appeared to need 
amendment in certain respects, particularly, with a view to the 
continuance of certain deductions such as, those relating to Security 
Deposits, repayment of Provident Fund bonus, etc., which should in 
the Interests of the staff, be continued.

Meetings with A.I.R.F.- As stated in the 1st year’s report, a 
special meeting between the Railway Board and the All-India Raiiwaymen’s 
federation was held on 4 and 5-4-1940, at which (a) the extension of 
Provident ftond benefits and ( b) the position of railway labour due to 
rising prices were discussed. The nineteenth half-yearly meeting between 
the Railway Board and the Federation was held on 8-1-1941, at which the 
following subjeetsjso far as they referred to state-managed railways 
were discussed: (a) alleged grievances of employees of the Bengal-'' 
Dooars Railway on their transfer to State Railway Service, ( b) alleged 
grievances of ex-apprentices and retrenched employees, (o) working 
of the rules regulating discipline and rights of appeal, and (d) age 
of compulsory retirement for inferior servants. In addition to the 
above, special meetings with the Federation were also held on 8-2-1941 
and 15-3-1941 for discussions regarding the grant of a dearness 
allowance te railway employees.

Dearness Allowance to Railway Bnployees,- it was mentioned In 
the last year’s report that the qiestion of the grant of an increase 
in wages to railway employees in view of the rise in the costtof living 
since the outbreak of the war, was discussed with a deputation of the 
An -India Raiiwaymen’s Federation jus t after the close of tbmt year
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l.e in April 1940. During the year under review, a Court of Enquiry 
under the Chairmanship of the Honourable Mr, justice B.N. Rau, wag 
appointed by Government to enQuirfi into and report on the rise in the 
cost of living for lower paid staff and the justification,if any^for 
the grant of a war allowance to them. 0he recommendations of the 
Court and the decisions of the Railway Board on the report of the Court 
were summarised at pages 42 to 43 of the January 1941 and pages 36 to 
38 of the March 1941 reports of this Office),

Railway Staff and the War.- (a) Release of individual officers for 
teehnieai war work.- ihdlvidual officers had already been released for
war service to some extent before the commencement of the year under 
review.but this process was accelerated considerably during 1940-41.
Apart from technical recruiting work and the production of munitions, 
both in administrative capacities and in Ordnance factories greater 
number was released in connection with railway construction, maintenance 
and operating requirements in theatres overseas.

(b) Rplease of non-ga zetted staf f - The release of non-gazetted 
staff, botf those with mechanical qualifications and those qualified in 
other railway duties, proceeded during the year under review under 
terms which were common for both State«>managed and Company-managed 
railway personnel. In every case a lien on their railway appointment 
was given to those who volunteered with consideration for promotion 
under the “next below” rule.

(cl Labour TralningScheme. - The railways participated in the 
All -• • fey"Bite Labour Department for th< training 
of technicians for war service either overseas or in India. While 
munitions production in railway xfc* workshops was handled either by 
permanent railway employees or staff recruited by the railway specially 
for this purpose, hundreds of men were also trained on behalf of the 
Labour Department’s scheme. Thus railways not only avoided having to 
call upon the scheme for their own war requirements ,but were able to 
contribute towards the soheme by supplying men for the country’s needs 
in other services.

(d) Voluntary financial contributions towards the war.- Railway 
staff continuea to give generously towards various war fuais in 
response to appeals from the Viceroy and the Governors of Provinces.^



pygveaa <<-l9rk of Industrial Research Committee In Hyderabad State

tfhe newly-constituted Hyderabad Scientific and Beaearch Beard 
(wide page BS ef cur Sep tenter 1941 report) has approved of eight 
research schemes to he undertaken daring the current year, on 
proposals made by the respective committees, and has sanctioned 
the expenditure of Rs. 21,600 on the work. The proposed researches 
relate to the utilisation of vegetable oils and forest products, 
industrial ferments, fuel, fibre, ceramics, chemicals, and pharma
ceutical products.

Functions Cf tlaB Beard.- The functions of the Board are varied.
It wixi. se cohbernefl, for instanee, with the investigation, collection
and consolidation ef reliable and mxSfas up-to-date information in regard 
to all the resources of the State for industrial development and the 
consideration of ways and means for exploiting these resources with a 
view to stimulating and guiding the efforts of new industries. To 
this end the Hyderabad Beard will work in close co-operation with the 
Beard cf scientific and Industrial Beaearch cf the Government of 
India for considering the letter's reemsmesdations for the investi
gation ef particular problems and will keep it informed of all 
important aetivites conducted under the former’s supervision.
Another important function of the Hyderabad Beard la to instai, 
often* laijtoBatagy ijaveatlgftti ona . pilot plants for conducting

forthoroughly studying the 
processes involved before the final decision is tafea.to establish 
amy aew industry- The Board has also .been entrustedZtbd task ef

tB state ef the existing industries in the state 
and the difficulties being experienced by them in the matter ef 
effecting improved and economic production and with devising 
remedial measures.

Method of pork. - The Board, which is representative of tek 
re la official"I'hd non-official interests, is working through
a number of research committees. Eight of these committees have 
been functioning during the past four months, but the number will 
be increased if and when the need arises. The services of these 
expert commit tees arc also being made available to private 
industrialists who may wish to obtain expert opinion on their 
particular problems.

The G «■» it tees that have already been formed are the Vegetable 
Oil utilisation Committees, the Industrial Fermentation Committee, 
the Pharmaceutical and Drugs Committee, the Forest Products 
Utilisation Ccsqaittce, the Ceramic Research Committee, the Fibre 
Research Ccnsittee and the Heavy Chemicals Committee/. The re
ft mmae inflations of these committees formed the basis of the research 
schemes which the Board has Just sanctioned. v

(March 1942 issue of “Hyderabad Information”)

The Bihar Power Alcohol Bill, 1942.

The Governor of Bihar has gazetted a Bill which he proposes 
adopting to foster, develop and regulate the power alcohol Industry 
in the Province. For some time the Government of Bihar have had



n

nwtey consideration the problem of economic utilisation of melasses 
whjftti is the main residual by-product - and to a very great extent 
is present circumstances a waste product - of the modern sugar 
industry in Bihar. It has been estimated that approximately twe- 
thirds of the production of molasses, amounting to one hundred 
thousand tons per year, is discharged as waste factory effluent.
In 1928 the Government of the United Provinces and of Mhar aet up 
a joint Committee to consider this problem with special directions 
to examine whether the manufacture of power Kiss alcohol from 
molasses was an economic preposition and to make recommendations 
as to the utilisation of power alcohol so manufactured. The Joint 
Committee reported that the manufacture of power alcohol from 
molasses for the purpose of use as a motor fuel in admixture with 
petrel was an eoonemie proposition and that legislation should be 
enacted to make such admixture eespulsory. The Government of 
Bihar has accepted these conclusions and is advised thatj< an 
admixture of approximately 2 20 per cent, of power alcohol 
would not to any appreciable extent affeot the effloionoy of the 
modern petrol motor oar engine.

The Bill seeks to give offset to the recommendation of the 
joint Committee, in its general plan the Bill follows the Aet 
passed by the Government of the United Provinces in 1940 for a 
similar purpose. Its main intention is to prohibit the sale and use 
of petrol without admixture with power alcohol for providing 
motive power m aotor vehicle, and to provide Jfeat power 
giydbn3r'~ipjp^±"'-W '«a'MWeturod from molasses - only { from such 
other substance aa may be notified by Government) under a license 
to be gsaantstd for the purpose, that ail power aieehol so manufac
tured shall bo sold by the manufacturer to Government at a price 
po be prescribed and that the operation of mxt mixing power alcohol 
with petrol shall be carried out only under the authority, and 
subject to the terms and fonditions, of a license to be granted by 
a competent authority.

( The Bihar Gazette, Part V, 
dated 18-3-1942, pages 1 to 14.) •/

Accentuated industrialisation Polley urged:
2nd All-india Manufacturers^ Conference, Poona, 22 and 23-3-1943.j

A number of important resolutions regarding the industrial 
peliey of India were adopted at the Ml-Indla M&nufaetaera«
Conference held at Poona on 21 and 22-3-1942 under the president
ship of Sir M. Visvesvarayya. sir Ramaswami Mudaliar, Commerce 
Member, Government of India, in the course of a message sent to 
the Conference expressed the hope that the resolutions adopted 
would help the Government of India to give further effect to its 
desire for India’s industrial advance.

presidential Address.- Sir M. Visvesvarayya in hia presidential 
address" stressed that the population of India was growing rapidly



Ilf
and production and income were not keeping pace with its growth, nearly 
seventy persons out of every hundred had no higher occupation tkfcn 
agriculture er services dependent on agriculture. The corresponding 
■percentage among the progressive nations was about 32/ in the United 
States it was 22, and in the United Kingdom about 8. The history of 
progressive nations showed that the proportion of population employed 
on land has been dlminishSdg with increase in their wealth. Although 
America was still the largest agricultural producer in the world, the 
relative importance of agriculture in American economy had declined 
from 70 per cent, about a hundred years ago to 22 per cent, at the 
present time. On account of her political disabilities India today 
was in the unfavourable position that America was a century ago.

He fegret ted that there was no organisation worth the name 
in this country to help industrial development. The attention given 
by the Central Government was casual and fragmentary. The Provincial

romerts, which were supposed to be entrusted with that duty, had 
no resources and many of them had shown no will. . The main lines of 
development should in future bet to encourage the starting and working 
of industries of every kind - small, medium and large-scale, either 
as owners’ concerns, partnership concerns or joint stock companies, 
to eroate in each region or area an efficient industrial organisation 
to enable new occupations and new units of work to spring up speedily; 
to provide institutions, agencies, facilities and conditions for 
training a large proportion of the population for industrial life, 
and toatArtpraphring the country .for poet-war reconstruction in

Play an important part.
In Order to provide for the urgent needs of the country, 

he W PTOVtMlihl Government to take fhll responsibility
for bringing into existence one or two key industries, in addition 
to what might already exist in the provinces and to start the industry 
or Industries ehecen within one year of acceptance of such responsi
bility. Ihose requiring special attention were increased production 
of steel, manufacture of machinery for industrial plant of every 
kind, automobiles and aireraft, shipbuilding and heavy chemicals, 
including dyestuffs, cellulose or rayon. If the public of the province 
did not come forward with funds to build the one or two large-scale or 
key industries expected of it, the Provincial Government would be 
justified in raising a loan for the purpose and meeting its interest 
charges from current revenues until the industries were able, in some 
form or other, to pay for themselves. The Russian Government, which 
within the past fifteen years had made large sacrifices even to the 
extent of starving its people in order to save money to build up 
Russia's industrial strength, was a ease in point.

Hedlum-scale industries, said sir H. Visvesvarayya, might be 
left to private enterprise for the present. That class mt of 
industry would grow rapidly if businessmen engaged in them felt 
confident that Government would come to their rescue whenever 
Injury was threatened by foreign competition. But an explicit 
assurance in that direction was needed. He further urged the necessity 
of oneouraglng small-scale industries and minor and cottage industries 
which provided for the necessities of the rural population in order 
to promote self-sufficiency among them to the fullest extent possible.

He dealt at length with the idea and functions underlying the



central and regional organisations and strongly advocated the need
for provision in each region of banking facilities, statistics, educational
institutions, research laboratories, trave^facilities, etc.

Concluding, he pointed out that Indian industrialists were 
naturally anxious to know whether opportunities would be given to then 
to develop heavy arnament industries with the help of the American 
Technical Mission, which was expected to visit the country shortly.
Be hoped the Government would soon acquaint the country with the 
precise scope and functions of the Teehnieal Mission.

Besolutions.- The more important of the resolutions adopted 
are briefly noticed below:-

Bstablishmont of Key industries.- The Conference urged the 
Government of India to institute without delay a well-planned and 
dywftwta industrial policy calculated to lead to the rapid establishment 
of new industries and the progressive expansion of existing ones. To 
Implement this policy of industrial expansion, the conference called 
upon the provincial Governments to establish in each province at least 
one key industry suitable to its economic conditions, to give protection 
to existing industries and to direct Government departments to purchase 
goods of indigenous manufacture. The conference also urged the Govern
ment to exercise strict control over concerns owned and managed by non- 
Indians.

Changes in Departments of industries and Comneroe.- The conference 
Y**^4?*!*# from that

' 6fCWWW»m®dtoptiw^e&^rtasnt of Indus trios under a separate 
non-official Indian member of the Viceroy's Executive Council, and

that aaanosic councils composed of representative 
businessmen, lads stria Hats and economists, assisted by an adequate 
executive staff, should be established both at the Centre as well as in 
the provinces to formulate, advise upon, and influence the eeoaemle
policies and activities of the Government. it also wanted the 
Government to reorganise and widen the field of activities of the 
Departments of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics on lines similar
to those of the Government bureaux and Departments of Statistics in 
industrially advanced countries.

Finanoingof industry.- The conference urged the Government to 
establish eentral and provineial funds for providing long-term finance 
to industries and to amend the Insurance Act of 1938 so as to give 
more latitude to life assurance companies in the matter of Investment of 
their funds.

War Bisk Insurance.- Regarding War Bisk insurance and compensation, 
the eehfereneecaiiea upon the Government to issue forthwith an ordinance 
providing cover for damage as a result of war to all industrial establish
ments by a comprehensive Government war insurance scheme, with provision 
for adequate and early payment of at least a part of the necessary 
compensation.

(The Hindu, 22-3-1942 and the statesman, 23-3-1942.)

(For a summary of the proceedings of the 1st All-India Manufacturers' 
Conference, see pages 83-29 of the report of this Office for March 1941.)^



Working Class Cost of Living Index Numbers for
Various Centres In India for December 1941,

The Index numbers of the cost of living for working classes in
various centres of India registered the following changes during December
1941 as compared with, the preceding months-

Bombay.” The index number (bases year ending June 1934) of the cost 
of living for working classes in Bombay for December 1941 rose by 3 points 
to 129 as compared with the previous month. The average for the calendar 
year 1940 was 112 as compared with 106 for 1939.

Afamedabad.” The index number (bases year ending July 1927) of the 
cost of living in Ahmedabad during December 1941 advanced by 5 points to
99 as compared with the previous month. The average for 1940 was 79 as 
against 73 for the preceding year.

Sholapn*.” The Index number (bases year ending January 1928) of the 
cost of living in Sholapur during December 1941 rose by 4 points to 99 
as compared with the previous month. The average camjKxatdxwiiiLxihw 
9X*xibnUCHKflD0dAt for 1940 was 76 as compared with 74 for the preceding year.

Nagpur.- The index number (bases January 1927) of the cost of living 
In Nagpur in December 1941 rose by 3 points to 87 as compared with the 
prededing month. The average for 1940 was 70 as against 63 for 1939.

" . Tto.4Bd*M.ni®fcer (bases January 1927) of the eost of
living tja Jubbulpore during December 1941 rose by 7 points to 89 as 
compared with previous month. The average for 1940 was 67 as against 
89 for Wk'

Madras.” The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of the cost 
of living in Madras during December 1941 rose by 3 points to 121 as com
pared with the previous month. The average for 1940 was 107 as against
100 for 1939.

Viaagapatarn." The index number (bases Year ending June 1936) of cost 
of living Ih Viz agapa tsm during December 1941 rose by 3 points to 122 as 
compared with the previous month.

Igllere.” The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost of 
living in Eliore during December 1941 advanced by 8 points to 131 as 
compared with the previous month.

Bellary.- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost of 
living in Sell ary during December 1941 rose by 5 points to 126 as compared 
with the previous month.

Quddalore.” The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost 
of living in Cuddalore during December 1941 advanced by 9 points to 124.

Coimbatore.- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost 
of living Ih~Coimbatore during December 1941 rose by 3 points to 118.

Madura*- The Index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost of 
living in Madura during December 1941 fell by 3 points to 114.

Trichijaopoly.- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of 
cost of living in Trichinopoly during December 1941 rose by 3 points to 
120.



Calicut,- The index number (bases year ending June 1936) of cost 
of living in Calicut during December 1941 rose by 4 points to 131.

GawnporeThe index number (bases year ending August 1939) of cost 
of 1 iving in Cawnpore during Decsnber 1941 rose by 8 points to 151 as 
compared with the previous month. The average for 1940 was 111.

(Extracted from the Monthly Survey of Business Conditions in India,
December 1941 issue)..



SOCIAL INSURANCE

Pall from Scaffolding due to Epileptic Pits Is an Accident
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act; Bombay Court’s Decision,

In an application for Compensation for death under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act, before the Court of the Commissioner for Workmen’s 
Compensation, Bombay, the question for decision was whether death ensuing 
from a fall from scaffolding due to epileptic fits was an accident which 
arose out of and in the course of employment,, In the course of his 
statement recorded by the police at the hospital^ the deceased himself 
stated that he had been suffering from epileptic fits. He added that 
while he was working he had an attaek of fits and fell down.

The Court held that the employer’s contention is not tenable. "It 
may be that the deceased was suffering from eplleptie fits and had 
actually had an attaek just before he fell down. The proximate cause of 
his death was not epileptic fits, but the fall from the scaffolding.
His presence on the scaffolding was in pursuance of his employments that 
is to sey, by reason of his duties the deceased was brought within a 
zone of special danger and if he was Injured or killed irtille so employed, 
the accident must be deemed to have arisen out of and in the course of 
his employment".

(The Labour Gazette, Bombay, December 1941 
issue). ,



♦LI VINO CONDITIONS
BatoltleB

Progress of Nutrition Survey in Hyderabad state, 1940 and 1941,z

The Publie Health Department of the Hyderabad state began a 
planned nutrition survey of the Dominions as far back as 1940 
(1349 F.)» under • scheme sanctioned by Government with an annual 
recurring expenditure of Hs. 23,728. A three-year programme of 
survey in eight districts, regarded as being typical for the 
purpose of the rest of the State, was chalked out and the work was 
immediately put in hand under a full-time Nutrition officer who 
had already undergone special training in Nutrition work under 
Dr. W.R. Aykroyd, the Director of the Nutrition Research Labo
ratories, Coonoor. Simultaneously, a Nutrition section of the 
Public Health Department was created and placed in the- charge of 
the Nutrition of fleer.

Piret The first work undertaken by the new Depart
ment was ah Institutional diet survey of certain orphanages and 
hospitals in the Hyderabad City. Important recommendations based on 
the results of the surveys for improvement in dietary conditions of the 
Inmates of these institutions were made to the heads of the departments 
eonoerned. ,. \

Inquiry among idwAn -

attached to the osaania General
Hospital and acme 3320 beys reading in 14 Government primary and 
mAdjaie aehaols in the city. Broadly speaking, these surveys dis- 
closed nutritional deficiencies in varying degrees, as between one 
group °f inhabitants and another, in respect of fluls. calcium, 
vitamin "A" and vitamin As a consequence, Certain deficiency
diseases have been noticed in a few groups and suggestions have been 
made for the improvement of diet in these eases without much extra 
eost. These suggestions are for the greater eonsunppion of leafy 
vegetables, the lowering of rice eonsunppion and an increase in the 
present consumption of millet.

(2) Work in pedak.- A survey was conducted in Hedak district 
shortly af IferWardS..' ttte survey in the rural areas of Hedak district 
was made among 139 typical families drawn from 13 villages of 
various taluqs and consisting of small cultivators, tradesmen, and 
agricultural labourers as well as among the backward classes whose 
economic status is lev. In addition, 1395 boys and 227 girls in 
primary, middle and aided schools in other villages of the district 
were examined. Furthermore, institutional diet surveys were 
conducted in three boarding hostels of the Methodist Episcopal 
Mission. The resulting data has revealed the prevalence of a 
number of deficiency diseases, notably, Bi tots, Spots, Xerophthalmia, 
Angular stomatitis, and Glossitis. Cases of Pellagra were recorded 
in the Siddipet taiuq where Indian maize Xaxm forms the main diet of 
the villagers.

(3) Magic lantern Lectures,- side by side with these surveys, 
magic laaterh lectures on ’’Pood and Nutrition”, to demonstrate the 
good and ill-effects of different types of diet, were given in eleven 
villages and at one Mission institution.



garwey In 1350 Fasli (1941):- (1) District Surveys.- Nutrition
surveys we^e carried out in Mahfcoobnagar and Nalgonda dis tricts and 
in the Alampur taluq of Raiehur district during 1350 F. (1941). In 
the areas investigated, the dietary habits of 439 typical families, 
comprising 2103 members and chosen at random, were studied In detail. 
Besides these, 4413 hoys and 268 girls from various primary,aided 
and government schools, were assessed for nutritional deficiencies.
The procedure of alleeating families into separate income groups, 
ranging from Rs. 5 to 50 per mensem, was systematically followSdg 
throughout the mum survey.

Among the three districts surveyed during the year, underfeeding 
ami conditions of semi-starvation noticed in Mahhoohnagar and Nalgonda 
districts were net so obvious in Alampur taluq. The analysed diet 
schedule* revealed that they were ill-balanced throughout with low 
fat, calcium and vitamin A and 0 contents due to the relative absence 
or meagre Inclusion of protective foods. Xerosis, Bitots spot largely, 
and to a asm 11 extent Angular stomatitis, Glossitis and nutritional 
anaemia were noticed.
(2) Prevalence of Fluorosis.- Preliminary investigations to ascertain 

the prevalence of fluorosis, if any, in the southern and south-eastern 
areas of the State were also undertaken during the year. Seme villages 
in the Raiehur, Nalgonda and Mahhoohnagar districts wore investigated 
for the incidence of mottled enamel. In these villages 6© samples 
of drinking water from wells were analysed and found to contain fluorine.

istteated *»wc* in M M*hbeobmsgar, is w cent, of
ehtldren were suffering frem mettle enamel. In other eases 

the incidence was as high as 31*8 per cent, in other places the 
llWBSt^gStEiom diwcIoS'Wd eases of affectation of bones involving 
Joints, the persons affected being elderly individuals who had lived 
in the surveyed areas for 25 years and ever.

(3) institutional SMryoo.*- Besides the general diet and 
nutritional survey weric and tfc.e enquiry into the prevalence of 
fluorosis, institutional surveys were also undertaken during the 
year in three places in the area surveyed and an enquiry was conducted 
in regard to the dietetic habits of the dihenohoos. an aboriginal 
tribe inhabiting the Farhabad forest in Mahbcebnagar district.

Remedial Measures.- With a view to rectifying the diet defi- 
e lenciea which tne curveys have revealed, suggestions have been forward
ed te the Agricultural Department in regard to the fellewing:- 
(a) the popularisation of the cultivation of cereals like jawar 
and ragi in place of maize, (b) increasing the production of millet 
- jawa'r 'and ragi, (c) increasing the cultivation of pulses ty devlloping 
ImpiWid marieties, (d) the study of leafy vegetables in particular 
and their increased production, (e) the development ef kitchen gardens 
in villages, and (f) the extension of the growing of vegetables.

Future programme.- The Nutrition Department contemplates drawing 
up a future programme*"of work before the current three-year survey 
is concluded, bearing in mind the findings made as a result of work 
dene hitherto. In view ef the close relation nutrition survey work 
bears te public health, agriculture, rural reconstruction, animal 
husbandry and other allied subjects, it is proposed that a Nutrition 
Committee, comprising officers of allied Departments should be 
constituted so as to ensure the fullest co-operation in the future 
programme of work, (lurch 1942 issue of Hyderabad Information).



Housing

Housing Amenities for genial Municipal Snployeea of Bombay. v

The importance of providing Harijans (Lowest Glasses) employees 
of municipalities with quarters free or at concession rates, free 
water supply and lighting, and ee-eperative credit societies has 
recently been emphasised by the Bombay Government. Measures of this 
bind are considered essential for the benefit of these employees of 
municipalities as they play an important part in maintaining the 
health and sanitary condition of urban areas. A number of municipalities 
have provided them with housing accommodation either free er at a 
nominal rent while a few have, in addition, given them water supply 
and lighting facilities.

The Government, however, note with regret that the question of 
providing housing accommodation for these classes has net received 
the attention of other munielpa11ties, and trusts that those which 
lag behind will take necessary action as soon as possible. At the 
same time, it is stated that an examination of the general conditions 
of the menials la the service of local bodies in the Province reveals 
that many municipalities, which employ them in their health department, 
are alive to the necessity of Improving their conditions. Almost all 
these bodies have treated them as their permanent servants and have 
extended to them the benefit of leave, provident fund, gratuity and the 
like, which are usually aliened to ether permanent employees.

(Bombay Information, dated 7-3-1942.)/



ORGANISATION, CONGRESSES, ETC,
Employers* Organisations.

15th Annual Meeting of Federation of Indian Oh ambers of Commerce
andlnduatry, Delhi, and $^-3-1942.

The 15th annual session of the Federation of Indian Chanbers of 
Commerce and Industry was held at Delhi on and $^3-1942, under 
the presidentship of sir Chunilal B. Mehta. Among the distinguished 
visitors present at the opening session were five manbers of the Viceroy’s 
Executive Council.

Presidential Address.After reviewing at some length the war 
situation and the growing peril from Japan, Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, the 
President, dealt with the political situation and said:** "In this hour 
of crisis, India needs the installation of the real representatives 
ef the people in the seats of power which will enable her to bring about 
national unity and to mobilise her economic and military resources to the 
fullest possible extent”. Be appealed to British statesmanship to rise 
to the occasion and immediately create conditions ahlch^would lead to the 
restoration of popular Governments in the Provinces and'HS’etting up of a 
genuine National Government at the Centre.

______  Dealing with the insistent need for con-
serving and augmenting India's food supplies, he said that although unlike 
other countries ..ah man. with the exception of Burma rice, India is fortu
nate in that she does not depend on Imported foodstuffs, the growing 
shortage of cheat end rice for civilian needs occasioned grave anxiety.
Be urged that the Government of India should take the lead in organising 
a vigorous Production Drive, and that for this purpose should immediately 
invite the representatives of the Provincial Governments, as also of the 
Indian States and the Directors of Agriculture, to chalk out a definite
programme of action to explore the ways and means of inducing the culti
vators to increase the area under foodgr a ins and fodder crops. Be also 
urged the setting up of a Production Executive consisting of the p repre
sentatives of Agricultural and Marketing Departments of the Government 
of India, Provincial Governments and Indian States* and associating with 
it a Production Council, consisting of the Members of the Legislature and 
representatives of Indian Trade and Commerce, with a view to enable the 
general public to know the steps that are being taken and thus to allay 
unnecessary panic.

Accentuating Pace of Industrialisation.- Be pointed out that, if 
only Gheal Sri tain had awakened io the potentialities of India’s magni
ficent resources in men and materials, ten years ago, and allowed India to 
go full steam ahead to develop her ship-building, automobile and chemical 
Industries, India would have proved a powerful tower of xJua strength to 
the Allied •«oao, pleaded that even now it Is not too late for Great 
Britain to abandon its attitude of indifference and apathy towards Indian 
industrialization, and urged the Government of India to mobilise India's 
entire industrial resources and establish in the country all the key 
Industries with all the necessary and spoody help, such as grant of 
Priority Certificates for importing plant and machinery, securing necessary 
Dollar Exchange^, etc.



Inflationary Tendencies.- Dealing with the dangers of inflation, 
he said t&iat inflation, in the sense of continuous Budget Deficits and 
resort to the printing press by the Government, has not so far operated 
in this country. On the contrary, it was a matter of common agreement tha1 
while most of the Governments in the world, like the British, American and 
Australian Governments, have followed more reasonable and unorthodox 
methods of financing the war, by laying greater emphasis on loans rather 
than taxes, the Government of India possibly afforded the only example 
of financial orthodoxy of the Victorian Era, which has relied too excess
ively on taxation and too little on loans, for Meeting Defence expendlture< 
Further there was no inflationary rise in the prices of staple raw mate
rials like raw cotton, raw jute, etc* On the central?, there was a 
marked lag between the prices of agricultural raw materials and manu
factured goods* Crittefeing the demand made for reduc«t£>r postpona/vs^
consumption, he said that, in countries^ like Great Britain, idiere all 
available productive resources are fully utilised, and output of goods 
for civilian consumption cannot be effectively increased, the Government 
was right in making such a demand, but so far as India was concerned, 
so long as the authorities had not done everything within their power to 
fully utilise India's productive resources and maximise the stock of goods 
available for consumption, there was no justification whatsoever in their 
asking the people, who are condemned to a chronic state of underconsump
tion of oven the most elementary necessities of life, to curtail or to 
postpone their consumption. He therefore urged the Government of India 
to toko tteo load In organising a Productive Drive in time, with a view to 
substantially speeding lip the total output of foodstuffs, fodder-grains ant 
manufactured goods.

lEgaojbttlOBa adopted#- The more important of the resolutions adopted 
are nottoel' below J -

Crop Planning.- In view of the agricultural situation in the 
country as a result of the war and the experience of the last few years, 
particularly with regard to the closure of India's external markets, the 
non-absorption of the exportable surplus within the country and the con
sequent accumulation of stocks, the Federation is of opinion that the 
fullest exploitation of the various agricultural crops should be secured 
by their proper planning and co-ordination, and, with that end in view, 
the Federation requests the Government of India to undertake a comprehen
sive survey and analysis of various crops in India with the object of 
obtaining adequate data and a correct perspective of existing as well as 
potential agricultural resources. The Federation feels that such a survey 
would enable Government to adjust the raising of the agricultural crops, 
particularly foodstuffs, and thus to meet not only the internal demand 
but also to adjust the agricultural economy of this country in such a 
manner as to meet the posb-war conditions of international markets in 
raw materials.

Establishment of Defence and Key Industries.- (a) While recognising 
that some progress has been made by India in the expansion of certain 
existing industries and the establishment of some new industries for the 
supply of essential war requirements, the Federation deplores the absence 
of any initiative or planned support, on the part of the Government of 
India, towards the establishment of any important Defence or Heavy 
Industries.



(b) The Federation is, therefore, strongly of opinion that, in 
view of the experience gained since the outbreak of the present hosti
lities regarding the dependence of this country on oraport of its require
ments in several important and vital spheres, the needs of India, both 
for its defence and continuance of noimal life, demand the establishment 
and expansion of Defence Industries, such as the manufacture of Air-Craft, 
Automobiles, Ships, Tanks and Munitions, as well as Heavy and Key Indus
tries such as Locomotives, Machinery and Machine Tools, Heavy Chemicals, 
etc*

(e) The Federation would urge upon Government the desirability of 
utilising India's Sterling Credits towards the purchase and transfer of 
necessary plant and machinery from the United Kingdom or under the Lease 
and Lend Act from U.S.A* for the early fulfilment of these essential 
requirements for achieving a strong and self-reliant national economy as 
well as making India an arsenal of the East*

(d) The Federation urges that the fullest facilities should be 
given by the Government of India for importing machinery, spare parts, 
machine tools and the neeessary raw materials and for obtaining technical 
personnel from abroad for the establishment of such industries*

Civil Defence of India*" (a) Th© Federation appeals to the Indian 
public, Indian commercial community in particular, that in any
emergency which may arise through enemy action, they should remain calm

avocations and should assist in dispelling 
panic as well as in the proper distribution of fuel sad foodstuffs, and 
co-operate with organisations working in their respective areas for the 
civil'«•»«»» ©f population .

(b) The Federation views with grave eonoexu the unpreparedness of 
this country in the matter of civil defence, and strongly urges upon 
the Government of India the necessity of immediately instituting, in 
consultation and co-operation with Provincial Governments and municipal 
administrations, schemes of Air-raid Precautions, and for the adequate 
supply and distribution of foodstuffs, medicines and first-aid require
ments, at principal industrial centres*

Transport Facilities*- (a) The Federation deplores the serious 
lack of adequate transport facilities in the country as a result of the 
dearth of coastal shipping, curtailment of motor transport due to petrol 
rationing and removal abroad of rolling stocks, including locomotives, 
and rails*

(b) The Federation draws the attention of the Government in parti
cular to the shortage of wagons all over the Indian Railway System and 
the consequent difficulty of securing the movement of essential raw 
materials, fuel, foodstuffs and industrial products, and urges upon them 
the desirability of establishing a Central Wagon Co-ordinating Authority 
for the proper handling and equitable distribution of wagons over all 
the Railway System.

It also demanded that the despatch of locomotives, wagons and 
dismantled railway track and equlpnent to places axfcxml outside of India 
should be stopped and that no discrimination or other abuses in allot
ment of wagons are practised on the plea of military traffic or public 
priority.



Resolutions were also adopted on the following subjectsi- Consti
tution of Telephone Board; Investment of Life Assurance Funds under the 
Indian Insurance Act; Indians Abroad; Assessees in India with Businesses 
in Burma, Malaya and the Far East; Manufacture of Power Alcohol; 
Administration of Income Tax Law in India;& Short Staple Cotton.

Qffloq Bearers for 1942-43.- The following new office-bearers of 
the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry have been 
eleeteds-

President - Mr. Gaganviharl L. Mehta, Calcutta; Vice-President - 
Kumararajah Sir M.A. Muthiah Chettiar, Madras; Honorary Treasurer - 
Dr. N .M. Law, Calcutta.

The following members have been elected in place of those who 
retired by rotation S-

Slr Shri Ram, New Delhi (representing textile Interests); Sir Badri- 
das Goenka, Calcutta, (representing banking); Rajmitra B.D. Amin,
Baroda, (unspecified industry); and Mr. Lalji Mehrotra, Karachi; Mr.
Hari Shanker Bagla, Cawnpore; and Mr. B.L. Nopany, Calcutta (unspecified 
trade and commerce).

The following have been co-opted on the Committees- Sir Chunilal 
B. Mehta, Bombay; Mr. G.D. Birla, Calcutta; Mr. A.D. Shroff, Bombay,
Sir Abdul Halim Ghuznavi, Calcutta; Mr. M.A. Isphani, Calcutta, and Mr. 
S»M. Bashir, Cawnpore. Mr. M.A. Master, Bombay, has been elected by 
the Committee to represent transport.

(The Statesman, 15 and 16-3-1942).
A copy each of the Presidential Address and the Resolutions as 

±il finally recommended by the Committee of the Federation, was sent to 
Montreal ©ffieo^s minute

9th Annual Meeting of AH-Indla Organisation
of Industrial Employers, Delhi, 8-3-1942. *

The 9th annual meeting of the All India Organisation of Industrial 
Employers was held at Delhi on 8-3-1942, with Sir Shri Ram, President 
of the Organisation,in the chair. The salient features of the presiden
tial address are noticed belowt-

Gapa in Indian Industry.- Dealing with the repercussions of the 
war o|lIndian industry, he aaidJ- "After a preliminary period of adapta
tion, Indian industry is now more fully geared to a war-time economy then 
ever before and It is enjoying, as is natural in the circumstances, a 
period of moderate prosperity. There Is however a lot of facile and 
superficial talk about opportunities which the war has afforded for 
industrialisation,but It does not appear to be fully realised that in
dustrialisation Is only possible when the requisite machinery is available 
War has doubtless created new opportunities,but the Government of India 
have not devised adequate measures to meet the difficulties it has 
Interposed in the way of import of machinery. We m have expanded 
some of our con sumer-Indus tries to an appreciable extent; we can now 
feed the anay; but we cannot yet equip that army with the weapons 
which it requires to fight with. TheAe are serious gaps in our industri
al economy. These gaps are capital industries, such as the manufacture
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of machinery and tools, of ships, of aircraft, of automobiles, of railway 
locomotives, of chemicals, of coal distillation and of feimentation in
dustries generally. Even here, however, small pioneering efforts of 
private enterprise have been made with but little encouragement from 
Government?

He criticised Government’s neglAot of ixnta Indian industries, and 
cited the cases of Australia and Canada where since the war under
the fostering care of the Governments national tk industries haflAmade 
considerable progress.

Small-Scale Industries,- *It has been this Organisation’s desire to 
collect information regarding the innumerable small and medium-sized 
Industrial concerns which have come into existence since the war, with a 
view to find out their problems and difficulties so that we may, if 
necessary, intercede with Government for assistance to them in their hour 
of need when foreign competition faces them on the termination of the war, 
but the Organisation’s effort to collect information did not yield satis
factory results? He therefore urged Government to collect immediately 
all available data in regard to these small industries. Such a step 
would not only do meh good eventually to small enterprises generally 
but infuse greater encouragement and strength in those which are already 
in the field. He also urged the setting up of a small tribunal to 
recommend to Government what measures of assistance are necessary in 
order that prompt help may be extended to small-scale industries.

. / Dealing with this subject he
saids'^’BIlitWWs WWe«j eapitai and labour have on the whole been cordial 
and it is gratifying to record that strikes have been few and that not 
much time has been lost. There is increasing appeciation of the fact 
that to develop industry on a must first develop its workers and that the 
workers* well-being is an industrial insurance, an industrial investment. 
The theory that the worker’s place in the employer’s production scheme 
is that of a producing machine combining cheapest possible cost with the 
highest possible efficiency is happily out of Aate. Employers have res
ponded generously in the matter of granting dearness allowances to com
pensate for the increase in the cost of living. Labour however must also 
appreciate that the stimulus to industry which comes from Government 
spending must necessarily have a limited duration. When industry is 
active, profits and wages tend to be high and when profits and wages are 
high, the capacity to save is also large. The surpluses arising while 
demand is great should be accumulated and conserved against a period of 
reduced earnings. Employers themselves may take advantage of the oppor
tunity for the creation of social service funds from the surpluses 
accruing now for expenditure on welfare work in lean years. The creation 
of these funds in the form of irrevocable Trusts would be a guarantee to 
the workers against the diversion of these resources for other purposes?

Labour Legislation.- He then dealt with the labour legislation 
programme of1 the Government and referred to the conference between the 
Labour Member of the Government of India and the re pre s en ta 11 £ -the 4
Organisation for discussion of Government’s proposals, particularly*co^ 
at ekwRaa insurance, industrial fatigue and night shifts. Tho question 

tw±h-Wc»^—to Sickness insurance, although an important step in the 
structure ofTabour legislation a country, bristles with great diffi
culties. When this question came’up before employers a year ago for
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consideration, we made it definitely clear that these questions were mere 
or less matters for peace-time legislation, and that any attempt to 
introduce them in these abnormal times would only give temporary results 
and that consequently such attempts might not be useful in collecting the 
statistical data required by Government in respect of such schemes before 
permanent legislation was put on the Statute Book. Industrial employers 
in India are agreeable to the acceptance of the principle of sickness 
insurance, and want to give it preference over holidays with pay, provided 
the State contributes in a reasonable manner towards the working of the 
scheme and provided that the introduction of the scheme in British Indian 
provinces does not create different conditions of employment of labour 
between Indian States and British India."

Dealing with industrial fatigue, he said that it is contended that 
the experience of industrially advanced countries shows that the prolonger 
tion of the working hours without consideration of its effects on the 
worker^s health does not bring about a proportionate increase in the out
put. *The same may be said of conditions in India, but we have no reliable 
data 'to guide us in our opinion. I would only caution Government from 
rushing headlong and creating situations from which it may be very diffi
cult jfc later on to withdraw in the absence of reliable data to guide our 
decisions.

IaL.Conference.- ’’The International Labour Conference, aould not 
meet in Geneva in 1940 owing to the war situation. During October 1941, 
a special Conference of the I.L.O. was held in New York. The Government

Smptwywrs* Delegate to the special session 
on the ground that they could not send the Labour Delegate because of 
certain differences of opinion between the Labour Union Organisations and 
8i« Government, will be deplored by all industrial employers. It must 
be said that we were willing to accept the position of a non-voting 
delegate and the Government’s decision to deny usx representation at the 
Conference was not helpful. As you perhaps know, the Director of the 
I.L.O. made a suggestion at the Conference for the creation of an Asiatic 
Regional Conference to consider questions relating to Asiatic countries 
and I trust that greater attention will be paid to the requirements of 
the countries in the East in all international questions affecting 
Industrial labeurC

(Summarised from the Printed Text of the Presidential Address of 
Sir Shri Ram, President, All India Organisation of Industrial Employers, 
forwarded to this Office by the Secretary of the Organisation.) (A 
copy each of the Presidential Address** and the Report of the Proceedings 
of the Committee of the Organisation for 1941-42 was forwarded to Montreal 
with this Office*s minute P.6/242/42, dated the 19th March 1942). ♦

13th Annual Meeting of the Indian National Committee 
of the international Chamber ot Commerce, Delhi, 8-3-1942.

The 13th Annual meeting of the Indian National Committee of the 
International Chamber of Commerce was held at Delhi on 8-3-1942, with 
Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, Prea^den^_^£_|the Committee, in the chair. The 
more important points in uneaddress are noticed belowj-

World Conditions.- Reviewing at,s«ne_dpnfith the effects of war on 
c-<nnwftt»ea and industry-the world over/*3fe7sa*a x£at all the war-time 
controls over production,^ traded exchange^ were intensified in belligerent
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countries, with a view to fully mobilising the productive resources for 
more effective prosecution of the war. The chief characteristic of eco
nomic situation in most countries was that, under the stimulus of huge 
war expenditure by Governments, the productive resources reached the 
stage of relatively full employment and the authorities in those countries 
were faced with the problem of preventing the emergence of inflationary 
rise in prices and costs.

Effect on Indian Industries.- *In India, the decline in economic 
activity, which: was caused by the fall of Prance in June 1940, continued 
to exercise a depressing influence on commodity markets for some time, 
but, in the latter months of 1940, and for the greater part of the year 
1941, a more bml hopeful outlook was in evidence owing to the improvement 
in war situation and to the large purchases of the Supply Department in 
connection with the war. The commodity prices recovered rapidly and the 
Calcutta Index Humber of prices rose from 114 in June 1940, to 156 in 
October, 1941, as compared with the peak of 137 in December 1939. Avail
able figures reveal that, while Industries like cotton, jute, wool, silk 
and iron and steel are working to capacity, other industries like cement, 
glass, paper, soap, chemicals, leather manufactures, drugs and medicines, 
ete^ have undergone a marked expansion of output as well as capacity 
under the stimulus of military demand. While Indian industries received 
a great stimulus from increasing war orders, the closure orxraditional 
export markets in Europe and in Japan, and the growing shortage of ship
ping <>ace, worsened the position of the hard-hit Indian cultivator. The 
finaa«AaX_s».d- currency sgratma of the country as a whole continued to 
withstffidthe strain of the war.*

Danger of Excessive Dependence on Foreign Markets.- ’’Twice in a 
single JSni4W^,1‘'l'^r'Ihdi«n cultivator has learnt, to his great
cost and suffering, that his excessive dependence on the world markets 
renders even his meagre income extremely insecure and unstable. The col
lapse of prices after the Great Depression of 1929 ushered in a period 
of acute and unrelieved depression. The virtual closure of the European 
and Japanese markets resulting from the conditions during the present

1 hostilities has again Imposed severe hardship on the cultivator* who are 
faced with the problem of unsalable huge surpluses on their hands. The 
pos t-Depresslon commercial policies of quotas, bilateral agreements and 
exchange control, which were adopted by India’s traditional customers in 
Europe, and by Japan, has led to a considerable shrinkage of the markets 
for India’s staple exports, such as short and fair stajrfple cotton, raw 
jute, oilseeds, etc, and compelled the Indian primary producer to increas-, 
ingly look to the internal market for the disposal of his surpluses. The 
war-time requirements of self-sufficiency in food and raw materials are 
bound to stimulate agriculture in most industrial States during this war 
and it is hardly likely that the war-expanded agriculture would be "let
down" by their statesmen after the return of Peace. It is idle to hope 
that India’s traditional export trade in staple agricultural produce 
could be revived to anything like the pre-Depression level of 1928-29 in 
the post-War years. He therefore urged the Government of India to seize 
the present opportunity to stimulate the development of all kinds of 
industries ihich would provide an assured market for most of our exportable 
surpluses of raw materials and agricultural products within the country 
itself?

Balancing Agriculture and Industry.- "The transition from an economy 
adjusted to the production of a large volume of staple agricultural crops 
for export to one based on more balanced distribution between agriculture
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and industry is bound to necessitate a number of product!on-adjustments 
in our own internal economic structure. The relative shrinkage of the 
export markets of cotton, in recent years, both in Japan and Europe, has 
made it imperative that the internal market for raw cotton, provided by 
the cotton textile industry, should be fully developed and expanded. 
Similarly, he cx^rjallfteifct of the area under jute, by substitution of 
riee (which ig »VprolwTTmpor ted in large quantities from Burma) would 
also be necessary to bring the *9e ace-time supply of jute more in accord 
with the reduced world-demand, consequent on the serious decline in the 
value and volume of international trade in recent years. A conscious 
and deliberate crop planning would have to be an integral part of the 
programme of industrialisation, with a view to minimising the hardship and 
the difficulties of the transition period.*

(Summarised from the printed copy of the Presidential address of 
Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, forwarded to this Office by the Secretary of the 
Indian National Committee).

(A copy each of the presidential Address of Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, 
and the x Reporter the Indian National Committee of the International

‘ Chamber of Coirmwrce *was forwarded to Montreal with this Office’s minute 
F.6/242/42, dated the 19th March 1942.)

AwuaX Gacaral Meeting of Employers’ Federation
of Southern tndia, Madras,..24-3-19457

The annual general meeting of the Employers’ Federation of Southern 
India was held at Madras on 24-3-1942, Mr. W.H. Peppercorn presiding. The 
following is a brief summary of the proceedings*-

Employer-EmployeeRelationship^- Mr. Peppercorn, in his epoeefa^ 
referred to the proximity o/ -the war to the borders of India and said 
that In the immediate situation, which confronted them, there was an 
imperative call to all of them, employers and labour alike, to use all 
possible energy towards the furtherance of the war effort, and to allow 
no consideration whatsoever to deflect them from that end. He next 
referred to the "marked upward trend in living expenses in July which 
continued and was accentuated on the entry of Japan into the war" and 
said thatM the measures for the granting of dearness allowance to labour , 
devised and agreed by members of the Federation during the previous year 
worked well- and afforded the necessary elasticity to take care of the 
situation as it developed in a way which demonstrated the soundness of 
the principles agreed and adopted in good time in 1940.

Pric e-Wage Adjustment.- Mr. Peppercorn next referred to the 
"vicious splrsa'' of rise in prices, costs and wages and said* "The 
importance of that cannot, in my opinion, be overstressed, in the widest 
national interest. No vicious spiral need take place unless those with 
power to prevent it fail to act. The difficulties inherent in the effect^ 
ivo control of prices are certainly not underestimated by us, and where 
all-India considerations <gre involved, as in the case of piecegoods, it 
was clearly not by local action that the end in view could be obtained.
3ut we have felt that action should have been taken last year in the case 
of food gx grains produced within the Province and we have experienced 
a sense of disappointment that the periodical Price Control Conferences 
which have taken place should not have led to more practical results.



At the moment, there has been a decided improvement so far as Madras 
itself is concerned. But there are certain special factors operating 
here locally, and the necessity for vigilance on the part of the autho
rities on the whole issue can in no sense be regarded as having passed”,

labour Leglslation.- Dealing with labour legislation that had come 
up for consideration recently, Mr. Peppercorn said that the Government 
of India gave extremely short notice of the subjects for discussion at 
the Labour Ministers' Conference. It was extremely unsatisfactory from 
all points of view for employers to be asked to submit their considered 
views on what were in some cases complicated legislative proposals in the 
course of a few days. As regards sickness insurance, an item figuring 
on the agenda, he said*- "We should none of us be otherwise than sympa
thetic to a sound scheme, involving suitable contributions by the employ
ers, labour and Government and based on insurance principles. But a 
proposal to apply an experimental seheme to a selected axgKHixxhtaK 
organised Industry and with the emphasis on the contribution by such 
industry of the funds necessary for its fulfilment is a different matter 
and the question of the ability of the selected industry or industries 
to carry the burden, not necessarily in the Immediate conditions prevail
ing today, but wi th the more difficult conditions which are likely to 
ensue in the post-war period, obviously merits serious consideration.
It is also right to suggest that State industries ought certainly to be 
included”.

Madras Industrial Disputes Bill.- Referring to the Madras Industrial 
I fflxd ¥ of our February 1948 report), Mr.

Peppercorn saidi "In the first place, we feel that any measures whieh 
can be taken effectively to promote the settlement of trade disputes 
through the medium of an established machinery for conciliation should 
be most welcome to all concerned and as such are deserving of our whole
hearted support. But the proposed measure goes further than this and 
seeks to superimpose upon the conciliation procedure which is contemplat
ed, provisions whereby it will be open to either party in the dispute 
to apply for reference to the Court of Arbitration, whose decision will 
thereafter become binding upon both and enforceable under the penalty 
clauses, In the Bill. Our attitude towards compulsory arbitration of 
this nature has always been quite clear* we are strongly opposed to it 
and we believe that the inclusion of such provisions will not be 
conducive towards those objects whieh the Bill is designed to secure.
The reasons for this are plain enough and lie principally in the fact 
that, on the one hand, with compulsory arbitration in the background 
all the time, the prospects of successful conciliation are likely to be 
gravely prejudiced, and, on the other, whatever legislation may be 
passed on the subject, it is not possible under the scheme of things in 
whi eb we live - and will continue to live - to enforce an unpopular 
award against the inclinations of any considerable body of labour. The 
use of compulsion by the luocoimByxsKflt State can afford no short cut to 
industrial haimony and it is by the extension of the principles of 
voluntary settlement of disputes by goodwill that we can look for progress 
in the desired direction. This is recognised in the Bombay Industrial 
Disputes Act, We reoognise that in certain circumstances, particularly 
under present conditions, it may become necessary for Government to have 
reserve powers to enable them to enforce settlement by arbitration in 
cases where the public interest may demand it. But these powers on the 
lines of an amendment recently effected in the Bombay Act, are proposed 
to be provided by a separate provision in the Madras Bill and the need 
for them constitutes no argument for a more general extension of the
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ay a teai ©f settlement by compulsory arbitration, a system which is opposed 
in the United Kingdom not only by employers but by Trade Unions”.

Trade Union Movement.- "in the second place we feel that the Madras 
Bill falls short ot what is required owing to the fact that*, there is 
no recognition therein of the part which trade unions must play in the 
matters which the Bill sets out to regulate. The development of a sound 
and legitimate trade union movement must be of great importance in afford
ing a basis for the process of negotiation and voluntary settlement of 
disputes which Is so desirable, and it does not seem possible to leave 
this aspect of the matter out of the objects In view. Provisions to 
define the duties and responsibilities of Unlonsjf and to secure their 
proper conduct, while regularising their jcek participation in the various 
matters which. the Bill sets out to cover accordingly appear to be 
desirable in the proposed legislation".

Office-bearers for 1942-43,” Mr. W.T. Williams was elected Chair
man of the Federation for the coming year. Messrs. W.H. Peppercorn, G.B. 
Gourlay, D.V. Bullock, H.3. Town and P. Reid were elected Committee 
Members.

(The Hindu, 25-3-1942) +



SOCIAL GOHDITIOBS

Sind vagrancy Bill, 1941:
Non-pTfIclgl~Hll IntrodueSd.

On 22-12-1941 a non-official Bill was introduced in the Siad 
Legislative Assembly to prohibit able-bodied vagrants from begging 
publicly si the street, She Bill provides that able-bodied beggars 
should be arrested and produced before magistrates, who should direct 
them to seek and get employment within a month.

( She Sind Government Gazette, Part IV, 
dated 26-2-1942, pages 10 to 12.)



PUBLIC HEALTH

Health and General Conditions in Asansol Mining settlement,
—---------- ——l&4o-4r."~-----------------*------- ---------------

Area and Population.- The area of the Asansol Mining settlement 
is 4iOw>WX537 anMta population according te the 1931 census 
382,680. The population was distributed as follows: Asansol town - 
31,286; Raniganj town - 16,373; Collieries - 60,000; Industrial 
areas of Haiti and Burnpur - 12,000; and Rural Areas - 263,021. There 
are 690 Tillages, about HO villsgex, about 130 working eollieries 
and 2 towns in the Mining Settlement.

Vital Statistics.- The total births in 1960 in the settlement 
were 5962 (ad*dgdlhst~To,667 in 1939), and the total deaths 6,283 
in I960 (7,868 in 1939). The birth and death rates per thousand in 
1960 were 28.3 and 17.8 respectively} and the infant mortality 
rate was 109.7. The principal vital occurrences during 1938-1960 are 
given in the following table:

year Birth-rate Death-rate infant Mortality Rate
1938 30.3 21.2 137.2
1939 30.0 21.6 129.8
1960 28.3 17.8 109.7

Jhe ilgroTewBBt is the goml health of the population, as
-«b6eb whe noticed in 1939 was maintained

to an even greater degree during the year 1960. There was a marked 
as well as in the Infant death-

rate during the year under review. The standard ef health in eelllerles 
was at a higher level than that of phe general population. The monthly 
mortality rate among the resident eolllery population fluctuated from 
6.6 to 13.0 per 1000 while that for the Mining Settlement as a whole 
ranged Between 16.3 and 22.3 per 1000. The sickness rate among the 
ming population was 8.8 per cent, in February, the healthiest month 
of the year, as against 15.5 per eent. in July, the least healt^month.

lepMsg sad Social Conditions;
gutpfrc and Prices.- fee output of eoal for 1960 in British India 

was little over ize million tons, representing an increase of 1^2 million 
tons as compared with 1939. The all-India figure of production, 
including the Indian States, would approximate to the new record level 
of 29 mAlltem teas. The end of 1939 saw a rapid clearing ef stocks 
aWBwg to a sustained demand for eoal following on the outbreak of the 
war. The price level which shewed an increase in the last quarter of 
1939 remained steady during the first half of 1940. The average 
price quoted to the State and other railways in 1960 was higher than 
that of 1939. The market sagged later in the year due to laek of 
shipment, less Internal consumption and to the surcharge on transit.
The supply of wagons was satisfactory excepting during the last two 
months of the year when restrictions were in force.

«Annual Administration Report of the Asansol Mines Board of Health for 
the year 1960-61. The Poo ran Press, 21, Bslaram Ghose St., Shamt&zar, 
Calcutta, pp. 60.



-i.Coal Mines Safety (Stewing) Act, 1939.- During the 
ye&x* giap»w WBW'e^#4 fifid it© S^^ing Board &lloc&abed
from the funds accruing from the excise duty on despatch of coal and coke 
a total sun of Rs. 1.1 *1111on for the year 1940-41, of which Rs. 5C0f000 
were available for voluntary stowing. An ad hoc Committee of Mining 

users was appointed to examine all applications for loans for the
of plant and for assistance towards the cost of voluntary stowing*

solved from 49 concerns and for loan from 6.
* il. Rescue.- construction of the Rescue Station In the Raniganj 
Coalfleldwas token In hand during the year and has since teen completed. 
A permanent rescue corps In charge of a Superintendent will he maintained 
in the station which will he financed from an exelse duty on coal and 
cofee. Instructors will also he appointed to train reseuo workers, who 
must he maintained at each mine in accordance with the Rules.

Supply of Labour.- The labour supply was generally sufficient 
threughoutthe yidr.'.  “There was no labour trouble in the Raniganj Coal
field and no strike of any importance among the mining labour. The 
number persons at work in the Raniganj Coalfield reaches its maxi
mum in the month of February. On the date selected this year by the 
Chief Inspector of Mines in India for recording attendance 83,320 were 
registered compared with the figure of 89,421 on the day selected in 
1939. The average daily attendance was 68,676.

- The standard of wages remained at the level reached in the 
r when increments were granted at most collieries. The

.dOBtlat-to work only for a living wage to meet the 
♦ad they spend to the limit of their lncomea.

id ether Facilities^- i. Hospitals and Dispensaries.- 
»th < IndSor-lard

under the supervision of an approved medloal officer, the number of 
beds being dependent on the number of persons employed. Medicines are 
kept in stock according to a list approved by the Board of Health. Sane 
of the smaller collieries situated in adjacent areas are aliened to 
share the services of one medical officer. Provision of isolation 
huts for infectious eases is also compulsory.

ii. Miners’ baths.- Bathing pools fed by pit water, whieh is 
©hanged at regular intervals, have been provided at the majority of
collieries, shower baths, with separate compartments for men and women 
and an overhead tankr^nsure a constant supply of wager, have been 
arranged at a few collieries. The latter arrangement Is recommended 
as being mere sanitary.

Sanitary Previsions.- The question of provision of surface and 
underg^oOd""la'W«i ni s iamending final decision of the Local Government. 
Sweepers are engaged by colliery authorities for conservancy eleaning. 
The number of wwoepers depends on the size of the colliery. Refuse 
collected in dust-bins, is either removed to fill up outlying pits or 
burnt.

Recreation.- The habit of spending an hour or two in the pachai 
shop d'ftor We" Say’s, work ©an best be counteracted by a well-planned- 
programme of sports and recreation. For this purpose the year may be 
divided into throe periods according to the amount of daylight available 
in the evenings. Football, which is very popular, appears to be best 
suited to the period of maximum daylight, sports to the period after 
the relay season and a varied programme of radio j* music and-jatra to—



to the winter months. Already at certain collieries increased attention 
has been paid to the provision ©f snefe amenities and it is hoped that the 
movement will become a general one.

Education.- Many of the larger collieries have provided primary 
akm* iweoie for the education of miners* children. It is hoped that 
groups of smaller collieries will combine to provide similar educational 
facilities. There appears to be considerable scope for the establishment 
of adult literacy classes *a at collieries similar to those idhleh are 
already functioning successfully in the rural areas.

Welfare.- One group of collieries has provided for the services 
of two midwives with daily clinics for mothers and babies. In other 
areas accommodation has been provided by oolllery authorities in houses 
either jaunty newly built or suitably adapted for regular Maternity and 
Infant Welfare Centres which are under the management either of the 
Board ef Health or the Health and Baby Welfare Society. Bp to the present 
there has been no uniformity in the payment ef maternity benefits to 
women workers. The Government of India have under consideration a 
proposal to introduce legislation for the extension of maternity benefits 
to women workers employed in Coal Mines.

The creation of school medical services in Provinces and States is 
recommended by the Joint Committee appointed by the Central Advisory 
Board of Health and the Central Advisory Board of Education to investigate 
and report on the question of medieal inspection of school children and 
the teaching of hygiene in schools.

Provincial School Medical Services.- In each major Province, the 
Committee saysi” there should be a idiole-time Chief School Medical Officer 
to administer the school medical services, which should have a sufficient 
number of doctors for medical inspection and treatment of school children. 
The Provincial Governments should bear at least 50 per cent of the cost. 
The scheme should include both primary and secondary schools and it should 
be a condition of recognition that each school takes part in the scheme. 
Medical inspection and treatment should be provided free for the children 
of all primary schools and of the primary departments of secondary schools 
In secondary schools, particularly in urban areas, the fees charged 
should include a contribution towards the cost of medical inspection and 
treatment.

Follow—up Work.- Probably, fifty per cent of the children attending 
school, according to the Committee, would be found to require medical 
attention or medical observation. It lays special emphasis on treatment 
and follow-up. A scheme for medical Inspection without provision for 
treatment and follow-up, it says, is of little or no use. Schemes for 
treatment must include provision for supplementary feeding. All children 
should have a mid-day meal whether it Is brought from their homes or 
provided at the school.



Other Recommendations S School Clinics, Health Parades, etc.- 
Other recommendations include the provision of school clinics, particular
ly in urban areas, health and cleanliness parades before the school 
starts and instruction to school children in personal hygiene.

Health Training for Teachers.- For teachers it is recommended 
that hygiene should be a compulsory subject in all courses for their 
training and practical demonstration should form an important part. 
Teachers should be taught by practice to recognise defects in children 
and to do elementary treatment. The physical instructor of a school 
should,have training in the elementary principles of physiology, of 
hygien£mode of life and nutrition. Health education should find a pro
minent place in the programme of study for physical instructors, the aim 
being to develop in them the incentive and the ability to train children 
to practise healthful living and to enable these teachers to co-operate 
intelligently in medical inspection.

(The Hindu, iSS 19-3-1942)



EDUCATION

Education In India, 1958-39.*/

Stress on Vocational Bias.- The most important event of the year 
has been the inauguration fn many areas of experiments along the lines 
advoeated in what is popularly known as the Wardha education seheme.
The report of the Sub-Committee of the Central Advisory Board of 
Education, which was appointed at the third meeting held in January 
1938, "to examine the scheme of educational reconstruction incorporated 
in the wardha scheme in the light of the Wood-Abbott Report on General 
and Vocational Education and other relevant documents and to make 
recommendations" was considered by the Board at its fourth meeting held 
in December 1938. The Board generally adopted all the recommendations 
made ty the sub-committee, and decided that a copy of the report, 
together with a summary of the discussion, should be forwarded to 
provincial Governments for their consideration and for such aetlom 
as they might consider necessary. As it was felt that certain points 
arising in connection with the Wardha scheme required further con
sideration, the Board appointed another committee to examine these.
This caaamittee met after the close of the year under review.

Activities of Provincial Governments.- in Madras, Hindustani
was introduced.As a compulsory subject in Forms I to III in all
Government secondary schools and in 100 selected secondary schools 
under private management; a Bill to amend the Madras Elementary 
Edto«a-tixaa- Aet wi.W > view W ««Hid establishing District Educational 
Councils'WSs pSTOStt' Bhd rules were framed for the Improvement of the 
conditions of service of teachers in elementary schools under private

registers for teachers were also prescribed, m 
Bern bay, the reports of the Adult Education Committee, the Vocational 
Training Committee and the Primary Teachers’ Training Committee were 
Issued during the year and three Boards were set up: (i) the Board of 
Secondary Education, to advise Government on general questions concern
ing secondary education and the introduction of vocational subjects in 
secondary schools, (il) the Beard of Physical Education, to advise 
Government on all matters pertaining to the physical education of 
children of school-going age and others, and (iii) the Provincial 
Board of Adult Education, to advise Government on all matters per
taining to adult education. A speeial officer to organise the work 
of introducing the Basic Education Scheme was appointed, and an 
Advisory Committee for Basic Education was constituted. Hindustani 
was recognised as one of the regional languages of the province and 
the Hindustani School Book Committee to consider the provision of 
text books in Hindustani was appointed.

in Bengal, District Organisers of Physical Education were posted 
to all districts in connection with the Youth Welfare Movement; Physical 
Training Gamps wereestablished for school teachers;A revised curriculum 
for primary schools, covering a course of four years instead of five, 
was published; and a series of valuable reports on girls’ education 
in Bengal, on the deprovincialisation of Government colleges, on new 
rates of pay for the subordinate educational services, on scales of pay 
for gazetted educational officers and on the reorganisation of the 
■gii'reAu of Education, India. ISIucation in India in 1938-30. Published 
by the Manager of publications, Delhi. 1941. Price Rs.3 or 5s. 
pp. 138.



Inspectorate were Issued during the year under report, in the •
United Provinces, the year 1928-39 was devoted mainly to preparing 
reorganisation. Various committees were set up to examine the whole 
field of education with a view to suggesting what changes were 
necessary and how they were to he carried out. The first of these 
was the Secondary and Primary Education Reorganisation Committee 
consisting of members of both Houses of Legislature, educationists 
and officials; the seeond was the Universities’ Reorganisation 
Cosasittee. Other committees dealt with Sanskrit studies, the az 
reorganisation of the Sanskrit College, Benares, and the question 
of the type of physical training (including military training) to 
be given in secondary institutions.

in Bihar, an important event of the year was the adoption of a 
resolution moved in the Legislative Assembly which asked Government to 
make adequate provision for military training in schools and colleges 
and to establish a separate military school, in the Central Provinces, 
a Central Board of Physical Welfare was constituted and a Chief 
Organiser appointed. The scheme for the establishment of Vidya 
Mandirs also came into effect during the year. In Sind, a committee 
of experts was appointed to make suggestions for overhaul/ing the 
whole educational system with a view to giving vocational bias to 
education in ordinary schools as well as providing some technical 
and industrial schools. The Orissa Government set up a Board of 
Basic Education during the year under report.

General progress.- The percentage of pupils under instruction 
to thM3Wt®| POBWOb! advaucM8«18 to 0*41 in recognised

-W i» a-11 kinds of institutions. The
percentage of male scholars to male population improved from 8.16 

. female scholars
fMB 2.42 to 2.SB. The wastage percentage in primary classes decreased 
from TO to 69 in the case of boys and from 84 to 83 in the case of 
girls. 22,000 additional boys and 16,000 more girls as compared 
with the previous year reached the stage of literacy. Enrolment 
increased at all stages of education, the total increase exceeding 
by over 230,000 pupils the increase recorded during the previous 
year, which was the largest during the last nine years. The policy 
of eliminating inefficient and uneconomical schools was continued 
with success. Even more striking progress was made in adult education. 
Women’s education also showed considerable improvement. Educationally 
backward communities advanced and progress in physical training, playing 
of games and medical inspection was also registered.

Member of Institutions.- The total number of institutions 
increased by to ‘<230,646 during the year under report, which
more than made up for the decx*ease of 1,702 institutions during the 
previous year. There was an increase in numbers in all the provinces 
except in Madras, Bengal, Coorg, Ajmer-Merwara and Bangalore, In 
the first two, the fail was the outcome of the policy of closing 
down inefficient and uneconomical elementary schools.

Humber of students,- With an increase of 676,71o pupils - the 
largest increase during the last twelve years and more than that of the 
previous year by over 230,000 pupils - the total enrolment went up 
t® 14, 508,616. All the prov^noea recorded 2aajb^a ct.o.^X .lho^pa^es^^

| except Coorg and Bangalore wflerewe qy4v3<a nc&Tnf un-7/^
recognised institutions amounted to 76,085 pupils. Au kinds of 
institutions except pi’ofessional colleges for women, and primary



schools for girls, which registered reductions of 2 and 24,203 pupils 
respectively, contributed towards the increase.

Expenditure.- The total expenditure on education in British India 
increased by Ks^ 8.34 millions to Rs. 278,199,492 during the year 
under review, the increase In expenditure during the previous year 
being Rs. 3.89 millions only. The total expenditure is still less by 
Rs, 4.96 millions than that in 1930-31 when the expenditure was the 
highest yet recorded. Expenditure was up in all the provinces except 
Coorg and Baluchistan. Bombay led ail the provinces in recording the 
largest increase of Rs. 2.42 millions followed by Bengal with Rs. 2.13 
millions, Punjab with Rs. 1.36 millions, Madras with Rs, 697,000 
and Sind with Rs. 368,000. In the others the increase was less than 
200,000 of rupees. As in the previous year, all kinds of institutions, 
except professional colleges for women, shared In the increase.

Of the total expenditure on education, 44.1 per cent, was contri
buted by Government, 15 per oent. by local bodies, 26.3 per cent, met 
from fees and 14.6 per cent, from "other sources", which Include 
dndowments X and benefactions./^



SOCIAL POLICY 18 WAR TIME

Wages

War Bonus te Sholapur Textile Workers.X

Reference was made at page 4& of our January 1942 report to the 
additional dear food allowance granted to textile workers in Sholapur. 
Simultaneously with the increase in the rate of dearness allowance, the 
managements of all the cotton textile mills in Sholapur decided to 
grant a war bonus equivalent to two annas in the rupee pn hhe total 
earnings during the year January-December 1941 to all their workers.
Ifce conditions and details of the bonus are as follow:

1. (a) A war Bonus equivalent to 2 annas in the rupee on their
total earnings in the period from 1-1-1941 to 31-12-1941 
inclusive, is granted to all cotton mill workers who are 
on the permanent and badll (substitute) musters of the 
mills in Sholapur on &i-12-1941 and who continue to be 
on such musters till the date of payment, except to those 
badll workers who have put in less than an aggregate period 
ef v© days’ work during the year.

( b) That the bonus will be calculated on the earnings exclusive 
of the dearness allowance,

(e) That in the case of women who have been on maternity
leave in the period referred to in (a), the actual maternity 
aXlowuna* drawn hy them will be included la their total 
wages for the purposes of calculating hhe bonus payable.

2. That the bonus will be paid te the workers on 21-2-1942.

(Labour Gazette, Bombay, January 1942 
issue).

Dearness Allowance for Low-paid Government servants in
Increased from Rs. 2/- to Rs.3/
per month. z

Bombay province:

The dearness allowance granted to low-paid Government servants in 
Bombay province has been increased by the Government of Bombay from 
Rs. 2 to Rs. 3a month. The allowance is dependent on increased cost 
of living.

©nly those Government servants, who, if employed in Bombay City 
are in receipt of emoluments not exceeding Rs. 49 a month or, if 
employed in the mofussil are in receipt of emoluments not exceeding 
Rs. 34 a month are eligible to the revised concession. Government 
servants in Be®bay City whose emoluments exceed Rs. 49 a month but 
not Rs. 32 a month and Government servants in the mofussil whose 
emoluments exceed Rs. 34 a month but not Rs. 37 a month will be granted 
such allowance as is necessary to make their emoluments equal to 
Rs. 52 a month and Rs. 37 a month respectively.

The average cost of living index figure for the three months 
ending January, 1942, was over 13o. The revised rate, therefore, has 
been applied retrospectively from February 1. +-



The concession of dearness allowance has "been extended also to ±m 
the whole time daily rated staff from March 1. They will be paid an 
allowance of § annas a working day subject to a maximum of Rs. 3 a month. 
If, however, the average cost of living index is below 130, but not less’ 
than 117 for any three consecutive months, the rate of allowance will 
be reduced to 1 anna and 3 pies a working day subject to a maximum of 
Rs. 2 a month.

(Bombay information - issued by the Government cf 
Bombay - dated 28-3-1942). <

Increased Dearness Allowances for Tramway Employees in Bombay.

In June 1940, the Board of Directors of the Bombay Electric Supply 
and Tramways Company had agreed to grant a dearness allowance of Rs.3 
per month to each employee those gross monthly earning capacity was 
Rs.100 and under, and one anna and six pies per day to daily paid labour 
whose gross monthly earning capacity was Rs.100 or less. These rates 
were to have effect from 1-6-1940 and were to continue for the duration 
of the present war or until the monthly cost of living index figure for 
Bombay remained lower than 105 during three successive months, whichever 
was earlier. In view, however, of the recent rise in the cost of living,
the Board of Directors recently reviewed the position and have sanctioned 
a revised scale of dearness allowance to be paid from 1-7-1941 to all

'■■pfrraywHMr,. dw41y rwtedaa well as- monthly paid, whose individual gross
monthly earning capacity is Rs.100 and under. The deawn ess allowance 
payable on the basis of the Bombay Cost of Living Index figures ranges 
from Rs.5*2*0 to Rs.5-4-0 per month for cost of living from 121 to 135.

(The Labour Oazette, Bombay, December 1941)



Goatrol Measures 

Control of Electric Supply. Z

The Government of India has decided, with the consent of all 
Provincial Governments, to assume, for the duration of the war, full 
authority for controlling and restricting the supply of electricity toy 
public electricity supply undertakings throughout India to such extent 
as may he found necessary. To enable it to exercise these and other 
ancillary functions, the Government of India has set up with effect 
from the 6th February 1942, a Central Electric Power Control Board, 
with nr. H.C. Prior, Secretary, labour Department, Government of India, 
as Chairman.

The functions of the Beard will be - (a) to advise the Government 
of India where in its opinion it is considered necessary that any measure 
of control should be applied to any public supply undertaking} (b) to 
admiuister such control, a a may have been approved toy the Government 
of India in the ease ef any public electric supply undertaking and, 
in particular, to issue permits for new supplies of electricity or 
feu* restriction of existing supplies in accordance with the general 
principles laid demn toy the Government of India} (e) to collect 
such information from public electricity supply undertakings as it 
considers necessary in order to be in a position to advise Government 
regarding the necessities of control and as to the areas in which 
surplus electric power is likely to be available} and (d) to collect

at4«s u my he required to assist in co-ordinating the 
development «S& utilisation of electric power on the heat linos In 
furtherance of the general interests of the war effort and industrial

(fiesolution Ho. A. 826 dated 6-2-1942:
The Gazette of India, part I, dated 
14-2-1942, pages 356 to 357•}

The Bealds and Reeds Control Order, 1942. Z N

The Government of India has promulgated the Healds and fieeds 
Control Order, 1942, which applies to gotten healds, wire healds and 
reeds used toy the textile industry other than jute and hemp. Ihe 
Order prohibits the sale or other disposal of the controlled articles 
without a licence for the purpose. Persons desiring to purchase the 
controlled articles are to apply to the Assistant Director General, 
Cotton Textiles, central Government.

(Notification No. SS/44/42 dated 17-3-1942: 
The Gazette of India Extraordinary, dated 
18-3-1942, page 333.)^

Ohe Rubber Control Order, 1942.X

The Government of India promulgated on 24-3-1942 the Rubber 
Control Order, 1942, which is to ecme into force on 1-4-1942. An 
"Indian Rubber Control Committee" is to be set up, with the following 
functions:



The Committee will - (a) receive consolidated indents cf require
ments ef rubber from the Controller of Rubber Manufactures; ( b) approve 
estates and dealers for the purposes of this Order and maintain a 
register of approved estates and dealers; (ej allocate demands accord
ing to indents received and grant permits to approved estates and dealers 
for sale or transfer ef rubber in the Indian market; (d) submit to the 
Central government every month a report (ck* showing (i) th^rermlts 
granted by it during the preceding month, (ii) the stocks of all grades 
of rubber held by each approved estate or dealer, and (ill) ah estimate 
of all grades of rubber expected to be available for distribution in the 
three months following the date of the submission of the report; (e) 
carry out such other functions in respect of this Order as the Central 
government may from time to time assign to it.

purchase or ether acquisition of rubber will have to be done by 
applying to the Controller of Rubber Manufactures. Restrictions have 
been imposed on manufacturers from, or disposal of, stocks held by- 
manufacturers •

(Notification No. 271 (1) Tr. (i.E.R.)/42 
dated 24-3-1942: The Gazette of India 
lhctraerdimary, dated 24-3-1942, pages 
358 to 382.) Xr

Slnd House Rent Control Order, 1942. y

The Government Of Sind has promulgated the Sind Mouse Rent Control 
Order, 1942, which extends to the whole Province, buty comes into force 
en 1-4*1942 in the first instance in a few urban areas, including Karachi, 
and Hyderabad. A Sent Controller, appointed under the Order, is to 
fix a "fair rent"; such rent for a house is the rent charged on 1-12-1941 
or earlier, plus ten per eent.

(Notification No.S.D“ 133/13-A/56, dated 
30-3-1942? The Sind Gavernment Gazette 
Extraordinary, Part I, dated 3O“3“1942, 
pages 664 to 667),



Production

War Purchases of Supply Department up to 3l4jrl941
total Wdilieast Effect on Indus trlcsT^

The value of war purchases made by the Supply Department, Government 
of India, from the outbreak ef war to December Si, 1941, amounted to 
nearly Rs. 2300 millions.

Classified according to major trade groups, the figures weres- 

Rupees m millions

Engineering, Hardware Miscellaneous, etc. 976.7 
Cotton Textiles ... 604.1 
Wcd.len Materials ... 176.6 
Other Textiles ... 288.1 
Foodstuffs ... 161.6 
leather Materials ... 101.8 
Timber and Woodware ... 92.0

ggWVT-

It is to he borne in mind, however, that besides the purchases 
made by the Supply Department, considerable war orders were also 
placed by the purchasing organisation of the Defence Services.

(Indian Information, 1-4-1942.)

American Technical Mission to India ✓

The military situation in South-Eastern Asia emphasizes the need 
of developing as fully and as rapidly as feasible the industrial 
resources of India as a supply base for the armed forces of the United 
Nations in the Middle and Far East. The Government of the United States 
of America accordingly enquired, whether the Government of India would 
agree to the despatch to India of a Technical Mission which eould 
examine and report on the possibilities of American assistance in such 
developments. The Government of India have expressed their readiness to 
receive such a Mission.

The Eastern Group Supply Council warmly welcomed the decision to 
send a Technical Mission. A fresh survey of India's potentialities 
by those who can rapidly assess the assistance which the U.S.A. could 
give te developing production in India should prove of inestimable value 
both to India and to the Eastern Group as a whole.

Until the summer of 1941 when the effect of the Lease/Lend legis
lation in the United States began to be m felt in India, contacts 
between India and the United States had remained more or less normal. 
America was buying mica, manganese, and other raw materials from India, 
while India was buying from America motor vehicles, chassis, machine 
tools, and other things required for the war effort, as well as a large 
range of ordinary merchandise the flew of which was naturally restriotod 
by the dollar exchange position. With the establishment of the Indian 
Purchasing Mission in the united States, the position has changed. India 
has had to state very fully her case for Lease/Lend facilities, and



after a study of the documents presented to them by Sir Shawn Kham 
Che tty, the American experts suggested that India might benefit 
considerably by the visit of a Technical Mission frets America, jt 
is hoped that the Mission may he able to fill some of the gaps in 
India’s munitions production.

(Indian information, 1-4-1942.)

Development of Small-Seale Industries? Government
of India Convenes Conference.

On March 85t 23 and 24, 1942, a conference was held at New Delhi, 
at which representatives of the Department of supply of all provincial 
Governments, of some xapMUBmtJMCfckxw of the important States and a re
presentative ef the Chamber of Princes were present, to work out a scheme 
to increase the production of small scale industry with a view to meeting 
the largely increased requirements of the Apartment of supply.

In the year 1941*42 manufactured# °f small scale industry of the 
value of Ss. 49,800,000 were taken by the Deparbaent of supply. It is 
expected that additional orders for the manufactures of small scale industry 
to the extent of Rs. 51,000,000 will be placed in the year 1942-43.

It was agreed that all provincial Governments and States participating 
in the scheme should establish official agencies with whom the Department 
»f S»w3jp w©ttlh ftQn tract for the supply of certain goods which can suitably 
be 5S«1raS’Writ'“^'"iWCCl''Wale bnbnrtwioe.^ The provincial agencies would 
make their own arrangements through their «®Lrectors of industries and (or) 
Registrars of operative societies. The supply of raw materials, pro
ps p vision ef finance, instruction in manufacture, inspection during 
manufacture and final supply of goods to the Department of Supply would be 
done by the official agency. The Government of India would, however, 
give financial assistance within certain limits, if required. The Govern* 
ment of India expect to pay for these goods prices slightly higher than 
those for goods of organised industry.

This scheme will keep a large number of small scale rural and urban 
workers busy for the whole year. It would also increase the sources of 
supply for goods required by the Department of Supply and would also 
serve as an insurance against loss of production on account of dispersal 
of labour, damage to faetori.es, etc.

(Leader, 27*3*1942) • +•



f Mae

Chambers of Commerce urge Meed for Greater Price Control \x

In D©eember 1941 the Madras Chamber of Commerce in addressing 
the Associated chambers of Commerce of India quoted a specific instance 
of profiteering in Madras by certain holders of stocks of galvanized 
iron wire and stated that it was considered that market conditions 
generally were such as to warrant the Government of India taking drastic 
steps to control prices of not only foodstuffs which could perhaps be 
best dealt with on a provincial basis, but of iron, steel and hardware 
generally, yarn, dyes, chemicals and other products whieh could only be 
dealt with on an all-India basis.

The Associated Chambers requested the views of its Member Chambers 
on the point raised and, in particular, asked for details of the 
action taken by the provincial Governmentsin the matter of price control 
and the experience of the Chambers as to the efficacy or otherwise of 
such action.

The Committee of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce in rply stated that 
at the present time gross profiteering was almost universal amongst 
small merchants and up to the moment the Bombay Government appeared 
to have done little, if anyt&lng, be prevent it. A price controller 
had, however, recently been appointed and an advisory Committee was being 
set up, drawn from all classes and communities but, how effective this 
action was likely to be, it was impossible to say. The Committee added 
that it strongly supported the Madras Chamber's request that repre- 
cmatatlaiai ateBttid bi miHlm to the fibntral Government, and In new of 
the prevailing market conditions, urged that the Government of India 
should take drastic steps to control prices of all commodities, wmch 
could Wimt iitt on an all-India basis.

(Excerpts from the Proceedings of the 
Committee of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 
for January 1942. ) „y+

<



Employment

Progress of Technical Training Scheme.

There are at present 18,000 men under the technical training 
scheme started by the Government of India to meet war needs and some 
5,000 have already passed out to join the service and industry. This, 
it is claimed, more than realises the first aim set for the Government 
of India's SS* Technical Training Scheme to train or have under training 
15,600 men by March 1942. The aim now is to train 48,000 men by 
March, 1945, and since most centres now have sufficient equipment and 
special training centres have been opened for instructors, its achieve
ment will depend almost entirely on the £2&ee of recruitment. A 
hundred British instructors have boon brought from England and a number 
of "Kevin Boys" have now become instructors.

The first training centre under the seheme started working in 
January, 1941, and in just over a year 31o centres have been organised, 
of whieh 43 are in Indian States. The total number of seats has 
increased to 88,869} the most urgent need new is for more recruits.
The monthly stipends paid under the seheme have recently been increased 
from Rs. 25 to 27 in the ease of matriculates and from Rs. 20 to 
Rs. 82 in the ease of non-matriculates.

(Unofficial Note dated 1-4-1942 issued 
by the Principal information Officer, 
Government ©f india.),/^



Uagfcga 1 M^ates

Central Goverooent’s Order Prohibiting
Hasty5irrOT?~7------- ------

With a view te secure the efficient prosecution of the war, the 
Central Government has. in exercise of the posers conferred lay rule 
81A of the Defence of India Ruleszissued the felleving Order:**

(1) Ho person employed in any undertaking shall go ©nsstrike in 
connection with any trade dispute without having given to his employer, 
within one month before striking, net less than 14 days' previous 
notice in writing of his intention*t© dojv«-

(2) When any trade dispute has been referred to a Court of 
Inquiry or a Board of Conciliation under the Trade Disputes Act, 1929 
(VII of 1929), or for conciliation or adjudication under an order made 
under rule 81A of the Defence of India Rules, no person employed in 
any undertaking concerned in the dispute shall go on strike until the 
expiry of two months after the conclusion of the proceedings upon 
such reference.

(3) Sub-rule (6) of rule 81A of the Defence of India Rules shall 
ppply to the interpretation of this Order.

(The Gaze»e of India, part I, dated 
*7—3—1942, pages 50*7 to 308.)

' 5ju>,»cfCr of f owor to sProvlncial Governments to curb strikes under
**.....r.............................. Defence of India Rules. ~

Reference was made at pages 14 te 13 of our January 1942 rpport 
to the addition of a new section S1A to the Defence of India Rules so 
as to curb strikes and lock-outs. It is now notified that the powers 
conferred upon the Central Government by sub-rule (l) of rule 81A of 
the Defence of India Rules, excepting the power under clause (a) thereof 
to prohibit any strike or lock-out, shallf in respect of trade disputes 
within any Province be exercisable also by the Provincial Government*.

(Notification Ho. L.3005 dated 12-3-1942: 
The Gazette of India, part I, dated 
14-3-1942, page 561.)



Safety Measures

Air Raid Sheltera Ip Premisesi Amendment to
' Defence of India ftulesT

The Government of India has an ended the Defence of India Rules so 
as to provide that if in respect of any premises the Central Government 
or the Provincial Government considers it necessary or expedient so to 
do for the purpose of affording protection to persons living or employed 
therein or thereon, that Government may by order require the owner of the 
premises to construct therein or thereon an air raid shelter, wtifexswak 
within such period and in accordance with such requirements as to lay-out 
materials and construction as may be specified in the order#

If any person directed to construct shelters fails to do so, the 
Government has taken powers to construct the shelter and recover the 
cost from the owner of the premises#

(Notification No. 1293-0R/42, dated 7-3-1942S The Gazette 
of India, Part I, dated 14-3-1942, page 548). +



X4.at ®f the more important publications received in thia Office

Conditions of Work,-
f.1) Printed letter Ko. 6.-1721/4470-6.J. dated 4-9-1941 from the

Chief Secretary to the Government of Assam, General and Judicial 
Department, Shillong, to the secretary to the Government of India, 
Department of Labour, embodying the Report on the working of the 
payment ef wages Aet, 1936, for the year 1940.

(2) Report by the Railway Board on Indian Railways for 1940-41.
Vol. I. Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. 
price Rs. 5 or 6s.

Economic Conditions«-
(1) Government of the Punjab. Budget for the year 1942-43, with 

detailed Estimates of Revenue and Ejqpenditure. presented to 
the Legislative Assembly by order of His Excellency the Governor. 
Lahore: Printed by the superintendent, Government Printing, Punjab. 
1942.

(2) Proceedings of the meeting of the standing Finance Committee for 
Railways, 30th and 31st January, 1942. Vol. XVIII, Ho. 5 and 
14th February, 1942, Vol. XVIII, Ho. 6. Published by the Manager 
of Publications, Delhi. 1942.

(3) Government of Bombay. Civil Budget Estimates for the year 1942-43.
■ BomtscyT Prlnted *4 the Government Gentr*l Press. 1942. Pries

Rs. 3-6-o or 6s.
C Government Of Bombay - Budget Memorandum for 1942-43. Bombay:

*“ Printed at the Government Central Press. 1942. Price Rs. 2-2-g or
4s.

( 5) Government of Bengal. Board of Eeonomic Enquiry, Bengal. Progress 
Report of the Beard for the term 1939-41. Prepared and issued 
under the authority ef the Board by H.C. Chakravartl, Secretary,
Beard of Economic Enquiry, Bengal, superinterdent, Government 
Printing, Bengal Government Press, Alipore, Bengal. 1941.

Co-operation and Cottage industries.-
Report on the working of Co-operative Societies in the Madras 
Province for the co-operative year ended 30th June 1941. Printed ,
by the Superintendent, Government Press, Madras. 1942. Priee Re.l/-.

Organisation, Congresses, ete,-
(1) Speech of Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, President, Federation of Indian 

Chambers ef Commerce and industry, at the Fifteenth Annual Meeting 
held en 7th March, 1942, at Delhi. 1942.

(2) Federation ef Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, 23, Ferosshah 
Road, How Delhi. Report of the Proceedirgs of the Executive Cemnlttee 
for the year 1941-42. Vol. I. 1942.

(3) Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and industry, X 28, Ferosshal 
Road, Hew Delhi. Correspondence and relevant documents relating to 
important questions dealt with by the Federation during the year 
1941-42. Vol. II. 1942.



(4) piOsmtion of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry. Resolutions 
as finally recommended for the Fifteenth Annual meeting by the 
Committee. 1942.

(9} Speech of Sir ghri Ram, president, All-India organisation of 
Xttdctstrial Employers, at the Ninth Annual Meeting held on 8th 
March, 1942, at Delhi. 1942.

(6) All-India organisation of industrial Employers. Report of the
proceedings of the Committee for the year 1941-42. 28, Ferozshah
Bead, No* Delhi.

(7) Speech of Sir Chunilal B. Mehta, President, Indian Nationll 
Committee, International Chamber of Commerce, at the thirteenth 
annual meeting held on 8th March, 1942, at Delhi. 1942.

(8) International Chamber of Commerce, Indian National Committee.
Report of the Proceedings of the Committee for the year 1941-42. 
194^. 28, Ferozshah Read, Ben Delhi.

(29) Annual Report on the working of the Indian Trade Unions Act
(Aet XVI of 1928) for the Frevinee of Bombay, 1940-41. Bombay; 
Printed at the Government Central Press. Price As. 2 er 3d.
1942.

(10) Proceedings of the Annual General Meeting of the Associated 
Chambers of Commerce of India held In Calcutta on the 15th 
December, 1941. Bengal Chamber of Cosmerce, Calcutta.

....................

Q) R«®®rt Gf t*1 2 3? Asansol Mines Board of Health
fortSeyOar 1940-41. The Peoran tress, si, B» la ram Ghee e Street, 
Shambaacr, Calcutta.

Bducetiou.-
(1) Report on Public instruction in the North-West Frontier Province 

for the year 1940-41. Printed and Published by the Manager, 
Government Stationery and Printing, N.-W.F.P., Peslmwar. 1942. 
Price Rs. 3-2-0.

(2) Bureau of Education, India. Education in India in 1938-39. 
Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1941. 
price Rs. 3 or 5s.

(3) The Bombay Presidency Adult Education Association. Seventh 
Annual Report, 1941. K.R. Oama oriental institute Building,
136, Apollo Street, Museum hast, Bombay.
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NATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION

Government of India
'' Draft Bill to amend Indian Trade Unions Act 1926:

Provision for “Recognition* or Trade Unions, 1/

®xe Government of India lias circulated among employers ’and workers* 
organisations a Bill to amend the Indian Trade unions Act, 1926, which 
it proposes introducing in the Central Legislative shortly. The Bill 
seeks to provide for “recognition” of trade unions and define the 
rights and liabilities of recognised unions. A brief summary of the 
previsions of the Bill are given belowj

Conditions of Recognition.- A trade union of which not less than 
sevenly per'lSnF. of th^inembers are employees of the Central Government 
or of*Pederal Railway shall be deemed to be a trade union of employees 
of the Central Government or of a Federal Railway respectively- within- 
tho menning of thin arrMiw. A trade union shall not be entitled to 
recognition under this Aet unless it fulfils the following eodditions, 
namely:- (a) that it is, and has been for at least six months prior to 
the date of the application for recognition, a registered trade union;
( b) that itnlrules do not provide for the exclusion of members on 
communal or'religious grounds; (c) that its executive meets at least 
once a quarter; (d) any further condition that may be prescribed in 
this behalf by the appropriate Government: Provided that if such

union to hare a minimum number 
of members, the number fixed shall not exceed 9xm 30 per cent, of the 
total number' of workmen eligible for admission as ordinary members of 
the uni©*. 'Weofaitieh is accorded ©r withdrawn by the appropriate 
Government. A trade union recognised in any one Province shall be a 
recognised trade union in any othei* Province to which its operations 
extend.

Rights of a Recognised Union.- The executive of a recognised 
trade~uhlon shall be entitled to negotiate with the employer in respect 
of matters affecting the common interests of the members of the trade 
union, and the employer shall receive and send replies to letters sent 
by the executive on, and grant interviews to that body regarding, matters 
affecting the interests of the members of the union. Nothing in the above 
provision shall be construed as requiring an enployer to send replies to 
letters on, or grant interviews regarding, matters on which, as a result 
of previous discussion with the union or the members thereof, the employer 
has arrived at a conclusion whether in agreement with the executive or 
not. Any dispute between the employer and the executive as to whether 
a conclusion has been arrived at shall be referred to the Registrar whose 
decision shall be final.

(Summarised from a copy of the Draft Bill received 
in this Office from the Government of India).

(A copy of the Draft Bill was sent to Montreal with this Office’s 
minute A.8/302/42 dated 10-4-1942.) *. ■

Government of India,-
Weekly Holidays Act, 1942 (Act XVIII of 1942). 

References^ were made at page 1 of September 1941 report, pages
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2 to 3 of the February 1942 report and page 1 of the Mareh 1942 report 
©f this office to the weekly Holidays Bill, 1941. The Bill, as finally 
passed loy the Central Legislature, received the assent of the Governor 
General on 3-4-1942 and the text of the Act is published at pages 31 to 
33 of Part IV of the Gazette of India dated 11-4-1942,4.

Government of India,-

Industrial Statistics Act, 1942 (Act XIX of 1942).

References were made at pages 3 to 4 of February 1942 report and 
page 1 of iJSt'-'iarch 1942 report to the industrial Statistics Bill, 1942, 
The Bill, as finally passed by the Central Legislature, received the 
assent of the Governor General on 3-4-1942 and the text of the Act is 
published at pages 34 to 35 of Part IV of the Gazette of India dated 
11-4-1942.,.

SzxflxMlmKxxMaafemjn±fcyx3uue£t£xjixjtxx$x21A2x
Government of India,-

Draft Mines Maternity Benefit Rules, 1942.

The Government of India has gazetted the draft of the Mines 
Matemity Benefit Rules wnicn it proposes to adept to administer the 
Mines Matemitj Benefit *ct, 1941 (vide pages 1 to 2 of our November 
1941 report). The draft and criticisms thereon are to be taken into 
coaalderatiOB by 20~5-i>42-»

(Notification No. M1285 dated 23-4-1942: 
The Gazette of India, part I, dated 
25-4-1942, pages 776 to 778.)-r

Bombay. -
Extension of Factories Act to >ew Premises and Glasses of Works.

In exercise of the powers conferred by sub-sections (1) and (2) of 
section 5 of the Factories Act, 1934 (XXV/ of 1934) >ereiflaa<Le2E_-re£ei>f'ed

and in supersession of certain specified Government 
Notifications gazetted from time to time, the Government of Bombay has 
(a) extended all the provisions of the Factories Act to certain works 
specified in a schedule, ( b) extended all provisions relating to 
adolescents and children, and certain provisions relating to hours of 
work and safety to ar lithe works, and ( c) extended all or certain 
provisions of the Act to classes of small-scale factories the nature of 
which is described in a schedule. This schedule lists 29 classes of 
small-scale industries to which til»e-specified portions of the Act will 
apply.

(Notification No. 1822/34 dated 2-4-1942:
The Bombay Government Gazette, part IV-a, 
dated 9-4-1942, pages 140 to 145.)+
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U.P. -
Draft Amendment of U.P. factories Rulea, 1936.

The Government of the united Provinces has gazetted the draft of 
two amendments which it proposes making in the U.P. Factories Hules,
1935. The first defines what "urgent repairs” are and requires employers 
to furnish the inspector of Factories with a statement of the number of 
hours worked each day in the week by workers employed on urgent repairs. 
The second requires the employer to supply drinking water in mills free 
of cost and to have such supply periodically inspected by the Medical 
Officer. The expenses of such inspection are to be borne by the employer.

( Notifications Nos. 5204/XVIII-223-L and 
5204( 2)/ XVIII-223-L dated 21-4-1942: The 
U.P. Gazette, Part I4k, dated 25-4-1942, 
page 114.).+.

Gwalior State.-

Employers * Liability Act, 1998 ( Samvat) A-2-^ •

Reference was made at page 8 of our February 1942 report tp the 
Employers* Liability Act recently adopted by the Gwalior State. The 
main features of the A«tares (1) it is applicable to factories coming 
under the Gwalior, Factories,Act; (2) the Act bars defence of "common 
employment" inz#6rkmen’szj8'<Hfipensati©n eases; (3) risk is not to be 
deemed to have been assumed by the workman unless the employer proves 
that any risk involved in the employment was previously explained to the 
workman.

(Summarised from a copy of the 
Act sent to this Office by the 
Gwa li or Gove rnment.)r

(A copy of the Act was sent to Montreal with this Office’s minute 
D-l/359/42 dated 12-5-1942.)

Gwalior State. -

Employment of Children Act, 1998 (Samvat).

Reference was made at page 8 of our February 1942 report to 
the adoption recently by the Gwalior State of the Employment of 
ChiHren Act, 1998 samvat (corresponding to 1941-42). The Act pro
hibits the employment of children under 15 In any occupation connected 
with (1) the transport of passengers, goods or mail by railway,
(2) the manufacture of matches, explosives and fireworks.,. and (3) hand- 
ling^j>f goods within the limits of an air-port. 8«-©h£e^)loySerr£.W<tjA'/'* 2‘/*^A^ 
also prohibited in certain processes enumerated in a schedule *
( bidi-making, carpet weaving, cement manufacture, mtwcKxttkBg including 
bagging of cement, mica cutting and splitting, shellac manufacture, 
soap manufacture, tanning and wool cleaning. Other processes may be 
added to the schedule by notification.) The Act does not apply to 
family concerns. Before starting work involving any of the processes
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enumerated in the schedule referred to above, notice is to be given to 
the inspector appointed under the Act.

(Summarised from a copy of the Act sent to 
this Office by the Government of Gwalior 
State).

(A copy of the above Act was sent to Montreal with this Office’s 
minute L.1/359/42 dated 12-5-1942).T
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COHDITIONS OF WORK

Industrial Disputes.
Prohibition of Unnotified. Strikes In French India!
Govc^<;t*B iMbtafeeMjB** > Employers aadWorkers. Z

With a view to averting the consequences arising out of disputes 
between employers and employed, and in the Interests of public peace and 
order, the Government of French India has instructed both employers and 
workers, in case a lock-out or strike is decided upon, to give eight days* 
notice of such decision to the Inspection of Labour Department of the 
Government of French India, The Government have also stated that during 
the ear period no act in furtherance of unnotified strikes will be tole
rated and that public peace and order will be maintained by all means.
The non-observance of the procedure prescribed, state the Government, 
will be legally dealt with.

(The Hindu, 28th April 1942).

Madras Bus Drivers* Dispute;
Arbitrator submits Report.

Reference was made at page 8 of our November 1941 report to 
the appointment bythe Madras Government of sir Sidney Eurn, judge 
of the Madras High Court, to arbitrate in the dispute between the 
Madras Motor Drivers’ Association and the Madras ^us owners and ^s 

/geapanies arising out of the bus drivers* strike in July 1941. The 
arbitration proceedings commenced on 16-3-1942 and concluded on 
2-4-1942. It is understood that the award has been forwarded to 
the Government, but has not yet been published. (Further details 
will be given in our May 1942 report.)

(The Hindu, 20-4-1942). +

Bhadravati Labour Dispute:
Report of Oonolliatlon officer.

The report of the Chief Conciliator in the dispute between 
the Mysore paper Mills Labour Association, Bhadravati, and the 
Management of the Mills, which was recently published, details 
the several demands pub forth by the Labour Association, and the 
stage reached with regard to each demand by conciliation. The 
Labour Association had put forward to the management certain 
representations in respect of dearness allowance, minimum wage for 
women employees, leave and some specific demands In regard to the 
reinstatement of certain workers. The report points out that 
irrespective of the stage reached by conciliation, the Management 
had already agreed to many of the demands. They had agreed to 
grant an increase of Rs. 2-8 a month as dearness allowance to all 
daily rated staff for the period from 1-10-1941 to 30-6-1942, to



meet the provident fund eontributtons of the monthly rated staff during 
the above period, to give a minimum wage of six annas a day to all women 
engployees, and to grant two weeks’ leave which could be taken in instal
ments .

(The Hindu, 29-3-1942 .)

Labour Conditions in Kolar Cold Fields:
Mysore jgmtxxx Government order on Mat than Report.

Reference was made at page 11 of our September 1940 report to 
the appointment by the Government of Mysore of Dewan Bahadur K. Mat than, 
retired first Member of the Mysore Executive Council, to enquire into 
the corditions of labour employed on the Kolar Gold fields. Mr. Matthan 
had been requested by the Government to review the progress and, in 
the light of the existing conditions, the adequacy of the various 
measures of labour welfare adopted by the Mining Companies since 
1931, and to examine the specific representations made by the workers 
during the labour strike in July-August 1940. Mr. Matthan was also 
requested to examine to what extent the several measures of labour 
l^rislatlen 4» fwee the gtate had benefited the labour popu
lation in the Kolar Gold fields and to submit to the Government 
suggestions calculated to promote the object of such legislative 
enactments•

Mr. Matthan had submitted his report in 1941. The Mysore 
Government has recently passed orders on some of the reeemenda
tions made in the report. A brief summary of the Government action 
is. given below:-

’Recognition'of Unions.- Mr. Matthan had recommended the
recognition of labour associations, and urged the need for legislation 
in that behalf,as also for the settlement of industrial disputes. He 
had also recommended that a Labour Commissioner should be appointed 
for the Kolar Gold fields to guide the labour movement. The Mysore 
labour Act came into foree in August 1941. This has since been 
placed permanently on the Statute Book by the Mysore labour Act of 
1942. The Director of Industrial Planning and ex-officio Chief 
Inspector of Factories has been appointed the Commissioner of labour 
for the State with a full-time Assistant Commissioner of Labour 
stationed on the Kolar Gold Fields.

Amendment of Mysore Mines Act.- The recommendations about the 
Mysore Mines Act are under examination.
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Amendment of Workmen’s Compensation Aet.- An amendment of the 
yjr'-r'Umftn’a fiompenaatl on Act had been recommenced so as to enable the 
workmen sustaining injury from an accident, to receive compensation 
from the date of accident instead of after the ‘waiting period’ of 
several days. Ibis recommendation has also been pressed by the 
Labour Welfare Board, proposals on the subject will be placed before 
the Representative Assembly at its next session. The revision of the 
arrangements relating to ’silicosis’ is under consideration of 
Government.

It had been suggested that the Commissioner of Labour to be 
appointed should 2* assist workmen in cases under the Workmen's 
Compensation Aet where necessary. Suitable instructions have been 
issued to the Commissioner of Labour by Government in this matter.

Extension of Mysore Maternity Benefit Act.- in regard to re- 
nnmmftriAattons oh the extension of the Mysore Maternity Benefit *ct,
1937, proposals will be placed before the Representative -Assembly at 
its next session.

Workers’ indebtedness.- Mr. Mat than brought to the notice of the 
Government thatthe labourers on the fields do not appear to be generally 
aware of the several salutary provisions of the Money Lenders' Act 
(13 of 1939) and suggested the desirability of giving wide publicity 
to them among the labour population. The Act has been given such 
publicity, Government hope, that the Labour Associations, which have 
been since formed in each of the Mines, Will now take action to make 
the la bohrers aequalBA^d with the benefits aecruing under the Act.

Action by Management of Kolar Gold FieldsHolidays, provident 
Fond, .MWftSfT* Mr. gattaan had Wdej^hberHc dctiXiU in
his report certain recommendations directly to^e implemented ey the 
mining companies. Though the mining companies have granted to 
labourehd facilities like attendance bonus, underground outfit allow
ance, etc., Mr. Matthan states that the rules regarding service 
gratuity might have been more liberal. Regarding religious holidays, 
the mining companies have not yet been able to evolve a practical 
scheme for granting three days’ leave in a year with pay uniformly 
to workmen of all communities. They are not also in favour of the 
suggestion for a general increase in wages. Mr. Matthan has suggested 
that a provident Fund scheme on a contributory basis is preferable to 
the present scheme of service gratuity, but the companies state that 
the institution of such a scheme cannot be contemplated at this late 
stage in the life of the mines, and that apart from financial and other 
considerations, the working of such a scheme would involve insuperable 
difficulties. In respect of the gradual replacement of the present 
system of contract labour for underground work by a system of co
operative work, the eospanies state that as a result of their know
ledge of work requirements, they consider it essential to retain the 
existing contract system and point out that decisions regarding 
methods of work must rest with the management.

(The Hindu, 19-4-1942.)
The Report submitted by Mr. Matthan has not yet been published 

and labour representatives in the state are urging the Government 
to publish the report.

36 ( The Hindu, 23-4-lS42.) ^X



General. &

Labour Conditions in Delhi Province, 1939-40.*sX
'■ 1 — — 1— ..................... .. 1 1 " 11 «•

The following details regarding conditions of labour and the
working of the more important labour laws in Delhi province are taken
from the Annual Administration Report of Delhi Province for 1939-40:

Working of the Factories Act.- The number of factories regulated 
under the Factories Act, 1934, increased from 83 to 115. 39 new
factories were registered during the year and 7 factories ceased 
work and were removed from the register, of the 115 factories borne 
on the register at the end of the year, 111 were working (108 perennial 
and 3 seasonal), The total number of operatives employed was 17,400 
as against 15,398 in 1938. Apart from new fact’rdes, the increase 
was mainly in the textile mills. Might work was carried on throughout 
the year in the Delhi Cloth and General Mills and the Birla Cotton 
Spinning and Weaving Mills. Of the operatives employed 15,412 were 
males, 1,718 females, 90 adolescents and 180 ehildrdm.

©f the 111 factories actually working, 49 were inspected twice,
30 three times and 32 more than three times. The total number of 
inspections was 284 as compared with 190 during the previous year. 
Several additional visits were also made for the investigation of 
fatal and serious adeidenta. Mo prosecution was instituted during 
the year.

Werfeigg af thaj WmrkaBBnta CMBpaiisation Act.- of the two applications
under SeStiOn io ojf the Workmen's CoinpensiatlOn Act which were pending 
at the dose of the year 1938, one was dismissed. The other was 
decided ty the Commissioner on compromise by the parties for Rs. 360 
only. During the year 1939, seven applications were received under 
section 10 of the Workmen's Compensation Act for the award of com
pensation amounting to Rs. 6984/10/-. Two cases in which Rs. 132o 
were claimed were decided by the Commissioner on compromise by the 
parties for Rs. 723/8/5. One case wa3 withdrawn by the petitioner, and 
four eases were pending at the close of the year.

Rs. 3130 were deposited with the Commissioner as compensation in 
five cases of fatal accident. By private arrangement employers paid 
sums amounting to Rs. §212/4/7 in 28 oases of permanent disablement.
A sum of Rs. 1141/11/9 on account of 131 cages of temporary disablement 
was also paid.

Working of the Mines Act.- The total number of mines listed in the 
Delhi yrbTiinOe increased during the year under review from 11 to 26.
This increase is mainly due to the mm* withdrawal by Government of the 
exemption under the Indian Mines Act from the 14 stone mines. 13 mines 
were worked as against seven in the previous year. The daily average 
number of persona working was 42 underground, 1938 (including 389 
females) in open workings and 39 on the surface, no machinery was 
used but blasting was done in the stone mines. There was one fatal

* Annual Administration Report of the Delhi Province for 1939-40.
The Hindustan Times Press, New Delhi. Price Re. 1-6 or 2sh. pp.66.
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accident caused toy the falling of atones and overhanging earth and two 
serious aecidents due to the explosion of gun powder in ramming processes 
at the jhandewala stone mine. The health of the operatives was generally 
satisfactory. No prosecutions were instituted under the Indian Mines 
Aet.

Working of the Trade Disputes Act.- During the year 1939 no 
applldationswtore aacTe"and no action was taken under the Trade Disputes 
Act, 1929.

Working of the Trade Unions Act.- The number of registered 
trade~uhlons and federations increased from 24 in 1938-39 to 28 in 
the year under review. There was no withdrawal or cancellation of 
the certificate of registration of any trade union during the year.
Ihe total membership of registered trade unions and federations during 
the year was 27,741 and the aggregate elosing balance amounted to 
Rs. 14,912/14/1, as against 12,057/5/9 in the previous year,

The j Municipal officers and Servants Recruitment
Rules.7

The Government of the Central Provinces and Berar has issued 
rules prescribing the qualifications of candidates for employment 
as officers and servants of municipal committees in the Central 
provinces and Berar and laying down the procedure for their 
employment. The guiding general principles ares (1) no employee

toafd service, or convicted of
an offence involving moral turpitude can toe employed; (2) the age 
of candidates hhould not exceed 25, except in the ease of those of 
the scheduled ©a»te», for Whom fee mxIhbb age is 30; (3) then,
candidate should toe a permanent resident of the province; ( 4)/should 
possess certain prescribed minimum educational qualifications for 
particular jobs, like, Secretaries, Health officer, sanitary 
Inspector, Engineer, overseer, etc.

(Notification No. 2898-5202-K-XIII dated 
22-4-1942; The C.P. and Berar Gazette, 
Part III, dated 24-4-1942, pages 677 to
979.)u



ECON CM IC CONDITIONS.

Working Class Cost of hi v lag Index Numbers for Various
(IMhWwi f°r January 1»42.

The Index ntubers of the cost of living for working classes in 
various centres of India registered the following changes during January 
1942 as compared with the preceding months**

Bame of Centre Base*= 100 December 1941 January
Bematoy Tear ending June 1934 129 13V
Ahmedab ad Tear ending July 192*7 99 95
Sholapir Tear ending Jan. 1928 99 96
Nagpur January 192V 8V 88
Ludhiana 1933-38 163
Cawnpore August 1939 151 145
Patna (Average cost of living 

(r3aaaAiaigA9& for five 
(years preceding 1914 148 139

J am shod pur •da* -do- -do- 149 144
Jharia ••do— — do- 148 144
Madras Tear ending June 1936 121 11V
Madura Tear ending June 1936 114 110
Coimbatore Tear ending June 1936 118 118.

(Monthly Survey of Business Conditions in , 
India, January 1942, Volume lx, No.lO).?/

Progress of Shipbuilding Industry:
Over $0,000 men ttaployed. z

All the shipbuilding yards in India are now working to fttll 
capacity on the construction of naval vessels of various types required 
for use in war. Besides these, the building of several large mercantile 
vessels and floating docks also is in hand. Altogether, well ovei’
30,000 men are engaged in the various shipbuilding and repairing yards 
in the country. Though the Indian shipbuilding industry is itill,com
paratively speaking, in its infancy its present development marks a sub
stantial advance on the pre-war stage.

(The statesman, 5-4-1942.)b



II
—»«W.... artrat WTMHf, ramme.

He
«• v/
set ~up la Business*

Special grants te assist educated unemployed persons to develop 
industries of their own or to set up In business or trade are being 
sanctioned by the Bombay Government. The grants ere to be made
by the Director of Industries and Mil be (1) for the purchase of tools* 
implements and appliances or machines?* Including the cost of erection; 
(W) to enable a recipient to tide over the early stages of manufacture 
on a commercial scale; (3) te help meet losses due te poor production 
In the beginning; and (4) for working capital in special eases. A grant 
will not ordinarily ozecod Rs. 1*000 mad In no ease will bo more than 
Rs. 2,000 without the special sanction of the Government. If a grant 
is sanctioned for two or mere per sens for a joint undertaking* however, 
the total sum may be equal to what w«uld have been admissible to each 
of them separately.

Fifty per eent. of this grant will be considered as a subsidy* and 
the remaining fif^ty per cent, will be treated as a lean from the 
Government free of any Interest and repayable in Instalments*

(Press Note Ho. P-37'7, dated 81-4*1942, Issued 
by the Director of Information, Bombay)•
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AGRICULTURE

pood Production Conference, Rev; Delhi, 6 and 7-4-1942

& Conference of representatives of Provinces and several States in
India was held on 6 and 7-4-1942 under the auspices of the Government 

/
of India to consider problems relating to the countryS food supply;
Mr. Barker, Member for Education, Health and Lands, Government
of India, presided. A brief summary of the proceedings of the 
Conference is given below:

presidential Address: present Shortage of Food Supplies.- in 
the course of his presidential speech,Mr. sarker declared that the 
virtual cessation of rice imports from Burma has caused an appreciable 
gap in the total supply of rice for home consumption. V/ith £he growing 
demand for wheat, for which also India has to depend now on its own 
resources,.the country is faced with a shortage of supply. As supplies 
of these two main articles of food are short, the public is increasingly 
consuming other foodstuffs, such as barley, bajra, jowar, etc. The 
result is that there is a sharp rise in their prices also. The task 
of the Conference, he urged, should be to formulate a practicable 
programme to meet the threatened shortage during the war, particularly 
in the next 12 months or so.

Rice position.- In normal years, India is self-sufficient in 
respect of her food requirements except for rice which she has to 
import from Burma to the extent of about 1.4 million tons a year, 
which represents a little over 5 per cent, of the total rice production 
and about 2.5 per cent, of the total food production of the country.
The average production of rice in India is 26.5 million tons. This, 
however, does not meet the requirements of India inf in full and 
has to be supplemented by imports. In the current year, however, 
the position in regard to this crop has seriously deteriorated. The 
internal production has declined by about .9 million tons, despite 
the fact that the crop in Eengal and Madras is much larger this year.
It is apprehended that this short crop cnm5 ng on -the top of cessation of 
imports from Burma will increase the net deficit of India’s supply of 
rice to nearly 2.3 million tons on the basis of normal consumption.

Wheat Position.- The position in regard to wheat Is also un
satisfactory . Normally, the yield of wheat In India is just over 10 
million tons of which about one-third is accounted for by the Punjab, 
which along with Central India, sind, C.P. and the U.P. have a surplus 
of about .9 million tons — Punjab alone accounting for .545 million tons 
of wheat and 128,000 tons of wheat flour - against an estimated normal 
deficit of 731,000 tons of other provinces and states. In normal 
years, India would thus appear to have a net surplus for export and 
other requirements.

present Difficulties.- The analysis of the present position 
shows that there is a deficit of 2.3 million tons in rice and 350,000 
tons in wheat, which in turn will cause heavy pressure on other food
stuffs. The position has been further aggravated by the fact that a 
very heavy strain has been placed upon the transport system of the
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country. When further one takes into account the possibility of a |
dislocation in the transport system, the seriousness of the situation !
becomes obvious. In view of all these considerations as well as of the 
fact that one can no longer depend upon imports to make up any abnormal 
deficit in the production owing to vagaries of the season, it is i
incumbent that a drive be made to increase production of India’s food 
crops to the utmost in every part of the country.

Resolutions: i
11) "Grow More Food Campaign1'.- The main resolution recommended ’

to the provincial Governments to drav; up programmes for the ’’grow more 
food campaign”. The resolution appeals to the provincial Governments to 
make arrangements to ensure the availability of adequate supplies of 
seed for suitable varieties of crops and for the supply of manure and 
to improve the existing water supplies and give liberal grant of tacavi 
loans and concessional rates for seed, manure and irrigation charges.
The conference also asked the provincial Governments.either to forgo 
land, revenue and rent or charge concession rates for a specified period 
on lands newly brought under cultivation provided food and fodder crops 
are grown on them.
(2) Disposal of Surplus Food.- With a view to countering any appre- 

hension that the drive for increased food production might result in 
such an augmentation of output as seriously to.affect the saleability 
of the crops, the conference recommended to the Government of India to 
undertake in such circumstances to bqy such quantities of foodstuffs in 
the open market as would prevent any serious deterioration in the 
level pf prices.

(3) Improvement of Internal transport.- By another resolution, 
the conference recommended to the Government to take steps to revive, 
encourage and develop indigenous transport in order to meet the 
increasing transport difficulties.

(4) Central Food Advisory Council.- The Conference also 
suggested the establishment of a Central Food Advisory Council by the 
Government of India as a co-ordinating body whose functions would be 
to pool, study and disseminate all available information; to plan on 
an all-India basis the food and food production programme and to advise 
the authorities responsible about equitable distribution of the available 
food stocks.

(The statesman, 8-4-1942).
Informal Conference,- Following the Food Production Conference, 

the Hon. Mr. H.R. sarker met informally the representatives of provinces 
and States who attended the Conference to find out what action they 
proposed to take to implement the resolutions adopted at the Conference 
and what scope there was for increasing the acreag'e under food crops 
in their respective areas during the forthcoming kharif and rabi 
seasons, it was ascertained that provided tbe climatic conditions are 
normal, the British Indian provinces and the States which were re- 
presented,namely, Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda, Kashmir and Indore will 
aim at an increase of 7 million acres under food crops which will 
normally yield 1.7 million tons of food. A substantial portion of this 
will be available before April, 1943. The realization of this expected 
result will, however, largely depend on the monsoon.

(The statesman, 14-4-1942.)



WMBI83I0SAI, WOTOBS, aALAKIBB EMPLOYES AMD PUBLIC 3ERVA»Tgfr

Hours of Work in Government Offices In Bombay Province.^

The Government of Bombay y has prescribed revised hours of work 
for Government of flees la Bombay City and in the Bombay suburban District 
other than those for ihleh hours are prescribed by the High Court* The 
revised hours are»-

Week days • 10 am a.m. to 5 p.m. (without any grace)
Saturdays - 10 a.m. to 1.30 p.m. (without any grace)*

The Beads of Offices may give a recess of up to half an hour on 
all working days except Saturdays to those who may require It* The 
Government has also prescribed the following revised hours of work for 
peons in all Government Offices In Bombay City other than those under 
the control of the High Court! Week days - 9.15 a.m. to 6*30 p*m*> 
Saturdays - 9.IS a*m* to 4 p.m* Recess of up to one hour on week days 
and up to half an hour on Saturdays will be allowed to peons* In the 
mefuasil the Commissioners of Divisions have been authorised to prescribe 
advanced hours for offices in places selected by them.

(Press Note No. P.352, dated 18-4-1942, issued 
by the Director ef Information, Bombay).^
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CO”OPERATION AND COTTAGE INDUSTRIES*

Aid to Hand-loom Weavers in Hyderabad state;
Ra° $400,000 aanctionedo

■ Shortage of Yam.- Following the outbreak of the war, the supply 
of yarn to handloom weavers in Hyderabad fell considerably, due partly 
to Increased consumption of yarn in the textile mills for the production 
of cloth and partly on account of the fall in yam imports and the 
resulting increase in cost* With a view to alleviating the distress 
caused to weavers by shortage of yam, the Government of Hyderabad adoptee 
a two-fold programme: (1) of assisting the textile mills to produce more 
yam and cloth by permitting -them to work beyond the stipulated number 
of hours permitted under the Hyderabad Factories Act, and (2) of making 
supplies of yam to handloom weavers at a cheap price. Action in the 
former case has already been taken under a notification Issued recently.
The Government has now accorded sanction to a schemexsahaa estimated to 
cost Rs. 400,000 non-recurring and Rs.14,000 recurring to implement the 
second proposal.

Agreement with Mills.- The textile mills in the State have agreed 
to make available to Government 5 per cent, of the whole yarn, pro due tionj 
the price for the y^am to be fixed on the same basis as fixed
by the Supply Department of the Government of India for the supply of 
cloth for war purposes. The textile mills have also agreed to devote 
at least 15 per cent, of the loom capacity for war supply. If 25 per cent 
of the loom capacity is devoted for war supply It will not be obligatory 
on them to give 5 per cent of the yam forsake of handlooln weavers.
The quantity of yam that will be available from the mills for purposes 
of the present scheme will be approximately 587,000 lbs. per annum. The 
counts of yam to be obtained will be determined later in consultation 
with the different mills. It Is not proposed at present to take over 
the full quantity of yam to be supplied but the quantity will be in
creased a3 the organisation to be set up in this connection is expanded.

Objects of Organisation.- The objects of the organisation which is 
to be set up under the scheme, for the production and sale of handloom 
cloth, are (1). the production of fabrics for war purposes, and (2) (a) the 
production,under the supervision of Government, of clothes of cheaper 
variety to serve as standard cloth and1 Sx sale to poor people; and (b) 
the setting up of depots for the sale of yam at cheap rates to weavers 
in those areas where the production of cloth under the supervision of the 
Government is not possible or is difficult. The latter step is contempla
ted only in cases where the difference in the price of yarn supplied by 
the mills under the present scheme and the market rate of yam Is very 
great. It is expressed that this would assist in regularising the yam 
market and help the weavers in obtaining yam at cheaper rates. j

Weaving Centres.- In order to carry out the scheme, at least 
twelve centres will be established with demonstration staffs attached to i 
each. Seven of these are already in existence and provision has been 
made In the present scheme for the establishment and staffing of the 
regaining five at fee annual recurring cost of Rs.14,000.

(Hyderabad Inf brmation , April 1942 issue),/



5th All-India Co-operative Conference, Nagpur,
■—-----— 5-4-1942 ~ ~————

4 and

The Fifth Session of the All-India Co-operative Conference was held 
at Nagpur on 4 and §c|-1942 under the presidentship of Dewan Bahadur 
K.V. Brahma,oriel3sSmmary uf’thS proceedings ill*given "below.

presidential Address.- in his presidential address, read at the 
Conference, Mr. Ramdas^kantulu referred to the present International 
situation and the need for planned and organised post-war reconstruction 
and observed that the fundamental principles on which such readjustments 
and reconstruction will proceed will he co-operative in character.

After putlining in detail the measures in progress for the 
rehabilitation of the co-operative movement in certain provinces,
Mr. Ramadas Pantulu referred to the action of the Madras Government 
on the report of the Committee on Co-operation set up by the Congress 
Ministry and said that the method adopted in dealing with the Committee’s 
report was mainly one of executive legislation under rule-making power 
at a time when the Legislature did not function and even normal facilities 
for interpellating the Government on issues involved were non-existent,,
He felt that the rule-making powers under the Co-operative Societies’
Acts in force in various Provinces should be more precisely, defined and 
provision made to give the legislature an opportunity to examine the 
rules framed by the executive with power to veto or modify them whenever 
the legislatures felt it necessary or expedient to do so. The net 
result of the action of the Madras Government on the report is to 
considerably enlarge the official control over the movement and make 
departmental interference with the working and internal management of 
co-operative institutions almost a normal feature of co-operative law 
and order in Madras. He urged the Government to base the Co-operative 
Societies Acts on truly co-operative principles and to so administer 
those Acts as to ensure the essentially popular and democratic character 
of the movement. So long as the responsibility for the proper working 
of the institutions is laid on the shoulders of non-officials and 
vast and detailed powers of direction and control over the movement 
are vested in the official agency, he felt that there^S^no
genuine scope for non-official initiative and enterprise in Co-operation.

Finally, he pointed out that the success of planned co-operation 
depends on the efforts of men and women educated and trained in time 
co-operative ideals and methods and suitably equipped for the task of 
preaching those ideals and methods to the masses so as to bring about 
a change in their outlook on life and their standard of living, that 
is, co-operative workemu must have the requisite mlssionary spirit if 
they are to be genuinely engaged in the promotion of the co-operative 
movement.

Resolutions;
( l) Organisation of Handspinning and Weaving.- The Conference 

adopted a resolution urging the Governments oi* the Pr ovine e& and States 
to make an earnest endeavour to increase the production of cloth and 
encourage the formation of hand spinners and weavers’ societies on a 
co-operative basis all over the country by giving adequate financial and 
other help necessary for their successful working.



(2) Reduction of Freight Rates for Societies.- By another resolution 
the conference urged the Government to introduce special concessional 
railway rates for the transport of cattle and sheep to co-operative 
societies.

(3) Increased Food Production.- As the war has created Severn 
economic distre^which has been further aggravated by the dislocation 
of transport, ±his Conference urged upon co-operative organisations 
in India to take immediate steps (1) to promote an Increase in the 
acreage in food and fodder crops; (2) to arrange for the adequate 
stock and supply of foodstuffs and other necessaries of life; and 
(3) to stimulate the production of finished goods on cottage industry 
basis in rural areas.

( 4) Reduction in irrigation Charges.- A resolution was passed 
urging the Government to grant total remission on reduction in Irri- 
gational charges in ee case the crops of cultivators are totally 
destroyed or suffer considerable damage by inadequate supply or lack 
of supply of caiial water at the proper time- there ought to be at least 
one non-official representative of the co-operative societies in the 
Divisional or District Canal Committees constituted "by the Government 
to safeguard the interest of the members of co-operative societies.

( 5) Preference for Products of Societies.- The Conference strongly 
urged Government, while distributing orders for the supply o<£ war and 
other requirements^ to give preference to the products of industrial 
marketing and other co-operative societies and for the purpose to 
utilise the agEHExas agency of the co-opdrative departments to stimu
late production and supply of such requirements .

(6) Training of Women Co-operators.- The Conference expressed 
the opinion that the "full development of co-operation requires the active 
association of women within the co-operative fold, particularly in the 
sphere of home industries, thrift, better living and rural reconstruction 
It requested co-operative departments and institutes to train and appoint 
women organisers to popularise various types of co-operative activities 
amongst women.

Office-bearers.- office-bearers of the All-India Co-operative 
Institutes Association and ibhe Indian Provincial Co-operative Banks 1 
Association who were electe^a^f^Mr. V. Ramadas Pantulu was elected 
president of both the Associations and Khan Mohammed Bashir Ahmad 
Khan, secretary, All-India Co-operative Institutes’ Association, and 
Mr. L. Mulraj Bhai (Punjab), Secretary, Indian Provincial Co-operative 
Banks’ Association. Mr. R. Satyanarayana was elected joint Secretary, 
All-India Co-operative Institutes’ Association.

(The Hindu, 5 and 9-4-1942«,)



Progress of Go-operative Movement in India, 1939-40.

The statistical statements relating to the Co-operative Movem^-a-h 
in India in 1939-40 give a detailed record of the main statistics 
relating to co-operative societies in the several provinces of 
British- India (with the exception of Baluchistan, where the co
operative movement has, as yet, made little progress), and In the 
Indian states of Mysore, Baroda, Hyderabad, Bhopal, Gwalior, Indore, 
Kashmir, Travancore and Cochin for the year 1939-40.

Humber of societies and Membership.- The principal types of 
co-operative societies in India are (a) centra1 societies (including 
provincial and central banks and banking unions), ( b) Supervising 
and Guaranteeing Unions, ( c) Agricultural Societies (including cattle 
insurance societies and land mortgage banks and societies) and (d) Non- 
Agricultural societies (including other insurance societies). The 
number of societies of all kinds Increased from 122,196 in 1938-39 
to 136,879 during 1939-40. The number of societies per 100,000 in
habitants was 42.5 in British India and 40.9 in Indian States 
for which figures are available and 42.3 for the whole of India.
The total number of members of primary societies in India increased 
from 5,374,112 in 1938-39 to 6,081,570 in 1939-40. The number of 
members of primary societies per 1000 inhabitants was 19.1 In British 
India and 16.9 in Indian States for which information is available, and 
18.8 for the whole of India. The working capital for all India rose 
from Rs. 1,065,575 in 1938-39 to Rs. 1,070,989 in 1939-40 and the 
working capital of co-operative societies expressed in terms of 
annas per head onpopulation stood at 55 in British India and 37 in Indian 
States for which information is available and 53 for the whole of India.

Finances.- In 1939-40, 600 Provincial and Central Banks with a 
membership of 80,095 individuals and 104,130 societies had reserve 
funds amounting to Rs. 19,472,019, working capital amounting to Sxx 
Rs. 292,150,957 and profits amounting to Rs. 3,749,080. There were 
118,744 agricultural societies with a membership of 4,098,426 in 
1939-40, having reserve A funds amounting to Rs. 71,188,900, working 
capital amounting to Rs. 305,097,267 and profits amounting to 
Rs. 921,689. Similarly, in the case of non-agricultural societies,
16,747 societies with a membership of 1,855,014 had reserve funds 
amounting to Rs. 22,734,491, working capital amounting to Rs. 276,952,617 
and profits amounting to Rs. 6,212,670. (/"+•

*• Department of Commercial intelligence and Statistics, India. 
Statistical Statements relating to the Co-operative Movement in 
India fsazsofc during the year 1939-40. Publ i shad by Manager of 
Publications, Delhi. 1942. Price Re. 1-12 or 2s.6d„ PP. 23.
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LIVXSG CONDITIONS.

Spare Time.
Expanding Activities of the Labour Welfare

Bombay. /' ' '
In pursuance of Its policy for the amelioration of the condition 

of Industrial labour, the Government of Bombay is expanding the activi
ties of Its Labour Welfare Department. Several large aid small re
creation centres have been started by this Department in Bombay City, 
Abmedabad, Sholapur and Hubll, some of them in special buildings cons
tructed by the Government end others in rented buildings. These centres 
provide labourers with the means of devoting their leisure time to 
healthy activities. Among the amenities provided are Indoor and outdoor 
games, gymnasia, libraries, leetures, dramas, cinemas, art exhibitions, 
music, literacy classes and the like. Female teachers have been engaged 
to give lessens to female workers in sewing, knitting and similar essen
tially feminine work.

The Department has also started an Industrial Training Workshop at 
Abmedabad which receives apprentices and imparts instruction in ele
mentary engineering work. The primary aim of the Workshop is to afford 
help in solving the problem of industrial unemployments it is also 
intended to assist in raising the standard of skill and efficiency of 
those tho art wgSgH S® ofermldwoe in the textile Industry.

‘ additions to the building* of the
Labour Welfare Department and introduced other schemes for labour welfare. 
AW“tef“Stswas easmarted cm thia account In 1941-42, be bo spent 
on the purchase of machinery for a second workshop and providing a 
gymnasium building at Abmedabad, erecting a storey on each of the gymnasia 
buildings at DeLisle Bead, Worli and Naigaum in Bombay City, providing 
water taps and shower baths at these centres and at one centre at 
Abmedabad andi lastly, on starting a new scheme of circulating libraries 
in Wbe various industrial centres. The purchase of machinery had to 
be postponed due to war conditions but the eon street! cm of a ^naaasium 
building end shower baths at Abmedabad is expected to be completed early 
next year* The eons traction of shower baths for Worli, Naigaum and De 
Lisle Road recreation centres was completed duzdng January 1942; and 
the construction of a storey on each of the three gymnasia buildings at 
these centres is expoetod to bo complete by the end of March. The 
scheme of circulate ng libraries has already been launched in Bombay, 
ghelapur and Hubll.

(Tress Mote N©» P.298, dated 31-3-1942, issued 
by the Director of Information, Bombay).^



ORGANISATION, CONGRESSES, ETC.

Workers' Organisations.
Progress ofTrade Un ion las In India, 1959-40*,/

■wW.yH Trade Unions.- As In pre ▼ions years, 
iflnrwlivi .................only tie 'trade unions which (a) arethe statistics gf.________________ _____________ ____ „____„

registered under the Indian Trade Unions Aet, 1986, and (b) bare sub
mitted returns* Registration under the Aet, with, the consequent sub
mission of returns, is not eempulsory* According to the Bombay Labour 
Office Gazette for May 1940, there were in Bombay on the 31st March 1940, 
190 unions with a membership of 187,738 of lhieh 80 with 156,135 members 
were registered*

Statistics ofUnlona and Membership.- The total number of regis- 
tered^Erade unions ibereased from 868 in 1938-39 to 666 in 1939-40; Of 
the 666 unions, 450 submitted annual returns* The number of registered 
trade unions inereused in all the Provinces except Bengal ifclch recorded 
a decrease of three trade unions. There were increases In membership 
in all provinces except Bihar, C.P. and Berar, the Punjab and Sind*

18,618* The figures for 1939-40 are the highest yet recorded; they show 
an increase of 7,667 ever the previous year's figure* 3*6 per cent, of 
the members of Me trade unions which submitted returns were women, as 
compared vlth taT jgeg SWM .M We pravioa year*

Q«immisirt^hhd\i»Aiys^ ymsda*- The total Income and the balance in 
head <#' ’Me MbiaWfktf 'i^ado uhlons increased frosr*889,822 in 1938-39

Ra*611,464 to Ra.789,937 respectively. 
The average income for 1939-40 was Rs* 8,491*5 per union and Rs* 8-3-1 
per member, as compared with Rs* 8,858*4 and Rs* 8-3-8 respectively In 
1938-38.

The Textile Labour Association, Ahmedabad, maintained a political 
fund and had a balance of Rs* 15,669 though there was no Income during 
the year*

Withdrawals and Cancellations.- 96 unions ceased to exist or had 
their eer tifieafifl bf re^i Strata on cancelled during the year (1 in Assam,
58 In Bengal (including 1 dissolved), 18 in Bombay, 1 in Central Provinces 
and Berar, 12 in Madras, 2 in the North-West Frontier Province, 10 in the 
Punjab and 6 in the United Provinces). The certificate of one federation , 
(In die Punjab) wfflK cancelled during the year*

general*- The Indian Trade Unions Act, 1986, remained unchanged 
da ring" J»ar. 78 unions in all (Bengal 27, Bihar 5, Bombay 8, C.P.
end Berar 7, Madras 18, Punjab 5, Sind 3, mad U.P* 5) have been recognised 
for purposes of eleetions to the labour seats In the Provincial Legis
lative Assemblies.

£

*Note on the working of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926y^>r the year
1939-49, together with statistics for that year* Publidned by the 

Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. Price Annas I or 8d.



Special Meeting between A.I.K.*'. and Railway Board,
' Rew Delhi, 15-4-*l94§. ,x *

Work of Railwaymen under Emergency Conditions.- At a special 
meeting held 13-i-r§f^r"between the Railway Doard and a deputation 
of the All-India Railwaymen’s Federation led by Mr. jamnadas Mehta, 
the Chief ComHitaaloner of Railways stressed the important role railways 
had to play in present-day circumstances and invited the co-operation 
of the Federation in keeping the railways running, whatever the emergency. 
It was essential that all railwaymen should stay at their posts under 
all circumstances until ordered to leave. Mr. Mehta promised the whole
hearted co-operation of the A.I.R.*. in this matter.

Dearness Allowance.- The dearness allowance, it was urged, should 
be increased and extended to staff drawing up to Rs. 150 per month. This 
demand, it was explained, was meant to restore the purchasing power of the 
employees to their pre-war level and not for any betterment. It was 
agreed that this matter should be discussed at a special meeting shortly.

Curtailment of Over-time Payment.- it was represented that there 
should be no curtailment or overtime payment. The Chief Commissioner 
explained that it was not proposed to interfere with the rules regarding 
grant of overtime.

Evacuation Concessions.- The A.I.K.^. urged that the evacuation 
conceFsibri to employees should be enhanced to grant advance of two 
months’ wages. The Chief Commissioner stated that orders had already

«ffost *s regards staff drawing Rs. 30 and less. It 
was also urged that advances should be recovered in 20 instalments 
commencing with the fourth month after it was received, as the present 
rules eausedhardshlp. The Chief Commissioner promised to look into 
the question.

Recognition of Unions.- All Unions affiliated to the A.I.^.F. t

Collection of Subscriptions.- The subscriptions to the Unions, 
it-va'i represented, should be collected through the pay-sheets. It 
was explained that the men normally engaged in such work would be 
engaged on propaganda work and therefore collection throggh pay-sheet 
would be greatly appreciated. The Chief Commissioner stated that 
there was probably legal objections to such a course and he would have 
to obtain expert opinion on the subject.

Compensation for war injuries.- The Federation desired to know 
for what compensation the workmen and their dependents will be eligible 
if injured or killed as a result of enemy action. The Chief Commissioner 
explained that in the state Railway Establishment Code there was pro
vision for injury pensions and other pensions.* the circumstances in 
which these would be applicable were under examination. An extra 
allowance amounting to 25 per cent, of wages, it was urged, should 
be granted to staff working under war conditions in danger xone3.<s- 
The Chief Commissioner stated he would consider the request.

(The Statesman, 27-4-1942



soqufc POLICY IN WAR TIME
Wage a

Dearness Allowance and war Beaus in Textile Mill Industry ef 
Boag'feayV"»siH'ew by Cnairnan, yillowners11 Association.

in the course of his presidential address at the Annual General 
Meeting of the Millowners’ Association, Bombay, held on 24-3-1942, 
at Bombay, Sir Vi/thal Chandavarkar, M.L.A., Chairman of the 
Aaseeiation, reviewed at some length the activities of the 
A8noeiation during 1941 and the repereusalens of the war on the 
economic position of the textile mill industry and labour conditions. 
The more important points in the address are briefly noticed below;

Textile Production for War Needs.- The Millowners’ Association, 
Bombay, he pointed out, had, from the very commencement of the war, 
expressed in no uncertain terms its dissatisfaction with the organisa
tion of and the purchase policy adopted by the supply Department of 
the Government of India. The Committee of the Association had from 
time to time a series of discussions with various officers of the 
Government without tangible results. Things continued to be un
satisfactory till the end of August, 1941, When Sir Head. Mody became 
Member for Supply• The various problems affecting supplies have since 
been tackled in a businesslike manner} a compact organisation con
sisting of the planning and purchase side of the Department ef Supply 
has been transferred to Bombay; stills have been given six months’ 
running contracts and Government have established a non-official 
Panel of Industrial Advisors to help them in an matters concerning

Labour conditions;
. m bbww IWfoam.- The Association granted, as recommended 

by the Raa^S&r inquiry Comarf.ttoe, a dearness allowance at a flat 
rate of As. 2 per day from December 1939, payable to all employees 
drawing less than Rs. 150 per month. This dearness allowance was 
Intended to cover variations in the officill cost of living index 
figure between 105 and 123, and it was made elear than an adjustment 
in the rate would be necessary if - and only if - the index number 
fell outside the limits of 105 and 123 for a period of three 
consecutive months. Towards the middle of July 1941, it was under
stood that the cost of living index number was likely to be in the 
neighbourhood of 126 for the month of July. Though the question of 
adjusting the dear food allowance did not arise immediately, it was 
taken u# by the Committee promptly, and on their recommendations a 
new sliding soalc of dear food allowance was given effect to from 
July 1941. The Association would have been justified in delaying 
action for a period of 3 months under the terms on which the 
dear food allowance was originally introduced, but consistent with 
their policy of giving labour a fair deal, the Committee thought 
that no time should be lost in giving relief to the workers against 
raising prieos. The new scale of dear food allowances provided for 
a gradual increased rate of allowance in proportion to the rise in 
the working class cost of living index from 124 to 143, a dear food 
allowance of Rs. 4/8 per month being payable at 124 and Rs. 9 at 
142 for a month ef 26 working days. The highest allowance so far 
received by workers was Rs. 7/14 in the month of January 1942 when the 
official cost of living index number stood at 137. With the addition



©f the Interim increase, which wd8 introduced immediately on the 
publication of the interim Meport of the Bombay Textile Labour 
Enquiry Committee and the new soales of dear food allowances, the 
wages in the industry are the highest on record, and compare very 
favourably with those paid in 1926 when a lo-hour day was being 
worked.

War Bonus.- At on^k stage in the strike which took place in 
1940, the flonmiTttee were asked by Government as to whether they could 
give an undertaking te the effect that the owners would be prepared 
to give a war bonus to their workers if increased profits were made by 
the Industry as a result of war conditions as soon as the extent of 
these profits had been determined. The Committee felt that the distri
bution of war profits if and when earned should be considered not only 
in relation to the mill industry of Bombay, but also in other centres 
as also Jtnxmthmx with referenee to all ether industries in the country, 
and in their reply indicated that the principle of allowing employees 
a share at times when abnormal profits were made would similarly entitle 
employers to demand that workers should accept the logical corollary 
of a reduction in wages at a time when losses were incurred, which 
labour had not agreed to in the past. Moreover, dieoussion on the 
question of a war bonus and the giving of an undertaking as desired 
by Government in regard to the distribution of profits, which had yet 
to accrue at some day, and might not accrue at all, would, the 
Committee pointed out, ©reate false hopes in the minds of workers, 
and Instead of facilitating the restoration of peaceful conditions in

-would undoubtedly lead te a state
of eontinuod unsettled conditions. The Committee, however, indicated 
that the A-aeeeiafcion, eousiutsnt with its desire to give a square deal 
to labour, weald bo prepared to give an assurance to Government that 
the Cotton Mill Industry of Bombay would consider sympathetically 
any reasonable proposal for the grant of a war bonus or allowance 
if the Industry were to make profits on the same scale as those made 
in the years 1918 to 1921 Inclusive, provided similar assurances 
were obtained from all ether large scale industries throughout the 
country. The Committee also made it clear that before making appro
priations for the grant of war bonus or allowances, it would be 
necessary to take into consideration not only the levels of increments 
in wages and other taxations then in operation and claims of the 
shareholders to an adequate return on their investments, but also the 
faet that a very large section of the industry in Bombay had for 
many years only been able to make meagre allowances for depreciation, 
renewals and replacements of machinery, and they had, in addition, 
very large eapital and funded debts and other liabilities to discharge. 
The question of war bonus was gix again raised by Government in our 
discussions with them on the question of the revision of the scale 
of dear food allewanee, but the Committee reiterated their objection to 
the payment of such bonus, and stated that the time had not arrived for 
the consideration of this question. Early in November 1941, the 
attention of the Committee was drawn to notices which had been served 
on certain members by their operatives asking for a bonus, an increase 
in dearness allowance an increase in basic wages. Government at this 
stage again got into touch with the Association for two reasons: 
firstly they were anxious to avoid dislocation of work and
secondly they felt that the profits made by mills in recent months



justified the grant of a war bonus to workers. The natter was
carefully considered by the Committee, and although some of sy colleagues 
felt that there was no justification for the grant of a war bonus, 
taking a long and broad view of things, the Committee unanimously 
came to the conclusion that a war bonus equivalent to As. 2 in the 
rupee on the workers’ total earnings in the year 1941 may be granted, 
provided Government, who had moved in this matter and who in the 
absence of any recognised trade union are the only authority to 
speak for labour, would be prepared to express their view publicly 
regarding the adequacy of bonus granted by us and that if in spite 
of the grant of such a bonus, mischiefmongers were to make an attempt 
to «il> stir up labour, Government would view such action with grave 
eoneera and take suitable action. More than one interview With His 
Excellency followed the meetings of the Committee, and finally we 
were informed by Government that they considered what the Committee 
had to offer to the workers as reasonable and fair and that they 
would be prepared to express their views in public by means of a 
press communique. on the strength of this assurance, a recommenda
tion for the grant of a bonus to the operatives employed in cotton 
mills equivalent to As. 2 in the rupee on their total earnings in the 
period 1st January 1941 to 31st December 1941 inclusive was placed 
before an urgent general meeting of members held on 3rd December 
1941, when the Committee's recommendation was unanimously adopted, 
and a bonus as laid down in the Committee*s resolution was actually 
distributed on 21st February 1942. The total payment made by Bombay

in the mbape of bonus is in th« neighbourhood of Bs. 10
million.

(Printed Excerpts from the proceedings of the 
Committee of the Millowners' Association, 
Bombay, for Starch 1942; pages 10-13.) z

Dearness Allowance in Baroda to- Paid Government Servants <

The Baroda Government has sanctioned proposals to grant dearness 
allowance to all low paid Government servants drawing a monthly 
salary below Rs. 30. They will be given an allowance of Rs. 2 per 
month with the proviso that the total emoluments shall net exceed /
Rs. 30 in any ease. The allowance comes into effect from 1-2-1942.
The proposals affect more than 18,000 individuals and entail an\ 
expenditure of Re. ^180,500 for five months of the current year.

(The Amrita Bazar patrika, 12-4-1942.) 

Dearness Allowance in Mysore Mines, y

An agreement was recently signed between the Mysore Mining 
Companies (Kolar Gold yields) and the Mysore Mines Labour Association 
in regard to dearness allowance. Brief details of the agreement are 
given below*

Every employee now in service earning up to and including Rs. 3 
per day or a monthly rated pay of Rs. @0 or less whose name has been 
on the pay roll of the Company from 1-1-1942 to 31-3-1942, will be 
granted the sum of Rs. 7 as a consolidated dearness allowance up to



31-3-1942, Employees who joined the service of the Company subsequent 
t© 1-1-1942 but otherwise with the above qualifications will be paid 
a proportion of the above sum.

As from 1-4-1942, and until 31-12-1942 in the first place, a dearness 
allowance will be granted to employees earning up to and including Rs. 3 
per day or a monthly rated pay of Rs. 80 or less on the following terms:
At the Madras Index figure of 108 or the corresponding figure or a 
mutually acceptable index a payment of le. 1-8-0 per month will be 
made, - Re. 1-0-0 of this sum being transferred from the present 
attendance bonus, the scale of whieh will xnxft revert to that in 
force prior t© 1-8-1941. For every point by which the monthly index 
figure exceeds 108, 3 annas per point will be paid until the index 
figure rises to 124 at which point the whole question of dearness 
allowance will be reviewed. Should the index figure fall below 108 
the allowance will be Rs. 1-8-0 per month until the index figure reaches 
104 at which point the dearness allowance will be discontinued and 
the Re.l now transferred from the attendance bonus will revert thereto.
As from 1st April, 1942, an employee in order to qualify for the full 
dearness allowance must work a minimum of 24 days in a month. Where the 
attendance falls short of 24 days in any month a sum proportionate to 
the number of days worked will be paid. Absence from work not exceeding 
three months per annum for reasons certified by the Company's Medical 
Officer and privilege leave will count as attendance when calculating 
the amount of dearness allowance payable.

( From text of Agreement supplied to this 
Office by the Mysore Mines Labour Asso
ciation.)



production

Organisation of Small-Scale Industries for War Production;
BQgtfty Measures.

The Government of Bombay has decided to participate in the scheme 
formulated by the Government of India for the organisation of small- 
scale industries for the production of war supplies. The Director 
of Industries is being entrusted with the organisation of the scheme 
in the Province. Funds amounting nearly to Rs. 420,000 are being 
placed at his disposal for the purchase of raw materials and accessories 
and for providing loans to craftsmen for the purchase of tools and 
equipment.

(Bombay Information, 2-5-1942.)

Details re. Power Plant in India: Government of India 
— 5 requisitions information...... ■ ■ ' ' . ■ - ■ 1 ■ —, -. . (X

The Government of India, it is learnt, is collecting all information 
about the nature and amount of power plant in factories and industrial 
undertakings in the country, it has issued a circular for the purpose 
to owners of all industrial concerns, asking them to supply, as soon 
as possible, the information which Is "urgently'’ required by the 
Government.

(The National Gall, 1S-4-1942.) .■«

Keeping labour at York in Air Bald Conditions:
Bengal governor}a Communication to^Chamne r a or Commerce.

The Governor of Bengal, in a signed statement addressed to the 
various Chambers of Commerce in Calcutta, issued on 24-4-1942 expressed 
the hope that employers and Supervisors of Labour* will do evdrything 
in their power to instil into workers a spirit of courage and resolution, 
and the knowledge that, by remaining their posts and maintaining 
production unimpaired zthey are making a valuable contribution to the 
war effort. The Statement points out that many Industrial concerns 
have already done much In ensure the protection of their workers during 
air raids: adequate air raid shelters have been provided; shqps have 
been organised at which employees ean purchase the necessities of life 
at reasonable rates; standards have been safeguarded and bonuses offered,

(The Bombay Chronicle, 26-4-1942. )



Control Measures

Iggar Control Order, 1942. y/

The Government of India issued on 14-4-1942 the Sugar Control 
Order, 1942, according to which no producer shall dispose of any 
sugar, except - (I) to a recognised dealer, or (ii) to a persoijj&< 
specially authorised ley the Controller to acquire sugar on behalf 
of the Central Government or of a Provincial Government. Every 
recognised dealer shall comply with such directions regarding the 
sale or distribution of sugar as may be given to him by the Con
troller. The Controller may, from time to time, fix the prices at 
which any sugar made in India may be sold ex-factory. Purchase fro$ 
or sale by producers of sugar above the control price is prohibited.

(Metifieation Mo. Econ. Ad. ( P.C.)-225/42-( I) 
dated 14-4-1942: The Gazette of India 
Extraordinary, dated 14-4-1942, pages 
419 to 420.) y

Mew central Control Regulation for Inter-Provincial
~'--------MbWibhl dFWWt.—z-------- ---- —-------------------------------v<.

The new wheat erop has now started coming into the market and 
the U.P. and Sind Governments have lifted the ban on exports of wheat 
and wheat products outside the provincial borders. It is expected 
that the ban imposed by other Provincial Governments will be lifted 
i» the near future. All those bans will be replaced by a Central 
Regulation order under which no exports will be permitted from one 
British Indian ProvincMxX to another or a British Indian Province to 
a State, unless it is covered by a permit issued by the Wheat Com
missioner for India. The same will apply J© imports from a State to 
a British Indian Province. As it is expected that the Central Regu
lation/ Scheme will come into force soon, it Is proposed that in the 
interim period the export of wheat and wheat products should go forward 
freely, provided certain particulars are supplied with the least 
possible delay to the Wheat Commissioner not later than the day of 
the despatch of wheat and wheat produets.

Provincial governments have been advised, on the removal of 
their present bans^to issue specific orders under rules 31 (e) and 
(f) of the Defence of India Rules requiring that this information 
should be furnished to the Wheat Commissioner for India.

(The Statesman, 14-4-1942.)<

Wheat Control Order, 1942.

The Government of India issued on 30-4-1942 the Wheat Control 
Order, 1942, according to which no person shall export or Import any 
wheat except under and in accordance with a permit issued in that 
behalf by the Wheat Cosmiissioi© r. This does not apply to export or 
import of 5 maunds or less of wheat (1 maund = 82 lbs.) for personal 
use. Export or import of wheat is permissible only under permits of 
the Wheat Commissioner. (Notification Mo. Boon. Ad. (P.C.)7/41-(A) dated 
30-4-1942: The Gazette of India Extraordinary dated 30-4-1942, P^5S472)-v



gent Restriction In Bombay. /

The Bombay Government Gazette dated 22-4-1942 publishes the 
Bombay Rent Restriction Order, 1942 (under the Defence of India Rules) 
which comes into force at once and applies to premises the standard 
rent of which exceeds Rs. 80 per month tut does not exceed Rs. 250 per 
month in the city of Bombay and such other areas as Government may order

notification. Subject to the provisions of this order, where the 
rent of any premises is increased whether before or after the date of 
this order above the standard xx±* rent, the amount by which the 
rent payable exceeds the amount which would have been payable had the 
increase not been made, shall, notwithstanding any agreement to the 
contrary, be irrecoverable. This does not apply to any rent which 
accrued due before the commencement of this order, to any periodical 
increment of rent accruing due under any agreement entered into before 
1-9-IS40 and to rent payable under any lease Entered into before 
1-9-1940 which has not expired on the said date.

(The Times of India, 24-4-1942.)

Conservation of Foodstuffs in Bengal;
Rs. 2be MlIlion Scheme *

in pursuance of a declaration made by the Governor of Bengal, 
while addressing a meeting of the Bengal Legislative Assembly towards

th# Gewrnment of Bengal has, it
learnt, decided to purchase foodstuffs in districts having ■ffhppKoc and 
distribute them among those districts which are deficient in them.
Ascheme, estimated to cost more than 250 millions of rupees, has been 
drawn up by the Government for the purpose. The purchase and storing 
of 54,000,000 maunds (1 maund = @2 lbs.) of rice, 'dal1 and other 
essential commodities have been provided under the scheme. it is 
further learnt that several agents have already been appointed by the 
Government to do the purchase of these articles on its behalf. A 
Special Officer has been appointed to organise transport of sprplus 
foodstuffs from the districts of Barisal and Khulna.

(The Amrita Bazar patrika, 22-4-1942.)

Ensuring Distribution of Essential Commodities in Calcutta and
industrial Areas; Arrangements made by Bengal Government.',^--"

With a view to regulating the distribution and disposal of 
essential commodities, such as rice, wheat, salt, dais and matches, 
in Calcutta city and its industrial areas during the period of an 
emergency which are necessary for the maintenance of supplies and 
services essential to the life of the community especially aftei’ an 
air raid, the Government of Bengal have issued three orders under 
the Defence of India Rules.

Compulsory opening of Shops after Air Raids.- The first order 
provides that ail shops, retail or wholesale, in these areas dealing 
in or storing these commodities, as also all godowns and stores where 
these articles are stocked, which may remain closed during an air raid,



shall he opened witl/a period of 24 hours after the "All Clear” 
signal is given. Irsuch shops, godowns or stores remain elosed after 
thia period, the Chief controller of Prices, Bengal, or any other 
officer authorised by him in Calcutta and elsewhere,*/the District 
Magistrate may have these establishments forcibly opened, take 
possession of the goods and stores lying there and dispose of them in 
such manner as they consider expedient. Compensation for goods or 
stores thus taken possession of^will be determined by the officer 
taking such possession at his own discretion.

Removal of Commodities to Outside Areas Prohibited.- in the 
9econd order it is laid down that no such essential commodities shouId 
be mp-p-ed ty any form of conveyance by any person in Calcutta and the 
industrial area to any place outside these areas except under a special 
permit from the authorities. Any goods carried in contravention of 
this order shall be liable to seizure, and the goods so seized shall be 
disposed of in a manner which the authorities considei' expedient. The 
amount of compensation payable for the goods so seized and disposed 
of shall be determined by the Chief Controller of Prices at his dis
cretion.

prohibition of unauthorised Sales of Wheat Flour.- The third 
order"particularly relates no the regulation or the supply and distri
bution of atta (wheat flour) and flour in Calcutta and the industrial 
area around. It provides that owners, or managers, or persons in charge 
of all flour and ’atta’ mills situated in these areas shall submit 
on the first day of eaeh week to the Chief Controller of Prices a state- 
metrfc ■ ef-iPSodii-'W. flour lying in their mills at the end of
the preceding week, No ’atta’ or flour manufactured in such mills 
shall be sold or disposed of without the permission of the Chief 
Controller of Prices or by any officer authorised by him.

/
(The Amrita Bazar patrika, 22-4-1842)., >/_

Workers’ Meals during Raids:
Mill authorities advised?^6o~ store Pood.

The Chief Inspector of Factories, Bengal, has advised mill 
authorities to store sufficient food for the workers and to arrange 
cooking facilities in ease of air raids. This is vitally necessary 
for the smoodh running of industries as well as for the upkeep of the 
workers ’ morale.

(The Statesman, 20-4-1942. )vX
-r

Hotels and Restaurants in Madras City during Exodus

As a result of the serious threat to Madras City of enemy action 
early in April 1940, a large number of hotels and eating houses in the 
city and its environs were closed. Though the exodus from Madras 
justified the elosing of a few of the hotels, there were sufficiently 
large numbers in service who had to continue in Madras, and since the 
families of most of them had already left Madras, they were mainly 
dependent on hotels and eating houses for their dally meals. In"vi4»D 
of the rapid closing of most of the hotels, xxjtitxgKxxuuDimxxKfxkBtela 
ft»dxjtSkJfetMgxiUB(W6«xiMxj{jaMx* the Government has instructed the Civil 
Defence Commissioner to make immediate arrangements for the opening



©f hotels in the areas worst affected. Meals of the usual kind at 
reasonable charges will he provided at these hotels. At the same time 
the Government made it clear that it had no desire to enter into
competition with private catering enterprise, and that the present 
emergency seheme is only being undertaken to supply a very pressing 
need. Further, Government has appealed to all «ta hotel-keepers not 
to close their hotels.

(press Note No. 87 dated 10-4-1942 issued 
hy the Government of Madras.)

Powers to Requisition Property under Defence of India -^ct
assumea ty Government.

The Government of India has. amended the Defence of India Rules 
to assume powers to requisition property for war purposes. Ifxln the 
opinion of the Central Government or the Provincial Government/is necessary 
or expedient, for securing public safety, the maintenance of public 
order or the efficient prosecution of the war, or for maintaining 
supplies and services essential to the life of the community, that 
Government may requisition any property, moveable or immoveable,
The property so requisitioned may be acquired by the Government, after 
paying the owner such compensation as Government may determine.

(Notification No. 1336-0R/42 dated 25-4-1942:
The Gazette of India, part I, dated 25-4-1942, 
pages to ).

Bombay Government'a Action on Delhi Food Production Conferences^'

The Government of Bombay has passed orders on the recommendations 
made by the Food Production Conference held in New Delhi on 6-4-1942} 
a brief summary of the action taken is given below:

Grow More Food campaign.- The Government agrees that immediate 
action should be taken to lntiate a planned programme to meet the- 
possible shortage of food. To this end widespread propaganda has already 
been started by the Government with the objects of reducing the acreage 
under short and fair stapled cotton and of increasing production of 
jowar, bajri and other food crops. Instructions have been issued to 
the Registrar of Co-operative Societies, the Collectors and the 
Comni as loners to make all possible efforts to encourage the growth 
of food crops in place of non-food crops and a special propaganda staff 
has been sanctioned for the same purpose.

To induce the cultivator to grow more food crops, the Government 
has directed that interest-free advances for seed and cultivation should 
be given in respect of food crops alone, that advances for the digging 
of wells and for land improvement purposes should be conditional on the 
borrower undertaking to grow food crops alone till the end of the war, 
that all new grants Of land for cultivation under lease or otherwise be 
conditional ©n the grantee’s undertaking to grow only food crops till 
the end of the war. Priority will in future be given for transport 
facilities to food crops alone and those who cultivate non-food crops, 
like short or fair staple^ cotton, will do so at their own risk.



Government to secure and distri bote seeds of Pood Crops.- The 
Direo'Eor of Agriculture is to arrange to secure seed for food crops 
for distribution to cultivators in the cotton tracts concerned through 
the Agricultural Department and the Rural Development Boards. As regards 
the seed of improved high yielding varieties of cereals and pulse crops 
evolved by the Agricultural Department, instructions have been issued 
to all Government farms and stations to utilise all land avtilable for 
production of increased quantities of such seed, and to give up tem
porarily the use of land for experimental work unless such work is 
of major importance or can be combined with the production of greater 
quantities of Improved seed for subsequent multiplication in the 
province. All possible assistance is to be rendered in securing 
transport for the movement of oilcake and other manures.

Other Measures.- special eases of remission of land rent, etc.,for 
a specified period on lands newly brought under cultivation for growing 
food and fodder crops will be considered and necessary action is being 
taken to increase the acreage under food crops by extending the double- 
cropped area. The use of home-pounded rice to secure a balanced diet, 
the feasibility of utilising uncultivated lands near Irrigation channels 
for food, vegetable and fodder crop production, the development of 
indigenous transport and the establishment of a Central Pood Advisory 
Council are under the consideration of the Government.

(Press Note No. 407 dated 27-4-1942 
Issued by the Director of Information, 
Bombay.)

Pri&e control

5th Price Control Conference, New Delhi, 7 and 8-4-1942 ✓

The control of price of foodstuffs, the licensing of wholesale and 
retail dealers, the regulation of railway transport, the problem of 
surplus short staple cotton and the supply of standard doth - these 
were among the subjects on which conclusions were arrived at and 
ftwEneiiri recommendations made by the Fifth Price Control Conference 
held at New Delhi on 7 and 8-4-1942.

Conclusions:
(1) Licensing of Whole-sale Dealers.- After reviewing the general 

course ©f priees In recent months, the Conference came to the conclusion 
that the control of the prices of foodstuffs should be closely associated 
with the control over the distribution of such foodstuffs. In order to 
ensure proper distribution to various areas, the Conference recommended 
that wholesale dealers or purchasers from the primary producers should be 
licensed by the provincial Governments and that the course of the distri
bution of the pxmd«xA±flUBX products and the areas of distribution should 
from time to time be supplied to the provincial Governments or officers 
concerned by such wholesale dealers. The Conference also recommended 
that none except those licensed should be permitted to do such whole
sale business and that,in the granting of licences xad the provincial 
and State Governments concerned should, as far as possible, maintain



the ©listing channels of trade and, therefore, grant licences to 
those who were established wholesale dealers, in an emerjenpy of any 
kind where the normal trade channels fail in any particular area, the 
i?overnir.ex:t concerned may license other dealers.

The conference also recommended that the Central Government might 
examine the question of issuing orders under the Defence of India *ot 
to all provincial Governments to license such wholesale dealers, the 
distinction between wholesale and retail dealers being made clear in such 
orders of the Centra 1 Government. The question of licensing of retail 
dealers either in the province or state as a whole or in any particular 
area would be left to the discretion of provincial and State Govern
ments concerned.

(2) Regional Committees.- The conference reiterated the proposal 
made at thelast meeting 'that regional committees should be established 
for the purpose of co-ordinating the supply of foodgrains within the 
region, suggesting wholesale prices which might be fixed for articles 
of regional consumption and making recommendations to the Central 
authority in regard to the wholesale prices of all-India consumption 
and for the purpose of co-ordinating reail prices in k£k$ax adjacent 
areas of different regions.

(d) Emergency Measures.- The conference noted the instructions 
that were issued by thd Central Government regarding the kind of 
emergency contemplated when provincial and state Governments might 
exercise emergent powers with regard to the movement of food supplies 
ard requisitioning of such food supplies. The confessnee also noted 
that, while generally stock-building of foodstuff’s was considered 
inadvisable particularly in a year tue tvt---l QuantiSj available
•rg considered insufficient for the country aa a whole, it was never
theless agreed t/.at in particular ureas within a Province or ’tate for 
special reason-- aiZ with tne consent of the Central Government stocks 
Sf foodstuffs might be accumulated within a reasonable limit, The 
conference also noted und several representatives of Provincial and 
State units explained that measures for the safeguarding of machinery 
of distribution in the event of an emergency were being undertaken.

(4) specific Problems of Various Foodstuffs.- The Conference 
next considered specific problemsrelating to particular foodstuffs.
The question of wheat, its maximum price and the manner of its distri
bution having been settled as explained on behalf of the Central 
Govenmient by the wheat commissioner, the conference recommended that 
in relation to rice the following procedure might be adopted, it was 
the opinion of the conference that the price of rice had toot reached
a level wnere it could be considered that control would be necessary.
It was also a fact tnat both in variety and in $riee there were 
differences from area to area in regard to this ooiaaodity. The 
conference realised tnat it might be necessary to fix different maxi
mum prices in different areas for different qualities of rice, it 
therefore recommended that the regional counoils which would shortly 
be constituted should, as soon as they meet, survey the question of the 
maximum prices tnat might be fixed for different qualities of rice and 
make recommendation to the Central Government in this behalf.

(5) Co-ordination of Prioes of Main Food Crops,- To maintain 
an equilibrium of prices between the main food crops like wheat and 
rice and other millets, the zraftxa conference was of opinion, that it 
might be necessary to fix maximum prices for some of these cereals also, 
-hlch erte-ed into a fairly general or large consumption, and it was



recommended that the regional councils would consider tMa Question, 
also and make recommendations to the Central Government.

(6) Staple Cotton.- The conference examined the question of 
short Staple" eoti'dn. It was reiterated on behalf of the Central 
Government tn&t the Central Government was not prepared to enter the 
market and make any purchases of surpluses of short and fair staple 
cotton in the next season and that warning should again be conveyed to 
all cultivators of such Cotton. The conference recommended that:- 
(1) with a view to preventing the increase in the acreage of xu±± 
cultivation in some areas of cotton of any kind which would militate 
against the attempts made by other areas to drastically curtail the 
area of such cultivation, the Central Government might issue a prohi
bitory order, prohibiting any extension of cultivation of any kind of 
cotton for the next year in the whole of British India and make a 
similar recommendation for Indian States, an exception however being 
made for what is technically known as long staple cotton; (2) With
a view to encourage both the curtailment of the acreage of short and 
fair staple cotton and, where possible, thf transfer of such areas to 
the cultivation -to-tehc cultivation of ProW-oropa, the central govern
ment might, where It felt satisfied that such a grant was justified, 
allocate from the special fund established for the purpose a sum of 
money which would enable the provincial government to remit the whole 
or part of the land revenue collected from the cultivator for the land 
..hich had been converted into alternative food crops; and ( 3) The 
Central Government might delegate to provincial governments, w’nioh 
desired to do so, the power to prevent the cultivation in any area of 
crops which were considerec unnecessary j&sxxxor excessive from the 
point of view of the needs of the country.

(7) Sugar Supply.- The Conference was of opinion that the proper
distri butTon of sugar and tne control of sugar prices should be undertaken 

one Central Government.
(8) standard Cloth.- In regard to the scheme for supply of’standard 

cloth’ the conference took note of the samples that were produced and the 
prices at which the samples were available for sale and agreed to report 
to the Central Government the quantities that might be required in their 
areas. The distribution of the cloth would be left to the provincial
and State governments concerned.

(9) Supply of Handloom Yarn.- So far as the supply of yarn to hand- 
loom weavers was concerned^ it was generally agreed that the prices had 
recently shown a more reasonable tendency and had in *» many areas fallen 
considerably below the prices in Ceoember and it was agreed that the 
provincial and State Governments would report to the Central Government, 
the distribution agencies set up by them and the wholesale dealers that 
were licensed under the scheme approved at the previous session of the 
conference. They would also indicate the quantity of yarn required and 
the Central Governmentsould then consider the question of allocating the 
yarn supplies and if necessary the prices at which those supplies should 
be allocated.

(10) Kerosene.- The Chairman Indicated to the conference that in 
view of the shortage that was likely to be tia felt in the supply position 
of kerosene, superior^ and inferior, bulk rationing had been introduced 
from 1-4-1942, a cut of ten per cent, having been imposed on the oil-
supply to any area. Further reduction may have to be contemplated, and



the conference generally agreed that^in view of the short supply, the 
prices in retail markets'had to he carefully watched.

(11) Exchange of Commercial Intelligence.- It wag^ agreed that there 
should he a general exchange of commercial intelligence "between Provincial 
State and central governments and that reports of the movement of prices 
and other conditions may he sent to the Central Government at least once 
a month. The Central Government undertook to keep Provincial Governments 
Informed of the wholesale prices of such commodities as the Provincial 
Governments desire to have information about.

( The statesman, 9-4-1942 and the 
Amrita Bazar patrika, 12-4-1942.)

war Risk insurance

War Risks (Gpdds) insurance (Amendment) Ordinance, 1943.

,n ordinance further amending the 7<ar Risks (Goods) insurance 
Ordinance, 1940, (vide page 34 of our august 1940 report) was promulgated 
on 11-4-1942 toy which three important changes have "been made. The first 
change is that the definition of the expression "war risks” has now 
"been extended to cover damage resulting from destructive action taken 
"by or under orders of Government in order to deny facilities to the 
enemy. W second Is that, where the rate of preaduB is changed in 
respect of a quarter, poser n&s been titcen to oharge the higher i-tte 
from persons who may have already taken out polities at the lower rate. 
Tills was necessitated toy the fact that,,in consequence of the extension 
of the definition of "war riska^, the rate of premium chargeable 
on policies under the ordinance in respect of the quarter beginning 
April 1, 1942£ which was fixed toy a notification dated March 16, 1942, 
at annas two for each complete sum of Rs. 100 per month) had to toe 
subsequently raised to annas three,but in the meanwhile^some policies 
had been taken out in advance at the lower rate. The third amendment 
extends cover on a compulsory basis to goods owned by firms carrying 
on business in British India which are situated in the state area Inside 
the Cochin port limits and also the area inside tne boundaries of the 
municipal committees of Irnakulam and Kattancherri. The original 
Ordinance extended only to British India as a result of which goods 
insured in British India lost cover as aeon as they crossed the British 
Indian border. This interfered with the passage of goods through 
the Cochin port, the special circumstances of which have now been 
provided for.

( The Gazette of India Extraordinary dated 
11-4-1942, pages Mt 411 to 412.)

The U,P, Civic Guard and A.R.p. Employees Indemnity ^ot, 1942.

The United Provinces Civic Guard and Air Raid Precautions Employees 
Indemnity ^ct, 1942, seeks to regulate the relationship between employees 
and their employers. Civil defence duty may be full-time or part-time. 
There are two main objects of the firstly, it protects the security
of tenure of employment of such persons by providing in clause 4 that It 
shall be the duty of an employer, in the c®se of an employee oalied out



on full-time duty, to reinstate him on the termination of sueh duty in 
an occupation and under conditions no less favourable to him than that 
which would have been applicable to him had he not been so called out. 
In the case of employees called out on part-time duty, the employers 
have to continue the employment of such employees during the period of 
such duty in an occupation which shall not be less favourable than that 
to which they would nave been entitled to had they not been called out. 
Secondly, the extent of claim which an employer has to the services 
of an employee called ot»t on civil defence duty has been defined in 
clause 3. It provides that if an employee is called out on full-time 
duty the employdr shall have no right to the >aqc services of such a 
person and shall not be liable to pay or provide any remuneration to 
such a person during the period he is on suoh duty, if an employee 
is called out on part-time duty, the employer is to have no claim
on the services of such a person during the time he is engaged in the 
performance of such duty, and shall, in respect of other times, have 
a claim on his services to such extent and on such conditions as may be 
settled by agreement between the enployer and the enployee or, in 
default of such agreement, as may be determined by the district 
magistrate who is to be guided by Mae- two principles - firs^lja, the 
remuneration payable by the enployer to the employee shall together 
with the remuneration, if any, payable for such duty be in no case 
leas favourable to him than that which would have been payable had 
he not been so called out and, secondly, the enployer shall in no 
case be required to pa^ tc- the eaplo^ee a remuneration zreacer than 
that would have been payable by him st if the employee had not been 
called out on part-time duty. Machinery has been provided in the 
Till for the settlement of disputes which may arise between an employee 
ealled out on civil defence duty and his enployer in regard to re
instatement of the employee or to the continuance of his employment 
and also for Questions relating to remuneration arising in thia 
connexion. The Bill, while protecting the interest of the employees, 
does not propose to cast any undue financial burden upon the, employers,

{ The Government Gazette of the Lnited Provinces, 
Part VII-A, dated 2-5-1942, pages 13 to 15.) z

'Mat Maks (Factories) Insurance Ordinance, 19142

An ordlnanqg jggla ttog .ft?{insurance of factories against war
risks was promulgated^pna^l^TyiS aTnocame into force at once. The 
risks covered include all damage to the plant and machinery and 
buildings of factories caused by the enemy or in combating the enemy. 
Any An important feature Is that damage resulting from destructive 
measures taken by or under orders of the Government with a view to 
denying facilities to the enemy will also be covered.

The insurance scheme will eompulsorily to all factories
situated in British India and coming under the Factories Act and to 
piemises which were factories within the definition of "factory" in the 
Factories Act in 1939, 1940 and 1941, including works in course of 
construction which, when completed, will become factories. The basis 
of valuation for the purpose of insurance will be the actual value of 
factory buildings and faotory plant and machinery on the date of appli
cation. Buildings for the purpose of insurance include all buildings,



residential or otherwise, situated within twc miles of a factory and used 
for the purposes of the factory . The primary liability 400 insure will be 
that of the" owner of the factory, but where the owner fails to insure, the 
occupier of the fi^otory will be liable to do so as the agent of the owner, 
persons having an interest in property insurable under the Ordinance may 
also insure up to the extent of their interest. The premium payable will 
in the first instance be a single premium of 4 per cent, of the value 
of the property, payable in instalments, cover being provided up to 
31-3-1944. The Government’s liability to pay compensation will be 
nmi ted to 80 per cent, of the damage. The insured himself will bear 
the first Rs, 1,040 or 2o per cent, of the claim, whichever is greater, 
in respect of each claim.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 8-4-1942, pages 401 to 407.) w

The Rules for the administration of the ordinace are published at 
pages 473 to 482 of the Gazette of India Extraordinary dated 2-5-1942.

Tata pomp any’8 Free V.ar injuries Compensation Scheme.

The Workmen’s Compensation i.ct covers only those employees who are 
getting under Rs. 300/- per month and entitles a workman in this category 
to compensation only If he is injured on duty and not as a result of 
enemy action during an <lr raid. As the war is now very near to India 
and there W»y be air raids on some Indian elties, the Tata Iron and 
t-teel company, Jamshedpur, nas decided to rant, with immediate effect, 
in addition to the compensation payable by Government under the >ar 
Injuries Scheme, compensation according to the folZowi-g scale to 
employees or ; heii; depex.dar ts in respect of injuries sustained in 
Jamshedpur by as a result of enemy action:-

Monthly 'Wages of 
the Workmen Injured

or killed

Amount of compensation for 
Death Permanent total

disablement

For adults
More than But not 

more than
Rs. Rs.

0 10
10 15
15 18
18 21
21 24
24 27
27 30
3C 35
35 40
40 45
45 - 50
50 ®o
60 70

Monthly payment as com
pensation for temporary 
disablement (during dis 
ablement et 5 years 
whichever Is shorter.)

Rs. Rs.
1,000 1,400
1,000 1,540
1,200 1,680
1,260 1,764
1,440 2,016
1,620 2,268
1,800 2,520
2,100 2,940
2,400 3,360
2,700 3,780
3,000 4,200
3,6 00 5,040
4,200 5,880

Rs.
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Full wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages 
Pull wages



( table continued)

Monthly -ages of 
the Workmen Injured

or killed

Amount of compensation for Monthly payment as compen- 
Leath Permanent total sation for temporary dis-

disablement ablement (during disable
ment or 5 years whichever

is shorter.)

For Adults
More than But not

more than
Rs, Rs. Rs. Rs. Hs •
70 80 4,800 ?*??? Full wages
80 100 6,000 8,400 Full wages

100 200 7,000 9,800 PU11 wages
200 300 8,000 11,200 Full wages
500 400 9,000 12,000 RsJSOO
400 • * • 10,000 13,000 Rs .300

For minors 40C 2,400 lull wage

For the purpose of calculation only the substantive wages or salaries 
are to be taken into account and not sllc<-anceg or houses, The com
pensation will be paid in respect of injuries sustained ret only while 
on duty tet alto during off duty hours • wno are absent from,
duty witBcut properly sArcfibred leave wlll^ee eligible for any benefits 
under the Insurance Scheme until tney resume duty. COippersa tion will 
also be paid in respect of injuries sustained In areas adjoining Jam
shedpur by employees who work in Jamshedpur,

a ..P , A11 owanoe.- The company will also pay with effect from 
l-f-lTfe an A .W.i’'." allowance to employees at Jamshedpur who, besides 
their regular duties, undertake additional work in the u.A.p. services 
either in the ?.orks or In. the Town. The A.n.p. allowance will be paid 
according to the following asale:-

Up to Rs. 50 per month - As. lo per month
Over Rs. 50 per month - So per cent^ of the salary rounded to 

the nearest rupee, subject to a maximum 
of Rs. 100 per month.

The allowance to A.R.P. workers will, not be paid monthly, but six- 
montbly or earlier if the emergency iwxx ends before the expiry of a 
six-monthly period. The allowance will be calculated on the substantive 
salary and will not include bonus or other payments. It will be payable 
o-ly to those men who do A.A.P. work throughout the period of emergency.

The ar Injuries Compensation Scheme will remain in operation and 
the A.R.P. allowance will be paid for as long a period as the management 
considers the state of emergency to exist. Technical institute 
apprentices are also eligible for the above benefits on the same 
terms and conditions as regular employees.

(April 1942 issue of the Tisco Review, 
Jamshedpur.)
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NATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION

Government of India.-

Draft Bill to provide Holidays with Pay for Industrial
- Workers /

Workers in non-seasonal factories in the country will enjoy annually 
a minimum period of a week's holiday with pay when the Bill drafted by 
the Government of India for the purpose is enacted into law. The 
Bill (which extends to non-seasonal factories only) is now being 
circulated to provincial Governments and employers’ and employees' 
organisations for eliciting their opinion. Stipulating that the 
minimum of seven days* paid holidays must run in one block, the 
Bill lays down that the qualifying service for entitling any worker 
for such a period of holidays is one year and that the holidays 
cannot be accumulated.further, the Bill provides that half the wages 
due for the period must be paid at its commencement. Workers are 
prohibited from undertaking remunerative work during the holidays.
Ho provision has been made for the continuance or otherwise of local 
and other customary holidays at present given by individual employers, 
the matter being left for mutual adjustment between employers and 
employees.

The present move is the result of the decision of the last 
three sessions of the Labour Ministers' Conference.

(The statesman, 12-5-1942.)

Bengal.-

Bengal Criminal Law (Industrial Areas)
Amepdffi6hfc Act, 1942.

Reference was made at page 1 of our May 1941 report to the 
Bengal Criminal Law ( Industrial Areas) Amendment Bill, 1941, which 
seeks to prevent theft of unidentifiable articles from industrial 
areas. The Bill has now been passed; the Act is published at pages 
12 to IS of part III of the Calcutta Gazette dated 4-6-1942. /t/ Hr
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SOCIAL POLICY

Sind Government appoints Advisory Board of Labour for the
—- ----- - Province,

The Sind Government recently appointed an Adbisory Board for 
Labour consisting of Members of the Provincial Legislature (several 
of the Members selected having pro-labour sympathies) and representatives 
of Municipality!^. Port Trusti, Chambers of Commerce and important industrial 
concerns inSindl The functions of the Board are: (a) to offer expert 
opinion and advice on all important matters concerning Labour; ( b) to 
conduct survey of Labour* (c) to examine comprehensively problems of 
Labour in all their aspects; (d) to devise schemes for the development 
of better relations between employers and employees; (q) to call for 
information and advice regarding Labour developments of special value 
or interest to Sind; and ( f) to examine any other question on the 
subject considered suitable by the Board,

The term of the Board is £o be for two years.

(Press Note no. P-187 dated 28-5-1942:
The Sind Government Gazette, part I, 
dated 4-6-1942, pages 1198 to 1199. )v *

Welfare of Workers*
Government of iiM£a~appoints Adviser for Labour Department.

One of the subjects whieh Sir Stafford Cripps discussed with 
the Labour Member to the Government of India, sir Firozkhan Noon, 
during his recent visit to Delhi, was the question of assistance to 
Indian labour. On his return to London, Sir Stafford Cripps Is 
believed to have consulted British organised labour. It is likely 
that, as a result, the Government of India will have an Adviser for 
the Labour Department from England, whose main function will be to 
make proposals regarding new legislation.

The Government of India has appointed recently another adviser 
to the Labour Department to look after labour welfare; Mr. R.s. 
Nimbkar (Indian Workers’ Delegate to the 25th session of the 
I.L* Conference), the Bombay labour leader, who was recently released 
from detention, has been selected for the post. These two advisers 
will work in ©lose eo-operation both with the Central and the 
Provincial Governments and assist in developing cordial relationships 
between employers and workers.

The Government of India is anxious that labour disputes should 
be settled speedily in a manner satisfactory to both sides; and they 
considers that the appointment of these advisdrs would facilitate such 
a policy being carried out.

(The Hindustan Times and the Hindu, 
21-5-1942.) /



a,
Industrial Disputes

Labour Dispute in General Motors (India) Bombay:
——■ Arbitrator’s Award. ”

The award made by Mr. justice Chagla,of the Bombay High Court, 
who was nominated Arbitrator by the Bombay Government to decide the 
dispute between General Motors (India) Ltd., and its employees, has 
been published by Government x in the Bombay Government Gazette. The 
dispute was composed by an agreement arrived at in April 1942, the 
parties settling certain points in dispute and agreeing to refer others 
to arbitration.

Wage Scales.- Mr. Justice Chagla in his award on the demands 
states that the ""'first demand of the employees is that there should be 
a regular classification of the workers ewlovfd by the Company with 
definite minimum and maximum scalelof pay proper grades fixed
for each occupation. His award on the demand was that the minimum wage 
and the annual increase proposed by the Company in its classification 
should remain the same, but the annual increments in each case should 
be increased and the maximum wage proposed by the Company should be 
altered accordingly. The Company will pay wages at the rate of 
49/2 hours a week. The Company will continue to pay dearness allowance 
at a flat rate of seven annas a day for each worker.

Hours.- The second demand of the workers, which related to the 
Store's “Department and the Service Garage Department, was not pressed. 
With regard to the third demand, for the minimum of eight hours work 
and/or equivalent wages per day and 26 working days per month,
Mr. justice Chagla stated that at present the workers are working 
stmt* 46 hours a week and are receiving wages at the rate of 49/2 hours 
a week. The Company has agreed to continue the present arrangement 
and has agreed not to exact from the workers work beyond 48 hours 
a week. The Company has given an undertaking that on the basis of 
normal working it will see that the workers are assured of securing 
work for an average of 26 days in a month. A list of holidays, it 
is recommended, should be drawn up in consultation with representatives 
of the workers.

Mr. justice chagla stated that the Company a lag pressed him to 
allow the factory to be closed for about a week for purpose/ of taking 
WSW inventory without making it incumbent upon it to pay the workers 
for those days. He did not think this proposal ofgthe Company 
reasonable. The Company could arrange so to take inventory as not 
to deprive the worker of his right to receive wages for 26 days a 
month on the average.

Bonus.- The fourth demand was for an annual bonus of one month's 
pay. In view of the recent suggestion of the Government of India, 
a bonus equal to l/12th of the total earnings of the workers from 
January to December, 1941, including dearness allowance and overtime 
has already been paid by the Company and, therefore, the question 
about the bonus did not call for any decision.

Gratuity.- The fifth demand related to the gratuity scheme framed 
by the Company which the employees wished to be revised, in the



Arbitrator’s opinion, the scheme was basically sound, but certain
minor alterations had to be made in it. He, therefore, made the following 
award! a worker is compelled to leave the service of the
Company either due to ill-fcea1th or old age, the minimum of 30,000 
hours of actual work should be waived in his case and he should be 
paid whatever he has become entitled to on the basis of 90 hours’ 
pay for every 2,000 hours of actual work. It should be left to the 
Trustees of the Gratuity Fund to decide whether the worker is leaving 
service due to ill-health or old age. The maximum benefit should not 
be limited at 1,080 hours. To the credit of each worker’s account 
ninety hours’ pay should be credited for every 2,000 hours of actual 
work for as many years as he has servdd the Company, and he should be 
paid on the basis of the number of hours* pay standing to his credit 
calculated on his basic pay at the time he leaves service. Mr. Justice 
Chagla said he made his award because he felt that as the Company did 
not pay any pension to its workers, it would not be fair to fix a 
limit to the gratuity which a worker could earn.

Leave with pay.- The next demand of the employees was for three 
weeks’ leave yearly with pay instead of one week as they had been 
receiving. The wward made by Mr. justice Chagla on the demand was 
that after a worker has been in the service of the Company for a 
period of three years, he should be given two weeks’ leave yearly 
with pay instead of one week. For the first three years he would 
continue to get one week’s leave as at present. The award was to 
have retrospective effect so that all those who have been in the 
service of the Company for three years or more will become entitled 
to two weeks’ leave yearly with pay.

Wages during Strike Period.- The final demand was for full pay 
to the workers during the time of the strike. The award made on the 
demand was that the Company should pay immediately to all the workers 
who went on strike three-quarters of the pay from March 9 to March 22, 
1942, which they would normally have drawn during that period.

(The Times of India, 30-5-1942.)

Madras Bus Drivers’ Dispute:
Details of Arbitration Award,

At page 5 of our April, 1942, report it was reported that the 
arbitration award given by sir Sidney Burn in the dispute between the 
Madras Motor Drivers’ Union and the Madras bus owners and Companies^

has been submitted to the Madras Government. The award • 
has now been published; the following is a summary of the award:

Arbitration Award.- As to the question whether the bus owners have 
correctly interpreted and kept generally to the terms of the award 
dated the 28th April 1941 and the subsequent agreement dated the 12th 
June 1941 Ovide pages 7 to 8 of our July 1941 report), the arbitrator 
states that it cannot be answered with a simple ’yes’ or ’no’. Some 
of the terms of the award have been misinterpreted by the owners and 
some have not been observed. In some cases it was not possible for 
the owners to adhere to the terms of the award and in some they were 
making preparations to do so when the strike broke out..

In regard to the question whether the circumstances in which the 
strike was started justify the advice given by the Government In their



press communique dated the 19th July, 1941, that workers who have not 
been convicted of crimes of violence should be taken back to employment, 
it is reported that the circumstances in which the strike was started 
do not justify the advice given to the owners by the Government in 
their communique dated 19th July, 1941t that werkers who have not boon 
liuuiiiiu'liud ‘ linn j rjf ilil~n~.: "b: V'"1- t?

Observations by Government.- The Madras Government observes 
that the findings or the Arbitrator oft the specific allegations of 
breaches of the Commissioner of Labour’s award made by the Union are 
generally in favour of the bus owners, «kept in regal'd to the following 
matters :- (a) payment of Re. 1 per month to conductors in addition to 
their ’duty* wages; ( b) washing allowance; and (c) grant of ’days 
off’. His findings in regard to item ( c) ill qualified by remarks about X 
the unworkabili ty of the award. It does not appear that these were 
sufficient grounds for going on strike without further reference to 
the Commissioner of Labour or attempts at negotiation. It would 
appear from the examination of the specific allegations made by the 
Arbitrator that the Commissioner of Labour’s report on which Government 
relied when they issued thdir communique dated 19th July 1941 was not 
sufficiently accurate in its presentation of the case. The Government 
therefore withdraws that communique and has decided to take no further 
part in tie dispute beyond directing the Commissioner of Labour to 
see that the owners implement his award in regard to (1) the Re.l 
payment to conductors, (2) washing allowance, and to frame a clear 
workable seheme of ’days off* that shall be in accordance with his 
award. As the owners bound themselves to abide by the Xxamx terms 
of the Arbitrator’s findings, it is presumed there will be no further 
difficulty about this.

Views of Workers on the Award.- Mr. S. Guruswami, President,
The MT & S.M. Railway Employees’ Union, Madras, in the course of a 
statement on sir Sydney Burn’s award says that it is a very un
satisfactory one. It is pointed out that after a prolonged contro
versy the Government and the employers successfully resisted the demand 
of the workers to include all the essential questions in dispute when 
framing the terms of reference, which were artificially and improperly 
narrowed down. This material omission itself vitiated the whole 
enquiry^ but none was prepared for the self-contradictory positions 
assumed in the report and for the expression of views on funda
mental principles which organised labour cannot in any event accept.

In km discusxing whether the owners have been guilty of mis
interpretation and breach of the award of 28th April, 1941, and the 
subsequent agreement dated the 12th June, 1941, the arbitrator gives 
expression to three views which organised labour cannfet accept on 
principle:

(a) That an agreement between employers and a trade union of workers 
on collective working conditions of the workmen cannot be questioned 
if there is any breach affecting workers who are not members of the 
Union.

( b) That concession of one day off in seven would certainly 
be reasonable provided that the workers would agree to be paid a 
weekly wage and would Xx refrain from insisting on a monthly salary.

(c) That the Government would not be justified in asking the



employers to take tack into service strikers not convicted of crimes 
of violence even though the strike was declared legally after 
exhausting all avenues of negotiation and conciliation and when 
there have teen proven breaches of the awards and agreements, by 
th$ employers. In regard to point (a), Mr. Guruswami quotes certain 
passages from the I.L.O. publication: '’Freedom of Association”,
Vol. I, in support of his contention?

(The Hindu, 22-5-1942)
It is reported that Mr. M. Sitaram Naidu, General secretary of the 

Madras Motor Drivers* Association^ has decided to visit Delhi to meet 
the authorities and request them to have the issue of the Madras 
City bus workers’ dispute reopened and to suggest the setting up 
of a fresh tribunal to go into the affair.

(The Hindu, 27-5-1942.)



SOCIAL INSURANCE 7
Working of the Workmen’s Compensation Act in Sind

during 1^40 » Tz

proceddings before Commissioners.- There were 14 cases pending 
at the commencement of 1^40 and 43 were fjdklnd filed during the year, 
making a total of 62 cases. Of these, 50 cases were disposed of, 
leaving 12 cases pending at the end of the year, of the 50 eases 
disposed of, 35 related to award of compensation under section 10 and 
the remaining 15 were on account of distribution of deposits under 
section 8. Of the 35 cases of award, 6 were in respect of fatal 
accident, 13 in respect of permanent disablement and the remaining 
16 were on account of temporary disablement, of the 15 cases of 
deposit, 9 were in respect of fatal accidents and the remaining 6 
were miscellaneous eases under section 8(2).

Statistics of Workmen, Accidents and Compensation.- ^cc.cyding 
to the statistical returns there were 24,227 adults and 35I^in 
esployment in Sind during the year under review, of the cases of 
injuries in respect of which final compensation was paid during the 
year, 6 resulted in death, 28 in permanent disablement and 291 in 
temporary disablement. Rs.7,800 was paid «s compensation in fatal 
cases, Rs. 11,181-4-7 in eases of permanent disablement and Sxx 
Rs. 4,098-2-7 in eases of temporary disablement. The total number 
of accidents was 325 in respect of which a sum of Rs. 2,307-7-2 was 
paid as compensation. No case of industrial disease was reported 
during the year.*

Provident Fund for Industrial Workers:
Views of the Southend.la Chamber of Commerce.

One of the subjects discussed at the 3rd Labour Ministers’ 
Conference held in January 1942 (vide pages 3 to 5 of our January 
1942 report for proceedings) was the institution of provident funds 
for industrial workers. Recently^, the Government of India is under
stood to have approached industrial interests in the country through 
Provincial Governments to gather their views on the proposal. The 
nowwltt.ee of the Southern India Chamber of Commerce^in its communication 
on the subject to the Commissioner of Labour, Madras, points out that 
the present time is not propitious for the undertaking of a legislative 
measure of such importance, although JDtsxxn it recognises that the 
proposed scheme is sound in substance. It expresses the opinion that 
from all points of view the more outstanding problems to workers, such 
as holidays with pay, sickness insurance, unemployment insurance, 
provident fund, etc., should all be tackled together In a comprehensive 
legislative measure. The Committee presumes that the proposed scheme 
is to be on an all-India basis and adds that if individual provinces
« Annual Report on the working of the Workmen *s Compensation Act,

1923, for the year 1940. Price: As.3. Karachi: Printed at the
Government Press. 1942. pp.12.



are to take independent action on the proposal, it would be undesirable 
and most data detrimental to the Industdal growth and development of 
the provinces which undertake such legislation. It Is urged that the 
Indian states should necessarily come In line with the Bri tilth Indian 
provinces in this matter of all-india iaqoortanee.

The absence of all reference to the Government’s obligations in the 
details of the proposal, the Committee points out, is a serious omission 
The Committee Is emphatically of the opinion that in consonance with 
the obligations that the Governments of different countries have 
shouldered in the matter of labour welfare, the Government of this 
country, as also the Governments of the States,should accept the 
responsibility for contributing their share towards any labour welfare 
fund that may be instituted.

(The Hindu, 30-5-1942.) Z*



AGRICULTURE

Agricultural statistics of British India, 1937-58

Classification of Area and Net Area Sown.- According to the 
Agricultural statistics of India for the year ending 30-6-1938, the 
actual area of British territory (excluding Burma) for which statistics 
are given in the volume Is 511,302,000 acres, as against 511,794,000 
acres according to professional survey, of the total area, 68,001,000 
acres, or 13 per cent., are occupied hy forests; and the area not 
available for cultivation, i.e., land absolutely barren or unculturable 
or covered by buildings, water, and roads, or otherwise appropriated 
to uses other than agriculture, amounts to 92,402,000 acres, or 18 
per cent. The balance, 350,899,000 acres, or 69 per cent., represents 
the area available for cultivation. Of this, 91,969,000 acres or 18 
per cent, of the total area, represent culturable waste other than 
fallow, i.e., land available for cultivation but not taken up or 
abandoned, and 45,437,000 acres, or 9 per cent., land kept fallow in 
the year of report. The net area actually sown with crops during 
1937-58 was therefore 213,493,000 acres or 42 per cent, of the 
total area, as against 213,719,000 acres in the preceding year. If, 
however, areas spwn more than once during the year are taken as 
separate areas for each crop, the gross area sown in the year of 
report amounts to 246,863,000 acres, as against 248,192,000 acres in 
the preceding year.

irrigation Statistics.- The total area irrigated in 1937-38 was 
52,833,000 acres, as against 50,158,000 acres in the preceding year.
Of tMa area, 24,653,000 acres were irrigated from Government canals, 
3,611,000 acres from private canals, 12,569,000 acres from
6,251,000 acres from tanks, and 5,749,000 acres from other sources of 
irrigation. In India irrigation is ordinarily resorted to on an extensive 
scale in tracts where the rainfall is most precarious. In Assam, 
eastern Bengal, and the Malabar Coast (including the Konkan), where 
the rainfall is ordinarily heavy, the crops hardly need the help of 
irrigation, unless there is an unusual scarcity of rain. Of the total 
area irrigated In 1937-38, the Punjab accounted for 31 per cent., the 
United Provinces 22 per cent., Madras 17 per cent., Bihar and Sind 
8 per cent., each and the other provinces for the remaining 14 per 
cent. The 'above figures of irrigated areas do not take into account 
areas sown more than once during the year with the help of irrigation, 
but indicate the extent of land actually irrigated. Counting areas 
sown more than once as separate areas for each crop, the gross area/ 
of irrigated crops was 57,314,000 acres in 1937-38. Of this area, 83 
per cent, was under food crops and the remainder under non-food crops.
Of the former, 18,426,000 acres were under rice, 12,011,000 acres under 
wheat 2,548,000 acres under barley, 1,331,000 acres under jowar,
987,000 acres under bajra, 1,360,000 acres under maize, 2,229,000 
acres under sugarcane, and the remaining 8,428,000 acres under other 
food crops, of the irrigated non-food crop area, 4,556,000 acres were 
occupied by cotton.

Classification of Area Sown.- The gross area cultivated with 
crops covered, as stated before, 246,863,000 acres in 1937-38. Of 
the total sown area, food crops occupied about 197,322,000 ares, or 
80 per cent, and non-food crops 49,541,000 acres, or 20 per cent. Of 
the food-crops, food-grains (cereals and pulses) covered as much as 
186,762,000 acres, or 76 per cent, of the totdl area sown, and other



I

food-crops (condiments and spices, sugar, fruits and vegetables, and 
miscellaneous food-crops together) some 10,560,000 acres, or 4 per 
cent, of the total, of non-food crops, fibres (such aa cotton, jute, 
hemp, etc.) occupied 18,944,000 acres or 8 per cent, and oilseeds 
16 985,000 acres or 7 per cent, of the total area sown. The other non
food crops - dyes and tanning materials, drugs and narcotics (tobacco 
tea, coffee, opium, etc.), fodder crops, and miscellaneous non-food * 
crops together - occupied about 13,612,000 acres, or 5 per cent, of 
the t o ta1•

(Extracted from Agricultural Statistics of India,
1937-38, Volume I - Department of Commercial Intelligence 
and statistics, India. Published by the Manager of 
Publications, Delhi, 1942. Price Rs. 8 or 13s. pp.365.)

"Grow-More-Food” Drive;
Government of India to Finance scheme and Compensate Provinces. tX------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------

The Central Government has, it is learnt, decided to make 
available Rs. 10,000,000 from the Cotton Fund for the "Grow-More-
pood” drive. Out of this sum Rs. 2,500,000 has already been allotted 
to the Central province^. Provincial Governments have been invited 
to send suggestions and schemes in this connection. It is further 
learnt that the Central Government has agreed to compensate any loss 
in any provincial Government’s revenue through a change of cfattps 
under the ’’Grow-More-Food” campaign.

Safeguarding the Cultivator.- In connection with the food 
production drive inaugurated ty the Government of India, the question 
has been raised according to a press note issued by the Government 
whether the position of the cultivator may not be seriously affected 
If a nationwide effort towards increased food production leads to such 
an augmentation of output as to affect the saleability of the crops.
It has been suggested that in the event of a sudden termination of 
hostilities, the demand for foodstuffs may fall off, leading to a 
deterioration in prices. The Government of India regards the 
possibility of any such developments as remote. It therefore asks 
the cultivators to be on their guard against any exaggeration of 
these fears and to go ahead with their jilans for increased food 
production to meet the proved need of the hour. Even after the 
cessation of hostilities, the demaad for foodstuffs from countries 
now devastated by war is likely to increase rather than decrease.
India herself with her growing'population needs more food than she 
grows at present, it Is, however, likely that genuine apprehensions 
may be felt about the transport situation and certain temporary 
difficulties in the marketing of crops on that account, and it was 
to counter such apprehensions that It was recommendecLat the Food 
Production Conference held in New Delhi on April 6 rnat ’’the Government 
of India should undertake ,BHsh should such a contingency threaten, 
to buy such quantities of foodstuffs in the open market as would 
prevent any serious deterioration in the level of prices." The Govern
ment of India has accgpted the principle of this recommendation, and 
the details of a scheme for giving effect to it are now being worked 
out in consultation with the interests concerned. Meanwhile, the



Government of India conveys the assurance to the cultivators that 
should any developments take place which affect the saleability of 
the food crops, it will ±je buy such quantities of foodstuffs in the 
open market, whether in British India, or in the Indian States as 
are calculated to prevent a serious fall in the prices. *

(The Amrita Bazar Patrika, 9-5-1942 and the 
Statesman, 26-5-1942).

purchase of Pood Crop seeds for Bombay Provinces
Government's Rs. 170,000 scheme.',/

A sum of Rs. 170,000 has been sanctioned by the Bombay 
Government for the purchase of food crop seed for being made available 
to cultivators at concession rates throughout the province In pursuance 
of the plan to encourage growing of more food crops in preference to 
non-food crops. Were Where there was seed shortage, Government pro
posed distributing food crop seed at two thirds of the cost price.
For this purpose Rs. 50,000 each had been placed at the disposal of 
the Deputy Director of Agriculture In the Northern, Southern and the 
Central Divisions, and Rs. 20,000 at the disposal of the Divisional 
Superintendent, Konkan.

(The Times of India, 22-5-1942.)



PROFESSIOKAL WORKERS, SALARIED EMPLOYEES, AND PUBLIC SERVANTS

indebtedness of Public Servants in Cbohin state:
Survey ordered by Government. ,/

The Cochin State Government has ordered a survey of the 
condition of indebtedness of the officers of the State. A noti
fication Issued in this connection states that the Government is 
aware that there are a number of officers in the state Service 
involved in debt. It is considered necessary to take a com
prehensive survey and find out the persons highly and seriously 
involved in debt. If an officer has large debts, but has also 
more than enough properties to pay off the debts, there is hardly 
any cause for action. The enquiry will be one addressed to find 
out how many officers there are in a Department, including the 
Head of the Department, who are indebted to such an extent that 
there is no immediate prospect of paying off their debts. The Heads 
of the Department are requested to cause enquiries to be made in the 
matter and submit reports immediately.

(The Hindu, 8-5-1942.) tx*



LIVING CONDITIONS
Nutrition

Nutritional Deficiency in Hyderabad state:
Changes in Agricultural policy suggested.''

The first fruits of the nutrition survey of the Hyderabad State 
whieh was ordered by the Government of the State in 1940, and which is 
still in progress, are now being gathered. As a result of the study 
of the data collected in a number of districts in the first eighteen 
months of the survey, several important conclusions have been reached 
concerning the dietary deficiencies in the areas surveyed and proposals 
have been formulated by hhe Medical and Public Health Department.

Cause of Pellagra.- in the Siddipet Taluq of Medak district, for 
instance, cases or pellagra were noticed only in the areas where maize 
is the chief cereal cultivated and is therefore the staple diet. In the 
adjoining areas where rice, wheat and Jawar are consumed for the most 
part, no cases of this disease were detected. A few cases of pellagra 
were also detected In some rural areas among the very poor who sub
sisted on a limited choice of food. It is therefore emphasised that the 
disease could only be eradicated by a complete change in present 
dietary habits in the affected areas and the recommendation had been 
made to the Agricultural Department to devote special attention to the 
cultivation of cereals like jawar and ragj in place of maize.

Deficiencies of Sice Diet.- The attention of the Agricultural 
has alee called to the ease of poor families in the

rice-eating areas whose staple diet is made up of riee and condiments.
It is suggested in their ease that attempts should be made to improve 
the nutritive value of such diet, at least In certain essential respects, 
and that it would be better if, as a matter of policy, special attention 
Is paid to the increased cultivation of millets such as Jawar and ragj 
in the Tellingana districts which comprise the rice-eating areas.

Neglect of Pulses.- It has also been ascertained that the rice- 
eaters’ intake of pulses, which supply some of the food factors in which 
rice is deficient, also falls short of what Is desirable. To remedy 
the deficiency it has been suggested that the Agricultural Department 
should aim at increasing the cultivation of pulses in the rice-eating 
districts by developing improved varieties.

Vegetables.- At the same time the nutrition surveys in Medak, 
M&hboobnagar and Raichur districts have shown that the vegetable intake 
in the rural areas is far below the desirable level, whereas vegetables 
of any kind would improve the standard of nutrition in these areas. It 
is pointed out, for instance, that leafy vegetables are a valuable 
supplement to poor rice diets since they are rich in vitamins ttAtt and 
nC” and calcium. For this reason x the Medical and Public Health 
Department has suggested to the Agricultural Department the desirability 
of taking up the study of leafy vegetables in particular and endeavouring 
to increase their production, special emphasis has been laid on the need 
for developing kitchen gardens in villages where manure and water ar4l^ 
easily available. \

(Hyderabad Information, May 1942)



planning War-Time Nutrition: 
Uses of Soya Bean.

A judicious system of crop planning,encouragement of larger 
cultivation of those crops fchat are likely to?teke up the deficiency 
in the national diet, and introduction of suitable marketing and 
distribution machinery, were some of the suggestions made by 
Dr. A.u. Ukil, in a talk on ’’planning Wartime Nutrition'1 before 
the Calcutta Rotary Club on 12-5-1942. In ^rder to study the 
subject in all its aspects, he proposed the mobilisation of a body 
of scientific experts, in Dr. ukil's opinion, soya beans would go a 
long way towards solving the country’s food difficulties and lha he 
recommended a more extended cultivation of this crop. ’’There is 
no other crop known to us”, he said, "which can feed and clothe 
the peasant and build his hut at the same time. To take the place 
of milk, there are hardly any other foods that are^ equal to soya 
beanjr and soya bean milk.” Elaborating his suggestion, he said 
that people should be induced to mix 20 per cent, of soya beans with 
rice, in the Philippines, a combination of 80 per cent, rice 
and 20 per cent, soya beans^with the incorporation of such vege
tables as were possible to grow in the compound of every house, 
made a balanced diet for the adult population. It had been shown 
jfhat milk consumption, both of adults and children, could be reduced 
to half by mixing equal parts of milk and steam-processed soya beans. 
Human milk might be largely or entirely replaced by groundnut soya 
bean milk for feeding infants. He said that the mixing of soya 
beans With rice would entirely meet the shortage of rice occasioned 
by the stoppage of export from Burma. As regards Bengal, the speaker 
said that with intensive cultivation and crop rotation, Bengal could 
not only obtain self-sufficiency as regafds her food requirements, but 
would probably have a surplus. He expressed the opinion that further 
extension of tea cultivation should be restricted, if possible, and 
any available land in the tea gardens should be utilized for growing 
catch crops and soya beans.

(The Statesman, 14-0-1942.)



General / 6

Rural problems in Indore State: 
Maharaja sets up Enquiry Committee.

The Maharaja Holkar of Indore state appointed towards the 
middle of May 1942 a committee consisting of the Revenue Minister, 
the Education Minister and the Commerce Member of the state for 
the purpose of reporting within three months on the needs, in 
order of urgency, of the rural population of the state that call 
for early action.

(The statesman, 22 -5-1942.) i/



ORGANISATION, CONGRESSES, ETC

Baployers' Organisations

f sSs.,
■' /

Employers * Association of Northern India; 
5th Annual Meeting, cawnpore, 28-6-IH2.

The 5th annual meeting of the Employers’ Association of Northern 
India was held at Cawnpore on 28-5-1942, La la P a da mp at Singhanla,
Chairman of the Association^ residing.

presidential Address: American Technical Mission.- Reviewing 
the political and economic situation of India during the last year,
La la padaapat Singhania referred to the arrival of the American 
Technical Mission in India and said that suspicion has been expressed 
in some quarters that America has some ulterior motive behind this 
move; but this suspicion has been removed ty the Leader of the 
Mission. He said that he had met the members of the Mission along 
with other representatives of Indian commerce and industry and dis
cussed with them the potentialities of Indian industrial resources 
and that they were assured that America has no designs to establish 
American capital in India?but it is with a view to give impetus to 
Indian industries in order to effectively cope with war pressure and 
also to facilitate the star^lpg of,c ajgtjta 1 war Industries that America 
has taken this isflfctiative. cross-examined them In several ways 
and were convinced of the genuineness of the attempt. He expressed 
the hope that the Mission would act promptly and that the Government 
would take isgediate steps to Implement the proposals of the Mission.
It will be better, be said, if Dr. Grady, the President of the Mission, 
would publish his proposals for the benefit of the public.

Workers and War Work.- Stressing the importance of the labour front 
in the prosecution of the war, the president emphasised the need for 
labour to work intensively and stick to their posts. In this connection, 
he pointed out that it is highly desirable that employers should 
establish more personal contact with workers and should make all endeavours 
to assure them that in no case will there be any scarcity to them 
regarding their essential needs of daily food and clothing. The 
employers adopted a benevolent attitude during the crisis of wheat 
shortage in Cawnpore. They took all steps to relieve the distress.
Such an attitude will go a long way in maintaining morale. He 
hoped that the Association would do all that is possible to keep up 
the spirit of the labourers.

Activities of the Association.- The Association has been rendering 
very useful service to labour. By its Labour Bureau It Is trying to 
register the unemployed workers and find work for them. The registra-

y • tlpn increased during the year under review; so also did the nurabend of fR-ra*. 
ipa^foyment through the Bureau. The figure of literacy among registered

workers is 22 per eent. There is a slight drop in the figure as com- 
pared to the percentage of the previous years. This is not satisfactory*.  ̂
It is hoped that the Government and the employers will adopt effective 
measures to increase literacy among workers. This is necessary both 
in the interests of industries and workers, for literacy general&develpps 
elements of efficiency in a worker which ultimately improves production.

industrial Relations.- While complimenting the workers on their 
loyalwork, the president regretted the strike declared by them some 
jtime back for war dear food allowance, which they could have got without



striking work. It was tad and wrong leadership Toy trade unions / < 
which was responsible for the strike. They seem to imagine that 
the min business of a^^ade^bnion is to engineer strikes and 
create unhappy relations between the employers and their workers.
Trade unions should aim at promoting harmonious relations and good 
will between employers and workers and settle all questions con
cerning labour by negotiations and friendly discussions. The Asso
ciation has since its inception stood for the recognition of genuine 
trade union principles. If it could only be realised what wr 
tremendous pecuniary harm the strikes cause to the workers and how 
criminal it is to stop the work at a time when the nation is engaged 
in a terrible war, there may be a return to saner activities of 
getting grievances redressed by mutual appreciation of each other’s 
point of view.

The War Dear Food Allowances and bonuses which workers in 
Gawnpore are getting are in no way less than what workers in other 
parts of the country are receiving. Without going into details, 
roughly calculated, workers belonging to member concerns have been 
paid about Rs. 3.5 millions over and above their basic wages during 
the year 1941-42. If one takes into account the workers of Govern
ment factories, building concerns and other industrial houses also, 
it would be found that in all about Rs. 7 millions extra have been 
paid throughout the Province during the year. The present-day wages 
of the workers are commensurate with the increase in prices and it 
is possible for the workers to effect savings out of them.

Shortage of production.- The country has begun to feel the 
shortSgb' o'F «44entl'di rcqbx raments of hwsan beings; food and clothing 
So far as shortage in food is concerned, the Government of India as 
also the Provincial Governments have launtfpd a "Grow More Food” 
campaign. He emphasised the Advisability of adopting substantial 
methods to meet with the requirements of the country so far as 
clothing is concerned. The Government should take up the task 
of further promotion of village handicrafts and increasing develop
ment of small cottage industries. Already there is shortage of 
yarn. There may be shortage in other materials as well in future. 
Transportation difficulties are there, it is therefore necessary 
that vigorous attempts should be made by the Government to give a 
momentum to village industries.. If the Government would like to 
move in this direction and seek the aid of the employers, the 
Association will come forward to do whatever it can in this direction.

pabour Supply.- Lastly, La la padampat referred to the growing 
tendency among workers in villages to migrate to industrial areas 
and become Industrial workers. With the rapid industrial expansion 
of cawnpore in particular, and the United Provinces in general, on 
account of war production, nearly 200,000 workers are engaged in 
various industrial concerns. Further industrialisation is anti
cipated and consequently the number of workers is bound to rise.
He said that it is the duty of the Government, the local bodies and 
the employers to see that these workers are provided with all the 
facilities which may make them feel at home in cities. Out of a 
population of about 600,000 in Cawnpore (there has been an appreciable 
Increase after the* Census) no less than 2o to 25 per cent, are found 
without a dwelling, lying in streets. A worker after hard day's 
toll requires some recreation and some healthy place to sit and 
sleep and if that is not forthcoming he finds himself in unfamiliar 
surroundings and takes the first opportunity to run away. The



Government is alive to the problem,but it has not moved fast enough 
in the matter. He hoped that despite numerous handicaps, all concerned 
would formulate a comprehensive scheme to solve the problem.

( Summarised from a copy of the Proceedings^ of the 5th 
Annual Meeting, supplied to this Office by the Employers’ 
Association of northern India, Cawnpore.)^

Employe1*s’ Association of Northern India:
Anneal Report for 1941-42*

Membership and Labour Force.- The membership of the Employers’ 
Association of Northern india,Cawnpore, during 1941-42 (1-2-1941 to 
31-1-1942) consisted of 42 concerns (13 cotton mills, 1 woollen mill,
2 leather works, 2 sugar works, 2 jute mills, 2 hosiery factories,
2 brush factories, 2 ice factories and 16 other factories). The 
total labour force employed by member concerns in Cawnpore is approxi
mately 61,703 as against 56,822 last year; and tftabestiaated total 
of labour upMs employed by tie mills and factories of Cawnpore is 
76,316.

Complaints.- During the year, the Association received and 
dealt wlta 42b cosplaints from workers; of these 9 were made by the 
Cawnpore Mazdoor sabha, 141 by other unions and 275 direct hy workers.
52 eases went up before the Government Labour Commissioner (as against 
40 in 1940-41) of which 26 were decided in favour of the Association 
and 23 against it, while x 3 were neutral decisions. There was an 
increase in the number of eases heard by the Labour Commissioner as 
compared with the previous year due to other Unions bringing forward 
IWT?**"*" The deadlock in regard to conciliation proceedings with 
the cawnpore Mazdoor Sabha continued.

Labour Bureau.- The Labour Bureau of the Association registered 
16,227 appiieaidbs from unemployed workers, and was able to secure 
employment for 11,747 (the corresponding figures for 1940-41 were 
14,772 and 7,803). The report points out that there has been a 
continued ft increase in the demand for labour in the leather^ industry. 
93*39 per cant, of the workers registered were from the United 
Provinces and the remaining 1.61 per cent, tfere from other Provinces 
and states as against 1.12 per cent, in the year 1940-41. Of the 
16,227 unemployed workers registered, only 22.15 per cent, were 
literate as against 25.56 per cent, in 1940-41, and the report 
points out that there has been a steady and increasing drop in 
the percentage of literate workers. The continued drop is due to 
the large number of leather workers who have passed through the 
Bureau, though there has also been a drop amongst other sections 
of workers due again to the increased demand for unskilled labour.

Labour Situation.- There was a large-scale strike in July 1941 
involving £7,198 workers, entailing a loss of 235,975 working days, 
and Rs. 209,762 in wages. Including this, industrial disputes during 
the year in Cawnpore involved 29,754 workers, and entailed a loss of 2AM 
240,059 working days and Rs. 214,959 in wages. The strike in July 1941
* Fifth Annual Report of the Enployers’ Association of northern India, 

Cawx^pore, for the year 1941-42 (established 2nd August, 1937), presented 
to the Annual General Meeting held on 28th May, 1942. The Star Press, 
Cawnpore. 1942. pp. 10.



was xgxl instigated by the Cawnpore Mazdoor sabha to enforce a demand 
of war dear food allowance, although employers were considering the 
question. The strike was, as usual, without notiee and no effort was 
made to negotiate before it was enforced. The Provincial Government, as 
a result of this Illegal strike,announced that it could not continue to 
recognise the Cawnpore Mazdoor sabha. The fight for supremacy in the 
Cawnpore Mazdoor Sabha between the so-called Socialist Group and the 
Communists has continued as a result of their divergent political views, 
and the interests of the workers from the pure trade union point of 
view have been pushed into the background. The result is shewn in the 
very heavy drop in the membership of the Sabha. The last published 
figure giving the total membership of the Cawnpore Mazdoor Sabha was 
1,839 against 7,103 in the previous year.

The position in regard to employment in Cawnpore generally has 
continued to improve owing to the increase in the number of workers 
employed in existing concerns and to a large number of concerns opening 
up in connection with the war effort. This has led to a very diatinet 
improvement in the general wage level which has been greatly assisted 
by the grant of further instalments pf war dear food allowances.

Technical Training.- At the request of the Cawnpore Civil 
Training Recruiting Sub-Committee, the Association through the co
operation of its members in Cawnpore agreed to assist in this work.
Later the scheme was taken over by the Government of India, and 
facilities were provided for the training of 80 fitters at one 
time. The flow of recruits was not sufficient for fall advantage 
to be taken of the facilities offered by the scheme, and ty the 
end of January 1942, the supply of recruits had ceased. During 
the time the seheme was in operation, 491 reeruits were registered 
tut only 80*? completed their course; of this number 157 were 
accepted by the military authorities and the remainder rejected mostly 
on medical grounds.

War pear good Allowance and Bonus.- Details of the War dear food 
allowance granted ‘ty members of .thp Association in 1940,1941 and 
1942 were given at pages 49-50 or Jamary L940 report, 35-36 ofTtugust 
1941 report and page 44 of*january 1942 report respectively of this 
Office.

The Committee of the Association also considered the question of 
the payment of bonus generally by all members of the Association and It 
was agreed that a bonus should be paid.



Workers* Organisations

Progre33 of Trade Unionism in Bombay, 1940-41,

Humber of Registered Unions and Membership.- There were 73 
unions, including one Federation, on the register on 31-3-1940. The 
registrations of 13 of these unions were cancelled during the year 
under report. Two other unions were dissolved during the year, and 
their dissolution registered. There were thus only 58 odd unions which 
were still on the register at the end of the year. To these were 
added 13 new unions which were registered during the year. The control 
of 8 unions whose objects were not confined to one province was also 
transferred to the Registrar of this Province from the Registrar
of Central Trade unions, Delhi, with effect from 1-4-1941, bringing 
the total number of unions on the register from 1st April 1941 to 79.
The report under review is based on the annual returns from 64 unions, 
including one Federation.

The total membership of the reporting unions at the end of the 
year was 141,578 as against 132,475 at the beginning of the year. 
Important among the groups which contributed to this rise were 
’’Engineering* - 44.15 per cent., "Textiles” - 40.33 per eent. and 
"Miscellaneous” - 14.97 per cent. The groups which recorded decreases 
in membership were "Railways (including Railway Workshops) and Trans
port other than Tramways", "printing Presses","seamen" and "Docks 
and port Trusts". The decreases in the membership of "Printing 
PreeeO** and "seamen* were particularly marked, being 49.34 per cent, 
and 41.05 per cent, respectively.

The position as regards female membership showed improvement 
during the year. In the year 1939-40, there were 21 unions having 
6,713 female members on their rolls; during the year under report, 
however, the numbers increased to 26 and 7,089 respectively, the 
highest so far reported.

Finances of Unions.- The principal liability of the majority 
of the unions was the general fund. It formed the only liability of 
25 unions, while four unions had liabilities other than the general 
fund. The total sjnount at the credit of the general fund a<jgount of 
all the unions wasul4,490 and other liabilities amounted tovl,902 
as against total assets amounting to Rs. 386,392. The figure for total 
assets includes ks an amount of Rs. 109,569 for unpaid subscriptions due, 
the real value of which is doubtful. The amount of cash assets was 
the largest in the case of "Railways (including Railway Workshops) 
and Transport other than Tramways" and the "Textile# groups, amounting 
to Rs. 31,791 and Rs. 30,853 respectively. Securities valued at 
Rs. 93,980 were held by nine unions of which the Bombay Postmen Union 
held securities worth nearly Rs* 41,000.

Humber and Membership of Unregistered Unions.- According to the 
quarterly review published in the Labour Gazette, at the beginning of the 
year the number of the trade unions registered and unregistered in the 
Province of Bombay was 180 with a membership of 187,132. Eighty of the 
unions were registered under the Act. Of the remaining unions, 30 
were associations of employees of the postal and Telegraph Department.

(Labour Gazette, Bombay, March, 
1942.)^



Recognition of Trade Unions; 
Views of N.W.R. Employees' union./

Reference was made at page 1 of our April 1942 report to the 
draft Bill to amend Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, with a view to 
provide for “recognition” of trade unions. The N.W.R. (Northwestern 
railway) Employees* union, Lahore, has made the following criticism 
about the provisions:

Conditions of Recognition.- Regarding the power given to 
Provincial Governments to prescribe minimum strength of unions for 
recognition, the suggestion is made that this provision would not 
be fair to railway unions, the field of activity of which embraces 
several thousands of employees over a route mileage of several 
thousands of miles.

Rights of “Recognised” union.- As regards the rights of 
recognised unions, prescribed in the Bill, the N.W.R. Employees’
Union disagrees with the exclusion of individual matters from 
negotiation between employers and Unions. Where an individual has 
been graveimwronged, or wronged in a manner which involves a principle 
affecting a» class of its members, it should be a subject for re
presentation and the employer should enter into negotiations with 
the union executive. In support of this demand, the Union refers 
to (i) the existing provisions in the General Manager's Guidance Notes 
in dealing with unions on the N.W. Railway, and (ii) the Railway 
Board's recent communication to the All-India Railwaymen's Federation 
on the subject of policy regarding individual cases presented by 
recognised unions addressed to railway administration.

As regards the provision that an employer need not re-open 
cases where he has arrived at a certain conclusion whether in agree
ment with the Union executive or not, the Union suggests that a 
limitation of 6 to 12 months wan be placed on the re-opening of such 
cases; this should also be possible if new facts are advanced.

(The Railway Herald, Karachi, 18-5-1942.)/

Attempts to form Federation of Labour Unions in Mysore, y

Attempts are being made to form a federation of labour 
associations in Mysore state. This is the result of the new Mysore 
Labour Act which, inter alia, provides for the formation of trade 
unions, several labour associations that have come into existence 
under the new Labour Act have now come forward with proposals to 
establish a central labour organisation and a special sub-committee 
has been busy drafting the constitution and rules of the labour 
federation. A conference of representatives of the several labour 
associations Was held recently, when Mr. k.T. Bhashyam was elected 
president of the Mysore Labour Federation. The conference resolved 
to represent to Government to consider giving statutory recognition 
to the Mysore i*3c state Labour Federation.

(The Times of Indi$, 26-5-1942, 
-v



Recognition of Trade Unions:
Views of Bombay Millowners1 Association on Draft Bill to amend Indian 
—--------- Trade unions Act, ,/

Reference was made at page 1 of our April 1942 report to the 
draft Bill to amend the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, with a view to 
provide for recognition of trade unions, opposition to certain 
proposals in the draft Bill has been expressed by the Conmittee of 
the Millowners’ Association in a letter to the Government of India.
The Committee asserts that employers should not, under any circumstances, 
be compelled by statute to recognise unions and points out that where 
a trade union consists of bona fide workers, is managed by representatives 
of workers, adopts strictly trade union methods in securing redress of 
its members’ rights, and is further in a position to impose its will 
upon its members in securing due observance of all the agreements and 
undertakii^s given by it in i>s negotiations with employers, then 
recognition by employers follows as a matter of course without any 
compulsion whatsoever.

The Millowners ’ Association is also unable to accept the 
Government’s recommendation to employers to adopt a liberal policy 
towards trade unions and Its workers even though they may feel some 
doubts regarding the leaders of those trade unions. The Association 
points out that their experience in Bombay has unfortunately been 
extremely bitter. Active leadership and initiative in all trade 
union matters pass, owing to the laek ef workers in sufficient numbers 
with experience in trade union methods, into the hands of outsiders 
"with destructive views, and these leaders have not hesitated tp 
use the union machinery in their hands as a convenient weapon for 
advancement of their personal aims and objects, regardless of the 
interests of the union which they are supposed to represent and of 
the industry affected.” To substantiate this statement, the letter 
quotes from published reports of enquiry committees appointed by the 
Government in regard to labour disputes. The Millowners’ Association, 
however, stresses that the proper time to go into the various proposals 
of the Government will be when the war is over and when normalClai has 
been restored. For the duration of the war, it suggests for thos% 
provinces which have not passed any such labour legislation like that 
of the Bombay Act, to have a statute on the lines of the Bombay 
Trade Disputes Act of 1934.

(The Statesman, 24-5-1942.) (/



SOCIAL CONDITIONS

prisoners as Labour Battalion: 
it.?, Government Aappts Scheme. X

The u.fi. Government has finally approved a scheme for forming 
a labour battalion of prisoners at present eonflned in the u.P. jails.
The strength of the battalion will be 1,400 and it will work under the 
Defence Department of the Government of India, it Is learned that about 
2,000 prisoners have volunteered their services for war. The Government 
will now select the required number and give them training in a camp.
The prisoners will be given the same wages and facilities as members 
of other labour corps, and they will be set free after the war when the 
battalion will be disbanded.

(The Statesman, 30-5-1942.)'/



SOCIAL POLICY IN WAR TIME
Hours

Reduction of Hours of Work in jute Mills from 60 to 54 per Week.

The virtual closing of the Port of Calcutta has had repercussions 
on the jute mill stocks. Commercial hessians are up ty over 85 
millions. Sacking goods on commercial account register an advance of 
45 million yards. Aa regards goods held on Government account, sand
bags show an increase of 22.5 million yards. Overhead, therefore, the 
Increase in stoeks at the end of April as compared with the end of 
March amounts to almost 36 per cent. Government goods have increased 
by 22 per cent, and commercial goods of all sorts by 42 per cent, though 
the increase is much more marked in hessian at 59 per cent, than in heavy 
goods at 31 per cent, steps had to be taken to regulate production 
nearer to the offtake and at a meeting in the first week of May 1942, 
the Indian Jute Mills Association decided to recommend that working
hours should be reduced from 60 per week to 54, and that, at the same 
time, lo Pdr cent, of the looms should be sealed, it was decided that 
this alteration should be brought Into force from 18-5-1942.

At the same time it was agreed,as a measure of compensation to 
the mill labour force, to increase the "amenity allowance" (koraki). 
from a monthly payment of one rupee to a flat rate payment of twelve 
annas per week. The increase now granted is tantamount to giving the 
labour the same return for 54 hours week as they have been receiving 
for 60.

(The Indian Finance, 9 and 16-5-1942.) +

Wages

Increase of Dearness Allowance in Coimbatore

Xin view of the recent further rise in the cost of living index 
since the dearness allowance of 12y2 per cent, was granted in August 1941, 
the south Indian Mllowners ’ Association has recommended member mills 
to Increase the present dearness allowance of 12}/2 per cent, or 2 
annas in the rupee to 18| per cent, or 3 annas in the rupee. This is 
to be continued so long as the need exists and the Mills can afford the 
expenditure. This increase is to come into force from 1-5-1942.
Together with the bonus, this increase amounts to 27yi2 per cent, in 
wages.

( The Hindu, 22-5-19 42.)



Organisations.

Industrial Relations

industrial 
G overnmenT of India's Letter

Relations in 
To

War Time: 
Employers 1

The Government of India is reported to have sent on 3-3-1942 a 
letter (Ho. L1882) to the Employers’ Federation of India, Bombay, and 
to the All-India organisation of Industrial Employers, Hew Delhi, 
regarding the handling of labour in war time. The letter xkzAxxx 
recalled recent discussions with representatives of these organisations 
and of labour in regard to the maintenance of morale among labourers 
in the event of enemy action and states that the Government is satisfied 
that one of the first essentials is that there should be close contact 
between representatives of the employees and their employers, and that 
in order to ensure such close contact in present circumstances it is 
necessary that employers should adopt a liberal policy in regard to 
the recognition of trade unions. The Government of India, it is 
pointed out, will be consulting these and other organisations regarding 
its proposals for compulsory recognition of trade unions, but it is 
suggested that the two organisations would be well advised to issue 
at once general adviee to their members that they should adopt a 
liberal policy towards any trade unions of their workers even though 
they may feel some doubts regarding the leaders of those trade unions.

Some u further measures indicated as being useful for the purpose 
in view are the use of propaganda. The nature of propaganda to be 
used and the methods of using it can probably best be decided by indi
vidual employers, but the Government thoughtit essential that any 
such propaganda should be x accompanied by the adoption of every 
possible measure to ensure the safety and comfort of workers. The 
adequate provision of slit trenches for workers stand out as a first 
essential, while storing within factory premises of stocks of grain 
with adequate arrangements for cooking,and other welfare works ofa. 
similar nature may prove of great value. Provided that the worker 
sees that steps are being taken to look after his interests and 
to ensure his safety and comfort, he will probably be readier to face 
the dangers and difficulties likely to result from enemy action.

(The Railway Herald, Karachi^ 18-5-1942 )5 

Employment

Essential Services (Maintenance) Amendment ordinance, 1942. V

The Government of India has promulgated an Ordinance to amend 
the Essential Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, 1941, so as to make 
the provisions relating to the continuance in service of essential 
personnel more specific.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 28-5-1942, pages 709 to 710.)

4-



Separation Allowance to Government ^nployees in n
Evacuated Areas in Bengal. ,/ p'-, j

With a view to assisting their employees Jmr&meetfcmg the addition! 
expenditure involved in evacuating their families froirf certain places 
in the coastal belt of the province, the Government of Bengal proposes 
to declare certain areas as ”non-family" areas. Any Government servant 
in a ’’non-family area” who, in accordance with the advice given by the 
Government, has sent his family away will be given a separation allowance. 
■Phia allowance will range between ten and twelve per cent, of the 
monthly pay of an employee.

(The Hindustan Times, 7-5-1942.)^*

Bengal Essential Services (Maintenance) Rules, 1942.,

The Government of Bengal has published the Bengal Essential 
Services (Maintenance) Rules, 1942, extending to the whole of Bengal.
The Labour Commissioner, Bengal, is empowered to issue directions 
regulating the wages and other conditions of service of persons or any 
class of persons engaged in any employment or class of employment 
declared under section 3 of the Ordinance to be an employment or class 
of employment to which the ordinance applies, subject to the following 
conditionsi-

(a) that directions regulating the wages and other conditions of 
service of persons engaged in such employment or clash of 
employment shall not be given except after a summary inquiry 
in respect of such wages or conditions of service and due 
consideration of the views of the representatives of the 
employers of such persons as well as of the representatives 
of such persons;

( b) that in case of any dispute between such persons and their 
employers any direction increasing or reducing the wages 
or allowances of such persons by more than twenty per cent, 
of the wages or allowance which were being drawn by such 
persons at the time when such dispute arose shall not be 
given without the previous sanction of the Provincial 
Government;

(c) $hat any direction specifying any condition on which the
service of any person engaged in such employment or class 
of employment may be terminated shall not be given without 
the previous sanction of the provincial Government.

(Notification No. 788 Com.(C.D.) dated 
26-5-1942; The Calcutta Gazette, part I, 
dated 28-5-1942)..,^

Control Measures.

Orissa House Rent Control order, 1942. /

The Orissa Government has gazetted the Orissa House Rent 
Control Order which (1) prohibits the charging of salami or 
premium by landlordrfwhen leasing a house; (2) provides for the 
continuation of existing tenancies from month to month and bars 
any increase in rent; and (3) appoints a Controller who is empowered 
to fix ’’fair rent”, (Notification No. 2472-B(c) dated 25-5-1942:

The orissa Gazette Extraordinary dated 25-5-1942.)^



Reducing Imports into India:
Government Scheme.

The Government of India is reported to be engaged in working 
out a scheme for further curtailment of imports into India. The 
main object of the proposal/ is to weed out imports of non-essentials, 
thereby providing space for war material to come out to India in larger 
quantities.

When the import control system was first Introduced, the main 
objective was economy in the use of difficult currencies, particularly 
dollars, subsequently, control has been usg£ in a few cases in 
connection with the conservation of supplies goods that were in 
great demand everywhere for war purposes, particularly metals such 
as steel and aluminium. The emphasis has now shifted/ Considerations 
of currency and supply are as important as ever, but even more important 
is the necessity for economy in the use of shipping.

(The Times of India, 11-5-1942.)

Madras Government applies House Rent Control order, 1941,
entire Province-?

The Madras House Rent Control order, 1941, has been made applicable 
to the whole of the Madras Province, except the City of Madras, and owners 
of house properties in the mofussil, including hill stations in the 
province, have been prohibited from changing any rent in excess of 
fair rent as entered in the records of the municipality or the local 
board concerned.

According to the order, Revenue Divisional officers have powO? 
to hold a summary inquiry and determine the fair rent in any case 
where, on complaint or otherwise, they have reason to believe that 
excessive rent is being charged. Such fair rent Is to be fixed with 
due regard to the prevailing rents for the same or similar aeeonraodatlon 
in similar circumstances during the 12 months prior to April 1, 1940, 
and to the rental value for that period as entered in the records of 
the municipality or the local board.

(The Statesman, 5-5-1942.)

Cochin House Rent Control Order, 1942.

Under the Defence of India Act and the rules framed thereunder, 
the Chchin Government have issued WpaUtaadflyk, the "Cochin House Rent 
Control order of 1117"(1942) prohibiting the landlords of the State 
from charging any rent in excess of hhe "fair rent" in respect of 
houses. After the announcement of this order, an increase in rent 
shall be permissible only where some addition, improvement or altera
tion not included in the necessary repairs which are usually made to 
houses in the local area has been carried out at the landlord’s 
expense since the rent was fixed. Sueh increases in rent, it is 
stated, shall not exceed 7)/2 per cent, per annum on the cost of 
such addition, improvement or alteration and shall not. be chargeable 
until uuch works have been completed. Any dispute wAtlCregard-te the 
landlord and the tenant in regard to any increase in rent claimed will 
be decided by the Controller who will be the Tah^ldar ( Revenue



official) of the Taluk concerned. When on a written complaint, the 
Controller has reason to believe that the rent in houses within the local 
limits to which the order is applied is excessive, he shall hold a 
summary enquiry and if he is satisfied that the rent of the houses 
is excessive, he is empowered to determine the fair rent to be charged 
for the houses. The order extends to such areas within the state as 
are notified by the Government.

(The Hindu, 5-5-1942.)

Food-Grains Control Order, 1942 .

On 21-5-1942, the Government of India promulgated the Food-grains 
Control Order, 1942, which prohibits any one from engaging in any under
taking which involves the purchase, sale, or storage for sale, In 
wholesale quantities of any food-grain except under and in accordance 
with a licence issued in that behalf by the Provincial Government.

(Notification No. Econ. Ad (P.C. 
550/52 dated 21-5-1942: The 
Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 21-5-1942, pages 599 to 602.

Food-Grains (Futures and Options Prohibition)
0rder> 1942

The Government of India promulgated on 28-5-1942 the Food-grains 
(Futures and options Prohibitions)Order, 1942, which prohibits any one 
save with the permission of the central Government from entering Into 
any »y ’’futures in foodgrain” or pay or receive, or agree to pay or 
receive, any margin in connection with any such futures, or from 
entering into any options in foodgraim . The order also prohibits any 
one from permitting his premises being made use of for concluding any 
futures or options with regard to food grains.

(Notification No. Econ. Ad. (P.C.) 7/41 (A) 
dated 28-5-1942; The Gazette of India Extrmeudinary 
dated 28-5-1942, pages 711 to 712.) ,z

Price Control

Control of Hotels in Bombay y

The Government of Bombay issued an order during the middle of 
Mas^under the Defence of India Rules for the control of hotels and 
lodging houses. It Mzsrt comejinto force with Immediate effect In 
Bombay City, Lonavfa and Khandala and may be extended to other 
places by notification. The Controller, appointed under the Order, 
is authorised to inquire into complaints of excessive charges in 
hotels or lodging houses and to fix a fair rate. A charge in excess 
of the fair rate fixed is not allowed and the management of a hotel 
or lodging house is required to put up a list of approved rates.

(The Times of India, 19-5-1942.) ,^



Indus trial Disputes 3 o
Curb on Strikes and Lock-outs:

Central Government Amends Section 81-A of Defence of
India Rules, ,/

The Government of India has gazetted a notification to amend 
Sec. 81A (1) (vide pages 14 to 16 of our January 1942 report) of the 
Defence of India Rules. The amended section empowers the Central 
Government to issue general or special orders to make provision:

(a) for prohibiting, subject to the provisions of the order,
a strike or lock-out in connection with any trade dispute;

(b) for requiring employers to observe for such period as may
be specified in the order such terms and conditions of 
employment as may be determined in accordance with the 
order;

(c) for referring any trade dispute for conciliation or adjudi
cation in the manner provided in the order;

(d) for enforcing for such period as may be specified in the order
the decisions of the authority to which a trade dispute has 
been referred for adjudication;

(e) for any incidental and supplementary matters which appear to
the Central Government necessary or expedient for the purposes 
of the order;

provided that no order made under clause (b) -
(i) shall require an employer to observe terms and conditions 

of employment less favoura£|e to the workmen than those 
existing in the undertaking any time within three months 
preceding the date of the order;

(ii) where a trade dispute is referred to adjudication under clause 
(c), shall be enforced after the decision of the adjudicating 
authority is announced by, or with the consent of the Central 
Government.”

(Thse Gazette of India, part I, dated 
23-5-1942, page 905).

Post-war Reconstruction
Post-war Reconstruction Committee:

Meeting held on 22-5-1942.

The Post-war Reconstruction Committee (trade, International trade 
policy and agricultur policy) which was recently constituted, met 
in New Delhi on 22-5-1942, Sir Alan Lloyd, Commerce Secretary, presiding. 
Thirty members, out of 32, attended the meeting; Sir Jeremy Raisman, 
Finance Member, was also present. The meeting, it is learned, 
considered the question of prescribing conditions for the payment of the 
Government’s contribution under the Excess Profits Tax compulsory saving 
scheme for developing industries. The meeting made several suggestions, 
which will now be considered by the Government and final decision 
reached.

(The Statesman, 24-5-1942.)



post-war Reconstruction in Indiaj z
Views oi the Millowners * AS3 ocjatlon, Bombay. /

Reference was made at pages 35 to 37 of our June 1941 report 
to the setting up by the Government of India of a Post-war Reconstruction 
Committee to consider £he problem of transition from a war time to a 
peace time economy and to prepare such plans as might be considered 
desirable. This Committee was subsequently divided into the following 
five groups: (1) Labour and demobilisation, (2) Disposals and Contracts, 
(3) Public Works and Government purchases, (4) Trade, International 
trade policy and Agricultural developments, and ( 5) Co-ordination. A 
Consultative Committee of economists was also appointed to help the 
Committee in their work.

Though the main question of post-war re co ns time ti on was thus to 
be considered by the Government of India, it would appear that the 
matter was also referred to the Provincial Governments. The Govern
ment of Bombay accordingly informed the Millowners ’ Association, Bombay, 
that it proposed to convene a conference of officials and non-officials 
representing the commercial and industrial interests of Bombay for an 
informal and preliminary discussion on the problems connected with post
war reconstruction. In a note outlining the points for discussion at 
the conference, the Government observed that the province of Bombay 
was likely to feel the shock of change-over from war to peace time 
economy more than the less industrialised provinces, and though no 
effective consideration of the industrial problem could be made until 
the Government of India had declared its own policy, especially its 
future tariff policy, it would,in the meanwhile, be helpful if re
presentatives of the commercial and industrial interests of Bombay 
would give any views and suggestions, especially with regard to the 
probable conditions in urban cm industries and the effects on urban 
labour at the end of the war and during the period of transition to 
a peace-time organisation. In the opinion of Government, it was clear 
that the cessation of war orders might cause unemployment of labour 
and that the transition to utilising industries now employed on war 
orders for production for peace purposes might require considerable 
time and some dislocation of trade and business. This might mean an 
influx of labour from-the industry^especially from the Munition and 
Ordnance factories, back to the villages, with a resultant surplus 
of agricultural labour and local distress in the rural areas of the 
Province. The Government of Bombay thought that it might perhaps be 
advantageous for industrial and commercial organisations now to start 
consideration of possible post-war problems and advise them both as 
to what information it would be desirable now to collect in order to 
help consideration of the problem and as to any legislative or 
administrative measures which they might undertake in order to assist 
the process of transition.

The conference met on 10-2-1942. As a result of the discussions 
which took place at the conference, the Government of Bombay Invited 
the views of the commercial and industrial organisations on the 
desirability of considering at this stage the short-term post-war 
problems likely to arise in the Province of Bombay on account of the 
change-over from a war time to a peace time industrial ecgnidmy and 
the measures which might be taken to tide ovdr the possigQ.e dislocation 
of industry and labour. The matter was considered by thSHJommittee 
of the Millowners’ Association, Bombay, which felt that the Government’s 
energies should, for the time being, be solely directed to the all- 
important object of seeing the war through. There was no i indication



at present as to the nature and extent of reconstruction which
would he necessary after the war, or the extent to which the country’s 
finances would he strained during the war, and it was, therefore, 
suggested that these might he gone into when the end of the
war was in sight.

(Excerpts from the proceedings of the Committee of 
the Millowners’ Association, Bombay, for April 1942).

if

production

Expansion of Steel Production in India, y

The Government of India, says a press note issued ty it recently, 
is giving all possible aid to a scheme for expandirg India’s production 
of finished steel hy a further 300,000 tons per annum. The expansion 
will be^C-f fee ted ty increasing hhe steel ingot capacity of an existing 
factory hy some 400,000 tons per year. There is a sufficient surplus 
of pig iron capacity in the country, so no difficulty is apprehended 
in meeting the additional demand for pig iron required for increasing 
the output of steel ingots. The firm responsible for the scheme will 
finance it themselves, and their estimated outlay is Rs. 6?7 million. 
Measures to import the necessary plant and equipment are already in 
hand, and every effort is being made to launch the scheme as speedily 
as possible. It is estimated that when this and other expansion 
schemes already in hand are all completed, India’s output of finished 
steel will he more tnan double the peacetime figure. The possibility 
of evolving indigenous substitutes for tinned jplate. especially for 
use in munitions factories, has been engaging the attention of the 
Qrdnance factories Directorate of the Supply Department. As a result 
of recent investigations it has been decided that jute fabric treated 
with shellac will henceforth be used for making cylinders for holding 
shell cartridges, which had hitherto been made of tinqfljk- plate. Both 
Jute and shellac being readily available in large quantities, it is 
expected that the use of shellac treated jute may play an important 
part in future substitutes.

(The Statesman, 30-5-1942.) ✓

increased Production of Power-Alcohol a3 Motor Fuel v

In view of the present war situatlon^it is becoming increasingly 
necessary to augment the existing supplies of motor spirit by the 
domestic production of rectified spirit and power alcohol from 
surplus molasses, according to a communique issued by the Government 
of Iiidia. The Government of India understands that, while the plant 
necessary for the manufacture of rectified spirits can be produced 
in this country, plants for the production of power alcohol have to be 
imported from the United States of America. The Government is prepared 
go give all possible assistance in obtaining priorities for the supply 
and shipment of power alcohol plants to individuals and firms in India 
interested In the speedy production of pxrsxnsxwfeBxiiaxw power alcohol 
from molasses.

(The Hindustan Times, 18-5-1942.),^



□
Development of Mineral Resources:

Utilisation Branch of geological Survey of India established, ,/

The decision of the Government of India to establish a Utilisation 
Branch of the Geological survey marks an important stage in the develop
ment of India’s mineral resources, says a press note recently issued 
ty the Government of India. The work of the Geological Survey consisted 
only in the discovery of Mineral resources; it will now, by the formation 
of the utilisation branch, be able to carry the work a stage further and 
show the ways in which the less well-known of India’s mineral resources 
can be utilised to the full. The country is being searched for minerals 
essential for war purposes and deposits which have not been visited for 
many years are now being re-examined. This new branch,estimated to 
cost Rs. 1.2 million in 1942-43, will provide the link between the 
possibilities envisaged in data provided in ** Geological survey reports 
and the stage of commercial development, it will demonstrate the 
practicability of commercially establishing the production of minerals, 
ores, metals, etc., which have not previously been fully utilised in 
India. Tbe RxpAwxaiiuBjeyx exploratory work already done by the Geological 
Survey shows that the newly-formed utilisation branch will in time lead 
to the fullest possible utilisation of India’s mineral wealth. Although 
this organisation has been set up to explore India’s war potential 
in minerals, it will also ma|^e an Important contribution to India’s 
post-war potential, and may well become a permanent part of the Geolo
gical survey of India.

(The statesman, 16-5-1942.) +

Preliminary Report of American Technical Mission

Tbe American Technical Mission, headed by Dr. Henry Grady, 
which arrived in India in the middle of April 1942, submitted on 
22-5-1942 a preliminary report to the Viceroy. The object of 
the Mission, sent out by the Government of the U.S.A.,was to 
devise ways and means of speeding-up the war production programme 
of India so that India’s production may become of greater value 
to the United Nations, soon after its arrival in India, the 
Mission conferred with the Government of India and leading 
industrialists, and later toured the principal production centres 
of India to obtain first-hand knowledge of Indian conditions. The 
main points brought out in the preliminary report submitted to the 
Viceroy are briefly noticed below;

Need for Speeding/up Production.- The report points out that, even 
though war production has made a fairly good start in India, India’s 
war effort has to be developed,Jco a much greater extent if India is 
to become the arsenal of the ffeddle and Near East. For the fulfilment 
of this object, the Mission considered two kinds of help - Immediate 
and long-term.

Immediate and Long Term Objectives.- Immediate aid included 
improvement of the available machinery by the removal of bottle-necks 
caused by shortage of machine tools and plant, and the speeding up 
of production ty further organisation on western lines. To achieve 
this the Mission had already cabled to America thirty-five specific 
recommendations for machine tools, plant and skilled personnel, and 
according to a press statement made by Dr. Grady, the head of the
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Mission, before he left Bombay, Washington has responded splendidly, 
and material immediately required would reach India soon. The question 
of long term aid will be discussed by the Mission with President Roosevelt, 
the Department of State and the Board of Economic Warfare on its return 
to the united States. Ho details are given in the Preliminary report 
of the type of long term assistance which the Mission considers necessary, 
but it is presumed that it Includes the despatch to India of heavy plant.

Suggestion for war Cabinet.- Various suggestions have been made by 
the Mission"as to now India might adapt her governmental organisation to 
increase her war output. Though the Report has recommended no particular 
organisation, it is learnt that one of the suggestions is the creation of 
a war cabinet which can effectively tackle the problems of supply, defence 
and transport on a co-ordinated basis.

Improvement of TransportjM-Comfflunications.- With the strengthening 
of the Government organisation and the mobilisation of industry, the 
Mission thinks, the full conversion of peace-time production to a war
time basis may be brought About, while the shipment of tools and 
materials which it has requested by cable, coupled with the improvement 
of transport, communications and the handling of cargo at ports, will 
lay the groundwork for national production on a considerably augmented 
scale. The preliminary repprt therefore emphasises the possibility of 
extending output by improving upon the available machinery, taking 
steps to minimise congestion in harbours, and by increasing transport 
facilities. More stress has, therefore, been laid on the question 
of repairs.

Types and Quantities of war Material needed to be reviewed.- The
Mission has asked the Government of India to review the plans of the 
military axjfehpgjtiea^WAthgrJ’e^flJd to quantities and types of war production 
in th>eMf¥e^*no$ T>nlyror India but also for the other united Rations 
in this sector of the war front. With the determination of objectives 
based on current military planning, the Mission will then recommend 
to the United states Government the sending of equipment for plant 
extensions and for the establishment of such new plants in India as 
the carrying out of the programme will require.

U.S. Technicians to be sent out to India.- in order to continue 
in the_u.S.A. the work or securing for India the things needed to 
make the country increasingly effective in producing materials essential 
bo the winning of the war, the Mission will maintain for the time being 
its organisation in Washington. Its representative will be attached as 
Economic Adviser to president Roosevelt’s Representative in India who 
will act as a liaison officer and will be in close touch with the plan 
for developing India’s war potentialities. There will also be sent to 
India on the basis of the Mission's recommendations a number of technicians 
ftnd production executives who, under the direction of the Government of 
India, will work in the various plants and thus assist them to achieve 
the objectives for which the Mission was sent to India.

Continuation Work.- speaking at a press conference on 22-5-1942 
on the eve of his departure from Bombay to U.S.A., Dr. Grady, the 
Chairman of the Mission, said that the Mission, on its return to the 
United States, would confer with the President, the Department of State 
and the Board of Economic Warfare and give a report of its survey and 
the recommendations it had made to the Government of India, it would 
also have a number of recommendations to make to the United States 
Government in addition to the recommendations already cabled from 
India. The Mission would then promptly prepare a comprehensive report
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of its work in India for the Government of India and the Government 
of the United States. The function of the Mission, he said, wag to 
make recommendations after investigating the ways and means ty which 
the U. S. Government could assist India in augmenting her war production. 
The work of the Mission, therefore, had been directly related to the 
common war effort of the united Nations and was in no way connected with 
the post-war industrial and commercial problems of India.

(fhe Times of J-ndia, 22-5-1942. )

Clothing

Stocking Cloth for Poorer Classes:
Bengal Government to make who]63ale~Purchases.

It is understood that the Government of Bengal proposes to 
purchase several million pairs of dhotis from various mills in 
India in order to build a reserve for future consumption in the 
province. The step is being taken with a view to ensuring supplies 
for the province during any period of emergency. Details have not 
yet been settled.

(The Amrita Bazar Patrika, 13-5-1942.) v*.

Food Policy

Establishment of Eating Houses in Madras:
Government premises Financial Assistance. v

According to a Press Communique issued by the Government of 
Madras on 30-5-1942, the Government has had under consideration the 
question of the supply <b of cooked food to the Inhabitants of 
Madras City during an emergency.. Financial assistance and various 
assurances have been given to the proprietors of professional 
eating houses. The Government also circularised a scheme for the 
supply of cold food packages, but it has been abandoned for laek of 
support. This was perhaps due to firms not requiring such assistance 
as they had arranged to feed their own staff. The Government suggested 
to all firms to start such messes now and advise their employees to 
patronise them. The Government, however, recognises that the poorer 
classes, generally speaking, cannot organise such messes. Financial (
assistance has been offered to public-spirited people, recommended by the 
Mayor’s City safety Committee, who are willing to run eating houses 
for feeding the very poor. It is hoped that greater use will be 
made of this assistance. The Government have also decided to 
finance the salvation Army in opening three eating houses in the 
poorer parts of the City and volunteers of all castes and creeds 
will be welcome to help to run these eating houses. Hot meals at 
competititive prices will be provided.

(The Hindu, 31-5-1942.) /

War Risk Insurance
Insurance of Employees against War Injuries:

Scheme under Contemplation of Government.

In addition to the War Injuries scheme, which only provides the



minimum amount of relief to cover all classes of the population, the 
Government of India is reported to be contemplating the introduction of 
a scheme for insuring employees against war injuries, thereby bringing 
the total relief up to approximately the scale of compensation under the 
Workmen’s Compensation Act. The tentative scheme on which the views of 
employers’ organisations have been invited by Government provides for 
the payment of pensions and allowances to members of the public who are 
temporarily or permanently incapacitated by war injury from carrying 
on their usual occupations. Every one living on a salary or wages is 
covered by the scheme and the pensions and allowances are the same for 
all irrespective of status or income. The full rate, which is payable 
only in the case of total incapacity, is Rs. 2o per month for men and 
Rs. 16 for women, provision is also being made for the dppendents of 
the injured persons and to the widow and children in case of death of 
the wage earner.

(The Times of India, 28-5-1942.7 tX 

Insurance of immovable property against War Risk: Bengal Enquiry. v

Since the outbreak of the war, the Government of India, at different 
times, passed ordinances and framed schemes under them to cover possible 
risks to life, limb and property that may arise out of any hostile enemy 
aetion in this country. But immovable property, other than buildings, 
plants and machinery offe-ctories as defined under the Factories Act,
1954, has been hitherto excluded from the s^feope of these schemes. While 
both the Central fend the provincial Governments have recognised that it 
is desirable to close this gap in the existing system of war insurance 
schemes in the country, the practical difficulties which seem to 
confront the application of any scheme of insurance to immovable
property in general have so long prevented a close examination of the 
problem, in response to representations from several quarters, the 
Bengal Government has, however, now decided to institute an immediate 
detailed enquiry into the subject, and hastf accordingly appointed a 
Committee consisting of persons connected withthe business of insurance 
and representing the interests of landholders mSffproperty owners of 
Calcutta.

Mr. D.P. Khaltan is the Chairman of the Committe, and Mr. D.L. 
Mazumdar, I.C.S., Additional Depfefey Secretary, Commerce and Labour, 
the Secretary. The Committee has been requested to submit Its report 
to the Provincial Government by the middle of Xkkb June 1942.

(The Amrita Bazar patrika, 25-5-1942.) /
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RATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION

Government of India.-

Amendment to Subsidiaries tractions under Hours of
--------- - Employ me lift Rules, 1931.

The Government of.India has gazetted an amendment to the sub
sidiary ins true tions*26SPseetions 71A and 71H of the Indian Railways 
Act 1931. The new provision is to the effect that^in the case of 
essentially intermittent workers, the time spent in travelling between 
their headquarters and any other station at which they may be deputed 
for duty shall be included as hours of employment up to a limit of 
35 hours in a week, any time in excess of 35 hours in a week being 
excluded.

(The Gazette of India, fart I, 
dated 13-6-1942, page 1047).>

Madras. -

proposed Extension of payment of Wages Act.

The Madras Government proposes extending the operation of the 
payment of Wages Act to the payment of wages to all classes of persons 
employed in industrial establishments within the meaning of section 
2 (ii) (f) which have been or may be declared to be factories unddr 
Aeetifiaa fi cf thjE iBfitoriea Act. The proposal is to be taken into 
consideration by 15-9-1942.

(The Port st. George Gazette 
Part I, dated 30-6-1942, 
page 675.)4

Mysore.-
The Mysore Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Bill Passed.

On 4-6-1942, the Mysore Maternity Benefit (Amendment) Am Bill 
which seeks to extend the benefits of the Mysore Maternity Benefit 
Act, 1937, to women employed in mines, was introduced by the Development 
Secretary, Mysore State, in the State Representative Assembly. The 
Bill was passed by the House the same day.

(The Hindu, 6-6-1942. )4
Mysore.-

The Mysore Workmen1a Compensation (Amendment) Bill Passed.

On 4-6-1942 the Mysore Representative Legislative Assembly 
passed the Mysore Workmen’s compensation (Amendment) Bill which 
amends Section 4 (I) D of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1929, so 
as to provide for payment of compensation,as from the date of injury 
to persons who suffer injuries resulting in temporary disablement for 
a period exceeding seven days.

(The Hindu, 6-6-1942.) *
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Tripartite Labour Conference to be held in August 1942:
Standing Advisory Committee to be set up?

proposals of (Government of India.

In order to secure greater collaboration between employers,
labour and the State, the Government of India proposes to hold
a plenary conference of all these interests in Delhi on 7 and
8-8-1942. The conference is expected to set up a standing advisory
committee consisting of representatives of labour, employers,
provincial Governments, Indian States and the Government of India
for the purpose of advising the Government on various labour
problems. The function of both the conference and the proposed
comnittee will be purely advisory.

Plenary Conference and Standing Advisory Committee.- Full 
collaB©r&tion betW6eb-tHe' {jd7'61‘ninent, employers And Workers, in the 
opinion of the Central Government, is a necessity. Some provincial 
Governments have developed or are considering methods of joint 
consultation. The Government of inlia feels that there is urgent 
need for some collaborating organisation at the Centre which could 
be called together fairly easily and whose adviee would be available

on'mabjaet* -having India-wide importance.
The Central Government thinks that such collaborative machinery might 
be developed along with the tripartite conference. According to the 
Central"if'Mil be clearly impossible wETthe conference, 
which must necessarily be a large one, £& be called together often 
enough to be able to serve by itself the object aimed at. it therefore 
points out that if the conference were brought into being as a plenary 
one to meet once or twice a year, it would be suitable for the con
ference to nominate a standing advisory committee on labour matters 
with powers to co-opt additional members.

Composition of Plenaryfconferenee.- The plenary conference will, 
it is suggested, be Composed of three representatives of the Central 
Govdrnment, one representative from each province with one adviser 
each, one representative from each of the larger States and of the 
Chamber of princes, with one adviser each, four representatives each 
of the A11-India Trade Union Congress and the Indian Federation of 
Labour, with one adviser for each of the delegations, one representative 
from any other trade union representing in the opinion of the 
Central Government more than 50,000 workers and not affiliated to 
either the Trade union Congress or the Federation, and four repre
sentatives each of the two main employers' associations, with one 
adviser for each of the delegations. The Labour Member of the 
Government of India will be the chairman of the conference.

Composition of Standing gam Advisory Committee.- The standing 
advisory committee will oe composea of the Labour Member (ex-officio 
chairman), two representatives of provinces, two representatives of 
States, four representatives of employers, and four representatives 
of employees.

(The statesman, 18-6-1942.)



CONDITIONS OP WORK

Wage standardisation In Indore Mills; 
gtafee Wvjrn^ui'yayees <# Wj^tliffEor's Report.^

The Government of Indore state recently appointed captain H.C« 
pbRndat the Commerce Member of the State, to conduct an enquiry in 
regard to standardisation of wages in the textile mills in Indore 
and other matters eonneeted therewith^ The Government has reeently 
passed orders on the report; the following are the main features of 
the Government's decisions.

Wages of Weavers.- With effect from 1-4-1942, the wage of a 2-loom 
weaverfn all" the mills except the Rai Bahadur Kanhaiyaiai Bhandari 
Kill ie to he standardised at Rs. 38 for 26 working days on 76 per 
cent, efficiency on the weighted average reed space on the basis of the 
weighted average revolutions per minute of the looms in all the Mills.
The allowances for dobby work, etc., are to he made on the basis suggested 
by the Bombay Textile labour Enquiry Committee for Bombay in its *epor$ 
subject to such changes in it as may be mutually agreed to by both 
sides or as may be settled by Government by arbitration;,

The present rates for weaving 'daries' and blankets will remain 
unaffected and weavers working on these shall not come under the new 
standard. As their net earnings, however, will be depressed as a result 
of the revision in the method of calculating dearness allowance as 
approved under item (4) of the order, they win receive a conpen- 
satory rise of 6^4 per cent, on their basic wage rates;

of efficiency in the industry
at present, in which substantial improvement is normally expected only 
in dur CQUrse, «» a regglt, inter aiu, of the new arrangement placing 
the industry and the opera tiTS^Ts aWolc on a firmer footing, it is 
considered desirable in the interest of giving the new scheme a fair 
chance that, pending suoh improvement in production and earnings 
generally, all the mills except the Rai Bahadur Kanhaiyaiai Bhandari 
Kill should guarantee the payment to weavers on all sorts at a rate 
which will be 6^4 per cent, higher than the current rates for such 
sorts. This guarantee should be in force in the first instance for 
a period of six months with effeot from 1-4-1942, after which 
Government will decide whether there is need or justification for 
extending or discontinuing it.

pages of other operatives.- With effeot from 1-4-1942, except in 
the case of Bai Bahadur xanEaTyalal Bhandari Kill, wages of operatives 
other than weavers in suoh occupations as have been mentioned in the 
list given in the Mftb Bombay Labour Enquiry Report II at pages 134-138 
should be fixed as follows} The average of wages paid in these 
different occupations in each mill should be taken for the year 1941, 
excepting the months of April and May which were affected by a strike.
With this as the basis for each occupation, the average will then be 
drawn by taking into account the actual average wages being paid in 
that occupation in different mills and these average rates shall be 
made the minimum basic rates for each occupation in all the mills 
below which in future no mill will go irrespective of the period for 
which the rest of the settlement will be effective. Kills paying lower 
than these rates will step up to these rates. Those paying higher rates 
than this will continue to pay the existing higher rates. In both cases 
there should be a further 6^4 per cent, rise above the new minimum and 
on the existing rates higher than the minimum and the rates thus
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arrived at should be adopted as the prevailing rates in each mill.
Period for which new Rates are to be in Force.- The basic rates 

as approved Above are to remain in force from 1-4-1942 to 30-9-1944, after 
which it would be open to either the Millowners or the operatives to 
demand a revision in them in the event of circumstances, Including the 
condition of the industry during 1942 and 1943, justifying such a 
revision. Failing conciliation between the millowners and the operatives 
in regard to either a demand for increase or decrease, both sides 
should seek arbitration by Government.

Dearness Allowance.- With effect from 1-^-1942, instead of paying 
the dearness allowance on the present basis of**’o-3-3 per rupee on the 
basie wages, it is to be paid on the following basis: The weighted 
average earning per worker shall be calculated for all the mills excepting 
the Bai Bahadur gfenhaiyalal Bhandari Mill on the basis of the basic 
wages as calculated after standardisation of weavers' wages and on 
the revision of the other operatives' wages. Upon.this average, 
dxxnxa dearness shall be calculated at the rate of*D-3-3 per rupee.
This amount should be paid to each operative irrespective of his 
basic wage. The dearness allowance at this rate is to continue until 
future rise and falljnecessltate variations in the rate.

Wages in R.B. Anhaiyalal Bhandari Mill.- In the Bai Bahadur 
KanhaTyalai Baanaa^l Mil I a, a rise of is per cent, is to be granted 
in the basic wage at present paid to the weavers; (b) in the case of 
wages of operatives other than weavers a total maximum Increase of 
12^2 per cent, is to be made in a graduated manner so that operatives 
gettisg ln«ar wag«a ^tt a hi^iar rate of Increase and those getting 
highdr wages, comparatively, lower rate of increase, subject to the 
condition, among others that the total rise in all these occupations 
maybe"Wm tSW 12/2 per cent, over the present wage bill for 
these occupations. Dearness allowance in this mill is, during the 
period of the war, to be paid on the same basis and in the same manner 
as***bhe other mills.

(Federal India and Indian States, 
Bangalore, 24-6-1942.)+



Industrial Disputes

Industrial Disputes in British India durim the quarter
ending 30-9-1^41. '

According to a press Note on industrial disputes in British 
India during the quarter ending 30-9-1941, recently issued ty the 
Department of Labour, Government of India, the total number of disputes 
during the period was 78, involving 108,820 workers and entailing a 
loss of 1,184,919 working days, as against 121 disputes involving 
64,475 workers and entailing a loss of 1,225,240 working days in the 
second quarter of 1941.

provincial Distribution.- During the period under review, there 
were 24 disputes in Bombay, involving 913.82 workers and entailing a 
lows of lol,O84 working days. Next come’ Bengal with 22 aispdtes 
involving 36,997 workers, and entailing a loss of 281,705 working 
days; the united provinces with 7 disputes Involving 29,753 workers 
and entailing a loss of 268,433 working days; C.f. and Berar and 
Madras with 6 disputes each involving 3,317 and 15,123 workers and 
entailing losses of 44,998 and 317,894 working days respectively; 
the Punjab with 4 disputes involving 795 workers and entailing a ions 
of 17,665 working daya; Assa® with 3 disputes involving 950 workers 
and entailing a loss of 1063 working days; Bihar and Delhi with 2 
disputes each involving 2,422a and 2,200 workers and entailing losses 
of 17,125 and 10,600 working days respectively; and AJmer-Merwara 
and Sihd with 1 dispute each involving 7,983 and 98 workers and 
ent»^j»g le»>e» at l24,3o3 and 49 working days respectively.

Classification by Industries.- Classified according to 
lndttS^&w«, tfcMM*e were disputes in cotton, woollen and silk mills 
involving 61,443 workers and entailing a loss of 661,919 working 
days; ■ 3 each in jute mills and engineering workshops involving 
21,904 and 3o9 workers and entailing losses of 212,017 and 1,449 
working days; 2 in railways including railway workshops involving 
9,583 workers and entailing a loss of 143,503 working days; and 1 
in mines involving 922 workers and entailing a loss of 14,125 working 
days, in all other industries together, there were 35 disputes 
involving 14,659 workers and entailing a loss of 151,906 working 
days .

Causes and Results of Strikes.- of the 78 strikes, 50 were 
due to questions of wages, 9 due to questions of personnel, 5 to 
questions of bonus, 4 to disputes about leave and hours, and 10 to 
other causes. In 17 disputes the workers were fully successful, 
in 24 partially successful and in 31 unsuccessful. 6 disputes were 
in progress on 30-9-1941. j +



Holidays

Holidays With pay*
Views of A.I.T.U.C. on Government of India’s Legislative Proposals.^

Reference was made at page 1 of our May 1942 report to the draft
Bill prepared and circulated for opinion by the Government of India
regarding holidays with pay for industrial workers* The General secretary,
All-India Trade Union Congress (Mr. H.M. joshi), in his reply to the
Government of India, makes the following comments on behalf of the
Working Committee of the A.I.T.U.C. on the provisions of the Bill:

Legislation should cover more Categories.- While welcoming the 
move, theWorking Commlttee suggests that a separate piece of legislation 
Instead of the proposed amendment of the Factories Act, 1934, would have 
been more advisable. As regards the actual proposals, the Working 
gamai ttee suggests that paid holidays should be given not only to non- 
seasonal factory workers, but also to as many other categories of work
people as possible; at least to workers in all organised industries, 
such as mines, plantations and others. The claims of these workers cannot 
on any account be excluded or disregarded. "Information published by 
the international Labour Office", Mr. joshi says, "shows that dp to 
1935, in 22 countries the statutory regulations regarding paid holidays 
covered all categories of work-people, am manual and clerical."

& provision of the Bill proposes
that a Worker will be obliged to forgo his privilege of paid holidays in the 
©▼e»t of ni«vel»»taFy u»ewploy»«»t" exceeding one month. The Working 
Committee thinks that this provision is very unfair to the worker. He 
must not be made to suffer if his employer falls to keep him employed.
At any rate he must get a proportionate number of days as paid holidays 
even if he is kept out of employment ty his employer for a time longer 
than one month. The principle of giving a proportionate number of paid 
holidays should also be made applicable in the case of workers who have 
not been able to put in a year’s continuous service. They should be 
entitled t© not less than one paid holiday for each completed month of 
service. This leads to the question of the total annual number of paid 
holidays.

Insufficiency of 7 Paid Holidays per year.- The Working Committee 
feels that a period of 7 paid holidays per year is much too small and 
cannot be expected to achieve, to any appreciable extent, the principal 
objects with which the Bill is introduced. The object admittedly is to 
provide the worker with opportunities to relieve the monotony of his 
daily toll and recoup his health. This object is not likely to be 
achieved in India unless the period is continuous and sufficiently 
long. The period, therefore, should not be less than two weeks at 
a stretch. Only in exceptional cases should it be allowed to be divided 
into two periods of one week each.

(The Trade Union Record, Bombay, 
June 1942 issue).

y*



ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Sugar industry of Bengal:
Report of Bengal Industrial Survey Committee.

?

The Bengal industrial survey Committee appointed hy the Government 
of Bengal recently submitted a detailed report on the sugar industry 
in Bengal. The enquiry was entrusted to a Sub-Committee representing 
industrial and growers’ interests and consisting of official and non- 
official technical experts. The Sub-Committee sutmited its report 
with only one dissentient, which was then considered by the Bengal 
Industrial Survey Committee.

Terms of Reference.- The terms of reference to the Committee 
were:- To consider the position in regard to the production and 
supply of sugarcane in Bengal as well as the manufacture of sugar and 
sugar bye-products and to make recommendation*with a view to an adequate 
supply of sugarcane of good quality at prices fair both to the growers 
as well as to the manufacturers, and the marketing of sugar and sugar 
bye-products so as to secure a fair and reasonable profit to the manu
factures.

Commlttee’sReport; Possibilities of Sugar Production.- After 
examining the existing position ofJsdgar industry in Bengal^ the Committee 
ftnd l^nt ^e p»fc»atta>lttes of thia province for the development of 
thia industry are quite promising and are not in any way inferior to 
those of any other province in India, it also found that provinces 
JIB nnlted Provinces and Bihar, where the industry has achieved 
notable progress, do not possess decidedly better geographical
advantages in comparison with Bengal.

Recommendations.- The following are some of the important 
findings and recommendations of the Committee:-

1. seed for Better Transport Facilities and Control.- The un- 
satisfactory condition of the present cane supply in the case of some 
of the mills in Bengal is a cumulative and combined effect of a number 
of causes, viz., short crushing period of the Bengal mills, absence of 
suitable varieties of cane (early and late) and absence of necessity 
sense of confidence and security on the part of the cultivators with 
regard to the disposal of their cane, etc. Since attractive prices 
mayU|ove the cane crops to the areas proximate to the mills, ghe 
problem of inadequate supply to mills should be tackled by the 
improvement of transport facilities and by the initiation of a scheme 
of price control.

2. provincial Sugar Board suggested.- Since the sugar industry 
is progressive and its problems are likely to change their complexion 
from year to year in the light of new developments and sometimes during 
the same crushing season according to exigencies which it is not possible 
to foresee, there should be constituted a broad-based and comprehensive 
Provincial sugar Board to advise the.provincial Government and the 
interests concerned as to the methods of dealing with every situation.
The Board should be constituted with 16 members consisting of the 
representatives of growers, industrialists and traders and also of 
official and non-official experts. The Minister in Charge orAgri- 
culturi^and Industrial Department will be the ex-officio Chairman.
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In order to facilitate the discharge of the various functions of 
the Sugar Eoard representative local Advisory Bodies may he set up.

3. Price of Sugar Cane.- Methods of weighment of cane by the 
mills areT looked upon by Cultivators with misgivings. The Provincial 
Sugar Board should investigate this problem in greater detail^ and,
if necessary, special legislative measures may have to be undertaken to 
the effect that mills shall purchase sugarcane either direct or through 
co-operative societies, licensed purchasing agents or licensed con
tractors, and that it will be a punishable offence to purchase or 
sell cane or to make payments therefor except on the basis of a 
standard weight. A fair price of the sugarcane should bear relation
ship to the cost of cultivation of cane and the price of sugar, and 
Bengal mills should take into consideration the price of sugar in 
determining their purchase price of cane. The conflicting con
siderations involved in the price factors may be reconciled*. if, 
at least as an interim measure, the determination of proper prices 
of cane to be paid to cultivators from year to year according to 
crop conditions and the prospects of the sugar Industry in the 
province—is entrusted to an agency capable of taking^®tached and 
comprehensive view. Any machinery for regulating cane prices in 
Bengal should be maintained on a fairly elastic basis.

4. DeveloBgent of By-products.- The possibilities of developing 
by-products of^ugar industry In Bengal are indeed promising ,but 
have not yet been exploited to any extent. -

(Press Bote dated 27-6-1942 Issued by the 
Director- of Public information, Bengal).^

Exemption from Import Duty oh Soda Ash extended by one Years
£od®e3s*on *o Glass industry.

In June 1935 the Government of India announced its decision to 
exempt from import duty soda ash used for the manufacture of glass.
This concession was granted with a view to affording some measure of 
relief to the Indian glass industry and was sanctioned for a period 
of three year? in the first instance. The expectation that the 
assistance thus given would lead to the development of indigenous 
production of soda ash on a commercial scale was not realised during 
this period, but as there still existed prospects of such development, 
the concession was twice extended, on each occasion for a period of 
two years, and is now due to expire on 22-6-1942. Although considerable 
progress has now been made by certain industrial concerns with their 
schemes for the production of soda ash, it will be some time yet before 
they go into actual production. The Government of India has accordingly 
decided to extend the existing concession to the glass industry for a 
further period.

(The Gazette of India, part I, 
dated 6-6-1942, page 984.)^



Sir M.
Post-war Reconstruction Suggestions:
Visvesvaraya*s criticism of Governmen t ’ s Wa r-time 

— policy
Industrial

in his presidential address at the first quarterly meeting for 
1942*43 of the Central committee of the All-India Manufacturers* 
Organisation held at Bombay on 21-6-1942, Sir Iff. Visvesvaraya,
President of the organisation,reviewed the industrial and economic 
policy of the Government of India, criticised it for its neglect of 
Indian national interests and outlined a plan of post-war reconstruction* 
for India. The following is a summary of the more salient points 
brought out in the address:-

neglect of Indian industrial interests.- Sir M. Visvesvaraya 
pointed out that the one circumstance whicn differentiates India 
from countries like Canada or Australia is that in the latter countries 
leading industrialists and public men control policies and plans; 
while in India, Government is taking upon iMgJf full responsibility 
to do things without consulting the wishes oiL interests of the tax
payer. Referring to the recommendations for the establishment of a 
War Cabinet, the separation of production and supply departments 
and the establishment of a new production department with an independent 
head made in the American Technical Mission's report (vide pages 33-35 
of Wy, 1942, ITSpbTttTffiBJ the Government of India’s views on the 
report, he said that not many progressive Indian industrialists 
would agree with the Government’s views. According to him, if 
industrialists in this country were slow and apathetic, it was due 
to the defeatist mentality they have imbibed owing to Government 
not taking them into their confidence, and owing to the delays and 
discouragement which have been their lot in their efforts to advance 
the cause of Indian industries. He pointed out that in the three 
belligerent countries associated with the Allies, namely, the United 
States of America, Canada and Australia, orders for heavy machinery 
and war material required during the war, both for Great Britain 
and the country concerned, were jaaced with local industrial firms 
ini the respective countries, but such good fortune did not come to 
Indian industrialists. The textile industry, a number of smaller 
industries and some petty chemical industries have benefited by war ,
orders but, just as the Indian element is entirely absent in the 
higher ranks of the ^-rmy, navy and Air Force services, so heavy 
industries have been excluded from the orders placed with Indian 
industrialists of firms. Unlike the practice followed in the 

dominions, all matters in this connection are treated with extreme 
secrecy. In spite of war opportunity, Indian steel production 
remained practically where it was before the war, that is at about 
iy4 million tons a year. He said that there was a similar tale to 
tell regarding the attempt to manufacture automobiles in India.
Government has been opposing this even after satisfactory arrange
ments had been made fob its establishment by private parties. The 
total amount of war orders placed in India both by the Government 
of India and the British Government comes to about Rs. 3,000 million, 
whereas it is recorded that in Canada the value of similar orders 
placed with Canadian firms by the Canadian and British Governments



since the commencement of the war has amounted to over Rs. 11,000 
million. India, he pointed out, had to he content with industries 
connected with the feeding and clothing of the troops, hut it was 
not entrusted with the production of military equipment and war arma
ments in which Indian engineers and workmen could have acquired 
practice, capacity and skill.

Post-War Industrial Scheme.- Outlining a scheme for post-war 
reconstruction, fie said, that at the end of the war it would he 
necessary to launch industrial schemes involving an outlay of 
Rs. 1,000 million or more on a five-year plan. This sum was not 
large considering the vast resources of the country and the enormous 
size of its population. Canada, which has a population of only 
3 per cent, of that of India, had already developed industries in 
whioh over Rs. 11,000 million of capital has been invested. For 
want of official statistics such as are maintained in Canada, the 
corresponding expenditure in India is not known. It is perhaps 
less than Rs. 8000 million.

American Technical MissionsReport^.- healing with the American 
Technical Mission's report, he pointed out that the recommendations 
of the Mission had reference only to war work. The Mission had not 
taken any notice either of phst-war requirements or deficiencies in 
peace time industrial practices; its full report will he awaited with 
interest.

(The Bombay Chronicle, 23-6-1942, and 
the National Call, 22-6-1942.)♦

India's Role in post-war Economy:
Ifidhatrja^WiOioh »nd >o Over-Emphasis on Agriculture;

pandit jawaharlal Nehru's Plea.

That danger lurks in the Anglo-American Trade Agreement, the 
text of which has not yet been released in India, that the operations 
of the United Kingdom Commercial Corporation constitute not only a 
scandal hut a menace to Indian export trade^hthat the Grady Mission’s 
(American Technical Mission’s) recommendations seek to reduce India 
to the position of a raw material providing agricultural colony^was 
the view expressed by pandit jawaharlal Nehru, in a special interview 
to the foreign press on 24-6-1942, reviewing the war-time and post
war reconstruction programme of Great Britain and the United States 
of America.

Retention of Britain’s Foreign Markets.- pandit Nehru, who 
Is Chairman of the National Planning Committee, pointed out in the 
interview; ’’One aspect of the post-war world has not been lost 
sight of by British interests - this is the retention of their 
foreign market^ especially Indian markets for British goods. The 
Eastern Group Supply Council, it is well known, took special care 
not to encourage any industry in India which might come into conflict 
with British industry after the war. The Government of India, even 
ignoring the necessities of war, have discouraged the growth of 
basic Indian industries. The policy appears to be, as a whole, to
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retain India as an agricultural country producing raw materials.”

India’s Industrialisation a Vital Need.- "India does not lack any
thing for rapid industrial development and only such development can 
solve India’s problems and raise the standard of living. It Is difficult 
to judge the Grady Beport without seeing it in full/1, but certain hints 
in it seem to emphasise that the production of raw materials would 
be the special function of India. Also, we should rather concentrate 
on repair shops and not on big production plants. With this, I am 
sure, Indians will not agree. We are not going to accept a colonial 
agricultural position.”

Anglo-American Treaty.- "The recent Anglo-American xrade Agreement 
contains many fine phrases, but looking at it from the point of view of 
India, danger lurks in it. Again there is a tendency to divide the 
world into an industrial and manufacturing group on the one side and 
a group of primary raw material producers on the other. Presumably,
India is in the latter group. Secondly, it appears the u.S.A. seeks 
concessions from England at the expense of other countries. We know 
from past experience that India has often to pay and bear the burden 
whenever it is of advantage to Brittin.Public opinion must be alive 
to all these dangers and it must be made clear that on no account is 
India going to accept the kind of treatment she got after the last 
war. How the Lease-Lend Act is applied to India now must be clarified 
and we must know exactly where we stand in regard to it-."

(The Hindu, 24-6-1942.)>

Working Class Cost of Living index Numbers for various Centres
--------- lp Inttgr for FebWjary aha HarcH 1745.'---------------------------

The index numbers of the cost of living for workirg classes in 
various centres of India registered the following changes durirg 
February and March 1942 as compared with the preceding month:-

Name of Centre Base=l00 January February March
1942 1942 1942

Bombay , 1934Year ending June,- 137 135 137
Ahmedabad year ending July 1927 95 94 96
Sholapur year ending Jan. 1928 96 93 96
Nagpur January 1927 88 86 85
Ludhiana 1933-35
Cawnpore August 1939 145 144 150
Patna (Average cost of living

for five years preceding 
1914) 139 141 150

Jamshedpur Ditto 144 138 140
jharia Ditto 144 144 150
Madras year ending June 1936 117 lli 115
Madura year ending June 1936 110 110 111
COimba tore year ending June 1936 118 114

(Monthly Survey of Business Conditions
in India, February and March, 194U£ +



SOCIAL INSURANCE

Provident Fund for industrial Workers:
Views of Bombay Employerg.,x

The question of Provident fund for industrial workers was one 
of the subjects discussed at the Third Conference of Labour Ministers 
held in Delhi in January 1942. The main principles as envisaged by 
the Conference, which provident fund schemes should provide were:- 
(1) that any fund should be constituted by the joint contributions of 
the employer and the employee, which should be equdl; (ii) that 
employees with at least one year's continuous service only might 
be eligible to subscribe; (Hi) that the worker should be liable to 
lose the employer's share of the contributions, if he was dismissed 
for any act of misconduct on his part; or to lose such share in part 
or in whole if he resigned within a short period of joining the fund; 
(iy) that withdrawals from the fund should be subjected to strict 
control; and (v) that the fund should be Invested in some form 
of Government securities and, in any case, outside the particular 
undertaking. Industrial interests in the country were recently 
invited to express their views on the question; the views expressed 
by the Millowners' Association, Bombay, the Bombay chamber of 
Commerce and the Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay, are given 
below:-

Views of the Millowners' Association, Bombay.- The Committee 
of the Millowners* Association, Bombay, was in agreement with the 
eonoiuaion reachcd at the conference that the introduction of provident 
fund schemes should not be made compulsory, it felt that the extension 
of existing schemes or their introduction in mills where they were not 
in existence at present should be left entirely to the mill management 
after ascertaining the wishes of the workers concerned. The conditions 
In the Bombay cotton textile industry at present were far from normal.
A very large proportion of the permanent labour force had already 
left the city and their position had been temporarily taken up by 
substitutes. There was, therefore, a good deal of uncertainty as to 
how long the latter would stick to their positions, under these 
conditions, the Committee felt that no useful purpose would be served 
by taking up this question at the present time. The proper time for 
consideration of this and other questions would be on the termination 
of the war when normal working conditions would have been restored.
Even then, the question of instituting provident funds /Should not be 
dissociated from other similar questions and an employer must be told 
in advance what other commitments Government proposed to ask him to 
undertake in the shape of social and welfare scheme for workers. In 
this view of the case, the Committee nuggested that the subject may 
be reopened on the termination of the war after Government had decided 
on their prograame of social and welfare legislation.

(Excerpts from the proceedings of the 
Committee of the Millowners' Association, 
Bombay, during May, 1942).

Views of Bombay Chamber of Commerce.- The Comnlttee of the 
Bombay Chamber oi' Comnierce stated that it was in agreement that the 
introduction of provident funds throughout industry was a very desirable 
object and accepted the five main principles set out by the Conference 
of Labour Ministers. As regards questions of detail, the Committee 
pointed out that the rules laid down under the income-tax (Provident 
Fund Relief) Act governing recognised funds had been drawn up largely
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in the interests of employees and did not materially differ from 
the five points referred to above, whilst, in fact, they went much 
farther. These rules had been in operation for some considerable time 
and were acceptable to both employer and employee. It was suggested 
therefore that they should form the basis of any farther legislation 
on the subject.

(Excerpts from the Proceedings of the Committee 
of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce during 
May 1942.)

Views of the Indian Merchants* Chamber Bombay.- The Committee 
of the Indian Merchants* Chamber, Bombay, stated that the present 
conditions were not suitable for consideration of such social legislation 
as the proposal for provident fund for industrial workers and that the 
consideratipn of the same should be postponed till after the war. in 
the opinion of the Committee auch piecemeal proposals for labour 
reform would leag, to confusion unless they were discussed their 
entirety, brlnMBjfMfcl in all aspects of such legislation on^al-India 
basis includinglndian States. The Committee feared that any lack 
of uniformity in labour standards would feftult in unequal competition 
which was not desirable, it also emphasised that all such measures on 
which decisions might be taken should be applicable to labour employed 
by Government, both Central and Provincial, as also those employed by 
quasi-Government undertakings. It further pointed out that the 
experience of mills in Bombay with regard to implementation of such 
schemes was not encouraging as the workers were not found very

of .contributions to such funds.
Besides, owing to war a part of the permanent labour employed in the 
textile industry in Bombay had migrated to the interior and their 
place was taken by other new workers. This was bound to create a situa
tion in which the suocess of such a scheme was doubtful.

(Xx*api]nksxfEBmxtbftx>xm««Ungxxmftxjai*xSammlkXaai
journal of the Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay, f 
June 1942 issue.)



EMPLOYMENT, UNEMPLOYMENT AND VOCATIONAL TRAINING.

Middle-OlAM* Unemployment In Bengal: Government
deeIdes to suspend Enquiry, y

The Government of Bengal, it is understood, has decided that all 
work in connection with the middle class unemployment enquiry committee 
will remain suspended fox the present. The enquiry was set on foot under 
the suspices of the Board of Economic Enquiry, Bengal, as early as 
December 1941 at the suggestion of Mr. n.R. sarker, the then Chairman 
of the Board,

(TheAmrlta Bazar pa trika, 28 -6-1942).*/



MIGRATION

Modification of Ceylon Labour Ban under Contemplation. iZ'

Modification of the tan against labour emigration from India to 
Ceylon is understood to be under consideration. The existing restriction 
has meant, in practice, that for three years Indian labourers settled in 
Ceylon have not been able to visit their relatives in India - even in 
connexion with marriage or death ceremonies - for fear that they will 
not be allowed to return to Ceylon. The existing ban has worked 
hardship on this class of Indian residents in Ceylon and the question 
under consideration is whether relief can be given to such labourers by 
modifying the ban so as to permit them to return to Ceylon after a 
brief sojourn in India, There is no intention, however, to lift the 
ban in XMPBCft respect of emigration of fresh labour to Ceylon.

(The Statesman, 18-6-1942.)



PROFESSIONAL WORKERS, SALARIED EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC SERVANTS

Recruiting to Indian State-Managed Railways:
Recruiting Commission for N.W. Railway set up for —-------------  1 z

2 years: Government of India*a orders on D*Souza Report.

In 1939, Mr. Frank D’Souza, till lately Member of the Railway 
Board, was appointed to review the working of the rules and orders 
relating to the representation of minority communities in the services 
of the (then) four State-managed Railways. Mr. D’Souza’s Report was 
received in the following year and has since then been under con
sideration. (Pages 26-27 of October 1940 repor of this Office). 
Government has recently ascertained the view of the Central Advisory 
Couneil for Railways pn the major recommendations made by Mr. D.’Souza.

Criticisms of Present System of Recruitment unacceptable.- one 
of these recommendations relates to the establishment of a central 
recruiting commission for the recruitment of subordinate staff on 
State-managed Railways. The reasons adduced for this recommendation 
are that the lack of uniformity and the alleged perfunctory manner 
in which recruitment is conducted ak present have caused discontent 
and that the establishment of a central Commission would give greater 
confidence to minority communities. Government is unable to accept 
either of these reasons as valid; it has not observed any wide
spread dissatisfaction with the present methods, nor has it reason 
to; -be:iJbCve tMt tt^Ir #J^Mefttion is perfunctory. The Government 
cannot also assume,In the face of the facts which Mr. D’Souza has 
set out, in the rest of his Report^that minority communities have any 
reason to complain of unjust treatment.

Central Recruitment Commission for Railways Rejected.- Government 
realises, however, that the establishment of an independent recruiting 
agency will command wide popular support and that relieving the 
executive officers of the very heavy work which recruitment at 
present entails will contribute to their greater efficiency. The 
difficulties in the way of establishing a Commission which will 
serve all the State-managed Railways (now increased to five In number) 
are, in Government’s opinion, insuperable, such a body will not be 
able to function effectively without becoming unwieldy, it is, on 
the other hand, possible that Commissions for individual State- 
managed Railways might function efficiently, though it is difficult 
to state definitely whether such a scheme is practicable unless it 
is tried.

Expeftimental Commission appointed for N.WRR.- The majority of 
the members of the Central Advisory Council who expressed an opinion 
believed that the establishment of these separate Commissions would 
be desirable. Government has, therefore, decided to establish, as an 
experimental measure for two years in the first Instance, a Commission 
with functions restricted to the recruitment of subordinate staff pn 
the North Western Railway. The Commission will consist of a Chairman 
and two Members. It will be under the administrative control of the 
Railway Board. After two years ’ experience of the working of this 
Commission, Government will review the position before deciding on 
tfc&Br future policy in this matter..

(The Gazette of India, Part I, dated 
13-6-1942, pages 1046 to 1047.),.
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ORGANISATION, CONGRESSES, ETC.

Employers' Organisations.

Organisation of Mills in C* P. and Berar, </

Recently, mills in the Central Provinces and Berar, which are 
members of the Millowners’ Association, Bombay, organised themselves 
into a local Committee under the aegis of the Millowners’ Association, 
Bombay. Towards the end of May 1942 an informal meeting of the 
representatives of the mills in the Central provinces and Berar was 
held in Bombay under the chairmanship of sir Vithal Chandavarkar, M.L.A. 
(Deputy Chairman of the Millowners' Association), to discuss certain 
matters of common interest. The following decisions were taken at 
this c onferenc e:-

(a) All mills in C.P. and Berar should, as early as practicable, 
lntr^uoe uniform standing orders for operatives on more or 
lesSmbombay model. Copies of the standing orders wherever 
they nad. already been introduced should be sent to the 
Millowners' Association, Bombay, by the mills concerned and 
the Association should, from the standing orders already in 
force, draw up a model set of standing orders for intro due imgrvu 
in all C.P. and Berar mills.

(b) All mills should study the book of “Labour Commendations" 
published by the Association and arrive at conclusions by 
mutual consultations as to which of these recommendations

.. - - or without modifications^ to
suit particular conditions in C.P. and Berar mills.

(c) All mills in C.P. and Berar should form themselves into a 
Local Committee under the chairmanship of Mr. S.H. Batlivala of 
the Impress Mills, Nagpur, this Local Committee meeting as 
often as is necessary in Nagpur, or at some other centre
to diseuss matters of common interest. The Local Committee 
should meet and dispose of matters of purely local interest, 
and all questions of a major character which, in Mr. Batlivala's 
opinion, required consideration by the Association on an 
all-India basis, should be referred to the Association in 
Bombay.

To make the Local Committee an effective organisation, both from 
the point of view of the C.P. Government and of individual mills in 
C.P. and Berar, it was also declared that j

(a) individual mills should forthwith send a comnunication to 
C.P. and Berar Government stating that, as they had formed 
themselves into an organisation under the aegis of the 
Millowners* Association, Bombay, of which they were ail 
members, with Mr. S.H. Batlivala as the Chairman of the Local 
Committee, and as this Local Committee would be responsible 
for co-ordinating and putting forward the views of all mills 
in C.P. and Berar on all questions of policy, it might 
facilitate matters if communications from Government requiring 
employers to express an opinion on such matters were addressed 
to Mr. Batlivala,

(b) Individual mills agreed to consult Mr. Batlivala on an matters 
of looal importance.

(c) Millowners in C.P. and Berar should, as early as possible,



I O
n

appoint Labour Officers in their respective mills and send such 
Labour Officers for training to the Association.

(Excerpts from the proceedings of the Committee 
of the-Xillowners ’ Association, Bombay, 
during7±942.)



Workers1 Organisations.

Recognition of Trade Unions:
Views of A. I. T. U. C. ~77

Reference was made at page 1 of our April 1942 report to 
the draft Bill to amend the Indian Trade unions Act, 1926, with a 
view to provide for "recognition” of trade unions. The General 
Secretary, All-India Irade Union Congress (nr. h.m. Joshi), replying 
to the Government of India’s letter inviting the A.I.T.U.C. 's views 
on the Bill, has made the following comments:

Conditions of Recognition.- While welcoming the move, Mr, Joshi 
points out that several important particulars in the Bill are left 
to he laid down Rules. He, therefore, suggests that the rules 
to he made under the legislation should he first published and 
opinions of the trade union movement invited and considered before 
the rules are finally adopted. He points out that the condition that 
a trade union shall he a registered one should he enough and that 
j&O&Bfere a union applies for recognition it should have been 
registered for a minimum period of six month/should not he laid down* 
The condition that the executive of a union ought to meet once a 
quarter should he relaxed in the case of those unions the membership 
of which is scattered over a large area, m their ease, only six- 
monthly meetings should he made obligatory.

ewMtttioas is too wide and will enable the Provincial Governments 
to ehange the whole nature of the legislation and therefore should 
not he given, in limiting the power of the Provincial Governments 
as regards minimum membership, the limit of 30 per cent, allowed in 
the Bill, to he prescribed by the Provincial Governments, is too 
high, in the opinion of the A.I.T.U.C., the condition regarding 
wKrrimini membership is not necessary at all as the only privilege 
sought to he given to recognised trade unions is that the employers 
shall consider representations made by the unions, if the legislation 
had proposed to compel the employers to make an agreement with the 
trade unions binding on all the employees of the employers or to 
compel the employers to recognise only one trade union in the industry 
as is done in the Bombay Trade Disputes Act, the requirement of 
miniwimin membership is understandable, if at all the condition 
regarding minimum membership required for recognition is allowed 
to be laid down, provincial Governments should not he empowered to 
fix the minimum number beyond 5 per cent, of the total number of 
the employees in the industry from which the Union draws its member
ship. If Government insists, a higher percentage not exceeding 10 
may he fixed only for Unions the membership of which is confined to 
one industrial undertaking or factory, in this connection he draws 
the attention of the Government to the fact that even in Great 
Britain the proportion of workers organised in trade unions to the 
total number of industrial workers is only 23 per cent.

Too Wide Powers for Registrar,- The power given to the 
Registrars to eAll for' ’rurtner information' is unlimited and this 
power is not subject to an appeal to a Court as his power under the 
Indian Trade union Act, 1926, is. The discretion to Provincial



Governments to grant or not to grant recognition or to withdraw 
recognition after it is given even though all the requirements tf 
the Act may have been fulfilled, is unsatisfactory. Hr. Joshi 
suggests that at least a right of appeal to the High Court should 
he provided against unreasonable use of this pewer and to decide 
whether the Union has reasonably satisfied all the requirements or 
not.

Scope of Trade Union action.- Clause 28 6(1) seems to restrict 
the obligation or the employer to negotiate with the Union only on 
matters affecting the general body of his employees and not affecting 
an individual employee or even some individual employees; this is not 
desirable. Provision should be made that a conclusion once arrived 
at by the employer may be reopened after a lapse of two months and 
even earlier if the circumstances have altered,

Discrimination to be avoided.- in conclusion, Mr. Joshi points 
out that the A.I.T.U.C. would like the Government to enact a clause 
that no employer shall dismiss or discharge or fine or in any manner 
discriminate against an employee for being a member of a trade union 
or for taking part in its activities. Without such a clause recog
nition of trade unions will have nc^ meaning.

(The Trade Union Record, Bombay, June 1942.)/

Rrcognitton of Trade Unions:
Views of Employems. /

Reference was made at page 1 of our April 1942 report to 
the draft Bill to amend the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, with a view 
to provide for "recognition” of trade unions. The views on the 
Bill expressed by the Bombay Chamber of Commerce and the Indian 
Merchants* Chamber, Bombay, are susmarised below:

Views of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce.- The Committee of the 
Bombay Chamber or commerce expressed the view that the present time 
was inopportune for the Introduction of a far reaching measure of such 
importance and that it should definitely be shelved until the con
clusion of hostilities. The Committee feared that even discussion of 
such matters might have unfortunate consequences on the working 
conditions in industry at the present day. The Bombay Trade Disputes 
Act had been working reasonably satisfactorily in Bombay for some 
years and although it needed cerbgij amendments, the Coranlttee con
sidered similar legislation mightAoe introduced in other provinces 
pending the revision of the Indian Trade Unions Act after the war.
The Comaittee added that if, however, Government were determined to 
proceed with the legislation forthwith, it would draw attention to 
various points which had been omitted from the Bill, the addition 
of which the Committee considered of particular importance. Before 
a Union can be recognised, the following conditions should be satis
fied:- (1) Unions should be controlled and organised by the workers 
and not less than 6o percent, of the officers of a registered trade 
union should be actually engaged or employed in the trade, industry 
with which the union was concerned. (2) Submission of grievances



and all the processes of negotiation and conciliation in existence or 
which might be devised should precede the submission of a notice to 
strike work. (3) A general strike should not be called unless a 
ballot had been taken and a two-thirds of the votes cast and not less 
than 50 per cent, of the workers concerned had voted in favour of the 
general cessation of work. (4) Notice of not less than 14 days 
should be given for a strike to an individual employer and notice of 
not less than one month for a general strike* (5) Union rules 
governing the constitution and the administration of the union should 
be submitted to employers before the union commenced to function as 
a recognised union and employers should be given the rigit to discuss 
these rules with the Union and to appeal to the Registrar should any 
rule seem to them to be objectionable. (6) unions should not 
support unauthorised strikes by individual employees or groups of 
employees nor a strike caused by an Unrecognised union or unlawful 
association. (7) Unions should abide by any mediation machinery 
agreed upon between the trade union and the employer or employers' 
association.. (8) Unions should agree to co-operate with the 
Government Labour Officer and to fhrnish him with details of any 
grievances at the same time as they are brought to the notice of 
the employer. (9) Membership of unions should be purely voluntary. 
(10) Union subscriptions should not be collected on the employer's 
premises* (11) unions should not partake in union activities on the 
premises or during working hours except to the emomp-t^Wsfce extent 
mutually agreed upon between the recognised unions and the employer 
erewployars'association*. (12) Unions should not attempt to 
subvert discipline* (13) Unions should discourage the use of any 
violence of any description either directly or indirectly.
(14) The accounts of the unions should be audited by the Government 
Auditor at regular intervals and at least onee every twelve months.

As regards the provisions of the Bill, the Committee pointed out 
that it was essential to lay down a minimum percentage strength 
applicable to all provinces instead of leaving the question to 
the decision of individual provinces. The Committee recommended 
that a minimum percentage of 25 of the workers of an Indus try must 
be members of a union before that union could apply for recognition, 
and that this minimum should be laid down in the Act* The Registrar 
should be empowered to withhold recognition of any union if he was 
satisfied that the workers in that branch of industry were already 
represented adequately by an existing recognised union.

(Excerpts from the proceedings of the 
Committee of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce 
during May 1942.)

Views of the Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay.- The Committee 
of the Indian Merchants' Chamber, Bombay, suggested that the con
sideration of such social legislation which concerned the welfare 
of labour and the relations between the employers and the employees 
might be postponed till after the war. The Committee was of opinion 
that the object of Government would not be served by enforcing recog
nition by law as was envisaged in the proposals, it was, however, 
stated that if Government was bent upon considering the proposals now 
the following suggestions of the Committee should be incorporated in 
the draft rule: (a) The mi hi mum membership of a union of workers 
of an industry or factory for recognition should be 60 per cent, of 
the total number in such industry or factory as against 30 per cent.



proposed. (b) At least 2/3 of the executive of a union should be 
actually workers employed in the industry. Qe) The union should have 
been in existence at least for one year and not for six months as 
proposed, (d) The penalty for failure to reply to a communication of 
a recognised union, which is Rs. 500, was considered high} it was 
suggested that the first default should carry only a warning and 
the subsequent defaults should be dealt with by a token penalty.

(Journal of the Indian Merchants* Chamber, 
Bombay, June 1942 issue.) /

Membership Strength of the Indian Federation
of Labour

The Indian Federation ftf Labour, the ’’anti-Fascist" labour 
Organisation recently established by Mr. jamnadas Mehta, m.L.A. 
(Central) as president and Mr. M.N. Roy as the General secretary 
claims that, by April 1942 it has had affiliated to it 150 labour 
unions as set out be low j

list of Onions affiliated to the Indian 
.. ■ Federation of Labour, ~

Membership.
1.
2.

Bombay
Bengal

21 unions
30 Unions

18,195
15,334

3. Bihar 23 Unions 35,710
4. U.P. 15 Unions 13,000
5. Punjab 40 Unions 60,000
6 . Madras 15 Unions 20,000
7. Delhi 5 Unions 4,450
8. Sind 1 Union 2,000

Total 150 Unions 168,729

The Bengal chamber of Labour with about 70 Unions and a 
membership of about 120,000 members is an associate member of the 
Federation.

(Independent India, Delhi, 
dated 3-4-1942.)



SOCIAL COMDITIOHS <•*

Vagrants’ Homes in Bengal: 
Financial Aspect of Scheme. ~

Reference was made at page 39 of our January 1942 report to 
the vagrancy problem in Calcutta; a scheme of establishing homes for 
vagrants, both adults and children, was recently proposed. The proposed 
scheme of vagrants’ homes will cost the Government of Bengal about 
Rs. Rs. 900,000 for construction, while another sum of Rs. 30,000 will 
be spent on clothing, bedding and hospital equipment of the homes. The 
Government will also incur anS^ expenditure of Rs. 20,000 for opening 
receiving centres in Calcutta for beggars and for their dispatch to the 
homes xAAAxt* in llurshidabad. The recurring cost of running the homes 
will be about Rs. 100,000 annually per bloc of 750 beggars and this 
will include provision for staff, food, fuel, medicines, etc. The 
recurring cost In the children's home will be eongparatlvely higher 
because of the education to be imparted to child vagrants.

0 The statesman, 28-6-1942.) ♦



PUBLIC HEALTH

Government Grant to Municipalities for Public Health schemes t
~~ Bombay scheme.

'■■■■■ r .................. i - V

Prior to 1931 the Government of Bombay gave financial assistance 
to municipalities for water-supply and drainage schemes. Since^then, 
however, it has been considered that, with, the development of local 
self-government and the necessity of conserving the limited funds 
of the Government for social services for the benefit of the general 
public, municipalities should be in a position to carry out such 
schemes, which should in theory be self-balancing, by the imposition 
of local taxation. Assistance was thus limited to reducing centage 
charges in the case of schemes entrusted to the Public Works Department 
staff for execution. Experience has shown that in certain instances 
municipalities are unable to undertake such projects even with adequate 
taxation without the assistance of the Government. The Government 
has, therefore, decided that, when funds are available, grants-in- 
aid should be given to municipalities which tax themselves adequately 
and maintain an adequate standyd of general administration and are yet 
unable to meet the cost of wesehemetf without assistance. It has, 
accordingly, made a lump sum provision of Rs. 1 million for public 
health schemes in the current year’s budget. The grant will be 
limited to 50 per cent, of the total estimated cost of each scheme 
in the case of minor municipalities and to 33^3 per cent, in the 
case of major municipalities, and to that part of the expenditure 
wHAfth cannot be met by the municipality concerned out of its own 
resources.

(Press Communique No. 528 dated 
2-6-1942 issued by the Director of 
Information, Bombay.)



EDO CATION

progress of Adult Education In Bombay, 1941-42. /

Ute third year of the Adult Literacy Campaign in the Bombay city 
closed with 31-3-1942, and the Adult Education Conmittee stated that 
the total number of adults made literate during the period of three 
years comes to nearly 40,000. They belong mainly to the working class 
population of the city, speaking six or seven different languages.

Progress in 1941-42.- During the year 1941-42 about 1,050 literacy 
classes spread over three sessions of four months each were maintained, 
and out of the total of 19,600 who were enrolled, more than 9,300 
achieved literacy. Even taking into consideration about 270 classes 
which were in session at the close of the year, it was found that the 
total number of literates turned out at the end of the year falls far 
short of the normal figures which range between 14,000 «a to 15,000.
The reasons for the fall are the communal riots during the beginning 
of the year and the development of the war situation in the East during 
the last quarter of the year. Both the disturbances did not only affect 
the daily average attendance, but also the total number of classes which 
could have been ordinarily run during the year.

Efforts of other organisations.- Besides the above number of 
literates, nearly 76o adults, mostly women, were made literate in the 
classes aided by or min under the direction of the Committee. The 
QnwmHttee was able to pnovide the new literates with follow-up facilities 
on .a*n Previous years. Nearly loo post-
llteracy classes were maintained throughout the year and the new 
literates were given the necessagy^guidance by regular teachers to 
continue their habits of read!ngRP^writing.

Systematisation of Campaign.- Though the Committee could not show 
very encouraging results by way of new literates owing to circumstances 
over which it had no control, it was able to systematise the campaign 
in various ways. The six short term training classes which were held 
during the year trained a large number of the teachers in the principles 
and practice of adult teaching and a marked change in the method of 
teaching adopted by them is now in evidence. The Committee also 
conducted a few experimental classes with a view to determine the 
period required by an adult to become literate and to evolve proper 
methods of teaching. A plan of week-end reading classes has also 
been under trial.

(The Bombay Chronicle, 4-6-1942.),/



SOCIAL POLICY IB WAR TIME

Wages

Extension of Dearness Allowance scale fa* fixed by
Millowners + Association, feombayf^

Employers In the cotton textile industry in Bombay City have 
since December, 1939, paid workers a dearness allowance to meet the 
rise in the cost of living. The first rate of dearness allowance 
was recommended by the majority of the Rangnekar Board of Conciliation 
in February, 1948, and, when the cost of living rose above the official 
cost of living index numbers covered by this recommendation, the 
Millowners* Association, Bombay, with the approval of the Government, 
adopted a sliding scale to cover further variations in the cost of 
living index numbers. This sliding scale started at Rs. 4-8-0 per 
month of 26 working days for index number 124 and ended at Rs. 9 
for index number 143. The index number for the month ended May 15, 
1942, was 142, and, as a further increase in the cost of living was 
likely, the Millowners* Association has decided to extend the sliding 
scale of dearness allowance up to index number 163 at the same rates 
of increase. The rates range from Rs. 9-4*0 when the index number 
is 144 to Rs. 13-12 when the number is 163.

(The Times of India, 22-6-1942.)

Increased Dearness Allowance to Low-paid Government 
------- !------------------------

The Madras Government has passed orders increasing the special 
compensatory cost of living allowance granted to its employees which 
now stands at one rupee a month to one rupee and eight annas per 
month with effect from 1-6-1942. The allowance will be continued 
at the enhanced rate till the average index number for the cost of 
living in Madras falls below 118 for three consecutive months. So 
long as the increased rate of Re. 1-8 is in force, Government servants 
in Madras City whose emoluments exceed Rs. 40 a month but not 
Rs. 41-8-0 and those in mofussil Rs. 30 per mensem but not Rs. 30-8 
will be granted such allowance as is necessary to make their total 
emoluments Rs. 41-8 and Rs. 31-8 per mensem respectively.

(The Hindu 26-6-1942.)

Cheap Grain for Low-paid Municipal Employees in Delhi, x

The Delhi Municipal Committee at its meeting on 18-6-1948 
decided that, in order to induce sweepers to stay in the city during 
emergency periods, arrangements should be made to supply them with 
mixed wheat and barley flour at cost price. It was also decided to 
stock sufficient wheat for this purpose. The Committee further 
resolved to make similar arrangements for other low-paid servants 
employed in the sanitary and fire extinguishing services.

(The Statesman, 19-6-1942.) Zr



Government of India’s Scheme to Collect Retail Price Statistics: 
Meeting of Advisory Committee, sew i>elhl, 1-7-1942.

The Government of India has heen considering for some time past 
a scheme for the preparation and maintenance of cost of living indices 
throughout fndia under a centrally controlled organisation. Since 
that scheme will necessarily take time before any useful results are 
obtained from its operation* and since there has been insistent need 
for some practical information about prices as a guide for settling 
questions relating to dearness allowances, etc., the Government of 
India has been recently considering the preparation of retail price 
statistics, the intention being to fill the gaps wherever necessary so 
that information for practical use is collected with all possible 
expedition. In this connection, it has been found necessary to decide 
on various broad problems arising before the actual work of retail 
priee statistics is taken up; these relate to the centres to be 
selected, the method of price collection^, the items for which the 
prices are to be collected, etc. Early in 1942 the Government of 
India convened a conference of provincial representatives and 
independent experts to discuss the question of compiling retail 
priee index numbers. As a result of the decisions reached at this 
conference, an officer on Special Duty was appointed to be in charge 
of the scheme. It was, however, felt that for the early inauguration 
and successful completion of the seheme it would be desirable that 
Government should be advised in this matter by an Informal committee.

therefore appointed in June 1942 a 
small Committee including representatives of the Central Government 
and two representatives of employers and two of workers to advise 
it on the matter.

important decisions on compiling retail price index numbers for 
industrial centres in British India were taken at the first meeting 
of the Committee held at New Delhi on 1-7-1942, Mr. H.C. Prior, 
Secretary, Department of Labour, Government of India, presiding.
The more important decisions arrived at were;-

(1) The selection of 15 rural centres for which retail price 
index numbers will now be compiled for the first time.

(2) The selection of 43 centres which are important either from 
the industrial or Railway point of view for which retail price 
index numbers will also be compiled.

(3) The constitution of advisory committees consisting of 
an equal number of representatives of employers and workers to 
advise the officer in charge of the scheme in centres where it is 
feasible to form such committees.

(The Hindustan Times, 2-7-1942.)



Control Measures.

Assam Coal Distribution (Lakhimpur) order, 1942. ,/

The Assam Government has promulgated the Coal Distritution 
(Lakhimpur) order, 1942, which extends to the whole province, and 
prohibits the sale s£ or disposal of coal to anyone not holding 
a permit from the Controller appointed for the purpose.

(Notification Ho. APC. 34/42/87 dated 
13-6-1942: The Assam Gazette Extraordinary 
dated 13-6-1942).,/+.

Sugar Control order, 1942, v-

The Sugar Control Order Issued on 29-6-1942 lays down that no 
producer shall after such date as the Controller may notify in this 
behalf, dispose of, or agree to dispose of or, in pursuance of any 
agreement entered into on or before such date, make delivery of, 
any sugar except to or through a recognised dealer or to a person 
specifically authorised by the Controller to acquire sugar on behalf 
of the central Government or a provincial Government. The Controller 
may prohibit or limit the manufacture by any producer or by producers 
generally of such types or grades of sugar or sugar products as may 
be specified and no producer to whom the Controller’s order applies 
shall manufacture any sugar or sugar products in contravention thereof. 
The Controller may from time to time fix the prices at which any sugar 
made in India may be sold and no person shall sell or purchase any 
sugar at a price different from that fixed.

( The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 29-6-1942, pages 789 to 790.) >4

Bihar Early Closing of ghops order, 1942. v

The Bihar Government has gazetted the Bihar Early Closing of 
Shops order, 19 42, which applies to all shops except hotels and 
restaurants, chemists' shops and liqueur bars. The Order states 
that no article or things of any description whatsoever shall be 
sold after 8-30 p.m. in any shop other than the excluded categories 
of shops, in the area of supply of any licence granted under section 
3 of the Indian Electricity Act, 1910, or in any area in which a 
person is entitled to distribute electrical energy by virtue of a 
sanction granted under section 28 of the said Act. District 
Magistrates can grant exemptions from the above order.

(Notification No. 792-Misc.-R dated 24-6-1942: 
The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary dated 
25-6-1942.)^

Price Control

Appointment of inspectors of Prices in Industrial
Areas *-p Bengal.~

The Government of Bengal, in its efforts to control prices of 
foodstuffs, has appointed several special offieetfs charged with the



duty of watching the movement of supplies and course of prices. These 
special officers are assisted by 16 inspectors twelve of whom are 
Inspectors under the shops and Establishments Act whose services 
have been diverted for work in connection with price control measures. 
Their jurisdiction has been divided by wards and each of them has been 
assigned a large private market to take care of. Until recently, there 
was no adequate inspecting arrangement in the industrial area round 
about Calcutta and complaints to this effect were received by Govern
ment from time to time. -Pour inspectors have now been appointed for 
this area with Headquarters at Serampore, Titaghur, Kankinara and Budge 
Budge respectively. Their main duty is to watch prices and to receive 
complaints against profiteering.

Control now extends over a number of necessaries of life such as 
atta and flour, dal, mustard oil, salt, sugar, popular medicines, kero- 
sehS, and a number of other articles.

(press Note dated 27-6-1942 issued by the 
Director of Public information, Bengal).

Employment.

Orissa Essential Services Regulation of Wages and Conditions of
Service Rules, 164S..X

In pursuanee of sub-section (1) of sections of the Essential 
Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, 1942, the orlssa Government has 
promulgated on 17-6-1942 the Essential Services Regulation of Wages 
and Conditions of Service Rules, empowering District Magistrates 
in the province within their respective jurisdlcations, subject to 
the general supervision and control of the Provincial Government, 
to regulate the wages and other conditions of service of all employees 
of essential services. "Essential service" means any service declared 
as sueh by the Provincial Government under section 5 of the Ordinance.

(The Orissa Gazette, part III, 
dated 19-6-1942, page 249.)

Mysore Essential services (Maintenance) Bill, 1942.

On 2-6-1942, the Mysore Representative Assembly took up for 
consideration and adopted the Essential segjices (Maintenance) Bill, 
which seeks to provide for the maintenancexxX certain essential 
services, by making it an offence for any person employed in these 
services to disobey any lawful order or to abandon such employment 
or absent himself from work or to depart from any specified area 
without reasonable excuse or consent of proper authority.

(The Hindu, 4-6-1942.) Z,

Civil Pioneer Force for Indias 
DlselpTinea corps or Workmen for war Construction Work.S

A start has been made with the formation of a Civil pioneer 
Force in India, in certain Provinces the initial units are well 
under way. The Force is intended to carry out such duties as will 
be required in India in war-time to be pefformed by an organised and
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disciplined, corps of workmen. These include we*k duties in conjunction 
with Civil Defence, construction of roads, taildings or aerodromes, 
loading and unloading of transport vehicles and work in dock areas.
The Force is at present limited to 10,000 persons.

The selection of officers by Provincial Governments has already 
commenced and a number of them have been commissioned and are learning 
their duties. Recruitment and training of Civil Pioneers has also 
started. During the preliminary training,stress is laid on the 
physical development of the recruit and the first month is wholly 
devoted to building up his strength and in helping him to become 
accustomed to new surroundings, physical recreation and games play 
a large part in the preliminary training.

(Unofficial Mote dated 30-6-1942 issued by 
the Principal information Officer, Government 
of India.)

Employment for Indian Evacuees: 
Registration offices opened in Provinces.y

A few months ago when refugees from Malaya and Burma began 
arriving in India in large numbers, the Labour Department of the 
Government of India addressed the provincial Governments emphasising 
the desirability of finding employment for Indian evacuees, without 
prejudice to the interests of the permanent residents. It was 
suggested that in some provinces it might be possible to institute

' schemes. in others it might be 
possible to add to industrial development. Some of the refugees 
might be suitable for enrolment in the Civil Pioneer Force.

As a result, registration offices where refugees can register 
themselves for employment have been established in all provinces 
where Indian evacuees from Burma and Malaya have arrived. Skilled 
and semi-skilled workers are directed by these offices to the 
National service labour Tribunals who find them employment in industry. 
The registration offices also keep in the closest possible touch with 
employers and attempt to place refugees in occupations fitted to 
their previous experience and training.

It is nos gathered that 2b registration offices have bem 
opened in Madras, an evacuee employment Bureau in the C.P., a 
registration Bureau under the control of the Employment Adviser in 
Bengal and an Evacuees' Bureau in the U.P. In the Punjab and the 
N.tW.F.P., arrangements for the aegistration of evacuees have been 
made at the headquarters of the Districts. District committees 
have been formed in Bihar. In Sind the Commissioner of Labour has 
been entrusted with the arrangements. Registration offices have 
also been opened in the Central administered areas of Ajmer and 
Beawar.

(Unofficial Note dated 18-6-1942 issued 
by the principal Information Officer, 
Government of India.)



Production

Production of Machine Tools; Government scheme for
“ Assistance. / ~

Well over 100 licensed firms in India are new manufacturing 
machine tools of ax various types, ranging from simple drills and 
lathes to speci&l purpose machines required for munitions production. 
Their total output runs to some 17o machines per month, not including 
ancillary plant which is produced by the hundred. Altogether, nearly 
500 units are manufactured per month, and this figure is rapidly 
increasing. Prior to the war there was practically no production of 
machine tools in India, though a few firms were making a small number 
of special machines for their own requirements, since the outbreak 
of war, however, there has been a rapid expansion and licences have 
bean issued to a large number of firms throughout India for the 
manufacture of machines of various types. The most popular types of 
machines manufactured are lathes (ineluding small capstans), drilling, 
shaping, planing, slotting, and haek-sawing machines, presses, furnaces, 
power blowers, and sand-blasting plant. Some higher class machines, such 
as cold saws, horizontal borers, production millers and thread millers, 
are also produced in Railway workshops. Besides these machines, various 
gauges, tools, jigs, etc., are also being manufactured in the country.
The Railway tool rooms alone are producing some 1,000 gauges weekly 
for use in ordnance factories, while Tatas are manufacturing 50,000 
tools of various types every month.

__ * With a view to further expanding the
61 tfifi ffISss dm chines, a scheme costing some Rs. 1»5

raillioni^has recently been evolved by the Machine Tool Controller and 
approved1the Government of India. The seheme, when launched, is 
expected to enable the firms selected for the purpose to produce 80 
to 100 such machines per month, with prospect of further expansion at 
a later stage. The possibilities of manufacturing small machine tools, 
such as taps, reamers, twist drills and milling cutters, are also 
under investigation. 1 scheme for giving assistance to firms willing 
to undertake manufacture of such tools has recently secured the apnroval 
of Government. Apart from efforts to promote new production, sevetyX 
important measures hawe been taken since the introduction of the 
Machine Tool Control Order on 1-3-1940, to secure better utilisation 
of existing machine tools in the country. By a census of machine tools 
throughout India, held in July 1940, it has been possible to locate 
all plant and machinery existing in the country and to ensure their 
utilisation in the best possible manner. Nearly 1,000 of the machine 
tools thus located have been requisitioned and placed in the Central 
Workshop.

A Reserve of Toois.- in addition, a scheme was framed last year 
to create a reserve of machine tools in the country as a safeguard 
against delays and possible interruptions in the arrival of Shipments 
from abroad. Nearly Rs. 2 millions was set aside for the purpose, but 
only a portion of it has been spent so far owing to the difficulty in 
obtaining supplies. Much las already had been done in developing 
Indigenous production and in conserving supplies} much more is still 
required. India's present requirements of machine tools are far in 
excess of her potential capacity as now envisaged, and it is unlikely 
that she will be able to do without considerable imports for some time 
to come. The production of machine tools is a highly specialised 
industry, requiring huge outlays of capital, and it can reasonably be
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expected to flourish only when there are large basic engineering 
industries to support it. in India, such industries are still in ai|r 
embryonic stage and will take some time to grow. But, meantime, a A 
start has been made with her machine tool industry and the progress 
so far has been encourageifcH^

(Indian Information, New Delhi, 1-6-1942)

Internal Combustion Engines; 
posslTgllty of production in India Reported./

Five firms in India have been manufacturing complete internal 
combustion engines and their spares for some years, and they now state 
that their standard machine-shop equipment is quite sufficient for the 
maehining/6f the major parts of the engines and aan produce the imported 
parts, if the Government would assist them to enlarge their existing 
plants by obtaining special machinery.such as crank turning lathes, 
heavy drop forging machines, grinding machinery, etc. according to an 
Interim Report of the Exploratory Committee on Internal Combustion 
Engines set up by the Board of scientific and Industrial Research.
Internal combusion engines for transport work, the Report adds, can 
be made by the Indian manufacturers if their works are properly or
ganised. There are technical men and material available for carrying 
out the complete work in India, if a scheme is inaugurated for the 
production of internal combustion engines on a large scale, two of 
the lndian firms are in a position to extend their machine chops by 
instaiiimglmehine tools of their own manufacture and if assistance 
from the Government couldfce given to them to obtain such machine tools 
a» -tfcmy--are not ebio to produce, they will have no difficulty in pro
ducing complete units of engines without having to depend on foreign 
supplies of specialised parts.

(The Hindu, 3-6-1942.)^

Action on American Technical Mission’s Report;
^ar Resources Committee foh iadid set

The Governor-General-in-Council, it is announced, has considered 
the report of the American Technical Mission (summarised at pages 33 to 
35 of our May 1942 report) and has decided to implement its recommenda
tions to the maximum extent possible, in pursuance of one of the most 
important of these recommendations, a committee of the Executive Council 
has been set up to deal with and co-ordinate problems of war production, 
transportation, communication, finance, rationing of goods and materials, 
and all connected matters. This committee is to be known as the ’’War 
Resources Committed of Council" and will consist of; - The Governor- 
General (President. the Defence Member; the Supply Member (Vice-President’ 
the Finance Member; the Commerce, Member; and the Communications 
Member. The Committee will have a wholetime Secretary, it will meet 
from day-to-day, and one of its first tasks will be to push on with 
the action already taken on the report* The Committee will, when 
necessary, co-opt other members of the Government of India, and its 
decisions will be binding on all authorities in India.

(The Hindustan Times, 11-6-1942.)



K.
Stimulation of Small-Seale Industries >3 5

for war Purposes: plan for grant of State-Aid. v

War orders to the value of Rs. 49*8 million were placed by 
the Government of India with small-scale industries during the year 
1941-42. Of these, camouflage nets accounted for Rs. 18.2 million, 
woollen blankets for Rs. 11.8 million, leather goods for Rs. 9.6 
million and pith hats for Rs. 4.8 million. During 1942-43 additional 
orders to the value of Rs. 61 million are expected to be placed with 
app>n -scale producers. These will include cotton textiles worth 
Rs. 18.6 million, leather goods worth Rs. 8.4 million, camouflage 
nets worth Rs. 7.1 million and pith hats worth Rs. 6.6 million.

The further utilization of small-scale industry for the production 
of war supplies has for some time been engaging the attention of the 
Supply Department of the Government of India, and, as a result of 
a conference held in March, 1942, representatives of Provincial and 
State Governments, a scheme has been launched for the planning of 
production in this field, under the scheme all the participating 
Provinces and States have undertaken to establish official agencies 
with whom the Department of Supply will contract for the supply of 
certain goods which can suitably be manufactured by small-scale 
industry.

These official agencies - which in the case of the Provinces 
will be the Directors of industries and/or the Registrars of Co
operative socleties-wi11 be responsible for the acceptance and 
execution of orders lseluding the supply of raw materials, provision 
of tUtfiee, instfubtioh In manufacture, inspection during production, 
delivery of goods to the Supply Department, and final payment to the 

The actual allocation of orders to these official 
agencies will be done through Controllers of Supplies who will be
given quotas for each area, The Controller will also supply speci
fications and manufacturing information where needed, and will settle 
prices. The working capital will ordinarily be provided by the 
Provinces, but the Government of India will afford financial assist
ance within certain limits, where necessary.

The authorities recognise that the products of small-scale 
Industry are not necessarily either good or cheap and that there 
are great variations in the quality of the work. Nor can such an 
industry work to the prices which are possible for mass prodiction.
On the other hand, the use of sn»ll-scale industry is being encouraged 
as it relieves factories for other work, extends employment and 
disperses production.

(The Statesman, 9-6-1942.p -r

Alternative Fuel to Petrol for Road Transport!
Manufacture of power Alcohol. 2

In view of the present acute shortage of petrol, the Government 
of India and the provincial governments are endeavouring to find 
alternative fuels to keep road transport moving, and amor« the latest 
developments are steps to provide power alcohol in Bombay. All 
facilities for the manufacture of power alcohol have been promised.
The Government of India recently stated that they are prepared to 
assist in obtaining priorities for the supply and shipment of power 
alcohol plants from America, but certain firms in India have undertaken - 
to touild such plants locally, some of the progressive Indian States,



such as Mysore and Travancore, have already promulgated power alcohol 
Acts and motor spirit sold in those States contains from 15 to 20 
per cent, alcohol. Bhopal also proposes to make power alcohol for 
this purpose. In Bombay a formal conference of the various interests 
was held in October 1941 last and enough data has since been collected 
for a fJfrsMil' scheme to be prepared for the approval of the Government 
of India.

(The times of India, 12-6-1942.

Indian Manufacture of Small Tools:
. New Expansion Schemes.~~

Ninety per cent, or over 4,500 out of a total of some 5,000 
items, of small tools required for munitions production another 
war supply purposes are now manufactured in India. Small tools, 
generally speaking, are the simple types of tools used in manual 
operations. The most common of these are pick axes, felling axes, 
hand axes, boring and jumping bars, carpenter’s augers, vices, , 
twist drills, etc., - all of which are now produced in India on a 
fairly large scale. Production is mainly confined to a few large 
and well-equipped firms, but additional sources of supply are 
steadily being developed.

To meet the growing demands for the various types of small 
tools, several schemes for the provision of increased capacity- 
are undei- active consideration by Government, one such scheme 
is designed to treble the existing capacity for twist drills and 
to provide new capacity for reamers and milling cutters. Another 
scheme aims at establishing production of taps and dies, for which 
no capacity at present exists in India. A third scheme, which 
has recently been sanctioned, provides for the further expansion 
of the more difficult operations in fabricating forged tools.

("Bombay information”, Bombay, 
20-6-1942.)^

Rationing

The Tyre Rationing order, 1942.

On 13-6-1942, the Government of India promulgated the Tyre 
Rationing Order, 1942, which brings the sale and acquisition of 
tyres under strict control. With immediate effect no person 
may purchase a new tyre or tube except by securing w—tyra ea 
frnir? ^cftPt b, »ec«t><ng a permit from the competent area rationing 
authority. Zmxmmxlxmxux Owing to the urgent need to conserve 
rubber for vital war purposes, permits will be' issued only in 
respect of vehicles which, it can be shown are essential to the 
maintenance of war production or the health and safety of the 
canmunity. With the exception of giant tyres, as fitted to commercial 
vehicles, permits are also required.to acquire retreaded tyres or to 
have tyres retreaded. Worn tyres are the main source of reclaimed 
rubber, and in order to secure every possible worn tyre for this 
purpose, no new or retreaded tyres may be supplied except against 
the surrender oAjworn tyres, and no person may retain in his 
possession for Wperiod of more than ten days any unserviceable tyre 
or tube, but musv dispose of them to a recognised supplier or
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reclaim manufacturer, it hhould be appreciated that the supply of 
tyres for civil purposes is ex trine ly limited and will leave even some 
of^ost vital needs unsupplied. An appeal is therefore made to the 
public to co-operate to the fullest extent by making application for 
permits only for the most urgent and essential purposes.

(Notification No. M/63(2)/42 dated 
13-6-1942: The Gazette of India, Part I, 
dated 13-6-1942, pages 1030 to 1039.) /

War Risk insurance

Insurance of immoveable property against War Risk:
Bombay Government examines Scheme. x

The Government of Bombay is engaged in examining the possibilities 
of undertaking schemes for insuring immovable property within Bombay 
Province and country craft operating on the coast against war risk and 
for facilitating the payment of compensation to industrial workers ftf m. 
war injuries. Government's decision on all these problems is expected^*#

learnt that^Sovernment hajfe reached a tentative decision for 
the insurance of immovable property within the province other than that 
already covered by insurance schemes framed by the Central Government 
as a measure of restoring confidence. The neeessary data relating to the 
valuation of properties coming under the scope of the scheme has been 
collected And a draft scheme is now being worked out. ihe scheme will 
be put in its final form after ascertaining the views of commercial 
and pwfelie bodies in the province. The Government of Bengal is engaged 
in working out a similar scheme and a committee of experts has examined 
the question (vide page 36 of our May 1942 report). While the move 
of the Provincial Governments is considered to be in the right direction, 
it is generally felt that war risk insurance schemes are essentially 
matters for the Central Government since the resources of the Provincial 
Governments are limited and the premiums are likly to be rather high in 
view of the limited area in which the scheme will operate and the 
consequential limitations on the law of averages.

Workmen's Compensation for War injuries.- The proposal for -Z^- 
workmen's compensation scheme is aimed at ensuring for Indus trial workers 
adequate compensation in case Of injuries by enemy action. It is 
learnt that several employems have represented to the Government of 
Bombay that the war effort can be accelerated if the workers responsible 
for it are assured that they will be adequately compensated for any loss 
that they may sustain by enemy action. The implications of the pro
posal are being examined by Government.

(The Times of India, 18-6-1942.)

Clarification of Insurable Value of Factories under 
war Risk (Factories) Insurance Ordinance.

Reference was made at pages 35 to. 36 of our April 1942 report to 
the promulgation of the War Risks (Factories) Insurance Ordinance, 
1942. The Government of India received representations recently from 
certain Chambers of Commerce and factories wanting the exact meaning 
explained of insurable value in connexion with the ordinance. It



appears that there have been instances where factories have either 
under-insured or over-insured. According to an authoritative 
interpretation, insurable value means the present value of plant or 
machinery less depreciation. Insurable value for the purposes of the 
Ordinance has been illustrated by the following example, in a press 
communique: '’A” bought a machine lo years ago for Rs. 1,000 which
on the date of application would cost new Rs. 3,000. The insurable 
value then is Rs. 3,000 less reasonable depreciation for 10 years use. 
If reasonable depreciation tvs in this ease were considered to be 
3 per cent., then the sum insurable would be Rs. 2,100. The owner 
of the property himself should be able to judge as to what life can 
be expected of the property and to what extent its life or efficiency 
has been impaired by use or other causes from year to year and should 
be able therefore fairly to assess reasonable depreciation?

(The Statesman, 18-6-1942.) ✓

industrial Health and safety

protection of Factories in War Time:
Bengal Government's Measures.y

The Government of Bengal has in exercise of the powers conferred 
by sub-rule (1) of rule 51-D of the Defence of India Rules gazetted 
a notification to the effect that in certain areas specified in a 
Schedule annexed, no factory wherein two hundred or more workers may be 
employed shall be erected, and no factory wherein two hundred or more 
WeTSHSIeBpToyrd shall be extended for the purpose of carrying on 
any manufacturing process exeept with the permission of the Provincial 
Government anA.n accordance with sueh requirements as to lay out, 
materials and construction as the Provincial Government may Impose, 
for the purpose of rendering the factory less vulnerable to air raids 
or of affording better protection to persons using or resorting to it.

( Notification No. 1073 Com. (C.D.) dated 
8-6-1942: The Calcutta Gazette, part I, 
dated 18-6-1942, pages 1547 to 1548.)^

Seamen
Amenities for Indian Seamen:

Contributions from War Purposes Fund. /

According to a press note recently Issued by the Government 
of India, the question of providing comforts to Indian seamen has been 
engaging the close attention of the Government of India. The 
Viceroy has made contributions on various occasions from his War 
purposes Fund, out of which different funds have been started at the 
ports of Calcutta dnd Bombay for the benefit of the seamen. An 
Indian seamen’s Amenities Fund has recently been created at Calcutta 
and Bombay With initial grants of Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 5,000 respectively 
from the viceroy’s War purposes Fund. The object of this fund is to 
supply to vessels carrying Indian crews books, games requisites^etc., 
and to provide amenities, including the supply of warm clothing when 
necessary, to Indian seamen in general. Not infrequently Indian 
seamen return to this country in an utterly destitute condition 
and require on their arrival clothing, food or other necessaries of 
life, medical help and even monetary assistance for the payment of



railway fares to their homes^^^Ca^tta^gg |gmb^rgrg^sion now 
exists to supply the necessary funds,, viceroy’s war Purposes Fund.
So far about Rs. 6,000 hapebeen placed at the disposal of the 
Principal Officers, Mercantile Marine Department, Calcutta and Bombay 
for the above purpcses.

Advances to Widows and Children.-* Arrangements have also been made 
by the Government of India for the payment of compensation to injured 
seamen and to the widows and children or other dependents of seamen 
who are missing, killed or taken prisoner by the enemy under the 
various seamen's compensation schemes framed by His Majesty's Govern
ment. As however formal investigations into their claims to compen
sation naturally take Some time, this Involves great hardship to 
them. In order, therefore, to minimize their hardship, the Viceroy 
has placed at the disposal of the Principal officers, Mercantile 
Marine Department, CalcuttaM and Bombay a sum of Rs. 27,500 for 
giving advances in necessitous cases to the seamen or their widows 
and children or other dependents.

( Ihe Statesman, 7-6-1942.)%



GENERAL

Expansion of the viceroy’s Executive Councils 
pr. AmWSfear succeeds Sir Firozkfaan Koon as Labour Member.z

Bfcp the second time since the outbreak of the war the Viceroy’s
Executive Council has been expanded. The need to create a membership 
for Defence, to provide for India’s representation at the War Cabinet 
and in the pacific War Council and to divide the heavy single charge 
of Communications has involved the addition of three members to the
Council^ and increasing its strength from the present 12 to 15 mmmbers.

As in the previous expansion of the Council In 1941 (vide ^ges 
39-40 of June 1941 report of this Office), the present expans iorfis^wt 
associate representative Indian opinion more closely in the conduct*of th< 
war and to provide for the increasing burden of war work, within the 
framework of the present constitution. Hitherto Indian representatives 
in the Council had been chosen from among principal communities and 
interests which were co-operating in the war effort and nw to them, 
for the first time, have been added representatives of the Sikhs, 
the Depressed Classes and the European community. The new members 
are Sir C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar, Dr. B.&. Ambedkar, sir E.C. Benthall,
Sir Jogendra Singh, Sir J.P. srivastava and Khan Bahadur Sir
Mohammad usman.

■■’■’Diirtrfrbtttien - of Portfolios. - The distribution of portfolios, 
accordingtoa press communique dated 2-7-1942, issued by the 
Government of India, is as follows:- war - General Sir Archibald 
Wavell; Home - Sir Reginald Maxwell; Finance - Sir Jeremy Raisman,* 
Defence - Malik Sir Firoz Khan Koon; war Transport - sir E.C. 
Benthall; Supply - Sir H.F. Mody; Information - sir C.P. Ramaswami 
Aiyar; Civil Defence - Sir J.P. Srivastava; Posts and Air - Sir 
Mohammed Usman; Commerce - Mr. k.R. sarker,* Education, Health and 
Lands - Sir jogendra Singh; Labour - Dr. B.fi. Ambedkar; Indians 
Overseas - Mr. M.8. AneyfljTLaw - sir Sultan Ahmed£ Sir Ramaswami 
Mudaliar continues to be * member of the Council'.

Representation in War Cabinet and pacific Council.- Simultaneously 
with the expansion of the Council, it is officially announced that the 
Government of India has accepted the Invitation of His Majesty’s 
Government to arrange for India’s representation on the War Cabinet 
and on the pacific war Council in London. Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar 
has been nominated for this purpose, and he will be joined in London 
by the jam 3*kht Sahib of Hawanagar, who will represent the Princely 
Order.

Commenting on Dr. Ambedkar’s appointment as Member in charge of 
Labour, the Statesman of 3-7-1942 says* Dr. Ambedkar gets the portfolio 
of Labour and as a gifted leader of the depressed classes he will have 
all the scope he may want for doing an he wishes to do for the under
dog. perhaps no more appropniate portfolio could have been allotted to 
him.

(The statesman, 3-7-1942. )✓ ,
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List of the more important publications received in this Office during
' ■ June 1942., /

Economic Conditlons.-
Indian Central Cotton Committee. Twentieth Annual Report, 1941. 
Published by Indian Central cotton Committee, Vulcan House,
Nicol Road, Ballard Estate, Port, Bombay.

Social insurance.-
AnnualdReport on the working of the Workmen’s Compensation Act,

* 1923/7Tor the year 1940. (Price As. 3). Karachi: Printed at the
Government Press. 1942.

Agriculture.-
(1) Report on the operations of the Department of Agriculture,

Madras presidency, for the year 1940-41. printed by the Super
intendent, Government Press, Madras. 1942. Price 8 annas.

( 2) Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in India, 1938-39. Issued 
under the Authority of the imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research. Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi,
1941. Price Rs. 6 or 9s. 6d.

(1) year-Book and Directory of Indian Co-operation, 1942. General 
Editor: The Hon’ble V. Ramadas pantulu. Published by the All- 
I'hd4S;''-'Sb»dpera.tiw ina titutea * Association and the Indian 
provincial Co-operative Banka’ •association.

(2) Report on the working of the Co-operative Societies in the Central
provinces and Berar for the year ending the 30th June, 1941.
Nagpur: Government Printing, C.P. and Berar. 1942. Price Re.1-4-0

(3) Report on the Co-operative Societies in Orissa for the year 1940-41 
(July to June), superintendent, Government press, Orissa, Cuttack,
1942. Price Re.l-lo-0.

Organisation, Congresses, eto.-
(1) The Employers' Association of Northern India. Proceedings and 

Speeches, fifth Annual General Meeting, 28th May, 1942.
(2) Report - Nineteenth Session of the All-India Trade Union 

Congress, Cawnpore, 1942. Model House, Proctor Road, Glrgaon, 
Bombay.

Education.-
Report on Public Instruction in the Madras Presidency fob the 
year 1940-41. Volume I. Printed by the Superintendent, Government 
Press, Madras. 1942. Price 6 as.

Miscellaneous.-
(1) Madras Administration Report, 1940-41^ Madras: Printed by the

Superintendent, Government Press. 1942.
(2) Madras in 1941 (Outline of Administration). Madras: Printed by 

the Superintendent, Government Press, 1942.
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MATIOMAL LABOUR LEGISLATION
GtOaaameat of India.-

Draft Bill to amend. Workman 's Compensa tion-UKrt.

The amendment of the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, in order 
to make adequate provision for certain matters, was discussed at the 
Third Conference of Labour Minis tdrs held in January 1942.

Regarding the question of the compensation to bo paid to the 
heirs of a deceased workman, the Government of India Memorandum on 
the subjeet stated that the intenlon of the Act,apparently, was to 
allow deductions of payments made to an injured workman from the lump 
sum eompeasatidn payable to his dependents under section (4) (I) A.
The Rangoon High Court had, however, drawn a clear distinction between 
the right to compensation of an injured workman and that of his 
dependent after his death. The Calcutta Sigh Court further construed 
the word "workmen" occurring In section 4 of the Act to mean only 
a living workman and net his dependents. The general opinion of the 
Third Conference of Labour Members on thia question was that in 
fairnees to employers, deductions to cover payments made during the 
lifetime of a Workman should be permissible subject to the residue 
ef compensation net falling below a certain minimus. Again, section 
5 of the Act did not appear to provide for the calculation of the 
monthly wages of a workman |n cases whore information regarding the 
average monthly earnings of worker engaged in similar work in the 
t7md;WWHr preceding the accident, la

w*e Conference that a proviso should 
bo added to section 6 (b) so as to provide for calculation ef wages 
in aooosdnaoe with sub-section U) ©f sect!on 5 of the Act.

Following those decisions, the Government of India has prepared 
a draft Bill which has boon circulated for the opinion of the interests 
concerned. The text of the Sill is published in the June 1942 issue 
of "Labour Gazette", Bombay.

Orissa.-
Extension of pertain Labour Aets to * Partially Excluded * Areas.

The Orissa Government has gazetted a list of Acts which it has 
decided to extend to ’partially excluded' areas - in some cases to all 
such areas in the province, and in others to certain specified limits 
of these areas. Among the Acts do extended are : (1) The Indian 
wines A9eBdmeat Act, 1937, (2) The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) 
Act, 1938, (3) The Trade Disputes (Amendment) Act, 1938, (4) The 
Indian Emigration (Amendment) Act, 1938, (5). The Employers' Liability 
Act, 1938, (6) The Workmen's Compensation 8 (Amendment) Act, 1939, 
and (7) She Workmen’s Compensation (Second Amendment) Act, 1939.

(Ratification Mo. 2266-IIIC-J4/41- Com. dated 
23.7.1942s The Orissa Gazette, Fart III, 
dated 31-7-1942, pages 315 to 317.)



Industrial Health and Safety

Leprosy Control jn Jamshedpur?
Work of Leprosy Sub-Committee, Jamshedpur Rotary Club. </

Very shortly after the formation in 1939 of the Jamshedpur 
Rotary Club it was decided by the Club to taekle under its auspices 
the leprosy problem in Jamshedpur. Before providing ellnics for the 
treatment of lepers it was deelded to eolleet statistics<as to the 
number of lepers In the area; the survey was commenced in May, 1939, and 
the first survey of the town was completed in April 1941. A re
survey was then commenced. The funds for these surveys and for the 
treatment at the clinics were given by capital donations and also 
recurrent contributions from the larger Companies in Jamsbe$ur, namely 
The Tata iron & Steel Company, Ltd., The Tinplate Company of India, 
Ltd., The Indian 8tool Wire Products Company, The Indian Cable Company, 
and the Tatanagar Foundry.

Results of Survey.- As a result of the survey enquiry from Its 
Inception in hay, 1939, until 31st March, 1942, 475 cases have been 
detected by the staff, in addition 35 cases were detected at the 
Main Bespital of the Tata iron and Steel Company and the Health 
Office, making a total of 510 eases, ©f these, 92 were infectious 
and 418 non-inf actions. 215 lepers beggars were also examined,of whom
almost exactly half were found in an Infectious condition. Thus the 
total number of lepers reported on altogether in Jamshedpur, including

as a roughly accurate figure for
the total number of lepers in the Jamshedpur and Jugsalai notified

areas, of whom about 2©0 are infeetlous. Tbs total number of
JliRPVwKp

Organisation of Clinics.- Throe clinics were built with the 
funds' proviied fey tke Companies. The^conslst of simple open sheds with 
a store room, one at Ramdas Bhatta, one at Sonarl and one at Burma 
Mines. In addition*the Tata iron & Steel Company had already a clinic 
in axishBn|hat its Segregation Bespital on the Golmnri road. The staff 
attend at eaeh Rotary Club ellnle one half day in the week for Infectious 
patients and one half day for non-infectious patients• The other half 
time is spent in survey work.

Results of Treatment.- Of the non-lnfoctious eases, 4 have been 
completely cured, 8 haW ’been arrested and 83 have been improved, ©f 
the Infectious cases 13 have been Improved and 2 have been turned to 
non-infeetlous.

Future Work.- Another direction in which assistance is required, 
especiailyTrom the public, is in affording financial help to the 
sufferers and their families. The Jamshedpur Rotary Club has appealed 
to the X larger Companies in Jamshedpur to take measures to provide 
hospital accommodation for the Jamshedpur infeetlous lepers; those 
proposals are now under consideration. Such facilities cannot in any 
ease bo provided for some years to come. When a workman is found to be 
suffering from infectious leprosy, he cannot be permitted to continue 
working on account of the danger of transmitting the disease to his 
fellow workmen. Some of these eases have been assisted by their 
employers, but others,who have boon given leave for treatment have 
spent all their savings in paying for treatment and livelihood at the 
hospital at Purulia. Many of their families have become destitute.



The Jamshedpur Rotary Club has been assisting a few such eases with 
donations and the members of the Club have made contributions towards 
a fund established for this purpose. The fund is not large enough/, 
however, to cover all the needy eases.

(The Tisco Review, Jamshedpur, July 1942 issue) 
+



Industrial Disputes

Adjudicator*3 Award in Bombay Tramway Dispute. yZ

The Hon'hie Sir Robert Broomfield, Adjudicator appointed by the 
Government of Bombay on 29-5-1942, under sub rale (1) of Rule S1A of 
the Defence of India Rules, to adjudicate the trade dispute between 
the Bombay Electric Supply and Tramways Company Ltd., andJLts employees, 
has given his award on the dispute} a brief summary of tfd* award is 
given below:

(1) War and Dearness_AllowanceThe Adjudicator recommends that, 
in future, the old war allowance should be treated as part of pay in the 
calculation of bonuses. In principle, this should apply to all employees, 
but as those engaged prior to 1954 enjoy higher nA scales of pay and 
'bmxls1 it would net be unfair if this concession were to be held 
inapplicable to them. With regard to dearness allowance, it is re
commended that the scale in force up to the end of April 1942should be 
extended so as to cover the same cost-of-living index numbers as the 
scale new sanctioned by the Hillowners' Association, Bombay. The
rates for the index numbers above 155 should be worked out, so that 
they bear a similar proportion to the Hillowners’ Association rates 
as in the ease of the index numbers below 135. The allowance should be 
paid at these rates with effect from May 1942, deducting what has been 
paid already.

(2) Lbsto with fey.- With regard to the demand of the workers for
- ammmally , the Adjudicator reeemmds that 

the practice of giving leave pay in lieu of leave with pay ahould be 
dis con tinned. Ajj those entitled under the present rules either to leave 
WtW pay w Saw pay for LB days should be given leave with pay for that 
period. This leave should be allowed to be accumulated for a period 
of three years.

(3) Over-time Work.- The calling up of employees for duty on their 
off-days should be avoided as far as possible. If it is unavoidable, says 
the recommendation, payment should bo at the present rates plus one- 
fourth for work which is less than full duty. For each full day worked 
on an off-day, payment should be at the present rates, but the employee 
should be allowed in addition one day's leave on half pay to be added to 
AAA* his leave account. The above is subject to the proviso that the 
off-day is duly earned under the rules.

(4) Sick leave.- With regard to the demand of the workers for 
sick leave with pay, the Adjudicator says that the beet method of 
providing for sickness and the extent to which employers of labour 
can be expected to bear the burden are difficult and complicated 
questions as pointed out by the Royal Commission on labour in India.
There is a good deal of force in the Company's argument that the grant 
of any such privilege as that how demanded would increase the evil of 
absenteeism. Among the many facilities provided by the Company are 
free medical attention (five doctors are employed) and free medicines.
The Adjudicator was not prepared to make any recommendation under this 
head.

government Order on Award.- The Government of Bombay have 
accepted tiie reeommendailons of the Adjudicator and have ordered 
that the said award shall be in force and shall bind the Company and 
its employees for four months from the date of publication of the 
award, provided that it shall remain in force for the duration of the 
war save in so far as it is determined by notice in writing given



- r
by or to the Compnay to or by the representative of any section of 
the Company’s employees In the manner specified In the Government order.

(Industrial Bulletin of the Employers' 
Federation of India, dated 13-7-1942.)v4-



Holidays

Holidays with Pay 8
Views of Millowners 'Association, Bombay, on Government
" of India's Proposals. ,z **

Reference was made at page 1 of our May 1942 report to the draft 
Bill prepared and circulated for opinion toy the Government of India 
regarding holidays with pay for Industrial workers* The following 
views on the proposals have toeen expressed toy the Committee of the 
Millowners* Association, Bombay;

The Committee reiterated the views expressed toy It In 1935 and 1937 
on the I.L.0. proposal and Draft Convention/ and Recommendation on the 
subject, namely, that though from a strictly humanitarian point of view, 
nothing eould toe said against the general proposition, It was^^Pbr
memeeas auto.foeSlylM .MmjdBWWMb neither practical© nor desirable
from the point of vie* of the peculiar conditions obtaining in the 
Bombay cotton mill industry. (Vide pages 33-36 of our September 1935 
report). The Committee also drew the attention of Government to the 
discussions which took place at the Conference of Industrial Employers 
convened toy the labour Member in January 1942. At this conference, 
the representatives of employers were of opinion that there should be 
no legislation for teslitays »lth jay, holding the view that while

the coot of production, there would 
be no corresponding benefit to labour. They also pointed out that 
.at JMUfekn-tte..tooh .long holidays during the year to go to 
their villages for family and festive occasions, the need for the 
amenities proposed had not been made out. The Committee of the 
Association entirely agreed with the position taken up by the employers’ 
representatives at the abovementloned conference. The Committee, however, 
has pointed out once again that Government and employers must, for the 
time being, concentrate their efforts on winning the war,, and that 
consideration of questions of a controversial nature or involving social 
and labour legislation should be postponed till peace is restored. Social 
and industrial welfare schemes involving financial outlay should bo 
eonslderod under normal conditions when a precise estimate of the 
Indus try’s capacity to pay eould be made. Discussion of such matters, 
in the midst of a war, was not only calculated to create unpleasantness 
between the employer and the employed, but would interfere with war 
output.

(Excerpts from the Proceedings of the Committee 
of the Millowners' Association, Bombay, for 
June 1942.)^

Holidays with Pay Legislation;
Views of Bombay Chamber of Commerce.

Reference was made at page 1 of our May 1942 report to the 
proposed amendment of the Factories Act, 1934, with a view to secure 
holidays with pay for non-seasonal industrial workers. The following 
views have boon expressed on the proposal^ by the Committee of the



?
Bdabay Chamber of Commerce i

It was presumed la the first place that the previsions of the Bill 
were Intended to apply only to permanent labour, paid on a monthly basis, 
and on this assumption the Committee weleomed the fact that the proposed 
legislation was to be of an all-India nature to be introduced by the 
Central Government and in general principle and on humanitarian grounds 
were prepared to support the Bill. It, however, warned Government of the

eonsiderable burdens already borne by
indusTry in the recently introduced benefits such as wage increases, cost 
of living bonuses, the provision of grain shops, etc. These burdens^whiim 
very heavy at the moment, were possibly justified during the war period, * 
but from a practical point of view they might tend to overload industry 
to an impossible extent In times of peace.

Accumulation of Holidays.- In regard to the provision that holidays 
if not taken within the year will lapse, the Committee was of opinion that 
if the employer was willing to allow accumulation of holidays, them labour 
should not be debarred from obtaining this benefit, though it might 
preferably bo confined to a maximum of two years' accumulation. The 
Bill did not deal sufficiently adequately with the right of the employer 
or the employee to fix the dates of the holidays prescribed, and It was 
suggested that a clause should be added to the effect that workers would 
ho allowed holidays at a time to be fixed by the employer but within 
twelve months of the date after which it was earned, unless the employee 
wished, and the employer agreed, to the employee accumulating his

she
’HolidaysThe Committee considered that the clause 

gyanbluf a eamauaaatorv~5olldav in the ease of a worker being deprived 
of iSb reguS^wwkiy? heMlay, while perfectly acceptable In peace 
time, would require modification In war-time; exemption under this 
clause should he granted to factories on essential war work.

Absence without leave.- Under Clause 49B (I) a man was not 
entitled io holidays if ho had been absent without leave even for one 
day, but this was implication only. It was suggested that this 
point should be covered by stipulating that any absence without leave 
should be deducted from the period of leave to which a worker was 
entitled.

(Bxeerpts from the Proceedings of the Committee 
of the Bombay Chamber of Commerce during June 194?



General 8

Progress of Scheme for Labour Officers in Bengal
Jfcts Mltls . \z --------

Started as an experimental measure in 1939, the Indian Jute 
■ills Association, Calcutta, has developed a Labour Officer scheme.
■here were, at the close of 1941, five Labour Officers appointed by 
the Association. As originally planned, the Association's Labour 
Officers hid two distinct duties to perform. One was in connection 
with inspection of looms and working hours as necessitated by working 
time agreements. This part of their work has always been subordinate 
to the real purpose of their appointment. The chief object has been 
to harmonise relationship not only between employer and employee^ but 
to co-ordinate all actions in this regard and induee a greater 
measure of collaboration between the Government, functioning through 
the Labour Commissioner and his officers, and Managing Agents, Trade 
Unions and all other cognate Interests.

lain Activities of Labour Officers in 1941.- The more Important 
activities of the labour Officers in 1941 were

1.Anti-Profiteering Work.- Enquiries and regular reports on the 
priees of food current in the bazars functioning in the vicinity of 
jute ad 11s have been supplied by the labour officers. They also 
worked in collaboration with the Controller of Prices, and any 
f lanwamt ^Twirv *wrt 1 mmedl atoly roper Wolth a view to correction.
A iw^y is at preSenS Selng made of all the bazars In the industrial 
areas in the matter of supplies of food and priees, in order to take 
a syrtiiirtSW''^ affooting Jute mill workers as it
now roots and to prepare for any contingency that may arise in the 
near future.

2. War Propaganda.- War propaganda forms one of the main items 
of work engaging the attention of all labour officers. This work 
has recently boon Intensified. Some of the labour officers have 
devoted a great deal of time collaborating with the Director, A.I.R., 
to present suitable programmes in the vdmacular to labour twice 
weekly.

3. Drive against Bribery.- An anti-bribery campaign, supported 
by mill managers and strongly commended by mAUxmaucgex the Government 
has been afoot for some time, and much has been done to eradicate 
this evil practice from some mills. Unfortunately,the continuance
of the Slrdari system in certain mills is a strong deterrent to these 
efforts and investigations, which are still proceeding, would seem to 
indies to that only in its complete removal will it be possible to 
conduct this attack on bribery to a successful issue.

4. improvement of Labour Conditions.- In July 1941 the Bombay 
Kill Owners' Association published a booklet entitled 'Recommendations 
on Labour Hatters.' This was made the subject of very careful study
by the Association,aided by the first hand experience of labour officers 
particularly in its application t© Jute mills in Bengal. The whole 
matter is under review at present and it is hoped in the near future 
to embody some of its salient suggestions in regard to standardisation 
of important items like wages, appointments, etc., not already governed 
by Legislation, in a circular to be Issued to member mills. This 
study is being linked with a review of eases of grievances reported
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by the labour officers, with the purpose of studying the labour problem 
In all Its aspects and removing by anticipation the causes which, disrupt 
the life of workers and disturb industrial relations.

(Annual Report of the Committee of the Indian 
Jute Mills Association, Calcutta, for 1941)./*.

Budlls(subetltutea) System and the working of the labour
Bureau In Bengal Jute Wills in IMl'/t/

In the Interests of the jute mill Industry as a whole and to 
systematise all labour problems, In deference to the wishes of the 
labour Minister of the Government of Bengal, an attempt was made by 
the Indian Jute Mills Association In 1941 to have a common and reliable 
system in the matter of employment of all labour particularly where It 
affects budlls (substitutes). The Bombay Mlllewners' Association,at 
the request of the Jute Mills Asseeiatlen.fUrnished details of their 
study of this problem, and the procedure rer the regulation and employ
ment of budll workers whleh has been operating successfully a»48^ the 
Bombay mills. All member mills that had already Instituted labour 
bureaux were requested to give the Association relevant information In 
regard to the alms, working and success of their bureaux.

The replies received were encouraging and the Association decided 
to recommend the establishment of labour bureaux in mills whleh have 
not already done so. It was felt that this will not only prove beneficial 
to thsau, but vlll, ln co-ordinated and united action on the part of

measure to the ideal aimed at by the 
Association, namely, the preservation of harmonious relationships 
between employer and employed and stability amongst labour.

(Report of the Indian Jute Mills 
Association for 1941)•



ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Trade of India In 1940-41* J* (b

General World Conditions ♦ - The review of the Trade of India 
for 1&40-41 opens, as usual, with a general review of the repercussions 
of the war on economic conditions. It is pointed out that in the 
course of the year under review, the complexity of economic control 
has greatly increased and it has now assumed forms in the two main 
belligerent areas which will profoundly affect the structure of business 
enterprise In the future. Both Germany and the United Kingdom - the 
former at an earlier date than the latter - are proceeding in the 
direction of the compulsory"rationalisation” of all business, that 
is, the’concentration of production in the fewest possible units so as 
to direct supplies of man-power into purposes more directly connected 
with the war effort. It is to be doubted whether, at the end of 
the war, it will be possible to remove, at once, or even after the 
lapse of a considerable period of time, the controls which were 
Imposed even in the earlier phase of the war. But the later controls 
are affecting, not only the framework within which business enterprise 
must operate, but the substance of business enterprise Itself. So 
far as the element of control is concerned, it must be pointed out that, 
taking the world as a whole, it is the change of scale and of objective 
X rather than the fact of control, which is tie characteristic feature 
of the war situation. There is still a considerable difference of 
degree in the intensity of control in different parts of the world, 
though there is nowhere a reluctance to adopt further measures should

Repercussion on Trade• - The occupation of Europe by the enemy 
has■ r^eesearily meaBt a-- drastlc decline in the volume of overseas 
trade conducted by Europe as a whole and though there is soma 
possibility of finding alternative markets, the possibilities are 
necessarily limited by the growing intensity of the war at sea and
consequential reduction in the volume of shipping available, as well 
as by the diversion of shipping to military purposes. The economic 
consequences of this situation have necessarily been a pressure on 
the price level and, thei’efore, upon the volume of the national Income 
in those countries dependent largely upon exports. The South American 
countries, the African tropical areas, and to a lesser extent other 
areas have been affected by the circumstances, and both the British, 
and American Governments are actively canvassing the further possibilitla 
of awdlxai remedial measures, >

Agricultural Conditions.- Agriculture in India was subjected 
to two opposite tendencies during the year under review. While a 
considerable degree of expansion had taken place in the Industrial 
sphere which was bound to lead to a substantial inci’ease in the 
domestic consumption of primary products, there was simultaneously 
a heavy accumulation of surpluses xa respect of several commodities 
which could only be absorbed at a severe sacrifice in prices. The 
dream of war prosperity seemed almost to melt away so far as Indian 
agriculture was concerned, after the months of May and June 1940 which - 
witnessed an alarming drop in the prices of raw materials. The country 
was brought to the verge of a serious agrarian crisis in respect of
* Re view of the Trade of India in 1940-41. Published by Manager of 

Publications, Delhi. 1942. Price Rs . 5-12-0 or 6s. pp.287.
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certain coiamodities like jute, groundnuts and sugarcane which were 
burdened with enormous surpluses. A substantial part of the export 
business wtfb lost as a result of the closure of important European 
markets from June onwards, while trade with other countries also was 
severely hampered by the scarcity of freight. Business confidence was 
rudely shaken by these events. In a state of nervousness, the markets 
came to attach an exaggerated degree of Importance to the accumulation 
of stocks at the ports caused by a temporary lack of shipping facilities, 
and the possibility of such stocks being damaged by enemy action.
Among other things, three important factors, which were almost 
completely overlooked in the initial state of panic, helped restore 
business confidence. In the first place, it began to be realised 
that the rise In industrial activity which had come about as a result 
of the dislocation of import trade and the stimulus of war orders, was 
absorbing an increasing proportion of the domestic supply of sew 
materials. Secondly, the loss of export trade due to the closure 
of European markets was being partially made up by increased exports 
to Empire countries. The third factor which was equally important 
in strengthening the confidence of the markets was the increasing 
evidence of the desire on the part of the Central and Provincial 
Governments to help the primary producer^ in his temporary emergency.

Industrial Conditions.- The first quarter of 1940-41 was crowded 
with momentous developments. Starting with the German invasion of 
Norway in April 1940 and culminating in the fall of France in June, 
the succession of events in the political sphere created a psychological 
situation which afforded little encouragement to industrial enterprise. 
Prfarticles steadily receded from April to August 
when on an average they stood barely 1C per cent above the pre-wai» 
level. With the growing shortage of shipping, the outlook of the 
export trade looked gloomy, while apprehensions were felt with 
regard to internal demand also owing to the rather precipitous fall 
in the prices of agricultural commodities which took place during 
this period. The jute mill industry was perhaps the worst sufferer 
from this sudden turn of events, though its reactions were felt by 
almost all industries in a varying measure. It was not till September, 
1940, that the markets were able to get over completely the psycholo
gical effects of the loss of European markets. From Septembv*, prices 
of manufactured articles resumed their upward trend which was maintained 
till the end of the year. This rise in prices was tbe combined result 
of a variety of factors such as the receipt of further Government 
orders, the improved situation in the jute mill Industry, the seasonal 
revival of demand for cotton piece goods and the institution of a 1
stricter Government control over the affairs of the sugar Industry.
In March 1941, prices of manufactured articles stood on an average 
32 per cent, above the pre-war level and were only slightly lower 
than the level prevailing a year earlier. Reviewing the year as a 
whole, Indian industries^ with a few exceptions like jute and sugar, 
can be said to have enjoyed fairly satisfactory conditions during 
1940-41. This Is corroborated by the various Indicators of business 
condl tl ons^ *hl oh eye-

Industrial Profits.- Between 1937 and 1940, the index of industrial 
profiFs rose"Trom 6l Vo 132 - a rise of 84 per cent. The index Ssx 
for 1940 Is provisional, as accounts of only 129 companies were 
available for that year, but it is more than probable that when 
complete data are available, profits declared in 1940 may still show 
a substantial gain over those declared in either 1938 or 1939. The 
trend of this index is largely governed by the figures relating to



cotton mills, jute mills, iron and steel, and paper; all these 
industries were in a fairly prosperous state in the latter quarter 
of 1339 and in the early part of 1940. Though the boom which developed 
in the first four months of war was largely speculative in character, 
there is no doubt that it helped ©ome of these industries to clear 
away a substantial part of their accumulated stocks.

Industrial Prices.- Prices of industrial products were on an 
average at about the same level in 1940-41 as in 1939-40. In spite 
of this apparent similarity, however, the price situation was 
distinctly healthier during the year under- review than in the pre
ceding year. The high prices which prevailed during the first four 
months of the war were largely due to a speculative boom and it was 
the sudden end of this boom in January 1940 that started the recession 
which was later aggravated by the loss of European markets. Prom 
September 1940, the prices of manufactured articles resumed their 
rising tendency and every successive month till March 1941 saw the 
prices attaining a higher level. On this occasion, the rise was due 
to a genuine revival of demand and had less of the speculative 
element In it. The price situation was thus distinctly more stable 
during the year under review and reflected a healthier state of 
affairs than in the preceding year.

Indus fcrla 1 Produc ti on. - High prices, reduction In imports 
and a’more or less continuous flow of war orders combined to 
produce a favourable situation for Indian industries and the exacts 
of these factors were further reinforced by their secondary 
Influ»»eethe home demand. During the year 194 0 41, 
the output of cotton piecogoods in India increased to 4,269 
million yards as compared with 4,012 million yards in the preceding 
year, showing an increase of 6 pex1 cent, cotton mill industry
was kept fully active during the year under review and had to resort 
to double shift working on a large 3cale. The growing demand for 
all kinds of iron and steel involved a further increase In the output 
of that industry. Coal raising increased to 29 million tons In 1940, 
a level which was not attained in the past ten years. The paper 
industry also kept pace with the rising tempo of industrial activity, 
the output of paper in India rising to 1,753,000 cwts . Its highest 
level since 1928-29, as compai’ed with 1,416,000 dwts. in 1939-40 and 
1,184,000 cwts. in 1958-39. The two important exceptions to this 
general trend towards expansion of output were jute manufactures 
and sugar. The production of the former declined by 14 per cent, 
and that of the latter by 13 per cent. a3 compared with the preceding 
year, in both cases, a reduction in output was forced upon the 
manufacturers by the heavy stocks carried over from the previous 
year. With these exceptions, however, industrial production in India 
was maintained at a greatly accelerated rate during the year under 
review as compared with the preceding year.

Apart from the major industries for which production statistics 
are available, a large number of other industries received a 
powerful stimulus as a result of the conditions created by the war.
The work done by the Supply department is of very great inte^^t 
in this connection. During the year 1940-41, the total vsLlue of 
orders executed by the two purchasing organisations of the Supply 
Department amounted to Rs. 760 millions. The orders placed by the 
Supply Department have encouraged the production of a number of 
Industrial articles which were never produced in India before or 
were produced only in limited quantities. The chemical industries
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in India are, for example, being rapidly developed to meet war require
ments. . A large number of items of medical supplies which were so 
far imported are now being made in India. Considerable progress has 
been made in the production of armaments ard munitions, as will be 
seen from the fact that out of some 40,000 items required by Defence 
Services, 20,000 are already being manufactured in India. It has 
been proved that India is capable of supplying small naval vessels.
The output of metal and mineral industries has considerably increased 
in recent months. The Indian glass industry has recently expanded 
In several directions and several new types of glass articles are being 
produced and exported.

The researches made under the auspices of the Board of Scientific 
and Industrial Research have also contributed to the progress of 
industries In a considerable measure. The Board has already evolved 
several new industrial processes and the Government of India have set 
up a body called Industrial Research Utilization Committee to devise 
ways for the commercial exploitation of such processes. The more 
Important among these processes are: laminated^paper fibre board; 
aii’ foam solution# dry cell manufacture# resl^a impregnation of 
wood# manufacture of glass substitutes which possess fire-resisting 
capacity and are of great advantage in war zones where aerial bombing 
cause damage from flying pieces of ordinary glass panes; the 
utilisation of bhilwan nuts, from which oil Is extracted In the C.P. 
and South. India for use in paints and enamelling# and manufacture 
ef luttlaeaa pigments and paints.

Indus trial Disputes.- The total number df strikes during 1340
was 522. Vha number of men involved was higher than In the preceding 
year, being 453,000 as compared with 409,000 in 1939. The number of" 
working days lost was, however, considerably higher, being 7,577,000 
as compared with 4,993,000 in 1939. The two industries to suffer 
most from strikes were cotton and jute. They accounted for £er
cent, of t he strikes, 73.2 per cent, of the workers Involved and 
79.8 per cent, of the loss of working days, in 211 disputes, the 
chief demand related to wages or bonuses.

Money Market.- In some respects, the period since April 1940 
presented a sharp contrast to the six months preceding. The earlier 
period was characterised by fluctuations in interest rates (the 
inter-bank call rate rising to l/2 per cent, in March 1940), by 
increases in bank advances against stocks, shares and commodities 
accompanied by only a small increase in deposits. The period since 
April 1940 witnessed an antithesis of these conditions. In April, 
the call rate was quoted at 1/4 per cent.# it fell to per cent, 
in May, but the wave of hoarding which set in after the German 
invasion of Belgium and Mil Holland induced banks to Increase their 
liquidity and the rate hardened to 3/4 per cent, in June. In July, 
the market again became slack and from August to December 1940, the 
rate hovered round /4 per cent, with slight fluctuations. The 
advent of the busy season made little impression on the call rate,
Mhich remained practically unchanged till the end of March 1941, though 
the decline in bank advances was arrested from January 1940. From 
January to March 1941, a part of the reduction in bank advances 
which had taken place since June 1940 was made up.

Rupee-Sterling Exchange.- India’s exchange position was, on 
the whole, favourably influenced by war conditions. The actual volume



of exchange transactions was, however, very small and for the major 
part of the period under review, the exchange market presented & dull 
and inactive appearance. Throughout the year under review, the 
Reserve Bank continued to accumulate sterling balances. Towards 
the end of the year, however, the rupee-sterling exchange suddenly 
weakened, owing to the emergence of a large remittance enquiry to 
pay for the silver purchases made in London and the psychological 
effects of the reduced favourable balance reported for February 1941.
The Reserve Bank, however, promptly met all the requirements of the 
market and the rate then steadied up. The technique of British 
exchange control was further elaborated during the year under review. 
Broadly speaking, exchange control was directed towards two main 
objectives, namely, making the official rate effective and conserving 
the foreign exchange resources. All these regulations, designed by 
the Bank of England for making the official rates of exchange effective, 
were enforced in India also with modifications wherever necessary to 
suit Indian conditions . Among the measures taken during the year under 
review for achieving the conservation of foreign exchange resources, 
the control of imports from hard currency countries was perhaps the 
most important. The system of import restrictions was introduced 
on 20-5-1940. The other measures designed for the conservation of 
foreign exchange included a complete ban on the sale of securities 
owned by residents outside the sterling area, and a stricter control 
over remittances to hard currency countries. Foilwing the British 
example, the authorities in. India also took steps to raobili Su Ui It) 
dollar exchange holdings ©f private individuals for Qovw ramen t 
purposes. Among other measures taken during the year under review 
for tightening the control over the exchanges was the prohibition of 
the Imports of Bank of England notes since August 1940.

Trading Conditions .- The remarkable improvement in India’s 
foreij^i tracle position witnessed after the outbreak of war was not 
fully maintained during the year under review and the recorded values 
of both exports and imports were lower than in the preceding year.
The spread of war in Europe and the Middle East meant the virtual 
cessation of trade with a number of countries, while trading with 
countries which were still open was subjected to most trying conditions 
arising from an acute shortage of shipping, a phenomenal rise in 
freights and insurance rates, the complicated net-work of exchange 
and trade restrictions set up in almost every country and, above all, 
the uncertainty created by the political situation in Eastern countries *• 
There were other factors also at work. In the first place, the 
relatively greater reduction in export® was partly due to the price 
factor. The blockade of a highly industrialised area like Europe 
affected the demand for raw materJfiLa to a much greater extent than 
that for industrial products and this in addition to the fact that 
uniike export values, import values were inclusive of freight and 
insurance tended to depress the prices of export articles in comparison 
with those of imported articles. Moreover, the shortage of freight 
space itself naturally affects the value of exports much more than that 
of imports as the latter are mainly composed of industrial products 
and, therefore, occupy less space per unit of value. But it uiUot 
be remembered that since the outbreak of war, exports from India by 
Government for defence purposes are not recorded In the trade returns 
and since India has been exporting vast quantities of materials and 
foodstuffs to different theatres of war, the actual value of exports if



considerably higher than the recorded figures. Thirdly, during the 
year under review, large part of the loss due to the closure
of European markets^made good by increased exports x£xI»it<K 
xkxbIuumUxsxkxixx to Empire countries and the U.S.A. Fourthly, one 
must not overlook the remarkable increase which took place in the 
domestic consumption of certain commodities during the same period.
Raw cotton is a case in point. The production of such commodities 
were at least partly compensated for their loss of export markets.
The total value of India’s exports to all countries including 
Burma in the year under review amounted to Rs. 1870 millions as 
compared with Rs. 2040 millions in the preceding year and Rs. 1620 
millions In 1938-29. The value of imports showed a relatively 
smaller reduction, amounting to Rs . 1570 millions as against 
R3 . 1650 millions in 1959-40 and Rs, 1520 millions in 1938-39.
The nominal balance of trade in merchandise was adversely affected; 
the total favourable balance of trade for 1940-41 amounted to 
Rs. 420 millions as compared with Rs. 490 millions in 1939-40, 
though it still remained considerably higher than In 1937-58" or 
1938-39 when it amounted to Rs. 160 millions and Rs. 170 millions 
respectively.

Balance of Trade.- The merchandise balance of trade in favour 
of India decreased to Rs . 421.3 millions as compared with Rs. 488.2 
millions in the preceding xlx year but showed an increase of 
Rs. 247.8 millions as compared with 1938-39. It must, however, 
be noted that exports do not include the value of stores exported 
abroad for Defence purposes. Similar1 ly, imports also do not take

goods imported for Defence Services in India, but the 
exclusions on the export side are the more serious statistical 
omission. India’s net exports of gold amounted to Rs . 114.7 millions 
as compared with Rs. 346.8 millions in the previous year and 
Rs . 150.6 millions in 1938-39. Imports of silver were also lower 
at Rs . 16.2 millions compared with Rs . 47.4 millions in the preceding 
year and Rs. 17.5 millions in 1938-29. The balance of transactions 
in. treasure was, therefore, Rs. 1C1.7 millions as compared with 
Rs . 302.8 millions in the preceding year and Rs. 118.9 millions in 
1938-39. If the transactions in treasure are added to those in 
merchandise, the total visible balance of trade in favour of India 
amounts to Rs . 523 millions as against Rs. 791 millions in 1929-40, 
and Rs. 292.7 millions in 1938-39.

Quantum of Trade of India.- During the year under review, 
the imporV trade suffered a relatively greater reduction in volume 
than the export trade, the reduction being 20 per cent, in the 
case of the former and 16 per cent, in the case of the latter 
as compared with the previous year. In terms of 'alue, on the 
other hand, the reduction was greater in the case of exports, amounting 
to 8 per cent, as compared with 5 per cent. In the case of imports.
This is partly explained by the divergent trends of the prices of 
imported and exported articles, the former having risen to a much 
greater extent than the latter.

Trade Restrictions.- The system of ixxi export restrictions was 
introduced shortly after the outbreak of 'war. Its object was two
fold, namely, to ensure that supplies did not reach the enemy by 
indirect channels and to conserve supplies of all essential articles, 
whether for the reQuirements of this country or those of the Allied 
lowers . Exports of certain articles were completely prohibited and 
those of certain others were permitted only under licence. In
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eases where the ruling considerations were those relating to economic 
warfare rather than to supply problems, it was provided that no licences 
were required if the articles were consigned. to or destined for any part 
of the British Empire including Mandated Territories. The system of 
export restrictions underwent many changes during the year under review. 
Import restrictions were introduced on the 20th K&y 1940, with the 
object of conserving the foreign exchange resources of the country.
The list of commodities affected by the restrictions originally covered 
68 items among which the most important were sugar, raw cotton, motor 
vehicles and silk piecegoods. The list was later extended, the 
principal additions being dyestuffs, potassium bichromate, iron and 
steel, provisions and oilman’s stores, aluminium, paint3 and colours, 
paper and pasteboard and newsprinj£. The commodities were selected 
as being among those the consumption of which could be kept within 
limits without damage to any essential interest, having regard In 
particular to the extent to which supplies from some countries could 
be replaced by Indian products or by goods imported from other ccmntries 
in respect of' which the foreign exchange problem was less acute. The 
object was not to prohibit imports of these commodities altogether but 
to control them by means of & licensing system.

Economic and Industrial Conditions in India in 1941*
Effects of war Conditions.

Ths folloring information about economic »ad industrial conditions 
in India during 1941 is taken from the Annual Market Review for 1941 
issued fey Xesars. Premehand Royehand A Sens Ltd., a leading firm of 
stook-brokers of Bombay

Political Background.- The calm which had prevailed in India 
daring 1940 persisted throughout 1941, with occasional MRmblings in 
the air. The political impasse between the British Government and 
the major Indian political parties continued. The Viceroy, after a 
whole year's careful consideration, announced the expansion of his 
Executive Council by adding a few non-official Indians to it. Political 
prisoners, mostly belonging to the Congress party, were released, hut, 
contrary jjg. official expectation, they did not line with up with the war 
effort inabsence of any clarification by British about India's claims. 
The particular exclusion of India from the Atlantic Charter brought 
about even more resentment,since It was manifest that the Charter was 
applicable to countries overrun by the Axis countries alone and not 
others. In view of Japan's successful attack on Anglo-American 
interests in the Far East and the need for securing India's unstinted 
voluntary aid for the prosecution of the war, Sir Stafford Cripps under
took a political mission to India in the first quarter of 1942, but 
his proposals, which had more of a post-war ring than any present 
adjuatwentydid not satisfy India and the Mission failed.
*Annual Market Review, 1941. Premchand Royehand k Sons, Limited, Bombay.
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The Indo-Burna agreement, over which much breath and more ink was 

utilised, when actually accomplished, brought about violent dissatisfaction 
from all Indian parties and considerable modification regarding Irani- 
gratlon rights were sought, negotiations with Ceylon were undertaken 
with greater eaution^but no results were reported till the end of the 
year. The Eastern Group Supply Council, which was inaugurated w&th-mteh 
fan-fare at the end of 1940 settled down to its business by the turn 
of the half-year.

Blso in PricesAfter the steep rise In prices which followed 
the war t fee re was a general decline from February 1940 to September 1940. 
This was due partly to a dislocation of normal trade channels, to export 
restrictions,as well as to the loss ef important overseas markets.
But the most important factor was the dishoarding which took place 
during that period. The expected scarcity had failed to materialise 
and there was a deviation la the upward trend of prices. During 
1941, however, and actually since the last quarter of 1940, there 
was a steady rise in prices, despite the fact that a great many Important 
markets were lost. Most of Continental Europe was closed and so was 
Japan after July 1941. There were greater export restrictions and the 
problem of freight was also acute. Yet there was a definite upward 
trend in prices. Vo index numbers ef wholesale prices for All-India 
are available sinee they were discontinued after July 1941. The index 
number of wholesale prices in Bombay (Base: July 1914 s 100) steadily 
and consistently went up from 117 in January to 180 In December, and 
was rising in 1942 also having gone up to 196 in April. Other centres 

■ aisiy-sfeB^Sid"gwtwfesd-increaaes-.- In Calcutta the index number (July 1914 
= 100) shot up from 117 in January to 158 in Deeember, and in Cawnpore 
the index number (1913 = 100) progressively advanced from 92 in January 
to 129 at the end of the year. This rise in prices could be ascribed 
mainly to the evergrowing demand from the Government, since India, 
because of her geographical position as well as her natural agricultural 
wealth, became the largest source of supply for the British armies east of 
Sues. This increasing demand was not confined to the same articles^ 
but the number of articles the Government required was also increasing 
as other sources of supplies were cut off.

Else in Coatcf living.- Concomitant with the rise In wholesale 
prices eouId be discorned an uptrend In the cost of living from month 
to month. The working class cost of living for Bombay (Base: year 
ended 1934 = 100) went up from 117 in January to 131 in August and 
thereafter varied between 125 and 129 till the end of the ydar, but 
was markedly accelerating In early 1942 and stood at 142 in May. This 
was lalble to vary according to places, but the trend was unmistakable.
The following table shows the working class cost of living index numbers 
in other places:-

6a8e Period January
1941

December
1941

“SpHI----------
1942

Ahmedafead Tear ended July lPfeV *79 g-g
Jamshedpur Avg. of five years pre

ceding 1914. 118 149 • •
Sholapur Year ended January 1928 77 99 99
Nagpur January 1927 71 87 88
Jubbulpore January 1927 69 89 89



It is generally difficult/ to decide/ whether higher prices are 
the cause of the rise in the cost of living or the effect. But in India 
since Government needs were far greater than ever before and they were 
responsible for the increased demand, it may be Inferred that the rise 
in prices was primary and the increase in the cost of living was secondary. 
This does not necessarily imply that Inflation has come, but it can 
certainly be said that unless a timely cheek is put to this vicious 
splrfcl of rising prices and rising costs it is likely to lead to in
flationary conditions.

Price Control.- With a Hew to cheek the rise in prices and the 
cost of living various direct measures of price control were introduced 
by the Government - both Central and Provincial - during the year under 
review. This was in marked contrast to the policy pursued during 1940, 
when direct control was more of an experimental measure and actual 
control was mainly achieved by witholding Government purchases till 
prices reacted to a level favourable to them. Government demand daring 
1941, however, was so urgent and so varied that they eould not afford 
to adjust prices by deferring purchases. The result was that direct 
measures of price control had to be introduced, but unfortunately, in 
a large number of eases, they failed to achieve the purpose for wHch 
they were intended. In the first place, Government lacked the machinery 
to impose and enforce a rigid price control system, because of the 
very vastness of the country, if for no other reason. Consequently 
price control had to be of a very elementary pattern i.e. of merely 

, =. ' rprleaa. l^s.,--i». its- turn, drove stocks, of supplies
unaorgPOaHarana gHve rise in SOTO cases, to large black markets.
The scarcity thus created brought about apprehensions in the minds 
of the pubUe, who, wanting to be assured of uninterrupted fulfilment 
of requirements, amassed larger stocks of commodities in daily use.
This further accentuated conditions of scarcity and great hardship 
was in store fer the vast majority of the population who eould net 
afford to store up supplies. Those who wanted to be assured of 
controlled commodities natumally turned to the black markets, with 
the result that prices went on soaring higher and higher. Another 
important development followed whieh complicated the entire problem.
Since only some of the commodities were controlled, there was a 
tendency to hoard those other comodltles which were etill uncontrolled, 
in the fear that they may be brought under control at a later date.
This fear pushed upfcrices of uncontrolled articles and they, in turn, 
had to be controlled. Here was a vicious circle whieh was but 
inevitable since the measures devised as they were could not but 
defeat their own purpose.

Industrial Conditions t
Stimulation of Indus triesThe entire industrial front in India 

was dominated, as Would be expected, by the factor of war, throughout 
the year under review. The close of 1940 had seen some signs of 
recovery in the principal Indian industries and a feeling of optimism 
prevailed in the commercial community at the opening of tbe year 1941.
Both cotton textiles and jute were turning the eorner. Substantial 
orders were placed by the Indian Supply Department with both these 
industries which registered a striking recovery as compared to the 
previous year* The iron and steel Industry was already on a war time 
footing. Other Industries like sugar, tea, paper and cement were 
maintaining their level of production.

labour Conditions? Comparative Place in Industry.- Barring a 
few solitary instances there wore no strikes and the labour situation
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had on the whole remained surprisingly stable throughout. In a few 
emergencies the Government saved the situation by declaring certain xaueatna 
services as essential services and applied the Defence of India Act for 
maintaining these adrvlees. During the nine months ended 50th Septem
ber 1941 the loss of working days amounted to 2,595,665 as against 
7,335,775 days during the same period in 1940. This favourable indus
trial outlook was reflected in the index number of variable yield 
securities which went up steadily from 119.3 (Base 1927-28 = loo) in 
December 1940 to 151.6 in November 1941. but slid back to 132.1 in 
December after Japan entered the war. '

Factors Retarding Production^.- (a) Scarcity of Trained Personnel 
AMM and shortage of Beehanlcal Equipment.- ' In spite of the seemingly 
satisfactory picture, there were two bottle-necks in the main which re
tarded industrial activity in general. These were (1) a scarcity of train
ed personnel and (2) a shortage in mechanical equipment. With a view 
to affording some measure of relief in the former a scheme was jn- 
augurated early in the year, under which small batches of Indian 
technicians - dubbed as Bovin Boys after the British Minister of 
labour - were sent to Great Britain for training in industrial 
centres for short periods. As regards the latter, mechanical equip
ment, there were various difficulties such as lack of shipping space, 
the need for conserving exchange, to say nothing of the urgency of 
those vdry materials for defence measures in both the United Kingdom 
and the U.S. - the only sources of supply.

■ sad In^itrtai
intpyigsts>-'L~a Wthfe, tbs' report says i^imlsipite of these
handicaps; 1 ndustria 1 activity had undoubtedly increased. But uich 
mere weuld have been achieved had there boon a little more co-operation 
and co-ordination between the authorities and the various industrial 
interests. A lack of this resulted in holding up of production 
because the essential equipment could not be procured in time or the 
necessary exchange facilities were denied. In the press, on the 
platform and even in the Central Legislature there was stringent 
criticism of the slug^sh behaviour of the Central Government and 
this gave rise to a widespread impression that the all-pervasive 
"Red Tape* in this country had assumed a particularly deep vermilllon 
hue. A feeling of a constant lack of encouragement from the official 
side remained the dominant note. Although ship-building and aircraft 
assembling made small beginnings^ all attempts at establishing anything , 
like heavy industries met with serious handicaps, not only under the 
pretext of present needs but also out of post-war considerations. The 
official attitude is best described by the following extract from the 
Railway Gazette of London describing Mr. Loeock,s views on industrialisa
tion in the Eastern countries. Mr. Locock was a member of the Eastern 
Group Council. The Railway Gazette writes: 'Nr. Locock holds the view 
that no steps have been taken to expand production as a result of the 
Mission's visit which are not essential for war purposes, and that on 
the whole post-war Interests of British Industry are not likely to 
suffer so greatly as was at one time expected.' All this necessarily 
prevented new construction while holding up production in existing 
plants."

(c) Fear.of'Scorched Earth' Policy and Absence of War-Risk 
Insurance Schemes.- Added ho these were the twin factors of tear of 
’scorched earth* policy and the absence of a war-risk Insurance scheme 
to -be applicable to industries (The Government of India promulgated a



an Ordinance on the 7th of April 1942 outlining a comprehensive
insurance scheme for factories.). The report says: "On the one
hand lealting Indians felt that they were not even consulted in the 
vital affairs of their own country and naturally they stood aloof. On 
the other band, when It came to the question of sacrifices and net 
privileges, they were asked to contribute both freely and fully* The 
result was a lurking doubt in the public mind* The Government,on their 
part, expected the publie to throw in their full weight for the side 
whieh stood for the people. If the people unhesitatingly showed on 
which side they stood, the spoils of victory will be divided in proportion 
to the effort* In this tug of war it was the cause, which both the sides 
had at heart, that necessarily suffered. This was not at all a satis
factory state of afftirs. India which was to be a future base of 
operations and which was to be turned into an Eastern arsenal for the 
Allies should not be allowed to lag behind in industrial activity.
Its man<-power and material resources would be of Inestimable value 
to the Allied Matlens* India's productive capacity must be encouraged 
to reach its full stature without any official hindrance. Even the 
appointment of an Indian as the Supply Member in the Viceroy's 
Executive Council could not bring hbout The removal of friction which 
is essential for all healthy functioning of machinery. It was &gain 
with very high hopes and some misgivings that Indian Industry watched 
the efforts of the Amerlean Technical Mission in the earlier half of 
1942. At the time of going to press Dr. Grady's recommendations 
were being avidly studied. If India was to be truly geared up for

llRtt. would call forth a gigantic effort
to meet the situation." y



HAViqATlOI

IMP1AM SEAMEN DEMAMDSEAMEM'S WEIfARE BOARD;
‘ Resolutions of Calcutta Meeting..^

A mass Beeting of Indian seamen, representative of the Indian 
Matlonal Maritime Union, the Indian Quartermasters* Union, the Indian 
Sailors * Union and the Bengal Saloon Workers * Union vas held at 
Calcutta on 19-7-1942 under the presidentship of Sir Abdul Halim 
Ghuznavl, M.L.A. (Central). In the course of his presidential 
speech, Sir Abdul praised Indian seamen for their meritorious 
work In wartime and believed that with the establishment of Indian 
shipping companies the conditions of their service and life ?ould 
steadily improve. While pointing out that they had no Intention 
of embarrassing the liners, Sir Abdul Halim appealed to them to redress 
the grievances of the sailers.

Seamen's Welfare Board Demanded.- The meeting resolved that 
a Seamen's Welfare Board should be constituted, eonsting of one re
presentative from each of the Unions registered under the Trade 
Unions Act, a representative of the liners, a representative of 
the Provincial Gorernment and a representative of the Government of 
India stationed In Calcutta with powers to arbitrate on and settle 
seamen's disputes and deal with their complaints. The Chairman of 
the Board should be the Welfare Officer appointed by the Government.

Rise in Cost of Living.- The meeting requested the liners that^ 
of foodstuffs, they should open a co

operative store/ for the supply of commodities both to the discharged 
seamen as well as those who would be on the waiting list at Government 
controlled prices.

(The Hindustan Times, 21-7-1942.)^



Workers * Organisations

Progress of Trade Unionism In Orissa, 1940-41 1/

There were two unions in the Province with a membership of 323 
at the end of the year ending 31-3-1941, the decrease during the 
year being 51J Aha no Trade Union was registered during the year 
under report,nor was there any case of refusal of registration of any 
Trade Union. The opening balance of the two unions was Rs . 91-6-0# 
the total income of the two unions was Rs. 253-6-0, and the expenditure 
Rs. 20S-7-9. The closing balance was Rs. 138-4-3. ✓’•r

government of India lifts Ban on Communist Party
of IadBta~

The Government of India has removed the ban on the Communis t 
Tarty of India and on its ergsns : "The national Front” and "The 
Mew Age” . A Press note Issued,in the third week of July, by the 
Government announcing its decision, states

"The Co win 1st Party of India in its announcements and circulars 
to party members have recently indicated a change of front and, recog
nizing this wa^as a people’s war, in which the Indian people must in 
their own Interest make common cause with the united, freedom-loving 
natjona,» Ms decided, if permitted to throw their energies into the

effort. According to Its
statement of policy, if the members of the Party are free to act, they 
will davote all their energies to teaching the peeple what the war means 
and organizing them for self-defence and resistance to the enemy. The 
Government of India welcomes this statement of their Intentions and 
desires that fullfc, opportunity should bo given to them of putting those 
Intentions into practice. In order, therefore, that they may function 
legally as a party, the Government of India has decided to remove the 
ban on the Communist Party of India and its organa : "The National Front" 
and "The New Age* • The Government of India and provincial Governments 
have already released from daa± detention or restriction a number of

duals associated with the Communist Party who desire to assist 
in hhe war effort. They will continue, and as far as possible, accelerate 
this process in the light of the policy now adopted.

(The Statesman, 23-7-1942.) uf

Annual Report on the working of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926 
(XVI of 1926), in the frovince of Orissa for the year ending the 
31st March 1941. Superintendent, Government Press, Orissa, Cuttack. 
1942. Price annas 2. pp. 2.
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tens were registered daring the year and the 
ooftl^oatee of registration of 6 untens were cancelled. Thus, on 
the Slat March 1941, there were 29 unions in the Province. The total 
noaherehip of the unions increased from 8,755 to 1,1051, that is,
26.5 per cent. The Karachi Fishermen’s Union had the highest 
membership, vis., 1745.

Flasmees of Unions9- The total ineeme of the unions (including 
one FeAeiutiea) duringthe year was Rs. 25,969 as against the total 
expenditure ©f Rs. 29,496* Thirteen unions spent »re than their 
ineeme and 2 unions had a dehit balance at the end of the year* In 
12 eases, however, the unions had higher closing balances than what 
they started with.. @n the ether hand, the closing balances of 15 unions 
ineluding $ with debit balances , were swaller than their opening 
halanees. The Taxi Meter Drivers ’ Union and the Karachi Municipal 
Labour Union had the highest closing balance, viz*, Ss. 9,092 and 
Rs. 5,095, respectively. As regards ineone, the SaraeM Port Trust 
Labour ®n£e»*s figures were the highest, viz., Rs. 4,598. The next 
highest ineeme was in the ease of Karachi Warehouse and Transport 
Workers Union, via., Ss. 5,590. In ease of 9 unions, the only 
liability was the General Fund. The total assets of all the unions

Ma* 56,76#.
ids Vo union maintained a Political Fund under 

so ezion ' m or tns Tali an Trade Unions Act and yet in ease of 5 unions 
ft was observed tint they bad spent varying sums out of their General 
Fund, in senuectiea with the last Municipal elections. As this was 
ultra l^UL tht law, tbs unions concerned were warned not to incur any 
SueWexpelllture in fa tears.

Auditing Accounts of Unions.- Seven unions had their accounts 
audited by Registered AoeeuntanTs^ 16 by corporate Accountants,while 
in the ease sf the remaining 6 unions, the audit had been done by 
2 members of each of the unions concerned.

Anneals.- Me appeal was preferred under section 11 of Act.
(Press Mete Mo. 252 dated 24-7-1942; 

The Sind Government Gazette, Part I, 
dated 50-7-1942, page 1706.)

Meeting ef General Ceuncj1 of A.1,T.U .0 *, Bombay, 14-7-1942 :
for Increased Dearness Allowance

At the meeting of the General Council of the All-India Trade 
Uniea Ceagress held at Bombay ea 14-7-1942, Mr. G.M. Khan presiding, 
resolutions, among ethers, expressing grave eoneern at the "miserable 
conditions" of workers due to steep rise in the cest of living and 
urglngtthe Government to take effective steps for controlling prices 
were passed. The following is the text of the more important resolutions 
adopted at the meeting:



(1) This meeting of the General Council requests the Government 
of Madias to set up an impartial enquiry into the cause that led to the 
opening of fire by the Jo^icy gp workers of the Buckingham and 
Carnatic Mills, *adras, cwLUUm&MWOLf which resulted la mine deaths and 
injury to mere than 100 workers, and insists that the Government should 
pay adequate compensation to the families of the workers, died or 
wounded on account of the opening of fire on the workers.

(2) The A.I.T.U.C. notes with grave concern the tragic plight
of workers in the following industries, harassed by unemployment because 
of dislocation of normal working due to circumstances mm resulting from 
war -

(1) Bengal Jute Mills from where 30,000 men have been already 
sacked and another 100,000 are about to be retrenched/

(ii) Miners in the deal areas, due to shortage of Railway 
wagons to carry the coal;

(iii) Minors in the Solar Sold Fields /
(iv) Closing of Mills in C.P. and various other textile centres

in Bombay President?.
The A.I.T.U.C. urges upon the Government of India and the Provincial 

Government* to provide alternative employment and adequate allowance 
for leas of employment, if toy.

(3) The General Council of the A.I.T.U.C. views with grave concern 
the miserable condition* of workers, due to the high and steep rise in 
the oo81 of living, profiteering by merchants and mlddlento, the ln-

and the dilatory
and Indifferent attitude of the Government and the esployor* in the 
matter of grant of dearness allowance. The meeting urge* upon the

need of officiant price-control, 
ehoeking of profiteering, supplying of commodities at the centre lied 
priees, and automatic increase in dearness allowance to all workers 
lap proportion to the increase in the cost ogifting.

The Committee fixes the 9th August, 1942, as the All-India 
Dearness Allowance Demand Day, and exports all workers and their 
organisations in the country to observe that dayX holding mass meetings and 
organising demonstrations. *

Joint Tripartite labour Conference of 7-8-1942.- The General 
qahup.ii 'upprawK uJr «lad':o¥ iOatellafcfr&g a' faint Tri par ti to 
Conference for considering labour questions of All-India importance, 
and amoeptod the invitation of the Government of India to attend the 
Conference to bo held on 7th August 1942. it, however, was of opinion 
that the representation proposed for the A.I.T.U.C., namely, fw? 
delegate* and one adviser, was inadequate,and suggested that the 
A.I.T.U.C. may bo allowed a delegation of 12, of which 6 may be delegates 
and € adviser*.

( The Bombay Chronicle, 16-7-1942 ) y



Annual Meeting of the Bombay Textile Clerks1 Union, Bombay.

The second annual general meeting of the Bombay Textile Clerks ’ 
Union, was held at Bombay en 24-5-1942 with Mr. Nandulal M. Mehta 
in the ehair. This Union was formed on 27-4-1940, with the object 
of bringing together the elerks employed in the textile mills, 
disseminating ideals of service, brotherhood and co-operation, removing 
their handicaps and grievances, improving their living and working 
conditions, safe-guarding their rights and privileges and establishing 
their civic and political rights by just and non-violent means. It is 
registered as a union under the Trade Unions Act of 1926, but, in order 
to ensure its voice being heard, it had to acquire the status of a 
representative union under the Bombay Industrial Disputes Aet, 1938.
And to acquire thia status, it must have a membership of net less than 
1,090 out of a total strength of about 4,300 textile clerks employed 
in the 69 mills In the el by of Bombay. The second Annual Report shows 
that there was a rise in membership from 200 in Marsh 1941 to 1,100 
in March 1942, and now the Union has en its register the required 
number of members to get itself declared as a representative unien.

Activities.- VI th a view to finding out the eonditlona ef 
sorvi&i' ih' ihe ’clerical establishments of the various textile mills 
in Bombay, a comprehensive questionnaire was prepared by the Union

and circulated among the members mho were asked to furnish the 
necessary information. The semplaint lodged in the office of the Union 
bar members were inquired into and successfully tKakni. .tackled.

Office-Bearers for 1942-43.- The following were elected as 
offloo-tea^ers for tW currenTyear: Massrs. Nandulal m . Mehta, 
President; S.B. Tlcs-fretident; S.3. Athorale and Sinh
V. Ghate, Joint Secretaries; and E.K. Khadilkar, Treasurer.

(The Indian Textile Journal,
July 1942.) z ,



SOCIAL POLICY IB WAR TIME

Wages

Increases in War Dear Pood Allowance 1b Cawnpore. y

The Employers» Asspeiatien of Northern India, Cawnpore, has 
announced increases in the war dear food allowances in the Association's 
member mills according the following rates :
I. Cotton, Woollen and Leather Concerns

Present Scale of 
Increase

Total Allowance given (Including 
present increase).

a)Nndor Rs.19
AN. Pb •

2 © in the ru^ee
ran—ft:--------------------------

7 0 in the rupee
b)Rs.l9 and under Rs .25 1 6 * * 5 6"" "
c)R8.25 and under Ns .52/8 16” " n 5 © " " "
d)Rs.52/8 and under Rs.4© l o " • w 4 3 • • «
e)Rs.40 and under Rs.59 10" * it 4 0"""
f)Rs.59 and under Rs.75 10"" it 4 © " " 8
g)Rs.75 and up to Rs.150 ©6" * ft 5 0 " " "

II. Jute Cemeerms

Category Present Scefb Total Allowance given
of Increase (including present increase)

a) Under Rs.±t 14
AS *PS •

2 © in the rapes
As.Ps•

7 © in the rupee
b)Rs.l4 and under Rs.18 2 © in the rupee 6 0* " "
c)Rs.l8 and under Rs.24 16" " ft 5 0 " " "
d)Rs .24 and under Rs .5© 16" " ft g ft ft ft
e)Rs.3© and under Rs.75 1©" " ft 4 0* * *
f)Rs.75 and up to Rs.150 © 6 " " ft 3 © " " "

Sx The additional increase is subject to the following conditions J-
(a) That should the average cost of living index figure for the 

preceding ^onseeutlve/three{months fal^below 16© points this 
additional allowance will be automatically withdrawn*

(b) That the allowance new announced will be paid on basic wages 
earned on and from the 1st July, 1942.

The Association states that it is taking up^wlth the Government^ 
the matter of the proper control of prices. Government has fixed 
certain prices, hut grains and commodities are not available at these 
controlled prices. In spite of these controlled priees, the Government 
Labour Department calculates the cost of living index figures on 
actual bazaar rates. The Association also states that arrangements 
are in hand for the Improvement of the supply of certain food grains.

(Notice Nos. 44 and 45 dated 12-7-1942 issued 
by the Employers * Federation of Northern India, 
Cawnpore).



Further Extension, of Dearness Allowance Seale fixed by Millowners'
Association, Bombay. ,/

In tbe month of June 1942ftbe Millowners' Association, Bombay, 
extended tbe sliding scale of dearness allowance (vide page 26 of 
our January 1942 report), which bad originally been designed to cover 
variations in tbe Bombay working class cost of living index between 124 
and 143, to cover further variations in the index numbers up to 163.
Tbe dearness allowance payable per month of 26 working days for index 
number 163 was Bs. 13-12-0 on this scale. The index number for the 
month ending July 15, 1942, was 168. To meet this further increase in 
the cost of living, the Millowners* Association has decided to extend the 
sliding seals of dearness allowance up to index number 183 at too same 
rates of increase. The dearness allowance for index number 183 is 
Bs • 18—8“0.

(Press Bote Bo* P.739 issued on 31-7-1942 by 
the Director of Information, Bombay.)

Increase in Dearness Allowance to Lower-Paid government
Servants in U.P.^x

There has been an appreciatlable rise in tbe prices of essential 
.Qommodlties in the Baited Prevtnees sines the B.P. Government 
sanctioned the grant of dearness allowance to its low paid employees 
in September, 1941. The price indices for the latter half of the 
month of lay, 1942, and for June, 1942, show generally an increase of 50 
per cent, or more over the pre-war level and there is no indication 
at present that the prices will fall in the near future. The Govern
ment has, therefore, sanctioned the following changes in the scheme 
for the grant of dearness allowance announced on 10-9-1941:-

(a) The existing allowance of one anna in the rupee for those 
drawing pay up to Bs. 30 per mensem will be doubled for those who 
are entitled to it;

(b) For those drawing pay between Bs. 30 per mensem and Rs. 40 
per mensem an allowance of one anna in the rupee will be given;

(c) Those drawing pay between Rs. 30 and Rs. 34 shall not 
receive less inAthp way of total emoluments (i.e. pay plus dearness 
allowance) thanChey would have received had their pay been Rs. 30, 
and 8 isd larlyJ4those onnaybetj^en^s . 40 and Rs. 41-8-0 shall not 
receive less t^nTT^KBlr pay lia oeen Rs. 40, that is, they shall be 
given proportionate dearness allowance; and

(d) The above extensions of the dearness allowance scheme shall 
apply to the whole of the United Provinces other than the Benares and 
Gorakhpur divisions,as the cost of living indices for Benares and 
Gorakhpur do not yet show an increase of 50 per cent, over the pre
war level.

The above changes were brought into effect from 1-7-1942.

(The Leader, 11-7-1942.) 4



Hours

Extension of Working Week to 66 boars In specified

The Government of Sind has exempted from the normal hoars 
providlen of the Factories Act male adult workers in certain 
industrial establishments engaged in war production. In granting 
the exemption, the^ovemment has stipulated the following conditions:

(1) Ho worker shall be allowed to work for^more than (a) 11 
hours on any one day, and (b) 66 hours in any one week, (2) Half 
an hour's rest after every 5 hours work shall be given to all such 
workers, (3) The spread-over shall not exceed 14 hours in any one 
day, (4) Each worker shall receive a rest period of 24 consecutive 
hears in every 14 days, and (5) Suitable refreshment facilities 
shall be provided for all such workers.

(The Sind Government Gazette, Fart I, 
dated 30-7-1942, page 1642.)



The Bengal Chanter of Commerce sone time age addressed the Government 
of India asking that appropriate action should he taken to meet the tendency 
Increasingly apparent among various classes of Industrial and commercial J 
employee^ to submit their resignations with the express purpose of obtain
ing possession In the present circumstances of the balances standing to 
their credit in provident funds maintained for their benefit. The 
practice of resigning with the object of securing possession of sub
stantial suns of ready money Is, the Chamber pointed out, much the sane 
as hoarding, which Government have been at pains to discourage, normally 
the existence of a staff provident fund makes for ultimate security and 
continuity of service; in present circumstances the accumulation of 
credit In the fund n has a directly opposite effect; It acts as a 
direct encouragement to employees, many of whom are essential to war 
production, to leave their posts. large amounts are Invested by
"recognised* and other provident funds In Government of India and
other trustee/ stock. If, by reason of large scale resignations,
provident funds sere forced to soli their securities to pay out
resigning employees, the effects on an already depressed stock market 
would be embarrassing and the result would be to eneourage otherwise 
loyal employees to follow suit before the falling market went further 
against then. The phase - It was thought - was probably temporary, con-

,- BCia-born India particularly. Bub the 
Chamber foTt satiiHed tlia’t wrthdrawaIs would continue with cumulative 
effect, unless effective measures were taken against the practice.

ateps should be taken, was recognised not to 
be an easy one. It was appreciated, firstly, that allowance must be 
made for those who through no fault of their own either lost their 
employment or were forced to relinquish It In consequence of the war; 
and secondly, that a proportion, often one-half, of the amount at the 
employee’s credit Is his own money. Government were asked to consider 
several suggested remedies, and it was recommended that,until Government 
reached a decision employers or trustees should take all steps open to 
them to delay the Settlement of provident fund aeeounts, except In eases 
where they were satisfied that the resignations or retirements were fully 
justified.

Government's Reply.- A letter has now been received by the Chamber 
from "US Gevernment of india stating that, while It folly reeogalsed the 
seriousness of the problem, it would be * extremely reluctant, for the sake 
of dealing with conditions which may prove to be no more than temporary, 
to take action, except In the last resort, whleh may result in a permanent 
less of confidence on the a part of employees generally In the sanctity 
of their provident funds’1. Government pointed out that the intention 
behind Explanation 2 whleh has been added to section 5 of the Essential 
Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, 1941, is that permission to resign 
should be refused, unless satisfactory reason is established, where the 
retention of the person concerned is of Importance to the working of the 
essential scheme in question or where a number of other resignations of 
persons essential to the undertaking might be expected to follow. If 
steps are taken en an adequate seale to secure that essential services 
are duly notified as such and the power of refusal of permission to 
resign is judiciously exercised, In Government's view the field of the



problem will be considerably curtailed and its 111-effacts reduced 
te comparatively small proportions. The steady and consistent strengthen
ing of the stock market and the decision of the Central and Provincial 
Governments to stand behind Indian Port Trust, Municipal and Improvement 
Trust issues, and the willingness of the Reserve Bank to buy such securities 
in case of need in direct negotiation with intending sellers, have brought 
about a situation in which there should?ln Government's view, be no 
appreciable difficulty in either selling or obtaining bank advances against 
trustee steekB in which provident fund balances may have been Invested to 
meet legitimate claims for payment of provident fund monies as they arise. 
Government would therefore prefer to take no action for the present, but 
would wateh developments.

(Abstract of Proceedings of the Bengal 
Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta, during 
March-Juno 1942.) yr

Proposed Camp for Stevedoring labour employed in
Calcutia Pori-

The development of the war as it affects Eastern India and the Port 
of Calcutta, the possibility of air raids on the city, and the fear cf 
the possible dispersal of industrial and ether labour employed there, made 
it necessary for the interests affected to consider hew there eould be 
maintained, despite any development of emergency conditions, a stevedoring 
labour foree for essentill shipping work. It was therefore proposed

outside the city, whieh, while
•nabllhglBi irBourfSIITO aftcr woriting hours at some distance from the 
danger areas, would also permit of their segregation from the general civil 
popmhmon of Galeebta te avoid the danger ef penis in times ef emergency; 
and which would keep in the neighbourhood a labour foree large enough to 
deal with the probable volume of shipping. Experience at pther ports has 
amply proved the desirability ef sueh measures, and the proposal te 
establish labour camps has been approved by the stevedoring and shipping 
interests concerned, and by the Civil Defence authorities in Bengal.

Followingsspem discussions with the Government of India, it has 
been agreed that a skeleton force of 2,000 stevedoring labour will bo 
organised in two eamps to bo nxn by the Master Stevedores Association,
A grant has been sanctioned by the Government ef India to meet the 
capital costs of the construction of the camps. Government has also 
assumed responsibility for the payment of a grant or other compensation 
in regard to the acquisition of the lend required. Government will net, 
however, accept responsibility for meeting the running costs of the 
camps. These involve heavy expenditure, inasumuch as it is considered 
necessary that a monetary Inducement in the form of special allowances 
be paid to the labour making use of the camps, and. provision must also 
bo wide to maintain the labour should a shortage of shipping make it 
impossible for ordinary work to bo given them. It has been suggested 
by tbs Master Stevedores Association that steamer Interests should pay 
a surcharge per ten en stevedoring charges, whieh would produce an income 
larger than that required in normal circumstances; for having regard to 
the uncertainty of the volume of shipping which will be able to use the 
port, the Association should necessarily be in a xkfcjc position to tuild 
up reserves to enable it to moot the possibility of periods when no 
shipping is available. Shipping interests have agreed to support the 
proposed‘Surcharge on all stevedoring work in the port. Steps have been 
taken to complete the construction of the cam£s and it is hoped to 
bring them into partial occupation in the near future.

(Abstract of Proceedings of the Bengal Chambe081 v/"



Concessions by Bombay
31

Concessions to safeguard the interests of its civil employees who 
are released for military duty for appointment as compounders, laboratory 
assistants and radiographers, have been sanctioned by the Government of 
Bombay. Permanent employees volunteering for appointment to these 
posts will he allowed to retain liens on their civil appointments.
The period spent by them on military duty will count towards pay, 
promotion and pension in their substantive civil appointments, and 
their active service will count double for pay in the elvil side. Vewly 
appointed temporary compounders, laboratory assistants and radiographers 
in civil appointments, who volunteer for military duty will be con
sidered for permanent vacancies after the war, and they will be allowed 
to count the period of their temporary service wiki- the army over one 
year for Increment of pay in the civil side. Probationers in civil 
employment will be confirmed though absent on military duty either on 
completion of the period of probation or on the occurrence of sub
stantive vacancies. This concession will be confined to persons serving 
in such vacancies only as may not have been specifically reserved for 
candidates with war service. For such reserved vacancies persons who 
may have joined military service direct will also be considered.

(Press Mote Vo. 738 dated 31-7-1942 
issued by the Director of Information, 
Bombay.)

Increased Pay for R.I.V. Ratings

Increases are announced in the pay of ratings of the Royal Indian 
Navy. These had effect from 1-5-1942 and completed the removal of any 
disparity that might have appeared to exist between the earnings of 
R.I.V. ratings and those of men with duties demanding comparable skill 
and initiative in the Indian Army and thn in civil life.

All branches benefit. In the Seaman Branch a bey when he goes to 
sea receives Rs. 25 a month. An Ordinary Seaman now draws RkxxM 
Rs. 40 a month. An Able Seaman is on the scale Rs. 45-1-50, while for 
a beading Seaman the scale is Rs. 50-5-70, and for a Potty Officer 
Rs. 80-5-85. In the Engine Room and Medical Branches the increases 
are the same, rate for rate, while a Chief Mechanician's pay no* rises 
to is. 150. in the case of artificers and artisans recruited direct, 
initial pay will be fixed at Rs. 100, and on promotion the scale now 
goes up to Rs• 180 for a Chief Artificer/Artlsan. Uniforms, accommodation 
and good rations are provided froe.

(Indian Information, 15-7-1942)

Provision for Welfare of Indian Sepoys when Demobilised:
“ Deferred Pay and Welfare fund.

Tbs pay of the Indian sepoy (soldier of the lowest rank) was 
fixed at the start of the present war at Rs. 16 per month. In Order 
to enable the sepoy, particularly when serving overseas, to make 
a generous allotment to his family without any personal hardship, 
his income has subsequently been Increased in a number of ways.

In 1940 the expatriation allowance over and above the basic



31pay of the sepoy of Rs. 16 per month was raised from Rs. 6 to Rs. 7, 
and in areas where active operations were taking place the amount ef 
batta was raised by Rs. 2, from Rs. 3 to Rs. 5. As a result, the 
lldian soldier on active service overseas, i.e., in the Middle East, 
Iraq or Burma, has been drawing Rs. 28 per month,with proportionately 
higher rates for R.C.Os. and V.C.Os. For the army in India, an extra 
ration allowance of Rs. 2 per month for messing was granted per head 
per soldier, whielrcesulted in a considerable improvement in his 
feeding conditions. In addition, he has for some years past been 
entitled to Re. 1 per month deferred pay to be made available to 
him in a lump sum on release from military service.

Frovisjon for Demobilisation Periods Deferred *Z_ Increased
and Fund for tost-War Welfare Schemes.- The government of India
fab* had under serious consideration the position in regard t© the 
future of these men who are serving their country in the Army when 
demobilisation ultimately takes place and they return to their homes • 
While the soldiers are encouraged to save part of their present earn
ings, it is obviously desirable that provision should be made for 
the difficult period that will follow their return en discharge, 
to their homes with an abrupt diminution of income. It has, therefore, 
been decided to increase the deferred pay by Rs . 2 per month for each 
soldier and to provide Re. 1 per month deferred pay for each enrolled 
non-combatant. In addition, therefore, to the Re. 1 per month already 
accumulating as deferred pay sinee 1932 for every combatant other rank 
in the Indian Army, a further sum of Ra. 2 will be accumulated 
monthly as from April of thio year and a sum of Re. 1 for non-

decided that suns equivalent to 
this increase in deferred pay, i.e., Rs. 2 per head per combatant 
and Re. 1 per head per non-combatant will be paid annually into a 
fund Whi c h *111 be utilised after the war for financing post-war 
welfare schemes.

A Reconstruction Committee is already in existence and that 
body will new be given the assurance of funds being available to 
Implement plans which can be worked out in consultation with 
Provincial Governments. These provisions will ensure not only 
that each soldier leaves the Service with a moderate sum in his 
possession on re-entering elvil life, but will make immediate 
financial provision for the application of welfare schemes and 
post-war re cons trac tion.

(Indian Information, 15-7-1942.)
Progress of Technical Training Scheme t ,
Capacity to train 60,000 per year meuehedot»/^cA<t.

Over 10,000 technicians have been turned out under the Technical 
Training Seheme of the Government of India. There(tfCre etc* 337 training 
centres with a seating capacity ef 35,000, and at the end of June, 1942. 
25,000 men were under training. The capacity of the seheme has again 
been stepped up and the Department of labour alms at providing a 
total seating capacity of 46,000, giving an annual outturn of fifty 
to sixty thousand men.

(The Statesman, 9-7-1942.)^



Civil Services (Conditions of Service) Ordinance, 1942 )/

An ordinance known as the Civil Services ( Conditions of Service) 
Ordinance issued on 9-7-1942 provides that notwithstanding anything to 
the contrary in any rules regulating the conditions of service of persons 
serving His Majesty in a civil capacity in India, the appropriate 
Government may hy order require any such person to serve, in any 
place In India either itself or the Crown Representative or any ether 
government in British India, and every such person to whom nxy any 
such order is directed shall comply therewith. The "appropriate 
Government" is the Central or the provincial Governments the ease 
may he.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 9-7-1942, pages 803 to 804.)

Essential Services (Maintenance) Second Amendment
Ordinance, 1§4£ ,/

nothing in the Essential Services (Maintenance) Ordinance Effects 
the liability of an individual to be ealled up for service under any

|gw for the time being in force, declares an Ordinance issued .1942. The Ordinance has been issued lest an individual should
_ hate. the ■ obligation to remain in a certain employment under the

BCsential Sertt^a^tMalntohahce) Ordinance overrides any obligation to 
undertake employment elsewhere which may be imposed on him, for 
lartnwee,. ttudar the Rational Service (Technical Personnel) Ordinance. 
Although Section 9 of the Essential Service (Maintenance) Amtfcun 
Ordinance in its original form provided that any declaration, order, rule 
or regulation made and any direction given under the Ordinance shall 
have effect notwithstanding anything inconsistent therewith contained 
in any Ret, Regulation or Ordinance, it was never intended that 
persons engagbd in employments notified under the Essential Services 
(Maintenance) Ordinance should not be available for calling up under 
any other law for the time being in force. This section has now been 
replaced by the Ordinance.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 28-7-1942, pages 901 to 902 
and the Statesman dated 29-7-1942.)+-

Industrial Disputes
Lock-outs without Notice to be Prohibited*

Proposal under Government Consideration, y

The Government of India has under consideration a rule under 
the Defence of India Act to render declaration of lock-outs without 
fourteen days’ previous notice lllegal^so that strikes and lock-outs 
may bo placed in the same category.

(The Hindu, 15-7-1942.)Za



contrelieaores

The war has state it imperative to reduce the consumption of 
kerosene in Bombay City and suburbs by about 40 per cent. and this 
has inevitably led to great inconvenience to the publie by shortage 
of normal supplies, Government states that such inconvenience under 
the circumstances is unavoidable; it has, in consultation with the 
ell companies, introduced measures to distribute the available 
supplies as fairly aa possible among various classes of consumers.
Per the convenience of these who normally buy in small quantities, 
supplies for retail sale will be rationed to shops and hawkers, and, 
to prevent large users taking up supplies, the maximum amount which 
will be sold to eno person in one day will be one-quarter of a 
gallon* Sale of kerosene will only be allowed by licensed hawkers at 
specified places or at the shops of the oil companies' agents• Those 
who require kerosene in large*quantities than one-quarter gallon, 
either for trade or industrial use, will have to obtain a permit 
from the Director of Industries, who has been appointed Controller 
of Kerosene (Industrial pBe) Department of Industries, ©Id Customs 
House, Bombay.

(The Timos of India, 16-7-1942

. ;
Price ContrdX and Pood Policy in Bombayt 

aj-WimftgoW wit.

The problem of food production and supply as it affects^parts 
of the Bombay Province, particularly the Central Division and Maha
rashtra, received official as well as non-official attention at 
two conferences hold in Poona.

Official Conference— Mr* H.F. Blight, Adviser to the Governor 
of Bombay, opened the proceedings of the official conference in 
Poona en 21-7-1942 of the heads of seven districts of the Central 
Division. The Conference was chiefly concerned with inter-distriet 
co-operation and co-ordination for regulating supply of essential 
eoamoditles. The special problems of each of the districts were 
considered and discussed with a view to finding out how far co
operation between the various districts would help the solution 
of deficiency in several essential commodities. ©no of the 
difficulties confrenting the authorities is the collection of 
accurate statistics of stocks of various commodities as well 
as of deficiency in each district, and it was agreed that steps 
should bo taken to maintain snmxnx accurate figures for guiding- 
proper distribution of supplies. Attention was also devoted at 
the eonferenee to problems of price control and to the question 
of increasing production in the districts.

Ven-ef flelal Conference.- Food production problems from a 
non-ofMciai point of view were reviewed at the Maharashtra Food 
Production and Supply Conference held at Tllak Smarak Mandir,
Poona, in the second week of July 1942. The Conference was 
organised by the Ma hratta Chamber of Commerce and Industries,
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Poona, add Sr. D.L. Saharabudhe, formerly Agricultural Chemist 
to the Government of Bombay, preaided, nearly ISO delegates 
representing agricultural and trade associations and Ta Iuka develop
ment associations were present.

The Conference passed ten resolutions requesting Government, 
among other things, to make regional surveys to plan production and 
supply of feed grain and fodder, to declare minimdm reasonable prices of 
gm* feed grains and grant liberal concessions to motor vehicles 
regarding carriage ef weight, route permits, etc., to take stops 
to encourage bulleok cart transport by granting special facilities 
and making necessary arrangements for protection against highwayman, 
and to open cheap grain shops in towns and villages. The Conference 
also recommended the appointment of a provincial post-war agricultural 
rooms truetion commit toe and provincial food advisory beard.

(The Times ©f India, 22-7-1942.) v<

Bengal Government *s Order to exhibit Price List of Essential
Commodities, z

The Government of Bengal has/is sued orders that every 
retail of wholesale dealer in Calcutta and the neighbouring 
Indus that area dealing in any ef the coma odities specified in 
a Schedule appended be the Order should display in Ms shop a

Wtgae^ er l^ meat likely to be understood
by the persons generally using such shops, of the list of the 
maMmua fiMaas fixed by ths Chief Controller of Pri see,Bengal, ef 
the eeameditleB referred to in which such retail or wholesale 
dealer deals. The eemmoditles specified are: rice, atta (wheat 
flour), salt, sugar, pulses, mustard ell, eeeeanmt oil, coal, 
kerosene and matches.

(Order No. 1673 Com. (C.D.) dated
4/0-7-1042; The Calcutta Gazette, 
Part I, dated 10-7-1042, page 1791.)
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Implementlngof Grady Mission Recommendations:
Activities of the War Respurees Committee.^

The War Resources Committee, to the setting up of which reference 
was made at page 32 of our June 1942 report, has been meeting frequently 
since Its formation and has already covered a great deal of ground.
The recommendations of the American Technical Mission are being 
systematically considered, and decisions have been taken On a
number of these and ether questions related to the war effort.

Rationalisation of Indus try. - One of the principal recosaienda- 
tions of the Mission, the rationalisation and regimentation of 
Industry and the more efficient use of engineering and monitions 
workshops Is being actively pursued. The Jute Mills Association has 
been ealled upon to prepare a rationalisation scheme to save trans
portation. The Dlrector-Ceneral of Supply has been Instructed to take 
Immediate action to increase the production of leather and army 
boots, and to rationalise the rubber manufacturing Industry. On the 
munitions production side, also, arrangements have been made to pre
pare and execute schemes for the rationalisation and more efficient 
use of the general engineering Industry, which is engaged In the 
production of munitions, component as well as a very large range of 
general stores.

The War Resources Committee will keep In close touch with all 
laid down, and It Is confident

that industry will co-operate freely on fair and reasonable tefas 
in tfcp interests of the national war effort, and that compulsion 
wlllbe the exception rather than the rule. The officers concerned 
will be expected to prepare their schemes in close consultation with 
Indus try.

Transportatlon Problems.- The group of recommendations con
cerning transportation and communications has also been dealt with.
The Committee has sanctioned a seheme for the Jbt improvement of 
telegraph and telephone facilities at a cost of Rs. 80 millions and 
has in hand measures to expand facilities and to expedite clearance 
at ports; to Improve the working of transportation In military 
depots f to expedite the provision of locomotives and rolling stock; 
and to develop read and river transportation. Plans for the production 
of power aleohol are being pushed on and twelve plants have been 
ordered from the Rnlted States. A detailed enquiry Into the wasteful 
use of transportation by Government Departments has been initiated. 
Special progress reports have been called for on the now expansions in 
the steel industry and the production of aluminium, and measures for 
the better conservation of motor spirit, rubber, and tin are under 
consideration.

( The Hindustan Times, 9-7-1942 ).tX



The problem of supplementing the petrol resources of India by develop' 
ing power alcohol, which has been debated for over two years in the 
prose and in commercial circles was considered finally on 21-7-1942 
at the Tower Alcohol Conference held at Pew Delhi under the chairmanship 
of the Conaierce member, Government of India.

While it was recogaised that power alcohol is better funld fuel 
than rectified spirit, it was felt that power alcohol plants are net 
available immediately and that provincial Governments should therefore 
bo ashed to intensify the production of rectified spirit. For this 
purpose it was agreed that distilleries should bo zoned so that the 
supply of molasses be regulated and if necessary its price be controlled.

The Government of India has been asked by the conference to set 
up a technical ceamitteo to assist industrialists in getting new plants 
manufactured for distilling rectified spirit and power as* alcohol. It 
is stated that if patented designs of certain fereiga plants are worked 
as war measures such plants can be manufactured in India. It is only 
in the United Provinces that the Tower Alcohol Aet exists, being one of 
the measures adopted by the Congress ministry. The conference decided 
that the Central Government should pass h legislation on similar linos 
for the whole of India so that the mixing of rectified spirit or 
power alcohol with petrol be made compulsory and that Government may 
have control over the maximum and minimum pries of the mixture thus

the hands ef Government be control
the price would also act as a safeguard for the post-war period so that 
industrialists who invest funds now may feel assured that they would 
net be lot down after the war.

The Grady Mission recommended power alcohol production, and if 
America supplies power alcohol plants according to the Grady heport 
it would help the drive for increasing the supply of this fuelM.
The Government of India, on its part, has given priority to orders for 
power alcohol plenty, but none have so far reached India. The general 
feeling at the conference was that if production of power alcohol and 
rectified spirit is undertaken Qn a proper basis India can have 
substantial addition to her fuel supply.

(The Times of India, 23-7-1942 .) X*



Tar Risks insurance

Extension ef Tar Risks (Factories) Insurance Seheme
to ^llnea •

According to a Press Communique issued by the Government of 
India, it has extended the Tar Risks (Factories) Insurance Scheme to 
the above-ground machinery of all mines as defined in the Indian 
Vines Aet, 1923, in British India, with effect from 15-8-1942. The 
effect ef this extension is that all such mines will become compul
sorily insurafele from 16-8-1942. The rate of premium is four per cent, 
of the Insurable value ef the property on the date of application, 
payable in eight equal instalments. Those who apply for insurance 
by 31-8-1942 will be covered retrospectively. .

The scheme has also been extended to the distribution and 
transmission system, etc., of electricity supply undertakings and 
to slulee houses, valve houses, ete., of hydro-electric supply 
undertakings. Insurance is not compulsory in respect of distri
bution and transmission systems ef all such undertakings as only 
these will be notified which desire to benefit by the seheme. The 
rate and method of payment of premium is that applicable to the 
above-ground machinery of mines.

(The Statesman, 28-7-1942.) Z*

War Risks Insurance extended to Indian States

The Government of India has decided to extend the War Risks 
Factories Insurance Ordinance to Indian States and the Ordinance 
has been amended accordingly. The Ordinance will now apply to such 
Indian States, French establishments in India and administered 
areas as pass complementary legislation requiring the owners or 
occupiers of factories in their territories to insure against war risks 
with the Government of India. Liability under the ordinance is 
entirely that of the Government of India, who will receive the 
Insurance premiums. It is provided that premises which beecES 
a factory after May 29, 1942, must be insured against war risks 
before the commencement of the quarter next following that in which 
the premises have become a factory.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary dated 
1-7-1942, pages 791 to 793 and the Statesman, 
dated 1-7-1942. ),/+

Mon-Factory Premises and Tar Bisks 
Outline of Mew Insurance Scheme in Bombay. Z

Suggestions have been made to the Government of Bombay and have 
also appeared in the press that a scheme might be devised to provide 
compensation for war damage applicable to immovable properties, with 
the exclusion of "factories" which are already covered by the 
Government of India scheme, and also, possibly, of properties of a 
specific type, for example, temples, mosques and other "religions" 
buildings, or buildings owned by the Central or the Provincial 
Government, by Railway, by Port Trust or by Municipality. The
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Director of Information, Bombay, states that there is as yet la Bombay 
Province no actual data on which to base such a scheme} but an attempt 
has been made to fere east the fimamolal commitments which might be 
involved if such a scheme were Introduced.

Centres to whieh the Scheme wjl 11. Apply,- It has been assumed that 
aueh a scheme should apply only to these cities in the Province whieh have 
already been selected for the enforcement of systematic A.R.P. measures, 
namely, Bombay City, the Bombay Suburban District, Poona (including Eirkee) 
and Ahmedabad. The value of the immovable property to be covered by the 
scheme in these centres, baaed on municipal house-tax returns, is taken 
as approximately Rs. 3,260 millions. It is considered that any such 
scheme for the protection of the householder would best be based on the 
British War Damage Act, under which damage done will be paid for from a 
Fund in which the property-owner and the Government revenues contribute.

Enquiry re girding Public Response.- The Government of Bombay, in 
eonsiSSfinga scheme for certain areas of the Province, have thought 
it best to proceed on the assumption that the property-owner will con
tribute an amount equal to two per cent, of the value of non-faetory 
property in the areas to whieh the scheme extends, and that if this 
amount should be found insufficient, the Government of Bombay would 
them provide an equal amount. The risk period would cover two years 
from the introduction of the scheme, and the property-owners1 contri
bution would be collected in half-yearly instalments over a period of 
four years. This would mean that property-owners in Bombay, the Bombay 
Suburban District, Ahmedabad aad Poona would have to pay annually for 
each--©£1* »• been estimated, would 
vary from one and a half to two times their present house-tax (in 
Ahmedabad, the general wator-rate) not including Urban Immovable Property 
9HK. If the contributions are not fully used up on the scheme, the 
balance will be refunded.

Any such scheme can of course be Mt tentative, but Government, 
before considering the scheme further, desires to know the public 
reaction to these proposals, especially whether a scheme for compensation 
on these lines would be welcomed by the public and whether property- 
owners would be prepared to contribute the amounts required. The 
contribution under the scheme will be compulsory on all non-faetory 
Mildings (other than of the type which may be specifically excluded 
and in respect of which no compensation can be claimed) throughout the 
area covered.

(The Times of India, 9-7-1942.)

Bengal War Risks (Immovable Property) Insurance Enquiry
Comalttee Report.,/

The Bengal War Risks (Immovable Property) Insurance Enquiry 
Committee whieh was appointed some time ago?with Mr. D.P. KhaltanAa« 
has reeontly submitted its report to Government. The Committee 
recommends that all immovable property situated within municipal 
limits, all over India, should be compulsorily Insured against war 
risks. Rural areas are left out, but owners of property in thorn 
can join in the scheme on a voluntary basis. Property belonging to 
Government, Railways, Port Trust, certain Charitable and public 
trusts, and baatees, among others, are recommended for exemption.
The rate of contribution suggested is 1 per cent, of the capital



value ef property, te be paid In quarterly instalments over a period 
of two years, ©n an average, this is expected te work eat at a quarterly 
payment of about IStJH per cent, of the municipal rates and taxes for 
a period of two years only. In the case of the minor municipalities, 
the rate will be considerably lower.

Commenting en the financial aspects of the scheme, the Gemlttee 
refutes seme possible misconceptions and concludes with the observation 
that in respect of a measure like this "purely financial considerations 
are a matter of secondary importance.... For, the essence of war 
finance is that in war time, nothing shall be decided on merely 
financial grounds".

The dmwwn Cemmittee recommends that municipalities should be 
appointed ©evemment agents for this purpose and be entrusted with the 
collection of the contributions. The scheme Itself will be administered 
by a special^ad hoc organisation, at" the head of which will be a 
War Damage ©oamflssloner, assisted by a £anel of assessors. Detailed 
recommendations for the assessment of damage, and the examination and 
disposal of claim applications are made.

The recommendations of the Committee will come up for consideration 
before the Provincial Government very shortly.

(Press Note dated 8-8-1942 issued by the 
Director of Public Information, Bengal.)
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Feed Advise?*)1’ Council:

esaifci feo3r~iet ftp.

In pursuance of a recommendation of the Pood Production Conference 
held in April, 19*2 (vide pages 12-IS of our April 1942 report), the 
Government of India has decided to constitute a Central Food Advisory 
Council, consisting of both officials and non-officials. The functions 
of the Council would bo to pool, study and disseminate all available 
Information regarding food and fodder production; to plan on an all-India 
basis the food and fodder production programme for the different 
regions and tender advice in regard to its execution, and to advise 
the authorities responsible on the equitable distribution of the 
available food stocks.

The representative of the Education, Health and lands Department 
en the Council will act* as its member-secretary. He will be assisted 
by a whole-time technical secretary, who will do the detailed secre
tarial work. lb*. N.G. Afchyankar, M.Se. (London), has been appointed 
to this feat.

(The Times of India, 2-7-1942.) </+

Rice Conference, Pew Delhi, 10-7-1942 /

- A oeuforeaoe ouriee eomvenod by the Government of India was
Uld under the presidentship of Hr. H.R.
Sarksr, Member in Charge of Education, Health and Lands. The 
gpmersrik eeRee' of bhe eonferonoo is believed -to have boon that the 
rice situation was on the whole satisfactory and that the people's 
needs would bo met. The possibility, however, was recognised that as a 
i*esuit of the "grow more food" oampulgu and transport difficulties 
some part of the country might accumulate a surplus, which might 
depress prices. The view favoured at the conference was that the 
Government should come to the cultivators' rescue by purchasing wuch 
surplus. The agency through which such purchases should be made and 
arrangements for storage are understood to have been considered.

(The Hindustan Tiams, 11-7-1942.)4

Food Supply in Bombay City? . 
CorporationScneme to Raise Loan. J

A resolution to raise a loan of Rs. 10 million from the Government 
of Bombay for the supply and distribution of food-stuffs to the publie 
in Bombay was passed by a largo majority of the councillors in the Bombay 
Municipality Corporation on 20-7-1942. The resolution states that the 
Corporation views with groat alarm the growing increase in the price of 
feed-stuffs and other commodities of life and the great hardship caused to 
the publie in obtaining their requirements through the ordinary channels 
of supply and distribution, and that,with a view to mitigate those 
hardships, the Corporation ros&Lves that a complete munlolpal organisation 
bo set up under the Mini ci pal commissioner to obtain adequate quantities 
of necessary supplies from whatever sources they may bo available and 
hold them in the eity to meet the needs of the public and also arrange 
for their wholesale or retail sales in the City at the lowest prices



possible; that with a view to give of foot to these proposals 
•anetion bo glvoa to the raising ef a temporary tuml loan of 
Rupees ten million to fiaaneo the scheme.

(The Bombay Chronicle 22-7-1942.) y*
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According to an Associated Proas report, the employment of
evacuees from the war areas, principally Burma, was discussed at
length by the Evacuees Conference, convened by the Government of
India, on 24-7-1942 at New Delhi.

It was explained that although the Department of Indians 
Overseas would continue to maintain close vigilance, the problem 
of finding employment for the evacuees was now being handled by 
the newly-created Defence Department and the Department of labour, 
the latter of which registered shilled la Hour for employment as 
technicians and skilled workmen. Unskilled labour, it was expected, 
would be absorbed by the Provincial Governments. As for the others, 
the Defence Department* which was dealing with man-power, would 
endeavour to find employment.

As regards Government servants, it was announced that the 
Government of Burna had decided to grant twelve months’ leave te its 
employees, four months of whleh would be en full pay and the remainder 
on half pay. Employees were alee permitted to take up temporary 
employment, in whleh ease their leave salaries would be suitably 

been made to pay Barma Govem-

The CoBsslttee was informed that all claims of Indians against
Ealaya, etc., In respect of goods, war risks

insurance schesMS anwky Government action in respect of property 
commandeered, requisitioned or destroyed would be met provided 
reasonable proof was forthcoming in respect ef these claims. T he 
claims in respect ef property or goods destroyed by enemy action, 
would bo considered after the war.

(The Hindustan Times, 28-7-1942).

The same issue ef the Hindustan Times (28-7-1942) publishes 
a fuller report of the proceedings of the Conference furnished 
by a correspondent of the paper.

Aoeording to this report, at the Conference representations 
were made te the Government of India te the effect that Indians would 
look te the Government of India alone for redress of their grievances 
and satisfaction ef their claims and that the Government of India 
should not pass on their responsibility in this respect to the 
Government of Burma which is functioning in India. As regards 
the question of employment, it was strongly urged by the various 
speakers that the entire responsibility in the matter should lie 
with the Departasent ef Overseas and not shared with ether Government 
departments, as that was bound to involve delay and create unnecessary 
difficulties. Strong views were also expressed about the policy of 
the Government of India in giving employment Brltish^gvacuees 
from Burma, particularly at the cost of Indians and contijy to the 
policy ef Indianizatlon, and it was emphasised that as Bis Majesty’s 
Government had recognised their responsibility for British evacuees 
ih regard to allowance^, etc., they should equally accept it in the



matter of their employment and net impose it as a tardea on the 
government or India. The necessity for provision of immediate relief 
was stressed. Several other concrete issues were also discussed and. 
suggestions offered, particularly la respect of claims of various 
kinds. It was unequivocally emphasised that there could aet he 
"legal proof" in every case la the very nature ef things and under 
the circumstances in which Indians were compelled to gadtka Quit Burma, 
and consequents^ t should he presumed, unless the contrary wta proved, 
that the claims try Indians in connection with the loss or destruction 
ef property were genuine and bona fide. The recommendations and 
suggestions of various msmhdrs who represented important commercial 
organizations, relief committees and associations of Indians in Burma 
are to receive careful and Immediate consideration of the Government.

(The Hindustan Timas, 28-7-1942.)^.

Allowances for Indigent War Refugees i
Seales f'ixed hy Qovernment of India.

The Government ef India have prescribed certain maxima regarding 
allowances payable te indigent refugees in India and to dependents of 
Indians stranded in enemy-oocupied territories, for the guidance of 
provincial authorities^ according te the fellewing scale:-

Estimated normal Single adult
. eamser or mo» 
WE9K55 waiver

With wife 
er Mult 
dependent ChildwtaBCiiahee

Rs.
15

Rs.
25

Rs.
5

51-150 30 50 8
151-400 80 100 12
401-780 100 170 18
Over 750 150 250 20

All such allowances are granted only against undertakings to 
repay. It is for provincial authorities to determine what aidsot 
allowance is suitable in individual eases. The Government of India 
have assumed the financial responsibility in respect of Indians 
and Anglo-Indians. Bebits will be raised against ether Governments 
for ethers. The above maxima are subject to the condition that the 
Allowance in the case of any group dependent upon one earner or 
remittance receiver shall not exceed either 75 per cent, of the 
noraml income er remittance or Be. 550 per month, whichever is less • 
These scales will remain in fores for six months in the first instance 
from July 1, 1942. Provincial authorities have discretion te make 
allowances in respect of children conditional upon proof being forth
coming that the children are attending school. Each ease is subject 
to monthly review to ascertain whether the recipient has obtained 
employment.

(The Statesman, 18-7-1942



Poa t-War Recona traction

Study of Post-War Problems t 
Sir T.k. Gregory sent fcoLondon.

It has been apparent for sone tine past that both in Great 
Britain and in the United States, there has been intense pre-occupation 
with the nature of the post-war world, especially in the field ef 
international trade policy and social and eon^oBd-c re cons tree tl on.
In view of the appointment by the Govemmentyorcour reconstruction 
eowlttees and the widespread Interest manifested in post-war 
problems generally in India, the Government has deelded
that one of its own officers should make himself more familiar with 
the movements of thought, by means of establishing personal contacts, 
than is possible merely through the study of documents. Sir Theodore 
Gregory, the Economic Adviser to the Government of India, has therefore 
been instructed to proceed to London for this purpose.

(The Hindu, 14-7-1942.)J*

Post-Uar Reconstractlonj 
P.P. Government creates Fund.t/

It is understood that the United Provinces Government has 
transferred about 8s. 938,000 to the Bevenue Reserve Fund from

This new contribution
is over and above the sum of Rs. 6 millions which has already been 
transferred from the same year's account to start the fund last 
year and Rs. 4 millions which will be transferred into it from the 
estimated surplus of 1942-43 and any other contributions which may 
be made from time to time from revenue surplus. It is stated that the 
fund will be utilized for post-war reconstruction. The first charge 
on the fund will be civil defence expenditure and the balance will 
be used for reconstruction work after the war.

(The Statesman, 27-7-1942.) ✓»
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ILabour erenee, Few Delhi,

At page 2 of this Office’s aonthly report for June 1942, a reference 
««s made to the intention of the Government of India to hold a Joint 
Labour Conference on the 7th and 8th August 1942. The Conference, which 
actually lasted only for a day, was held on the 7th August 1942, and was 
presided ewer by the Honourable Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, the new Labour Member 
of the Government of India.

Among those who attended were JM8 official representatives from 
the Government of India, the Provincial Governments, the Chamber of 
Princes, and the Indian States of Baroda, Gwalior and Byderabad; 
employers* representatives from the Employers Federation of India, 
and the All-India Organisation of Indus trial Employers ; and workers ’ 
representatives from the All.India Trade Union Congress, the Indian 
Federation of Labour, the Textile Labour Association of Ahmedabad, 
the Bengal national Chamber of Labour, and the Municipal Workers of 
the Bombay Presidency. Dr. P.P. Filial attended as an Observer (ffls 
behalf of the I.L.O.

CMi aBn * a.opening Address.. in his opening address, the Chairman
traeedosge&e8^0^ this Conference and mentioned hew on previous 
occasions the Government ef India had held separate eonsultatlons with 
the representatives of the workers, ef employers and of provincial 
goveruffOnta. Those consultations, however useful they wore for

them, MS not contain in them the elements of either permanence er 
rofniaritT. .. Meanwhile. the Government of India had .Men Influenced 
M tM sweewss of ths methede pursued by Mi International Labour 
Office to try to adopt a system of holding periodical conferenee* of 
a tripartite character. The objects the Government had in. view were 
the promotion of uniformity in labour legislation, the laying down of 
a procedure for the settlement of industrial disputes, and the dis. 
cussion of all matters ef alk»india importance as between employers and 
employees.

In hegard to the firstjhe said that uniformity in labour logis. 
lation could never cease to bo a matter of importance to so large a 
country like India.with its many administrative and provincial 
jurisdictions.

As to Industrial disputes, since the war^beth labour and capital 
have behaved with a sense of responsibility and the number of strikes 
that have taken place have not boon on a very extensive or disturbing 
sealo. There was some tendency at the beginning ef this year for an 
increase in Indus trial unrest, but the laying down of a procedure for 
adjudication of disputes under the Defence of India Rules has resulted 
in seme reduction in recent months• That prododure will, he hoped, 
poove an efficient and reliable machinery, but it is a procedure which 
can only remain in force for the duration of the war and it is, 
therefore, necessary to Include laying down of a procedure for the 
settlement of industrial disputes as one of the aims and objects of 
the conferenceo wMoh they Rwepooed So »e4 up.

In defining the last item Included in the alms and objects, 
he pm pointed out that wide language was deliberately used so as Amt 
not to exclude from the deliberations of the conference anything that



la of Importance to labour and capital. On this point he said: "i would 
like to tell you What we have in mind in employing this broad expression

* matters tf all-India Importance* We want to include in it all matters 
relating to labour welfare and the maintenance of labour morale. So 
understood, I need hardly say this object though placed last may be 
regarded as the highest in Importance. We certainly regard it as 
most urgent. The urgency is due to the necessities of the war. The 
present war is a war of supplies and supply depends upon peace in 
Industry. Bow to secure peace in industry is our problem. Peace in 
industry depends upon two things. In the first place, it depends 
upon the existence of machinery ready at hand for the quick settlement 
of industrial disputes. 3eeondly, it depends upon the prompt removal 
of all such conditions in industry whieh may fray tempers and bring 
about a deterioration in the morale of people engaged in it. But there 
that remains a large number of questions which are too small to lead 
to an Industrial dispute, but whieh are big enough to raise temper, and 
moat of these relate to what in ordinary parlance Amdosignmted as 
mat tew effecting social welfare. Per dealing with sueh problems 
we have no machinery, and it is mainly the necessity to provide 
immediately a machinery for advising Government as to how sueh matters 
should be peacefully dealt with that has led Government to institute 
this conference forthwith. Sueh is the significance of this conference 
and such are its alms and objects.

"The Conference has to decide upon the following matters :
Of establishing a labour conference as a 

permanent organisation to meet at least once a year: the desirability 
of instituting a standing advisory committee of this conference whieh 
would meet whenever Government thought it necessary to invite them 
to meet and to advise Government on matters placed before it, and 
defining in general terms the procedure for the constitution of 
these bodies.

"We propose to constitute two bodies - a Plenary Conference and 
a Standing Advisory Committee. The Plenary Conference will be composed 
of representatives of the Central Government, of provinces, of states, 
of employers and of employees. In general, each province or large state 
will be entitled to be represented, and those States not individually 
represented would be represented by a nominee of the Chamber of Princes. 
Representation would also bo given to the main associations of employers 
or employees who in their opinion wore not otherwise adequately 
represented. <t would not, in t.he-CftSc of the plenary confereneo be 
possible to onemre -that the representation of employers and empleyws 
mill bo equal-to -that -of Government representatives*

"The constitution of the Standing Advisory Comaittee will be 
more rigid and we propose to distribute the representation as follows:
One representative of the Government of India; six representatives of 
provinces, three representatives of States; five representatives of 
employers, and five representatives of employees, with the Labour 
Member of the Central Government as Chairman.

"in suggesting this eonstltutien for the Standing Advisory 
Co—nt, we have followed as closely as we can the principles under
lying the constitution of the governing body of the International 
Labour Office which was Set up under the auspices of the League of 
Rations. There are three principles which to my mind underlie that



constitution. First, equality of representation between Government 
and non-Government representatives. This is illustrated by the 
provision contained in Art. 7 Clause 1 whereby out of 32 representatives 
16 represent Government and 16 represent employers and workers. We 
have given effect to this principle by giving 10 seats to Government 
and 10 seats to Industry. The second principle is equality of repre
sentation as between employers and employees. This is provided by the 
same article whereby the 16 non-Government seats are divided equally 
between employers and employees. We recognise this by distributing 
the 10 seats allotted to industry equally between employers and employees

"The third principle is an assurance of representation to certain 
interests by reservation. This will be found in Art. 7 which by 
Clause (2) reserves six out of 16 Government seats to non-European 
states and by Clause (4) reserveftwo seats from the quota of employers’ 
seats and two seats from the quota of employees’ seats be bo reserved- 
to non-European states. We propose to adopt this principle by allowing 
one representative from the quota ©f each, employers and employees, 
to be nominated by the labour Xember ef the Central Government. This 
will ensure some representation ef interests other than those re
presented by the main employers ’ and employees * associations. I hope 
phe jus tiee and fairness of these proposals will appeal to you and 
that you will give it your approval."

General Bis cussibn

After the Chairman's opening address, the Conference proceeded 
to discuss the subjects on the agenda, which were as follow:-

(1) To approve the proposal to form a tripartite Plenary Conference;
(2) To approve the proposal that the Plenary Conference shall 

elect a Standing Advisory Committee;
(3) To adopt a formal resolution regarding the Plenary Conference 

and the Standing Advisory Committee;
(4) The eleetlon of a Standing Advisory Committee;
(5) General discussion on the subject of labour welfare and. 

labour morale in wartime.
The following resolution was unanimously adopted
"This Conference of the representatives of the Central and 

Provincial Governments in British India and of the Indian States and 
the Chamber of Princes, and of representatives of Workers and Employers 
In British India, being convinced that collaborative machinery composed 
of the representatives of Governments, Employers and Workers in India 
should be established forthwith for the consideration of all questions 
relating to the conditions ©f labour, resolves

(1) that a Plenary Conference shall be constituted as follows
(a) The Bon’hie the labour Member of the Government of 

India - Chairman.
(b) 2 representatives of the Government of India.
(c) 11 representatives of Provinces.
(d) 7 representatives of tfee industrially important States.
(o) 2 representatives from tthamber of Princes to represent

other States.



(f) 11 representatives of Employees, of whom 4 will be nominated by 
Government in agreement with the All-India Trade Union Congress,
4 will be nominated by Government in agreement with the Indian 
Federation of Labour and 3 will be nominated by Government as 
representative of other employees1 interests.

(g) 11 representatives of Employers, of whom 4 will be nominated by 
Government In agreement with the Employers Federation of India,
4 will be nominated by Government in agreement with the All-India 
Organisation of Industrial Employers, and 3 will be nominated by 
Government to represent other classes of Employers.

(2) that the Conference shall meet at least once a year, the first 
meeting being held in Delhi and subsequent meetings held at such places as 
may be decided upon from time to time;

(3) that the Plenary Conference shall advise the Government of India 
on any matters referred to it for advice;

(4) that a Standing Committee shall be constituted composed as 
follows

(1) The Eon’ble the Labour Member of the Government of India 
(ex**officio Chairman);

(2) One representative of the Central Government;
(3) One representative each of the Governments of Bengal,

Bombay and the United Provinces;
(4) (I) one representative to represent the Provinces of Madras

and the Central Provinces and Bersr;
(ii) one representative to represent the Provinces of Assam,

Bihar and Orissa;
(iii) one representative to represent the Provinces of the 

Punjab, Sind and N.W.F.P.;
(iv) 3 representatives of Indian States;
(v) 5 representatives of Employers;

(vi) 5 representatives of Employees.
(5) that the Standing Andris ery Committee shall consider and examine 

such questions as may be referred to it by the Plenary Conference or by the 
Central Government;

(6) that the Standing Advisory Committee shall meet as often as it may 
be convened by the Central Government for the consideration of questions 
that may be before it. The Committee shall be competent

(a) to advise Government on any matters referred to it by 
Government, provided that copies of any such advice shall 
be forwarded to all members of die Plenary Conference;

(b) to report to the Plenary Conference on any matters referred 
to it by that Conference.

The fourth item on the agenda, namely, the election of a Standing 
Advl'gbry Committee, was not immediately proceeded with, but the Conference 
approved the principles for the election laid down by die Government.
They were J-

(1) representatives of single provinces will be selected by the 
Governments of those provinces.

(2) representatives of two or more Governments will be selected by 
agreement between those Governments - a system of selection by 
rotation might be adopted.



(3) representatives of States to be selected by the Governments 
of the States.

(4) representatives of the Chamber of Princes to be selected 
in the usual manner.

(5) Representatives of Employers? 4 to be nominated by the Hon’ble 
the Labour Member in agreement with the leading Associations of 
Employers, 1 to be nominated by the Hon’ble the Labour Member*

(6) Representatives of Employees > 4 to be nominated by the Hon’ble
tiie L eh our Member in agreement with the main Associations of 
Employees, 1 to be nominated by the Hon’ble the Labour Member.

The Government also agreed to consider the suggestion that each non- 
official delegate should be accompanied by an adviser.

As regards the fifth item on the agenda, there was a very general 
discussion on labour welfare and labour morale in wartime. No resolution 
was adopted.

(The above is an un-official summary of the Conference. Ac 
(official summary is soon expected from the Governments when 
(received this will be forwarded to Montreal).



Indus trial Disputes

Industrial PjgpBUiiB British India daring the quarter

According to a Press Note on Industrial disputes in British 
India during the quarter ending 31-12-1941, recently issued by 
hhe Department of labour, Government of India, the total number 
of disputes during the period was 106 involving 102,826 workers 
and entailing a less of 734,838 working days, as against 78 disputes 
involving 108,820 workers and entailing a loss of 1,184,918 working 
days in the third quarter of 1941.

Provlnela 1 Dis tributton. - During the period under review, 
there Wife 44 disputes in Bombay, involving 49,034 workers and entail
ing a loss of 208,836 working days* Next come Bengal with 31 disputes 
involving 33,983 workers and entailing a loss of 163,327 working 
days; Madras with 9 disputes involving 7,634 workers and entailing 
a loss of 104,446 working days; C.P. and Berar and the United 
Provinces with 7 disputes each Involving 4,612 and 2,691 workers 
and entailing losses of 29,490 and 4,129 working days respectively; 
the Punjab with 3 disputes invoking 720 workers and entailing a 
loss of 1,997 working days; Bihar with 2 disputes involving 
4,086 workers and entailing a loss of 222,368 working days; and 
Sind with 1 dispute involving 45 workers and entailing a loss of 
45 working days.

Olaaalfieatien by Industries.- Classified according to 
cotton, woollen and silk

mills Involving 44,594 workers and entailing a loss of 152,043 work
ing days; 10 in jute mills Involving 23,745 workers and entailing 
a leas of 109,989 Working days; 9 in Engineering workshops in
volving 5,833 workers and entailing a loss of 70,894 working days;
5 in railways Including railway workshops involving 13,935 workers 
and entailing a loss of 96,999 working days; and 2 in mines 
involving 2,845 workers and entailing a loss of 183,525 working 
days. In all other industries together there wore 47 disputes 
involving 11,873 workers and entailing a loss of 121,388 working 
dyavx days.

Causes and Results of Strikes .- ©f the 106 strikes 69 were 
awe to questions of wages , 20 to questions of ps rsonnel, 6 to 
questions of bonus, 2 to disputes about leave and hours and 9 to 
other causes, In 18 cases the workers were fully successful, 
in 29 partldlly successful and in 54 unsuccessful. 5 disputes 
were in progress on 31-12-1941.
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

International Sugar Agreement;
India*3 Participation terminates from 1-9-1942.x

After consulting the sugar Industry, the provincial Governments and
other interests concerned and the Central Sugar Advisory Board, a body- 
composed entirely of representatives of Central, Provincial and State 
Governments, the Government of India has decided not to join in the 
proposed extension of the International Sugar Agreement. India’s 
obligations under the agreement will thus terminate from September 
1, 1942.

India was a party to the International Sugar Agreement, which 
was concluded in 1937 with a view to establishing and maintaining an 
orderly relationship between supply and demand of sugar and to 
regulate the world prices of sugar. Under this agreement India under
took to prohibit experts of Indian sugar by sea elsewhere than to 
Burma. The present term of the agreement expires on August 31, and the 
International Sugar Council recommended do the contracting Governments 
a continuance of the agreement either for lhhe duration of the war and 
for one quota year after the date of termination of hostilities or for 
a period of two years from August 31, whichever be less.

The decision to terminate the Agreement has been well received by 
Indian trade interests. Though it is too early at present to indicate 
the full e-ffeots ef fehe deeieiaaa ®a the industry, opinion is unanimous 
that a serious impediment in the development of India’s export trade 
in sugar has been removed. It may be recalled here that the United 
Provinces Chamber of Ajiitr , emphasizing the advisability of termina
ting the Agreement had. pointed out to the Government of India that many 
countries which were signatories to the Agreement had as a result of the 
war ceased to exist as independent nations. With the fall of the 
Dutch East Indies, an Important source of sugar supply to the world, 
India could conveniently supply sugar to countries in the Middle East 
and elsewhere if the Agreement was terminated.

(The Statesman, 29 and 31-8-1942.)

Beale Price for Coffeet 
Control Committee's Decision, v/

The Control Committee of the Indian Coffee Market Expansion 
Board met at Coonoor and discussed at length on 13 and 14-8-1942 the 
question of fixing a basic prlee for coffee and reached certain 
broad conclusions, the more important of which are summarised below 
from a communique issued by the Control Committee on 14-8-1942 s

The 1942-43 coffee crop was estimated at 16,000 tons on the 
Information available by to the Committee.. The Committee decided to 
Implement for 1942-43 the Indian Cofee Market Expansion Board's 
recommendation that the internal sales quota should be 10 p»r cent, 
or 50 bushels of unhulled cherry, kXIsxkx whichever is greater. The 
Board will be prepared to purchase this quota from estates and the 
Committee decided that the price to be paid should be Re. 1-1 per point 
of valuation in the Price Differential Scale. This is the approximate 
equivalent of Rs. 85 per cwt. for an average P.A.Q. Mysore-Coorg 
Plantation Assortment, Rs. 76-8 per cwt. for Whole Crop Cherry Type,



&
and Rs. S3 per cwt. for Rotasta. The Committee desires to make 
it clear that it is for the grower to decide whether he wishes to 
accept this offer or not. A first payment will be made to all powers 
on delivery of their coffee to the Pool or its Agents at the rate of 
Rs. 36 per cwt. Uncured coffee deliveries will be paid for on the same 
basis* To meet the convenience of small growers, the Board will make 
arrangements for the appointment of accredited Agents in the various 
districts who will be empowered to take delivery of their coffee and to 
make Immediate payment for it.

(The Hindu , 22 -R -1942 . )4

Working Class Coat of Living Index Numbers for Various
Ceaferes in India for April l942~7

The index numbers of the cost of living for working classes in
various centres of India registered the following changes during
April, 1942, as compared with the preceding month:-

April 1942Rame of Centrs Baae= 100 March 1942

Bombay Year ending June 1934 137 138
Year «»ding July 1927 96 99

Sholapur Year ending January 1928 96 99
Nagpur
Ludhiana

January 1927
1933-35

85 88

Cawnpore
Patna

August 1939
Average cost of living for) 
five years preceding 1944 )

150
150

149
152

Jamshedpur Ditto 140 146
Jharia Ditto 150 154
Madras Year ending June 1936 115 119
Madura Year ending June 1936 111 112
Coimbatore Year ending June 1936 120

•
(Monthly Survey of Budiness Conditions

in India, April, 1942.) rZ|>



Review of Economic and. Financial Conditions In 1941-42:
Reserve Bank Governor's address at at;h AnnuaIMeeting

of Sank. R

The 8th Annual General Meeting of the shareholders of the Reserve 
Bank of India was held at Bombay on 10-8-1942, Sir James Taylor, the 
Governor of the Bank, presiding. The following is a summary of the 
speech delivered by Sir James Taylor reviewing economic and 
financial conditions in India during 1941-42 :

Increased War Effort.- Sir James pointed out that since August 
1941 the war has entered a new and crucial phase with the entry of the 
United States and Japan, and the developments following the outbreak 
of hostilities in the Pacific In December last had brought the enemy 
to the borders of India.. The all-important problem before the 
country during the year was, therefore, how to increase the tempo 
of her war effort to the maximum,while still providing her large 
civil population with essential goods and services.

Increased Governmental Control? Soundness of Economic Posltlon.-
The expansion of the defence programme on the one hand and th® disrup
tion of communications and foreign trade resulting from war developments 
in the Far Bast on the other have created new and difficult problems 
which have profoundly affected the economic life of the country and 
have necessitated increased Governmental control in the sphere of 
production, transport, consumption and prices. Shortages have
occtirrmd in cwuaer*' goods while' the commodity
and the financial markets have been subjected to erratic fluctuations.
On the whole, however, the economic system has so far stood up well 
to the impact of war and responded encouragingly to its manifold 
and ever-lnereasing demands. The banking system of the country 
continued to sustain the impact of war conditions with remarkable 
resilience and in spite of panicky withdrawals from a few banks 
in December 1941 the deposits showed a large increase over the year.

Rise in BricesAs regards commodity prices, Sir James said 
they fluctuated widely during the year and have on balance shown a 
xkxytxx sharp rise. India's staple commodities of export such as 
cotton and jute have not shared in this rise owing to the loss of 
export markets In the Far East though Government's efforts to increase 
food production In substitution of cash crops may be expected io lead 
to an increase in the price of these commodities in the near future.
The price of food articles have shown a sharp rise and necessitated 
extension of price control. He did not consider that the considerable 
rise in prices in India was the result of an increase in the currency, 
but rather that the two phenomena together were the unavoidable 
result of the large purchases of goods and services being made by the 
British Government in India.

Repatriation of Sterling Debt; Reserves for Post-War Reconstruc-
tion.- Dealing With the repatriation of the sterling debt, Sir
'James Taylor said: India's favourable balance of accounts Increased 
very largely during the year and the consequent accretions of sterling 
facilitated the Government of India's scheme for the repatriation 
of their remaining non-terminable debt. With the steady increase In 
the net refunds by the Secretary of State, these purchases of sterling 
are resulting in an accumulation of sterling assets the utilisation 
of which has been engaging our close attention. The possession of



io

these surpluses should not only be very useful to the country after 
the war by enabling it to make purchases of outside materials, which 
would be necessary for post-war reconstruction, but should also, by 
putting it in a position to make such purchases, help most materially 
in international post-war reconstruction.

(The Times of India, 15-8-1242.)

Hindu’s Comnenta.- Commenting editorially on Sir James Taylor’s 
speech, the Hindi in its issue dated 14-8-1942 says :

ftSir James Taylor referred to two outstanding phenomena which are 
occupying the attention of the Bank authorities, namely, the sharp 
rise in prices and the problem of disposal of the steadily acunuaulating 
8 ter ling balances.... It Is notable that the Indian authorities have 
been less successful than others to beep the inflationary tendency in 
eheek. Thus while the cost of living index for Bombay City rose by 
32 points between August 1939, and January 1942, the British index 
showed a rise of 27 points, the American index rose by 10, the Canadian 
by 12 during the same period. Wholesale prices have risen similarly, 
the rise in India being much more steep than in other countries. Sir 
James Taylor is of the view that the sharp rise in prices in India is 
not due to eurrsnev expansion,but that both rise in prices and currency 
expansion are the "unavoidable" result of the large purchases of goods 
and services being made by the British Government in India.,... A much 
more important factor accounting for the rise in prices is the failure

W the situation created by war
conditions......... The problem of price control is thus related to the
wider problem of expansion of production and improvement of trans
port facilities and the system of dis tri tut ion as a whole. Above all, 
it is not the case that currency expansion has had no effect on prices?

”ln his speech Sir James hinted at reserving the sterling balances 
for use after the war to make purchases of materials which would be 
necessary for post-war reconstruction. We have had occasion to point 
out the dangers in keeping our reserves in a currency like the sterling 
which is liable to depreciate during and after the war. The best 
course would be to convert our foreign balances into useful assets 
either by using them for the purchase of aueh assets in India belonging 
to non-Indians or by using them for purchasing machinery, etc., from 
abroad for starting new industries in India. It would be an in
excusable waste of valuable national resources if the Government 
did neither of these, but utilised our foreign balances for purposes, 
which might afford temporary relief to the budget or the exchange 
but would not add to the national capital of the country.'"

(The Hindu, 14-8-1942.)



SOdAI IWSWRAWCB //

Working of the Workmen*3 Compensation Act in C.P.
“ Barer la 1940.* ,y

and

Accidents anil Compensation.- There were 26 deaths, 68 eases 
of permanent disablement and &46 cases of temporary disablement In 
respect of which compensation was paid. The amount paid In respect 
of the above accidents were Rs. 12,830-0-0; Rs. 9,840-13-8; and 
Rs, 6,429-13-0. Ho cases of payment of compensation to occupational 
diseases arose during the year under review.

* Government of the Central Provinces and fierar. Report On the
Administration of the Workmen’s Compensation Act (VIII of 1923) in 
the Central Provinces and Ssxx Berar during the calendar year 1940. 
Nagpur: Government Printing, C.P. and Berar. 1941. Price Annas six. 
pp.9.z



Indiana An Ratal In 194H 
Report of Ffepffietor of Indian Immigrants in Ha tai.

High Incidence of Unemployment.- Attention is drawn to the 
high incidence of unemployment among the Indians in Ha tai and to the 
problem of finding jobs for the better educated young men among them 
in the Annual Report of the Protector of Indian Immigrants, Ratal, for 
the year 1941. Of 40,928 adult male Indians in the province, about 
26,000 are listed as employed (6,500 in the sugar industry) and a 
number of others are stated to be farming on their own or earrying on 
their own trades. There are stated to be many destitutes among the 
unemployed. Clerical work and work as teacher's in Government schools 
is what most of the young men from the schools and the Sastri College 
want, but there are not jobs enough to go round.

Education of Indian Children*- The schools provided for Indian 
children are such below the number required. Of the 123,645 children 
in the colony,-28 ,839 are listed as attending Government and Government- 
aided schools .

Vital Statistics.- The health of the Indians in Natal was 
during the year. The birth rate was 48.32 per thousand and the death 
rate 13.11 — both figures comparing favourably with those for the 
previous ten years.

Report observes that their housing accommodation was still very poor.

(Unofficial Note issued by the Principal 
Information Officer, Government of India.

Proposal for Expropriation of Indian-owned Lands by Durban 
Itonjclpalityt Indian Opposition to Measure.

A Joint Council of Action, representing ten Indian and European 
organisations, with the Rove Satchell, head of .Ind^an^Misslons, Church 
& England, as Chairman, has been specially forineiTTsooppose the Durban 
City Council’s proposals, involving expropriation of 1,095 acres of 
Indian«-owned land, to co-operate with the authorities to provide 
adequate housing to Indians and to remove the bad slum conditions 
under which Indians live at riverside and other areas .

The Council of Action, in a memorandum to the Minister of Public $ 
Health,"opposes on moral and practical grounds the expropriation proposals 
It refers to the instance of purposeful neglect to use £60,000 set aside 
for Indian housing £or the City Ociunell by the Union Government in 1928 
in terms of the Capetown Agreement. The proposals awaiting the
Minister's consent involves axpaz expro^riatj.pB. of mosques, temples, 
orphanages, schools and cemeteries. that expropriation
of places of worship and sacred properties constitute a sacrilegious 
act. "No Indian-owned land shall be acquired and allocated for 
European or c A loured housing schemes nor for resale to Europeans or 
coloured people,unless Especially required for roads and essential 
services. It urges the City Council to proceed with the improvement 
and cleaning up of^areas in question/ij £rovj&g its'bona f ides’ and to



mak&£ a beginning for .provision of Indian housing on its considerable 
unoccupied, holdings injareas in question.

A mass rally was convened by the Joint Council on 16-7-1942 In 
Durban City Hall to obtain public confirmation of the action taken.
If the Ministers’ consent is given, the Joint Council proposes 
instituting a ’hartal'. Resort to non-coperation, if necessary, is 
also being considered.

(The Bombay Chronicle, 7-8-1942.)

Government of India Relaxes Ban on Indian Emigration to Ceylon.

During the last week of August, 1942, the Associated Press of 
India reported that provisional arrangements were reached between 
the Government of India and the Ceylon Government as a result of which 
the Government of India's ban on the emigration of Indian labour' 
to Ceylon will be lifted from 1-9-1942 and that a fresh Indo-Ceylon 
agreement will be negotiated after the war. The same message 
stated that Ceylon will withdraw the existing anti-Indian laws and 
agree not to undertake any new legislation of this eharaeter.

Ceylon official circles, while confirming the^arrangeraents 
for lifting the ban on Indian emigration to Ceylony^ointed out that 
lifting of the ban has not the consent of the Ceylon Governments 
that i* i» limited, to unekllled labour now in Ceylon and that there 
Is going to be no general cancellation of the ban on emigration.
They also expressed surprise at the statement that Ceylon "will 
withdraw the existing anti-Indian legislation and agree not tu 
undertake any new legislation of this character" . They emphasised 
£hat there is in fact .no "anti-Indian legislation" in existence 
In Ceylon. Therefore, It is ^ointgd out that the question of the 
withdrawal of such legislation not arise at all.

Towards the close of the month,the Government of India announced 
through a Press Kote Its decision to relax with effect from 1-9-1942 
the prohibition of the emigration of unskilled labourers to Ceylon,so 
far as it affects labourers now In Ceylon. The effect of the ban on 
such labourers has been that, since its imposition three years ago, 
they have been prevented from paying their normal visits to India, for 
social and domestic purposes, for fear of not being allowed to return to, 
their employment in Ceylon. The uncertainty about employment in Ceylon, 
which was the reason for the ban being imposed, cannot be considered 
to subsist, in wartime, when practically all Indian labour in Ceylon 
is employed on work essential to the war effort. The Government of 
India is therefore of opinion that there Is no justification for eon- 
timing to place any obstacle in the way of labourers wishing to pay 
their normal visits to India. The prohibition will continue to operate 
as heretofore in regard to labour not already In Ceylon.

( The Statesman of 25 and 29-8-1942 
and the Hindu of 25-8-1942.)



agriculture

Rural Reconstruction in Mysore State:
A Five-Year Plan'Adopted.-------------

Review of Past Work.- With a view to enlarge the scope of 
the work of the village pancha^at administration which was till then 
confined, in most cases, to measures of village sanitation, and with 
a view to concentrate and co-ordinate the efforts of the several develop-

ment departments in villages, the Government of Mysore had issued 
certain instructions on 9-5-1956 for organizing concentrated propaganda 
in selected villages. In pursuance of these instructions, two or three 
villages at a time are being selected in each taluk for concentrated 
propaganda and the progress made in such villages is being reviewed 
every half year. The work was commenced in June 1936 .in 182 villages 
and the number has now reached 264. It was no doubt intended 
that the improvement works done in these selected villages should serve 
as a model to other villages should which could adopt those methods 
easily. But experience has shown that the villages are too slow to 
adopt the methods of improvement employed in the selected villages 
and to benefit by this scheme, and the general condition of the villages 
Is still very backward and the attempts made in selected villages 
have not brought the desired result. Among the many other factors, 
the existence of party strifes and illiteracy have been iho potent 
factors against the progress of the village Improvement work.

Details of Rev/ Scheme.- During October 1941, the Representative 
Assembly unanimously passed a Resolution to the effect ’’that every 
year at least 150 villages In each district be converted into model 
villages in accordance with a ten-year plan of rural reconstruction”. 
During the dis cussio^s^ifc was replied on behalf of Government, that 
es* conversion of evory villager into a model vi 11aged involved a large 
expenditure} ®he House was, however, assured that the question of 
accelerating progress under rural reconstruction would receive the 
special attention of Government In future. It has now been decided 
to accelerate fefe© rural reconstruction activities on a wide-scale 
than at present to put into action the scheme outlined in the Government 
Order dated the 9th May 1936 into one hobli of each taluk to start 
with, so that the scheme could be put into operation In 78 hoblis 
(each hobli consists of 40 to 60 villages) in all the taluks put 
together, and to extend the scheme to one more hobli every next year. 
There are altogether 364 hoblis in the State^and within a period of 
five yearsthe- scheme will have been put Into operation intgs, all 
the hoblis.

There is a distinct advantage In selecting one entire hobli 
for concentrated propaganda as against the selection of two or three 
villages scattered In the taluk, as all the available resources, such 
as the rural water supply funds, inter-village communication funds and 
rural reconstruction funds can be pooled together and consolidated 
efforts put forth for fulfilling the primary needs of the entire 
hobli In the matter of sanitation, drinking water facilities, rural 
communications, etc. One drawback of the scheme in vogue Is that the 
initiative and direction of the improvement works depend upon official 
agency and that the scope for thsr non-official initiative Is very 
limited. It is proposed to remedy this defect in the present scheme 
by the appointment for each hobli of an honorary and trained worker 
who would reside in the J^obli^ and would assist in creating a live



interest in the villagers and in co-ordinatinp; the work of 
several departments in that hobli

Programme of Work.- T he programme of work indicated in the 
annexure to the Government Order dated the 9th Kay 1936 would be 
amplified to include formation of hobli unionas/, conferences , drawinc 
up of programme of needs of each village, etc., and the appointment 
of the hobli workers should in no way be considered to lessen the 
existing responsibility of the Revenue Officers in regard to the 
village improvement works. On (the other hand, such officers should pay 
greater attention to the selected villages and direct the workers. The 
Deputy Commissioners and the Revenue Sub-Divi&on Officers should super
vise the work of these hoblis intensively and arrange to show tangible 
progress in the execution of the scheme.

Expenditure on the Scheme.- The cost on account of the pay, etc., 
of the honorary workers , is estimated at Rs . 50,000 per annum and this 
is proposed to be met from the State funds . In the current year’s 
budget, the allotment made under "Rural Reconstruction” is Rs. 200,000, 
out of which about Rs. 50^000 to Rs . 60,000 go towards establishment 
charges and the remaining amount, about Rs. 150,000, is left for 
distribution among the various Panchayets which number about 12,000. 
Though In recent years, separate provision has been made for sinking 
drinking water wells and formation of inter-village communication 
roads, the amount which Is being allcb ted under rural recons truction 
is hardly sufficient to meet the needs of all the villages In the 
State. In addition to Rs . 200,000, Rs . 100,000 has<-been set apart 
for the rural dBive during next year (1942-43) and the sum of 
Rs . 50,000 required for the hobli workers will be met out of this 
grant, the remaining amount being utilised for intensive action to 
be launched in each hobli. The combined efforts of the official and 
non-official agency vzould create the necessary incentive and interest 
in the rural folk for regeneration of village life.

There Is money available already to the extent of Rs. 2.5 millions 
at the credit of the village panchayets and the accumulated arrears 
pending collection were Rs. 4.5 millions at the end of 1940-41. The 
object of the scheme is, by a vigorous drive on the lines outlined 
above, to convert the cash available and the arrears to be collected 
into substantial improvement works. If the scheme is successfully 
carried out, It would mean that, at the end of five years, village 
Improvement works worth nearly Rs . 15 millions (fia» 250,000 cash plus 
Rs - 4-SQ-yOQQ—a^ea-r3 and-Rs-. 150.000 of Govemmenrt—fgaarb-and" flva 
yBn-ns » ri<nni u ll-la-ga nait-ehave'be-) would have been carried
out in the villages.

(The Mysore Saza Information 
\ Eulletin, July 1942.)



PROFESSIONAL WORKERS, SALARIED EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC SERVANTS

Pensions Fund Scheme for Secondary School Teachers In Bombay. X

The Government of Bembay has directed that pension and gratuity 
schemes introduced in certain secondary schools before 1*6-1939 should 
be recognised in lieu of the Provident Fund Scheme which came into effect 
on that date. A grant-in-aid will be £aid with effect from the current 
year on the school management’s contributions towards such schemes, 
subject to the following conditions:

The rules of the Pension Fund scheme must be approved by the 
Educational Department. The management’s contribution to the scheme 
mst be paid every year before March 31. The Pension Fund accumulations 
should be invested in a bank approved by Government. A teacher in a 
school to whom the Pension Fund scheme of the school applies will not 
be allowed to join the Government Provident Fund scheme unless he 
leaves the school and joins another school in which Government’s Provident 
Fund Scheme has been Introduced. Likewise, a teacher who is a subs
criber to the (fevernment *s Provident Fund Scheme in a school will not 
be allowed, <WxeavM^that school and joinltt* a school in which a Pension 
Fund Scheme is in operation, to continue subscribe to the Govern
ment Provident Fund Scheme. Lastly, the Society or the Association 
which maintains the school should be well constituted.

The Government's contribution to a Pension or Gratuity Scheme 
will not be more than one-half anna in the rupee df the salary of a 
teacher to whom the Pension Scheme applies . The grant will be payable 
In respect of teachers whose age is not less than 20 and whose pay 
is not less than Rs. 30 a month. It will not be more than one-half of 
the contribution made by the school during the preceding year and will 
be limited to one-haIf anna in a rupee of the monthly pay actually 
paid to the teacher In the previous year.

(The Times of India, 22-8-1942.X



Workers * Organisations n
21at Half-yearly Meeting between A.I.R.F. and the Railway Board!

Questions of Dearness Allowance and Provident ^und discussed. .

Questions relating to dearness allowance and the extension of 
provident fund benefits were discussed at the 21st half-yearly meeting 
between the Railway Board and the All-India Rallwaymen’s Federation 
held In Delhi on 10-8-1942, according to a communique on the meeting 
issued with the concurrence of the Railway Board and the Federation.

Keeping Railwaymen at Work In Wartime.- Opening the meeting,
Sir Leonara wilson, the Chief Commissioner of Railways, expressed his 
appreciation of the arduous work railway men of all grades had been 
performing under difficult conditions throughout the country. He 
also expressed appreciation of the undertaking the Federation had given 
to use its Influence with the men in keeping them at their posts 
during times of emergency. The staff in Assam particularly, he said, 
were working under very difficult conditions and no one was more 
conscious than the Railway Board of the strain imposed on them.
Mr. Jamnadas Mehfa, on behalf of the All-India Rallwaymen’s Federation, 
said that the Federation adhered to the resolution it had passed in 
April 1942 undertaking to use its influence with the staff in keeping 
them at their posts.

... ^®kta than referred to the agreement
reache4 'lB8'^OH’'“tT^Wl!CTray Board and himeelf regarding the grant' of 
increased dearness allowance to the staff which was published on 8-8-1942. 
He stated that the Council of the Federation had given him plenary 
powers to negotiate with the Government in this matter and it was in 
exercise of such powers that he had been a party to the agreement.
He said, however, on behalf of the Council that there should be an 
early review of the scheme to afford to railwaymen automatic relief 
•ateithe rise in the cost of living to avoid unnecessary delay and 
nerdships to the men.

Provident Fund.- Mr. Mehta asked whether information was 
available concerning the number of men who had taken advantage of 
the recant .extension of provident fund benefits on an optional 
basis to^Sipioyees with 16 years’ service and what expenditure this 
extension had involved. The Chief Commissioner of Railways stated 
in reply that in the first nine months after the introduction of the 
revised rule, about 35 per cent, of those who were then made eligible 
to join Mad taken advantage of the option. Mr. Mehta suggested that 
subscription to the provident fund should be made compulsory, but agreed 
that he would not press for it when he was told that a large percentage 
of those eligible would, in all probability, eventually exercise the 
option and join the fund. He pleaded for a liberal extension as he 
considered the pace of advance too slow. After discussion the 
phiAf Commissioner stated that he was prepared to recommend to the

Government that the benefit should be extended to those having 10 
years* service and over.

The Federation then referred to anomalies arising from certain 
railwayman being classed as inferior. It was explained that what 
was proposed was that staff with 10 years’ service and over, irres
pective of their classification oft-pay, should have the option to 
subscribe, and that it was preferable to continue the extension of



benefits on the present lines than to introduce new criteria.
Abrogation of Hours of Employment Regulations.- The Chief 

Commissioner stated that the Government proposed to issue an ordinance 
for abrogating the hours of employment regulations on certain railways 
should it be found necessary to do so in an emergency. He said that 
during the time the regulations remained in abeyance staff would be 
paid for overtime at one and a half times their ordinary rate of pay. 
The Federation in agreeing emphasized that action under the proposed 
ordinance should be resorted to only when it was absolutely unavoidable

(The Statesman and Hindustan Times, 
14-8-1942.)



SftClAL POLICY IN WAR TIME

Hours of Work

The Railways (Hoys of Employment) Ordinance, 1942 : Power to

The Government of India has gazetted the Railways (Hours of 
Employment) Ordinance, 1942, according to which the Central Government 
way, ty notification,"direct that the provisions of Chapter VIA of the 
Indian Railways Act, 1890, and of the rules made under that Chapter 
shall, for such period as may be specified in the notification, cease 
to apply to railway servants of any railway or section of a railway 
specified in the notification, or shall cease to apply to such 
railway servants or classes of railway servants of any specified 
railway or section of a railway as may be specified in the noti
fication."

While any*notification is In foree, any railway servant, to 
whom but for such notification Chapter VI A of the Indian Railways 
Act, 1890, would have applied, is employed for more hours In any 
week than the number of hours permitted under that Chapter, he shall 
be paid ml for overtime at not less than one and a half times his 
ordinary rate of pay.

(Ordinance Ho. XLV of 1942, dated 
The Gesette of India

extraordinary dated 21-8-1942, page 944.



Allowance for Lower-Paid Cant ml
it Employees. ....... ' ' .......... "

According to a Press Communique Issued by the Government of India 
on 15-8-1942, in view of the recent sharp and widespread rise In the 
cost of living, the Government of India has reviewed the adequacy 
of the relief new admissible to servants of the Central Government 
ether than railway employees.

Dearness Allowance schemes hitherto adopted by the Government 
of India vary according te provinces, but, generally, afforu relief 
ranging from Re. 1 to Rs. 4 to Government servants drawing pay up 
to certain limits, usually Rs. 30 or Rs . 4© monthly. Government 
considers that It Is now necessary te afford relief on a mere 
generous scale, and that it is desirable to adopt a scheme for 
application to all Central Government servants Irrespective of the 
province In which they may be serving. It has, therefore, decided 
to grant allowances on the scale given below. These will be ad
missible as from 1-8-1942.

For the purpose of these allowances India has been divided 
into three areas: Area A includes Calcutta, Bombay and their vicinities 
Area B comprises the following towns: Abbott*bad, Agra, Ahmedabad, 
Allahabad, Amritsar, Bangalore, Benares, Cawnpere, Dacca, Darjeeling, 
Dehra Dun, Delhi, Dhanushkodl, Hyderabad (Deccan), Karachi, Lahore,

Wadr.aa.,. wual, WAoori®, lagpur, laini Tai, ©atacamoed, 
WaBawar/^'Seona^ ■Quetta, RanoM, lawalplndi, Shillong and

Simla. Area C includes all the areas not specified in A and B above.
Fer tS®MRs. 39 wad below the rates of allowance in 

areas A, B and C respectively will be Rs. 6, Rs. 5 and Rs. 4. For 
those drawing pay above Rs. 39 but not above Rs. 100 in area A, the 
allowance will be Rs. 9. Similarly, for persons on pay ranging from 
Rs. 39 to Rs. 80 in area B the allowance will be Rs. 7, and for 
persons drawing pay between Rs. 39 and Rs. 60 in area C the allowance 
will be Rs. 6. Allowances will also be given to persons who draw 
pays up to Rs. 108, Rs. 86 and Rs. 65 in areas A, B and C respectively 
to the extent necessary to secure that they are not worse eff in 
total emoluments than those drawing Rs. 100, Rs . 80 and Rs. 60 
respectively.

(The Hindustan Times, 15-8 r1942.)/,

Increased Dearness Allowance for Railwaymen. v

According to a Press Communique Issued by the Government of 
India early in August 1942, the Central Government has had under 
review the dearness allowance at present given to railway servants, 
in view of the recent substantial rise in the cost of living.

Dearness allowance was originally given to railway employees 
with effect from September, 1940, and this was increased in November, 
1941. On both occasions the rates of the allowance were fixed after 
consultation with organized labour represented by the All-India 
Railwayman's Federation. On this occasion prolonged consultation 
has taken place and, while the Railway Board has been unable to 
accept in full the demands put forward by the Federation, yet 
agreement has been reached by both parties as to the extent of



2-/
the modifications which should be made in the present rules with 
effect from 15-6-1942. These modifications have since received the 
sanction of Government* At present those working in Bombay and 
Calcutta received J&sxxS Rs . 4-8 a month if their pay is Rs • 70 or 
below, those in towns of 100,000 inhabitants, together with certain 
selected areas, Rs. 5-12-0 if their pay is Rs. 60 or below, and those 
in ether areas Rs. 5 if their pay is Rs. 35 or below. Under the 
modified scheme, those in towns of more than 250,000 inhabitants are 
t© receive Rs. 10-8-0 if their pay is Rs. I2o or belpw. Those in other 
towns of 50,000 inhabitants and over, with the same selected areas 
as before, are to receive Rs. 8-12-0 if their pay is Rs. 90 or under, 
while those in other areas will receive Rs. 7 if their pay is Rs. 60 or 
below.

(The Statesman, 9-8-1942.) ,

Increased Dearness Allowance to Low-paid Government
Servants in C.P. z

The Government of the Central Provinces and Berar has increased 
the Quantum of dearness allowance payable to all the provincial 
government servants. The enhanced allowances will be paid on the 
following scale commencing with pay for August 1942. in Nagpur 
and Jubbulpore, allowances are to bo paid at the rate of Rs. 5 
per month fer monthly salaries of Rs. 39 and below and Rs. 7 per

- Ito. 40 and Rs. 80. In other places
in ghe province, the rates of allowance are Rs. 4 per month for 
monthly salaries of Rs. 39 and below and Rs. 6 per month for monthly 
salaries between Rs. 40 and Rs. 60. Marginal adjustments will be 
made in respect of those whose pay is between Rs. 80 and Rs. 87 in 
Nagpur and Jubbulpore, and between Rs. 60 and Rs. 66 in other places.

(Industrial Bulletin of the Employers* y
Federation of India, Bombay, dated 24-8-1942.)

Increased Dearness Allowance to Low-Paid Government Servants
———— in Mysore State ./

It is reported that the Government of the Mysore State has 
ordered x the increase of dearness allowance to government servants 
to Re. 1-8 a month all over the State. The dearness allowance will 
be payable to those getting up to Rs. 50 per month in Bangalore 
and Mysore Cities, Kolar Gold Fields and Davangere. In other places 
the allowance will be limited to those getting up to Rs. 40 per 
month. Until now, the dearness allowance paid go Government servants 
was fixed at Re. 1 per month to those getting a pay of Rs. 30 and 
less per month.

(Industrial Bulletin issued by the Employers’ 
Federation of India, Bombay, dated 24-8-1942.)^



Increased Dearness Allowance to Low-Paid Government

The Government of Bombay has revised the rates of dearaeas allowance 
granted to low-paid Government servants. If the average of the figures 
of the Bombay City cost of living index for any three consecutive 
months is 143 or above, then In regard to the month following and that 
month only, the rates of pay limits mentioned below will apply instead 
of those specified In the earlier orders s-

Bombay City: Rs. 5 a month to those in receipt of emolu
ments not exceeding Rs. 69 a month.

Moffusll: Rs. 4 a month to those In receipt of emoluments
not exceeding Rs. 4$ a month.

Government servants in Bombay City whose emoluments exceed Rs. @9 
but not Rs. 74 a month, and Government servants in the moffusll whose 
emoluments exceed Rs. 49 but not Rs. S3 a month, will be granted such 
allowance as is necessary to make their total emoluments equal to 
Rs. 74 and Rs. 33 a month respectively.

As the average of the cost of living index figures for the three 
months ending with June 1942 was 144, the above orders will be given 
effect to in regard to pay for July, drawn in August, 1942.

(Industrial Bulletin issued by the 
Employers ’ Federation of India.,
Bombay, dated 17-8-1942 .)

Way Bear Food Allowance fer Oawnpore Workers Z

Reference was made at page 2® ©f our July 1942 report to the 
grant of Increased dear food allowance to Cawnpore Industrial workers 
In the member mills of the Employers’ Association of Northern India, 
Cawnpore. It is now announced that^the allowance granted on the l©th 
July, 1942, will be held to cover cost of living index figures between 
161 and 130 *

In order to cover cost of living index figures from 181 to 2oo, 
the Association has now decided that, with effect on wages earned on and 
after 1st August, 1942, the minimum allowance which will be granted when , 
the cost of living index figure is within that range, will be on the 
basis of S annas per worker per working day which amount equals, in 
respect of a 26-day month, a minimum of Rs . 8-2 per worker (provided 
the full number of days are worked) or, in the event of there being 
*7 working days in the month, Rs . 8-7 • This minimum grant will 
benefit the lower categories of workers; the amount payable to the 
Mgha-p categories already exceeds the minimum sum above stated.
Further, should & monthly cost of living Index figure exceed 200, 
the Association will increase the allowance payable to each worker 
by a further grant of one pie per index point above 200 per working 
day, up to 220 points ©f the cost of living index figure. If
cost of living index figure rises beyond 220 then the question will 
receive further consideration. This further allowance will also be 
calculated to the nearest anna, less than 6 pies being ignored but 
6 pies or more being regarded as the next higher anna and will be



payable in respect of wages earned during a month when the monthly 
e©81 of living index figure announced by the Labour Commissioner in 
respect of the previous month exceeds 200. This sliding allowance

I will be granted additionally to the five allowances either previously 
or now intimated.

In order to clarify the position, the following table, showing the 
war dear food allowances which will operate at xx various ranges of the 
cost of living index figures (based on the monthly figure issued by the
Labour Commissioner) is published:-

•ge category Above 100 From From From From From 2oi
but not 121 141 161 181 to 220
exceeding to to to to
as 160 Jgo 200

Annas in the Rupee
ider Rs .14 2 8 8 7 Minimum 5 as. Column 6 plus
i .14 but under per worker per one pie wuta pdr
Rs .18 • 1>S 3 4 6 day (Equivalent point of increase

i .18 but under of a minimum of beyond dOO per
Rs.24. 1 2>S 3)2 5 Rs. 8/2 p.m* of worker per day

t .24 but under 26 working days. (Calculated to
Rs.80. 8/4 2/4 8/4 4 the nearest

i .3© but under anna.)
Rs .78. >2 2 3 4

b,- TfdShd up H
Rs . 18© • Nil 2)2 3

II. Cotton, Woollen and Leather ConcernsIn order to cover 
cost of li ving index figures from 1@1 to 2©0, the Association will 
has now decided that, with offset on wages earned on and after 1st 
August, 1942, the minimum allowance which will be granted when the 
cost of living index figure is within that range, shall be on the 
basis of <5*4 annas per worker per working toy which amount equals, 
in respect of a 26—day month, a minimum of Rs . 10-9 per worker 
(provided the full number of days are worked) or, in the event of 
there being 27 working days in the month, Rs. 10-15-6, (or, calculated 
to the nearest anna, Rs. 11). This minimum grant will benefit the 
lower categories of workers; the amount payable to the higher 
categories already exceeds the minimum sum above stated. Further, 
should the monthly cost of living index figure exceed 200, the 
Association will increase the allowance payable to each worker by 
a further grant of 1.4 pies per index point above 200 ^mr working 
day, up to 220 points of the cost of living index figure. If the 
cost of living index figure rises beyond 220 then the quest*or 
will receive further consideration. This further allowance will 
also be calculated to the nearest amna, less than 6 pies being 
Ignored but 6 pies or more being regarded as the next higher anna 
and will be payable in respect of wages earned during a month when 
the monthly cost of living index figure announced by the Labour 
Cosraissloner in respect of the previous month exceeds 200. This 
«lining allowance will be granted additionally to the five allowances 
either previously or now intimated.



la order to clarify tbs poeition, tbs following table, showing 
tbs war dear food allowances which will operate at aarious ranges ef 
tbs cost of living index figures (based on the monthly figure issued 
by the Labour Commissioner) is published:*

Wage Category Above 100 From From From From From 201 to
but net 121 141 191 181 220
exceeding to to to to 200

120 140 160 180■ -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Annas In the Rupee

Under Rs. 19 2 4 5 7
MngNmERs.19 but under 

' Rs.25. 3 4 5>fe Minimum 6>fe as. Column 6 plus 1.4
Rs .25 but under Rs.32/8 l 2$ 5 per worker per pies per point of
Ra .32/8 but under Rs .40 3/4 2/4 374 4^4 day (Equivalent increase beyond
Rs .40 but under Rs .59 2 3 4 of a minimum of 200 per worker
Rs .59 but under Rs .75 7^ 2 3 4 Rs .10/9 p.m. per day.
Rs.75 and up to RS .190 Nil 2>fe 3 of 26 working (Calculated to

days.) the nearest
anna/.)

(Notices Nos. 49 and 50 dated 11-8-1942 
issued by the Employers * Federation of 
Northern India, Cawnpore.)

Increase of Dearness Allowance to Low-Paid Government
Employees in ^lnd ■> ———.

In view of the recent sharp rise in tbs eost of living on account 
of the War, the Bovemment of Sind has considered it necessary to 
afford greater relief to its low paid employees on a scale more 
generous than the scheme now in force. From 1-8-1942, the dearness 
allowance will be admissible at the following rates :-

In Karachi Urban Area - To those drawing emoluments less than 
Rs. 86, Rs. 6 per mensem or such lower 
amount as will bring their total emolu
ments including this allowance up to 
Rs . 86, whichever is less.

Elsewhere in the Province - To those drawing dmoluments less than 
Rs. 65, Rs. 5 per mensem or such lower 
amount as will bring their total emoluments 
including this allowance up to Rs. 65 
whichever is less .

Note.- Karachi Urban area comprises Karachi City, Karachi 
Drigh Road and Malir Cantonments.

Emoluments include overtime payments, fees, pensions, special pay and 
duty, compensatory and house rent allowances^ but exclude travelling



allowance, permanent travelling allowance and conveyance allowance.
The Dearness Allowance will not be admissible during leave without 
pay or leave preparatory to retirement.

(The Sind Government Gazette Extraordinary 
dated 26-8-1942, pages 497 to 498.)/

Increased War Emergency Allowances for Calcutta Corporation 
~ Employees.

At a special meeting held on 12-8-1942, the Calcutta Municipal 
Corporation sanctioned an expenditure of Rs . 1.7 million.towards 
payment to certain categories of its employees war emergency allwwance 
and advance salariesyand opening in the city shops and depots for 
supplying them food stuffs at controlled prices. The following are 
the details of the schemes-

Advance of One Month’s Salary.- An advance, equivalent to one 
month’s pay, free from all deductions, in addition to an advance of 
one month’s pay already made, would be given to all employees of 
the Corporation drawing a salary up to Rs. 200 per month, otnex* 
than fcbe* temporary hands, to enable them to procure the necessities 
of life in the abnormal situation created by the war. The amount is 
to be recouped by twelve equal monthly instalments, the first deduction 
beftng made after the total recoupment of the previous advance. In the 
ease ofiebemr sfeaff, only those employees who had been serving 
the Corporation continuously at least for six months would be entitled 
to the benefit of the advance.

Special Allowance for Menial and Labour Staff.- The menial 
and labour staff, drawing a pay of Rs . 30 per month will be given 
a special war emergency allowance of Rs. 2 per month including the 
allowance of Re. 1 per month already granted,in addition to the present 
pay and grain compensation allowance with effect from the 1st July last.

Supply of Food Staffs at Controlled PricesPood stuffs would 
be supplied from the shops and depots proposed to be set up to all 
employees of the Corporation drawing up to Rs. 150 per month at controllej 
prices limited to Rs. 10 per person in the case of the labour and 
menial staff and limited to 50 per cent, of the monthly salary, not 
exceeding Rs. 50 per person per month in the case of other employees.

(The Amrita Bazar Pa tri ka, IS 14-8-1942.)



Bmpleyment

Wartime Recruitment Policy In Indian Railways :
RftHyay Board's Orders,

The RailwayEoard had under consideration methods of ensuring 
that those who render war service in the present war, especially 
those In flailway military units, will, at the end of hostilities, be 
able to take advantage of any preference which it is decided to 
accord them in obtaining railway employment. The Board has decided that 
all future and existing substantive vacancies in non-gazetted ranks 
which are filled by direct recruitment, or by the appointment of 
temporary app employees thereto, should until further orders, be filled 
in a temporary capacity only, so that when these wa vacancies come to 
be filled permanently, preference can be given to persons with war 
service.

Provident Fund and Other Facilities for Staff taken in Permanent
VacanciesAlthough, therefore, men will be appointed henceforth only
in a temporary capacity, yet they will, when appointed to fill
permanent or provisionally permanent vacancies, be treated in the same 
way as permanent staff in respect of eligibility to subscribe to the 
Railway Provident Fund, educational assistance and notice of termination 
of service, and certificate of this eligibility should be attached to 
the first pay bill after such status is acquired. In other matters, 
sueh persons will be treated in the same way as temporary staff.

■ lOgyr ly Trffvigieaai Substantive *-
If, at any time, the provisional substantive vacancy so filled &ls- 
appears, as, for example,when a railway servant having a lien on his 
post re turns from the war or another department; or if, after the 
war the incumbent is replaced by a person with war service, such an 
employee may be retained in service against a purely temporary 
vacancy. The above privileges will then be discontinued, although 
$he service thus rendered in a temporary capacity against a permanent 
or provisionally permanent vacancy will be added to any subsequent 
service for all purposes for which temporary service counts.

Persons Recruited to Purely Temporary Vacancies .- Persons 
appointed against temporary vacancies will continue to be employed 
in a temporary capacity as heretofore and will be treated as 
temporary staff in all matters.

Communal Representation.- The rules regarding reservation 
of posts for minority communities now in force on Railways will continue 
to apply.

Shed and Workshop Staff.- Staff in workshops and sheds are now 
treated as permanent after they have rendered three years* continuous 
service, and, if they then execute a service agreement, they are 
eligible for all the concessions admissible to permanent staff. This 
procedure will continue with this difference that the agreement which 
workshop and shed staff sign hereafter, should contain a clause to 
the effeet that after the war they are liable to be replaced by men 
with war service, when their services will be terminated on the 
usual notice and that they will have no claim to compensation of any 
kind.

Apprentices.- These orders do not apply to posts of apprentices 
which may be filled according to present procedure.



Preference for Persons with War Service.- The actual tens in which 
preference is to be accorded to persons With war service when vacancies 
are eventually filled permanently is under consideration.

These orders have effect from 1bt June 1*42 and apply to all 
substantive or provisionally substantive vacancies not filled on that 
date as well as to future vacancies, if the operation of these rules 
causes difficulty in finding recruits for any particularly category 
of posts, a reference should be made to the Railway Board. J-t- jc 
obviously .deal rable that fa few exemptions as possible'AKouId be made 
and the Board would require very full Justification before accepting 
any proposals for such exemptions.

(The Railway Herald, Karach, 17-8-1942.)

Crltleism by Rajlway Workers.- The Railway Herald, Karachi, in 
its Issue of l’i'-8-194<i makes the following editorial comments on the 
new eeeruitment rules issued by the Railway Board:* This is a wrong 
method of making provision for persons with war se&viees. Bo far as 
the railwaymen are concerned, they hold a lien on their substantive 
appointments in railway service and therefore there would be no 
difficulty in their getting back, to work. As regards others, they 
can have preference for appointment after the close of the war, but 
to leave vacancies for them and make the present staff to work under 
a sort of suspense is a policy which is likely to discourage present 
staff engaged in war transport in this emergency from putting their

pereen Who feels that he would not 
get proper treatment, namely, that he would not be confirmed after 
the necessary probationary period, can have no lasting interest in 
his sejmee, and he trlesto find out jobs whore he has security of 
service. If the Railway Board is very keen on keeping a large number 
of railway posts unfilled permanently to provide opportunities ef 
sorhice to people with war services, it should go a bit further and 
amend railwaymen's service conditions in a manner as to admit employees 
who were once provided against permanent posts and are subsequently 
reverted to make room for persons with war services to enjoy all 
concessions and privileges due to confirmed men on the ground that 
they have once enjoyed them. It would amount to grave injustice to 
stop confirmations which ordinarily become due after a 32-months 
probationary period, and also refuse to liberalise rules so as to 
lessen the rigour of the sufferings of railwaymen who are doing their 
best in this great war.

(The Railway Herald, Karach, 17-8-1942.)

Keeping Labour at Work during War Time.
Statement ofBuropean Business Community

of Benga TT7—--------------

The steps contemplated by Commerce and Trade Organisations repre
senting European business and Industries in Calcutta are set forth 
in a Joint statement issued on behalf of the Bengal Chamber of Commerce, 
the Calcutta Trades' Association, the Indian Jute Mills Association, 
the Indian Tea Association, the Indian Mining Association, and the 
Indian Engineering Association. The statement says: ”Being sensible 
of the present imperative need for a united front on the part of the 
people of India and of North-East India in particular! against the 
aggressor Nations and against any interference with India's war effort



as a whole, and being impressed with the necessity, at the present time, 
of avoiding any pcs sible interference with commerce and industrial, 
employees, or with the war output of such employees, we on behalf of 
the interests we represent, hereby declare our intention of jointly 
and severally taking al^steps within our power, by combined action or 
otherwise, and irrespective of political, racial and other considerations, 
in the following directions :

(a) »f meeting, to the best of our ability, any disturbance of the 
present peaceful state of labour# (b) jointly or severally supporting and 
protecting those engaged in commercial and Industrial employments 
by encouraging the maintenance of law and order throughout the country f 
and (c) of affording to commercial and industrial employees such pro
tection as, with official assistance and co-operation, it may be
possible to give them against economic and financial distress, in 
particular by promoting measures to ensure the adequate supply and 
distribution of essential foodstuffs at reasonable controlled prices,*

(The Hindu, 9-8-1942.) Z.

Employment of Tropps in Essential Services: /

Hew amendments to the Defence of India Rules published by the 
Gov©raaent of India empower the Government to direct that troops 
shall bS employed lh any undertaking which, in the opinion of the. 
Government, is engaged in any trade or business essential to the life 
of the eowwmity. Essential services must be carried on in all 
circumstances, and where normal working stops for any reason the 
Government must take every possible step to secure their continuance. 
These amendments provide the neeessary legal cover for the employment 
of suitably trained troops for 3uch purposes.

(The Statesman, 22-8-1942.)^

Hotels and Restaurants declared Essential Services i
Madras Government's Order . J,

H.E, the Governor  ̂has issued an order declaring all services 
connected with hotels, coffee clubs, restaurants and other eating 
houses in the Madras fortress area and 24 other A.R.P. towns in the 
Presidency as essential services under the Essential Services 
Maintenance Ordinance.

(The Bombay Chronicle 28-8-1942 .)



Industrial Disputes

Prohibition of Strikes and Lock-outs Without Notice» s

In exercise of the powers conferred by Rule 81A of the Defence of 
India Rules and in supersession of the order of the Government of India 
in the Department of Labour dated the 6th March 1942 (vide page* a£ 49 of 
our March 1942 report) the Central Government has made the following 
Order, it being necessary to do so for securing the efficient prosecution 
of the war:

(1) No person employed in any undertaking shall go on strike in 
connection with any trade dispute without having given to his employer 
within one month before striking not less than 14 days' previous notice 
in writing of his intention so to do.

(ii) No employer of any undertaking shall lock-out his employees 
in connection with any trade dispute without having given to his employees 
within one month before locking out not less than 14 days • previous notice 
exhibited prominently in his undertaking, of his intention do to do, 
provided that no such notice shall be necessary while a strike exists in 
the undertaking, but a notice of the lock-out shall be sent within S days 
to such authority as may be specified by the Provincial Government either 
generally or for particular areas ©r particular classes of undertakings.

(ill) When any trade dispute has been referred to a Court of 
Inquiry or a Board of Conciliation under the Trade Disputes Act, 1929 
(VII of 1929) or for conciliation or adjudication under an order made 
underttf-Jilt/WWttt df I»«ia Rules, no person employed in any 
undertaking concerned in the dispute shall lock-out or continue to lock
out his employees, during the period from the making of the reference 
until the expiry of two months after the conclusion of the proceedings 
upon such reference •

(iv) Sub-rule (5) of rule 81A of the Defence of India Rules sball 
aPPly to the interpretation of this order.

(The Gazette of India, Part I, 
dated 22-8-1942, pages 1409 to 141O.)r



Production

of Yana to Handloom Weavers
te apply All-ifetfta s chemo.

The Scheme fox* the supply of yarn to handloom weavers drawn up 
toy the Government of India will toe brought Into force in Madras Province 
from 15-8-1942. Under the scheme the entire process of distribution 
from the mill to the consumer will toe controlled through the machinery 
of licensed dealers and the sale of yarn toy anybody other than a mill 
or a licensed dealer will be strictly prohibited. With effect from 
15-8-1942 no person other than a person acting on behalf of a cotton 
spinning mill, shall sell, store for sale, or conduct any business 
in cotton yam unless he has a license In the prescribed form issued 
by the Px*ovlncial Yarn Commissioner. Ko such licence is necessary 
for a person selling, storing for sale, or carrying on business in 
cotton yarn spun by him or the members of his family.

(Prdss Mote No. 157 of the Development
Department, Government of Madras, dated 
3—8—1942.)

Development of Mineral Resources ?
Appointment of Advisory Committee to Utilisation Branch of
"" Geological Survey.of India . \

Reference was made at page 33 of our May 1942 report to the 
appointment of a Utilisation Braneh of the Geological Sux*vey of 
India. In order to help In the successful development of the 
Utilisation Branch and to ensure that its work is fully explained 
to non-officials in India, the Government of India has now decided 
to form an Advisory Committee to advise on problems connected with 
the work of the Braneh. The duties of the Advisory Committee mill 
be - (a) to consider any reports submitted by the Utilisation Branch 
wWeh Government decide to lay before the Committee and to advise 
Government on the further measures to be adopted; (b) to suggest 
to Government matters to which they consider the Utilisation Branch 
should devote its attention; and (c) to give Government adfice 
on any other problems connected with the Utilisation Branch which 
Government may lay before them.

The Committee is to X« consist of 16 official and non-official 
members with the Labour Member, Government of India, as Chairman.

(The Xmxmxx Gazette of India, Part I, dated 
8-8-1942, pages 1357 to 1358.)



Pood Supply a/

Restrictions on Closure of Shops trading in
Essential Articles. ' ' ' " '--------- ... -------- v

The Government of India has ma amended the Defence of India 
Rules sp as to add a now Rule SID dealing with shops trading in 
essential articles. According to this Rule, a District Magistrate, 
if he considers it necessary for the purpose of maintaining supplies 
essential to the life of the community may, by general ©r special 
order and subject to the provisions of any law for the time being 
in force relating to shop-hours, require the proprietor of a shop or 
restaurant to keep open the shop er restaurant for the conduct of the 
essential business thereof during such period or periods as may be 
specified in the order. So proprietor of a shop or restaurant shall 
close the shop or restaurant on the occasion of a hartal or in contra
vention of any order issued by the District Magistjftie• If a shop or 
restaurant is closed in contravention of these provisions, the District 
Magistrate or any person authorised by him by general or special order 
in this behalf may cause the shop or restaurant to be opened and the 
essential business thereof to bo carried on through such agency as he 
may think fit and at such prices as may bo specified in the order, and 
may use or cause to be uaod^all such force as may be necessary for 
the enforcement of this JBNB&de. In case sale takes place under 
orders of the District Magistrate and through his agency, all stock- 
in-trade relevant i© the essential business thereof may be acid or 
mpHHET of by-tW through which the essential business is
carried on, and there shall be paid to the proprietor of the shop 
©r restaurant a sum as representing the proceeds of the sale or 
disposal of such stock-in-trade less the amount of the cost of 
carrying on the essential business of the shop or restaurant.

( The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 7-8-1942: pages 917 to 918.) S*

I



1st Meeting of Food Advisory Council, New Delhi,-----------g<. &nd.

The first meeting of the Food Advisory Council set up by the 
Government of India (vide page 41 of July 1941 report) was held on 
24 and 26-8-1942 under the Chairmanship of Sir Jogendra Singh, Member 
for Education, Health and Lands, Government of India. The fen following 
are some of the more Important points emphasised by Sir Jogendra 
Singh in his opening speech at the meeting:

General Food Position: No ground for Immediate Anxiety.- Reviewing 
hhe food position in the country, Sir Jpgendra Singh said that the 
pr^hjem for the meeting to consider was how to meet the requirements 
of Indian population and of the fighting forces, particularly in view 
of the shortage of rice ranging round 2,200,000 tons, as the result 
of the closing down of the supply from Burma and bad harvest* in some 
areas. It was anticipated that an additional 860,000 tons of rice 
would be produced as the result of Government's campaign and other 
measures, and that the deficit in 1943-44 would be reduced to 1,100,000 
tons, provided they continued to be favoured to the end of the season 
by the monsoon, as hitherto. WXhw Wheat production would be increased 
by about 460,000 tons, as the result of the production drive, and 
there would be no deficit in 1943-44. The wheat position has been 
aggravated at present by transport diffieulties and the natural 
tendency of the producer to hoard the surplus. * There can be no 
scarcity in the towns, if we can coax the hoarding into the market. 
SlMCim-da-of a shortage. The early rice crop 
will be coming into the market, and should give 9,000,000 tons.
This will be follwed by jowar (6,500,000 tons), bajra (2,500,000 
feme I awd maise fa ,000,00© tons). We should get 11,000,000 tons of 
these three crops . Thus, whatever the prospect mfy be from January 
to March, 1943, for wheat, and March to August, 1943, for rice, 
the present position ought not to be one of much anxiety ?

Efforts to Stimulate Food Production.- Reviewing the efforts 
made be stimulate food production, Sir Jogendra Singh said that from 
the fund created by the levy of an additional duty on imports of raw 
cotton, the Government of India had made grants to four Provinces and 
three States in respect of lands diverted from cotton to food or fodder 
crops. He added that all applications for grants would receive 
favourable consideration up to the extent of the funds available.
Giving figures, Sir Jogendra Singh said it was anticipated that 
5,000,000 acres of land under short staple cotton and raw jut© «ould 
now be used for raising food crops. There were about 105,000,000 
acres of land described as culturable waste.

Protecting the Cultivator: Measures to prevent Serious Fall 
in Prices.- Dealing with the need to^»robecVl;Iie cultivator from the 
ill effects of serious and sudden fall in prices, he said that the 
Government of India accepted In principle the recommendation of the 
Food Production Conference "that they (the Government of India) should 
buy sufficient quantities of foodstuffs both In the Provinces and 
States to prevent a serious fall In prices.” This however, he said, 
was only the more Imnedlate of the questions . The Council had also 
to face the question: what would be the position of the cultivator 
after the cessation of hostilities and what steps should be taken 
now to save him from the disaster which swept over the countryside 
after the lest war. The problem of priceccannot be separated from the



33
problem of production, nor can prices be divorced from the volume 
of money in circulation at any time. Any change in the reward of 
labour in terms of money cannot fail to affect prices. When a larger 
vblume of money is in circulation, the purchasing power of goes
down, and the consequence is a rise in prices . Other factors in
escapable in war have accentuated the position. This vital factor 
should always be taken into account while controlling the prices of 
agricultural xaxau commodities} otherwise control of prices will have 
adverse reactions on the agriculturists’ willingness to grow more 
food.

Meed for Planning.- Concluding, Sir Jogtodra Singh said that 
while tBS fowl situation did not furnish any immediate ground for 
anxiety, he did not want to create the impression that all was well.
He saids "We may at any moment be faced with scarcity in particular 
areas, on account of trade ceasing to function, further curtailment 
of transport facilities, and an increased demand for the defence 
sdrvices. I would, therefore, earnestly request this Council to 
approach the problems in the full realisation of these grim possi
bilities . We have no alternative but to plan ahead to meet our 
changing and increasing requirements."

(The Times of India, 26-8-1942.)

The more Important of the decisions reached by the Council 
are briefly noticed below i

After examining various suggestions for Inducing 
cultivators to give up hoarding, the Council felt that price control 
should be continued in the present circumstances but with the following 
modifications, with a view to ensuring free sales of all the available 
produce by the cultivator’s and dealers

(1) Priee control should cover all the staple food grains which 
are competitive, regard being had to their normal price parities, the 
rising costs of production and other factors that govern price with 
the object of giving the grower a fair deal.

(2) A single agency should purchase the requirements for the 
Army and the deficit areas and such agency should have the monopoly 
of available wagon supplies for the in ter-provincial movement of 
foodstuffs.

(3) Control should be extended to retail prices by way of laying ■ 
down permissible margins in different areas.

The Council also recommended that data regarding the approximate 
quota of foodstuffs to be moved from one region to another may be worked 
out in the light of the food position in the oounfcgy as a whole for 
the information of the War Transport Department w«§Mshould be requested 
to arrange their wagon allocation programme on the basis of such data.

Distribution of Food Purchases for Defence Services.- In view 
of the large scale purchase"of foodstuffs for the defence services, 
the Council recommended to the Defence authorities to examine the 
feasibility of distributing their purchases over a number of surplus 
regions with a view to relieving pressure on transport and also to 
purchase a portion of their requirements In those areas where, due to 
the suspension of normal transport and trade facilities as a result of 
the Defence strategy or because of their vulnerability to
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action,, surpluses are likely to accumulate.

Stimulating Food Production.- In order ±k further to increase 
the total area available for food production, the Council decided to 
request the Provincial and State Governments to examine the extent 
of old fallow lands lying idle, to investigate the causes of their 
being abandoned by cultivators and to take necessary remedial measures 
and steps for bringing them under cultivation. The Council decided to 
appoint a sub-committee to examine all the available sources of 
manure with a view to their fullest possible utilisation and, pending 
such examination, decided to recommend to the Provincial and State 
Governments to encourage compost making, to ask major municipalities to 
convert town refuse into fertilisers and to purchase and distribute oil
cakes amongst cultivators at concessional rates. The Council considered 
the growing scarcity of vegetable and eggs in the country and decided 
to request the Provincial and State Governments to organise a planned 
drive to encourage the production of vegetables on u all available 
spare strips of land in the vicinity of urban areas by prevision of 
such concessions as free distribution of seed, reduced water-supply 
rates, etc., and to make suitable arrangement for their disposal.
It was also suggested that Provincial and State authorities khould 
take steps to ensure regular supply of milk to urban areas and to 
remove all restrictions such as octroi duty and other local imposts 
which impede the free movement of milk into cities.

Improvement of Transport Facilities.- The Council considered the 
trena|KWPt «it«ation is tiw country which was becoming increasingly 
more SiTficult and to relieve the situation decided to recommend that 
the Provincial and State Governments should be moved to take steps 
systewaatteblly to organise indigenous means of transport such as 
bxllock carts and country boats for facilitating the internal and 
long-di3 tance thaulage of goods tuffs - the long distance haulage 
being arranged by a continuous and point-to-point bullock cart 
transport service.

Raising Crops in Plantations.- The Council decided to enquire 
of the plantation estates^, owners whether they have taken steps to 
utilise the available land in their estates for increasing food 
production. In their opinion it was not necessary at thi3 stage to 
promulgate an order on the lines of the Ceylon Pood Production Order 
(Estates) requiring the plantation estates to devote a prescribed 
proportion of the cultivated land to the production of foo4 crops.

Statistics.- To facilitate the collection of information regard
ing the progress of ’’Pood Production Drive” , the Council decided to 
request the Provincial and State Governments to prepare and maintain 
graphs showing the increase in the area under food and fodder crops from 
year to year, taking the acreage under such crops in the three# pre
war y»ars as the basis.

(The Hindu, 29-8-1942. )w
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Control Measures

Extension of Madras Houae Rent Control Order, 1941. S

In March 1942, the Madras Houae Rent Control Order, 1941, was 
extended to the whole Province except the city of Madras . In view 
of the reports from certain areas in the Madras City of profiteering 
ip houae rents by owners ©f residential houses, the Government of 
Madras has now decided to extend the Control Order to the City also.
It has been brought to the notice of the Government that profiteering 
in rents Is not confined to residential buildings only, but is prevalent 
also in the case of buildings used for storage accomnodlation. The 
Government has, therefore, decided that rents for sueh buildings 
should also be controlled, and has accordingly issued the Madras 
Godown Rent Control Order, 1942. The Order is on the same lines as 
the House Rent Control Order and will apply to all areas in the 
Province.

(Press Hote Ho. 171 dated lfi-8-1942 
issued by the Development Department, 
Government of Madras.)^

Bombay Kerosene Licensing Order, 1942

The Bombay Government has in view ©f the acute shortage of 
lc#rci6E» in thB province and the consequent development of profiteering 
and other practices, promulgated the Kerosene Licensing Order,
1942, which extends to the City of Bombay and the Bombay Suburban 
District. The Order prohibits the sale or shortage sf for sai« 
of kerosene except under licence.

(The Bombay Government Gazette
Extraordinary dated 51-7-1942, 
pages 291 to 292.)+.

Supply of Coal to Public Utility Concerns s 
Duty of Controller b?~"CoaT Supply .*"

In view of the difficulties experienced in obtaining transport 
for the supply of coal, the Government of India appointed a Controller . 
of Coal Distribution some four months ago with headquarters in Calcutta 
with the object of regulating the distribution of coal in the best 
interests of the country. Defining the duties of the Controller, a 
press communique issued by the Government of India on 14-8-1942 says :

The Controller is responsible for deciding the order of priority in 
whieh the coal has to be despatched, and his functions include the 
granting of priority for all shipments of coal, naval coal, loco 
coal for railways, all Government requirements, requirements of •' 
public utility concerns, and of the iron and steel industries. The 
Controller is also responsible for the allotment and control of 
wagons normally classified under ’’public” .

( The Times of India, 12-8-1942. )-»•



Belief of Overseas Evacueest 
Government oflndla setup Special Fund.w^'

Provincial Governments, local Administrations and public charities 
have contributed generously to the relief of refugees and evacuees who 
have arrived in India, and have done much to meet their iaanediate needs 
But txie circumstances in which they have left their houses ouaside 
India are sueh x that assistance will continue to be needed for some 
time to come, though, it Is to be hoped, on a diminishing scale* A 
special fund known as the Indian Overseas Evacuation Relief Fund has 
therefore been set up by the Indian Overseas Department of the 
Government of India, with the aid of a grant of Rs. 500,000 from the 
Viceroy’s War Purposes Fund, for ,the purpose of affording assistance 
to non-official organisations engdged in relief work to evacuees. 
Applications for grants from this fund have to be submitted through 
the Provincial Government or local Administration concerned and have to 
be accompanied by a statement ax of the work done and an estimate, 
with Information in support of probable requirements.

The grants so far made from or through the Indian Overseas 
Evacuation Relief Fund include Rs. 10,000 to the Marwari Relief 
Society and a like amount to the Governor of Orissa, and a sum ofxSw 
Rs • 150,000 for the supply of immediate needs of evacuees arriving 
on foot on the Assam border. Smaller grants have also been made 
direct from the Viceroy's War Purposes Fund for the provision of 
amenities and necessities for evacuees who are accommodated in 
camps in Mount Abu and in Bharatpur State.

(The Statesman, 27-8-1942.)



Kva.c**f ; Employment secured by Labour Tribunal. J

The national Service labour Tribunals in the Provineesare maintain** 
Ing register* of technical personnel evacuated, from Burma, Malaya and 
other Mas tern countries with a view to securing employment for them.
So far 37© such evacuees (mostly from Burma) have registered themselves 
in Bengal, 92 in Madras, 54 in the Punjab and N.W.F.P., 31 in the U.P.,
25 in Bombay, 7 in the C.P. and 4 in Bihar and Orissa. The Bengal 
Tribunal has so far secured employment for 91 evacuees, nearly 35 per 
cent, of the number registered in that Province. Madras comes next 
having secured employment for 20, nearly 22 per cent, of the evacuees 
registered thews. The Punjab and N.W.F.P. Tribunal has secured employ
ment for Severn evacuees, the Bombay Tribunal for two and the C.P. and 
Berar Tribunal for one.

(Unofficial Note issued by the Principal 
Information Officer, Government of India, 
on 19-8-1942.)

Transport Freblems

PossiMUtles of lacresaed Traffic by Country Craft
the West Coast of India> Government of India orders

The Government of India has deputed Dr. H.T. Sorley, I.C.S., 
and MS MWilar Mhekial iallubhai to investigate the possibilities 
of increased traffic by country craft on the west coast of India 
between Karachi and Cochin in order to relieftthe pressure on railways 
and to supply the necessary commodities to the coastal tract and the 
areas within easy reach of the coast by roads.

(Press Note No. 781 dated 13-8-1942 
issued by the Director of Information, 
Bombay.)

Other areas in which water transport has possibilities are in 
Bengal and Assam and the Regional Transport authority, which is 
already acquainted with this problem is being asked to Investigate 
the possibilities of a larger use of rivsrcraft for transport In 
these two provinces. As regards the rest of the country, water 
transport is largely ruled out as of inconsequential importance in 
the scheme of war transport.

Road Transport.- As for road transport, the present position 
is that the majority of vehicles are already being used by the 
various authorities for war work and that the first problem is to 
rationalise the use of these vehicles. The existing conditions have 
created confusion as one authority cuts into the sphere of another in 
using motor vehicles. It is proposed, therefore, to appoint pro
vincial controllers of motor vehicbs so that they may have full 
knowledge of the vehicles operating in their area and help their 
distribution between various activities in the most effective and 
economical way. This plan of rationalisation will also enable the



Central Government to know the number of vehicles available in eaeh 
area which are in surplus to the requirements of war work ana which 
could be used when and where required.

Rail Transport.- It has not been found possible, however, in 
view of the shortage of petrol and tyres and exigencies of the military 
situation, to develop road transport, in any area to the extent that 
it may relieve railways entirely of their burden. The main problem of 
war transport is a better turn-round of railway wagons and the War 
Transport Department is busy dally contacting port authorities, military 
authorities and Supply officials to see that no delay occurs in un
loading wagons. The War Transport Department is busy in consultation 
with the Railway Ssaxxd Board with devising plans for further improving 
the rate of turn-round of wagons.

(The Times of India, 8-8-1948.) 4.

Motor Transport Committee appointed by Government of Madras.

The Government of Madras have decided to constitute a committee 
to advise them on the following points: (1) In what manner the Xxnx
transport motor vehicle resources of the Province may be best con
served and devoted to essential uses and whether it is advisable to 
compel the conversion of lorries to producer-gas In view of the 
difficulty in getting tyres, and (2) the rules which should be made 
applicable to the use of producer-gas plant on private motor cars 
»*- (a) to ensure the safety 
and convenience of the general public and of other road users, and 
(b) to ensure, In the general interests of the defence of India in 
the present war situation, that there is no undue or avoidable waste 
of the country’s motor vehicle resources.

The Chairman of the Central Traffic Board will be the Chairman 
of the Committee and Mr. T.A. Varghese, I.C.S., Secretary to the 
Central JftsMxd Road Traffic Board, will be the Secretary of the 
Committee.

(The Hindu, 24-8-1942.)+

Compensation for War Injuries ♦
Extension of War Injuries Ordinance, 1941:

Second Amendment Ordinance. ♦

The Government of India has gazetted.the War Injuries (Second 
Amendment) Ordinance, 1942, to extend the application of the 
Original Ordinance to ’’British Subjects and Servants of the 
Crown in any part of India” •

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 8-8-1942, page 919.)^-



Liat of the more important publlcatjonarecelved In this Office during
1942 o *......

Conditions of Work.-
Annual Report on the working of the Factories Act, 1934, in 
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Bombay: G. Claridge & Co., Ltd., 1942.

Social Policy.- ____
Fourth Labour Conference (First Tripartite Conference) (Hdd 
at Hew Delhi on the 7th August 1942) August 1942. New Delhi: 
Printed by the Manager, Government of India Press. 1942. _
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KftTimi, LABOUR LEGISLATION I
Bombay. -

Draft Bombay Lifts Rules, 19 4 2, • r

The Government of Bombay ha a gazetted for public consideration 1he 
draft of the Bombay Lifts Rules, 1942, whieh the Government intends 
adopting* The Rules relate t© the general administration of the Bombay 
lifts Act, 1939, The Rules are to be taken into consideration by the 
Government by 17-12-1942,

(The Bombay Government Gazette, part IV-B, 
dated 24-9-1942, pages 371 to 391.)

Punjab. -

Extension of the Punjab Trade Employees’ Act to
—------------------- --------------------------------- --------------

The Punjab Government has extended the Punjab Trade Employees 
Aet, with effect from 1-10-1942>to the municipal limits of Kasur, Patti, 
panipat, Karnal, Pazilka, Abohar, Muktsar, Gujrat, jalalpur jattan, Mandi 
Bahauddfcm, Mega, Gwrg&on, Rewari, Jhang Maghiana, Chiniot, Sheiktoupura, 
Nankana sahib, Ilissar, Hansi, Mian ohannu, paiqpatt&n, galfca, Wazirabad
*»d^ d. (notification Ko. 4323-1.& L.-42/50512

dated 19-9-1942: The Government Gazette, 
Punjab, fart I, dated 25-9-1942, page 
1100.)r

Slnd.-
The Draft glnd Industrial Disputes Bill, 1942.

The Government of Sind has gazetted the draft of the Sind
Industrial Disputes Bill, 1942, which it Intends introducing in the 
local Legislature, The Bill is modelled on the Bombay industrial 
Lipputes Act, 1933} changes which have been made are those whieh 
are considered necessary on account of the peculiar industrial 
conditions of Sindm.

The Special feature of the Bill is that's tribes and lock-outs 
have been made illegal until the whole of the machinery provided for 
discussion and negotiation has been made use of. Grievances of workers 
©r any alterations in their conditions of work will be fully investigated 
and conciliation will start to function immediately a dispute is likely 
to occur. There will be a Labour Officer to look after the Interests of 
workers, and Coneiliators or Special Conciliators will be appointed for 
any particular industry or in any particular local area according to 
the existing circumstances. Prevision has also been made for the 
appointment of Boards of Conciliation, on behalf of workers negotiations 
will be carried on by their elected representatives, qualified unions, 
representative unions or ty the Labour Officer. The Bill also provides 
for the appointment of arbitrators and a Court of industrial Arbitration,

(The Sind Government Gazette, Part IV, 
dated 3-9-1942, pages 222 to 257.)



SOCIAL POLICY
Government's Labour Legislation proposals:

Views of Vice-President of Indian Merchants1 Chamber, Bombay..^

In the course of hlfri.gne.ech at the second quarterly meeting pf the 
Indian Merchants* Chamhe^helcr in August 1942, Mr. garldas Madhavdas, 
Vice-President of the Chanter, dealt with the effect on industry of the 
recent proposals of the Government of India in regard to labour legis
lation. Relevant extracts from the speech are reproduced below:

"The burdens imposed upon industry on account of social and 
ameliorative measures should be strietly limited to the capacity of 
the industry concerned to bear them. Government's present proposals 
include the grant of holidays vith pay for industrial workers, com
pulsory recognition of trade unions, provident fund facilities, etc.
The principles underlying all these measures may be sound, but as the 
Government of India themselves, on another occasion, said, "every 
gaund principle of labour welfare is not capable of satisfactory 
general enforcement by legislative enactment." industrial conditions 
during war are necessarily of an abnormal character and measures which 
are mere or less of a permanent nature should be considered only in 
normal times. It is also net desirable to oonslder piece-meal proposals 
for labour refpwm as by sueh a procedure, employers would not be in a 
position to know the extent of the cumulative burden they would ulti
mately bo called upon to bear on account of the cost of all sueh schemes.

...tti yirfMBMtfl:tf. TTiilWT* . sublets lino legislation relating 
to labour welfare are placed on the concurrent Legislative List, so 
that, both the provincial as well as the Central Legislature have power 
te maaet legislAtic® in re^»ect of matters relating to labour welfare. 
This has already led to diversity in labour standards as between the 
different provinces. Added to this, there is the problem presented by 
the Indian States, where labour standards are admittedly low. The im- 
p ora nee of securing uniformity in matters relating to labour legislation 
throughout geographical India has before now been stressed and when 
fresh proposals are under diseussion, it will not be out of place to 
emphasize thia aspect. By consultation and agreement between the 
different Province8 and the authorities of the Indian states, the 
Central Government should promote an all-india uniformity in matters 
relating to labour welfare,so that the factor of unequal competition 
caused by differential standards as between one province or unit and 
the others would not be allowed to impose a handicap on any industry 
situated in a Province, which has been more progressive in its labour 
policy."

(The September 1942 issue of the 
Indian Textile journal).



Conditions ©f Work

Wages,

Review of Wages In the Bombay Cotton Mill In du a try
during the last 30 years.

An Interesting article published In the September 1942 Issue of 
the Indian Textile Journal studies in the light of statistics taken 
from Government publications, the present wages position in the 
Bombay textile industry. The article is summarised below:*

Review of Wage Fluctuations.-* During the period from 1921 
to 19SV the ear 6//iee oflhe Government of Bombay conducted, 
six inquiries into the wages paid to the Bombay cotton mill workers. 
An examination of the statistics collected by these inquiries shows 
that the wages paid in July 1926 were the highest, as compared with 
these paid at any ether period prior to 1937. The reason is that 
'Wo-WIWWAit a dearness allowance of 70 per cent,
and 80 per cent, to time- and piece*workers respectively from 1922 
to 1933. Since July 1937, when the last inquiry into wages was 
conducted by the Labour Office, however, the wage level in the 
Industry has continuously shown a rise. By accepting the recom
mendations of the Textile labour Inquiry Committee contained in 
its interim report, the wages in the industry were raised by 12 
per cent, from February 1938 onwards. The second occasion when 
the wage level was increased was when the industry decided to 
implement the majority recommendations of the Rangnekar Board of 
Conciliation and to pay a dearness allowance equivalent to 10 
per cent, of the average wages in the Indus try to all the workers 
with effect from the month of.
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December 1939. Ihla dearness allowance was revised and placed on a 
sliding scale since July 1941, and these scales were extended, from 
time to time, In order to cover the rise in the Bombay Working Glass 
Cost of living Index Number. The dearness allowance a co or di rg to 
the sliding seals varies f rem jf Rs. 4-8 to Rs. 18-8 for a month of 
26 working days covering the variations in the official Cost of Living 
Index Number from 124 to 133.

Average Earnings in 1914 and 1942.- The figures showing the 
average Warnings of cotton mill workers based on the result of the 
inquiries conducted by the Labour Office up to July 1937 have been 
set cut in the following tabley together with the figures of earnings 
compiled by taking into account interim increases granted since 
February 1938 and the dearness allowances since December 1939.

Average Dally and Monthly Earnings of Bombay Cotton
lft'g WoiEers durfSg'fhe feiTod 16Xl~to U45.'---------

period Average Dally Average Monthly 
Earnings (26 days)

May 1914 Rs. 0 10 1 Ra. 16 6 0
May 1921 1 2 10 30 10 0
August 1923 1 4 2 32 12 0
July 1926 1 6 3 34 9 0
December 1933 1 1 2 27 14 0
©ctcber 1934 1 1 10 29 0 0
jnly - ...- 1

1
1
3

6
9 32

7
2

©
0

December 1939 1 3 9 33 6 0
August 1641 1 7 6 38 3 0
January-June 19 42 1 8 9 40 4 0
July 1942 1 13 0 47 2 0
it will be seen that the workers are getting nearly 16 per cent, 

higher wages at present as compared with those in 1926, which was the 
highest level of wages reached before 1937,

Changes In Wage Levels of Important Classes of Workers.- A study 
of the average monthly earnings of certain numerically important/ 
occupations in July 1926 and during the first six months of 1942 revedls 
the fact that there has been marked increase in the earnings of cotton 
mill workers. The relevant figures are set out in the following tablet

Occupations
Average Monthly Earnings 

( 26 days)
July 1926 

10 hours.
From January to 
June 1942 

9 hours
Rs«. a, p. -Rs:► 4. p.

Drawing tenters 33 9 0 38 5 0*
41 14 0«#

Slubbing tenters 36 2 0 41 6 0
Inter tenters 33 5 0 37 12 0
Roving tenters 32 0 0 36 11 0*

45 4 0#*
Doffcr boys 19 10 0 27 15 0
Tarwallas 24 15 0 32 9 0
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(tabl^continued)

giders
Rs.
26

& • 
SSp

P.
0

Rs.
33
40

a.
13

4
P.
0*
0**

Beelers 17 11 0 29 8 0
Grey winders 19 0 0 29 13 0
Colour winders 24 5 0 33 2 0
Two-loom weavers 47 9 0 48 15 0
Warpers 34 14 G 57 13 0
Drawers 47 9 6 55 14 0
Coolies 25 12 0 32 2 0

* single «* Double

The figures given above indicate that in certain occupations, such 
as winders, reeOirs, tarwallas, doffer boys, ete., the average earnings of 
workers have increased by more than 30 per cent, as compared with July 
1926 when the industry was paying 76 per cent, and 86 per cent, dearness 
Allmanee to time- and piece-workers respectively, if the figures of 
average monthly earnings are compiled on the basis of the dearness 
allouanee paid in July 1942, the figure in the second column of the 
above table will show a further increase of 16 per cent, over the wage 
level ettier words, the

higher by 3® per cent, as compared with the wage level of July 1926.
I® addition to dearness allowance,

*“r bonus amounting to 12^2 per cent, of
the wages

the igflhhtry
annual earnings of workers during 1941 or a bonus equivalent to 
of a month and a half in February 1942

Unlike several other Industries, the Bombay cotton mill industry 
established eheap grain shops in almost all the mills in Bombay for the 
benefit of their employees as early as in December 1939. Uniform 
prices are fixed by the Billowners’ Association, Bombay, for each 
month, and food grains and other articles are sold at these prices 
in all these shops. A number of mills in Bombay, it is reported, 
have also started canteens for their workpeople at which tea and other 
eatables are available for sale. Prices fixed for tea and other articles 
of food have been maintained at their pre-war level, y



6■ Ihltebrldl Disputes

Disputes In British India daring 1941,

recording to a coraaBiOifi dated 8-9-1942 on industrial disputes 
in British India during 1941, issued hy the Department of Labour of the 
Government of India, the total number of strikes during the year 
(including 6 strikes in progress at the close of the year) was 559 
and the number of workers involved 291,054 as compared with 522 
strikes involving 452,559 workers during 1940. The total number 
of working days lest was 5,550,505 as eenpared with 7,577,281 in 
1940. Cotton and Jute Mills accounted for 44 per cent, of the 
strikes, 7©.5 per oent. of the workers involved and 66.6 per eent. 
of the loss of working days. In 227 disputes or 65.2 per oent., the 
chief demands related to wages or bonuses. The number of strikes in 
which the workman wore successful in concessions was
186 or approximately 68,6 per oent. of the total number of strikes 
ended during the year.

wore 11 TWITByinvolving 89,907 workers and’ entailing
a loss of 888,464 working days. ioxt cones Bengal with 80 disputes

d&tailing a less ef 564,188 workii« days} 
the Punjab With 45 disputes involving 5,615 workers *nd entailing a 
loss of 89,159 working days; Madras with 28 disputes involving 
26,888 workers and on toiling a loos of 463,559 working days; the 
8.P. with 24 disputes involving 54,704 workers and entailing a loo a of 
279,205 working days; the C.P. and Berar with 19 disputes involving 
87,072 workers and entailing a leas of 884,478 working days; Bihar 
with 9 disputes involving 11,295 workers and entailing a loss of 
319,521 womig days; Assam with 7 disputes involving 2,629 workers 
amt entailing * lota of 5,056 working days; Sind with 5 disputes 
involving 448 workers and entailing a lees of 3,408 working days;
Delhi with 2 disputes involving 2,200 workers and entailing a loss of 
10,600 working days; and AJmer-Korwara with 1 dispute involving 
7,885 workers and entailing a loss of 124,305 working days,

ClheMfieatien W Industries.'*' Classified according to 
lnduemWrWP8 WWTO'o in ootton, silk and woollen 
mills involving 149,583 sorters and entailing a loos of 1,807,295 
working days; 26 in engineering workshops Involving 10,828 workers 
and entailing a loos of 158,255 working days; 17 in jute mills In
volving 55,190 workers and entailing a loss of 410,047 working days;
7 in railways ineluding railway workshops involving 22,318 workers 
and entailing a lean of 242,102 working days; and 5 in mines 
involving 4,998 workers and entailing a leas of 205,882 working 
days. In all other industries together, there were 163 disputes 
involving 48,157 workers and entailing a loss of 508,964 working 
days.

Causes and Results ofstrlkea.- of the 369 disputes during the 
year, sSI' were due to questions of wages, 55 to those of personnel
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15 to those of leave and hours of work, 9 to those of bonus and 52 to 
other causes. In 75 eases the workers were fully successful, In 111 
partially successful, and In 158 unsuccessful; 5 disputes were in 
progress at the close of the year.

proposal of Government of India to Amend the Trade Disputes Act:
Views of A.I.T*U.O. on the Proposals.■ 1 ■

The question of amending the Indian Trade Disputes Act in the light 
ef its working since 1929 was discussed by the 1st and 2nd sessions of the 
Labour Ministers* Conference held in 1940 and 1941 respectively. The 
second session cane to the following conclusions on the subject:

(1) the procedure laid down in the Government memorandum to the 
2nd session for the prohibition of strikes and lockouts during 
the period of conciliation may be adopted and legislation under
taken therefor j

(2) such legislation night include provision for the employers 
giving information to the Labour Commissioner regarding 
conditions of labour in each individual concern}

(5) telM the.jporiod of conclUaUea the status quo should be 
aaintwlnedbothby the cap layers and by the employe®*} and

(4) any consequential suggestion following on the adoption of
should be circulated to provincial Governments

for their opinion before the draft Bill is approved by the 
Government of India.

It was also generally agreed that Central Government undertakings 
and Federal Railways should, in reference to disputes arising in them, 
bo the exclusive responsibility of the Central Government, but that 
theye should be the closest liaison between any authority established 
by the Central Government for the resolution of such disputes and the 
existing conciliation authorities of Provincial Governments} and that 
in eases whore a dispute is so localised that it can be treated in 
isolation, it is desirable to utilise the machinery of the Provincial 
Government for conciliation.

Views of A.1.T.U.C«- The General secretary of the All India 
Trade“unieh Congress, Mr, N.M. Joshi, has mad© the following criticisms 
on the draft Bill recently circulated by the Government}

Controversial Mature of Legislation.- The Working Committee 4/-TU'C 
considers that the subject matter of the Bill is of a controversial 
nature and the Bill is, therefore, unsuitable for being discussed and 
enacted during war time. The Government of India, themselves, admit 
that for the purpose ef preventing strikes taking place without 
notice and preventing their continuance durizg the process of eon** 
ciliation, there is already provision made by Ordinances and Rules 
made under the Defence of India Act, and no inconvenience will be 
caused if the Bill is not proceeded with during war time. The Govern
ment of India cannot have fotgotten the controversy and excitement 
that were caused during the passage of the Bombay Industrial Disputes



Act, 1939, and some time after, though the Bombay legislation is not 
one-sided as this Billprhlch throws additional responsibilities and 
puts restrictions on the workers, without putting consequential 
responsibilities on the esployers, and exempts the Governments from 
consequential responsibilities.

yeed for Restriction on Changes in Conditions of Labour 
Working Ciomsitlee brings to the attention of the Government

.- The 
that though

the Bombay Act makes strikes without notice and during the period of 
conciliation, illegal, it throws on the employer the responsibility of 
giving notice of every change in the conditions of employment. By merely 
pyptii biting lock-outs without notice, the Government of India does not 
place employers and workers on a position of equality. To Introduce 
a ehangin the conditions of which the employees do not approve, the 
employer has net to declare a look-out. The employers who control the 
industry can introduce any change without notice and without any attempt 
at ooBqpromlae or eoneillation and f eree the workers if they do not 
approve of it to give the notlee of-w strike; as workers cannot give 
notice ©f a strike except in the last resort, the employers are placed 
ggua very advantageous position, for they can ferce a change upon workers 
unless the workers adopt the risky habit of giving notice of a strike 
whenever the employers introduce even small * changes in the conditions 
which the workers disapprove. The Working Committee hopes that the 
Government will see that this is one of the weaknesses of the provisions 
of the Bill as compared to the Bombay Industrial Disputes Act.
....... M*r*ev*r> the W©m*8 Coswaittee draw*, the attention of the
Governmbat dr ihdift tB tKl Wfft that tl» Bombay Aet plaeeg an obli
gation upon the Bombay Government to investigate into every change in 
tfceaonditioma ofsarvice, which la sought to be introduced by the 
employers and which Is not approved by the employees, with the result 
that employers will not lightly seek to change the conditions to the 
disadvantage &£ the workers without their eonsent^ag they know that 
suoh a change or such changes will be investigated into by the Government 
even though the workers may not give notice of a strike.

Lack of Government Responsibility for BBinbalMhg Cc»dj»bioas °f 
bfork, '̂ tfe BOdbay Act throws the responsibility on the feombay 
dbvernment not only to Investigate into all the disputes regarding 
conditions of service initiated either by the employers or by the workers 
but throws on $hat Government the responsibility of approving the 
standing orders framed by the esployers and also any subsequent 
changes made in^* them thereafter. In the Government of India Bill 
there is no provision for such approval by an Independent authority. 
Also.ln the Government of India’s Bill there is no obligation on the 
appropriate Government to Investigate into 4h**disputes; it secures 
<tom power to delay strikes in any industry without any compulsory 
addition to its own responsibility.

The Working Committee points out that by its proposed Bill 
declaring strikes without notice illegal and punishable, the Govern
ment of India is converting what is only a civil wrong into a criminal 
offence, which is a serious disadvantage placed upon the workers. 
Recognising this, the Royal Coiaais si on on Indian Labour when dealing 
with the previsions In. the Trade Disputes Act, 1929, making strikes 
without notice illegal even in the public utility services, observed:
"In our view the weakest point of the Indian provision is that, while 
it restricts the power of the workers in public utility services to



coerce the employers, It gives in return ne assurance that their 
grievances will receive a hearing”.

( The Trade Union Record, July 1942 
issue.)



General ID
Labour Welfare Activities in Mysore Government industrial
— eaate-» s

Mysore State Mas during the last few years advanced considerably in 
the industrial field. Several fairly large-scale concerns have been 
established, some by Government itself and some others with its help 
and guidance. With the development of industries, attention has 
increasingly been paid to labour conditions and labour welfare problems. 
Besides the adoption several years ago of a factories Act, a Maternity 
Benefit Aet and a Workmen's Compensation Act, the Government has 
recently issued instructions regarding the organisation of labour 
associations in all factories with a view to having the grievances of 
labour heard and remedied promptly. The labour welfare activities of 
some of the larger industrial concerns owned, controlled and run by 
the Government of Mysore are briefly notieed below, -in addition to 
observing all the general labour welfare regulatloimXspeel&l set of 
Working service Rules has been framed under which the workers are given 
facilities in regard to leave, provident fund, bonus on retirement, 
etc. under these rules, leave and provident fund benefits are ad
missible to all labourers. In seme of these concerns, towfiyer, 
Government has gone a step forward and extended certain other facilities 
also.

I» welfare Activities in Mysore iron and steel Workst The Mysore 
Since the

very commencement She authorities of the Works have been mindful of the 
welfare of their employees. A Town Committee was constituted in 1924

«»d W wsdical of near. Civil 
Baginoer, and sea* others representing residents as members and a 
iesl« officer as president. This OcsndLttes looked after the main** 
tenanee of huildlhgs and roads, sanitation, education, street lighting, 
drinking water supply and medical facilities all of which were provided 
ty the Works. The social amenities and needs were studied by this 
committee and the problems were tackled one by one as and when the 
finances of the Works permitted their introduction. A Welfare Department 
with a full-time officer and a Social and Welfare Committee waa con
stituted recently.

Educational and Recreational Facilities.- 6 primary schools and a 
girls',_M<!Hfi<»schodl have recently Been started by the iron and Steel 
Works and are maintained by them in different labour colonies at 
Bhadravati and at the Mines at Eemangandi and Bhadigudd as a part of 
welfare activities. Another primary school is being started this year. 
Besides these, an aided high school was established in 1938. The 
total member of boys and girls studying in the various schools in the 
row Town area is 1,322. Adult literacy classes have been organised where 
free education is imparted to grown-up illiterates. 81 adults took the 
first examination and 43 the second examination in 1941-42. The workers 
are slew to realise the importance of education and progress is there
fore slew.

Reading rooms have been opened in four labour colonies and a free 
library has been opened in one of them.

gports sub-committees for each labour colony have been formed and 
entrusted with the conduct of sports and games in the localities. The
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Works provided sport materials and ether facilities free of cost..

Dramatic troupes composed of employees of the Works are encouraged 
and facilities are provided for them to stage dramas. @pen air dramas, 
magic performances, folk dancing, etc., are arranged for the entertainment 
of the people. A radio has been installed for the entertainment of the 
public in the evenings.

(2) gedlcal Facilities.- An hospital for men near the Works and 
another for Women and children In the New Town are run by the Works. 
In-patient wards are attached to both the hospitals. A maternity ward 
is attached to the nmzm women’s hospital, at which ante-natal and

id clinics are held every week. The hospital is provided with an 
X-ray department and an amhulance oar. Medical aid is free to all 
ewlbyocs of the Works. A Medical officer visits at regular intervals 
the labour working in Mines, Tramways and in the Forests and renders 
necessary medical aid.

(2) panohayats.- petty quarrels among labourers are amicably 
settled by JSXnOhAyCT committees in each labour colony and the residents 
are advised to live amicably.

{ 4) Housing and sanitation.- The Works have laid eat a town with 
a number of'wtli-huiit and airy' cottages, wide roads, ete., on a ridge 
half a mils to the west of the factory. The houses arc of different 
types to suit the convenience of all classes of employees. Hand-flush 
lAWih^i. aM.odwiggimft..dratBUgs....Mtc been provided. Electric street

. -Saai tattem. reads and buildings, etc., 
have all been provided and maintained by the Works, only nominal rents 
urn » Ul charges are levied for Municipal
services rendered, in spite of the fact that the Works have spent 
nearly Bs. 1 million on housing they have not been able to meet the 
dpeand for houses for all the labour. A scheme for laying out mere 
labour colonies with cottages built by the Works is under consideration.
To enable sueh ef these labourers as would wish to put up temporary 
sheds the Werks have allotted house sites in three temporary labour 
colonies on a nominal ground rent and provided the eolosd.es with 
electric street lights, drinking water taps and are looking after 
sanitation and health ef the colonies.

(5) Works Service Buies.- The Government has Introduced Buies 
of Service on tfie Works according to which the employees are entitled 
to the fell owing among ether benefits (1) leave with pay fbr 14 days
for every year’s service; (2) religious holidays for 2 days in a year; and 
(2) provident fund for all employees.

(6) Co-fiperfitlon,- two buildings have been built by the Works 
and given“ever to the phadravati iron and steel Werks Co-operative 
Society, a combined credit and provision society composed of the employees 
of the Werks. The Works have also been giving help to the society in
the way of collection of dues from the members’ pay on the Works, etc*- 
A thrift deposit scheme has been introduced on the Works to enable 
employees to save their surplus earnings. Departmental debt redemption 
sesdetlee have been working in four departments of the Works, and these 
have helped cornel do rally in rescuing the workers from money lenders.

XI* KWyPg Actiydtlob in government Electric Wotory.- There is 
a smell dl^PWBBy itllWed to the paetory;as also a full time physician



fez* immediate attendance en the empleyees whenever necesaaiy. The 
sections are also provided with First Aid boxes. The institution 
runs a gperts Club, of which all the enpleyees of the Factory are 
members.

A labour association has been recently started, which is taking 
active Interest in labour welfare work. A reading room in which 
newspapers and journals in English and Kannada will be available is 
proposed te be started early by the Sports Club and Labour Association. 
Coffee is being distributed free te all the employees ef the Factory 
every afternoon. The factory authorities hope to start a canteen ef their
•™- ttKsiMwurt .•a1®'”-
other for female labour, in addition to the spacious side verandahs in the 
front of the factory are made available for purposes of lunch during 
interval and for recreation after work hours. The factory always keeps 
a stock ef household medicines and first aid remedies for emergencies 
as a first aid measure but not as a regular feature.

IV. Government Porcelain Factory.- Eight labourers1 quarters 
have been-ydhstruefced 'and tney are occupied by labour employees. 
Arrangements for medical assistance to labourers have been made. The 
doctor at vaileswaram Dispensary visits the Factory twlee a week and 
the labourers who desire to have medical assistance are asked te consult 
Mw. proposals are under consideration for the formation of a ^sports 
elub for labour employees and for the opening of a canteen witfc-ln 
Wr TTVsrt'TrT "TUOTtr -whciaacmo- food Mad ccffcc and' for providing 
ether 'smftlM.' r'"~

y. CU’EB^M^Stailkbcavigg^*- ctory ♦ - persons who are working 
in the m^PlwB!T«re^rfW*WFR»c7~T“creche has been started just 
near the factory for the welfare of the children of the women workers. 
The faetery has proposed to contribute Rs. 100 towards the expenses.

(Mysore Information Bulletin, 
August 1942.)

Labour Welfare in Mysore:
Decisions of Labour Welfare Board.

A meeting of the Labour Welfare Beard set up by the Mysore 
Government some time back wag held on 31-7-1942 under the chairman
ship ef Mr. B.G.A. Mudaliar, Gommftssioner of Labour in Mysore. A brief 
review of the decisions of the Board is given below:-

Reconstruction of Labour welfare Board.- lhe Board took note of 
the developments that nad taken place in we matter of labour legis
lation since the last meeting of the Board in November 1941 and re
commended that in view of the enactment of the Mysore Labour Act, and 
provision of conciliation machinery for the peaceful and amicable 
settlement of industrial disputes, the present Labour Welfare Board, 
constituted in October 1940, be reconstituted so as to Include re
presentatives of industrial employers, Registered associations of 
employees, general public interested in labour welfare, etc., to 
consider ail matters affecting welfare of labour.

promotion of labour Welfare scheme,- The Beard was of the view 
that a separa tees hour welfare section should be organised in the state 
Department of Labour and discussed the directions in which labour welfare



activities may be organised; the Beard recommended that the association 
of employees may be encouraged to start labour welfare activities by the 
provision of grant-in-aid te supplement the welfare schemes introduced 
by employers and that wherever such welfare measures have not been 
ergaz&sed, the Department of labour may start welfare centres. The 
Beard further recommended that the activities cf the labour Welfare 
section shculd be controlled and directed by the Coassissioner of labour 
with the advice of the labour Welfare Board and that a trained labour 
Welfare Officer should be immediately appointed to prepare labour wel
fare schemes for the consideration of the Board.

Collection of labour Statistics.- The Beard was of the view that 
the collection, compilation ana pueiieation of statistics relating to 
labour, such as, eest of living, etc., should be undertaken by the 
Department ef labour.

Starting a Mysore Labour Gazette.- The Board was of the opinion 
that the publication ef a Mysore Labour Gazette should be undertaken 
by the Department of labour immediately, in which, in addition to labour 
intelligence, proceedings relating to eases under the Mysore labour Aet 
should also be published.

(August 1942 issue of the Mysore 
Information Bulletin.) z*.



BG0M01H Q CONDITIONS

ouncil of scientific and Industrial Research:

After the setting up ef the Beard ef Solentific and Industrial 
Research and the industrial Research Utilization Committee the consti
tution of which was announced on 27-4-1940 and 1-2-1941 respectively 
(vide page 19, April 1940 report and pages 15-17, February 1941 report 
of this Office), the need was felt of a body that could co-ordinate and 
generally exercise administrative control over the work ef the two 
organisations. There is the question, also, of hem best the results 
»by the two bodies could be utilised in praotiee. it was 
urged on the Government of India that it will be of great value to 
Indian industrial research if an organisation was to be set up that 
will securej (1) That donations made by industrialists are entirely 
devoted to initiate and promote industrial research, and (2) A simple 
procedure that will ensure the work of the organisation being carried 
on as expeditiously as possible.

Council ef scientific and industrial Research set up.- The 
Governmentof In^ia is of opinion that the objects sat out above would 
be best achieved by constituting a Council of Scientific and industrial 
Research on a permanent footing. The actual administration of the 
affairs as well as the funds of the Council are to be entrusted to a 
•mnxamaenk Governing Body ef the Ceuneil constituted aeoording to the 
Rules and Regulations of the Council, which will be a Registered

»tf* W **» •»» Advisory Bodies to examine 
proposals of scientific and industrial research and to report to the 
Governing Body on the feasibility of the proposals and to advise on any 
ether question reJEsBiOd to them by the Governing Body. Tbs Governing 
Body will have the Commeree Bember, Government of India, &■ its 
president.

punotions of the Council.- The functions of tbs Council will be:
(1) to inpi®»ent the resolution adopted by the Central Assembly on 
14-11-1941 recommending the establishment of An industrial research 
fund to which Government is to make an annual grant ofj’l million 
(vide pages 25 to of our November 1941 report); (2) the promotion, 
guidance and co-ordination ef scientific and industrial research in 
India. Including the institution and the financing of speeifie re
searches; (5) the establishment or development and assistance to 
special institutions or Departments of existing institutions for 
scientific study of problems affecting particular industries and trade; 
( <) the establishment and award of research studentships and fellow
ships; (5) the utilisation of the results of the researches conducted 
under the auspices of the Council towards the development of industries 
in the country end the payment of a share of royalties arising out ef 
the development of the results of researches to those who are con
sidered as having contributed towards the pursuit of such researches;
(6) the establishment, maintenance and management of laboratories, 
workshops, institutes, and organisation further scientific and 
industrial research and be utilize and exploit for purposes of 
osporlment or otherwise any discovery or invention likely to be of 
use to Indian industries: (7) the oolleetien and dissemination of 
information in regard not only to research but to industrial matters 
generally; (8) publication of Scientific papers and a journal of 
industrial research and development; and (9) any other activities to 
promote generally the objects of the resolution mentioned In (1) above.



Advisory Bodies.- The Counoil has, at present, set up two advisory 1 
Bn& wa. mingy the Board of scientific and Industrial Research and

the industrial Research utilization Committee. These bodies will tender 
their advice to the Governing Body of the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research instead of to the Government of India. (These bodies 
were set up originally in lovember 1940 and February 1941 respectively).

Indus tidal Research Fund.- The Government cf India has decided that 
the Industrial Research Fund should be constituted by grants from the 
Central Revenues to which additions are to be made from time to time 
as money flow in from other sources. These ’’other sources" will comprise 
grants, if any, by Provincial Governments, by industrialists for special 
or general purposes, contributions from Universities or local bodies, 
donations or benefactions, royalties, ete., received from the development 
of the results of industrial research, and miscellaneous receipts.
(Resolution »©. 148-Ind. (157)/41 dated 26-9-1942: The Gazette of India 
Part I, dated 26-9*1942, pages 1544 to 1546. )r

judex Numheis of Weekly Wholesale prices of Certain Articles
In India from 19-8*19^9 to 31-12-1941.*

Since the beginning of the war, the Office of the Economic Adviser 
to the Government of India has been issuing for official use a weekly 
statement showing the wholesale prices ef certain articles in India with 
their index numbers, in view of the widespread interest now being shewn 
on the subject of price movements, it has been thought desirable that 
this price index series should be made available to the publie generally.

... •»titled "Index Numbers of weekly Wholesale
Prices of Certain Articles in India from week ending August 19, 1939, to 
Week ending December 31, 1941”, was issued on August 2, 1942.

The weekly index now issued is based on the prices of 23 important 
commodities in the following four main groups; (1) Food and Tobacco 
(Moe, Wheat, Tea, Groundnuts, Coffee, Sugar, Tobacco, and Cepra);
(2) Other Agricultural Commodities (Raw Cotton, Raw jute and Linseed);
(3) Raw Materials (Pig iron. Coal, Lae, Wool, raw, Hides,and skins, raw, 
Kerosene and petrol); and (4) Manufactured Articles ( Gotten Manufactures, 
jute Manufactures, Cement, Galvanized Corrugated Sheets and Leather).
The base period for this series of index numbers is the week ended 19th 
August, 1939. This was the last week before the war during which it 
eould be said that prices were not too greatly affected by the signs of 
the coming war. The same period has been chosen by the Bank of England 
a8 the base for their weekly index number of primary commodity prices 
(pew Series). In the absence of the results of a census of production 
or similar statistics for all the commodities included in the index it 
hag been thought advisable to assign equal weights to the commodities.

It is proposed to publish current figures in the series from time 
to time in tJmpBonthly Survey of Business Conditions in India*

* index Numbers cf weekly Wholesale PriGes of Certain Articles in India 
from Week ending 19th August 1939 to Week ending 31st December 1941. 
published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1912. Price Rs. 4 
or 6s .@d. pp. 33 4- charts.



Working Glass Cost of Living index Numbers for
parlous Centres in India during May 19 4*£ . 'X

The index number of the eost of living for working classes in 
various centres of India registered the following changes during May, 
1942, as compared with the preceding month*
Same of Centre Base = 100 April 1942 May 1942
Bombay Year ending June 1934 138 142
Ahmeds bad Year ending July 1927 99 102
Sholapur Year ending January 1928 99 104
Xagpur January 1927 88 92
Ludhiana 1931*35
Cawnpore August 1939 149 155
patna Average ©ost of living for) 

five years preceding 1914 ) 152 159
Jamshedpur Ditto 146 165
jharia Ditto 154 171
Madras Year ending June 1936 119 121
Madura Ditto 112
Coimbatore Ditto 121 122

(Monthly Survey of Business Conditions 
in India, Ray 1942.)



SOCIAL IHSPUHCE

Working of the Workmen's Compensation Apt lh Bihar m 1841. <

The daily average attendance ef persons employed in the province is 
reported t© have teen 213,839 adalts and 937 minors as eenpared with 
208 249 adalts and 1,319 adnera in the year 194©. Baring the year there 
was*no ease of permanent disablement through occupational disease.
19© persons lest their lives as the result ef aecldewts, 227 persons 
were permanently disabled and 4,319 suffered from temporary disablement. 
The total sums paid for these elasses of accidents were Ra. 106,247-0-9, 
Rs. 81,019-4-6 and Rs. 70,460-11-3 against Rs. 112,321-14-4,
Rs. 69,127-10-3 and Rs. 67,019-16-9 respectively, in the previous 
year. Of these amounts ef compensation, Rs. 103,048, Rs. 48,047 and 
Rs. 23,936 were paid through the Commissioners for Workmen's Compensation, 
for fatal accidents, permanent disablement and temporary disablement, 
respectively. The average amount paid as compensation for fatal 
a eci dents was Rs. 664 and for permanent disablement Rs. 269 as com
pared with Rs. 594 and Ra. 323, respectively, paid in 1940.

In eases of fatal accidents which came before the Commissioners 
for Workmen's Compensation about 86 per eent. ef the workmen concerned 
were receiving wages not exceeding Rs. 21 a month, in many eases com
pensation for permhucnt disablement waa settled out of court. There 
were 227 eases of permanent disablement and 206 agreements were filed.

It is reported that in the larger industrial areas like ©hanbad 
tbTa wfceae :;*<**"* i

arises. THe majority of the colliery owners now readily admit claims 
Which..SRftS* the Act and do not take advantage of the 
fgRMNfgf W CSgS igllHloe ef the workmen. The Provincial Government 
has decided that the proposal to issue a new summary ef the Aet and 
gules aad ensure wider publicity among workmen should be kept in abeyance 
until the end of the war. For the same reason they have decided that 
the Mhar Labour Department should continue on a temporary footing with 
the existing staff. The question of establishing a permanent Labour 
Department with adequate staff has been kept in abeyance for the 
duration of the war.^^

printed letter Ho. 4377-XL-135/42-Com. txnm dated 13-8-1942 from the 
Secretary to the Government of Bihar, Revenue Department to the 
Secretary to the Government of India, Department of Labour, Hew Delhi, 
on the subject: statistical returns under the Workmen's Compensation 
Aet, 1923, for the year 1941.



migratiom /8
Relaxation of B&n on Indian Emigration to Ceylont

Restricted Scope of Crdfrr. |Z

Reference was made at page 13 of our August 1942 report to the 
partial lifting of the tan on Indian emigration to Ceylon. As this 
aetlon has teen widely misunderstood, it is now explained that the 
decision does not involve the free flow of Indian labour into Ceylon.
Re fundamental change has teen made in the existing position and all 
that has happened is that the Government of India has relaxed the tan 
against emigration to Cpylon in favour of those Indian labourers who 
may wish to visit India temporarily and then return to Ceylon.

The Government of India has stated that it would not remove the tan 
until final agreement had been reached on the general question of 
Indian emigration to Ceylon and of Indian rights in Ceylon. Three 
years have passed sinse the imposition of the tan and two attempts 
am.de to arrive at a settlement have proved unsuccessful with the result 
that this question has been left over until the end of the war. But 
in spite of postponement of a settlement on the larger issues, the 
Gsvernment of India had to consider the ease of Indian labourers in 
Ceylon who wished to visit India for religious ceremonies or pilgrimage 
or to visit their relations. The existing ban on emigration of 
labour from India has deterred labourers in Ceylon from visiting 
India for fear that they may not be permitted to return to Ceylon.
It is sMted tMt waiflostlo^ Of the t»n, only to the extent that it

tbmpembMiy *»d rsturn to their
occupation in Ceylon, should not be distasteful to the Ceylon Ministers 
aa its effeet is to reduce and not to increase the Indian labour 
population lh Ceylon. The colonial authorities may or may not welcome 
the decision because it may affeet the output of plantations in res* 
peet of important war supplies, tut the Government of India felt that 
definite hardship existed and have done their part in removing it.

(The Statesman, S-9-1942.) <<£
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OBUBBia AM HMC SERVANTS

The let session ef the U.P. Press Conference was held on 31-7-1942,
Mr. S.l. Brelvl (Bditor, Bombay Chronicle, Bombay) presiding; In the 
eenrse ef the Presidential address, xr. Brelsl dealt with the conditions 
ef service ef Indian Journalists and urged then to organise thesis elves 
into unions to better their conditions. Dealing with conditions ef work, 
he pointed out:

The rights of Journalists and others working for the newspapers* 
periodicals and presses, as well as the interests of their proprietors^ 
have to be safeguarded. Mothing worth having Is achieved without organised 
effort. There are few professions in India which are as unorganised as 
that of journalism though there are, perhaps, no other groupy of non who 
work under greater and more numerous disabilities, in every country 
journalism offers at beet a precarious living to these who are attracted 
to it by its lure. Wottgh the nature of his work is enacting and the 
conditions in which he werks (much of the work being dene at night) are 
onerous, the journalist in India, except irf/few eases, is paid a meagre 
salary. And when to this is added the insecurity of tenure and the

perpetual anxiety. ’uttie
regard is paid to the effect on the health ef journalists of the conditions 
ftT "lit** *** tHankr work. The work is exhausting swing

rapidlty with which the newspaper has to 
appear and the resulting nervous tension. In nany countries, journalists 
through tfcelr organisations have bean able to alleviate their hardships' 
•nd secure the advantages of good salary for good work, satisfactory 
leave rules, Insurance against sickness, unemployment, accident and 
eld age. organised and persistent efforts can secure similar advantages 
for journalists in India. Be stressed that a powerful all-india trade 
union of journalists alone can effectively safeguard their interests. He 
urged the Conference to give duo attention to this urgent problem of 
Improving the working conditions and raising the economic status of 
journalists and workers In presses.

(The Bombay Chronicle, 2-8-1942.)



CO-OPERATION ABB COTTAGE IOTSTRIES &V
Development of Small-Scale I»iu»trle> In gJP »j

sub-C^Sjitce appointed by industrial Financing Corporation, ^z

A committee known as the industrial Financing Committee was set up 
ty the U.P. Government in 1934 to report ©n ways and means of developing 
cottage industries, the growth ef which was considerably handicapped due 
te eeaaereial banks’ inability to advance loans - particularly long-term - 
against machinery. As a result of the recommendations of this committee, 
the Indus trial Financing Corporation was established in 1938-39. Of its 
paid-up capital amounting to Rs. 300,000 nearly half has been, it is 
reported, invested in short eemmereial transactions against goods, bills 
and purlis (scrips) instead of feeding industrial concerns languishing 
for wanx Of finance. it is now felt thatyif the Corporation is to 
fulfil its central object, it should itself get into touch with industries 
deserving encouragement and support them instead of concerns applying to 
it for loans.

With these objects, the Corporation at its meeting held in Cawnpore 
on 17*9-1942 mt appointed a snb-eemmlttee consisting of the Director 
of Industries, the Registrar of Co-operative societies and Rai Bahadur 
pantit Radhelal Chaturvedi (retired registrar, Co-operative Soolotles, 
U.P., and a member of the Industrial financing Committee of 1934), to 
go into the question of selecting small-scale Industries ef the province 
which should be nursed by the Corporation.

( The Loader, 26-9-1942.)/^



sow conBiTiom cZl
Agrarian SwffleM In India; Debt Bondage; Forced Labour;

illegal fixaetlona,

$be following information about conditions of agrarian serf don 
in "various parts of India is taken from an article on the subject 
contributed by gr. Dinkar Desai, gembor, servants of India society, 
to the July and August 1942 issues of "Indian sociologist", Bombay.

System of Debt Bondage
The structure ef Indian agrarian economy is still feudal, tinted 

with the remnants ef serfdom ef the middle ages. Today there are thousands 
ef agrarian serfs in India, bound down to their masters. Forced labour 
is still a regular feature of the tenancy system in many districts.
Illegal exactions and imprest provisions are not unknown, particularly 
in Indian States. The moot prevalent form of serf labour is debt- 
bondage. in eertaln parts of India, the average agricultural labourer 
is not infrequently eespellad in times of stress to mortgage his personal 
liberty, in return fee* a small sum of money, which be may happen to 
need at the moment, he agrees to serve the man from whom he has borrowed. 
The money is net repaid, nor is it Intended to bo repaid; but the 
borrower remains a lift-long bend slave ef his creditor. For his work 
he gMOi rewlv»i. sga...i«|detB»te.<£>£. of food, and to ail intents and

a sHftMml serf< The system of
employ jug serf labour in agriculture is particularly prevalent in 

f«a*h Bihar, north Bihar, @udh,
Andhra/western m»«a, Central indie states amd the Hyderabad State.
The system is regularised to sueh an extent that it la known under a 
well-defined terminology in eaeh of those regions, it is ©ailed the 
gali system in Sujratj^gamiuti in South Bihar; janouri in north 
Bihar; Sethi in Orissa; pannial pathiram in Tamil gad; sassi-gallu 
in Andhra; Bhagela in Hyderabad; S*nwak in Oudh; Harawaha in Central 
India States; jeetha in Karnataka and Barsalia in the Central 
Provinces.

Humber of gerfe.- Be attempt has been made by Government to 
obtain the mm for of these serfs, scattered about in many provinces.
But there is good reason to believe that they are In thousands forming 
a substantial prep or ti on of the population in some districts; For *
instance, according to the investigation made by Mr. gedgwlek, I.C.S., 
in 1921, there were @7,000 serfs or Halls in Surat District.while 
their number was 7,000 in Breach.

ggggg|jf)» The settlement officer of the paiamau district in South 
BiharTouad that there were 60,000 serfs in that district, forming about 
nine per cent, of the whole population. In many regions the number 
of serf-labourers exceeds the number of ordinary agricultural labourers 
or tenants. For instance, an investigation earried on by Government 
has shown that in a village in Hyderabad State, the number of serfs 
was 87, while that of the tenants was 45. Similar was the case in many 
ether villages in the Warangal district where the system is most 
prevalent.



These figures clearly indicate that the serfs constitute a 
very gw< fleant proportion of the population in those areas where
the system prevails.

Caste ef serfs,- ordinarily, the serf-la tourers are drawn from 
among”lEe aboriginals and the untouchables. The 8 erf-owners who are 
meetly zemindars or small cultivators invariably belong to higher 
tastes. This feet clearly shows that the problem of agrarian serfdom 
in India has both social and economic aspects.

Wages.- The system leads to absolute degradation of the serfs, 
in the fir si place, the serf cannot bargain for his wages; he must 
aeeept wages that it is customary for landlords to give. It is found 
that in most eases the wages paid te the serfs are considerably lower 
than those paid to ordinary agricultural labourers. They are so low,
•ays an official report, that they are net sufficient te feed properly 
the serfs and their children, secondly, the serf, particularly in 
Bihar, never sees any money, unless it be the occasional few pies he 
may earn as palkiw-bearer in his spare time. Consequently, he has 
no eimnee of eveiql repaying the principal of his debt and becoming a 
free man again. Tne debt-bond, therefore, involves a life sentoneo. 
Thirdly, the condition becomes hereditary. Although the son is net 
responsible for his father's debt after his death, this is enly a 
legal theory which does not work in actual practice. Even supposing 
that the son ef a serf is not hold responsible for his father's debt, 
a new debt is auwya doatraeted e« behalf of the son ©nnwoaslon of

work it not guaranteed by the meter, and no food is supplied on the 
days when there is no work to be done.

gale ftf Serfs are often sold by their masters under the
guise"*of trSnsflFring the debt. If a master does not require the services 
cf hit serf any longpChe goes to another landlord who is in need of a 
serf and transfers to him the debt of his serf. The new master pays the 
old master the amount of money the latter had advanced to his serf.
The transaction being completed, the serf of the former master is 
obligad to work for the new master till the debt is repaid. The total 
result of this bargain is that the serf is practieally sold to another 
sowear.

Social interference.- it is also found in eortaln regions that 
the serf-owners'interfere with the social institutions of the serfs, 
per instance, we are told that in South Bihar the sons of serfs are 
forced te amrzy so that they should have an occasion to borrow money 
and thus enter into debt-bondage. This is how a race ef serfs is 
being prepagated frem generation tc generation. In the western parts 
cf xysure, the setf-ewners do not generally allow the daughter of x 
the serf to marry. This is because the daughter ceases to be the serf 
of her father's master after she is married.

Forced Labour and Illegal Exactions.

Among the other relies of feudalism, mention has to be made of 
forced labour known as begar or veth. This system of exacting forced 
labour frem cultivating tenants exists in almost all the provinces.
The tenants who arc obliged to render begar are either underpaid or not 
paid at all for their work. The demands the landlords make on the 
tenants' time are so excessive In certain areas that the tenants c&n



hardly call their time their own. An official repert from C.P., for 
inatflnee, admits that the abuse ef the right to exact begar has been 
so oppressive that a village has been depopulated on aecount «ff uncon- 
trolled begar. similar instances ean be cited in any number.

illegal Exactions.- Another relic of feudalism which still survives 
in Beagaland Biker IT "the system of levying abwabe or illegal exactions. 
This system is one of the greatest curses of agrarian Bengal and Bihar.
This practice is an inevitable feature of servile land tenure that pre- 
vails in these provinces under the Zemindar! system. It has reduced the 
cultivating tenantry to the state ef semi-serfdom. These abwabe are noth
ing but feudal Ievlev differing from district to district and heiag 
variable in amount, sometimes they are marriage fees, fines for social 
offences, tellpfend taxes for carrying on certain trades. In fact every 
opportunity is .seized by landlords and their agents to exact these levies. 
The a bra be are^migr numerous and mo- varied in nature, that it lap ssciibTo 
ta-dmecjeSiSr them lu-WH in .ttefco short..a rtirlo. An official document 
summarises the situation thus) "lot a child can be bern, not a head 
religiously shared, net a son married, net a daughter given in marriage, 
not.even one of the tyrannical fraternity dies without an immediate

ef calamity upon the raiyat, whether the occasion be joyful 
or whether it Is sad; in its effects te the cultivator, it is alike 
mournful and ealamlthus."

Apart from being tyrang^oai and oppressive in their nature, the 
abwabe rob the peaeantry*pfovery substantial portion of their 
t|«hgir ..1 mesas*,... Acecwdimg ' te-te* settlement repert ef' the

WHO ted annually in the form of 
ajpabs is Bs. 2 million, which is mere than the entire Government 
rWS|ttte----W»> the dietaeio t..- The pabma repert calculates that the land- 
IBW1 amuaX income from a Wats is between Rs. 1.1 million and Rs.1.6 
million, whereas the land revenue is less than Rs. .6 million.

Conclusion) Why Serfdom
tSOTt ....aprrTSTsW

>eraiatg.- serfdom still lingers on in 
?e bectause Indian agriculture has not completely 

passed on to the capitalistic stage. Indian rural economy is partly 
feudalistie in its character oven today. This is due to a variety 
of causes. But the principal causes are two, viz., (1) faulty system of 
land tenure under which land is concentrated in the hands ef a small 
minority of the population; and (2) lack ef industrial development 
of the country en**auffieiently largo scale. The pressure of population 
on the sell is extraordinarily great due to lack of industrialisation.
This pressure on the soil leads to keen competition among the agricultural 
labourers for seeking employment. The landlords, taking advantage of 
this situation, reduce the labourers to the oonditionVef serfs. So long 
as India ia net fully industrialised, agrarian serfdom in one form or 
another is bound te persist; and ae long as India is a colonial country 
under the domination &t an imperialist foreign power, it cannot hope te 
achieve complete industrialisation. Thus the ultimate cause for the 
continuance of agrarian serfdom in India is British imperialism.

(A espy of the r^A^^KS^e ent^to the Montreal Of floe with our 
minute D.1/672/42 dated 11-9-1942.)



PUBLIC HEALTH

Rural Health in U .P. t
Government's Scheme to subsidise fraetitioners of Indigenous
- -------------- - J---------------------------

The U.P. Government has decided to all cm a subsidy of Rs. 1* 
per mensem to eaeh qualified hakim (Unanl doctor) and vaidya (Ayurvedie 
doetor) prepared to settle In rural areas. A stock of medicines of the 
value of Rs. So is to he supplied to the practitioner as an initial 
outlay. Applicants for subsidies should held a degree of the Benares 
Hindu Halversity or the Aligarh University or a diploma ©f the Board of 
Indian Medicine.

(The statesman, 5-9-1942.)



Wages

increased Dearness Allowance for Low-Paid Government Servants
'........ ' la ©risse.

The Government of Orissa has recently had under consideration the 
question of granting appropriate relief te low-paid Government servants 
on account ef the recent substantial rise in the eostof living. The

■ ting scheme of grain compensation allowance introduced en 21-11-1940 
no longer gives sufficient relief te Government servants hit by the 
recent rise in prices* It hag, therefore, decided to grant dearness 
allowance to Government servants whose emoluments do not exceed 
Rs. 60 per month cn the following scalej-

(i) Government servants drawing emoluments net exceeding 
rs. 20 per month and all Police constables.

(ii) Government servants drawing emoluments exceeding 
Rs. 20 but net exceeding Rs. SO per month except 
police constables.

(ill) Government servants drawing Rs. 61, Rs. 62, Rs. S3
and Rs. 64 per month shall draw respectively dearness 
allowance ef Rs. 4, Rs. 3, Rs. 2 and Re. 1, in order 
to bring their total emoluments equal to those drawn 
Tty Government servants drawing Rs. 60 per month.

Rs. 3 per 
month.

Rs.3 per 
month.

Thia scheme will come into fore© with effect from 1-8-1942.
(The orissa Gasdtto Extraordinary 
dated 13-9-1942, pages 1 and 2.)

increased Dearness Allowance to Low-paid Government servants

In view of the recent rise in the cost of living in the country, 
the Government of Bihar has decided to grant with effect from 1*6-1942 
a coat of living allowance to <11 whole-time Government servants, 
whether permanent «r temporary including menials paid from contingencies, 
and whole*time piece-workers whose total monthly emoluments are less 
than Rs. 64. The allowance will net be admissible te village ehaukidars, 
to part-time Government servants or to Government servants on extra
ordinary leave without pay.

The rate Of allowance is as follows:-
(1) For those whose total monthly emoluments are Rs. 29 or

less} Rs. 2-8-0 per mensem.
(2) For those whose total monthly emoluments are Rs. 30 or

mere but do not exceed Rs. 60; Rs. 4 per mensem.
(3) For those whose monthly emoluments exceed Rs. @0 but are

less than Ra. 64; such amount as will bring the total 
emoluments plus allowance to Rs. 64 per mensem.

The scheme will entirely replace the existing Scheme promulgated on 
11-1O-1940.

The total annual cost to the Provincial revenues consequent on 
the grant of the proposed allowance is anticipated to be about 
Rs. 2.3 millions. (The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary dated 3-9-1942,

pages 1 and 2.)



Demand »f Golmbators Mill Workers' Union for Bonus and Dearness
Allowance.

The executive of the Coimbatore Mill Workers* Union issued on 
1-9-1948 a statement in the course of which it states that the sliding 
scale of dearness allowance recently agreed upon should be given 
retrospective effect at least from June 1941 if not from September 1939. 
The Union also demanded a bonus of six months’ wages and stated that 
this demand was warranted by the financial position of the mills and 
the bonus was necessary to liquidate debts incurred by workers during 
the last three years ©wing to non-payment by the managements of 
adequate dearness allowance. The committee added that if these demands 
were not met within a week, the workers would declare a general strike.

(The Hindu, 5-9-1942.)<

War Bonus to Workers in Empress Mills, Nagpur,

The management of the Empress Mills, Nagpur, has recently announced 
that a war bonus equivalent to one-sixth ef the earnings® of each 
worker during the year ending June 30, 1942, will be paid to all work
men, temporary and. permanent, including the clerical staff and women, 
both day and night shift, inclusive of overtime and maternity allowance, 
but exclusive ef the present dearness allowance. The war bonus is 
payable in two instalments, first. by tiepteember 30, mad the balance, 
by'WcnraBhwr T3. ........ """

(The Industrial Bulletin issued by the 
Employers * Federation of India, Bombay, 
dated 31-8-1942)./.

Increased Dearness Allowance for Low-Paid Government
‘ 1 ‘ Employees In Assam.

The Government of Assam have had under consideration the question 
whether the recent sharp rise in the cost of living justifies an extension, 
as well as an increase in the scale, of the relief admissible under the 
grain compensation allowance scheme new in force.

In supersession of all previous orders on the subject, the Govern
ment have granted that,with effect from 1-8-1942, all Government servants 
serving in Assam will be entitled to draw a dearness allowance at the 
following ratess-

(i) Shillong.
(a) Government servants drawing pay of 

Rs.30 or below.
(b) Government servants drawing pay between 

Rs«31 and Rs.80 inclusive.
(ii) Rest of Assam. 

Government servants drawing pay of 
Rs.30 or below.

Rs.4 per mensem; 

Rs.6 per mensem;

Rs.3 per mensem*
(a)

(to) Rs.5 per mensem.
Government servants drawing pay 
between Rs»31 and Rs.60 inclusive.

Government servants drawing more than Rs.80 per mensem but not more than 
Rs.36 per mensem in Shillong, and more than Rs.60 per mensem but not
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more than Rs©65 per mensem in the rest of Assam, will receive such 
allowance as will bring their emoluments up to Rs.86 and Rs.65 per mensem 
in -the respective areas.

(The Assam Gazette, Fart II, 
dated 9-9-1942, pages 1049 to 1050).

Fay of Indian Soldiers t 
Third Increase Since \/

The Government of India has sanctioned as from 1-9-1942 a further 
increase in the basic pay ©f all Indian Other Ranks and ef enrolled non- 
combatants (f©r earlier revision of pay, vide pages 31-32 ©f ©ur monthly 
report for July 1942). The cost of the new revision, it is estimated, 
will amount to Rs.SSlS 53 million. Including the present revision, 
there have been three direct increases in pay sanctioned to Indian 
soldiers since September 1939, and their total cost amounts to about 
Rs. 100 million annually.

DetftllC bf Present Increase.- As from 1-9-1942, the basle pay of 
all Indian Other Ranks and of enrolled non-combatants is increased by 
Rs.2/= per menth. Proficiency pay, hitherto granted after one year’s 
service, and which gave an additional pay of Rs.2-8-0 per month, will 
now be payable after * months at the rate of Re. 1 per month and^after 
a year at Rs.3-3-0 per month. The rules governing good-serv<r]?ay

that It may be after one, two ©r
three years’ of service, instead ©f two, four and six years as formerly.
In addition, in recognition of the effect ©f the recent rise in prices, 
the messing allowance for Indian soldiers on peacetime ration scales 
in Indian stations is raised from Rs.2 to Rs.3 per month. These 
increases, which represent an addition to the Indian Army pay-bill of xau 
roughly S3 millions a year, constitute the third direct increase of pay 
to the Indian soldier since the outbreak of the war.

Previous Increments.- Improvements in pay previously introduced 
during the present war included one relating to present and two to future 
benefits. In regard to the former, the messing allowance was raised from 
As© 10 per month to Rs.2 per month. To safeguard his future the rate of 
Deferred Fay was increased from Re.l to Rs.8 per month, and a Reconstruc
tion or Resettlement Fund was started to which the Government credited 
Rs©2 per month for every Serving soldier to be used for the benefit of the , 
soldier and his community after the war. Incidentally, it might be '
mentioned that free issues of clothing have been substituted for the eld 
kit allowance, under which, after an original free issue, the soldier 
received Rs.8 per month as an allowance from which he was expected to 
replace his clothing.

Other Amenities.- In addition to his pay and allowance, the Indian 
soldier Is fed, clothed end accommodated free, receives free medical 
attendance and lighting, free travel, when granted furlough, and travel 
concessions when granted leave. He is exempt from local taxation for 
municipal services, and when necessary receives free fuel. At a conser
vative estimate these concessions in kind represent at least Rs.Sl per 
mensem in cash to the man not on Field Service and a correspondingly Ixxgm 
larger amount to the man on Field or Overseas Service.

(The Statesman, 30-9-1942).^



Employment

Up-Grading ef seal-skilled Labourto Skilled Categories:
7 Government of India*s plan.

The Government of India has under eonsideration a scheme for 
training * semi-skilled labour in factories to higher degrees of skill. 
The scheme has been circulated Cb Indus trial and ooranerelal organisations 
in the country for eliciting opinion. In a letter to different organisa
tions on the question, Government observes: "With the developments in the 
war situation in the past year, India has become an important industrial 
supply base for the Allied nations and is likely to be called upon to 
undertake a much larger expansion of war industry than has hitherto been 
eonteaplated. ®lae pressure on the skilled and highly-skilled labour ef 
the country is already great and since the quantity of this form of 
labour is severely limited, it is becoming increasingly important that 
as a national asset it should be distributed to the best advantage of 
the war effort. Government realises that it is essential that in the 
interest* of the war effort of the eountry as a whole, skilled and highly 
skilled men should all be employed to the best advantage <0#*-the war 
effort and that the time has come when employers should be invited to 
co-operate with Government in a scheme to provide for the systematic and 
continual upgrading of men from the less skilled to the more highly- 
skilled posts after a short period of training, with a view to releasing 
a number ef the highly skilled men in each factory for transfer to more

Government also states that ”in the present emergency, it is 
imperative in the wider Interests of the country that employers 
should go out ef their way to help qne another and strengthen the 
country’s war potential, even if it involves substantial sacrifices, and 
the Government of India is convinced that given the active co*operatlon 
and goodwill of employers, which they feel sure An will be forthcoming, 
the scheme could be worked successfully and would prove of real value 
to the country.” it is further pointed out that side ty side employers 
should expand and increase to the maximum extent possible such training 
schemes of their own as they may already have in operation. Government 
states that it has already expanded the technical training seheme on 
four occasions and it now has over 32,000 men under training, and hopes 
to raise the figure in the near future to §0,000.

(The Times of India, 24-9-1942.) 

Employment of pevip Boys: statement by Labour Member.
jn reply to an interpellation regarding the employment of ”>evln 

Boysj in the Central Assembly on 15-9-1942, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Labour 
Member, Government of India, stated that 149 Bevin Boys had returnito 
Indiajof whom 2fi arrived on 5-9-1942»nd were naw being tested by an 
examining beard, of Mbe remaining 123, 105 had been placed in esployment 
with an average increase ©f salary of 143 per cent. Of the other 19,
9 who arrived at tbs end of July 1042 had been allotted to posts and 
would be appointed very shortly, it vas too early yet to say whether 
any of the returned trainees were taking part in trade union affairs.

(The Statesman, 16-0-1942.)



Labour position in India via-&-vis political situation:
- aettw ty Lapour i^tfber.

jn reply to an interpellatipn in the Central Assembly on 15-9-1942, 
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Labour Member, Government of India, made a statement on 
the labour situation in the country vis-d-vis the present political 
situation since 9-8-1942 (Mahatma Gandhi and other leaders of the 
Indian Rational Congress mere arrested and kept in detention on this 
date). Re levant details from the statement are given belc*:

Dr. Ambedkar stated that certain important industrial undertakings 
eased to work for certain periods during the period?but that it was not 
in the public interest to name them or particularize them. In many 
eases cessation of work appeared to have had no connexion with economic 
grievances; in a few others cessation of work had been more in the 
nature of ordinary strikes with demands for increase in wages or 
dearness allowance. The labour Member said that Ahmedabad was the 
town in which cessation of work was the longest. Here there were no 
economic grievances and the mills had not yet reopened. In Bombay 
on no date were all mills closed and cessation of work in those mills 
that did remain closed was only of short duration. Hero too no 
economic grievances were put forward, in Coimbatore where mills re
opened and closed again economic grievances were to some extent 
apparent.

Apart from cessation of work in the textile mills of Bombay, 
Ah|»H*ba<-««A-->oi»batoro , tho smsabor of Indus tidal undertakings which 
employed mere than a thousand workers each and in which work was 
stopped for any appreciable time, for reasons not purely economic, 
wr«S? - tir<be«* 1© eW undertakings, employing
about a thousand workers, cessation of work was ef a very short 
duration. The number of undertakings, employing less than a thousand 
workers in which work had been stepped since 9-5-1942 for non-political 
reasons, was less than 20. The majority of cessations of work were in 
the provinces of Bombay and Bengal, only just over a dozen occurrix^ 
elsewhere. The Government was not aware of any sabotage in industrial 
undertakings by persons who had ceased work. There were only 24 
strikes from the second week of August. These were due to purely 
economic reasons. Of these only seven employed more than a thousand 
workers*

The Government had no definite information whether employers had 
elosed down their undertakings, but there were indications that in some 
oases in all probability thia might have happened. In most eases 
workers went back to work of their own accord.

(The Statesman, 16-9-1942.)^/^



War Transport '-'Cs
Ievlev ef War Transport Problems:

I&efAAsdd Efflgidncp ef K&HWayST

ja his presidential address at the sixth meeting of the '-transport 
Advisory Council held at Rew Delhi ©a 9-9-1942, sir Edvard Benthall,
War Tpanaport Member, Government of India, reviewed at length the 
var transport problems of the country. The nnin points of the address 
are noticed belov;

personnel on fiailways.- The var situation, particularly since the 
declaration of "hostilities nf by japan, has intensified the need for a 
greater volume of traffic on Indian railways and has also altered the 
normal routing of their traffic. The great economic and Industrial 
activity now taking place in the country necessitates the railvays 
working at Wenstant high pressure throughout the year without any slack 
season sueh as noraally enabled the railway staff to relax their efforts 
somewhat in the hot weather and to lay off rolling stock for slack 
season repairs. A readjustment of shipping as between east and west 
coast ports entailed a similar readjustment en railways generally to 
cope with increased traffic in many directions.

Figures of increased Traffic.- Some idea of the magnitude of the 
problem hh'ic'h "raiiShya' aavw had to deal with would he apparent from 
the fact that in 1941-42 the increase of ten-miles on the broad gauge 
system over the last pre-war year represented an increase of 28 per cent.
In p««ganger traffic there had been an increase of 3,139 million passenger- 
mllps tnurryyd with the previous peak y**p, in spite ©f the fact that 
pmhlie passenger servieas bad been reduced to some 70 per cent, of the 
pre-war figure, since the average distance travelled by a passenger is 
sobsyWmtikk, i* Bight be ©aUmsted that the railways carried So,000,000 
more passengers than ever before and 90 to loo million mere than tie pre
war average. The demands of the Army had been fulfilled, every important 
industry had been kept in operation, the increased production ef munitions 
had been maintained and the essential civil requirements of the country 
had been met, although at times with great difficulty. This was done 
almost entirely by close attention to operating efficiency.

increased Efficiency of Staff.- Whereas most other services had 
expanded, the railways had to meet the extra work with depleted trained 
staff owing to the large numbers of officers and men released eevthe 
other services, while the contribution of the railway workshops to the 
production ef munitions meant some diminution of the railways* ability 
to maintain repairs of locomotives and rolling stock at the very highest 
efficiency. Figures were quoted to show that the efficiency of the rail
ways, judged by one of the indices which was generally regarded by 
railway experts as being the best guide of efficiency, showed an improve
ment by over 25 per cent. Many of the railway operating figures compared 
well with the best American practice.

Future plans.- After touching on the road transport and priorities 
position, which largely formed the subject of discussion at the Council 
and on the necessity ef giving serious attention to the development of 
organized eart traffic, Sir Edward Benthall said that the rail transport 
position is likely to grow worse aid not better as the production of the 
country increases. The authorities of the united Rations whieh are concern" 
ed with the allocation of locomotive output have been informed of the need 
for additional locomotives if India’s war production potential is to be 
increased to the extent whieh we, all. hopeql. We-*aerpreparing concrete

"TXju mrC/VM
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plans for the manufacture of locomotives in India, tut these plans are 
not likely to mature early.

The railway authorities are paying special attention to the need 
for speeding up locomotive repairs so as to increase the number on the 
line at any given time, since, if the percentage of locos under repair 
can he reduced, it is achieving a result equivalent to the purchase or 
production of new locomotives. To achieve this improvement, the railways 
may he forced to take hack some, though a relatively small part, of the 
workshop capacity nesr devoted to munitions. This is the more possible 
since the output of munitions is growing as the result of increased pro
duction capacity elsewhere. Efforts are also being made to see that ■e-**-A* 
wagon is fully loaded and that wagons are not kept idling, programmes 
are being worked out industry by industry to make sure that raw 
materials and finished goods are carried by the shortest possible 
distances. Such plans can best be matured la close co-operation with 
the industries themselves. The gaeat industries can make a real con
tribution to the war problem and to their own Interests by close attention 
to the prevention Of unnecessary long hauls and ores a traffic and- to 
the rapid turn-round of wagons.

The question of fc£.e elimination of unessential traffic has been 
having close attentlon^in India there is little that can be classed 
as luxury trades. To refuse transport altogether to an Industry which 
is not essential for the war effort will create serious problems of un
employment, and Government is reluctant to take this drastic action unless 
and until it becomes absolutely essential} and in the meantime it is 
prefer*W fcocenecntrafce rather upon ensuring that essential traffic 
is meved, leaving the non-essential industries, of which there are 
few, to fight for the wagons whieh are not covered by priority.

(The Statesman, 10-9-18^.)/+.



Price Centro!

of Action taken on the Decisions of the Five Price
~ control Conrerencea.

A review of the conclusions of the previous five price Control 
Conferences and the measures which the Government of India has taken so 
far with the object of ensuring proper supply of commodities at reasonable 
prices is given be low j

First Efforts at Control.- Immediately after the outbreak of war 
in September, l9<J5>, there was an abrupt rise in retail prices. Within 
the first week orders were issued delegating power under the Defence ef 
India Rules to Provincial Governments to fix prices of certain necessaries 
of life, vis., foodstuffs, salt, kerosene oil and the cheaper qualities 
of cotton cloth.

First and Second Conferences.** The first Price Control Conference 
was held on IS and 19-10-1939. Among other conclusions reached in that 
Conference, it was agreed (1) that the list of essential commodities 
already notified was adequate, (2) that in the ease ef imported goods and 
these that were of all-India importance, the baslee price at the first 
stage should be fixed centrally, and in the ease of other goods, by the 
provinees; (3) that the normal basis should be "replacement cost", and 
(4) that it was desirable to develop a "price intelligence service."
Soon afterwards a boom period began, and in December, 1939, the weekly 
index number rose to 133.9. This necessitated the convening of the

Control Conference, which wa8 held on 24 and 25-1-1940.
Conference too was still to favour

intereforence with rise in the basic prices of agricultural products.
■'"'WgKtPdt'Mwwti »iM»t Problems. - The Third Price Control Gon- 

ferenoe baa o»*nS tT-IgSITg. At this Conference most attention
was paid to the eases of cotton cloth and yarn, the prices of which had 
soared as a result of the freezing order against japan. This discussion 
may be said to have been the reasons for the production of standard 
cloth end for the control of distribution of yarn. Regarding the 
position of wheat,the Commerce Member to the Government of India observed 
that there did not appear to be very grave apprehension at the moment 
of a rise in the price of agricultural products, but that the question 
of wheat prices had to be very carefully watched. It might be possible, 
or oven necessary, he added, for the Central Government to intervene 
at any stage if there was a tendency for a rise in the price of wheat.
The wheat problem continued to grow in seriousness. The reduction of 
the import duty to a nominal level on 30-9-1941 had little effect. On 
2-11-1941, a press note was isswed warning traders that the Gorernment 
considered Rs. 4-6-0 per mound at Lyallpur and Hapur to be a suitable 
maximum price and that traders selling at higher rates would be doing so 
at their own risk. But as this and other warnings were of no avail, on 
5-12-1941, a definite order was issued fixing the maximum price for 
wheat at Rs. 4-6-0 per maund at Lyallpur and Hapur, and authorizing 
provincial Governments to determine the maximum price at any other place 
"having regard to the normal relations between prices at such place and 
at Lyallpur and Hapur J’ On 31-12-1941, a Wheat Commissioner for India 
was appointed. In the hope of stimulating activity in the marketing
of the new crop, the maximum prices were revised at the end of March 1942, 

so as to stand, at Rs. 6 per maund at Lyallpur and Hapur and Rs. 5-4-0 per 
maund at Hind Centres. On 30-4-1942, the Wheat Control Order was issued; 
and thereafter movements of wheat by ran from producing provinces to



consuming areas were regulated by permits issued by the Wheat Commissioner.
Fourth Conference.- The Fourth Price Control Conference was held 

on 6 Ihd"7»2-X91S. IY“*thls Conference it was recognised that the accomo
dation ef traffic to the most efficient use of the limited transport 
facilities available was a consideration of great importance and that 
eontrel ever distribution in co-ordination with transport arrangements 
might have to take precedence over control of prices.

Fifth Conference.- The Fifth Price Control Conference was held 
on 7 end B-4-1942. TEe vital importance of linking control over distri
bution with price control was now fully emphasized and the Conference 
recommended the Introduction of the licensing of wholesale dealers 
(preferably established dealers) by provincial and state Governments 
whio.h would enable those Governments to maintain information as to the 
course of distribution of the various foodgrains, and would minimize 
the evil of hoarding, it was left to the discretion of the Provincial 
Government to decide whether retail dealers should also be licensed, .

price Control Machinery of the Centre and provinces.- The Prlee 
Control MLeaiBgryac the WiW; Ueaihea WWLirCWCWl Conferenee 
organisation, consists of the Economic Advisor to the Government of India, 
the Wheat Commissioner for India, the Civil Supplies Commissioner and 
the sugar Controller. The Control of prices of wackx wheat at the primary 
wholesale stage and of inter-provincial movements of wheat is in the 
hands of the Central authorities. An the provinces have set up control 
organisations, whether in the hands of officers dislgnated as Price

@r forming a brauoh
of the Provincial secretariat. Generally speaking, these organizations 
work through District Magistrates and District staff.

(The statesman, 6-9-1942.)^

Sixth Price Control Conference, Mew Delhi,
“““-------— ‘----------------- t

The sixth Price Control Conference was held at New Delhi on 
7 and 8-9-1942, the Hon. Mr. N.R. sarker, Commerce Member, Government 
of India, presiding. Relevant points from the presidential remarks and 
the deeisions of the Conference are summarised below;-

president’s Remarks; Factors in increasing Demand.- in opening 
the Conference, Mr. sarker declared that the main task is to ad jus t 
India’s total supplies of foodstuffs and other essential commodities 
to the ever-inereaslag demand, and to ensure their equitable distri
bution as between different regions. Broadly the chief factors which 
are responsible for the increased demand over and above normal consumption 
can be indicated as follcws;-

(a) Large-scale purchases are made on behalf of the Army for the 
Increasing requirements of our Defence Forces. We have also to meet 
certain demands in respect of our neighbouring countries like Ceylon 
whose xJuthm stability is vital to the defence of this country.

( b) In a country where incomes are proverbially low, increase in 
employment as a result of the manifold activities in connection with 
the war results in increase in money Incomes and to a certain extent 
that means an increase in demand for foodstuffs and other essential 
supplies.



(©) provincial and state Governments have to balld up strategic 
reserves as a Safeguard against emergency conditions.

(•) In the absence of control over the entire available supplies 
of foodstuffs and their distribution by the Stat^ consumers and producers 
tend to hm hoard large stocks either as a result of their psychological 
reaction to the uncertainties of the war condition or in the hope of get
ting a higher price in future. Although such stocks create difficulties 
in the iawediate present and raise prices, they are like hidden reserves 
whieh will he ultimately available for the community. The demand for 
foodstuffs, therefore, tends to increase rapidly relative to supply, 
and prices tend to rise imposing severe hardship on the community,

problems of increasing Production.- obviously the first and fore
most remedy Is to 02ga2d.se a drive to increase production with a view 
te maintaining adequate auppllea^f food and other essentials both for 
the requirements of the Army and’eivilian population. The Government 
of India, in co-operation with the provincial Governments, initiated a 
vigorous campaign to grow more food and fodder crops in April 1942. The 
anticipated increase in area under food crops of nearly ten million 
acres in 1942-43 is made possible by replasing such crops as short 
staple cotton, raw jute, etc., the export demand for which has been 
considerably redmeedj bringing eulturable waste land lying idle under 
plough, and also increasing the productivity of land by greater use 
ef manures; and by giving other concessions to the cultivators such 
as concessional irrigation rates, supply of seeds and taksvl loans

ter aWiSStentiag
food reiMuieec ‘ Wa' also glVih an impetus as a part of the ‘grew more 
food* campaign, and Central pood Advisory Council which met recently 
haw asmdmd- to the provincial and State Governments to organize
a planned drive to increase vegetable production on all available spare 
strips of land in the vicinity of urban areas. There is a great 
leeway te make up in the task of maximizing the total food and vegetable 
production within the country.

Jontrol Policy.- There are some deficiencies in the present 
"W 'which have led to an insistent demand on behalf

of certain sections of the community that removal of price control 
alone will remedy the situation and ensured better distribution of the 
food supplies within the country. In an agricultural country like 
India, where the line between producer and consumer is very difficult 
to draw, price control of food grains is Indeed faced with certain 
inherent difficulties.

The transport system which is vital to the easy movement of food
stuffs another eoaaodlties as between different parts of the country 
is heavily booked for the Army. The prevailing political situation also 
has reacted unfavourably on the psychology of prpduoera and stockists.
As a consequence prices in one area lose their narsml relationship 
with those prevailing m in other areas, and the state has to control the 
prices of essential foodstuffs. Experience of conditions during the 
last war, as also in the recent past, leaves no room for doubt that.
In the absence of control,prices of foodstuffs would soar up, imposing 
severe hardship net only on industrial workers and middle classes in 
urban areas but also on the rural population in areas where foodstuffs 
are in short supply. Mere controlling of prices alone leads to the 
development of‘black markets’. S© long as the controlling authority 
does not control the supply of commodities and their distribution and



is not. in a position to sell in the Market large quantities through 
recognised trade agencies at the controlled rates, the legal Maximum 
cannot he made effective over a large range of the market. Control 
over supplies and distribution are therefore essential and vital 
corollaries to effective price control.

“Ihe »©st significant feature of the economic situation during 
the war in every country is a rapid increase in the money incomes of 
the people as a result of increase in employment arising out of the war 
and the consequent pressure on the xxxixi available supplies of food and 
other Eemroodi tie a. While tackling the problem of food production and 
distribution, therefore, one cannot altogether ignore the pressure of 
the increase in currency and the money incomes on the general level of 
prices, and corresponding measures must therefore be taken to drain a 
larger portion of the increased money incomes towards war expenditure and 
thus minimize the total civilian expenditure on the diminishing supply 
of goods and services. In the face of diminishing supply of civilian 
goods, increased expenditure by consumers is merely offset by a further 
rise in their prices. Mr. sarker, therefore, appealed to the public 
to save an increasing preportion of ttteir money incomes by avoiding every 
kind of waste of food, practising severe economy in the use of essential 
goods like cloth whieh are in short supply, postponing their purchases 
as far as possible and utilizing such savings after the return of peace 
when increased flow of goods for civilian consumption would be available.

Meed for Co-ordinated Scheme.** Referring to the need of building up 
stratdgie reserves of foodstuffs, Mr. sarker said that the provincial 
p.ftTtywtfBt1* anxiety to conaervethe food reaQurcea of their respective

created by -the war and partly
perhaps to the absence of accurate Information of the statistical 
poition, has not facilitated toe release of even whatever supply is 
available in the product 1^5 areas. Unless co-ordinated action is 
taken in tackling the problem of food supplies and other essential 
requirements, unilateral action would impose serious hardship on 
people in different areas. Mr. sarker made an earnest appeal to the 
provincial and State Governments to bear in mind this vital fact of 
inter-dependence of the different areas of the country on one another 
and to give their fullest possible co-operation to the Government of 
India in devising a scheme which will take into account and do 
justice to the claims ef each area in the country.

price of wheat.- Clarifying the position regarding the fixation 
of the mtmtZB maximum price for wheat, Mr. Barker said that the present 
prlceshas been fixed at Rs. 5 per maund at Lyallpur and Hapuh. This 
has been regarded inadequate in some quarters. But it represents an 
increase of more than 100 per eent. over the pre-war price of Rs. 2-5-6. 
The average price during the five pre-war years was only Rs.2-8-0. The 
main objections whieh are raised to the control of wheat prices appear 
to be twofolds (1) It is suggested that it is unfair to control the 
prices of what the agrieulturlSlfprodueel,while the prlees of products 
he consumes, with the exception of sugar, remain uncontrolled; adequate 
attention is not £aid to the increase in the cultivator’s cost of living 
and production.

He said that be was aware that the agriculturist had passed 
through a period of acute depression for ©ver a decade before the war 
and that the prices of agricultural commodities should not be con
trolled at an uneconomic level. He did not, however, feel that Rs. 5 
per maund for wheat was an unremunerative priee. The suggestion that



feteft Government has allowed unchecked profiteering on the part of
Industrie lie ts and has thus discriminated between industry and
agriculture is also not quite justified. The prices of the output
of most industries catering for the war requirements are now largely 
controlled. Besides, the profits of industry are subject to a heavy 
income-tax and an Excess profits Tex, while the war has Hade little 
difference to the land revenue, rent and cess which the agriculturist 
has to pay. The cultivator is no doubt affected by the rise in the 
prices of non-food articles which havejjf gone up In some cases by more 
than 100 per cent., but it cannot be deduced from this that either his 
eest of production or his cost of living has gone up by a similar 
percentage, because a considerable part of his expenditure is made up of 
fixed items like interest charges and revenue. The Government aim in 
price fixing has been to strike a compromise between the necessity of 
increasing food production by allowing prices to rise to a reasonable 
level, and the equally important task of safeguarding the interests of 
the consumer. Thus certain prices may have to be fixed low enough to 
permit the poorest consumer to buy adequate supplies of the proper 
foods but high enough to enable the producers of marginal efficiency 
to contribute to the supply required: or, again, high enough to force 
consumers to use substitutes more easily available in wartime.

Oo-operatipn from Commercial Community.- The proposed mofifications 
in the scheme of price control would, io a certain extenteliminate the 
black market*. While the Government will certainly do what they must,

commercial community ewe a apodal responsibility to the community
W Wit* most iaportant consideration

why this responsibility should be shared by them is that the proposed 
price control scheme does not seek to eliminate the existix^ trade channels, 
but they are made an integral part of the scheme.

Decisions of the Conference (1) Wheat and Foodgrain Controls.-
The Conference reviewed the working or wheat and sugar controls and
discussed various suggestions for iaproving the existing machinery
for control of food grains. Opinion was generally in favour of insti
tuting some system of co-ordinated purchase of wheat surpluses and 
other food grains to meet the requirements of non'‘producing areas.
Views were also exchanged on certain problems connected with the 
standard cloth scheme and yarn control.

(2) Central priee and Supply Board to be set up.- The conference 
recommended that the machinery for the control of prices and supplies 
at the Centre should be further strengthened by the creation of a 
Civil Supplies Advisory Council and a Central price and Supply Board.
The Civil Supplies Advisory Council will consist mainly of the re
presentatives of trade and industry and its functions will be to advise 
the Central Government in the Commerce Department on all matters connected 
with prices, supplies and distribution of commodities. The Chairman 
of the Council will be the Commerce Member. The Central price and 
Supply Board will be an executive body constituted to assist the Civil 
Supplies Commissioner (rice and miscellaneous) and the Wheat Commissioner 
for India in the performance of their duties relating to food grains and 
will be presided over by the Civil Supplies Commissioner (rice and 
miscellaneous). Its functions will be to advise the Central Government 
in regard to the formulation of a pregranme of movement of supplies and 
to advise the provincial Governments in regard to the principle govern
ing the fixation of secondary prices in relation to basic prices. It 
will also scrutinize the data received from the regional Price and



Supply Boards and from provinces and states in regard to the suppluses 
and deficits in different areas and will co-ordinate the requirements of 
the different areas in respect of food grains.

Opening of pair Price Ships.- The conference recommended that as 
fair prTeesTiops areilteely to exercise a salutary effect on retail 
prices, sueh shops should be opened wherever possible in poorer localities 
by the Government, local bodies, or, with the assistance ef Government 
or local bodies, by approved trade agencies of philanthropists.

(The statesman, 8 and 9-9-1942. )♦-



oca^©i;|»aa»res.
Defence of India (Second Amendment) ordinance,

®ke Governor General promulgated ©a 5-9-1942 the Defence of India 
( second Amendment) Ordinance, 1942, by which power has been taken lay 
the Government to make rales to control agriculture in addition to 
trade and industry as provided in clause (XX) of sub-section (2) of 
Section 2 of the Defence of India Act, 1939.

(She Gazette of India Extraordinary 
dated 5-9*1942, pages 973 to 974). \Z

jfthar Essential Commodities (Possession and storage) Order, 1942.

The Government of Bihar has gasetted the Bihar Essential Commodities 
(possession and Storage) order, 1942, whloh states that no person other 
than a dealer in, or a producer of, any essential commodity shall keep 
or store in any premises occupied by him, or permit any other person to 
keep or storp in any such premises,a quantity of any essential commodity 
exceeding the permissible maximum unless he has obtained a written 
permit from the District Magistrate of the district in which he resides 
authorising him to do so. Essential commodities for the purposes of this 
trder include paddy, rice, wheat, atta (wheat flour), eoal and kerosene 
oil. In the ease of each of these commodities, the maximum whieh can 
be. carried without permit has been stipulated.

(The Bihar Gazette (Extraordinary) dated 
23-9-1942, pages 1 and 2).^

Coal Distribution (flaga Hills) order, 1942. /

The Assam Government has gazetted the Coal Distribution (Haga Hills) 
Order, 1942, whieh extends in its operation to the whole of Assam, 
by which every producer of coal in the Saga Hills has to keep correct 
information regarding the output and distribution of and the transactions 
in seal.

(The Assam Gazette Extraordinary 
dated 31-8-1942, page 325).

Rubber Manufactures Control order, 1942. V

The Government of India gazetted on 86-3-1942 the Rubber Manufactures 
Control Order, 1942, whieh (1) prohibits the manufacture out of rubber 
of eertain classes of articles, e.g., flooring, maty, paving material, 
mtdx miscellaneous household requisites, certain sports goods, etc., and 
(2) restricts production from rubber of certain classes of articles 
like sports goods (balls, etc.), miscellaneous artisles used in automobile 
and other vehicles, foot wear,* certain kinds of industrial goods, etc. 
These articles can be manufactured only under Government licence.

(notification Ho. SS/109/42 dated 26-8-1942:
The Gazette of India, part I, dated 29-8-1942, 
pages 1436 to 1438.)v



Iron and gbeel (Control ef Movement) order, 1942. v

On 3-9*1942, the Government of India gazetted the iron and Steel 
Control of Movement) order, 1942, which prohibits any person from moving 
any iron or steel of any of the eategories specified in the Second 
schedule to the Iron and steel (Control of Distribution) order, 1941, 
outside the limits of the premises en which such iron or steel may be 
situated at the date of the Order, otherwise than in accordance with a 
general or special order issued by the Ir6n and steel Controller.

( The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 5-9*1942, pages 971 to 972.)^

iron and steel (Demand for information) order, 1 9 4 2, y

On 3*9-1942, the Government of India gazetted the iron and Steel 
(Demand for Information) Order, 1942, which requires any producer, 
stockholder or ether person holding stocks in excess of one hundred weight 
in all Af iron or steel of any of the categories specified in the second 
Schedule to the iron and Steel (Control of Distribution) Order, 1941, to 
submit within a fortnight of this Order to the iron and Steel Controller 
and to the Controller of Supplies for the area in which the stocks are 
situated a statement showing the weight ef the different sections 
of each category contained in such stocks,

(The Gazette ef India ExtraerdinuAy 
dated 5-9-1942, page 972.) j

Labour Welfare
Liaison betwe«a Government,Employers and Workers:
Appointment or Eight Assistant Labour Welfare pTTleers,

Reference was made at page 2 of the report of this Office for 
May 1942 to the appointment of a Labour Welfare Adviser by the Gorernment 
Of India. At the meeting of the standing Finance Committee of the 
Central Legislature held at New Delhi on 19-9*1942 proposals were out
lined for the appointment of eight Assistant Labour Welfare Officers,^

(The statesman, 20-9-1942.2

industrial Disputes.

proposal to amend Government’s Recent Order re. Lockouts:
Interests of Non-Strikers. .' ■■ "I— — .. ■

Reference was made at page 19 of our August 1942 report to the 
recent order issued by the Government of India prohibiting strikes and 
lockouts without notice. Special treatment at the hands of their 
employers for those workers who do not participate in a strike in an 
undertaking is now sought to be provided by the Government of India, 
in a circular issued to various commercial and industrial organisations In 
the country, inviting their views on the proposals, the Government of



India points out that when a strike is in ejdLstenee, a certain proportion 
of the workers often present themselves for work; it is felt that such 
workers should not get looked out without previous notice or wages in 
lieu of such notice. The Government has accordingly under consideration 
a proposal to insert a provision in the order, requiring that an employer 
declaring a lockout as the result of a strike in his undertaking should 
give four days* notice (excluding Sunday) or wages in lieu of such notice, 
to workers who do not participate in the strike.

(The Amrita Bazar Patrika, 25-9-1942.)

General.
Labour Force for Defence Works:

Military commanders empowered to requisition, z

According to a Government of India press note, the Government of 
India has empowered ty a notification issued on 25-9-1942, the military 
commanders to require persons to assist in doing work which, in their

on, is necessary to meet an attaek, or to repair or reduce the damage 
resulting therefwsm or to facilitate offensive and defensive operations 
against the enemy. In such circumstances, the success of military 
operations might depend on the Immediate carrying out of work for which 
labour could not in the time available be obtained through the normal
■tswridj!. haw. '<amww»r«po, been »mpo*ered to
call upon aagr"local labour forces which may be available to do vitally 
important work. Any labour so employed will receive full remuneration.

{ The Hindu , 26 -9 -1942. )Z^_



Production

Indian industries and the War:
Efcgress^e tbwar Effort:-----

orders a f t he ratfe of jsT gpp Kllllon Per Month. ■/

The following information about the effeets of the war on Indian 
industries and the progress registered by several of them owing to 
war effort is taken from an Associated prdss report published in the 
Bombay Chronicle dated IS-9"1942:

War orders of 8s„ 200 Million Per month*- The war months of 1939-40 
were months of exploration, 1940-41 was a year of planning and 1941-42 
and beyond the gradual fulfilment of an expandii^ industrial war effort.
In the first year of the war India executed war orders to the total 
of Rs. 83o million*. Ry the end of the second year, they rose to nearly 
rs. 1050 millions, and as at July 31, 1942, they totalled Rs. 3050 millions. 
War orders are now being placed at the rate of nearly Rs. 2oo millions 
a menth.

Administrative Changes.- In 1939 the integration of Indian industries 
to war petentia 1 needed only one Director-General of Supply and a Member 
of the Viceroy’s Executive council shared the responsibilitfm of the 
Supply Department with that ef another Department of Gwemment. Ey 1941 
the position was that a Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council was 
exclusively in eharge of the supply and production problems of the country. 
The executive responsibility was spread over three Directorates-General, 
the I^rootorato-Ce^agal of Munitiena Production, the Directorate-General ' 
eT' of Ship Repairs amd ship Construct ion
and two parallel organisations, the Planning and Purchase offices are also 
topping mew oourooo sued .planning, new capacities.'

increased Output of Munitions.- In the munitions field output is 
winy tiaea prewar capacity. Six times the prewar output of rifles, 
eight times of machine-guns, ten times of bayonets, 84 times ef gun 
anmunition and nine times of guns and gun carriages, are a few of the 
new production figures. To enable these Increases mere than Rs. 70,000,000 
have been spent on expansion projects and a further Rs. 180,000,000 
expansion scheme is already in hand. High explosives such as T.H.T. 
are manufactured at these factories for the first time in India.
Large plants have now been Installed for the manufacture of toluene, 
acetone, kieselgurh, mineral jelly and the various acids.

Training of Technicians and Improved Equipment.- Increasing 
equipment and intensive training are turning out a new body of techni
cians, the men of steel, machine tool workers, munition workers, the 
saddler, the engineer, the chemist and a host of other trained personnel,
250 men were sent out for tainlng in Britain under the Bevin Training 
Scheme: 122 have already returned after training. Every quarter for the 
duration of the war 50 more men will proceed for training. 39,000 
trainees have so far been enrolled under the Technical Training 
Scheme.

imported Equipment.- Equipment flows into India, as far as 
war e onditions and the simultaneous needs in more than one manufacturing 
area permit, from the United Kingdom and the United States. The 
American Technical Mission have recently sponsored several new plants 
and machine tools and have agreed to send special supervisory staff.

Hew industries.- India has also undertaken manufacture of



allay steels. Experiments for the contents of ferro-tungsten and 
vamddium from Indian a?e are being made and new plants are on order.
The allloy will form valuable components of special steels, the tools 
and raw materials of modern industry. Manufacture of ferro-silieon has 
been established in one Indian factory and at least half of India's 
requirements will be met from this source. The production of aluminium 
in India will begin shortly on a scale which is ultimately expected 
to enable India to meet her requirements of this metal.

workshops.- carry out the various munitions projects many
©ivll'engineerlng works of a major Mature have also come into being.
At the outset of the war there were about 600 trade workshops known 
to be available. The Director-General of Munitions production is 
now using 1,800 engineering workshops - 840 for general engineering 
items, over 300 for small tools and 348 plus 23 railway workshops 
for ti ona cooponents. Apart from establishments contracting 
with the Government directly, a very large number of small manufacturers 
are employed as sub-contractors.

Textile Expansion.- The value of textiles purchased for the armed 
force"! !p ■'to 3wne, IflW, amounted to Rs. 12©0 millions. In the coming 
year it is expected to be nearly Rs. 700 millions. The value ef tents 
during the present year is Rs. 120 millions and of army blankets 
Rs. 80 millions. The output of clothing is nor over 10 million garments 
a month. Before the war the army was clothed by one factory; there 
are now 10 clotping factories linked with a large number of tailoring 
centres employing 100,000 men in all. A parachute factory has also 
beew ooene*~few- the production of parachute equipment, pith helmets, 
nearly 8 Millen a year, eotton-jute union canvas, lo million yards, 
cotton textile, nearly 1,000 million yards* are other items of India's 
»aynstmea yrgdgatton■ fmy Defence services. The wool industry is on a 
100 per cent, war basis. The cotton industry has set apart 35 per cent, 
of total production for war pxm purposes, besides oatering in an increas
ing measure to the civilian needs of India with the necessary curtailment 
of imports.

Leather industry.- The Government Harness and Saddlery Factory 
has expanded its working staff from 2,000 to 18,000 men. in addition, 
some 700 contractors employ about 34,000 men to supplement production.
The combined total outturn is valued at approximately Rs. 200 millions. 
Production of army boots in India has been increased from 1/4 million 
pairs mm in 1041 to the present output ef 4 million pairs.

Timber.- Timber production has increased from 242,000 tons in 
1940-41 i© 39$,000 tons in 1941-42 and in 1942-43 it is expected to 
reaeh a total of about 800,000 tons valued at about Ra. 60 millions, 
in the woodware Industries the 1942-43 output is expected to reach 
about 40 millions.

Shipbuilding and Repair Yards.- Well over 30,000 men are engaged 
in the“various shipbuilding and repairing yards in India.

gedioal instruments and Drugs.- In peace-time, indigenous produc
tion of iriedloai instruments for the Defence Services was small and limited 
to a few simple instruments. Since the war not only has the indigenous 
industry practically kept pace with Defence Services demand, but it has 
enabled India to supply Russia with approximately 80,000 Instruments of 
indigenous produetion. The approximate value of instruments, etc., 
inspected and accepted averages monthly from Rs. 4 to'S^S^ftS. Approxi
mately 300 items of drugs and dressing, formerly imported, are



<
manufactured in India* Bne Government Medical store Depot is turning 

out a million dressings per month, while another produces 120,000 lb. 
of sett on wool and 18,000 lbs. of lint monthly.

(The Bom lay Chronicle, 19-9-1942.) izC

Final Report of American Technical Mission:
Recommendations for Speeding up production.

According to a press communique issued by the Government of India 
in the second week of September 1942, the final report of the American 
menVini cal Mission (for pprevleus references see pages 33-35 of May, 1942, 
report) has been submitted by its Chairman, Dr. Henry Christie Grady, 
to the Go^rrMBfent^of India and of the United States of America. The 
report contains much factual data concerning the production in India 
of essential war materials and the recommendations of the Mission for 
eaqpansion of suoh production. The two Governments are new engaged in 
studying the Mission's report and the manner in which its various re
commendations may be implemented.

The function of the Mission was to investigate the industrial 
resources of India and to recommend ways and means by which these 
rescarcea .©£ India eouM be developed to augment production for war

there fora, wee directly related
to the common war effort of the United Nations and was not connected 
with postwar industrial and commercial problems of India. The report 
of the Mission contains a survey of the principal industries of India's 
ancillary war effort and its principal industrial requirements yearly 
for each of. these.

Erection of New Plants and Rearrangement of Existing Machinery.-
The Mission tns made recommendations suggesting action by either Hit-
Government of India orrGevemment of the U.S.A. in those instances 
In which additional output was shown to be required, the Mission has 
recommended the erection of new plant or the installation of additional 
machinery in existing plant. It has also suggested the rearrangement 
of existing machinery in order that the maximum efficiency in production 
might be attained.

Relieving Congestion in Ports and on Railways.- Congestion at 
certain Indian porta received the attention of the Mission whieh has 
made various recommendations designed to expedite loading, unloading 
and the repair of ships, in addition, it baa called attention to the 
overburdened condition of railways and has suggested measures for 
its alleviation*

Action by Government of India.- Vigorous steps have already been 
taken by Government or India to implement some of the recommendations
contained in the preliminary report of the Mission and in this programme 
it is being assisted by equipment and material from the United States 
of America and the United Kingdom. With the full approval of the 
Government of India, the Mission recommended that a number of production 
engineers and technicians be sent from the U.S.A. to advise and 
assist in increasing industrial production in India. Steps have 
already been taken to secure the sdrviees of those experts and a number



of them will soon be leaving to undertake their new and important 
assignments. The Governments concerned will determine the further 
extent to which the Mission's programs is to be implemented and will 
seek prowp tly to execute their decision.

(The Bombay Ohroniole, 15-9-1942.)



Post-^far Reconstruction

post-’War Reconstruction Plan|f.;
Sir M. Visvesvaraya *a Criticism of Government action.

in his presidential address at the 2nd quarterly meeting of the 
Oentral Count ttee of the All-India Manufacturers’ Organisation, held 
at Bombay on 20-9*1942, Sir M. Visveavaraya outlined a five-year plan 
for establishing suitable key and other heavy industries in India with 
a capital of Rs. 10,000 millions. He also urged the establishment of a 
Post-War Bens traction Board to make adequate preparations for the 
reconstruction work after the war. The more important points raised by 
him in the address are hht briefly noticed belor;

post-war Reconstruction; peed for taking industrialists into 
Confidene^.- Immediatexytne war ends" and truce is declared, the bulk 
of the fighting forces will be disbanded and large numbers of work 
people employed in the factories will be set free. On the Government 
will devolve the responsibility to find enployment for all of them. 
Preparations and proposals have to be got ready in anticipation of the close 
of the war. Plans have also to be made for improving production and 
the general economic condition of the people. The Government of India 
came forward with mm announcements that it was making preparations for 
post-war reconstruction, its proposals are marked by extreme caution. 
Indian business-men are not taken into confidence. There was to be 
no open dealing, no publicity. A few committees were set up whose

treated an eenfidnatial. ©ne important need 
. 'lS®S3npimlht of Industries tmr for the civil

population was kept out of the reconstruction programme altogether.
Anil in the propara ti one now, for there has been

no news of the working of these committees for the past nine months.
ep India as an

idustrles started in the last war 
were not continued after the war came to an end. if matters are 
left to take their own course, the same will happen at the end of the 
present war and the country will have me chances of overcoming its 
economic distress. These apprehensions are confirmed by a recent 
authoritative statement made by the head of the Government that 
♦•India is and fer a long time yet, likely to be mainly an agricultural 
country.* On account ef the subordinate position of the Government
ef India, the people have net been allowed to develop the industrial 
structure of the country to the extent dictated by their means or wishes. 
Government have kept activities in certain departments of Indian ad
ministration strictly in their own hands without seeking advice or 
co-operation from representative citizens, one of such departments 
is ’industries'. The army of* ’military department’ is another, in 
the military the indigenous population may serve in the ranks, but 
when it comes to policies or control, they cannot even look over the 
fence, in this way many beneficent developments have been ruthlessly 
retarded.

programme of Post-War Reconstruction Work.- Outlining his pro* 
gramme for post-war reconstruction work, he said;

Education.- Since only one person in every nine in India now knows 
to read and write, the rural population is held down by the millstone 
of its own ignorance. A scheme of education on a five-year plan is the 
best remedy. Such a plan has succeeded in Russia.



and Min®? Industries.- Sent fee education, if next at all, 
eome -t wdn - '~"r"ref to advance the e&use ©f industries will benefit
all grades of the population. Heavy industries which are the balance 
wheel ef the whole business system should receive priority. It is a 
great disappointment to all far-seeing Indian industrialists to notiee 
that the opportunity given by the war is not being utilised to force the 
paee of industrialisation in this country as is being done in Canada or 
Australia. Minor industries require an elaborate organisation or system 
to secure uninterrupted progress. Such &n organization should be introduced 
by the Government and the public working in close co-operation. If 
Government co-operation is not forthcoming, the business leaders should 
not merely stand by and leek on but should join forces; even work single 
handedyand build up &n organization as best as they can.

MilitaryEquipment.- A third reform needed is to insist pn 
military equipment and armament machinery to be manufactured within the 
eountry Itself, with the eo«eperatlon of Indian industrialists. The 
present war has shown how helpless the eountry will be if this measure 
is not enforced.

production Drive; Need for Pelitlmo. Freedom.- immediate steps 
should be taken #0 initiate "a production drive with a view to doubling 
protection in the country chiefly from industries in five to seven years 
time) for developing industries India wants eeonemie freedom and 
cannot have economic freedom without political freedom. The struggle 
in India today is to seek amelioration or relief from conditions which 
threaten to stabilise poverty and make it difficult for the vast masses 
pf the population to keep themselves alive.

• (The Bombay Chronicle, 22-9-1942.)^



lB thls omee

National Labour Legislation.-
War-time Legislation Affecting Labour, published by the Manager of 
publioati ons, Delhi. 19 42.

goelal Policy,-
Fourth Labour Conference (First Tripartite Conference), New Delhi,
7th August, 1942. Resolutions adopted by the Conference, Department 
of Labour, New Delhi.

Conditions of Work.-
gtatiatics of Indtstrial Disputes in British India for the year 
ending 31-12-1941 (roneoed). Department of Labour, Government of 
India, New Delhi.

Economic Condltiona.-
Representationo submitted by the Committee of Federation of Indian 
Chambers of Commerce and Industry on Financial Adjustments be tween 
Sis Majesty’s Government and the Government of India, with regard 
to Defence Expenditure of India. Federation of Indian Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry, 28, Ferozshah Road, New Delhi. 1942.

the 13 th August, 1942,
from the Secretary to the Government of Bihar, Revenae Department to 

.-^iK«^&lOLM„.fe,S©waBent of India, Department of Labour,
embodying‘■■WHHbiWsi. Returns under the Workmen’s C<W«nsafclon Act, 
1923, for the year 1941.

Organisation, Oor^resses, ete.-
Report of the Bombay provincial Trade Union Congress for 1941-42. 
Servants of India Sooiety’s Home, Sandhurst Road, Girgaon, Bombay.

public Health.-
Annual Report on Hospitals and Dispensaries in the North-Western 
Frontier province for the year 1941. Printed and published by ths 
Manager, Government Stationery and Printing, N.W.P.P., Peshawar. 1942
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Madras

NATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION (/
/vtfcry**

a/z/zo

Extension of the payment of Wages Act to 'Declared» -factories

The Government of Madras has extended the provisions of the payment 
of Wages Act, 1936, to all classes of persons employed in industrial 
establishments within the meaning of sub-clause (f) of clause (ii) of 
Section j2 of the Act, which have been or may be declared to be factories 
under Section 5 of W Factories Act, 1934.

' (Notification No. 227: G.O. No. 3501 P.W.
. (Labour) dated 26-9-1942: The Fort St.

: f George Gazette, part I, dated 13-10-19J42,
j page 1031.

wadra s p
Reportlng Certain Aecidents: Draft Amendment to the Factories Rules.

The Madras Government proposes amending the Madras Factories Rules, 
1936,* so as to provide that the manager of a factory shall notify
the inspector of factories, as soon as possible or within 15 days from 
the date of discharge of the worker, of all accidents causing any of 
the following injuries to workers, namely: - (a) Poisoning due to handl
ing chemical products; ( b) injuries caused by the inhaling of dust, 
gas or fumes; (c) ulceration due to chrome or injuries consequent on 
such ulceration; (d) ulceration due to X-rays or other sources of

■ .'cKeailtH; $e) Anthrax Infection; and
(f) Gia as -workers ’ cataract.

(Rules Supplement to Part I of the Fort St. 
Sted>ge Gazette, dated 13-10-1942, page 5.)

CONDITIONS OF WORK 
Nours or work.

Working of Hours of fanployMenS—Regula tions in 194Q-4V

Scope of Application: Railways Covered.- By ixB end of 1939-40, 
the Hours of Employment Regulations had been applied to the North
western, East Indian, Eastern Bengal, Great Indian Peninsula, Bombay,
Baroda and Central India, Madras and Southern Mahratta, and Bengal 
and North western Railways. In the year under report, they were extended 
to the South Indian Rohilkhund and Kumaon, Assam-Bengal, and Bengal- 
Nagpur Railways with the result that all workers, with certain definite 
exceptions, employed upon all class I Railways, both state and Company- 
managed, are now entitled to the protection of the Regulations.

Difficulties in Application.- Difficulties were encountered by 
the Assaft-Bengal and Bengal-Nagpur Railway Administrations in giving 
effect to the Regulations on their systems. In the Assam-Bengal Railway,
# Government of India: Department of Labour. Annual Report on the

Working of the Hours of Employment Regulations or the North-Wes tern®, 
East-Indian, Eastern Bengal, Assam Bengal, Great Indian Peninsula,
Bombay, Baroda and central India, Madras and Southern Mahratta, Bengal 
and North Western, South Indian, Rohilkhund and Kumaon and Bengal-Nagpur 
Railways during the jrear 1940-41 by Mr. Abbas Khaleeli, I.C.S., Con
ciliation Offleer (Railways) and supervisor of Railway Labour. Published 
by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. price anr.fs 8 or 9d. pp.13
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the difficulties were the lack of housing facilities for the workers 
and the shortage of additional staff. The position at the close of the 
year was fairly satisfactory. On the &.N. Railway, certain categories of 
staff objected to the arrangements made by the Administration for apply
ing the Regulations to them. The B.N.R. Indian Labour Union championed 
the cause of the workers and pointed out that to give effect to the 
scheme proposed by the Administration would deprive the workers of certain 
privileges which they had been long enjoying. The dispute, which at one 
time threatened to assume a serious character, was referred to the Con
ciliation Officer (Railways) and Supervisor of Railway Labour by the 
parties for effecting a settlement. Thanks to the accommodating spirit 
displayed by both sides, the matter was on its way, at the close of the 
year, to final determination and satisfactory settlement.

Number of Staff Covered.- The total number of staff employed on 
class I Railways'ancT'as such affected by the Regulations was 486,087 
on 31-3-1941, distributed as follows: North Western - 78,007; "Fast 
Indian - 95,426; Eastern Bengal - 37,046; Great Indian Peninsula - 
60,373; Madras and southern Mahratta - 34,724; Bombay, Baroda %
Central India - 49,738; Bengal & North Western - 24,573; Rchilkhund 
& Kumapn - 5,315; South Indian - 30,962; Assam Bengal - 13,310; and 
Bengal Nagpur - 56,613.

protection of ’Excluded Staff’.- Running staff, 3taff engaged 
in supervision of management, and certain well-defined categories of 
inferior staff have been excluded from the scope of the Regulations.
Their exclusion does not, however, absolve the supervisors Department

..yy^ahlng over the conditions of their work. The 
Department has to satisfy itself thet such staff - compendiously known 
as the ’excluded* staff - have not been deprived df the protection of the 
Regulations without sufficient justification. Further, it is incumbent 
on the Department to scrutinize the hours of work of the ’excluded’ 
staff and suggest changes which may appear necessary on humanitarian 
grounds.

Inspection.- The following table gives the number of establishments 
inspected by the Inspectors of Railway Labour during the year under 
review: -

tilv/ay
ttablishments

Transporta tion Engineering Power Miscellaneous Total

,W. 704 33 120 62 969
,1. 545 145 106 155 951
,B. 306 45 69 74 494
.I.P. 538 130 154 206 1,028

& S.M, 354 78 68 95 595
B. & C. I • 520 71 114 184 839

& N.W. 236 34 77 34 381
K. 117 98 30 44 289
N. 97 15 21 26 150
T. 377 50 51 41 519
B. 13 2 6 9 30

6,304 establishments in all were inspected, giving an average of 
35C to an Inspector, as against 319 in 1939-40 and 353 in 1938-39.
This represents a considerable improvement over last year’s figures and 
a slight improvement over the figures even of 1938-39 when it is borne 
in mind that in 1938-39 the substitution of warrants for the card passes, 
to which the general deterioration in the intensity of inspections is 
largely attributable, had* operated for only three months out of 12. jLhe
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present improvement is largely due to the increase in the number of 
Inspectors. By reducing the size of each Inspector’s beat, it has been 
possible to Intensify inspections.

Glassification.- In spite of the absence of any machinery designed 
to resolve differences of opinion as regards certain cases of classifi
cation there has been some improvement in the position. The question of 
providing the necessary machinery for resolving differences of opinion 
between the Department and Railway Administrations is now under con
sideration of Government. Two important cases of reclassification 
involving additional expenses to the Railways concerned are reported, 
one affecting the watch and Ward jamadars and section mates in the
M. & S.M. Railway and the other touching the watch and Ward overseers 
on the B.B. & C.I. Railway. These categories of the staff had been 
excluded from the application of the Regulations as being ’supervisory’.
It required the intervention of the Railway Board to effect a reclassi
fication in the railways. The additional annual recurring expense to
be Incurred by the B.B. it C.I. Railway alone in this connection is 
Rs. 17,500.

The total number of cases of classification reported ’open to doubt’ 
was 173, compared to 197 of Xtugae the previous year, and cases ’challenged’ 
numbered 223 against a total of 470 in the previous year. Such cases 
have been most numerous on the B.B. & C.I. Railway, with XfcK E.l. and 
B.N.W. Railways ranking second. Excepting these and the N.W. and B.B. 
Railways where there have been incidental Increases, the total number

ttlt* shew a steady and significant tendency
to come down.

■ 'intermittent- and Excluded Staff.- With the exception
of N.W. IfaflS'ay, where ’there has Beeh-”a“d?cr2'A8i& of 1.3 and the V. it.
S.M, Railway where there has been neither ar increase nor a decrease, the 
percentage of '’continuous'’ workers has during the year under review 
Improved on all Railways; the biggest increase (2.1) being on the 
B. fc N.W. Railway. The percentage of 'essentially intermittent' staff 
has remained stationary on the E.b. Railway; it has increased on the
N. W. and M. & S.M. Railways, and has suffered a decrease on the E.I., 
G.I.P. , B.B. it C.I., and B. & N.W. Railways, the drop on the last being 
quite substantial (2.9). As regards percentage of ’excluded* staff, 
the position has generally improved except on the G.I.P., B.B. St C.I. 
and E. & N.W. Railways, where there have been further exclusions of 
staff from the scope of the Regulations.

Payment of overtime.- Numerous cases have come to notice where 
Railway servants had been called upon to work beyond their usual daily 
hours and no record whatsoever had been maintained. When claims for 
overtime payment to these employees were made on behalf of the servants 
to the Administration, they were turned down on the ground that there 
were no records. The report points out that unless the Administrations 
take steps to improve matters by insisting on their subordinates keeping 
accurate records, other measures would have to be devised to safeguard 
the ixsx«* interests of the railway workers.

periods of Rest.- There has been an improvement in the percentage 
of start enjoying a calendar day's rest on all railways except the E.B. 
and E. & N.W. Railways, the G.I.P. Railway recording an increase of 3.1 
pel* cent. The deterioration in the cases of E.B. Railway (3.3) and 
B. Sr. N.W. Railway (5.5) is rather marked. The percentage of ’Continuous’ 
workers has risen on both these Railways during the year under report and 
It appears that in an effort to improve the classification generally, the
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Administrations have resorted to the expedient of substituting the
statutory 24 consecutive hours’ rest for a calendar day’s rest. The 
report expresses the hope that while all efforts to effect improvements 
in classification are good in themselves, the Administrations would realise 
the greater importance to labour of one calendar day’s rest as compared to 
the statutory 24 hours.

Extra roster work.- The attention of the Government of India has been 
drawn to the widespread and chronic character* of this evil and as a 
result the Government of India In the Bailway Department issued detailed 
instructions to Railway Administrations to eliminate extra roster work 
as far as possible. The employment of railway servants outside their 
usual daily hours la, however, dependent upon circumstances which it is 
not always within the power of a Railway Administrations to control, 
especially now that a war is on.

Running Staff.- Although It is over a decade since the Regulations 
were brought into being, they do not as yet cover the running staff.
During the year under report, organised labour voiced its demand for 
extending the protection of the Regulations to the running staff. The 
matter has been brought to the notiwe of Government.

Railway Trade Unions.- in 3pite of the fact that the energies of 
most of the railway unions were fully absorbed during the year under report 
in the preparation and presentation of the workers’ case for a dearness 
allowance before the Rau Committee, the unions continued to take active 
1 ntere at Jn the application and enforcement of the Regulations. A few of 
tfiguHtdHB 'displayed cor menda ble zeal in getting the maximum out of the 
Regulations.

Wages
Worklng of Payment of Wages Act in Indian Railways in 1940-41.

8,400 establishments were inspected, undei* the Payment of Wages 
Act during 1940*41 to make sure that 850,000 railway employees, drawing 
salaries of less than R3. 200 a month are paid promptly and without 
any improper deductions from their wages, by the Labour inspectorate 
of the conciliation Officer (Railways) and Supervisor of Railway Labour.
I’is report, recently published, on the working of the Act during the year 
1940-41 shows that over 3,000 cases of delay in the payment of ordinary 
wages were cted. As In the previous year most cases of delay in pay
ments related to the payment of increments, overtime allowances, leave »
salaries and officiating allowances. With regard to deductions from 
wages, the figures given in the Report show that fines aggregating Rs.
15,217 were imposed in 21,792 cases, while deductions for damage or loss 
totalling Rs. 105,710 were ordered in 59,668 cases.

Railway administrations were asked to refund fines and deductions 
for damage or loss in several cases where these had been imposed in 
contravention of the provisions of the Act. A few cases of failure on 
the part of paymasters to record cash recoveries on account of fines in 
the fines register/ were detected. The practice which obtained on 
certain railways of fixing responsibility for loss or damage in certain 
cases jointly on a number of employees and debiting them in proportion to 
their respective salaries was held to be illegal and the railways concerned 
were advised to desist therefrom. The Report also notes that a number 
of debits, commonly known as ’’telegraphic debits”, had been found to 
infringe the provisions of the Act and the administrations concerned had 
been advised to discontinue the practice.
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The Report draws attention especially to the difficulty in inspecting 
contractors’ establishments for want of detailed information, -the failure 
of confractors to maintain registers giving details as to employees, wages 
paid, etc., in a set form, and the total absence of such registers in 
certain cases, is commented upon by the Conciliation Officer whc advised 
the contractors in their own interests to maintain a register of wages in 
English giving complete details of employees, wage periods, wage rates, 
wages earned, deductions, wages paid and date of payment.

(Unofficial Note issued on 16-10-1942 by the 
Principal Information Officer, Government of India.)

SOCIAL INSURANCE

Legislation on Sickness Insurance:
QovernmenF of India to introduce felll' early In 1943.

The question of instituting a sickness insurance scheme in India 
was discussed at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd Labour Ministers’ Conference held 
in 1940, 1941 and 1942. It is now understood that of the four Eills dealing 
with the labour problems which are at present being examined by Government 
and by industrial and labour interests, it is likely that the Bill dealing 
with sickness insurance will be ready for consideration during the next 
budget session (February 1943) of the Central Legislature. Opinions on 
this Bill are coming in, and the Labour Member, Dr. Ambedkar, is expected 
to set up shortly a small committee of experts on insurance to work out 
thetfit. scheme in time to enable h5m to place the 
Bill before the forthcoming session of the Assembly.

(The Statesman, 14-10-1942.)

LIVING CONDITIONS 
Nutrition

8th Annual Marketing Officers’ Conference, Delhi, 23-1^-1942.

in his opening address at the eighth annual Marketing Officers’ 
conference held at N-w Delhi,on 26-10-1942, Sir Jogendra Singh, Member- 
in Charge of the Department of Education, Health and Lands, of the 
Government of India, emphasised the need for the grading and distribution 
of pure food.

problems of the Present and J?Uture.- Referring to the present 
boom in the prices of certain commodities, he said that the increased 
demand for these goods and the increased flow of money had raised new 
problems of price adjustments. The marketing staff could not lose sight 
of the question of prices. It was a problem that needed close study, keep
ing in view the Interests of agricultural producers whc constitute three- 
fourths of the Indian pftomtAbim. He emphasised the need to see that 
both the producer and the consumer got a fair deal. He also referred 
to the need to plan not only for the immediate wartime requirements but 
also for the period which will follow the end of the war. There was 
need'for increasing production in various directiohs. Steps had to be 
taken to ensure that producers got a fair return for their labour, bearing 
in mind alternations in the value of money. waling Action had to be 
taken to prevent a slump and arrange for stability of prices or at least 
for the prevention of wide fluctuations in prices and real incomes such 
as those which occurred after the last war. Recalling the achievements 
of the marketing office during the laat eight years, the speaker said that
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in 8 years they had established standards of purity of certain principal 
products; the office had demonstrated the value of grading and formed 
509 grading stations spread^over the country; it had graded and packed 
produce valued at about Rs. 14.1 millions; it had organized a
skeleton intelligence service which is of great promise; and, lastly, 
it had succeeded in securing legislation for the standardization of 
weights. But it remained for the Office to win the confidence of the 
producer and bring home to him the fact that pure products fetch a higher 
price; that separation of superior products from the inferior is the 
object of grading which helps to secure a better and more paying market.
It had also to educate and encourage the middleman who forms an indis
pensable link between the producer and consumer to modernize his business 
and to realize the need of placing his goods to the best possible advantage 
by concentrating on the sale of products of guaranteed purity and of such 
specific standards as may be most required and appreciated by consumers.

Resolutions.- The need for centralised control over supplies and 
dis tri buti oh "oT "Foodstuff s, as well as over prices was stressed in a 
long resolution adopted by the Conference. As the variations in the food 
control policies of various provinces and states have led to certain 
abuses and difficulties, the Conference recommended a more uniform 
policy for the control of wheat and other foodgrains and made certain 
suggestions as to the method of fixing prices for different crops.

Another resolution recommended the closer association of Marketing 
Staffs (Central, Provincial and State) with the work of pieice control, 
civil supplies, organisation of transport facilities, etc. At present 
the Marketing Staffs are supplying much useful information to the Depart
ments concerned with price control, but it is felt that they could be of 
furthei’ assistance in carrying out executive measures owing to their 
close and intimate contacts with markets and with producers, traders 
and consumers.

Ihe difficulties in the way of grading and standardisation due to 
the shortage of certain commodities and of transport facilities were 
considered, and also the possibility of co-operative marketing and grading 
through organisations of primary producers. With a view to publicising 
the •’/.groark" scheme, it was decided that rubber stamps bearing ’’Agmark” 
slogans should be supplied to local Marketing Officers for use on letter
heads, envelopes, etc. The Conference also decided that a film should be 
prepared shoting the different stages of ghee grading and that subsidies 
should be given to shops which agree to stock ’’Agmark" products exclusively. ‘

(The Statesman, 27-10-1942,
The Times of India, 2-11-1942.)

ORGANISATION, CONGRESSES, PTC.*
W orke rs * organl sa ti ons

All-India Municipal Workers’ Conference, Poona, 24 and 25-1C-1942.

An All-India Municipal Workers’ Conference was held at Poona on 
24 and 25-10-1942, sardar Copal Singh, Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Government of the Punjab, presiding, in the course of his presidential 
address, Sardar Gopal oirigh deplored the existing social disabilities*, 
and political inanition of the vast, number of conservancy workers in the 
country, images, promotions, housing, and other conditions of work, he 
said, were the more important problems before conservancy workers. He 
also appealed to municipal workers to organise themselves into strong 
trade unions to safeguard their interests and better their conditions.
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The need for representation of 3iu.rdc5.pal workers in the newly 3et up 
tripartite labour Conference was also stressed.

Several resolutions bearing on the problem affecting municipal 
employees, such as minimum wage, dearness allowance, hours of work, 
old age pension and bonus, security of service, housing accommodation, 
medical relief, etc., were passed at the Conference. The Conference 
urged the Government and the municipalities to give immediate consideration 
to the unsatisfactory conditions of service of municipal employees in 
general and of those in the conservancy branches in particular and to 
secure a minimum standard in their existing service conditions. By another 
resolution the conference recommended the establishment of an All-India 
Federation of municipal workers to be registered under the Trade Unions 
Act of 1926.

The meeting urged all municipal workers to stand at their posts 
notwithstanding conditions involving serious danger to their lives and 
property owing to enemy attacks and do their work efficiently, and 
assured the municipal authorities, the public and the Government that 
the Federation and the provincial and primary branches would do all it 
could to assist the authorities in carrying out municipal functions in 
normal manner.

Office-bearers.- The following office-bearers were elected:
Sarda r Gopa1 Singh, M. L. A.: President; Messrs. R.R. Bhole and G.M.
Jadhav: joint Presidents; and Mr. M. V. Dhonde : General Secretary.

(xne ban bay Chronicle and the Statesman, 
27-10-1942.)

*
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SOCIAL POLICY IN WAR TIME
Hours of Work.

Exemption from Factories Act in Madras.

The Government of Madras has exempted watchers and persons engaged in 
fire protection work in factories from the operation of sections 34 to 40 
(hours of work and rest) of the Factories Act subject to the following 
conditions: (1) The period of work shall in no case exceed 12 hours a day
except when any shift worker on three 8-hour shift has to work in a subse
quent op a previous relay as a substitute for any worker who fails to 
report for duty subject to the condition that the same worker may be em
ployed on two consecutive 8-bour shifts but this shall not occur more than 
once in a period of 14 days; (2) No worker shall work consecutively for 
more than 13 days without a holiday for a whole day or at least for such 
period not less than 24 hcurs as the Chief Inspector shall consider 
equivalent to a ifcole day’s rest; (3) Sufficient time (though not a fixed 
period) to the satisfaction of the Inspector shall be allowed for meals; 
and (4) The spreadover of hours of work shall not exceed 16 per day.

(Rules Supplement to Part I of the Fort St. George 
Gazette dated 13-10-1942, page 5),

Demand for Higher Dearness Allowance:
A.I.T.U.C. Resofutl'on for Affiliated Unions.

The General Secretary, All-India Trade ’Jnion Congress, in a circular 
letter dated 25-10-1942 to the affiliated unions of the Congress points 
out that the immediate grievance of the workers at the present time is 
the suffering caused by the indifferent attitude of the Government regard
ing scarcity of food and the soaring prices. Dearness allowance, on a 
more or less inadequate scale, is granted to workers in various concerns, 
but on the whole Government has not given adequate consideration to the 
plight of workers in most Industries. He has, therefore, suggested the 
adoption by the affiliated unions of the following resolution passed by 
tiie Working Committee of the A*I.T.U.C. at Bombay in July 1942.

"This meeting views with grave concern the miserable condition 
of workers, due to the high and steep rise in the cost of living, 
profiteering by merchants and middlemen, thP inadequate and ineffi
cient system of price-control, and the dilatory and indifferent 
attitude of the Government and the employers, in the matter of dear
ness allowance. The meeting urges upon the Government the urgent 
and essential need of efficient price-control, the checking of 
profiteering, supplying of commodities at the controlled prices, and 
automatic increase in dearness allowance to all workers in proportion 
to the increase in the cost of living".
Affiliated Unions are invited to make constructive plans to study the 

grievances of workers in the above matters k in their individual areas, 
and to secure relief to the workers. The reports of the work they plan to 
do to help the workers are to be sent to the General Secretary, All-India 
Trade Union Congress. It is also pointed out that numerous trade unionists 
all over the country have been put in jail, restrictions have been put on 
meetings and organisational work and activities of trade uxora unions are 
likely to he hampered. The affiliated unions are invited to give a call 
to the workers to strengthen the membership of unions in spite of these 
difficulties and to carry on their day-to-day struggles with greater energy’ 
than before. "A strengthened trade union is the only succour of the workers 
during the present terrible times".

(The September-October> 1942 issue of the Trade Union 
Record, Bombay).
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Concessions of Bombay Sovemaant to 

Temporary Ooirenwient Serranta Joining War Service.

In order that temporary Government servants may not he deterred from 
volunteering for war service for fear of losing their posts on their 
return from such service, the Government of Bombay has directed that 
permanent posts on which no other Government servants had liens or on 
which the liens of the permanent incumbents have been suspended under 
Bombay Civil Service Rules, in which the temporary Government servantsj-are 
officiating at the time they volunteer for war service, should be reserved 
for them until they return from that service. Vacancies of a temporary 
nature, that is, vacancies in posts created temporarily for short periods 
or leave vacancies in permanent posts, in which the temporary Government 
servants are officiating at the time they volunteer for war service will 
be reserved for them only so long as they would have officiated In those 
vacancies had they not volunteered for war service. If such temporary 
posts are made permanent in the meantime they will not, as far as practi
cable, be filled substantively, but will be earmarked for the original 
temporary incumbents till their return from war service. The concessions 
will be subject to the conditions that these Government servants will be 
allowed to return to the posts or vacancies vacated by them In civil employ 
only if this can be done without prejudice to the continuance in civil 
employment of persons who were senior to, or had rendered longer service 
than, such Government servants when the latter proceeded on war service* 
These orders do not apply in the case of temporary Government servants 
officiating in the sub-ordinate services in the Medical Department.

(The Times of India, 28-10-1942).

National Service (Technical Personnel)
Second Amen date nt Ordinance, 1^42.

The Governor General promulgated on 3-10-1942 the National Service 
(Technical 3’ersonnel) Second Amendment Ordinance, 1942, to make certain 
minor changes In the Ordinance.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 3-10-1942, pages 1011 to 1012).

Railways (Employment of Military Personnel) Ordinance, 1942.
The Governor General promulgated on 8-10-1942 the Railways (Employment 

of Military Personnel) Ordinance, 1942, to regulate the employment of 
members of the Army in the working and management of railways. In the 
case of such personnel, the Indian Railways Act and the Rules made there
under are to be applicable, and the liability of the railway administra
tion under the Act and the Rules will also extend in respect of such 
personnel. But the provisions of Chapter VIA of the Act (relating to 
hours of employment) are not to be applicable to military personnel. If 
at any time the whole of the working, management and maintenance of a 
railway, or of a specific portion or section of a railway, is assumed by 
1he military authorities, the Central Government may notify the fact of xk 
such assumption in the official Gazette, and thereupon, so long as such 
assumption continues, the Indian Railways Act, 1890, shall cease to be 
applicable to the railway or the portion or section of a railway concerned.

(The Gazette of India Extraordinary, 
dated 8-10-1942, pages 1019 to 1020).
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Safety Measures?
A.R.P. Measures In Indian Factorlea

A.R.P. and Factory Workers,- A.R.P* measures In Indian factories 
are based bn the same principles as A.R.P. measures which have proved 
effective in the United Kingdom in ensuring the safety and welfare of 
workers. The actual measures which, naturally, have been modified to ‘ 
suit local conditions, may be placed under the following heads s-

(1) The provision of structural A.R.P. protection (including air 
raid shelters, fire precaution and fire prevention measures and First Aid 
facilitiej^ is well advanced and is being pressed forward.

(2) It has been laid down that factory A.R.P. services are intended 
primarily for the defence of the factory and the factory workers.

(3) In addition to the technical training of squads required for 
specific A.R.P. duties, the principle has been laid down that all factory 
personnel should receive some regular form of A.R.P. training, outside 
working hours. For -this they are to be paid at the appropriate overtime 
rates.

(4) Alloances and remissions of various kinds are being introduced
to counteract hardships due to war conditions. These include payment of be 
bonuses or dearness allowance, and provision for pensions or disability 
pavmotttas -..

(5) Stocks of essential foodstuffs, etc., are being laid in at 
factories to guard against any possible breakdown in normal supplies.

(6) The evacuation of families of workers from threatened areas 
has been permitted in the interval before air raids develop, and faci
lities are being provided.

(7) Factories have been advised to establish a news service for their 
workers (by means of bulletins pasted on notice boards and the use of loud
speakers) to dispel ignorant or malicious rumours.

Air Raid Shelters.- All factories In areas where air raids could 
occur are bing provided with shelters for the full number of persons who 
might be in the factory during a raid. These shelters consist of open 
zigzag trenches, either sunk in the ground or where necessary raised above 
the surface, or sometimes, where there is no room for trenches, of brick- 
built shelters with reinforced concrete p roofs, built close to the 
factory buildings. Concrete roofs have been provided for brick-built 
shelters to protect toe workmen against falling bits of brick or concrete 
if the factory building is hit. There is no need for a concrete roof 
over a trench, as trenches are narrow and are always situated well away 
from buildings. Brick-built shelters are designed to be just as safe as 
slit trenches. Workmen are trained to keep entrances to shelters free of 
any rubbish.

A.R.P. Training.- All factory workers are to have regular training 
in taking cover, evacuation to shelters, shelter discipline, fire pre
vention, control of incendiary bombs, etc.j practice in dealing with in
cendiary bombs and fires, It is considered, will be extremely valuable to 
workers at home as well as at the factory. Factory workers are to be 
trained outside working hours for brief periods, the men being paid at the 
appropriate overtime rates for the periods spent in training. The cost 
is to be treated as A.R.P. revenue expenditure in assessing profits for 
taxation purposes. ’It is not necessary*, said a recent letter issued
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by the Labour Department, 'to aim at a high standard of technical profi
ciency; the emphasis should be rather on explaining the efficiency of 
measures taken for the safety, and welfare of labour, on developing dis
cipline and building up morale. '

In most factories, frequent practice evacuations to the shelters are 
held. When the a siren sounds, the workman is expected to go quickly but 
quietly to his own place in his own shelter as previously arranged and re
hearsed, and to stay In the shelter until permitted to leave by the shelter 
warden. Workmen are also instructed to space themselves out evenly along 
the whole length of the shelter, squat down, keep their heads low and not 
to lean against the sides of the shelter. Finally, it is impressed on 
workers that frequent practice evacuations, A.R.P. rehearsals and tests 
are not a danger signal indicating that raids are immediately expected, 
but merely a sign that necessary preparations are being made,

(The Statesman, 18-10-1942, and the 
Leader, 24-10-1942).

Labou r Welfare.
Labour Welfare Measures during War Time-? 

government of Indians suggestion's to Employers.

According to a communication from the Commissioner of Labour, Bombay, 
■t© * Chafltoer, Bombay, the question of maintaining the
stability Of labour in industrial concerns has been engaging the attention 
of the Government of India for some time. Among the steps which it con
siders advisable in the present circumstances to achieve this purpose is 
the provision of adequate welfare measures to show to the workers that the 
management is taking steps to ensure that labour is well looked after in 
any bib emergency that may arise. The following are some of the measures 
which are recommended in this connection :-

(a) The opening of cost price grain shops - these will not only 
serve the immediate requirements of the workers but wsutdd ’will 
also serve to inspire confidence in them that adequate steps 
are being taken to ensure that, whatever emergency may arise 
grain will be available at reasonable prices,

(b) The collection of adequate stocks of grain to ensure supplies 
In an emergency. A week's stock is suggested and If the emer
gency develops rations may be provided free from this stock.

(c) The provision of canteens! as the families of workers will in 
many cases have left the district, provision of cooked food is 
likely to have a great moral effect on labour.

(8) Facilities for remitting allowances to families. If employers 
can arrange for remittances by money order at their expense it 
would be much appreciated by employees.

(e) Any amelioration in the conditions of work would be likely to 
have a beneficial effect. For example, experience in other 
countries indicates that short breaks during work tend to sus
tain production at a higher level. The introduction of such 
short breaks in India will probably also have the same result.
The Committee of the Chamber, in its reply of 2-9-1942, suggests! 

in respect of facilities for remitting allowances to families that 
Government themselves should make arrangements with the postal authorities
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for the transmission of such remittances free of cost.
(The Journal of the Indian Merchants’ 
Chamber, Bombay, October 1942 issue).

War and Indian Labour.
pr. Ambedkar*s Statement re. Government Action.

At a press conference held at Hew Delhi on 30-10-1S42, Dr. B.R. 
Ambedkar, Labour Member, Government of India, explaining what Government 
has 80 far done for Indian labour during the war, emphasised that besides 
undertaking direct responsibility for labour welfare and providing 
facilities for the training of a great number of technicians, Government 
had introduced certain new and beneficent principles such as compulsory 
arbitration between employers and labour and enforcement of fair wages 
and conditions of service, which formed an essential part of the recent, 
necessarily restrictive, war-time legislation relating to labour and which, 
he was confident, would survive and be amplified in post-war legislation.

Technical Training.- Dealing, first, with technical training, Dr. 
Ambedkar referred to the Bevin scheme and said that altogether 250 boys 
in five batches had been sent to England and the sixth was on its way.
Of those trained under this scheme, 149 had returned to India, and 135 
of them had already been posted in various factories and workshops on 
wages representing an average increase of 65 per cent, over their previous 
earnings, VWw^hly between Rs.3Q .and Rs.lOO a month.
Besidesy the Bevin Scheme, the technical training scheme, started in 
July 194Q, with the initial object of producing 3,000 semi-skilled trades
men, had now expanded so much that the total number of trainees would be 
70,000 by June 1943. Some 380 training centres under tills scheme were 
working in the whole of India with a total training capacity of 45,000 
trainees, A hundred technical experts had been obtained from England to 
run these institutions and under these experts, 163 Indian trainers had 
so far passed out, who could take charge of instruction at the various 
centres. On September 30, some 32,413 persons were undergoing training 
under the scheme and on the same date 21,750 trainees had been enrolled 
either in the defence services or ordnance factories or civil Industry.

Explaining how each province was faring in the scheme, Dr. Ambedkar 
said that each province had been assessed to have the capacity judged 
by reference to the number of institutions and other facilities available, 
in it, to train a certain aggregate number of technicians; and the follow
ing figures showed to what percentage of the total capacity each province 
had worked up - Assam and Orissa, 89 per cent, each; H.W.P.P. 88;
Madras 86; Bengal 83; C.P. and Berar 82; Punjab 73; U.P. 72; Behar 67; 
Delhi 66; Sind 53; Bombay 52; and A jmer-Merwara 47.

Labour Legislation.- Passing on to his second point, Dr. Ambedkar 
said that the Government of India had introduced two new basic principles 
in its labour code* Pre-war labour legislation in India, he said, dealt 
only with three matters; first, conditions of labour prescribed in the 
Factories Act, which was a general Act, and other Acts such as the Mines 
Act, the Railways Act, etc.; secondly, terais of employment such as those 
embodied in the Workmen’s Compensation Act and the Payment of Wages Act, 
and thirdly, relations between employers and workmm defined for instance, 
in the Trade Disputes Act and the Trade Unions Act. Legislation during 
the war had been voluminous, but he took up for his purpose the Defence - 
of India Rule 81(a), the Essential Services Maintenance Ordinance and the
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National Service Technical Service 14mxakanhubsjb Personnel Ordinance, which, 
from the popular point of view, would be classed as repressive measures, 
as in some wav they restricted the liberty of labour. The Defence of 
India Rule 81(A) for instance, required that in all cases in which labour 
contemplated a strike, it mttst give 15 days’ notice. Originally this rule 
had been confined to industries of a public utility character, but today 
it was of universal application. But the rule also enunciated the import
ant principle of compulsory arbitration and enforcement of the arbitrator’s 
award. Compulsory arbitration has actually been applied in some 25 cases 
so far. The two ordinances debarred persons from leaving their job and 
enabled the Government to transfer a certain percentage of labour from 
one industry to another, but they also gave power to Government to pres
cribe wages and conditions of service when the restrictive provisions were 
enforced.

”So far as my experience goes", said Dr. Ambedkar, "I have known of 
many strikes which petered out without bringing any benefit to the workers. 
Today, such a thing cannot happen, because there is the distinct provision 
that if labour wants to go on strike and if it formulates definite grie
vances, Government is bound to refer the matter to arbitration and if the 
arbitrator finds that the demands are just and proper, then Government has 
the power to enforce the award. This is a great advance on the chaotic 
conditions that prevailed previously". The other principle, namely, the 
right of fsdje....wage-.a and fair conditons of service, was also a new thing. 
’’Theme two principles*, DP. ffinbedkar declared, "will never be dislodged 
but will be amplified and enlarged in legislation that may come hereafter".

Labour Welfare.- Under the third point, namely, labour welfare, 
the Labour Member referred to the opening of cost price grain shops. It 
might, he said, appear to be a purely charitable concern but underlying 
it was a very important principle, namely, that Government recognised that 
after military requirements, the second place of priority should be 
assigned to labour’s requirements. It might not have been laid down 
in so many words, but it was definite that Government agreed to the opening 
of such shops and further agreed that the Central revenues could be made 
to bear a share of any loss on such shops. Government also had the power 
to secure stocks of grain for labour in an emergency, had undertaken A.R.P 
measures, both in factories under Government control and in others, and had 
accepted the definite principle of a flat rate instead of a percentage 
rate in giving relief against dearness. It was the flat rate which 
benefited the lower paid worker.

Under the head social welfare came the eight newly appointed Labour 
Welfare Officers working under Mr. R.S. Nimbkar, the Labour Welfare 
Adviser to the Government of India. For the successful administration of 
welfare work, three things were necessary; first, establish direct 
contact between labour and the Central Government, secondly, inform labour 
what was being done for them by the Central Government - much of the dis
content anddis satis faction against the Central Government arose from 
ignorance of what Government was doing and proposed to do for labour - and 
thirdly, report to Government when things went wrong and when it became 
necessary for the Central Government to takfi|f action. There was no doubt, 
Dr. Ambedkar asserted, that the Government of India had done the best 
thing in appointing these eight officers in order to enable it to carry 
out the new duties it had undertaken.

Labour and the Constitution.- Replying to the possible criticism 
that what the Central Government had done was not enough, and that it
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should have done more, he referred to the peculiar constitution under 
which labour fell within the concurrent field of legislation, so that even 
if the Centre wanted to pass any law with regard to labour, its adminis
tration had to be left to provincial Governments. DTf. Ambedkar suggested 
that war time legislation, which had given certain new powers to the 
Central Government, might be the beginning, he hoped it was the thin end 
of the wedge, of greater central control of labour matters, or a step 
towards what he had always advocated, namely, that labour should be a 
central subject. The Indian constitution, Dr. Ambedkar went on, was very 
much like the American Constitution, in which labour was finding great 
difficulty by reason of the diehotomy between the administrative powers 
of the Centre and those of the provinces. It had been held in America 
that the states by themselves were unable to carry on completely the work 
of labour welfare and the Central Government should come to their aid.
The problem had been solved in the United States by the scheme of grants 
in aid. Recent reports described the extent to which Central Government 
there had, bythis means, been able to secure administrative control In 
the states over labour welfare.. 11 might be that the Central Government 
would be able to follow the procedure so satisfactorily worked out in the 
U.3. to get control by grants-in-aid.

(The Statesman, 31-10-1942 and 
the Leader, 5-11-1942).

DU tig 3 of Recently Appointed Assistant Labour Welfare Officers.
Reference was made at page 39 of our September 1942 report to the 

decision of the Government of India to appoint 8 Assistant Labour Welfare 
Officers under the Labour Welfare Adviser to the Government of India.
For the purpose of organising labour welfare, the country is being divided 
into eight areas. Of these six areas represent the provinces of Assam, 
Bengal, Bihar, the U.P., Bombay and Madras. The C.P. and Orissa together 
comprise the seventh area, and as there i3 not a large labour population 
in the North-West, the eight area will consist of Delhi, Ajmer-Merwara, 
the Punjab, theN.W.F.P., Sind and Baluchistan. The Assistan t Welfare 
Officers will receive a week’s training in New Delhi before being deputed 
to their respective areas. Their duties will consist mainly of promoting 
the organisation of A.R.P. measures and cheap food grain shops. A number 
of such shops have already been opened by Government factories, railways 
and private employers, and this action, it is stated, has had an excellent 
effect on the morale of the workers. The question of cheap cloth is xaaai 
receiving attention but no solution has yet been found. The administrative 
duties of the assistant welfare officers will be to remove the causes of 
industrial strikes, to strengthen the trade union movement on right lines 
and to supply Independent information to the Labour Welfare Adviser to the 
Central Government about the labour situation in their respective areas 
and about political and economic issues that may be involved in any strike 
or labour demonstration.

(The Statesman, 20*10-1942).
It is understood that only 7 Assistant Labour Welfare Officers are 

now being appointed and that the eighth, for Assam, Is not to be filled 
in for the present.
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Rationalisation of Rail Transport; Government Plan,
The question of rationalising railway transport in order to enable it 

to shoulder the growing burden during the coming busy season has been enga
ging the attention of the Government of India. The object aimed at is to 
dispense with unnecessary transport in order to avoid waste and utilise the 
surplus, thus created, to carry the more essential needs of the civil 
population. A special officer has been appointed by Government to study dt 
the transport system adopted by army depots, which are naturally the 
main customers of railway during the war period.

Details of the Government Proposals.- It is understood that various 
aspects of the question were discussed by the lion. Sir Edward Benthall, 
Member for War Transport, Government of India, with the General Managers 
of the G.I.P, and the B.B.& C,I. Railways and the Chairman of the Bombay 
Port Trust, recently. The idea appears to be to make each industry self- 
sufficient, as far as possible, In regard to its requirements of raw 
material and other accessories as well as in the sphere of distribution 
of manufactured goods. Thus, for instance, it is suggested that cotton 
mills in Bombay should depend on the nearest centres producing raw cotton, 
the cotton textile industry in Ahmedabad should be able to get its supply 
of raw material from Gujerat, while the mills in the Central Provinces and 
Berar should haye the first claim on cotton grown in their own province. 
This plan is proposed to be extended to organised large-scale industries 
like jute, cement and paper in the first instance.

Transport of Foodstuffs.- ;juch a plan is considered necessary in 
view of ttie increasing pressure on railways for carrying traffic on account 
of the Defence Services. If the scheme materialises. It should be possi
ble for railways to devote the extra wagons that would be available under 
the rationalised system for the movement of foodstuffs lax from producing 
to consuming centres. It is gathered that though large stocks of sugar 
are awaiting to he railed to Bombay from Bihar, they could not he moved 
because of the dislocation of railway transport and the position is not 
likely to be relieved for some weeks more. On the other hand, several 
thousand empty wagons had to be returned recently from the Punjab because

speculators would not part with their stocks of wheat and the outside 
supply in that province was not sufficient to be carried by those wagens. 
Railways are at present anxious to move foodstuffs from several producing 
centres to consuming towns, but are considerably handicapped owing to the 
paucity of offerings, »

(The Times of India, 1-10-1942).

Possibilities of increased Traffic by Country 
Craft on the West Coast of India': Enquiry Completed.

Reference was made at pages 37 to 38 of our August 1942 report to the 
inquiry into the question of employing sea craft for transport on the west 
coast of India in order to relieve pressure on the railway system, which 
was recently ordered by the Government of India. It is now understood that 
the enquiry has been completed and the Government of India expects to 
receive shortly the report of Messrs. Sorley and Lalubhai who conducted 
the inquiry. it is further understood that the inquiry has Indicated 
the possibility of developing transport by sea craft provided a suitable 
organisation Is set up for the purpose. It appears that what Is intended 
is not establishment of Government control over sea craft, but the setting 
up of a proper system of Intelligence and official advice and help so that
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owners of sea craft would, in their own intereat, play a co-ordinated part 
in the solution of transport difficulties.

(The Statesman, 27-10-1942).

Production.
Development of Government Organisation for 
War Supplies of Cotton Textiles in India.

Attention is directed to pages 4 to 6 of tie October 1942 issue of 
the Indian Textile Journal, 1942, where is published an article under the 
title: "War Supplies of Cotton Textiles: A Brief History of the Early
Days of the War and a Review of the Present Government Organisation for 
Procurement of Cotton Textiles".

Tea Reserves in India to be Maintained:
Government Clarifies PositjLoh.

The Government of India recently issued a press note on the tea 
position in India, in view of a certain amount of speculative horading 
of Indian tea apparently under the impression that there may be a shortage 
for internal consumption during the current year. The Government declares 
that under no circumstances will Government allow India’s internal reserve 
to fall below 130 million lbs,, which is about 33 per cent, in excess of 
last year’s consumption. Under the olock purchase scheme, India will not 
export during 1942-43 to the full extent of her available tea export quota 
which is about 489 million lb. (including the carry-over of allotment 
from 1941-42) but only her exportable surplus after maintaining an adequate 
reserve for internal consumption. The estimated production for the 
current year is about 555 million lb. of which only 421/2 million lb. 
will be allowed to be exported under the new scheme - both for the United 
Kingdom and out-markets. The crop which will remain for the current 
year's Internal consumption will be about 134 million lb.

Relaxation of the order prohibiting private exports of India tea 
after 30-9-1942 (consequent on the introduction of the scheme for the 
block purchase of all exportable surplus) appears to have been misunder
stood. Export Trade Controllers were Instructed to issue licences In 
certain cases to enable the clearance of stocks held against past 
firm contracts. It was, however, not the intention of the Government 
that such teas should continue to be licensed, irrespective of the desti
nations to which they were bound.

(The Statesman, 29-10-1942).

Rubber Production Drive in India*
India RuSber Produc tion BoarT Set Up.

The loss of Malaya, the Dutch East Indies and Burma has enormously 
increased the value of India's rubber production. Before the war, it 
represented about one per cent, of the total world production; today it 
represents nine per cent, of the production now available to the United 
Nations. Early tills vear Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar convened a conference of 
representatives of the rubber manufacturers and producers at which it was 
agreed to set up a purchase control organisation to stabilize prices and • 
canalize purchase order? through existing trade channels. The Government
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of India also appointed a Controller of Rubber Manufacturers in the 3»pply 
Department and an adviser on rubber purchase in the Commerce Department. 
During the summer months various steps were taken to increase production.
A committee of leading planters in South India reported that most of th<= 
large estates were already producing their maximum crop but that some addi
tion could be obtained by tapping to full depths by the introduction of 
additional tappings each week by modification in the distribution of tapperd 
tasks and by the fixing of a guarantee price sufficiently high to compensate 
the producer for the damage resulting from drastic tapping.

Establishment of Indian Rubber Production Board.- The campaign to 
increase rSb'Ber production in India wi.L’1 receive a powerful stimulus when 
the new Indian Rubber produe-tion Board begins to function, as it i3 expected 
to do shortly. It is understood that Sir C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar, Dewan of 
Travancore, will be the president of the Board, and it i3 thought that the 
resources of the Travancore State, in which 7o pel* cent, of the total 
rubber acreage is situated, will support the production drive.

Functions of the Board.- The establishment of the Board was one of 
thed decisions reached at the second xnxbber conference held at the end of 
September, 1942. The Board will i«present the Governments of Travancore, 
Cochin and Madras, the Commerce and SuppLy Departments of the Government 
of India and the rubber producers’ organisations. With its headquarters 
st Kettayam, Trairancore, the Board will have the task of encouraging and 
ensuring the maximum production of rubber by intensification of tapping, 
new planting, improved methods of manuring and spraying, the distribution

ssiWBhttWB of , *eientif ie research, propaganda, etc. A
Rubber production commissioner will be appointed who will devote his whole 
time, freed from administrative duties, to securing the maximum production 
possible on each estate. Re will also endeavour tome remove impediments to 
maximum production.

Rubber Purchase Office in Cochin.- in pursuance of the second decision 
reached at the conference tnat the (government of India should be the sole 
purchasers of all types and grades of rubber, a rubber purchase office 
will shortly be set up in Cochin which will accept tenders fox* all grades 
of rubber f.o.b. or f.o.r. Cochin from estates and dealers at fixtd 
guaranteed prices. Arrangements will be made for a loo per cent, payment 
against godown receipts and inspection notes and for the storage and trans
port of rubber to manufacturing centres so that stocks might not accumulate 
00 estates.

Present Position of Rubbex’ Production.- One of the problems which 
will face the Rubber Production Board concex-ns the grievances of the 
producers that the British Government Is paying mere for Ceylon rubber 
than the Government of India is prepared to pay for Indian rubber. Having 
passed through catastrophic fluctuations in prices during the past 20 years 
the producer is. nervous about the future. More than half the rubber1 under 
cultivation in India is in the hands of the small growers. There are only 
about 1<?C estates of loo aci’e3 or more in area. The remainder are compara
tively small holdings, and there are over 13,000 of them, representing a 
considerable productive capacity. Thus, as most large estates are already 
producing their maximum, the key to substantial increase in production lies 
largely with the small grower for whom the most potent Incentive to all- 
out production will be a guaranteed and reasonably high price.

(The statesman, 20-10-1942.)
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Cotton Movements panel set up by Government of India

The Government of India has set up an advisory committee known as the 
Cotton Movements panel, representing various interests, in order to ensure 
that the requirements of the Indian cotton textile industry are given due 
weight in the allocation of transport facilities for securing raw cotton 
without embarrassing the provincial governments, the regional transport 
authorities and the railway administrations in dealing with the general 
transport problem. The Panel will be presided over by Mr. J.B. Greaves, 
Honorary Adviser on Mill Stores, Cotton Textiles Directorate. The main 
task of the panel is to ensure a steady flow of cotton in adequate 
quantities to cotton mills, particularly for mixings, in order to enable 
them to maintain the standard of quality demanded by the specifications 
governing war supplies. The panel will co-operate with the provincial 
governments, especially with the Government of Bombay, and local bodies 
in arranging these supplies in a manner that will assist them in maintain
ing the economic life of the large urban areas where cotton is consumed.
It will also a&* maintain close contact with railways and assist them in 
controlling and co-ordinating transport. The object is to maintain, in 
the interest of the cotton grower, free and competitive markets for all 
varieties of cotton.

in order to facilitate its working, the executive organisation of the 
panel will call for particulars regarding the type of cotton and the 
sources of supplies In the past year and ascertain from mills their mini-

for executing war orders. With the co
operation of the East India cotton Association, it is proposed to get the 
data regarding the quantity and quality of the coming crop in each area. 
After collecting this data, the panel will draw up general directions for 
guiding the railways, the mills and merchants as to the areas from which 
the mills In each district should draw their supplies. The underlying 
idea is to ensure the greatest possible economy in transport and it is 
proposed to direct the parties concerned to adhere to these directions 
if it is considered necessary for economising transport. These directions 
will, however, be subject to the sanction of the War Transport Department. 
As a result, the Panel will be in a position to advise the Regional 
Transport Authorities on measures for regulating the volume and flow of 
supplies of cotton to the mills.

(The Times of India, 22-10-1942.)
Stimulation of Small-scale industries for War Purposes: Results 

........ ; ' Obtained.

The Central Government in the current year is spending over Rs. 100 
millions on purchases on war supplies from small-scale industries. For 
several months now, an organisation specially devoted to the encouragement 
of small-scale industries has combed the country. Certain difficulties 
had to be encountered and overcome and now a fair start has been made 
which is reflected in the progressively larger orders which are being 
placed.

Part played by Co-operative Societies.- Efforts were made to 
introduc^ TTTe co^SpePative method Wherever local conditions were suitable, 
so that the primary producer rather than the middleman benefits, in the 
Punjab, the volume of production through the co-operative effort is 
described as most gratifying and the manufacture of cutlery in this 
area has been very successful. In the North-West Frontier Province, 
larger numbers of blankets, footwear and timber articles are produced
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for war supplies through the Provincial Co-operative Department, in the 
United Provinces, the co-operative scheme has diverted a large number of 
orders from other agencies to the small-scale industry and the same is true 
of other provinces. The U.P. Government has placed Rs. 1,200,000 at the 
disposal of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies for grant of interest- 
free loans.

Results obtained.- in two recent months, the value of orders for 
non-textile items reached about Rs. 60 millions and textile orders about 
Rs. 30 millions. Rot the least encouraging feature of this development 
has been the skill and adaptability displayed by the worker. A small 
workshop In the Punjab has supplied a number of sewing machines to a 
local garrison and all these machines were made under the supervision 
of a man who cannot follow even a drawing. He saw a sample and had the 
skill to undertake the job and execute it to the satisfaction of the 
local purchasing organisation. Millions of yards of camouflage nets are 
being made by villagers in various parts of India. In 1941-42 these nets 
were worth Rs. 18.2 millions to them. They will be worth Rs. 50 millions 
this year, inadequately equipped as these small workshops are, they 
display an amazing versatility of skill and craftsmanship and their 
usefulness in wartime is judged not only by the variety and size of 
production but also by the relief that they give to the large industries 
by taking over the manufacture of the more simple and less complex items 
of war s tores.

Government Action.- The Government of India in March 1942 convened 
x-epj'eaeptaMvea of provincial and state Governments

(vice page' 46 of cur MAi’ch 1542 report) to consider what part small 
industries can and should play in the procurement of war supplies. A 
list ©f articles suitable for procurement through small industries was 
drawn up and a definite quota - about 25 per cent, of the total require
ments - was allotted tc such supplies. Official agencies were set up 
In the provinces and states, whose duty it is to organize small industries 
within their areas, secure contracts for articles which can be supplied 
by them and afford assistance in the matter of raw materials, finance, 
inspection and relations with the Supply Department and generally to 
promote the working of the whole scheme.

(The Statesman, 27-10-1942.)

Control Measures
Steel Re-Rolling Mills fo form into an Organisation to facilitate 

"* ~~Control of Scrapi~Gbvernmdnt Decision.

According to a communique issued by the Government of India In the 
third week of October, 1942, the Government recently decided to invite 
all steel re-rolling mills in the country started before 1-9-1941 to enrol 
themselves as members of the steel ReTRolling Mills Association on or 
before 15-11-1942. This decision has been reached in order to provide 
equality of opportunity to mills started before 1-9-1941, to secure 
efficient conversion of steel, to safeguard established mills, as far 
as possible, against failure in the supply of scrap and to avert profit
less competition. In a communique issued on 6-9-1941, the Government of 
India expressed the view that thelavailabie scrap was xxkxsxk scarcely 
enough to enable existing mills To carry on their normal business and 
warned all concerned that in the event of the Government of India having 
to take special measures to regulate the supply of scrap to re-rolling 
mills and other users, they would not include any re-rolling mills started 
on or after 1-9-1941.
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The Government of India has found it convenient to work through 
a single Trade Association. A Committee for the classification of all 
mills (old as well as new) which are or may become members of the Steel 
Re-Rolling Mills Association on or before 15-11-1942, will be appointed 
as soon, after that date, as possible. This Committee will consist of 
two representatives of Government and a representative elected by all the 
member-firms of the Association and will determine the classification of 
the mills aecording to their efficiency, convenience of location and 
transportation facilities, into categories A, B and C. An endeavour will 
be made to supply scrap to mills in category A for two shift working and 
to category B for one shift working. Mills placed in category C will 
receive whatever is left after the requirements of mills in categories A 
and B have been supplied.

The rate of charge for conversion from scrap to steel will be fixed 
by agreement between the Government and the Association from time to 
time on a sliding scale, mills in category C getting the highest rate for 
conversion. The rates at which st£Cl will be supplied to Government or 
sold and the other conditions will also be determined by agreement. All 
re-rolling mills will be obliged to dispose of the whole of their products 
in accordance with the instructions of the iron and Steel controller 
Government also intends in the near future to control iron and steel 
scrap by statutory order And to fix maximum prices for all categories 
of scrap.

(The Indian Spectator, New Delhi, 19-10-1942)

Standard cloth for the Boor;
Modifications in the original scheme.

The sharp rise in the price of cloth and yarn has been receiving, 
for some time past, the attention of the Central Government. Certain 
provincial Governments have urged control over yarn and have stated that 
there is an urgent need for cheap cloth for the poorer classes. It 
is understood that the original scheme of standard cloth (vide pages 47 
to 48 of our January 1942 report) is likely to be modified as it has not 
made an appeal to provincial Governments which feel unable to assume 
financial responsibility for ordering such cloth and for organizing its 
distribution. Certain provincial authorities have, however, offered 
to recemmend dealers who will buy standard cloth and distribute it 
through normal trade channels.

Fresh proposals.- Now that the original scheme is not making 
headway, iti"" 1 s'" thougnt that the most effective method of handling the 
problem is to invite textile interests to produce standard cloth 
representing a small proportion of their total production and to call 
upon mills to distribute it through their regular dealers. The 
Government can help such an organisation by statutory orders to ensure 
that all mills play their part In the scheme and that cheap cloth is 
made available only to classes for whom it is primarily intended. It 
is likely that the Commerce Member, Mr. N.R. Sarker, will shortly call 
leaders of the textile industry for consultation on the point.

yarn production.- The problem of yarn is also likely to be dealt 
with in the first'ihstance by seeking the help of trade interests. The 
original plan of the Central Government was to introduce yarn control 
in three stages. To begin with, the dealers were to be licensed. If 
this step did not produce the necessary remedy the distribution of yarn 
was to be controlled and, finally, the price of yarn was to be fixed. 
Provincial Governments have, in most cases, taken the first step and 
have furnished the Central Government with a list of wholesale dealers
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licensed by them, but they have not so far indicated the quantity of yarn 
required in their respective areas. The complicated nature of the problem g 
of distribution of yarn is recognised more especially as it ha3 ramificatioa 
in villages, and the standard of yarn used in handloom varies greatly. It 
is also clear that xpsx&K speculation is playing an important part in 
causing yarn prices to rise. It is felt, however, that a scheme of control 
would require much greater co-operation and co-ordination between the 
Central and provincial Governments and with the trade concerned than 
what appears to be forthcoming. It is understood that the Government of 
India is working out a scheme which will overcome these difficulties.

(The statesman, 16-10-1942.)

Industrial Disputes

The Hyderabad Trade Disputes Order, 1942

The Government of Hyderabad state has brought into force in the 
State a Trade Disputes order, which is designed to prevent the declaration 
of strikes and lock-outs without due notice. The Order provides for the 
establishment of conciliation boards and industrial courts for the arbitra
tion and settlement of trade disputes. The declaration of strikes by 
workers, and of lock-outs by employers, without either party giving 21 
days' notice, or before the completion of conciliation proceedings, 
or* proceedings instituted in an industrial court, has been prohibited 
under the terms of the Qrdgr, A strike or lock-out will also be deemed 
unlawful If declared beTore the expiry of two months after the original 
dispute has been settled. The President of the Nizam’s Executive Council 
has been empowered to r efer any trade dispute to a conciliation boafd, on 
a written request from an employer, or from five per cent, of the workers, 
and to an Industrial court for settlement, either at his own discretion 
or on the recommendation of the conciliation board.

(The Industrial Bulletin dated 26-Jo-1942 
issued by the Employers' pdderetion of 
India, Bombay.)

Food Policy
Preliminary Meeting of Bombay Food Advisory Ocuncll.

The preliminary meeting of the Food Advisory Council recently set 
up by the Government of Bombay was held on 31-10-1942; Mr. H.F. Knight, 
Adviser (Finance) to the Governor of Bombay, presided. Mr. Knight 
observed that the meeting had been called in order to explain th^ functions 
of the Council and settle Its procedure. He emphasised that the functions 
of the Council would be advisory, but assured the Council that its advice 
would always be considered. He suggested the advisability of the Council 
disposing of work by means of informal discussion rather than by passing 
formal resolutions. The best course appeared to be for him to summarise 
at the end of the discussion what the general opinion of the Council as 
to the advice to be given to the Government was, and to take a note of 
important dissension.

Panels for Various “.Trades. - Referring to the Government's proposal 
to constitute panels for ^ie various trades, Mr. Knight explained that 
in food supply matters the Government urgently needed the co-operation 
and advice of trade accustomed to deal with essential commodities. 
Experience in the past„ had, however, indicated the futility of dis
cussing expert matters in a general committee. It was, therefore,
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proposed that expert knowledge of the trades concerned should be made 
available to the Council and the standing Committee through representative 
panels of the trades concerned. He suggested that panels may be consti
tuted almost immediately for wheat and wheat products, rice - imported and 
country, other foodgrains, sugar, ground-nut and cotton seeds, retail 
grocery trade, and that the constitution of panels for other commodities 
or questions should be deferred until the necessity for it was evident.

problems of Supply.- Mr. Knight also referred to the desirability 
of constituting a Standing Committee of the Council to advise the Supply 
Commissioner on the more important problems of supply which arose from 
day to day and stated tnat it was not intended that Xx representatives of 
specialised food trades should be appointed on the Standing Committee, 
their advice being obtained through the appropriate panels. The Standing 
Committee should represent the administration, general trade and business, 
and the consumer.

pood Problems of Bombay.- Kr. Ifnight then turned to the problems 
factng the-f’r ovincia 1 Government, tne chief one, of course, being that 
Bombay has to be fed by imports. He briefly indicated some of the conse
quential difficulties such as shortage of transport, bans imposed by 
Provincial Governments on the export of foodgrains, etc., the increase in 
prices and profiteering, the shortage of stocks with trades, the closure 
of markets, the tendency to hoard foodgrains and the difficulty of retail 
distribution. He indicated briefly the present position of supplies of the 
main food necessities of life in Bombay and the prospects of replenishing 
the existing stocks by;drawing on the more important- Districts in the 
Province. He expressed tne nope, however, that with the co-operation 
of the Central Government, the producing Provinces and the States, 
replenishment out of the new crops coming on the market would be possible, 
in conclusion, he emphasised the ne<d for taking the long view, and 
observed that under the stress of war it was not possible to predicate 
that private enterprise alone could or snould feed the City, and that 
the State, therefore, might have to assume - as in other countries, - 
a large share of work of supply and distribution.

Action so far taken.- Mr. A.D. Gorwala, the Supply Commissioner who 
followed Mr. Knight, expTained in greater detail the measures taken by 
the Central and provincial Governments, in the matter of controlling 
movements andp prices of essential commodities, the organisation of the 
provincial Department of Supply and the establishment of Government fair 
price grain shops and depots.

(press Note dated 31-10-1942 issued by 
the Director of Information, Eombay)

Proposal to establish— a New Department of Pood.

According to the Delhi Correspondent of the Hindu, Madras, the 
Government of India is considering the desirability of setting up a 
new Department of Pood to meet the criticisms that problems relating 
to food take far too long to decide and prompt decisions become necessary 
in times of crisis. At present, three Departments are directly concerned, 
namely, those of Commerce, Education and Supply, the last-named having 
a rapidly growing foodstuff’s section. During the last session of the 
Central Legislation, there were several demands for- tne establishment of 
a machinery to deal promptly with problems of food.

The Commerce Department grew into an enormous Secretariat under Sir 
A. Ramaswami Mudaliar with 34 sections inside it. Somehow/, the problem 
of reshuffling portfolios was not taken up when the Council was expanded,
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and in consequence, there is absence of method in the business of 
distribution. There are, so far as food is concerned, a number of Pood 
Controllers. A strong opinion is current in favour of the creation of 
a new Department of Pood with a separate establishment, which would have 
under its direct supervision sections now dealing with the various aspects 
of the food problem, whether consumption, distribution or increased 
production.

(The Hindu, 23-10-1942.)
The Department of Pood in the Government of India was set up in 

November 1942; Mr.' N.^. Sarker, Member for Commerce, will be the 
Member in cnarge of the new Department also.
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Important Parts of Report for Wovember, 1942

BATiOHAL LABOUR LEGISLATION

Bengal
The Workmen’s Compensation (Bengal Amendment) Act, 1942

Keference was made at page 2 of our August 1941 report to the 
adoption by the Bengal Legislative Council of the Workmen’s Compensation 
(Bengal Amendment) Bill, 1941, which provides for the appointment of 
medical referees. The Bill, as finally adopted by the Legislature, 
received recently the assent of the Governor-General; the text of the 
Act is published at pages 26 to 2? of Part III of the Calcutta Gazette 
dated 19-11-1942.

The Draft Delhi Trade Employees Buies, 1942

The Chief Commissioner, Delhi, has gazetted the draft of the Delhi 
Trade Employees Buies, 1942, to regulate the administration of the 
Punjab Trade Employees Act, 1940, which is to be extended to Delhi in 
the near future. The draft is to be taken into consideration by 20-11-1942.

*

. ( i#*ec/0www9be--wf Ea^fea-, Park--»-A, dated 
"'7-11-1942, pages 602 to 60S).

The |^dras,.l^bt^ial Msputwa fill, 1942
Reference mm«made at pages g.Aw 7 ef our February 1942 report to 

the Draft Madras Industrial Disputes Bill, 1942. The Bill has now been 
?nded in the light of the objects and suggestions received. The Bill

together with the Statement of Objects and Reasons, is. ropublish- 
ttibiem at pages 109 to 126 of fart IV-A of tiTIWW'Wf«
ited 24-11-1942. The amended Bill is to be taken Into consideration 

11942* The amendments which have been made are in points of <"
knd net in respect of principles.

of of wages Act to ^ciewd* aietprisg
Wt Government of Orissa has gazetted a draft Xotlfioatlon proposing 

to PkWh9'; fehe payment of Wages Act to the payment of wages to -all classes 
of gnabdno <WPW«< in induatbial establikhments Within the meaning of 
sub-^eiause (f) of alauso (il) of section 2 of the said Act, which have 
been or may be declared to be factories under section 5 of the Factories 
Act, 1994 (WV Of 1934).

(The Orissa Gazette, Part III, dated 
27-11-1942, pages 528 to 889).

Siad
------  Extension of the payment of Wagfs Act to Factories

The glad Government has gazetted a Draft Notification (Io. 617/47-1^/42 
dated 21-11-1948) proposing to extend the provisions of the payment of 
Wages Act to the payment of wages to all classes of persona employed is

(f- kd^ fr#** >?
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industrial establishments within the meaning of sub-clause ( F) of ui 
clause (ii) of section 2 of the said Act, which have been or may be 
declared to be factories under section 5 of the Factories Act, 1934.
The draft is to be taken into consideration by the third week of February 
|943.

(The Sind Government Gazette, part I, dated 
26-11-1942, page 2497).

SOCIAL POLICY

1st Session of the Standing Labour Committee, 8ew Delhi, 30th
November and~Tat December, 1942. U

The first session of the Standing Labour Committee (set up by the 
Tripartite Labour Conference convened at lew Delhi on 7 and 8-8-1942: vide 
pages 1 to 5 of our August 1942 report) wag held on the 30th November and 
1st December, 1942, under the presidentship of Dr. B.R. Ambedkar, Labour 
Member, Government of India. At the opening session, a message from 
Mr. E..T. Phelan, Acting Director of the I.L.O., to the meeting was read? 
The items on the agenda of the meeting were: (1) Review of wartime labour 
legislation determining conditions of work in regulated employment;
(2) production problems; (3) Earnings of labour; (4) Labour welfare, 
and ( 5) Industrial statistics. Brief notes on the items on the agenda mf 
and the Questions which arose for discussion on each, are given below.

j. Labour Legislation,- The more important of the legislative 
eondttioni of work in

regulated employment are: (1) Essential Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, 
1941 (vide page 45 of our December 1941 report),(2) Defence of India Rule 
81A dmd ««fT thereunder < tewed on 21-1-1942) ( vide pages 14-16 of our 
January 1942 report), and (3) National service (Technical personnel 
Ordinance, 1940 (vide pages 33-34 of our June 1940 report), power com
plementary to the restrictive previsions has been taken by Government to
determine the terms and conditions of service, in particular (a) Section 
6 ©f the Essential Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, ( b) Sub-clause ( b) 

bo 1 of Defence of India Rule 81A, and (of Sections 4(2) (Hi),
(and io of the National Service (Technical Personnel)ordlnanee.

Provincial Governments have made general rules under section
jfieeabial Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, it has not so far 
ss sary, as far as information at hand goes, for any Government 

Jan order under Defence of India rule 81A (1) ( b) in practice (this 
refer to adjudication awards which are enforced by Governments). 

under the National Service (Technical Personnel) Ordinance 
►on used both by Tribunals and the Central government in a number 

of cases.
The points for discussion before the meeting were: (1) a general 

review of the measures and (2) the Question whether it is necessary or 
desirable that Government powers, particularly under section 6 of the 
£s. (M) ordinance should be exercised more regularly.

II. production.- Some of the labour problems which arose in connec
tion with production were: (1) review of the present machinery for preven
tion of industrial disputes, with a view to further improvement; (2) labour 
mobilisation Including that of technical labour; (3) incidence of absentee
ism and ways of reducing it; ( 4) problems arising from transfer of labour 
from one occupation to another; and (5) hours of work and incidence of 
industrial fatigue: the need for the establishment of an Industrial 
Health Research Board.



SOCIAL policy

Labour Committee, yew Delhi, 3Qth^gsl^ of theIL© Ob&flUAJJg D»wuur uufliituwcc,
iH^hOrm BeeebWy/Tm;

The first session of the Standing Labour Committee (set up by the 
Tripartite Labour Conference convened at New Delhi on 1 and 8-8-1942: 
vide pages 1 t® 6 of our August 1942 report) was held on the 30th 
November and 1st Deeember, 1942, under the presidentship of Dr. B.R. 
Ambedkar, Labour Member, Government of India. At the opening session, 
a message from Mr. E.J. Phelan, Acting Director of the I.L.O., to the 
meeting was read. The items on the agenda of the meeting were: (1) Review 
of wartime labour legislation determining conditions of work in regulated 
employment; (2) Production problems; (3) Earnings of labour; (4)
Labour welfare, and (3) Industrial statistics. Brief notes on the items 
op the agenda and the questions which arose for discussion on each, 
are given below:

I. Labour Legislation.- The more important of the legislative 
measures A'ddjfffea curing war time, which affect conditions of work in 
regulated employment,are: (1) Essential services (Maintenance) Ordinance, 
1941 (vide page 48 of our December 1941 report), (2) Defence of India 
Rule 81A and orders thereunder (issued on 21-1*1942) (vide pages 14-14 
of our January 1942 report), and (3) National service ( Technical 
personnel) Ordinance, 194c (vide pages 33-34 of our June 1940 report)* 
POO-er ©cmplensentary te the restrictive provisions has been taken by 
Cewomment t© determine the tejaa and conditions of service, in parti-

nooMen ^ ef the Iswernddei aervioes (Maintenance) ordinance,
(b) s«b*e Pause ( b) ef olause 1 of'did Defence of India Rule/ S1A, and 
( e) sections 4(2) (iii), d 7(2), 8 and lo of the National service 
(Teehhle*XF«rwennel) Ordinance.

Some Provincial Governments have made general rules under section 
4 of the Essential Services (Maintenance) Ordinance, it has not so far 
been necessary, as far as Information at hand goes, for any Government 
te pass an order under Defence of India rule 81A (1) ( b) in practice 
(this does not refer to adjudication awards whieh are enforced ty 
Governments). The powers under the National service (Technical Per
sonnel) ordinance have been used both by Tribunals and the Central 
Government in a number of cases.

The points for discussion before the were: (1) a general
review of the measures and (2) the question whether it is necessary or 
desirable that Governmentipowers, particularly under section 6 of the 
E.S. (M) Ordinance should be exercised more regularly.

II. production.- some of the labour problems which arose in
connection induction were; (1) review of the present machinery
for prevention of Industrial disputes, with a view to further improve
ment; (2) labour mobilisation, including that of technical labour;
( 3) incidence of absenteeism and ways of reducing it; ( 4) problems 
arising from transfer of labour from one occupation to another ;4*( 5) 
hours of work and incidence of industrial fatigue: the need for the 
establishment of an induatrlal Health Research Board.

(1) industrial Disputes.- The machinery at present available 
for the sfeifE&int of eusputes is (a) udder the Trade Disputes Act, 
and ( b) under^Defence of India Rule 81A and orders made thereunder.
Sudden stoppages of work were already dealt with under the Trade 
Disputes Act, in respect of public utility services. The provision



of 14 days’ notice has new been extended to all industrial employment tw 
under the order under^efence of India Buie 814. originally there was ' 
no power te enforce the awards of adjudicators. ]fr> pewer has new been 
taken under para.«( d) of para. (1) of*t>efence of India Rule 814. The 
Coumittee was invited to review these measures and to suggest improvements, 
if necessary, in the present machinery.

(2) Mobilisation.- This has largely been effected by (1) National 
Service (Technical personnel) Ordinance, (2) Technical Training Scheme, 
and (3) Upgrading in factories. The National service (Technical per
sonnel) Ordinance is administered through organisations known as National 
Service labour Tribunals, one of which has been constituted in each of the 
Governor’s provinces, except Orissa and N.W.F.P. which are included in the a 
jurisdiction of Bihar and Punjab Provinces and one in the Chief Commissionei’ 
Province of Delhi. By a recent amendment t© the Ordinance, Tribunals 
may require undertakings to train men for employment in civil industry 
under such terms and conditions as may be prescribed. The Technical 
Training Scheme utilises various educational institutions, industrial 
undertakings, as well as special centres for training up the candidates.
The two All-India associations of Employers have already been addressed 
on the subject of upgrading in factories. The Bevin Training Scheme 
also seeks to increase technical skill of persons trained and to give 
them an insight into British working conditions. 504 trainees in six 
batches have been sent to United Kingdom. Three latches have returned 
and a large majority of them have been already posted so far. As regards 
the mobilisation of unskilled labour, it is felt that the existing 
supply is adequate, but that difficulties arise in ensuring availability 
of such labour at tha right place at the right time. The point for

C«R any other effcottwo stops bo
taken so that the country’s labour resources are put to the best avail
able uao f cm mar prtlowe!

( 3) Absenteeism.- In England a problem of absenteeism and persistent 
lateness has to some extent arisen. The question was: Does the problem 
need any consideration in India? The Committee was Invited to discuss 
whether absenteeism or lateness existed to any marked extent in the 
country, whether difficulties of transport, accomodation, etc., contri
buted to such absenteeism or lateness and what remedial measures are te 
be adopted•

(4) Labour Transfer.- During wartime transfers of labour have taken 
place fro® Wfe OCCbpStrOB to another on a fairly extensive scale. The 
question for discussion was whether such transfers created any specific 
labour problems? ,

(6) Hours of Work and industrial Fatigue.- in order to obtain 
maximum production it nas eeeome neeessAry co relax to a certain extent 
the existing previsions regarding hours of work, rest intervals, weekly 
holidays, etc., under the Factories Act. Exemptions have been granted 
in suitable eases under sections S, 43 and 44 of the Factories Act.
The question of industrial fatigue was discussed in a general way at 
the Third Conference of Labour Ministers, but the Conference did not con
sider any definite action necessary. Conditions vary in different 
countries. But investigations have not led to any conclusive results 
on the question of the ’optimum’ hours of work. The Government of 
Indiajft&dressed provincial Governments, outlining certain broad 
directions which may be followed when granting exemptions. The 
Instructions cover the following items:

(i) Section 34 - Weekly Hours.- ordinarily factories may be allowed.



to work 60 hours a week. Where circumstances make it necessary, 
extension may be allowed up to 66. 66 or 70 hours a week, but any 
hours beyond this Unit should not be permitted except for temporary 
emergencies.

Section 36 - Weekly (Sunday) holiday, 
~gectjon gg - jjajiy nouraT(ii)

Exemptions under one or other of the sections would be 
necessary only where more than 60 hours a week are allowed, in such 
cases generally a weekly holiday or at least one holiday for every 
two weeks should be observed and the daily hours should not extend 
beyond 11.

(Ill) section 37 - intervals for rest.- No exemption should 
ordlnarily ''W hebAss&ryJSXpeMence nas“shown that intervals are 
essential for better production over an extended period.

(iv) Section 38 - Spread-over.- Generally no exemption should be 
necessary, BdtwBere relaxation is necessary to suit special local 
circumstances, spread-over should not exceed 14 hours.

(v) Section 45 » Re strict!ona on employment of women.- There 
appear to’l®' ae'Wcqua'te grounds for relaxation.

(vi) Section 47 - Extra pay for overtime.- Exemption should not 
be allowed in she easl bf tfvilien personnel.

(vii) period of exempt ion.- in general exemptions should be for

There has been some Indiestlon recently that long hours in ** 
•uginBcrlng industry are leading to industrial fatigue.

in the United Kingdom the problems were examined first by the 
Industrial Health Research Board,and the Select Committee on National 
Defence Expenditure has also gone into the question. in India there 
is no organisation which has gone into this problem. The questions for 
discussion under this head are: (1) Is it possible to lay down any 
optimum hours for various industries under Indian conditions? (2) If 
detailed investigation is necessary how and where should it be under
taken? (3) Is It advisable to establish a Board on the lines of the 
industrial Health Research Board in the U.K., both as a wartime measure 
and also to serve peacetime conditions?

III. Earnings of Labour.- The problems which have arisen under this 
head arc: fu) EfSVBhfl* ftlliwunee; profit bonuses; ( b) is real increase 
in wages possible? and ( c) question of savings out of increased money 
incomes; propaganda or compulsion?

(a) Dearness Allowance and Bonus.- The Government of India has 
no detailed mrormtnon as regdrds the earnings of labour in various 
industries and variations Which have occurred therein during the war.
It has no detailed information of wage levels. Certain information, 
which is now mostly out of data, was compiled in the memorandum for 
the Third Gcaference of Labour Ministers regarding dearness allowances.

(*) - The basic question is whether the supply of
consumption goods can increase pari passu with increase in money 
incomes or whethei1 an increase in money incomes must result in an 
inflation spiral unless a preportion is saved by the workers, as also 
by other sections of the community, in India saving3 have not been 
on a satisfactory scale and the proportion of small savings is not
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considerable. There is at present no evidence to show that labour is 
making any attempt by saving to postpone the benefits of increased 
earnings till the post-war period. The problem before the Government 
is whether it is feasible to introduce methods of saving, for instance, 
contributory provident fund, deferred bonuses, etc.

The questions for discussion by the Committee were: (1) Is any 
uniformity in the subject as a whole or in respect dearness allowance 
in particular practicable? (2) Would it be desirable to grant wage 
increases or bonuses, (as distinct from allowances to meet increase in 
eost of living), in some form of deferred savings? (3) Can (or should) 
propaganda be used to encourage saving among workers? If so what form 
of propaganda would be useful^

IV. Labour welfare,- The aspects of labour welfare before the 
COTUBittee’TrWWTTffTTP®®lesi of food supplies and eost price grain shops, 
(b) A •R.P. in factories; establishment of joint committees for A.R.P. 
and welfare; and (e) war Injuries scheme; question of raising relief 
or supplementing it by employers for factory labour - voluntary or 
compulsory*

(a) Food,- The question was generally discussed at the Fourth 
Labour CdTTfe^inoe (vide page 5 of our August 1942 report). The general 
subject of price control and food supplies is dealt with by the Commerce 
Department. It has already been decided that preference should be 
given in supplies of food commodities, to the requirements of fair 
prise grain shops. It is known that some employers have such shops

that fair price shops
should be opened in as mlarge a number as possible. The point for 
discussion was: What special steps, if any, would be desirable and 
praetieabletomeet the problem ot supplies of essential commodities 
to labour in particular?

(b) A .R.P .-B^Labour Department is entrusted with the work of 
A.R.P. in raotdries and a considerable amount of work has already 
been done. The co-operation of factory labour is essential if 
factory A.R.P. organisations are to be effective, as their proper 
functioning depends on (1) sufficient flow of volunteers for A.R.P. 
services, (2) keen and regular training, and (3) confidence, discipline 
and morale. The Government desires to know whether*joint consultative 
committee representing both the management and the workers would be
an asset in each factory for the following purposes:- (1) to explain 
to the workers the puipose of all A.R.P. measures and the "nsqessity 
for training and discipline and to procure equipment for A.R.P. 
services, (2) to dispel groundless or malicious rumours and to issue 
counter propaganda when needed, (3) to enable any real or imaginary 
hardships or grievances to be ventilated, (4) to explain to the men 
the implications of, for instance, pensions, disability schemesj{|( 5) 
generally to foster a feeling of confidence between the employers and 
the employed in the face of*fcnemy.

(c) war injuries Compensation.- The war injuries scheme, which 
was adopted on l-T-i94fc, is purely a relief measure and has in it no 
element of compensation. The Government * a scheme has necessarily to 
be uniform for all classes of the population and the scheme provides 
a minimum level of subsistence; it is also related to the allowances 
and pensions available to the lowest combatant rank in the Army as is 
the case with the war injuries Scheme in other countries. Government 
invited the views of employers’ organisations on a draft scheme for
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War injuries insurance under which the relief under the War injuries 
^ai^ltjjia wculd fee supplemented so as to bring it to the level of eem- 
peasation under the Workmen's Compensation Act. Ewpjkoyers will pay 
the premia of an insurance fund ©a leu la ted on actuarial basis. The 
question is; Is it desirable to supplement relief under the scheme 
bv-an insurance scheme designed to increase benefits up to the level 
or Workmen’s Compensation Aet?

V. Indusferial Statistics.- At present labour statistics cover 
only a llml'Wfl fleld Sha eVen within that particular field available 
statistics are not complete, as reliance has to be placed on purely 
voluntary methods. The Industrial Statistics Act (Act No. XIX of 1942) 
was passed early in 1942 .“^Labour Department of the Government of India 
will administer the labour part of the Act. Labour intelligence in 
India is extremely backward as compared to other countries, and reliable 
intelligence is neoesaary to serve as a guide for legislative or ad
ministrative aetion. Labour statistics cover a wide field tut it is 
felt that it would probably be advisable to proceed on a few well 
defined, subjects on which statistics are badly needed and let the 
machinery expand as circutistanees require and permit. The following 
subjects were tentatively proposed as those on which statistics might 
be collected under the Acts Wages and earniigs of labour and hours of 
work. The Central Government has to make rules under the Act and can 
also give directions to the trovinces. It has been suggested that 
draft rules and draft forms should be framed and a sub-committee of the 
Standing Labour Committee should examine these drafts so that introduc
tion of final rules and forms can be expedited. The Committee was 
invited to consider^ the queationas (1) What should be the method of

Statistic. Aot?\(2) What subjects may 
be taken up first and what should be the machinery to deal effectively 
with problems that may arise?

(Summarised from the Memoranda prepared by the 
Department of Labour, a ccpy of which was received 
in this Office.)

The results of the discussions on the items on the agenda have 
not been published, but it is understood that no formal resolutions 
were adopted. The Committee la reported to have generally agreed 
on the necessity for a measure of uniformity in dearness allowance, 
the importance of ensuring supplies to cost-price grain shops for 
workers and the desirability of making standard cloth generally avail
able to the working classes.

(The Statesman, 3-12-1942. b
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Worijfl.Bg of the Punjab Trade Eaqployeea Act In 1941? *

During the year 1941 the administration of the Punjab Trade Employees 
Aet, 1940, was entrusted to the Industries Department, Punjab. The Aet 
earns into foree with offset from the 1st lfareh, 1941, and was applied in 
the first instanee to the mumleipal and eantennent limits of Lahore,
A»ritear, gialkot, peresepere, Rawalpindi and Multan and to the 
manleipal limits of Ludhiana, Lyallpur, jaranwala, Gojra, Simla and 
Ohara, fifteen Inspectors were appointed at these places, while the 
charge of the Ohief inspector of shops and Comaereial Establishments 
was hold by the Director of industries, Punjab, pending the appoint* 
meat of a permanent incumbent. The rules under the Aet wore framed 
and all preliminary details concerning the duties &£ 4tsr Inspectors 
and Mndred matters had been settled before the year closed. Quite 
a large number of enquiries were received from the publie about the 
application of the Aet to various types of shops and eomaersial establish
ments w^eh were attended to promptly.

♦ Report on the working of the Department of Industries, Punjab, for
the pear ending gist Marsh, 1941. Lahore: printed ty the Super
intendent, Government printing, Punjab. 1942. Price Re. 0-4-0.^



General 7

Factory Administration in Madras, 19 41.*

Statistics of Factories.- According to the annual report on the 
working~of the Factories act in Madras Province during 1941, the year

finned with 1,977 factories on the registers as against 1,916 
factories in 1940. During the year 131 factories were brought on 
the registers and 75 were removed. The number of factories on the 
registers at the end of the year was 2,o33 of which 1,955 (518 seasonal 
and 1,437 non-seasonal) were in commission.

Humber of Workers.- The average number of workers employed daily 
in thlnTUSS factories which su trait ted returns in time for the year was 
234,072 as against 211,194 in the previous year; 9,380 of them were 
employed in the Government and Local Fund factories. The increase of 
22,878 workers is due largely to the increase in the number of factories 
during the year and also due to the increase in the employment of a large 
number of workers in the textile mills and in the Government Oordite 
Factory at Aruv&nkadu. of the 234,072 workers, 31,070 were in seasonal 
factories and 2o3,OO2 in perennial factories.

Of the 234,072 workers, 161,145 were adult males, 59,795 adult 
females, 9,069 adolescents (7,109 males and 1,960 females) and 
4,063 children (2,6q8 males and 1,455 females).

The number of medical certificates issued during the year was 
11,941 as against 9,127 in 1940. The increase is due to the number of 
adult workers who are required to be verified under the Hazardous occu-

of adolescents end children employed 
daily was 13,123 as against 13,373 in the previous year. There is no 
appreciable variation.

Inspection.- Of the 1,955 factories in commission, 486 were 
i nsp ebted' b^e?7' 796 twice, 491 thrice and 139 more than three times.
The total number of inspections made was 4,116 as against 3,909 in 1940. 
2,752 Inspections were made by nth e full-time factory inspectors and 
1,364 by the additional inspectors. 43 factories were not inspected,
225 visits were made to unregistered factories with a view to keep 
a check on the number of factories which might be avoiding registra
tion and, as a result of these, 13 factories were brought on the 
registers. The total number of visits and inspections made by the 
full-time inspectors was 3,460 as against 3,556 in 1940.

Best Intervals.- The rest interval as required by section 37 
of the Act was observed in all the factories, emcept in 121 factories 
which had been exempted from the said provision. Sven the exempted 
factories had granted sufficient time for meals, though not a fixed 
period. Sundays or substituted holidays were observed in all cases 
except the 122 factories exempted from the provisions of section 35,
A holiday, at least, once in 14 days was given as required by the 
conditions attached to the exemption.

Hours of Work.- The number of non-seasonal factories in which the 
normal weekly hours were hbt above 42 was 58 for men and 118 for women;

« Report on the working of the Factories Act in the Province of Madras
for the year 1941. printed by the superintendent, Government Press,
Madras. 1942. Price Re. 1/-. pp.58.
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afc»w 4® and not above 48 was 174 for men and 56 for women; and above 
48 «as 1,188 for men and 851 for women. 194 factories employed children 
a* against 247 in 1940. The weekly hours for children did not exceed 5o. 
Mztaen factories were exempted from the weekly limit of 54 hours and lo 
factories from the dally limit of 10 hours. The number of seasonal 
factories in which the normal weekly hours were not above 48 was 2© for 
men and 37 for women; above 48 and not above 54 was 74 for men and 72 
for women; and above 54 was 381 for men and 362 for women. Only in 
3 factories children were found employed. The weekly hours for them 
did not exceed 3®. No seasonal factory was exempted from the provisions 
of weekly and dally limits of hours of work.

The general exemption from the provisions relating to hours of 
mmptePK^Jfe employment due to war emergency was granted under section 
8 of the Act to 25 factories. They were engaged on work of national 
i^ertanee. The permissible hours per week for persens employed in the 
textile faetoriee have been raised te 6® for a period of six months 
with effest from 3rd November 1941 for the purpose of controlling the 
price of yarn by increased production.

ft*. - in 364 factories, chiefly in the textile and rice milling 
1 i^«vra**, work is earried on by a system of multiple and overlapping 
hhlfte.

prosecutions.- The occupiers and managers of 7® factories involving 
iQO p‘^lsifis'’^^*,proseeuted during the year. Convictions were obtained 
on 257 counts against 56 factories involving 99 persons. A sum of 
am, 3.fto8-8-Q w&» imposed in fines ranging from Es. 2 to fis. 15o

in two oases, the accused
were found not guilty; one case was withdrawn; in one ease, the 
eoeupier w&a eeBVieted and the manager was acquitted, and in enether 
case the manager was fined and the four occupiers vers acquitted. An 
appeal was preferred in the High Court and all the four occupiers were 
alee convicted. in another case, an appeal was preferred in the High 
Court against inadequate fine for the second offence under section 61 
of the Act. The appeal was upheld and the fine amount was onhaneod to 
Hs. 100. prosecutions against two factories were pending disposal 
at the end of the year. The eases that were pendixm at the end ef 
the previous year were disposed of and convictions obtained in all of 
them.

Qonplainta. - 116 complaints were received (as against 64 in 1940)
of which sax wore anonymous and 27 pseudonymous. The largest number of 
eemp2.&*-nts received were in respect of non-payment of wages, arrears 
of wages, deduction from wages, delay in payment of wages and removal 
from service. Enquiries were made and aetlon taken wherever necessary.

Sickness Statistics.- 736,354 man-days were lost due to sickness 
_ „ iWs lfi if4®. The increase may be attributed to the

increase in the number of persons employed during the year as no epidemic 
was reported from any of the factories.

Working of the Bqpleyment of Children Act.- only a few Inspections 
were this Act during tne ybbr. ix was suggested to Govern
ment in the year 1940 that the administration of this Act might be 
entrusted to the municipal health officers, tahsildars and deputy 
tahslldars, as the volume of work involved would be large as there 
were more than 2,000 establishments in the municipalities alone, which 
would come within the purview of the Act. The Government did not 
approve of this suggestion but distributed the work between thgtCvG^uv +



^bupartment and the mini ci pal health officers. As Mkle order was 
reeeived late in the year and also for want of tine, inspections eeuld 
net he made. It is hoped that with the additional staff that has been 
sanctioned, a large number of establishments will be visited by the 
Inspectors during 1942.

Working ef factories (Amendment) jet, 1940.- gerenteen faetories 
were JmwMg brought on the registers unaerthis act during the year.*

Government of India’s Labour Policyt
jgir. ij.lt. Jbahl'a Criticising-^

Mr. H.M. Joshi, General Secretary, A.I.T.U.C., in an article under 
the caption ”The Government of India and Indian Labour” contributed to 
the Bombay Chronicle (issue dated 13-11-1942) makes eertain criticisms 
of the labour policy of the Government of India ( The article is by way 
of answer to a recent statement made by Dr. Ambedkar, Labour Member, 
Government of India,about the Government’s labour policy - vide pages 
23-28 of cur October 1942 rpport.) The main criticisms of Mr. Joshi 
are briefly noticed belowi

Mr. joahi's main contention is that the interests of several 
millions of workers working in organised and unorganised industries 
have been adversely affected by war conditions, especially by the

rise in the cost of living and. hr the restrictive legia- 
XA^W Sr' tKh GGV®rwent'of mdt*. ■ He malntalruMt that the Labour 
Department has not provided either by legislation or by executive 
aetiem that the difficulties of workers due to the rice in the cost 
of living would be automatically removed by increase of wages or by an 
adequate dearness allowance, and that only a section of workers, mostly 
working in big organised industries, has obtained some dearness allow
ance, which is not adequate. As against this, the workensin unorganised 
and small industries are suffering great hardships, in their case, if 
dearness allowance has been given, it has been obtained not automatically 
but either by workers resorting to strikes and by their taking the risk. 
of seme of them going to jail or at least by their giving threats of 
strikes. It is only in big Industries like railways and great textile 
centres like Bombay that the Government have helped in securing some
dearness allowance without strikes or threats of strikes. He urges 
the Labour Department of the Government of India Immediately, to secure 
full information and take steps to see that those workers who have not 
yet been compensated for the rise in the cost of living will be 
compensated fully either by an increase in wages or at least by a 
grant of adequate dearness allowance.

«

While conceding the necessity in a time of war for restricting 
in some measure workers’ freedom of action, he maintains that some of 
the restrictions imposed by recent legislation are not fair. Thus, 
under the National Service Technical Personnel Ordinance, the workers* 
right to improve his prospects by leaving one job to take a more 
lucrative one is taken away without being compensated by being given 
better conditions than he was previously getting. He also points 
out that Dr. Ambedkar’s statement that if labour wants to go on 
strike, and if it formulates definite grievances, Government Is 
bound to refer the mattgr- to arbitration is inaccurate. The law does 
not place upon Gove mime nt?" 4«e obligation, but only gives it discre
tion either to appoint an arbitrator or not, and to have the



grievances inquired into.
(Directing attention to Government’s lack of initiative in labour 

matters, he says: "Government’s policy of expecting illiterate and 
helpless labour to take the initiative makes their legislation in
effective"^ Government even delays action till the workers take the 
risk of either going on strike or at least threatening a strike. 
indnstrios which are not declared 'essential,4 &ven in industries 
which are deolared essential, in which case the Government has taken 
power to regulate conditions on its own initiative, no steps had been 
taken to provide proper conditions unless the workers had gone on strikes 
or threatened strikes. Government should follow a positive cons tractive
policy of providing on their own initiative proper conditions at least 

during the war."’’
(The Bombay Chronicle, 13-11-1942,)„

Labour Welfare Centres in Bangalore:
Mysore Government sanctions Rs,8,2pp.

The development of welfare activities for the working classes 
had been under the consideration of the Government of Mysore for 
some time. In the recent session of the Representative Assembly, 
a representation was made in this behalf and Government gave an 
assurance that the question was engaging their attention. The Com- 
miSSIOTCr of Labour, beun requested t© go into -the matter,
reported that it Is desirable to make a start at once with two re
creation centres in Bangalore City, in areas in which there is a large 
concentration of working class people.

The centres will provide a wide range of amenities such fta^. 
newspapers, periodicals and books in different vernacularsjjjuch as 
chess, ping pong, finger billiards and dominoes, educational lectures, 
magic lantern slides and films and eventually wireless receiving sets. 
They will also be centres for bhajapes and amateur musie parties, 
and provide a canteen where wholesale refreshments can be had at 
eheap rates. These centres are to be made available to the people 
belonging to the working classes, free of cost for the present and 
will work under the direction and control of the Commissioner of 
Labour.

The Commissioner estimated that the recurring and non-recurring 
expenditure for the two centres, during the current year, will be 
Rs. 3,2oo and Rs. 5,000, respectively, i.e., Rs. 8,200 in all. 
Government have sanctioned the proposals of the Commissioner of 
Labour for one year in the first instance.

(The Mysore Information Bulletin, 
October 1942.) +



economic cowmens /J
Orlasa state ltd to Industries Mil, 1942.

jhe Government of Orissa has published the Bihar and Orissa state 
Aid to Industries (Orissa Amendment) Bill, 1942, whieh it proposes 
introducing in the local Legislature at an early date. According to the 
Statement of objects and Reasons,appended to the Bill, experience has 
shown that applications for State aid reach the stage for consideration 
by the Board ef industries at different times and at long intervals on 
account of the elaborate procedure prescribed under the Bihar and Orissa 
State Aid to Industries Act, 1923, and the Rules framed thereunder in 
order to ensure the security of the loan to be advanced, it, therefore, 
becomes neoessary to hold a meeting of the Board of industries for advice 
when only one or two applications not exceeding Rs. 1,000 each mature. 
Small loans are sometimes required urgently by persons desix^bus mm of 
setting up small cottage industries* The present amendment'~8nsares 
quick disposal of such applications so that it may be possible for 
the Director of Development to sanction small loans without referenee 
to the meetings of the Board of Industries*

(The Orissa Gazette Extraordinary, 
l®wll»1942.) f

Working Class Cost of Living Index Numbers for
Centres in India during jams iW July,1942.

-.--fiMtetalMfc' mbMl-criiriag for werkix« classes in 
various centres ef India registered the following changes during 
June and July, 1942, as compared with the preceding month:

Name of Centre Base = 1QQ May 1942 Juno 1942 July 1942

Bombay year ending June 1934 142 152 168
Ahmeds bad year ending July 1927 102 111 117
Shelapur year ending January,1928 104 109 112
Nagpur August 1939* 146 160 181
Ludhiana 1931-35 190 214 219
Cawnpore August 1959 155 175 190
patna (Average ebst of living for 

five years preceding 1914) 159 168 181
Jamshedpur Ditto 165 192 202
jharia Ditto 171 188 2 06
Madras year ending June 1936 121 128 133
MadMa Ditto 117 127 139
Coimbatore Ditto 122 140 140

• owing to the change of base from January 1927 s 100 to August
1939 = 100, figures for the previous year have been deleted.

(Monthly Survey of Business Conditions 
in India for July 1942.)r



8ee$AL IS8PRAHCE
Working of the Madras Maternity Benefit Aet la 194lT\

The provisions of the Aet are applicable to women employed in non- 
seasonal Jmmpifefcam factories. of the 1,437 non-seaaonal faetozies In 
commission during the year, 1063 faetones employed women as against 991 
in 1940. Returns wore net received from 44 factories. The average 
number of women employed dally was 43,773 as against 42,046 in 1940.
2,040 claims'were made as against 2,360 in 1940 of whieh 1,687 claims, 
as against 1,669 in 1940, were paid to the women coneemed or to their 
nominees. 4.66 per cent, of the total number of women employed claimed 
the benefits. 82.7 per cent, clAims were paid and 17.3 per cent, claims 
were rejected due to deficiency in the qualifying service of 240 days of 
employment during the 12 months preceding the date of claim. The total 
amount of benefits paid was Rs. 41,031-10-6 as against Rs. 40,937-7-6 
in 1940,

inspections wore made along with the inspections under the Factories 
Act and claims for benefit were checked by the factory inspectors. Four 
inspections were made by the Additional Inspectors, Prosecutions wdre 
instituted in three eases and convictions obtained in all of them. 
Complaints wore made to the Factory Inspectors in 12 cases ef non
payment of benefits, They were enquired into and necessary action was 
gaken. An Assistant inspectress of fbetorles with medical qualifications 
was appointed towards the end of the year ter the administration of the 
Aet and to look after the interests of the women and children employed

«W8» contacts with the women
workers and has given them advice relating to maternity and other 
relate matters.*

* Report on the working of the Factories Act in the Province of
Madras for the year 1941. Printed by the Superintendent, Government 
Press, Madras. 1942. price Re.l/-.



EMPLOYMENT and UW3MFL0YMENT /S*

Occupation Institute for Mysore: 
gtate Government sanctions Scheme

The Government of Mysore has sanctioned a scheme for establish
ment of an occupation institute in Mysore to provide the growing 
industries in the state with trained personnel, and has appointed 
a special officer for working out details of the scheme in consultation 
with a working committee which will consist of three Government officials 
and two non-official gentlemen. The main purpose of the institute 
is to find employment and car/eBtofor the large and growing body of 
youths in the State, to improve working capacity of the people and 
through it their income and to increase the quality and gnantdt quantity 
of products grown and manufactured and the aggregate value of goods 
and service produced within the State.

It has been estimated that a sum of Rs. 500,000 will be required 
for the capital expenditure for buildings and qquipment to make a 
start with 12 oeoupations, including mechanical and electrical engineer
ing, metal trades, tailoring and clothes making, working in leather 
and manufacture of boots and shoes, radio mechanism, printing,house 
building, trade, mining, plumbing and installing sanitary fittings 
and automobile mechanics. Recurring expenditure will be Rs. 75,000 
rising to Rs. towardr thr nf <rrhrms The '
institute will begin giving instruction in a dozen occupations which 
may eventually be raised to 3o. The scheme owes its origin to Sir I
M. Visvesvaraya.

(The Leader, 25-11-1942.)

Appointments and Informs tion Board, Calcutta University.
Work during Quinquennium, 1957-l94£.

According to the first quinquennial report issued by the 
Appointments and information Board set up by the Calcutta University 
in 1937 for the solution of educated unemployment, the number of 
candidates registered during the quinquennial period was 2,98£ 
comprising graduates in Arts, Science, Commerce, Engineering, Medicine 
and under-graduates. In 1939, the Board organised a series of lectures 
on the principal industries of the country, delivered by men connected 
with those Industries. These lectures, popularly known as ”Career 
Lectures” dealt with the qualities and altitude neoessary for various 
industrial careers and were the first ofitheir kind in India and 
attracted considerable public attention both in a outside the 
province. The Board has now become a permanent department of the 
Calcutta University.

(The Hindu, 23-11-1942.



PROFESSIONAL WORKERS, SALARIED EMPLOYEES AND PUBLIC 
— ------------ -‘“WKtATO------ ————

The Assam Nurses’, Midwives’ and Health Visitors’ Registration
——---------------------------------------gni; 19427------------------------------

The Assam Government introduced in the loeal Legislative Assembly 
on 17-11-1942 the Assam Nurses’, Midwives’ and Health Visitors' Begistratioi 
Bill, 1942. The objects of this Bill are: (i) to establish a Council 
to facilitate the registration of all Nurses, Midwives, and Health 
Visitors who have undergone a prescribed training and passed qualifying 
examinations} (ii) to empower the Council to inspect and approve insti
tutions where such training can be given, and (iii) to raise the status 
of these professions and attract new entrants to nursing and health 
services. It may be pointed out that the Legislature is now considering 
a Maternity Benefit Bill whose efficient operation will need well
qualified midwives. Without some such body as the proposed Council 
to approve institutions and arrange courses of training and examinations, 
neither employers nor employees will be able to take full advantage 
of this beneficient measure.

( The Assam Gazette, part V, dated 
25-11-1942, pages 1S-16.)+



CO-OPERATION AND COTTAGE INDUSTRIES + 17
Rural Welfare Trust Fund set up 1b Hyderabad state

in his general survey of the economic and financial position of the 
State, Mr. Ghul&m Mohammed, finance Member to the Nizam’s Government, 
referred to the provision made in the state Budget for the new financial 
year (October 1942-September 1943) for rural welfare and allied measures. 
One important proposal, he said, was for the establishment of a non
lapsing Rural welfare Trust Fund for which a provision of Rs. 300,000 
had been made. Contributions to the Fund, which will be managed by three 
tnustees, viz., the Members of the Council in charge of Revenue, Education 
and Finance, will rise by additions of rs. 100,000 every year to 
Rs. 900,000 in 1947, and expenditure from it will be incurred to supple
ment the activities of various Departments like Education, Agriculture, 
Co-operation, Veterinary and Medical and Public Health. It was further 
proposed that the industrial Trust Fund and the Famine Relief Fund 
should make annual contributions of Rs. 100,000 each to the fund for 
expenditure on purposes directly connected with and in furtherance of 
the objects of these funds. The Finance Member observed in this connec
tion that the Industrial Trust Fund had a responsibility for fostering 
cottage industries. After remarking that 90 per cent, of the population 
of the State lived in the villages, he added that apart from any pro
gramme of agricultural development, co-operative credit, improvement 
of live-stock and other measures for the benefit of the rural areas of 
Hyderabad, it was becoming increasingly necessary to devise a bold but 
practical scheme for dealing with the question of increasing the pro-

of tbs villager# ftfid &s suet a scheme of cottage 
industries based oh F&W materials locally available, aided by necessary 
scientific research and guided and controlled by proper commercial 
knowledge and organisation, was essential for a successful solution 
of this problem.

(She Hyderabad Information, November, 1942.)*



on la Indl*;
Dr. AykrpyZC

Dr. W.R. Aykroyd has recently contributed an article on the feed 
situation in India, which was published in the Hindustan Times Weekly 
dated 1-11-1942. The salient points brought out in the article are 
summarised below

import position.- in comparison with many countries, India is dm 
iB a TwEBmpenTroB as regards her food supplies. She has not been 
invaded and land under eulti-ration is producing its usual quota ef crops. 
Hut India cannot hope te oseapo altogether the lapse* ef the world war. 
Pood iaports and exports in normal times are small in relation to total 
indigenous food production; that is te say, India is largely a self- 
sufficient country as regards her feed supply. Her self-sufficiency 
io, absolute. Within recent years Burma rice, and to a
lesser^Ws; rtce from indo-Chlna and Thailand, has boon imported to 
amke good a shortage in home production. Mae imports in resent years 
hare amounted to about 4.6 per cent, of the rlee supplies of India as 
a whole; in the Hadras Presidency the percentage of imports to total 
supplies was higher, probably from 10 to 16 per eont.

on.* Food exports previous to the war were small; 
of rice amounted to loss than one per cent, of the 

' g^:/JHft^W"'SHmWMRao markets dele not haws too ■
increasing food supplies within the country. Actually 

a required for export has been increased as a result 
W Mat overseas to feed armies fed el vii popu

lations. OOylon, cut off like India from supplies of Burma rioe, has 
to bo provid|d with food, previous to the war aborts of nco from 
India to Ceylon amounted to tome 68,000 tons, a wry small fraetiom ef 
the total production of about 29 million tons. The pcpulation of Geyloa 
(6 millions) is only 1.8 per cent, of the population of India and groat 
efforts are being made in Ceylon t© increase food production, neverthe
less, the requirements of Ceylon will add to rioe shortage. The loss 
of markets for groundnute and certain other eaeh crops allows land hither 
to producing such crops to he turned over to food production.

increased Requirements.- in India any increase in the * total 
natlonftr^SdrgyroquiremoBt'1' resulting from the war will be of m much 
smaller order than in Britain, but not altogether negligible, some 
500,000 refugees have entered the country from Burma and elsewhere.
Armies have to be maintained and men in military service require and 
obtain mere feed than civilian, Indus trial and agricultural workers 
generally, industry Is booming and the number of Indus trial workers 
employed, particularly in heavy industries engaged in war production, 
has considerably increased. This Inevitably md&ns an increase in food 
requirements. If toe price of food remained constant a general rise 
in wage levels, such as has taken plaoe within the last two years, would 
mean Increased eonsusptlon of food on the part of toe wage-earners con
cerned. it has been repeatedly found in diet surveys that low paid 
Industrial and urban workers have a calorie intake below normal require
ments. AW increase in real income will increase their consumption.
At too present time, however, the increase in wages (dearness allowance, 

etc.) must be largely offset by the increase in the cost of food and 
other necessities.



That India is largely self-sufficient 1b feed supply, demands close 
scrutiny. Even in normal times the feed supply of India plus imports 
dbes net cover requirements in the sense that the population is abundantly 
or satisfactorily fed. The diet ef large sections is deficient in quality 
and quantity and below generally accepted standards of adequacy. Because 
ef the existing bare minimum level of diet, there is little "margin of 
safety" to allow for further restriction, in 1937, Dr. Aykroyd attempted 
te calculate the total food production of the Madras Presidency and 
coapare^it with food requirements. While the investigation was difficult 
and on the whole unsatisfactory, owing to the absence of adequate 
statistical data, it provided an Indication of the state of affairs,
It was calculated that the total food available, including imports, 
was Just sufficient to eever total calorie requirements, reckoned on 
the Basis of 2, @00 oalories per consumption matt unit daily, provided 
it was evenly distributed. The conclusion was as follcwss "it seems 
dear that there is no appreciable exeess ef supply over requirements 
and that the imports ef rice and ether foods are necessary to supplement 
internal production." The above conclusions as regards "lack of margin" 
can probably bo applied to the whole of India, due way of meeting food 
shcrtage in to "tighten the belt", but in India there is no surplus 
girth to be reduced.

Transport Difficulties.- Transport difficulties are an important 
factor in the food situation. The railways are overburdened and owing 
to the great demand for rolling stock for carrying war materials there 
is shortage for ether purposes, petrol for lorries is in short supply.

by dialeeatlon in transport. About 28 per eent. of total riee supplies 
is British India (excluding Burma rice) is machine-milled. The remainder, eie^t f^Bper eent/haBlodby the professional dehu«kii« class, is 
"dehusked into rice in the producer's hemes by hand pounding". In the
ease of wheat it appears that about 11 per cent, of the mam crop is pro
cessed in roller mills, of the remainder about half is ground by hand 
in the villages and the ether half ground in power driven ehaldtiLs In 
towns and cities. The millets, of great importance as a staple food 
crop in India, are in all probability directly consumed by those who grow 
them, to a greater extent than in the ease of wheat and rice, in 
general, the ecnsunption of cereals processed in power-driven mills 
will involve more use of transport than the consumption of cereals 
pounded or ground in the hefffe, or within the village. Cities and 
industrial areas, areas, producing cash crops, tea plantations, etc., 
are of course dependent on food supplies whieh may normally be obtained 
from food-producing areas a considerable distance away. India has moved 
far from simple and direct dependence on locally produced food. A eom- 
p lisa tod marketing system for staple feed-crops, iaasea on modern trans
port facilities, has grown up. Clearly any move to unoeaplleate the 
system • i.e., in the direction of greater dependence on crops produced 
in the neighbourhood of the consumer - will help to save transport 
and ease the feed situation, and must be regarded as an essential part 
of a rstteaally planned war time food policy, under stress of circum
stances, there has been some change in this direction already.

B»ed foy increased food Production.- At present it is difficult 
to esW«h**-ite* serious 'the food shortage is, or is likely to be. There 
does not appear te be any real information about existing stocks - a 
point ef essential importance. "Enough food" takes precedence ever 
"the right kind of food"* calories over proteins and vitamin. When



1

When incpoaa® in W total supply ealert.es,, WBlwweIt<li"W»te cP-food 
U U *b< seat eoBriieMtto, attention nst be given
te a«y erep which gives a large and rapid return, irrespective of its 
HUtritl^wvfcJue and the habitual preferences ef the population. Among 
the ercps whieh give a larger and more rapid return are tapioca, maize 
and the millets. If these can be produced in greater quantities, they can 
replace etui valent quantities of wheat and rice without disadvantage from 
1gM standpoint ef nutrition.

pagetableSt- The possibility of increasing the production of vege
table! in lbdfS"“by means employed in Great Britain during war time now 
ie obviously maeh smaller, and but something could be done in thia direction 
Boarding schools and other institutions reooiving government grants 
can be compelled te create vegetable gardens, or extend gardens already 
in existence, institutions already producing vegetables for their own 
use, suflh as Jails, can increase output by 100 per cent, owners ef 
suitable eehpeunds can be encouraged or eenep£Lled te grew vegetables.
Where would bo difficulties in supplying enough seed for a widespread 
and rapid extension ef vegetable growing, and any increase in production 
immediately feasible would amount to only a tiny f motion of the addi
tional food required. The acreage under potato dhmslf should be 
increased. Unfortunately the areas in whieh it can be cultivated in 
South India are limited and there are likely to be very serious diffl** 
eultiea about fertilisers. But the sweet-potato thrives In a tropical 
climate. This root is of considerable value as a supplement to ill» 
balanced riee diets and its cultivation could be extended with advantage.
The production of yams tould alas be increased. The Pood production

a 'i&sriegb of staple’food a and with a view to ■ 
improving the nutrition of the people, all available lands adjeingng 

llBM"W'-wed’‘’fer the production ef vegetables and 
quick-growing fruits, aueh as papayas, bananas and melons and green 
fodder crepe for increased production of milk."

W»^LW >lne of A va liable Geres Is. - In India the great 
bulk of fci vB«F «rep is atone-grouno in village hemes and small mills 
and eensumed whole or nearly so. The production of refined wheat flour 
(maids) in roller mills amounts te only 400,000 tons, or approximately 
4.6 per cent, of the total wheat supply. Clearly, prohibiting the 
manufacture of white flour would have a negligible effect en the 
quantities of wheat products available for human consumption. About 
27 per eent. ef the t ota l paddy erep is machine-milled, the reminder 
being prepared for eensunptl** hand-pounding. The total quantity 
of machine-milled rice produced amounts to about 7 million tons* Hand
pounding removes the germ and a proportion of the pericarp; home- 
pounded rice is not equivalent to husked whole rice with all the 
Integuments of the grain intact. A given weight of paddy would yield 
by hew-pound! ng about 6 per eent. mere rt.ee for eonsunption than 
by milling. If all paddy were heme-pounded, or milled only to the 
same degree as heme-pounded rtce,u*xAhnxa«jBSMfcxj an additional 
42©,00© tons of rleo or thereabouts, amounting to about 1.6 per eent. 
of total rise supplies, would become available, it would be reason
able to encourage the use of home-pounded rice as a method of extend
ing available food supplies. People used to consuming highly-milled 
rice* mmdxnxxnxhf are, however, usually very loath to ohange over 
to under-milled rice, and even if by propaganda the change could be 
rapidly brought about, it would not greatly influence the situation 
ae against total supplies of rice. The same is true of any compulsory



If
aeanre prohibiting the milling of rice beyond a certain degree. Similar 
problems de met arise in the ease of the millets which ere act subjected 
to milling processes which remove the mat valuable parts of the grain.

increased Production.- To increase production, "grow more feed" 
propaganda Ha s “i t s ndidM’value, though a limited one. The high and rising 
price of food grains must stimulate the agriculturist te produce and sell 
as much food as he can. Provincial and State Governments can assist by 
such measures as supplying more seed at cheap rates te cultivators, 
supplylntfsanure or grants for its purchase, reducing irrigation charges,

ttirevenue on land new brought under cultivation with food crops, 
etc. Whether it is possible to increase food pro diction rapidly under 
war conditions by such means, only e^erienoe will shew. The favours bill ty 
or otherwise ef weather conditions for the next few harvests will probably 
have more influence on the food situation than the achievements of "grow 
more food* campaigns. The amount of land suitable fer eultivatlen net 
already under crops must be very small in relation to the area already 
under cultivation* The supply of manure will be limited by failure of 
iaporta and transport difficulties. On the km other hand,seme land 
producing non-edible cash crops for which the market/ has disappeared 
will became available. The cultivation of vegetables on "available lands 
adjoining hemesteads” can certainly be increased, jt is estimated by 
the Member for Bdueatien, Health and Lands that as a result of the food 
production drive an additional 9,600,000 acres will be put under food 
crops, gluing an additional outturn ef nearly 2,200,000 tons of grain, 
eensietiag of 860,000 tons of rice, 470,000 tons of wehat, 880,000 tons

features*’-’ There appears to be some anxiety on the part 
' “SSe -oas»aign for the increased production ef feed

should leedte a glut of certain staples, with consequent fall in prices.
It has been suggested that the cultivator should be insured against such 
an occurrence ty the fixation of minimum prices and a guarantee that the 
government will purchase surplus crops. From the commercial point of 
view, there may be some sense in the word "surplus" as applied to staple 
foods in India, there is none from the standpoint of nutrition. In 
increase of 20 to 30 per cent, in food production would be absorbed if 
the entire population had enough to eat, and it must also be recalled 
that the population is growing rapidly.

A eenteal organisation which is fully Informed about the situation 
in all parts of the country is obviously necessary. The Food Production 
Conference recommended that "when there is a deficit of a particular 
conodlty in the country as a wholenn the distribution should, he as 
far as transport facilities permif^aim at an equality of sacrifice on 
all consumers cf that commodity"; This is admirable in principle but 
coarsely in tune with practice. The natural tendency of Provinces and 
States Is te grab all the food they can. The Government of India has 
recently set up a Central Pood Advisory Council. Thia body will naturally 
be largely dependent on data supplied by Provincial and State Governments. 
Within each Province, a special officer with a small staff could be deputed 
to ebtain and collate information about the situation in various areas*
To the nutrition worker, the food situation in India is thoroughly 
unsatisfactory in normal times* A nation-wide "grow more food" campaign 
would have been appropriate in 1938, before the war started, and will be 
appropriate in 1946, when the war might be over. The majority of the 
population lives on a diet far remote from the most moderate standards 
of adequate nutrition. If India depends entirely on what she ean



herself produce, a very large increase in the production of -various 
foods is necessary to raise existing standards to a satisfactory level, 
gome of these may he roughly indicated as follows: cereals, 30 per cent 
increase; pulses, loo per cent.; milk and milk preduets, three or four 
hundred per cent.; meat, fish and eggs, several hundred per cent.; 
vegetables, particularly green leafy vegetables, one hundred per eent. 
or thereabouts. There is plenty of soqpe here for the application of 
seientifie methods to agriculture, animal husbandry and fisheries.

(The Hindustan Times Weekly, Delhi, 
1-11-1942.)
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B^ployers1 Organisations.

Formation of Indian Exporters’ Association.

per the purpose of taking all necessary steps to "protect* advance 
and nt-Awiiate the export trade of the country", an organisation called 
t.he Indian Exporters* Association, was formed at a meeting of persons 
Interested in fetar trade, held at Bombay on 19-10-1942jtpresided over 
ty yr, sankalehand G. shah. The main motive in organising the Association 
was to safeguard Indian trade against the "unfair" competition by the 
n«i ted Kingdom Commercial Corporation. The commercial community has 
mot been impressed with the assurances by the Indian Government that the 
XJ.K.C'C. is only a war time body and will net function after the war, 
and that during the war it will confine itself to war requirements.
The fact that this Corporation is an organisation financed and controlled 
by Bis Majesty’s Government makes it very influential in the natter of 
its purchases and sales. It is pointed out that no such organisation 
is functioning in any of the Dominions like South Africa, Australia 
or Canada, if it is confined to trading in war materials it should 
deal in ammunition, etc., but it is asked why it is dealing in sugar, 
wheat and such commodities, cutting out Indian exporters. Ho assurance 
even from His Majesty»« Government regarding the post-war activities 
of the UMly bo satisfy the Indian *
BllWrrt” tA2|5Ry Middle Scat countries via the overland route 
and this route has been deliberately closed down by the Government 
te eashlm-W' B$«-.•«»<*- bw absorb all export trade from India to Persia 
and TWW.

The President also traced the ups and downs of export trade from 
1834 bo the present day and said that the conditions of the trade were 
at present of an artificial character and that after the war thep^f might 
be faced with an entirely different set of circumstances. "After the 
war", he said, "there is bound to be a race for markets. The glut 
in industrial production will add to the competition and it is certainly 
going to be a case of the survival of the fittest."

A provisional Managing Committee consisting of the following was 
set up to frame a constitution and to take other preliminary measures 
Messrs. Sankalehand G. Shah, B.K. Lumba, Haranji L. Kara, Chinubhal 
0. Thaveri, G.V. Kotak, Maneekjl V. Khora, p.K. Hagarshett, Virji 
Shivji, and D.L. Shah.

( The Hindu, 20-10-1942, 
and the Bombay Chronicle,21-10-1942
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1942 session of Indian Bailway Conference Association,
New flelhl, 20-11-1942, 

In his opening address at the 1942 session of the Indian Hallway 
Conference Association whieh opened at New Delhi on 20-11-1942, under 
the chairmanship of Mr. G.C. Laughton, Manager, B.B. & C.i. KAilway,
Sir Edward Benthall, War Transport Member, Government of India, reviewed 
briefly the more important problems of Indian railways and Indicated 
the main trends of Government policy with regard to them.

pressure of War Transport.- Dealing with the strain to which 
Indian hallways are subjected because of war transport, he said that 
the pressure is likely to grew more acute in the future, even though 
the Government of India has succeeded in persuading the priority 
authorities of the United Nations in London and Washington to go a 
considerable way to meet India's need for more locomotives. The 
Railway Department, he added, was at the same time hilly conscious 
of its duty to provide adequate transport facilities for food distri
bution^ and IshBfW special instructions have been issued to the railways 
to ensure priority movement for foodstuffs.

Conditions of Work of f&ilwaymen. - Discussing the railway workers’ 
demand ^or increased pay, he said: ’*§0 far as the railways are concerned 
this will have to be done in relationship to the standard of living 
throughout the country, Increase the pay, arid you must increase fares 
and freights or the railways will become a drain on the general revenues. 
increase the. .-scA.you wAli bs in da agtr ef losing

- the agriculturist in his fight
for world markets. Broadly speaking, therefore, better rewards can only 
bo achieved if it is compensated by higher average efficiency. That 
is the experience of all industries and it is probable, therefore, that 
railway administrations and railwaymen's unions can accomplish most for 
their men by encouraging a higher standard of individual efficiency, 
thereby justifying higher remuneration?

presidential Address.- In his presidential address, Mr. G.C. 
Laughton dealt with the need for rationalising transport policy and 
pointed out that the direction of modern thought on the subject was 
that transportation as a whole should be organized and co-ordinated 
solely for the public benefit and quite irrespective of individual 
interests of any one constituent part. He also referred to the question 
of staff welfare as an important aspect of post-war reconstruction 
and pleaded that the standards of the low-paid staff must be raised by 
higher rates of pay, better quarters and generally better conditions of 
service.

(The Statesman, 22-11-1942.)+



Workers' Organisations

Working of the Indian Trade Unions Act in Ajmer-Merwara 
in 1941-42

According to the report of the Commissioner, Ajmer-Merwara, on the 
working of the Indian Trade Unions Act in the district of Ajmer-Merwara 
in 1941-42, no trade union was registered during the year under report. 
The certificates of registration of two trade unions, viz. (1) the Kirana 
Punchayat Union, Ajmer, and (2) the B.B. & C.I. Railway Workers Union, 
Ajmery were cancelled. One trade union, viz., the Electric Supply 
Workers Union, Ajmer, ceased to exist during the year under report,
±41 hut its certificate of registration was cancelled in July, 1942.
There was thus only one trade union working at the close of the year, 
viz., the Traders Association, Ajmer. No case of refusal of registration 
of any trade union or of withdrawal arose during the year, nor was 
any appeal against the orders of the Registrar of Trade Unions or of a 
second appeal to the High Court from the decisions of the lower courts 
preferred. There were no developments of interest relating to/ the 
trade union movement in Ajmer-Merwara during the year under report.

(Summarised from the Memorandum (Annual 
Report on the working of the Indian Trade 
Unions Act, 1926, in the district of 
Ajmer-Merwara for the year 19 41-42) 
submitted by the Commissioner, Ajmer- 
Merwara, a copy of which was supplied 
to this office. )<•



Backward Class Uplift:
Bombay Government’s Rs. 2.S Million Scheme.

The Government of Bombay has ear-marked Rs. 2,500,000 from the 
Special ©evelopment Fund to be spent on measures for the betterment 
&£ thejmskward glasses of the Province, with the primary object of 
>B»hHng those classes gradually to rely mere on their own resources.
The has appointed a committee of officials and non-officials
to advise It on the needs of the Backward classes and how best this 
sum of Rs. 2,500,000 may be expended in their interest^. It has been 
asked to start work • as early as possible and to suhsit its report to 
the Government within six months. The various subjects included^ in the 
terms of reference of the Coaanittee are given be lost

Health improvement.- schemes for better housing; slum clearance 
and water"supply (Including water supply for scheduled castes); improve
ment of roads and communications in Backward Areas and extension of 
medical facilities in Backward Areas.

Educational improvement.- Scholarships and studentships in sohools, 
colleges, t'odS’fldn'ail &na reennieal institutions, payment of examination 
foes; student hostels, technical education and technical training; 
further measures for encouraging primary education in Backward Areas; 
continuation of literacy - libraries, pamphlets and magazines; and night 
classes and adult literacy classes.

k- Encouragement of eottage 
Ltal anpomeo; advances of

grain and seed to agriculturists for maintenance and sewing purposes; 
grants and haaU leans to agriculturists for improving their lands and 
adopting bewUFTormlng me Weds; help to co-operative socio ties 
having Backward Class membership and to eo-eperatlve societies situated 
in Backward Areas; grants to voluntary agencies carrying on propaganda 
among Backward Glasses and working for their uplift; extension of the 
provision for legal assistance; provision for (ferrying on propaganda 
for removal of untouohability; appointment of more officers fer carrying 
on propaganda for improvement ef those elaasee; agricultural improve
ment, rural development and industrial demonstration centres and 
shows in Backward Areas.

(*Bombay Information”, Bombay, 
dated 7-11-1042.) +



SOCIAL POLICY IK WAR TIME ?
Hours of Work

Exemption from section 34 of Factories Aet In the Punjab.

The Government of the Punjab has exempted for the duration of the 
war all eetton spinning and weaving mills and factories in the Province 
from the operation of seetion 34 (Hours of work) of the factories Act, 
1934. The exemption has come into force from 3-11-1942.

(Notification No. 5737-1. &L-42/64804 
dated 21-11-1942. Hie Punjab Government 
Gazette, part I, dated 27-11-19 42, page 
1345.) -
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wages

War Bonus for Bombay Textile Workers;
Bombay Millowners* Association Decision."

At a general meeting of the Millowners1 Association, Bombay, 
held on 21-11“1942, the recommendations made by the Committee of the 
Association in connection with the grant of a war bonus to the operatives 
employed in cotton mills situated in the city and island of Bombay which 
are members of the Association were approved and adopted. The committee 
recommended that a war bonus equivalent to one-sixth of their total 
earnings in the period 1-1-1942 to 31-12-1942 r. inclusive, be granted 
to all cotton millh workers who are on the musters of permanent and 
badll workers in member mills in Bombay city and island on 31-12-1942, 
dW^ho continue to be on such musters till the dates of payment, with 
the exception of those badlles who have worked for less than an 
aggregate period of 75 daysin the said period} that bonus be cal
culated on earnings exclusive of dearness allowance; that,hwwmxbm

in the ease of women who have been on maternity leave 
in the period referred to, the actual maternity allowance drawn by 
them be included in their wages for the purpose of calculating the 
bonus payable; and that bonus as laid down in the preceding clauses be 
calculated and paid to the workers in two equal instalmentst the first 
on 23—1—1943 and the second on 20-3-1943.

Workers’ Demands.- The workers, however, are not satisfied with 
the meeting of the Representative Council of the

the following five main demands
were enunciated: immediate increment of forty per eent. in the basic
wagesdearness allowance. 3. Half-yearly bonus to 
be calculated at 25 per cent. 4. immediate enforcement of the re
commendations made by the Textile Labour inquiry Committee of 1940.
3. provision of grain and other necessary commddities at • cheaper 
rates and in sufficient quantities.

Times of India*s Comments.- Commenting editorially on the bonus 
award, the Times of India in Its issue dated 25-11-1942 observes:

”Por the second time since the outbreak of the war the Bombay Millowners’ 
Association has sanctioned a substantial bonus to the city’s textile 
workers. As a result, some 200,000 workers will receive two extra
months’ wages......... Last December the millowners decided to add a war
bonus of 12?2 per cent, to their employees' total earnings during 1941, 
a decision which entilled an additional payment of about fis. 10,000,000• 
Earlier a 15 per cent, dearness allowance was granted.... It is esti
mated that since 1937 the Bombay millworker/ has benefited to the extent 
of forty per cent. Suggestions for an increase in tasic wages are 
impracticable so long as conditions in the mill industry remain to 
be stabilised, on the other hand, it must be recognised that the textile 
industry has profited greatly from the war: with the opening of new 
markets in Australia and the Middle East its position at the end of 
hostilities should be promising.”

(nBombay Chronicle”, 26-11-1942,
Amrita Bazar patrika, 27-11-1942, and 
Times of India, 25-11-1942.) +
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Enhanced Wages for Contract Labour; 

ahw^dabaff Millowners* As'soclatlon^s Recommendations.

Ihe Ahmedabad Millewners ’ Association passed resolutions on 
4—9—1942 recommending to its member Mills that (1) whenever a particular 
type of work is given on contract, the member mill concerned should put 
in a stipulation to the effect that the contractor should ordinarily 
pay proportionately the same average wage as is being paid for the same 
type of work in other mills where the work is being carried out depart
mental^; and that ( 2) the workers employed under contractors in the 
local member mills should, as and when required by the managing committee, 
be granted a lump sum of Rs. 30 per worker by the mills concerned for a 
period of six months comnencing from 1-1-1942 and a quarterly payment 
thereafter till the duration of the war or till such period as the 
managing committee may decide, provided that if a worker has worked 
only for less than one month he shall not be entitled to receive any 
amount and that the other workers concerned should be given a pro rata 
allowance of the amount specified above according to their presence 
during the period.

(The Labour Gazette, September 1942.),

Extra payments for higher-paid Employees during War Periods
geepianendatlon 6T Ahmedabad Millowners * Association.

The Ahmedabad Millowners’ Association passed a resolution on 
4-9-1942 ;reoo»man<U«g to its member mill# that all those employed in 
W above ts. 75 and below is. 8oo per
month be granted, as and when directed by the Managing Committee, 
a lwqp ms el 8a, employee the mills concerned for a
period of six months commencing from 1*1-1942 and a quarterly payment 
thereafter up to the termination of the war or till such period as 
the managing committee may decided, provided that if an esployee 
has worked only for less than one month, he will not be entitled to 
receive any amount and further provided that all others should be 
entitled to a pro rata allowance of the amount specified above accord
ing to their presence during the period.

(The labour Gazette, September 1942.)w

Increased Maternity Benefit Rates 
Bombay" Cotton Industry accepts Suggestion.

The extra dearness allowances which the Bombay Gotton textile 
industry granted to the workers were not applicable to women workers 
in the industry in receipt of maternity benefit. The Factory 
peparbaent of the Government of Bombay, therefore, approached the 
Millowners’ Associations of Bombay and Ahmedabad with a suggestion 
that the rate of maternity benefit should be 12 annas a day, instead 
of the eight annas provided by Section 5 (1) of the Bombay Maternity 
Benefit Act, 1929. The Millowners’ Association, Bombay, has decided 
to pay for thd duration of the war and three months thereafter, a 
surcharge of 50 per cent, of the total amount payable on maternity 
benefit to an employee; while the Association in Ahmedabad has 
agreed to recommend the suggestion of the Factory Department to all 
its members.

(The Industrial Bulletin of the Bnployers’ 
Federation of India, 16-11-1942.)♦-



Labour Welfare 3a
Workers’ Welfare in War-time:

Bombay MUloWners' Association's Views

Reference was made at page 25 of our September report to a 
communication from the Mt Commissioner of Labour, Bombay, to the 
Indian Merchants’ Chamber, Bombay, on the measures to be adopted in 
factories for the welfare of labour during wartime (opening of cost 
priee grain shops, storing adequate stocks of grain, provision of 
canteensJfacilities for remitting allowances to families, and amelio
ration of conditions of work). A similar communication was sent to 
the Bombay Millowners’ Association aisojln its reply to the labour 
nnwimissloner, the Association has raised the following points:

(a) Cost price grain shops existed in al/moet all mills in 
Bombay and in about 45 mills they had been in existence since the 
beginning of 19&0. These grain shops were run on a ’cost price’ 
basis and the prices charged were below those charged by the grocers 
outside the mills premises for the same quality of goods and, in certain 
cases, they were even below the prices scheduled in Government grain 
shops.

(b) As regards the desirability of maintaining adequate stocks 
of grains, stocks held in mills up to the middle of August were con
siderably in excess of a week's requirements and in a number of 
cases stocks equivalent to a month’s requirements were held. However, 
on account of the unsettled conditions in the market which prevailed
in Bombay since the middle of August, it had become practically impossible 

direst from the market and until
conditions improve, they would have to depend upon Government for supplies

(e) Several mills had already installed canteens where tea and 
light refreshments were served and some of the mills had also mde 
arrangements to supply cooked food, but it was doubtful whether the 
supply of cooked food could be adopted as a general proposition by 
all mills in Bombay for the following reasons :-

* (1) Some mills in Bombay had no space whatsoever
within the premises either for cooking or for serving 
food to their operatives.

(2) A standard food suitable to the tastes of people 
representing various communities, castes and creeds 
working in the mills was difficult to evolve.

(3) There would be difficulties in cooking and serving 
food to operatives belonging to different communities, 
castes and creeds.

(d) As regards the recommendation re. facilities for remitting 
allowances, it was pointed out that as far back as December 1927 
arrangements were made by the Association with member mills under 
which all money orders sent by operatives of individual mills were 
made out by a member of the clerical staff of the mill and were sent 
in one lot with & covering letter and a cheque for the total amount
to the postmaster of the nearest Post office. The Committee, however, 
regretted that they could not agree with the suggestion that money 
orders of the workers should be sent at the expense of the employers.

gLi*.
(e) As regards recommendation for introducing short-breaks, the 

attention of the Commissioner was invited to the fact that an effort 
was made some time ago to split up an hour's recess into two half hourly



breaks, but the proposal was dropped in the face of opposition from 
certain workers’ organisations. The matter was not therefore proceeded 
with further.

(Extracted from the Printed Excerpts of the
Proceedings of the Committed of the Mill- 
owners’ Association, Bombay, for September 
1942.)*



Oempensatlon for war injuries

The Bombay Civil services (War Injuries pension) Rules,1942

The Government of Bombay hasx adopted the Bombay Civil Services 
(war injuries Pension) Rules, 1942, providing for compensation for 
war injuries to persons to whom the rules regarding the Wound and injuries 
pensions and family pensions in the Bombay Civil Services Rules apply. 
When such a person sustains a war Injury while on duty or dies of a 
war injury so sustained, awards will he made in accordance with the 
provisions of those rules as if the injury weHe received in the perform
ance of a duty which had the effect of increasing his liability to injury 
or death beyond the ordinary risk of the civil appointment held by him.

(The Bombay Government Gazette part IV-C 
dated 26-11-1942, page 2350.)+-

The Punjab Civil Services (War injuries Pension) Rules, 1942.

The Government of Punjab adopted the Punjab Civil Services 
(War Injuries Pension) Rule$, 1942, which prescribe the conditions 
under which pensions will be given to those sustaining war injuries. 
The Rules prescribe that if certain specified classes of persons 
governed by the Civil Service Rules (Punjab) sustain a war injury

while on duty, or die of a war injury so sustained, award shall 
be made in accordance with the provisions of those rules as if the

awards shell be made in accordance with the provisions of those sections
«W if the injury-were-needwed in the performance of a duty whieh had 
the effect of increasing his liability to injury or death beyond the 
ordinary risk of the civil appointment held by him.

(The Punjab Government Gazette, Part I, 
dated 6-11-1942, page 1269.) +.

War injuries:
Employers empowered to make Advance payments,

in order that provisional relief under the War Injuries scheme 
may be given to needy persons, the Government of India has empowered 
employers to make advance payments, limited to Rs. 50 in each individual 
case, to persons receiving war injuries; or, in the case of death, 
to their heirs who would be eligible to family pensions under the 
War Injuries scheme. The amount so advanced will be repaid to the 
employer from the regular award, when it is made, at tin a rate not 
exceeding half the amount of the award, says a press Rote issued by 
the Director of Information, Bombay.

(The Times of India, 10-11-1942.).



war

Insurance ©f Employees against War injuries: 
3atobe me nomBay fihamoer of Commerce.

According to the excerpts from the proceedings of the Bombay 
Chamber of Gonseroe for September 1942, It has* been suggested to the 
Government that it might have a good effect in keeping workers at work 
in factories, mines, etc,, if a compulsory insurance scheme were 
instituted at the cost of employers in industry and to be administered 
by Government with the object of increasing the scale of relief laid 
down in the war injuries scheme. The purpose of the war injuries scheme 
was to provide the minimum amount of relief to cover the oases of all 
classes ef the population. It was not a scheme of compensation but a 
scheme ef relief. Under the proposed insurance scheme relief under the 
war injuries scheme would be supplemented so as te bring the total 
relief up to approximately the scale of ecnpensatien under the Workmen’s 
poyanaatlBB Aot. The following is a tentative outline of the scheme 
whieh would apply compulsorily to employees in factories registered 
under the fhetorles Act, to mines falling under the Indian Mines Aet, 
and labour in public utility companies, tramway companies and ports, 
premium being payable My the eBployers:

(a) Employees should be divided into groups (e.g,, monthly earning 
under Rs. SO, Rs. 60, Ms. 100, Rs. soo, etc.).

(b) A levy of flat rate of so much per head per month for each
ewpiorcc^ lw each grmcp. should be levied on ell employers and the sum
aTjMcIwfa sEbuId M piacea in a central fund. Note.- it wae Intended 
that initially until experience had been gained the rate should not 
•xeeedl percent, ef thewage MU.

( e) Prom that fund there would be paid to those employees who 
were injured while actually at work in a faetory, (or when within a 
specified distance of the factories if they had worked in a faetory on 
any of the two days preceding the date of injury) flat rate sums to each 
class sufficient tc bring the Goyqjrameat relief approximately up to 
what they would have received un<er'the Workmen's Compensation Aet.

(d) Contributions should continue to be payable monthly even after 
the war until the sum in the fund was found to be sufficient at the dose 
of the war to meet the obligations on the fund. Contributions if 
required after the war should be payable by all factories, even those 
started after the war, in order to avoid placing any factory at a 
comparative advantage. Note.- As immediately on the close of the war 
the fund would become practically a closed fund, this should not be
very difficult to arrange.

(e) The Government of India should guarantee advances to the fund 
to enable it to make the necessary payments.but should be entitled to 
refunds of such advances.

(f) If after the war there was a balance in the fund it would not 
be appropriated by Government to general revenues but would be utilised 
for the benefit of workers as a whole. «.



Centre! Measures

The C.J ♦ Wke&t Products Centre! Order.,.

The Government of the United provinces has gazetted the "Wheat 
Produets Central Order, 1948* specifying the kinds,of atta (wheat 
fleer) to he produced in mills and prohibiting the removal ef atta 
hags ft?the mill premises without theXxxjoaingxixXmiiai hags being 
marfied^ffiequ^ity of atta inside and the date ef filling. The 
order also fixes the maximum ex-factory price in eaeh ease. It eomes 
into force on 16-11-1942.

(The United Provinces Gazette Extraordinary 
dated 7-11-1942.)+

The Bihar Cotton yarn Control order, 1912.

The Government of Bihar has gazetted the Bihar Cotton Yarn Control 
Order, 1942, by which ne person is to engage in eotton yarn trade, 
wholesale or retail, except under Usenet. The order empowers the 
Controller te fix a Unit up t© which a licensee may sell, provisions 
are also made for the supply ef monthly returns ef steeks and the keeping 
of aeeurate aeeesnts ef sale and prices charged.

(The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary, 
10-11-1942.)„

' ■ Ematriel ty Control Order, 1942.
By the Orissa Electricity Control Order, 1942, the leeal 

Geverasmni fHpOBta ^e s^pply of enei^y fa? pe*er to industrial 
undertakings exeept as directed by the Government^ the extension 
of connection to temporary establishments* and to new installations 
erected without the sanetion of the Government.

(The Orissa Gazette Extraordinary, 
12-11-1942.) +

The U.P« Kerosene Control order, 1942.

The United provinces Government has gazetted the United Provinces 
Kerosene Control Order, 1942, prohibiting the sale and storing for sale 
ef ham Kerosene by any person within the Provinces unless licensed by 
the Government. The order comes into force on 1-12-1942.

(The United Provinces Gazette, 14-11-1942, 
Part I-A, p.388.) r

The Delhi Kerosene Control Order, 1942,

The Chief Commissioner, Delhi, has gazetted the Delhi Kerosene 
Control order, 1942, providing for the control of the stock, distribution 
and sale ef Kerosene ell in the urban areas ef Delhi.

(The Gazette of India, part II-A,
21-11-1942, page 617.),



Control of gait Trade In the United province^

Hie Government of the united provinces has ordered that with effeet 
from 1-12-1942, no person shall sell,store for sale or carry on business 
in any distrlet in the united Provinces in th salt exceeding 20 maunds 
(1 maund s 82 lbs.) in weight without obtaining a licence therefor 
from the Distrlet Magistrate of the district in which he sells or stores 
for sale or carries on business in salt.

(Notification No. 12105/p .C.-574-42 dated 
11-11-1942: The united Provinces Gazette, 
part I-A dated 21-11-1942, page 407.)^

gait Control in the Punjab.

The Punjab Government has notified an order that all persons 
or agencies holding Stocks of salt amounting to 10 maunds or mere should 
suhsit to the District Magistrate of the District where they are held, 
a detailed monthly report on the stock position.

(Notification No. 16906-PC-42/62770 
dated 12-11-1942t The Punjab Government 
Gazette Estraordinary, 12-Il-1942.)_

The Bihar gelt Dealers pjeeaslng Order,1942.

■-Licensing Order, 1942, 
published by the Bihar Government on 11-11-1942, nobody should 
engage in any undertaking which involves the sale, or storage for

W MNlHaft in accordance with a licence issued In
that behalf by mn officer authorized by the Provincial Government.

(Notification No. 1875 - galt/23/42-P.C. 
dated 11*11-1942} The Bihar Gazette 
Extraordinary, 14-11-1942.)^

Control of Coal, sugar and Kerosene in Bihar.

According te the Bihar coal, Sugar and Kerosene Oil Dealers 
Licensing Order, 1942, issued on 31-10-1942 by the Bihar Government, 
no person is permitted to engage in any undertaking which involves 
the sale, er storage for sale of oeal, sugar or kerosene oil exeept 
under and in a seer dance with a licence issued in that behalf by an 
effieer authorized by the provincial Government.

(Notifiestion No. 1606-gugar/112/42-p.0. 
dated 31-10-1942: The Bihar Gazette 
Extraordinary dated 2-11-1942.).

The Cotten Mevemfta Control order, 1942.

The Government of India has issued on 13-11-1942 the Cotton 
Movemddts Control order, 1942, whieh prohibits the transport by 
rail of cotton by any person without a general permit issued by the 
Government of India or a special permit Issued by the Regional Con
troller of priorities, Bombay, or the Deputy Executive Officer



&
ef the Cotton Movements Panel, Bombay. Dealers in cotton may be 
required to furnish returns or any ether documents or Information 
pertaining to the business as and when demanded by the Chairman or 
the Executive Offleer of the Cotton Movements panel, Bombay.

(The Gazette of India, part I, 
dated 21-11-1942, page 1741).

West Coast Timber Traffic (Priority) Order, 1942

The Government of India Issued on 13-11-1942 the Vest Coast Timber 
Traffic (Priority) order, 1942, which covers all country-craft plying on 
the Vest Coast of India not further North than the Port of Bombay 
and engaged, whether wholly or partly, in the carriage by aea of 
timber. The order empowers Port Officers in the Vest Coast of British 
India to secure priority t© the carriage of timber cm requisltionjkny 
country craft coming under this Order. ® A

(Notification No. Ml-T.( 5)/42 dated 
13*11-19|^ The Gazette of IndLa 
Extraordinary, dated 14-11-1942, pages 
1149 b» 1190.)*

The Shuttles Control order, 1942,

The Government of India issued on 13-11-1942 the Shuttles Control 
W W* «y. the applies t©

ordinary and autemaMo shuttles for looms used in the textile Industry 
excluding Jute and hemp, and provides that the sale or purchase of 
shut* wrvamwwt by W oHur-cu® W done only under Pro
vision is also made for the auhnlssion by dealers of returns of stock.

(Notification No. SS/123 dated 13-11-1942: 
The Gazette of India Extraordinary dated 
16-11-1942, pages 1151 to 1152.)^

Wheat Control in the United Provinces

The Go-vernment of the United provinces has issued an Order on 
20-11-1942 by which the retail saleef wl^it in a number of towns in 
the province will be limited to tiwSe shops as may be specified by 
the respective District Magistrates. No one can purchase per day 
more than Hs. 2 worth of wheat from any shop unless he has a permit 
to purchase more.

(Notification No, 21192-C.S. dated 20-11-1942: 
The United Provinces Gazette Extrarodlnary 
dated 20-11-1942.)+



3?
The paper Control order, 1942

The Government of India has issued on 7-11-1942 the paper Control 
order 1942, (coming Into force from that date) with a view to conserve 
paper*resources. The order specifies a series of restrictions imposed 
on the printing, making or publishing of any directory, on the printing 
and making of posters, the gratuitous distribution of advertising circu
lars, the printing of view cards, envelopes for gramophone records, the 
advertising of show cards, etc. It does net apply to newspapers as 
defined in the newspaper Control order, 1942^vide page 49 of our January 
1942 report).

(The Gazette of India dated 7-11-1942, Part I, 
pages 1687 and 1688.)4- Q . .

Before the war, the annual consumption*of paper* both indigenous 
and imported, amounted to 200,000 tons. The present position is that, 
excluding newsprint, India is importing only 6,000 tons of paper, ana 
thia paper is mostly of high quality needed by Government for paper 
currency and other special purposes. India has thus to depend for 
her needs on indigenous production totalling loo,000 tons. But 
whsreas before the war Government consumed only 30,000 tons of paper, 
representing only 15 per cent, of the total consumption, Government’s 
own requirements are now 75,000 tons. Thus only 25,000 tons of paper 
produced in India is available for general consumption.

(The Times of India, 7-11-1942.),

Modification of newspaper Control order, 1942.

. the Government of India
has introduced certain amendments in the Newspaper Control order,
1942 (vide page 49 of our January 1942 report). Besides fixing the 
maximum pagb area of the existing newspapers at the limit maintained 
by them on 10-11-1942, the order adds two more classes (Classes D 
and » to papers; for Class D> papers, the page area is fixed at 
between 150 to 20osquare Inches and for class E at less than 150 square 
inchfes. The notification also me lays down the weekly quota of pages 
and prices of the various classes of periodicals.

(The Gazette of India, part I, 
page 1718, dated 14-11-1942).,

The Non-Ferrous Metals Control order, 1942.

The Government of India has issued the Non-Ferrous Metals 
Control order, 1942, by which no person is tc be a stockholder or 
dealer in non-ferrous metals except under, and in accordance with, 
the conditions of a licence granted by the Controller., and no person 
is to engage in any undertaking which involves the use or consumption 
for the purpose of any manufacturing process of more than 5 lbs. of 
nickel or 6© lbs. of any of the other controlled non-ferrous metals 
in any one calender month except under, and in accordance with, the 
conditions of a licence granted by the Controller. The order also 
prohibits any one acquiring in one month more than specified weights 
of controlled non-ferrous metals except under a permit from the 
Controller.

( The Gazette of India, part I, 
28-11-1942, page 1767.)h



The Pipes Control order, 1942

According to the Plies Control Order, 1942, Issued fey the Government 
of India on 28-11-1942 nc producer, Importer or stockholder should sell 
or otherwise dispose of any pressure pipes exeept in accordance with the 
conditions of a written authorisation obtained from the Controller.
Every month they have to submit to the Controller returns on the stock 
held, controlled or disposed of fey them in the previous month. Producers, 
in addition, have to submit to the Controller estimates of production 
every six months.

(The Gazette of India, part I, 
dated 28-11-1942, pages 1769-1770).

*
The Punjab Cotton Yarn (Control of Dis tribution) Order,1942

The Punjab Government has promulgated the Punjab Cotton Yarn (Control 
of Distribution) Order, 1942, which rules that no person shall sell cotton 
yarn as a wholesale or retail dealer except under and in accordance with 
the conditions of a licence granted by the Provincial yarn Commissioner. 
The order also lays dcwn rules regulating transactions in eotton between 
dealers, wholesale or retail, and their customers and stipulates that 
certain registers should fee maintained by the dealers for submission to 
the yarn Commissioner when demanded.

(The Punjab Government Gazette,
Part I, dated 87-11-1942, 
pages 1345-1346.lv

Standard Cloth for the poors 
provincial Governments Accept scheme.

Reference was made at pages 41 to 42 of our October 1942 report 
to the objections raised fey several provincial Governments to the scheme 
of producing standard cloth for the peer. Now that the price of cloth 
has gone up 100 per cent, most Governments want the standard cloth scheme 
pushed forward. As prices of yarn and stores have gone up the price of 
standard cloth too has to be raised, but the basis of eost and profit 
ia the same as agreed to previously by the textile industry, it may 
now fee expected that the neoessapy financial responsibility will fee 
assumed by the Governments concerned and that an adequate distribution 
organization will fee set up to ensure that standard cloth reaches the 
class for which it is primarily meant and that middlemen and speculators 
in black markets do not trade on this essential necessity of the poor 
classes.

The Textile Industry has agreed to manufacture 9,600,000 yards 
of cloth to meet the demands booked fey the Punjab, Sind and Assam 
Governmentst and the Bombay Government is expected to place an order 
for three million yards.

The meeting of the Textile Advisory Panel is fixed for 2-12-1942, 
in New Delhi fey the Commerce Member. The main purpose of the meeting 
is to discuss the question of production and distribution of standard 
cloth. It is expected that an opportunity will also be taken for review
ing the whole problem of cloth for civilian and military consumption, 
and to see how it should be planned to. meet the requirements of both 
and to ensure that the poorer and lower middle classes get a preference'



3?
The Rubber Control and Production order,1942.

Production

The Government of India haa gazetted the Rubber Production and 
Control Order, 1942, coming into force on 23-11-1942. Per the purpose 
©f this order the Government has constituted a body called the Indian 
Rubber production Board in order to encourage and ensure increased 
production of rubber by all possible means through intensification of 
tapping, new planting, improved methods of manuring and spraying, the 
distribution and maintenance of machinery or estate requisites, propaganda, 
and scientific research. The Board will supply technical advice for 
general guidance to rubber growers, maintain a register of estates, 
holdings and dealers which have been approved, and grant licences to 
persons applying for new planting or replanting of rubber. Further, 
the manufacture and transport of aid trade in rubber are controlled 
by the Controller of Rubber Manufactures with the Government of India.

(Notification NO. 269 (10) Tr(R)/42 dated 
23-11-1942} The Gazette of India Extraordinary

+

Expansion of Industry:
ThreeWMm Manufacturers* panels set up to advise Government.

At a conference of manufacturers and representatives of the 
universities and research institutions, held hwxmxJsadxjcj at New 
Delhi on 28-11-1942, Dr. J.R. Ray presiding, Major General E. Wood, 
M#eeW®«©«Berai, aBqpply Department, announced the creation of 
three panels of industrialists at Bombpy, Calcutta and Madras, to 
advise the Government on industrial expansion. General Wood said 
the Government were aware of the future course of the war and the 
demands that were to be made on industry, it was for industry to 
advise the Government as to how best those demands could be met, and 
where new plants or expansion of existing plants could best be carried 
out, having regard to post-war reconstruction. He made it clear that 
industries would put pp the capital, tut Government took full responsi
bility for arranging for the import of plants from abroad, and for 
arrarging priorities and shipping.

The Conference set up a committee of eleven members, including 
representatives of the Supply and Labour Departments and of the 
Director-General of the H.Sy to draw up a scheme for starting basic 
industries. It also urged the Board of industrial and scientific 
Research to arrange closer collaboration between industry and the 
Hoard by sanctioning research work to be done in the laboratories 
of industries.

(The Hindu, 30-11-1942.),



Grady Report Shelved

The London correspondent of the Amrita Bazar patrika, Calcutta, 
cabling from London on 18-11-1942 says that according to information 
emanating from a Government source in Washington, the Grady Report on 
India (vide pages 43-44 of September 1942 report of this Office) has 
been laid aside and awaits further developments before its application 
Is considered further. This means that no action is expected on it for 
a considerable period of time. Nothing is available officially as to 
why the report, which embodied a long-range plan to assist Indian 
industrial development has been sidetracked, but unofficial experts 
conjecture that military events in North Africa, the Solomons and Burma 
are the chief reasons. It is opined that the military situation has 
so much improved since Dr. Grady visited India that the need to buttress 
that region has considerably lessened,while the demand for materials 
has risen elsewhere.

(The Amrita Bazar patrika, 19-11-1942)^.

Stimulating Rubber Production:
British Mission to visit India and Ceylon. +-

A British mission which is on a tour to stimulate the production 
of rubber in the Eastern Hemisphere is expeeted in India in December 
1942,after it has completed its survey of the rubber situation in Ceylon. 
A representative of British planters In India and another of Indian.

***** tour India.
The report of the mission will be available to the Government of India.

The authorities expect that the production of rubber in India 
whieh totals at present 16,500 tons, will increase by 500 tons this 
season and by 1,000 tons during the next season. The post-war aspect 
of ther disposal of Indian rubber is being kept in view, it is stated 
that the consumption in India Is likely to increase after the war as 
a result of the development of transport and the adoption of modern 
methods. Rubber prices are already seven times what they were ten 
years ago, but still highBxpxpetmaai higher prices are being paid by 
the British Government for trubber from Ceylon, and Indian producers 
are ui$Lrg the Indian Rubber Production Board (vide pages 36-37 of 
October 1942 report) to raise Indian prices to the level of Ceylon 
prices to enoourage Indian rubber production still further.

(The Statesman, 17-11-1942.)>

LCial insurance
)loyers empowered to make
ice Payments.

War injuries:

In order that provisional rell sr the War injuries scheme
may be given to needy persons, the sent of India has empowered
employers to make advance payments, ad to Rs. 50 in each
individual case, to persons reeeivi injuries; or, in the case
of death, to their heirs who would 5ible to family pensions
under the War injuries scheme. Th« ^so advanced will be repaid

it is made, at a rate not 
Press Note issued by

to the employer from the regular award, 
exceeding half the amount of the award, 
the Director of information, Bombay.

(The Times of Wa, 10-11-1942.)„



War Transport
4/

j oi n t A-American Mission to Investigate Shipping Facilities.

A joint Angte-lmerican Technical Mission which has been appointed to 
investigate port and shipping conditions on the west coast of India and, 
ip other countries overseas ia scheduled to assemble at Karachi during - 
1942, and later visit the more important Indian ports. The Mission has 
not been deputed- to India specially, but is visiting various African and 
Asiatic e©«55eon behalf of the United Nations to secure better co
ordination of existing facilities in order to secure maximum use 
of shipping. For the Indian portion of the investigation a representa
tive of the Government of India will be added to the mission.

(The Times of India, ±1-11-1842.)+-

Indian Country Craft to be organised:
Report or investigating committee.

Rationalization of country craft traffic mainly by raising their 
co-efficient of carrying capacity, the establishment of a Country Craft 
Intelligence organisation, the improvement of facilities to country 
craft ma at ports and the construction of 20,000 tons of additional 
craft are the main recommendations of the committee which was appointed 
in August 1942 to inquire into the possibilities of developing and 
organizing on a more efficient basis the greater use of sea-going 
country craft on the west coast of India. The committee estimates 
tha number-Gf eaaatai craft plying an -the. West Coast at 4,»00with a 
teiel tomage e» average tonnage per craft of 42.
This fleet is transporting up and down the West Coast between Karachi

abeat million tens of cargo per season. By the improved 
organisation proposed, the capacity of the fleet can be raised to 
1,900,000 tons, i.e., it can be made to carry 400,000 tons more than 
it is now doing.

The proposals of the committee are under detailed examination. 
Meanwhile, the Government of India have issued orders appointing a 
Country Craft Organization Officer at Bombay.

(The Statesman, 30-11-1942.)+.

Organisation of Railway Military Units

With a view to safeguarding the efficient working of railways 
tender war conditions, the Government of India has begun giglng effect 
to the railway militarisation scheme by organising.railway Military 
(Defence ©/^Indla) units.This scheme, which at present covers the 
railways in eastern frontier, the east coast and the south of India, 
provides an opportunity to all railway employees in the area to enrol 
themselves in the units on a purely voluntary basis. In consideration 
of the obligations undertaken by enrolment, they become eligible for 
a special compensatory allowance and in addition draw a ration allowance, 
if rations are not issued. The staff ao enrolled continue to perform 
their normal railway duties on their respective railways under their 
own railway officers who are granted coontissions. Officers and men 
are required to undergo elementary military training and are eligible 
for various disability and other pensions if they should become 
casualties while so serving. The response to the scheme has been 
encouraging. More than 90,000 railway servants have already been 
enrolled, and hundreds are joining every week.

(The statesman, 30-11-1942.)+



■. Foqd Policy.
Forward planning Bf production:

^^0fpOo^Depa]:.^erib. r

Reference was made at page 45 of the report of this office for 
October 1948 to the setting up in November 1942 of a new Department 
of the Government of India - the Department of Food, under the eharge 
of Mr. N.R. sarker, Member for Commerce with the Government of India, 
in a press communique issued in the second week of November, explaining 
the scope of activities and work of the new Department, the Government 
of India says: the Food Department will study future requirements 
with a view to the forward planning of production and of ensuring the 
equitable distribution of available supplies. It will take over the 
administration of all measures for control over prices, supply and 
distribution of foodstuffs and for the procurement and purchase of the 
requirements of the Army, which are at present the concern of the 
Commerce Department and supply Department, respectively. It will 
also establish an effective liaison with the Department of Education, 
Health and Lands and the imperial Council of Agricultural Research, 
which will continue to be responsible for securing maximum production 
on the basis of the forward programme of requirements worked out by 
the Food Department. The Department will further maintain close 
touch with the Department of War Transport so as to ensure that the 
movement of foodstuffs shall be made with the utmost efficiency and 
economy of transport that may be possible.

(The Statesman, 14-11-1942.)♦
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(1) Report on the working of Factories Aet in the Province of Madras for
' the year 1941. printed ty the Superintendent, Government press, Madras. 

1942. Priee Re.l/-*
(2) Administration Report of the Labour Department on the work done for 

the Amelioration of die Eligible Communities for the year ending 31st 
Marsh, 1942. Printed by the superintendent, Government Press, Madras. 
i#i®. priee « annas.

Economic Conditions.-
mfv • ’ir11' tir   sii*"”'**1 2*

(1) Report on the working of the Department of Industries, Punjab, for the 
year ending Slat March, 1941. Lahore: Printed by the superintendent, 
Government Printing, Punjab. 1942. Priee Re. 0-4-0.

(2) Report of the Department ef Industries and Commerce, Madras, for the 
year ended 31st March, 1941. Madras. Printed by the Superintendent, 
Government Press. 1941. Priee 14 annas.

the 1940-41. Baroda State Press. 1942. Price Re. 1-3-0.
(2) presidential Speech ty the Ben. Mr. V. Ramadas pantuln. President, 

All-India Co-operative Association, at the Twenty-ninth Mysore 
Provincial co-operative Conference held at Mysore. 16-10-1942,

etc»~
Plrst Report of the organisation and Activities of the Indian Federation 
&t Labeur. issued fron the Delhi Office: Indian Federation of Labour, 
30, Ibis Bazar, Delhi. t

(1) Census of indi^, 1941. Vol. Pill, Central provinces and Berar. 
tabtms By l.B. Ramadhyani, I.C.S., Superintendent,, ef Census 
Operations, e.P. and Berar. Published by the Manager of Publications, 
Delhi. 1942. Priee Rs. 3-4-0 or 5s.3d.

(2) Census ef India, 1941. Vol. XVI, Delhi. Tables by Khan Bahadur 
Sheikh F&zli-l-Ilahi , I.C.S., Superintendent of Census Operations, 
Punjab. Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi, 1942. 
price Rs. 7-8-0, er 11s.6d.

Public Health,-
Qevemment of Bengal, Thirty-Sixth Annual Report of the Bengal 
Smoke nuisane« Comalssion for the year 1941. Superintendent, 
Government Printing, Bengal Government Press, Alipore, Bengal.
1942, Priee 1 anna or 2d.
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NATIONAL LABOUR LEGISLATION tZ /

.ilWaatnitfBW^^ 1 a.1-. ■,. —
B$te of Coming Into force of Mines Maternity Benefit Act, 1941.

The Government of India has gazetted a notification to the effect that 
the Mines Maternity Benefit Act (vide pages 1 to 2 ©f our November 1941 
report) is to come into force from 28-12-1942.

(notification Io. Ml285(l) dated 24-12-1942*. 
The Gazette of India, part I, sect. 1, 
dated 2<«1-1943, page 32. )♦

Government of India

Exemption from Mines Maternity Benefit Act, 1941.

The Government of India has exempted from the operation of the 
Mines Matenity Benefit Act, 1941, (1) shallow mines in which excavations 
are carried out for prospecting purposes only if employing less than 20 
persons dally, (2) iron-ore mines worked without mechanical power, the 
whole of the ©re from which is supplied locally to village m smelters 
and black-smiths, if women are not admitted for underground work; and 
(3) stone-crushing plants in certain specified mines in Bombay.

(Notification No. 11285(2) dated 24-12-1942: 
The Gazette of India, part I, Sec. 1 dated 
2-1-1843, page 32. K

The Delhi Trade fiqployees Rules, 1948.

Reference was made at page 1 of our November 1942 report to/ the 
Draft Delhi Trade Employees Rules, 1942, gazetted by the Chief Commissioner, 
Delhi, on 7-11-1942, on 27-11-1942, the Commissioner Issued the rules 
as finally adopted. The funjab Trade Employees Act, 1940, as extended 
to the Delhi province comes into force on 16-12-1942.

(Notifications Nos. P.lo(46)/42 L.S.G.(IH) 
and P.10( 46)/42-L.S.G.( IV) dated 27-11-1942: 
The Gazette of India, part Il-A, dated 
5-12-1942, page 629.)+.

proposed Addition to Sohedule of Workmen’s Compensation Act,

The Government of Madras proposes adding to Clause XXiii of sohedule 
II of the Workmen’s Compensation Act, which gives the list of persons 
who are included In the definition of’Workmen’, persons employed in the 
plucking of coconuts.

(Notification No. 287 dated 30-11-1942: The 
Port St. George Gazette, part I, dated 8-12-1942, 
page 1247.).



punjab.-

The Draft Punjab Trade Employees (Amendment) Bill, 1942.

She Punjab Government proposes Introducing in the local legislature 
at an early date legislation to amend the Punjab Trade Employees’ Act, 
1940 (tvide page 3 of our June 1940 report). The Act waw enforced in the 
municipal awl cantonment limits of Lahore, Amritsar, Slalkot, perozepore 
and Multan and the municipal limits of Ludhiana, Lyallpur, jaranwala, 
Gojra, Simla and okara with effect from the 1st March, 1941. The actual 
working of the Act has brought to light certAin difficulties which are 
proposed to be removed by amending the Act. Some of the more important 
amendments are stated below:

(a) the provisions about exemptions relating to establishments and 
persons have been revised}

( b) section 4 of the Act relating to exemption from hours of work dui 
periods of pressure of work has been amended so as to provide that^

in instead of Government sanctioning each such over-time work, employe
ers may require their employees to work over-time for ISO hours 
in a year and that such over-time should be paid at twice the 
normal rate of wages.

(c) It is proposed to provide that no person shall work about the 
business of a shop or commercial establishment in exeess of the 
period during which he may be lawfully employed under the Act.

(d)  oftbmAoblays down that no fine imposed by an
employer on any parson employed in a shop or commercial establish
ment shall exoeed one pice per rupee of The employees
iawbUNBtt* thia provision i« likely to be
abused by employers it is proposed to omit it. If am employee
is found unsuitable* he oan be removed from service under section 
14 of the Act. The-Bengal and Bombay Acts on the subject contain 
mo such provision. The Bill also prescribes tfee procedure for the 
award of compensation to an employee dismissed from service 
without sufficient cause.

(e) It is also proposed to make it clear how far the Aet applies to 
shops and commercial establishments where more than one business 
is carried on.

(The Government Gazette, Punjab, part I, 
dated 4-12-1942, pages 1366 to 1371.) +

Punjab.-

Draft Punjab Maternity Benefit Bill, 1942.

The Government of the Punjab has gazetted the draft of the Punjab 
Maternity Benefit Bill, 1942, which the Government intends introducing in 
the local Legislature shortly. The Bill applies to all perennial factories 
coming under the factories Aet^, In which women are employed. The main 
features of the Bill are: (1) benefits are to be paid for 4 weeks before 
and 4 weeks after confinement at the rate of the wonban worker’s average 
daily earnings for the preceding three months, or at the rate of 3 annas 
per day .whichever is greater; (2) the qualifying period is 9 months' 
servicer with the employer from whom benefit is claimed; and (3) the bene
fit is to be paid even in case of the death of the mother or child or 
both, but no amount is to be paid for the post-confinement period if 
death of the woman occurs before confinement.

(The Government Gazette, Punjab, Part I, 
dated 18-12-1942, pages 1418 to 1420.)
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Sind.-
Exemption fro*sind shops and Establishments Act

The Government of Sind*has gazetted a notification exempting from 
the operation of the Sind shops and Establishments Act, 1940, those 'pan 
bidi* shops (shops where chewing leaves and country cigarettes are sold) 
in K&raehi and Drigh Road which are managed ty the owners, which employ 
no servants and which sell no commodity except 'pan bidi'.

(Notification No. 617/7-M/42( 12) dated 
11-12‘»1942: The Sind Government Gazette, 
part iv-A, dated 17-12-1942, page 625.) ?



BOCIAL POLICY i i
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Appointment of Labour Adviser to Government of India
to oonslddr social Legislation, y

Mr. D.T. Jaek, who was a professor of Economics, Aberdeen University, 
yinri later at the outbreak of war joined the Labour Ministry in London, 
has recently been appointed as a Labour Adviser to the Government of India. 
His main duty is to advise the Labour Department on labour legislation in 
the light of experience gained of similar legislation in the United Kingdom 
and elsewhere.

(The statesman, 29-12-1942.) S+.



Hmuatrlal Dispute a O

Madras industrial Disputes Bill, 1942;
Criticisms of the Madras Provincial Traci e Union Congress. r

Reference was made at page 1 of our November, 1942, report to the 
Madras industrial Disputes Bill, 1942, which the provincial Government 
intends adopting shortly. The Madras Provincial Trade Union Congress 
has issued a statement suggesting amendments to the Bill with a view to 
making it more acceptable to labour in Madras. The Congress says that 
compulsory recognition of those trade unions which have a minimum member
ship of 10 per cent, must be provided for; that standing orders must be 
settled in consultation with all interested, including the registered 
trade unions; that the percentage of membership in unions for eligibility 
for recognition and representation in conciliation proceedings should be 
fixed at 10; that a time limit of IB days must be fixed for the whole 
conciliation proceedings beginning from the day on which the dispute was 
registered; and that the whole section of the Bill relating to oompulsory 
arbitration must be deleted and?in its stead, a simple clause giving power 
to the Provincial Government to enforce the award of an arbitration without 
recourse to a civil Court in those cases where both the parties to a dis
pute have by agreement referred the dispute to arbitration, must be Inserted

I The Hindu, 21-12-1942.)

Wages

Deductions from Wages of Municipal Servants in Central provinces:

Several Municipalities, Notified Areas and Local Boards in the 
Central provinces and Berar propose introducing bye-laws to regulate 
deductions from wages of their employees. The bye-laws stipulate that 
the salary of an officer or servant shall, subject to certain permissible 
deductions, be paid to him without any deductions. The deductions which 
are permissible are (a) Departmental £^nesj ( b) deductions for absence 
from duty; (c) deductions for damage or loss of goods expressly entrusted 
to the employee for custody or for loss of money for which he is required 
to account, where such damage or loss is directly attributable to his 
neglect or default; (d) deductions on account of rent of municipal 
quarters occupied by the employee; (e) deductions for amenities provided, 
and services rendered by the committee; (f) deductions for recovery of 
advances or for adjustment of overpayments of salaries; (g) deductions 
on account of security deposits^ (h) deductions of income-tax payable;
(i) deductions required to be made by order of a court or other authority 
competent to make such orders; (j) deductions for subscription to, and 
for paymwxt repayment of advances, from, any provident fund; and (k) de
ductions for repayments of loan taken from a co-operative society approved 
by the committee, provided that the employee has given an authority, in 
writing, to the secretary of the committee to do so.

(The Central provinces and Berar Gazette, part III, 
dated 4-12-1942, page 1209.)



General 6

industrial aad L&lmr prcgress Ip Mysore during 1952-41 ■/

The following information atent industrial and labour conditions in 
Mysore State is taken fro® a press Mote issued on 1-12-1942 ty the 
Publicity offieer of the State.

Industrial progress in 1932-1941,- The decade ending 1941 witnessed 
a very rApid Tncreage lh the number or industrial enterprises in the 
State. During this period alone, eight state-owned industrltl concerns,
17 State-aided industrial concerns and 28 private industrial concerns 
were established.

labour Disputes Legislation. - With this qutokening of the pace of 
Indus Triallsfltion the pro Diems Affecting labour naturally assumed great 
importance, prior to 1941 there was no sa statutory machinery in Mysore 
for the settlement of industrial disputes. During that year an important 
piece of legislation, the Mysore Labour Emergency Act, was enacted (ride 
pagea 3-4 of our August 1941 report) which created a machinery for the 
peaceful and speedy settlement of industrial disputes and sought generally 
to promote the welfare of labour. The Emergency Act was permanently put 
on the statute book in January 1942. The Act confers the right\ of asso
ciating* on labour. ->b aveidaMwl unions by prescrlMag a single- 
Bsoooiat1 " *v tt avoids rival unions by prescribing a single
association for eacn^inmistrial establishment employing not less than 
10© persons and confers statutory recognition on eaoh association 
immediately on registration.

hav* eecpe
of the )^aW^’'XaoSuFIe't, ' Among these, Labour Associations have been 
T>ftyi«tered in 47 industrial undertakings. Standing orders which regulate 
^creDitionsbwtNreenthee^ployer and' the employees in regard to leave 
and holidays, shift working, punishment for misconduct, etc., have been 
settled in 51 undertakings. The Labour Department which has been fUnetion- 
iig for over a year has been able to bring about agreement in 16 industrial 
disputes, proceedings in Conciliation resulted in the settlement cf 
eight eases.

Dther labour Laws.- Government have also extended the scope of the 
PactoTiia AoT,' so as to bring practically all industrial labour within 
its ambit. They have libera Used .Workmen's Compensation Law. The Code 
of Civil Procedure has been amended to ensure the exemption of wages from 
attachment.

Welfare M^acui*es. ~ Government have sanctioned uniform work service 
Rules“for allSff^ernmdnt industrial establishments providing annual leave 
with pay, provident fund, and gratuity or bonus, in respeet of persons 
not entitled to provident fund. They have also sanctioned dearness allow
ance in all such establishments. Similar benefits have been extended 
in government aided establishments and several private undertakings. In 
addition to these benefits working classes in Bangalore City have 
secured opportunities for amusing themselves in Recreation Centres (vide 
page 12 of our November 1942 report). The Department of Labour runs these 
Centres which are open, free of chargei to all working classes including 
industrial labour. A wide range of amenities, such as newspapers, periodi
cals, bookB in different vernaculars, indoor games, etc., are available 
there. There are two such centres at present in Bangalore City.

(Federalism India and Indian States, 
9-12-1942.)w$



ECOMQMIC CONDITIONS /
Indian Trade with East Africa: 

protests against attempt to restrict. /

The Council of the Indian Mercfo&nta’ Chamber, Bombay, has aent a 
strong representation on 26-11-1942 to the Government of India protesting 
against Jfee proposal of the East African Government to form a corporation 
known a^utility Textile importing Corporation to be given the monopoly 
of importing from India textiles popularly in use in that country. The 
Committee points out that the bulk of the imports of textiles from India 
into East Africa are handled by Indian merchants there who have established 
and built up their business there at great personal risk and with jut* 
persevere nee and hard work and in the face of keep competition from 
Japanese and Lancashire interests, and that, as the membership of the 
said corporation will be confined to previous importers with prescribed 
shares and others approved by East African Government, it apprehends 
serious reactions on the Indian cotton producer and cotton textile 
manufacturer on account of the proposed step. While recognising that 
the East African Government is entitled to take reasonable steps for pre
venting profiteering, the Comlttee urges that no attempts should be 
made in the name of protecting consumers' Interests to put fetters 
round existing channels of trade in a manner which would involve in
justice to established business interests. It therefore urges the 
Government of India to represent the matter to the East4.friean Government 
with a view to the proposal being abandoned. *

(The Bombay Chronble, 2-12-1942.)

A deputation of the Indian Exporters’ Association, Bombay, met the 
Hon. Hr. H.H. Barker, Commerce Member, Government ©f India, in this 
connection during the latter's visit to Bombay in the first week of 
December, and in reply Mr. sarker said that the Government of India 
were in correspondence with the Government of East Africa and would take 
the necessary steps.

(The Hindu, 8-12-1942.)

Belgian Eeonomic Mission to India. X

An official economic mission from Belgian territory will^visit 
India to investigate the possibilities of exporting to the Congo any 
Indian products other than cloth and jute which the Congo already 
receives. Among the commodities which the mission will endeavour to 
obtain in large quantities will be beads and hardware for the local 
population. It is hoped that the Congo in return will be able to supply 
India with useful faw materials. The mission will be headed by M« de 
Thibaun, Chief of Economic Services, who will be accompanied by M. de 
Van Ca steele.

(The statesman, 30-12-1942.),.



social ihspramcb

Delay In Legislation on Sickness insurance.

It is gathered that legislation on sickness insurance will not he 
ready for introduction in the forthcoming February 1943 session of the 
Central Assembly, beginning from 10-2-1943. Mr. Gadgil of the Gokhale 
Institute of Economics has been appointed >© examine sickness insurance xxk 
schemes and thereafter an insurance expert will work out the actuarial 
details <hf the scheme approved ty the Government. The only labour legis
lation which is likely to be brought forward in the next session of the 
Assembly is that amending the Trade Disputes Act in order to include an 
important provision regarding the recognition of trade unions.

(The Statesman, 6-12-1942.) 4.
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MIGRATION

Indiana in Gey Ion, 1941:
Report of tEe~Agent o f toe Government of India. »Z

in his annual report for 1941, the Agent of the Government of India 
in Ceylon points out that of the total area of 16,212,400 acres of 
Ceylon, 560,000 acres are devoted to tea, 606,000 to rubber, 1,100,000 
to coconut and 1,272,000 to other products, the total cultivated area 
being 3,538,000 acre®. The estimated total population of Ceylon at 
the end of 1941 was 6,061,000; of these about 780,000 were Indians,

Indian Estate Population.- The number of Indian labourers and 
their dependsnls on estates on toe- 3 let 194^(k.was 669,472 as
against 688,179 at the end of 1940, and 678,908 at the end of 1939.
Of these, 201,086 were men, 195,384 women and 273,002 children. The 
total number of estates employing 5 or more Indian labourers and paying 
acreage fees to the Indian Immigration Fund on 31-12-1941, was 1,359 as 
against 1,341 In 1940 and 1,322 in 1939.

Migration statistics.- ’‘Recruitment” from India has, howevdr, 
been in abeyance since' September, 1935, and the flow of labour to Ceylon 
estates was confined to the”n4n-reoruited” class till 1-8-1939, when 
by a notification issued under the Indian Emigration Act, 1922, the 
Government of India prohibited the emigration of all unskilled labour 
to Ceylon unless specially exempted in each case by the Commissioner 
of labour, Madras. The number of Indian estate labourers Who came to 
Ceylon from India during the year 1941 was 3,584 as against 3,318 In

t»<er re view, 11,243 estate
labourers (excluding repatriates) returned from Ceylon to India as 
against 12,578 in 1940 and 31,714 in 1939. There were 45,242 more 
departures I© ’than arrlWIa from India in the unassisted class during 
the year as against 33,194 In 1940 and 44,134 in 1939. There were 
7,659 emigrants from Ceylon in excess of immigrants from India.

Labour Position in Estates,- 1941 continued to be a very 
prosperous year for both the tea and rubber industries in Which the 
vast majority of Indian labourers in Ceylon are employed. The value 
of tea exported was Rs. 232.5 millions or 59.5 per cent, of the 
disclosed export trade of Ceylon, the total quantity exported being 
nearly 239 million pounds as against 247 million pounds in 1940. The 
total quantity of rubber exported during 1941 exceeded the record set 
up In 1940 and was an all-time record for Ceylon and the value 
(Rs. 119 millions) accounted for 3Q.51 per cent, of the disclosed 
exports for the year. The International situation in the rubber pro
ducing countries of the Far East indicate a policy of all-out produc
tion of rubber for Ceylon in the immediate future.

At the beginning of the year the labour force on estates was, if 
anything, more than adequate for the needs of the tea and rubber 
industries. This was partly due to the ban on the emigration of 
unskilled labour to Ceylon, which to a certain extent tended to 
’’freeze” the labour force on estates as labourers were reluctant to 
pay visits to India as it would be impossible for them to return to 
Ceylon. In the latter part of the year, however, the increase in the
«XhnuaT Report of the Agent of the Government of India in Ceylon for 

the year 1941. Published fcy the Manager of Publications, Delhi. iSftx 
1942. price Rs. 2-6-0 or 4s. 60 pp.



export quotas for tea and rubber and international developments in tbe 
Far East gave a fillip to production with the result that the small 
surplus of labour on estates was being slowly absorbed, and work was 
comparatively easy to find.

Labour Unrest.- Mention has been made in the last annual report 
(vide pages 19-^3" of our December 1941 report) of the Seven Point 
Agreement reached between representatives of the planting industries and 
of La"bour unions to deal with the situation created by the widespread 
prevalence of unrest on estates. Though the immediate object of the 
Agreement was to provide a machinery to settle by negotiation disputes 
between labourers and employers,.,its most significant feature was the 
formal recognition by the representatives of planting industries of 
the "right of workers to combine by formation of unions". It cannot, 
however, be said that all the implications of this recognition have 
been fully accepted by all the employers in the industries. While 
the more enlightened Superintendents have accepted the organisational 
movement among labourers as a necessary sign of the times, there were 
some Superintendents, who were inclined to look upon trade union officials 
as "agitators" and to discharge labourers who took a leading part in 
associa tional activities. That such a tendency exists was borne out 
by the findings of one of the Conciliation Boards appointed during the 
year. The attitude of employers as a whole towards unions may be said 
to have been one of suspicious sufferance. A criticism frequently 
made against unions is that their representatives are often "unsuitable" 
or "undesirable" persons. Criticism of this sort, though well-intendioned 
in net conducive fee the promotion of mutual confidence and personal good

-and labour representatives so essential 
for the amicable settlement of industrial disputes. The Officers of the 
Labour department are doing everything in their power to promote the 
establishment of such good relations and their attitude towards the 
union movement is one of understanding and sympathy.

The fact that during the greater part of the year labour was 
slightly in excess of requirements, made it a comparatively easy matter 
for superintendents to discharge labourers who were considered to be 
"unsatisfactory" or "undesirable". The difficulty of finding employment 
elsewhere and in a few cases the suspicion that the labourers concerned 
had been selected for discharge for their associational activities, made 
It inevitable that unions should take up their cause and Insist on 
their reinstatement. Many of the strikes that occurred during the year 
could be traced to disputes arising out of discharges. There were in 
all 27 strikes during 1941 of which as many as 13 were in February and 
were connected with a dispute in Glenlyon Estate of the Dimbula District. 
The labourers of the Estate were members of the Ceylon Indian Congress 
Labour union which considered it necessary to launch sympathetic strikes 
on a number of neighbouring estates to protest against their discharge. 
This is the first instance of sympathetic strikes in Ceylon and the 
number of labourers involved was at one time nearly 3,000. With the 
appointment of a Board of Conciliation the sympathetic strikes were with
drawn. The Board upheld the action of the Superintendent in having 
issued notices of discharge to the 30 labourers,although it was of 
opinion that "refusal on the part of the employer to give reasons for 
dismissal though notified ®y the Union that it is interested on 
behalf of the employee is contrary to the spirit if xjbxJe not the letter 
of the seven Point Agreement."

On the whole the Seven-Point Agreement has/had the salutary effect 
of reducing the number and magnifiude of strikes on estates, but its
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working does not appear to have given satisfaction either to employers 
or to the representatives of trade unions. At the annual general meeting 
held on 22«12-194@, the All Ceylon Indian Workers ’ Federation had passed 
a resolution suggesting that the Agreement should be amended so as to 
make the appointment of a Board of Conciliation automatic on demand by an 
aggrieved party and numerous requests for the appointment of a Board 
were made durirg the year. The policy of the Labour Department, however, 
is to appoint Conciliation Boards only in rare cases in which some 
principle to which public attention should be drawn is involved and 
even so, superintendents refused to be represented in the three cases in 
which such Boards were appointed during the year in connection with 
disputes on estates. No conciliation was effeoted in any of the three 
oases for want of provision to enforce the awards. The Minister st for 
Labour, Industry and Commerce held a few conferences with representatives 
of the planters' Association and of Trade Unions to consider various 
suggestions that had been made to increase the usefulness of the Seven- 
Point Agreement. The conference, however, broke up without any decisions.

The question of introducing a new Industrial Disputes Conciliation 
Ordinance has been under the consideration of the Ceylon Government for 
some time. The final draft has not yet been published and it is understood 
that the Executive Committee of Labour, Industry and Commerce has re
commended that peaceful picketing should be legalised and that provision 
for this should be included in the new Bill. An interms ting experiment 
intended to bring about better understanding between employers and trade 
unions was the formation, on the initiative of the Deputy Controller of 
Labour, Badulla, of a new joint labour committee in the uva province. The 
ftKetlons of thelabour questions of general 
interest and to advise, if invited to do so by both parties, on labour 
disputes where settlement by agreement has not been found possible.

Minimum wages.- Towards the end of 1940 it was decided that the 
statuTory ~rates ofminimum wages should be increased to allow for the 
increased cost of living due to the general rise in commodity prices 
following the outbreak of the war. The revised rates came into force 
with effect from 1-2-1941 and were as follows:-

Men 
®ts.

Women
C ts.

Children
Cts .

Up-country 54 43 32 ) With issue price of
Mid-country 52 41 31 ) rice not exceeding
Low-country 50 40 30 ) Rs. 4/80 per bushel.

With the introduction of the revised rates of wages, however, the war 
bonus, which was being paid on a voluntary basis by estates generally, 
was discontinued and estates which had been issuing rice to labourers 
at a cheaper rate increased it to the permissible maximum limit. The 
revised rates of wages specified above continued to be in force till the 
end of the year. Commodity prices, however, continued to increase.

Labourers’ Family Budget.- Reference was made at page 22 of our 
DecemBeF l§4l_report to an enquiry into the family budget of Indian 
estate labourers which was ordered by the Ceylon Government. The 
report on the subject, published on 8-10-1941, is essentially a state
ment of facts as they were at the time of the enquiry (April-May 1940) 
as disclosed from an analysis of the figures of income and expenditure 
relating to 516 families employed in up, mid and low country estates 
and no attempt is made to evolve an ideal family budget of expenditure



for estate labourers. The average standard of living disclosed by 
the xi figures of expenditure i3 very low and the actual standard for 
the bulk of the labourers must be even lower as many sources of income 
catalogued in the report and included in working out the average are not 
in fact available to the vast majority of labourers. The percentage of 
income spent by a family for education, health and other '’cultural” 
items is an index of the adequacy or otherwise of the income. The 
report shows that the amount which an average estate labourer could 
afford to spend on miscellaneous.including " cultural" items* mentioned 
above was particularly low. The figures in the report are based on 
the prices prevailing in April-May, 1940 when the general weighted working 
class cost of living index number was 105 and this figure went up to 
132 in December, 1941. The report left no room for doubt that an 
immediate and all round increase of wages was called for. it showed 
that there were two distinct aspects to the problem - the first to 
provide for some increase in the standard of living of estate labourers 
and the second to devise a scheme for the adjustment of wages to keep 
pace with the rapidly rising cost of living index figure.

A Sub-Committee of the Board of Indian Immigrant Labour was 
appointed soon after the publication of the report to examine these 
two aspects of the problem and after considering a memorandum prepared 
by the sub-Committee, the Board of Indian Immigrant Labour recommended 
an increase of -/03 cents a day in the wages of estate labourers so 
as to provide a reasonable increase for expenditure on "cultural 
items”. The Board also approved a scheme for the grant of "dearness 
allowance” varying with the cost of living index figure to be pax

assumption that riee was
available to the estate labourer at a fixed price. The recommendations
were generally accepted by the Committee of the Planters’ Association
which was, however, of opinion that the "dearness allowance" should
be in the proportion 5: 4s 3 for men, women and children. The District
Estate Wages Boards were summondd to meet on different dates in January,
1942, to consider the recommendations made, and pending their final
decision, estates were advised to pay increased wages in accordance with
the recommendations of the Board of Indian Immigrant Labour and the
Committee of the Planters’ Association with effect from 1-1-1942***

Wages Boards ordinance.- The Wages Boards ordinance was enacted 
on 8-7-1941. The Government of India had made certain suggestions on 
the ordinance including one that a specific provision should be made 
for the continuance so far as Indian labourers are concerned, of the 
powers of its Agent. All the suggestions were accepted and have been 
incorporated in the ordinance as finally passed. Under section 50(3) 
of the ordinance, the Agent of the Government of India and any officer 
authorised by him in writing have been given, in respect of trades in 
which Indian labourers are employed, the same powers of inspection and 
enquiry as officers of the Ceylon Labour Department, under the new 
Ordinance, Bo. 27 of 104*,,. certain provisions relating to the payment 
of wages and deductions which may be made from them will apply to all 
trades. The provisions of the new ordinance in regard to the consti
tution and functions of wages Boards wilh supersede the providons in 
the Minimum Wage ordinance{foo, 27. of 1927) but although the ordinance 
came into force on 19-9-1941, no Wages Boards or District Wages 
Connnittees were constituted under it till the end of the year. Under 
the ordinance the deduction from wages of the cost of rice supplied 
to labourers on estates is illegal, but the existing practice is being 
allowed to continue pending the framing of regulations permitting 
the deduction.



Housing of Labour.- Of the 897 estates inspected during the 
year, over-crowding was noticed on 27 estates and 74 of these were 
slightly overcrowded. Of the 128,975 line rooms inspected during the 
year, 96.147 were up to the Government requirements and 32,828 were 
found not up to the requirements.

Maternity Benefits.- The new Maternity Benefits ordinance which 
had passed its third reading in the State Council in 1939 was brought 
into operation from 28-7-1941. Under section 5 of this Ordinance 
maternity benefits are payable to a woman worker af the rate of 50 
cents a day for two weeks before and for four weeks after confinement} 
but there is a proviso by which the Controller of Labour could grant 
exemptions from liability to pay these maternity benefits if he is 
satisfied that the employer has provided such alternative benefits for 
female labourers resident on estates as may be prefarlbed. Regulations 
presci'ibing the alternative benefits were approved by the State Council 
and were published on 12-9-1941. The alternative benefits prescribed 
are:-

(1) the use, for confinement, of a maternity ward or a
in room, approved by the Controller; ' ®

(2) the services of a midwife at the confinement;
(3) food during tjie period a labourer remains in the maternity 

ward or the J^ylng-in room; and
(4) the payment in cash of two rupees a week for two weeks 

iffiffiEdti3tEly preceding the confinement and for four weeks 
immediately following it.

At the request ©f the representatives of the planting community in the 
State Council, the Minister for Labour has givexi an assurance that the 
regulations would be reconsidered after twelve months. 290 estates 
were certified by the Controller of Labour as entitled to provide 
alternative benefits under the regulations up to the end of the year.

Resum6 of Events - Indo-Ceylon Relations.- At no time perhaps 
in recent” hi story were IndcT-Cey lofi relationsso strained as in. the 
opening months of the .year under report. Some deterioration in the 
relations was to be expected as a result of the breakdown of the Delhi 
talks in November, 1940, but it appeared as if the more extreme 
elements among the Sinhalese were inclined to use the failure of the 
talks as an opportunity for starting afresh a campaign of anti-Indian 
agitation in the country. Some of the public speeches of responsible 
persons at the beginning of the year were a source of considerable 
anxiety to the Indian community. The possibility of unilateral action 
in regard to matters affecting Indians in Ceylon was so great that on 
11-2*1941, the Governor of Ceylon considered it necessary to send a 
message to the state Council containing a schedule of matters in 
respect of which undertakings had been given by His Majesty’s Government 
and by the Government of Ceylon to the Government of India. Notwith
standing the Message, the Board of Ministers thought fit to take 
precipitate action to deal with the so-called ’’Indian problem" by 
introducing the immigration and Registration Bills, and a good deal 
of propaganda was carried on in the country to justify the stand 
taken by the Ministers and to canvass opinion in favour of the Bills.
The situation was however largely unreal, for the bulk of the 
Ceylonese had no desire to break with India and were genuine^ anxious 
to reach an understanding with her on outstanding problems. This 
large body of moderate opinion, though not so vociferous as the more
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extreme sections, made itself felt and, thanks largely to the efforts 
of the Governor, Delegations from the Governments of India and Ceylon 
£et ±xx£ at Colombo in September to resume the informal conversations 
that had ended inconclusively at New Delhi. The Delegations reached 
“agreed conclusions" on all the subjects discussed, and though the 
proposals in their joint report were "disappointing” to die Indians in 
Ceylon, the fact that some agreement was reached between the Delegations 
was, viewed against the background of the controversies In the earlier 
part of the year, one of great significance. The events durirg the 
last months of the year also tended to bring Into prominence the essential 
solidarity and unity of intex-ests between India and Ceylon, The inter
national developments in the Far last at the close of the year brought 
the threat of war nearer to the shores of India and Ceylon, and the 
creation of a unified military command for the two countries and the 
arrival of Indian troops in the island were universally welcomed.

Indian Labour Conditions.- The ban on the emigration of xx unskilled 
labourers from India was In force throughout the year, and there was a 
large surplus of departures to India over the arrivals in Ceylon.
Some shortage of labour was experienced in the oColombo harbour, but 
the laboui' force on tea and rubber estates lx continued to be slightly 
in excess of requirements during the greater part of the year. The 
first instance of sympathetic strikes in Ceylon occurred in February, 
and though the circumstances in which they were launched by the Union 
concerned came in for a good deal of criticism, the organisation of 
hhe strikes demonstrates the hold which the union movement has gained 
among estate labourers, on the whole, however, strikes decreased both

with the previous year. This was 
mainly due to the Seven Point Agreement, but its working gave rise 
to various difficulties which were under discussion during the year.
The visit of Major crde Browne helped to focus attention, for a time/on 
the working conditions of labourers; and the present unsatiafactory 
position of Indian estate labourersjunder which the loss^ of employment 
entails the loss of a home as welljwas brought out in the representa
tions made to him by labour representatives .

Working Conditions in Ceylon: 
Report of the Controller of Labour

The Administration Report of the Controller of Labour, Ceylon, 
for l@4l, consists as usual of two parts; one, dealing with the 
conditions of labour in the island in general and the other exclusively 
with the Indian immigrant labour. The salient points in the report 
are noted below:-

Labour LeSl8lafei®n«“ (!) The industrial Disputes (Conciliation) 
OrdiniSneb.- The craft of the industrial disputes ( Conciliation) 
Ordinance has been prepared, but some amendments are being considered 
by the Executive Committee of Labour, industry and Commerce. (2) The 
Wages Boards ordinance.- The Wages Boards Ordinance came into 
operation on 19-5-1941. it provides for the establishment of Wages

* Administration Report of the Controller of Labour for 1941 (A.E.
pbrjatoffelaz, Esq., C.C.S.) December 1942, Government Record office,
Colombo; price 75 cents. 1942. j)p.36.
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Boards to fix, Inter alia, minimum wages lbr the trades or industries 
in respect of which thefeoards are ereated. Steps are being taken to 
apply the provisions of the Ordinance relatixg to Wages Boards to the 
Tea, Rubber Coconut, and Plumbago industries, to Shops and to the 
Engineering and Printing trades. (3) The factories Bill.- The second 
reading of the Bill was passed in the Siate Council, and it was referred 
to a Standing Committee. (4) Legislation re. Strikes and Lockouts.- 
The question of the introduction_of legislation in regard to strikes 
and lookouts was considered by the Executive Committee, but was deferred 
for the duration of the war. (5) Legislation affecting Indian Labourers 
on Estates.- (a) An ordinance to prevent the separation of members of the 
familiAs ”oT Indian labourers on estates was enacted during the year 
under review. The ordinance came into operation on 13-6-1941. ( b) A
draft Bill is beixg prepared with a view to amending the Minimum Wages 
( Indian Labour) ordinance, which would make provision for the free 
issue of one-eighth bushel of rice to each child under the age of 12 
years or alternatively for free feedizg and the supply of free articles 
of special diet for children under 1 year, (e) A draft Bill to enable 
eviction from estates of labourers by civil process on the termination 
of their contract of service has been prepared and is being considered 
by the Executive Committee of Labour, industry and Commerce.

Ceylon and I,L« Conventions.- An annual report is furnished to 
the UecrdtAry or tare ror tne colonies on the application in fee 
country of the international Labour Conventions ratified by Great 
Britain, About the close of the year, the Executive Coaeittee was 
oonsidaring tha qneation of iatrodu»Xing legislation providing fer the

on Wo. 30,'Which concerns the regu
lation of certain special system of recruiting workers,
...... Wgjjg* Compensation Statiatie3.- luring the year, 8,618 accidents

were reported, as against 7,683 in 1940. Of these, 105 were fatal, 
as against 118 in 1940. According to the returns furnished by employers 
the amount of olaims paid during the year was Rs. 262,234.09, in respect 
of 7,072 eases. The figures for the preceding year were 6,355 cases 
and Rs. 220,444.37. These figures, says the report, indicate that the 
workers are utilising in an increasing measure, the benefits of 
workmen's compensation.

No new licences to undertake insurance against liability to work
men whieh may be incurred by employers under the Ordinance were issued 
during the year. 59 such licences remained in force.

Trade jjnions. - During the year 41 unions applied to be ^registered 
as/ffradezx3nlons and 28 were registered. 17 out of the newx&nlons were 
started under the aegis of the All-Ceylon Trade Union Federation and 
16 of these have been registered. Also, 21 unions were either dissolved 
or removed from the register,thus bringing down the total number of 
registered unions at the end of the year to 74.

Strikes.- Durii^ the year, 13 cases of disputes or strikes in 
trade’ or industry other than on estates employing Indian labour were 
reported, as against 8 during the previous year. The chief cause of 
the strikes in most cases was alleged inadequacy of wages to meet the 
increased cost of living occasioned by war conditions.

Safety in Mines and factories.- According to the reports for 1941, 
there were at the beginning of tne year 1,664 factories in the Island. 
During the year 104 factories were registered and 89 were closed down, 
leaving at the end of the year 1,679 factories as duly licensed. 6 
factories inspected during the year were reported unsafe, lo accidents
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were reported la factories daring 1941, a a against 19 in 1949. As a result 
of these accidents, 1 person was killed and 9 persons were injured. At 
the beginning 1941 there were 1,197 registered mines. 2,561 new mines 
wore registered daring the year and 2,900 mines were closed down. The 
total cum ter of mines at the end of the year texOdxk was 858. 314 mines
were inspected, and 3 were found to to unsafe. 16 serious acoldents 
were reported in which 16 persons were killed and 17 injured* in the 
previ on a year 2 persona were reported as killed and 8 injured as the 
result of accidents in mines. 432 persons were prosecuted undwirthn 
during the year for various offences under the Ordinance and 346 were 
convicted. A comprehensive Factories Bill, modelled on the English Act, 
making prevision fer the safety and welfare of workers in all types of 
factories, has passed its second reading in the State Council.

Unemployment.- Suring the year und»review, steps were taken to devise 
meansof afrerding relief in Colombo and in the adjoining districts to 
those who were thrown out ef employment as a result of the depression in 
the cooenut trade. The relief works in and around Gelemte, employing 
the se-ealled * Colombo unemployed'1, were alae continued during the year.
The total expenditure incurred on unemployment relief was Ba. 420,300.43.

The Beard of*"binls tors, at its meeting held on 17-6-1941, reviewed the 
question of general unemployment and under-employment in the eountry and 
appointed a small Standing Snb-Cenanittee of the Beard to suhnlt detailed 
proposals for relief. Among the suggestions fat forward by the Sub
committee were: (1) Agricultural.- increased irrigation facilities,
eXtea8lir£tLTs]AL.^aiJ^IBVOtil>aTii»l a°svhvmven*1V? —MBS®?
^tablishmeS of new majer industries, principally inareaSiJfeeted: 
aettix< up ef B«w eettage lndustries and expansion of these already . 
odtditag. Severcment sttbel&ee for depressed induetries. (3) General.- 
Large relief works in urban areas. Expansion of employment la tdOeus 
Sevorameat departments, payment ef transport from home to site ef agri
cultural ashemea elsewhere fer those willing to leave. Local relief 
works in badly affected rural areas. The Board of Ministers also 
approved the prevision of a sum of Ba. 1,000,000 to be expended on 
schemes recommended by the sub-committee.

A survey ef the unemployment situation, as a result of the oloslz^ 
down of the mills manufacturing cooonut preduets, was conducted in 
January, 1941, and it Indies ted that 231 mills, of which 178 were dealing 
in fibre and 56 in desiccating coconut and expressing ell, employed 
13 262 persons prior to the war. Since the war, the number m2 had come 
down te 6,489, of whom 516 were to be discontinued. The average number 
employed by these mills in 1940 was 11,238. As a result of his in
vestigations in the Colombo District, which was one of the worst affected 
in thia respeet, the unemployment officer came to the conclusion that, 
while the cleaure of a number of the fibre, oil and desiccating mills 
and steppage ef estate werk in the District undoubtedly threw some labour 
out ef employment, a very large number, even before the war, eked out 
a meagre existence by casual labetb* and”odd jobs". Belief works were 
started by the Government Agent, with the aid of a grant from the Sri 
Ohs■adra*ekera Rind, in one area where conditions were especially bad.

Employment ef indigenous Labour.- At the end of 1941, the number 
of non-Indian iaSeurera espioyed on estates was 200^808 100,009, of 
which 42,541 were resident on the estates.
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Begl strati on of the Unemployed. - The number of ’’unea^loyed** 
regisWled at the'6olomboHba>l©yment Exchange during the year was 6,711, 
consisting of 76 professional and technical men, 1,445 clerical workers, 
1,873 skilled workers, 1,314 semi-skilled workers and 1,903 unskilled 
workers. of the total, 1,185 were women. The number placed in employment 
in 1941 was 9,071 compared to 5,936 in 1940.

The Maternity Benefits Ordinanee, 1939.- The Maternity Benefits 
Ordinance earns into operation on 46-7-1941. It provides for the payment 
of maternity benefits to women workers before and after confinement. The 
Ordinance applies to women employed on wages in any shop, mine, factory, 
or estate, in which 10 or aore persons, ether than persons whose employment 
is of a casual nature, are employed. Steps taken to enforce the provisions 
of the ordinance on tea and rubber estates have met with success and 
maternity benefits to women workers are generally being paid on estates. 
Other establishments to whioh the ordinance applies, however, do not 
appear to be complying with the provisions of the Ordinance.

Indian Immigrant Labour

Migration Statistics,- Throughout the year, the ban on emigration 
of unskilled 'ftW' ffol Tndia to Ceylon remained in force, the stringency 
in its application with regard to estate labour being slightly modified 
towards the latter part of the year. The issue of certain orders by the 
Government of Madras on 14-5-1941 enableddimmedlate alleviation of distress
in a considerable number of eases of l»ixi and minor children, whose 

Imobamds smdjpareata -ware thpibme, and who had been held up ia India

and relief obtained in 450 of such eases, comprising women and children. 
"Wmcw llonDi isacnt Orders altir tl"rift tit the definition of dependents and 
further afforded relief in 547 eases of hardship fer which hitherto, under 
the regulations, it had not been possible to obtain consideration. Further, 
these Government orders modified the regulations regarding the grant ef 
exemptions in special circumstances when a visit to India was desired 
for urgent reasons, such as the imminent death of a close relative, the 
Commissioner of labour, Madras, being empowered to grant exemption at his 
discretion, subject to verification of the fhets submitted in each case.
The number of Indian immigrants who arrived in Ceylon during the year was 
68,051 (64,467 unassisted immigrants and 3,584 assisted estate labourers) 
compared to 56,363 ( 53,045 unassisted immigrants and 3,318 assisted estate 
labourers) of the previous year.

The mean Indian labour population on estates wa« 681,000 in 1941, 
as against 683,000 la the previous? year. The population at the beginning 
of 1941 was 897,901 (211,149 men, 203,958 women and 272,794 eklldren), 
at the middle of that year 684,603 (208,907 men, 201,637 women and 
274,089 children), and at the end of the year 669,262 (201,016 men,
195,333 women and 272,913 children). The population, therefore, fell 
during the year by 18,639.

the beginning of 1940 the minimum wages appliesble for a day of 
nine hours, including time not exceeding one hour for the mid-day meal, 
were as fellows

Up-country 
Mid-country 
Low-country

Men
Be. ©-7-10 

0-7-6 
0-7-2

Women
Be. 0-6-3 

0-5-11 
0-5-9

Children
Be. 0-4-8 

0-4-6 
0-4-4



■gp Government order on 23-12-194®, 
effect from 1-2-1941, as follows:-

the rates were Increased with

Ken Women Children
Up-country 
Kid-country 
Low-country

Be * 0-8-8 
0-8-4 
0-8-0

Be.0-6-11 
0-6-7 
0-6-5

Be. 0-5-1
0-5—0
0-4-10

The above rates of wages were fixed on the understanding that on 
all estates to which the rates were applicable elean unblended riee of 
good Quality would be Issued to each working Indian estate labourer at 
a rate not exceeding Bs. 4.80 a bushel, the issue of such rice being at 
a rate per month net less than seven-eighths of a bushel for a man, six- 
eighths of a bushel for a woman and five-eighth of a bushel for a child.

She law lays down only the minimum wages. Gases are known where 
industrious and willing workers have earned wages considerably higher than 
the minimum. labourers have also opportunities to supplement their wages 
by cattle breeding, poultry farming, vegetable gardening and even by- 
paddy cultivation.

Indiana in South Africa: A
Report of Rlgh Cowarts aloner/er 1941?

Outstanding Events.- there were two events of outstanding interest 
te thg~WWHWBillthe Union daring the year, says the High 
Commissi oner for India in the union of south Africa in his report for 
the year B941. the first was the passage of the "peetham Resolution" 
through the Houses of parliament, ihe long delay on the part ef the 
Union Government in implementing the report of the Peetham Commission 
has been a source of irritation and misgiving to Transvaal Indians,
The Commission made two separate sets of recommendations. Certain blocks 
or areas were recommended for total and permanent exemption from the 
provisions of the Gold Law which prohibits the occupation of land by 
Asiatics in that part of the Transvaal to which it applies. In addition 
certain individual stands outside these blocks were recommended for ? 
qualified and terminable exemption. The acceptance of these resolutions 
by the parliament, says the report, is a clear sign of their recognition 
of the fact that it is no longer possible to withhold from Indians a 
stake in industrial Transvaal. fhe second important event of the year 
wag the publication in the month of October by the Minister of the 
Interior of a long and detailed press summary of the findings of the 
Commission over which Mr. justice Broome presided. The Commission was 
appointed to ascertain the facts about Indian penetration into pre
dominantly European areas. The summary of its findings was generally 
recognised to be a complete exposure of the hollowness of the agitation 
which had developed In recent years against Indian &juuuixatfcMwu "pene- 
trators".

eAnntml Report of the High Commissioner for India in the Union of 
South Africa for the year ending 31st December 1941. Published by 
the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. Price Re.1 or ls.6d. pp.21.



On the whole, therefore, 1941 was a year in which the Indian 
community improved its position in a small degree. All the same, the 
ingrained colour prejudice of the great majority of South Africans, of 
both Dutch and English extraction, remains as strong as ever.

reelslative Measures: (1) The Asiatic^ Transvaal Land and Trading) 
Awc>r<*r*Bl Abt. &n'M-4-T942, the Minis fir'©f"'t ns interior introduced a
MU $5"hx€'in2r the Asia ties (Transvaal Land and Trading) Amendment 
Act, 1939, for a further period of two years, i.e,, until 1-6-1943.
The*Aet seeks to peg the position in regard to Asiatic occupation and 
trading in the Transvaal. The administration of this Act during the 
course of the year has given rise to a certain amount of friction. In 
general the Transvaal Indian Congress atate that they have little to 
complain about in the Minister’s attitude. There are, however, a few 
eases in which the Aet has been used to remove Indians from sites which 
they have occupied or traded upon for a number of years. In these 
eases, it is felt that too much attention has been paid to the wishes 
of reactionary local authorities. The Transvaal Indian Congress has lost 
no opportunity of committing such decisions and in some instances the 
Minister has been induced to revise his view.

(2) The Motor Carrier Transportation (Amendment) Act.- This Act 
a f fe© tod two dlaff’s'dsbr'^business in wnien nasal Indians had e a ta blished 
something of a monopoly. These are (l) the provision of long distance 
taxis prepared to go anywhere in natal or even further afield at short 
notice and (2) the private bus services in Durban catering for the city's 
non-European population. The position resulting from the passing of the 
A«S M follow Under the Act as it stood before

-smoludod frem its seeps. it was found, 
however, that the definition of motor transport was not sufficiently 
.precise .AMI..C»ecUUy i» natal, were really operating as 
buses, ytiBntng along bus routes to a schedule and competing with the 
regular bus services. The amending Aet provides that all taxi owners 
must take out exemptions from the provision whereby motor transport 
vehicles have to obtain eertificates from the Motor Transportation 
Board.

f 3) The Factories. Machinery andBulldlng Works Act.- The main 
obj ec ts of the measure Jbo introduce a 46 hours* week in Indus try, to 
make leave on pay compulsory and generally to ensure satisfactory working 
conditions in factories. The Bill evoked heated criticism from non- 
European sections since it contained clauses empowering the Minister for 
Labour to prevsn£*undesirable contact between members of different races”, 
gome modifications were made in the Aot as finally passed,

(4) Workmen’s Compensation Aet.- This important measure provides 
for the transfer or jiox^km'fen’s Compensation from the^ghsuranoe^graipanies 
to a State Fund, and at the same time gives considerably increased 
benefits. Europeans, Indians and Coloured are treated alike, but there 
is some differentiation in the treatment of Native workmen.

(5) Railways and Barbours Pensions Amendment Act.- The object of 
the Bill introduced bythe Minister for Railways is to provide annuities 
and gratuities for casual labourers and temporary employees of Railway 
Administration who do not oontrlTxxte to a pension scheme. 57,917 persons 
in all are benefited of whom 8,£86 are Europeans, 7,723 Coloured, 641 
Indians and 41,397 Natives. Gratuities are payable to all persons who 
put in a total of five years and less than fifteen years service, persons 
with longer service are granted annuities varying with their length of 
service and with their daily wage at the date of retirement. The Bill 
was welcomed by all parlies. There is no differentiation on the ground 
of race but as Europeans are generally on the higher scale of wages, they 
will also generally qualify for the higher scale of annuities.



Durban City Council’s 8-year Housing Scheme.- During January, 1941, 
the High Conmiasioner's attention was drawn to a proposal of the Durban 
City Council to acquire compulsorily certain Indian owned property in the 
Sydenham and Riverside districts by making use of the provisions of 
the Housing let of 1920 as amended by Act 31 of 1936. They state that 
the proposal acquisition forms part of an eight-year housing scheme eostix^ 
<5.5 million and involving the erection of 3,350 sub-economic and 5,124 
economic houses, over <2 million is to be spent on Indian housing in the 
Springfield and More tank Wentworth areas. It was clear that what the 
City Council had in mind is a policy of segregation. The Indian repre
sentatives asked for time to consider the scheme, as it was clear that 
there was some difference of opinion amoz^st them as to its merits.

Conditions of Work in Ratal sugar Industry,- Early in 1941 the 
irt ni a ter or Tabeur announced the appointment of a wage Board to investigate 
conditions in the sugar Industry. The demands of the Ratal Sugar Employees* 
Union were;- (1) a l©s. per month all round rise; (2) imp roved quarters 
and rations; (3) any settlement to take place retrospectively from 1st 
September 194$} and (4) recognition of the Union. Conciliation having 
failed, the Secretary for Labour, arbitrated in the dispute. His finding/ 
was that a l©/- monthly increase should be granted to Indians and Native 
adult male employees in the mXu mills and refinery, in the case of Native 
and Indian male employees under the age of IS years and of female employees 
ths employees the Increase is to be 5/- monthly. These wage increases 
were t© take effect from 1-9-1941. It was further agreed that the

it ia promulgated will also have
effect from 1-9-1941, and that any adjustment of wages neoessary in 
consequence of that determination will be made and accepted by the parties. 
The arbitwtur thus gMUOff the workers their minimum demand.

Indian Municipal Employees, Durban.- The Durban City Council wjtjL 
effeot tiron has amended tne grading of Indians in its employMHt*
The new grades implement the determination of the Wage Board. The new^* 
minimum is <.4/6/8 per month, tut deductions of 13/- per month for rations 
and 8/8d. per month for quarters are to be made when these are supplied.
The old minimum was <1/10/- per month with free rations and quarters.

Indian Cane Growers in Ratal.- The Minister of Commerce and Industries 
as the rcauii <5t representations made by the Mailman Ratal and Indian 
Cane-growers Association, directed the Board of Trade and Industries to 
investigate the position of the non-Europeans in the South African Sugar 
Industry. The Association's grievance was that under the Sugar Act pf 
1936, non-European growers were excluded from the term "growers”, the 
reason given being the lack of organisation among the non-European growers. 
That lack has now benn remedied and the Association has in its membership 
an overwhelming majority of Indian cane-growers, owing to this exclusion 
the Ratal Indian Cane-growers Association has no direct say in the framing 
or revision of any agreement or a right to participate in a conference 
ealled for that purpose. It has also no representation on the South African 
Sugar Industries Association or on the Sugar Industry Central Board. They 
asked that this state of affairs should be remedied. It was pointed out 
that it was very difficult to discuss the question of standard of living 
of Indian cane-growers in general terms, but the figure of <10 a month, 
exclusive of rent, was suggested as the minimum on which an Indian grower 
with a family consisting of his wife and four children could possibly live. 
They therefore asked that as soon as possible all racial differentiation 
in the Sugar Act and Agreement should be eliminated and that in the industry 
economic factors alone and not the race or oolour of the grower should 
be determining factor. The Board had not finished the enquiry at the end 
of the year.



Assisted Emigration Scheme.- no Indians have "been repatriated under 
the Assisi'ea iSffiigration Scheme In the course of the year.

Indian Labourers for Ceylon Estates:
"Request from Ceylon Sovemmeht. ~37~~

It is understood that the Ceylon Government has asked for labourers 
from India to increase the output of rubber plantations as a war measure.
At present the emigration of labour to Ceylon is banned. As the various 
attempts made for an indo-Ceylon agreement gegarding the rights of Indians 
in Ceylon have not been sueeessful, the ban on the emigration of Indian 
labour to Ceylon continues. The new proposal stands on a somewhat different 
footing in that it is made in the interests of the war effort of the 
United Nations. The views of the Madras Government are to be ascertained 
on the Ceylon proposal, and thereafter the Government of India will decide 
whether the required labour can be supplied and, if so, on ehat conditions.

(The Statesman, 19-12-1942. )
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The Binding and Dry Farming Development Scheme:
Bombyy Government Takes Further Steps. ,/

Measures haveb heen taken by the Bombay Government further to advance 
the bor»<M»>g and the dry farming survey and development scheme sanctioned 
some two years ago. The scheme which was sanctioned for three years, 
provided for specialised study of large bunding projects in typical areas} 
extension of dry farming methods, including bunding, in the Bljapur 
District and the Deccan} and the training of villagers in bunding operations 
It also provided for a subsidy to cultivators who cooperated in the 
improved methods advocated by it, particularly in bunding projects. The 
scheme has been in progress for nearly 18 monthB and some changes in the 
organisation haidboen found advisable. The scheme, as nor revised, will 
extend until February, 1848, and, the total outlay will be nearly?*441,0QO.
In view of the establishment of sir Ousrow Wadis Trust Fund for rinaneing 
assistance in "village development projects", it has been decided tp remove 
the provision made in the original scheme for su be idles to cultivators*
Such subsidies will, in future, be restricted to approved village develop** 
mental projects assisted from the sir Cusrew Wadis Trust Fund.

(Press Bote of the Director of 
Information, Bombay, dated 4-12-1842.)

The Orissa Tenancy (Amendment) Bill, 1942.

The @rissa Tenancy (Amendment) Bill, 1942, was introduced in the 
local Legislative Assembly by the Orissa Government on 98-11-1842. The 
statement of objects and reasons appended to the Bill says: The sad lot 
of poor labouring classes, who in most cases, are mere under-raiyats, is 
to© well-kndWii when they are Rejected by their landlords, The object of 
such a Bill is to provide a permanent home for them. Again in paying 
rents, the oo-sharers of a holding are often harassed when a certain 
oo-sharer, having larger share or interest in the holding, chooses to 
default wilfully or in collusion with the landlord. Hence it is provided 
here for the splitting upnf their holding with separate accounts. Then 
again inifent j£Keeutlon/@ases, when the holding is already sold away in 
auction, any other person having Interest in the holding than the judgment- 
debtor has been debarred from depositing the decretal amount - a principle 
which is highly prejudicial to the interest of the mortgages or purchasers, 
go it has been necessary to give them a chance for safeguarding their 
interests if they so desire.

(The Orissa Gazette, part XI, dated 
4-12-1942, pages 121-122.)^
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The Bombay perries (Amendment) Aet, 1842. ✓

The Bombay Government has introduced certain amendments to the 
Bombay Ferries Act, 1868. in recent years, says a statement published 
together with the amendments, there have been some serious accidents 
to ferries and other eraft plying In inland waters. The most serious of 
these was the beating accident at Surat on 12-8-1938 which involved a 
less of nearly 80 lives. The Committee appointed by Government to investi
gate the causes of this tragedy made various recommendations to prevent 
a recurrence of such accidents. The proposed amendments to the Act aim 
at Instituting better control over vessels plying on any river, stream, 
creek, tank, lake or other collection of water affording passage for a 
vessel, so as to prevent the recurrence of such accidents as far as 
possible. They also provide for certain consequential and ether minor 
amendments.

(The Bombay Government Gazette, part IV, 
dated 2-12-1942, pages 304-309.)
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OBGAHISATIOM, CONGRESSES, BTC.

24th. Annual General Meeting of Associated Chambers of Commerce,
■*"“ Calcutta, 17-Sf-ljfe.

The 24th Annual General Meeting of the Associated Chambers of
Commerce of India wag held at Calcutta on 17-12-1942, Mr. R.R. Haddow
presiding. Ihe meeting was formally opened hy the Viceroy.

presidential Address.- in his presidential address, Mr. Haddow 
referred to the present political situation and the demand that the 
British should "quit India*, and said: ”It is the wish of the British 
community in India to continue to be of service to the country and to 
assist in its progress both in regard to Agriculture and Industry. All 
they ask is that they receive the same treatment in India as Indians 
receive in Britain. I would remind our Indian friends that these demands 
are no greater than the>r own in respect of Ceylon, Bast and south Africa, 
and Burma when it was a flourishing unit of the British Bqpire^ as it will 
certainly again be.*

Post-War problems.- Among the more urgent post-war problems, Mr. 
Haddew referred to the heed for the transformation of the means of 
production of the instruments of war into useful peacetime employment, 
demobilisation and re-absorption into suitable peacetime occupations 
of the soldiers in the forces of all the united flajj^ons. in this 
connection the speaker sounded a note qf warning^Isrhfoe belief that 
aa^jrftrfewemwunism w*« the solution of ell poet-war 
problems. Whilst there may be a levelling up of incomes  ̂as in fact 
these la at preseat, he .saiA, it would be a great mistake if all in
centives were withdrawn from private entersfn.ee. ’Em during the present 
war, His Majesty's Government have realised the necessity for encouraging 
the individual to give of his best by promising a rebate on Excess 
Profit Tax and the soviet in recent years have had to differentiate 
between the oapable worker and the brainless or slacker-worker5

present Problems.- The most important problem confronting commerce 
and industry today, Mr. Haddow declared, was that of maintaining adequate 
supplies of staple foodstuffs, particularly to the industrial areas, and 
the closely related question of price-control. The general poliey of 
Government in its administration had suffered in the past from lack of 
central co-ordination, or over-provinoialisation and inadequate enforce
ment of *paper" regulations. Successive price-control conferences and 
advisory meetings under the auspices of the Central Government had 
failed to reduce appreciably the inevitable tug-of-war between surplus

L.-.and A»flgltsJPJjRvinces and between district and district. Central
^^r,*l^^«SpS^Oapp©d up in administrative detail as to be largely in

effective at the stage of their practical application. He, therefore, 
welcomed the setting up of a separate Central Government Department to 
deal with food production, distribution and price-control, pleading at 
the same time for a realistic approach to the dual problem of supply and 
distribution on the one hand and price-control on the other.

iRequisition of property.- Referring to the question of requisitioning 
of wAiriels and resiaentiaiproperty in connection with war effort,
Mr ^Haddow pleaded that steps should be taken to clarify the position of 
the landlord and tenants where property held on lease was requisitioned.
The recommendation the Chambers had placed before the Government was 
that the required clarification should take the form of action on the 
lines of the United Kingdom Landlord and Tenant (RequlsitioxuLand) Act, 
1942, in so far as it conferred upon the tenant the option of disclaiming



his lease within a ngmfi specified period, which in the united Siqgdom 
was three months, other connected matters were the absence in some 
instances of any equitable basis of compensation for requisitioned property, 
the delays that occur in deciding on the compensation payable in individual 
oases and the dilatory payment of the compensation once it was decided.

Viceroy’s Address.- The Viceroy, in his opening address, reviewed 
the main political and eeonomic problems before the country; the salient 
features of the address^ are noticed below>

Excess profits Tax.- The policy of the Government of India in regard 
to the rates of excess profits tax in this country has been markedly more 
generous than in some parts of the Empire, or in the united Kingdom. For 
its effect is to leave to an enterprise in this country, subject of course 
to income-tax and super-tax, one-third of the excess profits, in addition 
to the hhole of the profits of the most favourable standard period or, in 
the case of new concerns, a generChw percentage on the invested capital.
In the conditions created by a total war the incentive thus left to private 
enterprise is very real; it is as great as eould reasonably be expected.
And arrangements exist under which a rebate of excess profits tax to be 
paid after the war can be obtained ty depositing twice the amount of the 
rebate with Government at two per cent, interest for the period of the 
war and one year after it. urging the Industrialists to utilise these 
concessions to the full, he said that by doing so not only will they benefit 
themselves, but they will also help to achieve the lasnobillsation for 
the period of the war of as much as possible of the excess profits earned

rifel ft# of emnccd purchasing
power on the general price level; and they will in that way make a 
material contribution to the country’s interest.

inflation and Saving.- in this connection, he referred to the risk 
of an I nfli"tionSi’y rise of prices, it is one in which responsibility lies 
as heavily on the public as it does on the Government, production must con
tinue at maximum intensity, and must expand wherever possible in the 
interests of the war effort. But that inevitably means the existence in 
the country of a great and continually growing volume of purchasing power 
since paymiht for everything that is produced must bo made in rupees in 
India, whether the expenditure is incurred on Indian account or on account 
of Bis Majesty's Government or for the purpose of reciprocal aid to the 
foreos of the United States of America stationed here. For a solution 
of this difficult and important problem the Government must be able to 
roly on the utmost assistance, ee-oporation and support from the non
official world* He also urged thg necessity for small savings playing 
their part. Suring the three and quarter years sinoe the war started the 
snail savers’ contribution to the return, as savings, of a portion of the 
vast volume of purchasing capacity which the war and supply activities of 
the country are placing in the hands of the people has been of negligible 
importance. That is far from a healthy state of affairs. Personal Interest 
and active propaganda ean do much to better it. He appealed to all em
ployers of labour to organise, encourage and assist their employees to 
8avo, and to conserve their savings, through the various avenues which 
the Government of India have provided for the purpose.

Food problems.- Dealing with food problems, he said that the creation 
of the new Department of Food will, before very long,effect some improvement 
in the situation. Close study of the oause of the present apparent shortage 
and the high prices which are evident in many centres suggests that though 
India has, of course, been deprived of its accustomed rice Imports from 
Burs*, the difficulties of the present situation are due less to any real 
deficiency of supplies thap to the mental reactions of great sections



fey to the abnormal times. The greatly increased dux ©alls made 
on the transport system of the country for defence purposes, reduce its 
ability to do all that it did in pre-war days for the movement of civil 
supplies. Bat, since August 1942, the railways have allowed priority to 
the transport of food-grains, and in this respect there is now considerably 
less delay and dislocation than were reported to he prevallii^ five or 
six months ago. Nevertheless during recent months the supply situation has 
grown more acute and prices have risen with increased rapidity. It is 
sometimes suggested that the present troubles are due to the policy of 
price and movement controls adopted by the Government of India, and by 
various provincial and State Governments, and that^if trade were left free 
from restriction, the interaction of supply and demand would resulh in 
commodities finding their way where they were most needed, and price
level determined by normal forces. This argument, though plausible, ,is 
unsound. The control of supplies and prices has been found necessary 
by practically every administration in the world to-day. No one is* more 
disinclined to embark upon the perilous and difficult task of control than 
a Government. For Governments know all too well the troubles and anxieties 
that control brings with it, and in experience they have recourse to this 
policy when, and only when, the operation of uncontrolled economic forces 
has produced a situation which can no longer bej^permitted to continue 
unchecked. And to remove control is -not ^swqqswmds^t^he solution of the 
present difficulties. On the contrary the proper e^fe|^may probably lie 
in the direction of -amp extension of control to a wide^Hlmge of articles, 
and of a mere direct participation by Government themselves in the actual 
procurement and dis tri tution of supplies..

Difficulties of Control.- The Wheat Control order, the Regional 
Price and Supply Boards, the' Foodgrains Control Order, the Grow More Pood 
Campaign, '“Btl ©f the anxiety of the Government to deal with the
most important problteuof food. In the matter of price control much has 
been done. More still may have to be attempted. The existence of black 
markets is well known. gut while there may net have been fhll success 
in enforcing maximum prices, the prescription of such prices had a very 
real and immediate value, to the extent that it has served to retard the 
rate ©f price increase over the whole range of the commodity controlled.
But whatever policy is adopted, or whatever measures are put into force, 
no lasting success can be hoped for without the wholehearted co-operation 
of the whole body of the community. If the worker^&n the transport and 
communication systems, the war industries, and the essential services, 
cannot be provided with the wherewithal to live at a priee within their 
means, the war effort will be crippled and the country itself exposed to 
grave daggers. It is more essential now than ever/that every citizen 
should sink his individual interests in the common cause and realise that, 
if he concentrates on serving himself alone, he is endangering not only 
the stability of the whole eommunity but his personal security as well.

Jotlvities of Supply department.- in the field of supply, India 
de a Cohirithtlon of outstanding importance and value and nothing

will be left undone to ensure that during the remainder of the war the 
upward curve of Improvement and of development shall be maintained. For 
the f&st six months of the war the value of contracts placed was approxi
mate ly*290 million. For the six months from April to October 1942, it 
wa^l,STo million. Over, the whole period to the end of October 1942 
it been no less thap^l,2S0 million. And those figures exclude the value 
of the wark done in the ordnance factories, which is, in itself, very 
g on aid erajgle. They include only the contracts actually placed through 
^^"p^rcSase branch. During the last year, progress with the Roger 
Mission projects has been satisfactory, it is hoped tha^- tke Rog®**
Mission ^©gramme as a whole will be gettirg into pfeK&udwS'h from the



early months of 1943 onwards. The preparatory work in India has been 
ahead of the receipt of plant and equipment from abroad. The flow of 
munitions components from trade workshops is maintained. The magnitude 
of India’s effort in respect of munitions and engineering stores is new 
shown by the tightness of key materials such as steel, of which very 
considerable inports are expected from the united States. Further 
important schemes for the expansion of steel production have been approved.
On the general stores side, the measures to double the production of 
filature-reeled silk are well in hand, and the production of statiohutes 
on a substantial scale is established. The production of web equipment, 
which was nil before the war now stands at about 200,000 sets a month, 
and unless the demand decreases it will be doubled in the course of 1943.
The possibility of expanding the chemicals industry is under aetive 
consideration. Ship construction has been amalgamated with ship repairs, 
and a new Direetor-General established at Bombay to deal with both aotivitW.

Assistance from U.S.A.- The year has, in the supply field, been one 
©f steady progress and during its course there was the visit of the American 
Technical Mission. The far reaching scheme of industrial expansion re
commended by the Mission would, if accepted in full, have involved* the 
earliest supply to India by the united States of large quantities of 
materials and equipment, and of large numbers of technical personnel.
The united states Government has found it impossible to implement this 
programme in full in present conditions. But they have offered to con
sider any projects which are essential for the war effort, and to which 
the Government of India attach particular importance; India is already 
receiving very significant assistance from the United States in the form 
©f matcriali, maafcinary and plant. '

(The Amrita Bazar Patrika, 19-12-1942 
and thd Hindu, 18-12-1942.)

-weu nvvjM ' 1 * ’■ C
Resolutions; A summary of the ^resolutions adopted at the meeting 

is given below; -
(1) Paper Shortage.- in connection with the recent Government of 

India’s Orcter appropriating 90 per cent, of India’s paper production for 
its own use, the meeting drew the attention of the Government to the dis
proportionate reservation made for Government purposes and the entirely 
inadequate provision for civilian consumption, in particular for the 
essential war requirements of commerce and industry.and urged Government 
t® allow at least 30 per cent, of the mills' total production to be 
supplied to the general market. . /A-viw

(2) Imp opt Trade Control.- TSa® noxt resolution stated that, while 
recognising the imperative need for the control of imports into India 
as a means of conserving shipping space and for other reasons, the 
Association was of opinion that the present system of control in India 
and more particularly its adminlstraticML©all0 for early investigation 
and overhaul with a view to the removal of the serious Impediments to 
legitimate and essential business to which the system gives rise.

(3) Post-War Reconstruction.- By another resolution the Association 
urged the Government dr India to give early and careful consideration to 
post-war reconstruction problems and to formulate long-term trade and 
industrial policies to be placed before its Post-war Reconstruction 
Committee. The Association pointed out that special consideration 
should be given to the proposals made for the control of international 
trade in the report of the London Chamber of Commerce provided that any 
such proposals were not allowed to interfere with the primary tasks of 
Government to prosecute the war.

(The Hindu, 18-12-1942.)4



<■* <
10th Annual General Meeting of Employers’ Federation of India,
~~ Qdlcuttd, 18-iS-l942.

The loth Annual general meeting of the Employers’ Federation of 
India was held on 18-12-1942, Sir Henry Richardson presiding in the absence 
of Sir Ardeshir Dalai, sir Henry Richardson read the presidential address 
of Sir Ardeshir Dalai. The main features of Sir Ardeshir’s speech ere 
noticed belows-

political situation.- The political outlook in India is still un- 
fortufihtejj" Very gldsay send clouded. A state of deadlock has been reached 
which the efforts of the best well-wishers of the country at home and 
abroad have failed to resolve. Without wishing to apportion blame to any 
side, employers in common with others who have the welfare and prosperity 
of the country at heart, would cordially desire to see an end to this 
stalemate and stagnation which, while impairing the war effort, bodes no 
good in the post-war world to the relationship between the different 
parties concerned in the dispute. ,

War and Indian Industries.- Referring to the expenditure of Rs. 300 
million a moiiEE on military and war supply activities, sir Ardeshir said 
that it had helped the expansion of the existix^ industries and the 
development of new ones. It had converted India from a debtor to a 
•creditor country and had led the to heavy currency expansion and to a 
large all-round Increase in prices with its repercussions on labour and 
HoaWr wages.

^Referring to dearness allowances, the President 
eapioyors have attempted to keep pace with these

increases by the grant of dearness allowances. The dearness allowance to 
mill labour in Bombay is Sa. 17-3 for the month of November, and in the 
case of Ahmed&bad it is still higher. But there is no end to the process. 
Such abnormal Increases in wages must necessarily be reflected in costs and 
prices and lead to inflation. A time has come to call a halt to the 
further progress of this vKious spiral. A suggestion has been made 
that dearness allowances should not entirely be concerned with the 
purely monetary aspect, but should involve also an extension by the 
employers of their activities in ensuring to the workers supplies of 
essentials at reasonable prices much below those which are current in the 
bazaars today. This suggestion, he pointed out, has much to commend it 
and deserves the careful consideration of all the employing interests 
concerned, and it could only be effective if the majority of the employers 
co-operated. Such co-operation would incidentally enable them to buy food
stuffs at reasonable rates and distribute them at the minimum cost} but 
the co-operation of the Government was also essential for this puipose and 
the most carefully devised schemes were likely to be frustrated if food 
grains were not available when required owing to transport or other diffi
culties. The most serious problem before employers and labour as well 
as Government today is that of food supply. Employers, he said, welcomed 
the formation of a separate department to deal with this question. Some 
of the existing difficulties appear to have been caused by over centra
lisation of the administrative machinery, and it is felt that greater de
centralisation and enlistment of non-official agencies for distribution 
might help in avoiding a part of the present difficulties. He urged that 
the question of the supply of ’’standard cloth” should be dealt with without 
further delay and that the co-operation of non-official agencies should be 
enlisted in the distribution of such cloth.

Labour Problems.- Sir Ardeshir referred to the institution of a 
tripartite conference, consitting of representatives of the Central 
and Provincial Governments and the States on the one hand and those of 
employers and labour on the other as the most important event in the



field of labour reform during the year and hoped that in course of time 
its functions and responsibilities would be developed and enlarged until 
it re«chad the status of a full-fledged Industrial Council. On the 
question of the recognition of trade unions, Sir Ardeshir pointed out that 
the federation had expressed the view that, while compulsory recognition 
was not desirable, employers would welcome the formation of representative 
and responsible trade unions as proper channels of contact and communi
cation between them and labour and indicated certain essential conditions 
which such trade unions should fulfil for the purpose of recognition.

Office-bearers for 1943.- Sir Ardeshir Dalai was reappointed 
Presiddht for’"fEe year 1943. Sir Henry Richardson, Mr. R. Menzies and 
Dewan Bahadur Ratnasabhapati Mudaliar were appointed Deputy presidents 
for the year 1943.

(The Statesman and Amrita Bazar patrika, 
20-12-1942.)



SOCIAL POLICY IN WAR TIME
Hours

Exemption of cotton Spinning and Weaving Mills in Delhi and Ajmer-
Merwara rroa &eoclon 54 of the factories Act. y

the Government of India has, in view of "a public emergency” which 
has arisen in connection with the production of cloth, gazetted that 
all cotton spinning and weaving factories in Delhi and Ajmer-Merwara 
have been exempted from Section 34 of the Factories Act for the duration 
of the war.

(Notification No. L1882 dated 30-11-1942: 
The Gazette of India, part I, Section I, 
dated 5-12-1942, page 1793.) ,

Exemption from Section 34 of the Factories Aot in Bengal. v

The Bengal Government has issued a notification exempting for the 
duration of the war, all cotton spinning and weaving mills and factories 
in the province from the provisions of Section 34 of the Factories Act.

(Notification No. 6396 Com. dated 
21-12-1942: The Calcutta Gazette, part I, 
dated 31-12-1942, page 2875.) y



from duty; (c) deductio>| 
entrusted to the employee 
he is required to account,

Wages
Seductions from Wages of Municipal Servants in Central Provinces;

,u = proposed Byelaws.

Several Municipalities, Notified Areas, and Local Boards in the 
Central province* and Berar propose introducing bye-laws to regulate 
deductions from wbces of their employees, The bye-law»stipulate9 that 
the salary of an offacer or servant shall, subject to certain permissible 
deductions, be paid flwhim without any deductions. The deductions which 
are permissible are (ap^pepartanental fines; (b) deductions for absence 

for damage to or loss of goods expressly 
hr custody or for loss of money for which 
were such damage or loss is directly attri

butable to his neglect or default; (d) deductions on account of rent 
of municipal quarters occupied the employee; (e) deductions for 
amenities^provided, and service^rendered, by the committee; (fj de
ductions for recovery of advances for adjustment of overpayments of 
salaries; (g) deductions on account^of security deposits; (h) deductions 
of income-tax payable; (i) deduction^required to be made by order olr 
a court or other authority competent to make such order; (j) deductions 
for subscriptions to, and for repayment onedvances from, any pfovident 
fund; and (k) deductions for repayments ofi£an taken from a co-operative 
society approved by the coBsnittee, provided tra^ the employee has given 
an authority, in writing, to the secretary of toa committee to do so.

(The Central Provinces ana^Berar Gazette, part 
III, dated 4-12-1942, psg»Q209j^

War pear Food Allowance for Cawnpore Workers^

in the Notice (war Dear Pood Allowance (No. 4) 1942) dated 11-8-1942, 
issued by the Employers’ Association of Northern India (vide pages 22 to 
to 24 of our August 1942 report) a sliding scale to cover coat of living 
index figures from 201 to 220 was sanctioned?and it was intimated that 
hhould the cost of living index figure rise beyond 22o points the matter 
would receive further consideration, The cost of living index figures 
having risen fxm above 22o points in November, 1942, the Association 
again considered the matter and announced in a notice dated 26-11-1942 
that the sliding scale of war dear food allowance applicable between 
201 and 22o points will also apply to cost of living index numbers up 
to 240. Should the cost of living index figure exceed that number, 
then the matter is again to be considered. It is also notified that 
the same terms and conditions, as detailed in the previous notices 
issued by the Association in regard to war dear food allowance, will*; 
continue to apply.

( Communication dated 25-11-1942 from the 
Employers’ Association of Northern India, 
Cawnpore.)+

Pre-War Standards to be Maintained:
Workers* demands for adequate Dearness Allowance.

Addressing a meeting of jute, oil and petrol workers at Goalpara, 
Calcutta, on.17-12-1942, Mr. R.S. Nimbkar, Labour Welfare Officer to 
the Government of India, said that the Government of India definitely 
desired that workers in industries should receive adequate dearness 
allowance and profit sharing bonus to compensate for the rise in the

</



cost of living during the present war period. Mr. Mimbkar assured the 
workers of the concern of the Government of India to arrange for adequate 
supply of foodstuffs at reasonable prices and also for A.R.P. arrange
ments in factories. He urged them to concentrate on production in order 
to win the war, which was being waged by the workers on the industrial 
front, as much as by fighting units on the military front.

(The Times of India, 19-12-1942.)
The workers' demands in respect of dearness allowance was enunciated 9 

by Mr. jamnadas M. Mehta, m.L.A. (Central), President of the Indian 
Federation of labour at a meeting of the Chromepet-pallavaram Tanneries 
Worker^ Union held at Chromepet, Madras, on 25-12-1942. He said it was 
the duty of the trade unions to fight primarily, for the present at any 
rate, that at least their pre-war standards might be maintained. He had, 
therefore, requested the Governor-General, the Labour Department and the 
labour conferences to bear in miHd that the only real test of the 
adequacy of dearness allowance was whether it neutralised the effect of 
the rise in the cost of living. Dearness allowance granted on this 
basis would enable them to buy what they were getting before the war.
This principle has been accepted by the Standing Goamittee of the Tri
partite Labour Conference which met recently^at Mew Delhi. He also 
demanded that steps should be taken to stamp out1 black markets'* in order 
that stocks might be available at controlled rates.

(The Hindu, 26-12-1942.)^

Employment

Technical Unit of the Indian Civil pioneer

A new unit of the Indian Civil Pioneer Force composed of trained 
technicians is to be formed shortly. Arrangements are in train for 
the recruitment of the required number of men who will be enrolled and 
sent to one of the training centres of the Labour Department's technical 
training scheme. There they will be trained as machinists, fitters, 
turners, welders, etc., and while under training will receive free 
quarters and rations and the stipend paid to ordinary trainees under the 
technical training scheme, on completing their training they will be 
eaployed in the new unit on wages similar to those in force in ordnance 
Factories.

Like the other units of the force, the Technical unit will be
liable to be called upon for service in any part of India on any of
the miscellaneous duties connectdd with the defence of the country for 
which a disciplined force of workers may be needed. As the name of
the unit suggests, they will however be put on to tasks for which their
skill and training fits them best.

(Unofficial note of the principal Information 
Officer, Government of India, 21-11-1942.)*-

*



Industrial Disputes

Lockout in »izaa»a State Railway.

The Nizam’s State Railway Bnployees Union have been appealing to 
the Railway Administration and the Government for the redress of their 
grievances for several months. But receiving no attention after repeated 
representation, they submitted a memorandum to the Government setting 
forth their demands, the most important among them being a permanent wage 
increase of 35 per cent, in salaries up to Rs. 100, grant of adequate 
dearness allowance, improvement of service conditions and removal of 
corruption among the supervising staff. Thereupon the Government appoint
ed in January 1942 an Enquiry Committee which concluded its sitting in 
June 1942. Nothing substantial came of the enquiry as the workers’ 
denhnds were mostly turned down. Even the question of recognition of 
the union was rejected as one to be taken up by the Administration.
Further negotiation between the union and the Administration ^uffiSritloo 
and connected points proved equally fruitless.

on 9-12-1942, the Chief office-bearers of the Union, namely, the 
president, the Vice-President and the General secretary were arrested.
A government press note explaining this action said that the persons 
were responsible for creating a situation inconsistent with the 
preservation of public tranquility. The workers demonstrated their 
protest against the arrests by a stay-in-strike. The same evening 
(9-12-1942) a lockout was declared.

i At a general body meeting of the Union on 28-11-1942, the workers 
ha^tuflaaiaoualy paaaed resolutions expressing willingness to resume 
work if the following four demands are satisfied: (1) An immediate 
increase of 50 per cent, on the present salaries. (2) Adequate increase 
in the presimt ^dearnessr allowance. The dearness allowance should be 
at a uniform rate at Headquarters and on .the line. (3) Cheap cloth and 
grain shops should be opened at all centres of the Railway allowing 
credit system. (4) immediate and unconditional release of their 
leaders.

(Extracted from a Note dated 18-12-1942 forwarded 
to this office by the Executive Committee of the 
N.S. Rly. Employees’ Union, and Hindu dated 11-12-42),.

Labour Welfare

provision of Stocks of Wheat Flour in Industrial Areas.

With a view to maintain supplies and services essential to the 
life of the community, the Government of Bengal has issued an order 
to regulate the production and distribution of atta and flour in 
Calcutta and the neighbouring industri&l area. The 0rdei» requires 
the authorities of a flour or atta mill situated within Calcutta or 
the neighbouring industrial area to submit on the first day of eaoh 
week to the Controller of Civil Supplies, Calcutta, a true and accurate 
statement of the total quantities of eaoh wheat product produced in his 
mill ln*£ourse of the preceding week, to reserve twenty-five per cent, 
of the total products mentioned in the statement, in the shape of 
standard qualities of atta. xmdxmxxxhitm and to sell the portion so 
reserved to persons authorised to purchase the said products by forma] 
written delivery orders issued by the Controller of Civil Supplies, 
Calcutta.

(Order No. 8389 CS dated 27-11-1942:
The Calcutta Gazette, part I, dated ...•■* V 
page 2732. )r



Control Measures

The Bihar Foodgrains (Futures and Options/Prohibltlon) order,
1942 • wzrf*

The Bihar Government has, on 21-12-1942, Issued the Bihar Food- 
grains (Futures and Options prohibition) Order, 1942, ty which no 
person is to enter into any futures in foodgrain or pay or advance or 
receive, or agree to pay or advance or receive any margin relating to 
any such futures; or enter into any options in foodgrain/A. All futures 
and options in foodgrain entered into before the commencement of this 
order and outstanding wholly or partly for settlement are declared void. 
The Foodgrains referred to are: paddy, rice, wheat, gram, pulses of all 
kinds, barley, maize and mustard seeds.

The order comes into force at once.
( The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary 
dated 21-12-1942.)+-

The Baluchistan House Rent Control Order, 1942.

The Chief Commissioner, Baluchistan, has gazetted on 14-12-1942 
the Baluchistan House Rent Control Order, 1942, ty which landlords in 
the province are forbidden to demand from their tenants house rents in 
excess of what may be fixed by the District Magistrate.

(The Gazette of India part II-A, dated 
26-12-1942, page 658.)^

Control of Rice Export from Delhi,

The Chief Commissioner, Delhi, has issued an order on 26-11-1942 that 
with effect from that date no rice shall be moved ty road, rail or river 
outside the province of Delhi, except under a permit from the District 
Magistrate, Delhi.

(Notification No. F (19)/42-General dated 
26-11-1942, The Gazette of India part II-A 
dated 5-12-1942, page 628.)

The Bihar Rice Control Order, 1942.

The Bihar Government has, on 26—12—1942, gazetted the Bihar Rice 
Control Order, 1942, which stipulates fliat every dealer shall comply with 
such directions regarding the purchase, sale or distribution of paddy and i 
rioe as may be given to him by the Chief Controller of Prices and Supplies,! 
Bihar. The Controller may, from time to time, allot quotas for the require 
ments of any specified area, or of any specified market, and issue direc- I 
tions to any dealer or owner or manager of a rice mill to supply paddy and^ 
rice to such areas or markets in such manner as may be specified by him. l. 
Every dealer or owner or manager of a rice mill shall, notwithstanding any { 
existing agreement with any other person, give priority to and comply with! 
any directions issued to him by the Controller. |

(Notification No. 5105-P.C., dated 26-12-B 
The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary dated 
26-12-1942). + ft
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Control of Export of Foodstuffs in Bihar.

On 26-12*1948 the Bihar Government issued a notification to the effect 
that no person shall export or carry by rail, river or road, any quantity of 
any of the following foodstuffs:- paddy; rice; wheat; wheat products; gram; 
pulses, husked and unhusked (whole split); sugarcandyjk saltj^^fiSSSSSSO^. 
from any district in the province of Bihar to any place outside that district 
or outside the province except with the written permission of the Chief 
Controller of Prices and Supplies, Bihar, with effect from the 26th December 
1942.

(notification No. 51O6-P.C., dated 26-12-1942,
The Bihar Gazette Extraordinary dated 26-12-1942)

A. similar order has been issued with respect to the export of sugar 
by the Government of Bihar (Notification No. 5107-P.G., dated

26-12-1942^ +

Standard Cloth for the Poor:
Textile Advisory Arnot adopts Scheme.

Reference was made in our November 1942 reports to the scheme initiated 
by the Government of India for the manufacture of standard cloth at cheap 
prices for the use of the poor and middle-classes during war-time (vide 
page 38, November 1942 report). The broad outlines of the all-India scheme 
evolved-Aa.Jb&a..W-o -deoidad by the Textile Advisory Panel in 
eOsKTEIftW''W13X the-"woptod members representing the industry in various 
parts of the country at its adjourned meeting held at Bombay on 10-12-1942, 
the Bem*hle M»» K«JU darker. Commerce Member, presiding. Details of the 
seheme are given below:-

Snail Profits and Gnlforaa Varieties and Prices.- According to the 
present '^^stii#,’‘sJW^^iS2‘d cloth will consist of dhotd.es, a areas and shirting, 
each in three different varieties. It will be sold at a price giving only 
a small margin of profit to the manufacturer and to the distributor. The 
selling prices will be reviewed every quarter in order to adjust them to 
the fluctuations in the cost of production and will be uniform throughout 
the country. In order to achieve this objective, the mlllowners will be 
requested to bear the transport and incidental charges.

A central organisation for the production and distribution of standard 
cloth will be set up in Bombay on the lines of the Textile Advisory Panel. 
The members of the Panel^as well as the Central Govarnment^will be repre
sented. This body will place Indents with the manufacturers and allocate 
quotas to the consuming provinces on a population basis. The cloth will be 
distributed through the respective provincial organisations which will be 
under the supervision of a Committee consisting of members of the Panel 
drawn from the respective provinces, prominent citizens, and the nominees 
of the provincial Governments.

The provincial Governments will be given the choice of undertaking the 
financial responsibility Involved in the marketing of standard cloth or 
entrusting it to a guaranteed broker tfao will be given a commission. This 
is meant to protect the industry against a possible slump in prices or 
marketing difficulties. In any ease, arrangements for the' distribution of 
standard cloth will be directly supervised by the provincial branch of the 
central organisation. It Is learnt that the Government of Bombay propose 
to undertake the responsibility instead of appointing a guaranteed broker 
for the purpose. There will be district branches under the direct super
vision of the provincial organisations. These branches will be managed by 
a committee consisting of the citizens’ representatives, Including nominees
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of merchants and Government officials. The ta3k before these branches will 
be to make available standard cloth even in the remotest village at the same 
price at which it is sold in the producing centre.

Interim Arrangements.** It is felt that some time will have to elapse 
before this elaborate machinery Is set up; but the next meeting of the 
Textile Advisory Panel will be called in January 1943 to give effect to the 
scheme so that the necessary arrangements ean be completed before the end 
of February 1943. Pending the detailed arrangements for working out the 
scheme on an all**lndia basis, the cotton textile Industry will execute the 
initial order placed by the Government of India, on behalf of certain pro
vinces and Indian States, for 15,000,000 yards inclusive of 2,400,000 
Indented by the Government of Bombay to meet the Immediate requirements of 
the rural population in the province.

(The Times of India, 12-12-1942).^

Government of Madras to make separate arrangements;
Concern o/ Handloom Weavers.

The Madras flovernment, it is learnt, are not participating in the 
working of the Government of India scheme for the supply of standard cloth 
from mills In Upper India, as they hold the view strongly that it is calcu
lated to enter into competition with handloom products. gnqulrles in 
authoritative■■-qtrartbrr-Trnral-thrt the Madras Government are evolving a 
scheme of their own for production of standard cloth in sufficient quantity 
through handloom weavers. It ia stated that a few mills have already 
undertaken to provide yarn for the purpose.

(The Hindu, 30-12-1942).

Control of Export of Foodgrains from Sind.
The Sind Government has issued a notification prohibiting the export 

a by road, river, rail or sea of foodstuffs like wheat and wheat products, 
gram, bajrag^jowar from the Province except under a permit of the Deputy 
Chief Controller of Prices, Sind.

(Notifications No. P.C.-150/42, dated 17-12-194g 
P. C.-95/42-1, dated 21-12-1942;

and P.C.-190/42, dated 22-12-1942. 
The Sind Government Gazettes Extraordinary, 
dated 17, 21 and 22-12-1942)

Control of Excess Profits in War Contracts;
Tender System being replaced by Settlement
by Negotiation.

In the course of his opening speech before the second meeting of the 
Advisory Panel of Accountants held at New Delhi on 7-12-1942, Sir Jeremy 
Katsman, Finance Member, Government of India, made a reference to the 
efforts made by the Government of India to prevent excessive profits out of 
war oontracts. The main points brought out by the Finance Member are 
briefly noticed below:-

V
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Referring to the stores "purchase transactions of the Government of 
India* he said that the loss of Hong Kong and Malaya and other Far Eastern 
countries has brought out clearly the importance of India as an arsenal for 
the United Nations and has emphasised the necessity of increasing the volume 
and variety of supplies which she is sending to the various theatres of war* 
As a result* the demand for goods is becoming more pressing day by day and 
the range of articles over which those demands are in excess of available 
supplies is constantly becoming wider* The Government has often to reserve 
a very large portion,if not the whole of the capacity of any industry, 
for its ovai needs* and the field in which the statutory and executive con
trol of the Government over the sources of available supplies is exercised 
is becoming ever more extensive* The result of all these factors is 
that the method of inviting tenders and making contracts on the basis of 
those tenders is being progressively replaced by a system of settlement 
by negotiation^ and this has brought with it new and complex problems*

Explaining the methods used for prevention of excessive profits, he 
said! "Not the least difficult of these problems is so to conduct supply 
operations as to prevent the accrual of excessive profits out of war contract 
In diis sphere the Government's efforts haKbeen directed primarily towards 
evolving a system whereby it can arrive at a "reasonable and fair price" 
and* though complete success has not been achieved* the Government has nxdnx 
made some progress. In this connection, -die method by which fixed prices 
are verified by reference to the accounts of the contractors and the relat
ing of the amount of profit to the capital employed in the business may be 
BMmtjienoSw Sc lfce liwA iSeasirt* tha atatatory powers which the Government 
has acquired, by which it can order work to be carried out compulsorily at 
fixed prices* may have to be employed* but this method is naturally reserved 
for cases of extreme recalcitrance."

"These devices have been of considerable help* but cannot alone achieve 
that position whereby, in a total war* every Interest is subordinated to 
the common end of overcoming the enemy* It, is widely felt that excessive 
profits made out of war contracts are anti-social gains. A well-informed 
and enlightened public opinion can bring pressure to bear in this direction. 
It Is equally desirable that Industry Itself should be able properly to * 
appreciate the methods which we have adopted and independently to gauge their 
value and worth".

(The Statesman, 9-12-1942)»+

The Factories Control of Production Order* 1942*
The Government of India has* on 4*12-1942, issued under the Defence 

of India Rules* the Factories Control of Production Order* 1942* providing 
that all the factories in the country, except those belonging to the Crown* 
engaged in the production or fabrication of metal or in any engineering 
wcrk* shall be under hie control of the Director General of Munitions 
Production, Calcutta. The Controller may, if he thinks it neeessary* for 
the efficient prosecution of the war, (a) prohibit any factory from carry
ing out any scheduled work otherwise than in accordance with a general or 
special order issued by him; (h) require any factory to undertake any 
scheduled work* The list of "scheduled Work" appended to the Order in a 
separate Schedule includes 23 occupations* the more important of which are: 
ship-building or repairing; wagon-building or repairing; galvanising;

pressing; oxy-acetylene welding; are welding; iron 
casting and steel casting*

(Notification No* 1161.- dated 4-12-1942 of 
the Department of supply. The Gazette of India 
Extraordinary* dated 5-12-1942.)*.
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%he Bombay Power Alcohol and petroleum Apt, 1942.

the Bombay Government has adopted the., Bombay PjM{gr Alcohol and 
Petroleum Aet, 1942, coming into force in weTprevisee on dates to he 
notified later. In a statement of objeots and reasons appended to the 
Aet, the Government says that the question of manufacture of power alcohol 
from molasses for,admixture with straight petrol as motor fuel has been 
engaging its attention fer a long time, owing to petrol rationing recently 
introduced by the Government of India, the question ef manufacture of 
power alcohol has been receiving the attention of several firms. It 
has been decided, therefore, that the manufacture and distribution of 
power alcohol mixed with straight petrol ty private companies should be 
encouraged with a view to the establishment of a supplementary industry 
and for the immediate purposes of conserving supplies of straight petrol 
for defence requirements. Provision has, therefore, been made in this 
Aet fen the regulation and control of the production and distribution of 
power alcohol.

(The Bombay Government Gazette Part IV, 
dated 17-12-1942, pages 316-324.) Z,

Industrial Expansion in Ceylon.y

The war has given a great impetus to Ceylon’s industrial develop
ment. Spowored' bytheGoveramont, a number -of now industries started 
before the war are now enjoying a boom. Plywood boards and coir products 
are in great. ggagsd overseas Ceylon’s tea and oopra. The
recently opened boot factory is working at full pressure to meet loeal 
defenoe needs; so also the hat factory, other big factories are also 
working at top speed*

Efforts are being made to tap crown forests Tor wild cinchona, whieh 
will yield about 1^2 to 2 per cent, of recoverable quinine. The quinine 
factory will begin work by the end of December. In a few months more, 
the acetic acid factory situated in the north-western province will 
probably come into operation with an output of about 100 tons with the 
possibility of an increase to 200 tons a year. The ceramic factory at 
pegombe, the activities of which are now confined to the production of 
such articles as cups and chinaware, will be put on a bigger and bettor 
footing* It is hoped to produce essential articles, such as bricks and 
tiles, at this factory shortly.

The Department of Commerce and Industries has also made much 
progress in regard to cottage industries. These industries, such as the 
manufacture Of twine, buttons, mirrors, toys, etc., have been entrusted 
to a separate unit Whose endeavour is to encourage industrialisation on 
a small scale suffieient to interest a family and enable it to earn a 
livelihood on the principle of self-help.

«

Ceylon’s stool rolling faotery, though not yet officially opened, 
has begun production, it is expected that it will turn out approximately 
1,000 tons of steel bars and rods and 1,800 tons of hoop-iron a year. The 
raw material needed will be drawn from scrap.

(The Bailway Gazette, December 1942.) 4

*



Manufacture of Internal Combustion Engines In India.
The possibility of manufacturing internal combustion engines in India 

was discussed recently at a meeting of the Board of Scientific and Indus
trial Research voider hie chairmanship of the Commerce Member, Mr. N.R. 
Sarker. It is understood that a committee is being set up to examine the 
details of manufacture of various types of engines and their parts and 
accessories. The Board also considered a preliminary survey reported by 
its Dye-stuffs Committee regarding the possibility of organising dye-stuff 
Industries in this country. The report covers 51 such industries.

(The Statesman, 8-12-1942).

Lease-Lend Agreement with U.S.A, ?
Direct negotiations py India contemplated.

The possibility is being discussed in New Delhi of negotiations with 
Washington for a direct reciprocal aid agreement between the U.S.A. and India 
under lend-lease to deal with the problem of war-time production and services 
in place of the present system under which the Government of India deals with

fteU.S.A. through the British Government. The projected agreement would put 
India in the same position as Australia and New Zealand who have already 
negotiated lend-lease agreements direct with the U.S.A. The advantage to 
India Is that it will simplify accounting and also that India would in her 
own right discuss financial questions concerning knot lease-lend at the
Fesftfgqftfag—gw...... Tbs quest!en ef a reciprocal aid agreement between India
saad^*'i.Jk.7wa'''5l9©ussl9X’durOg' "ffie visit to London this .summer of Sir 
Jeremy Raisman, Finance Member, Government of India.

It is understood that two safeguards are being proposed by India in 
regard to the reciprocal arrangement with the U.S.A. These provisions are, 
firstly, that India's aid to’jff.S.A. and expenditure on American troops 
in India shall not exceed the value of lease-lend material received by 
India in any-year. and secondly, in any future pxm revision of tariffs in 
relation to’u.S. goods, India shall reserve the right to observe the fiscal 
autonomy convention. It is estimated that in a year India may receive 
lease-lend supplies to the value of between Rs.400 to 500 millions and she 
may incur rupee expenditure in India up to that limit on behalf of America. 
The reservation regarding the fiscal autonomy convention is Important in 
view of the present stage of India's Industrial development.

The final form which the reciprocal arrangement will take will be 
explained by the Finance Member in his next Budget statement, but the indi
cations are that Delhi's conditions will be agreed to by London and 
Washington.

(The Times of India, 21-12-1942, and 
the Statesman, 23-12-1942). +-

Pos t-War Reconstrue tlon t
Sir M. Visvesvaraya*s Ptea fet* an Economic Council.

The need to safeguard Indian trade and Indian Interests in the post-war 
period was stressed by Sir M. Visvesvaraya, presiding over the third 
quarterly meeting of the Central Committee of the All-India Manufacturers* 
Organisation in Bombay on 20-12-1942.

As soon as the war was over, Sir M. Visvesvaraya said, India might 
again be exposed to the fury of an international economic war. To give the 
country adequate protection, it was necessary to appoint at once a repre
sentative central council 6f businessmen, experts and leaders in science



and politics, to watch the trends and make preparations to meet all possible 
obstacles and opposition^ It might be called a Development Board or an 
Economic Council, and flight take the place of the Consultative Committee 
of Economists on Post-War Reconstruction appointedjby the former Commerce 
Member. Explaining the steps taken by the various belligerent countries 
in regard to post-war reconstruction and conditions in Igflla, Sir M. Vesves- 
varaya stated that there were now a number of Indians o^vieeroy’s Executive 
Council. Post-War reconstruction and industries were each of them important 
enough to require the whole^tlme services of a Member to itself. Never
theless, both of them were left with the Commerce Member, whose time was fim 
fully taken up with matters connected with the war emergency. "The people 
are now faced”, he said, "with a great struggle immediately the war ends, to 
render secure the future food supply ^nd income of the nation. They can 
neglect this duty only at their perils. Referring to India’s industrial 
development, he said that the developments recorded in Canada and Australia 
showed that thia coun try had missed a great opportunity to build up its 
industries in the present war*

(The Times of India, 22-12-1642).

The Hindu, Madras, of 23-12-1642, commented editorially on sir M.
Visvesvaraya’s speech; relevant extracts from the leading article are given 
below J-

Sir M. Visvesvaraya’s call for the establishment of a "Development 
Board" or an "Economic Council" to consider post-war reconstruction, is 
a timely one. Although we have been told that the problems relating to

heteg eonsidered by the Government of India, 
the public have no idea of the lines along which the discussions proceed 
and the objectives which are sought to be achieved. In other countries, how
ever, this isnot so. In the United States, a number of organisations are 
at work studying this problem. These, public and private, total over a hund
red, of which no less than 35 are Government agencies. Similar agencies 
exist in Britain, official and unofficial. It is worthy of mention that the 
contribution of non-official organisations seems to be at least as Important 
as, if not more important than, that of Government-established organisations. 
The one non-official organisation in India, which attempted it - the National 
Planning Committee- has been left leaderless with its wbrk unfinished.

. It is idle to contend that the preparations should be made after the 
war. We must think about it now because of the# psychological significance, 
and we must think about it as a part, an integral and essential part, of 
the whole war effort.

Three problems have, Dr. Cyril J an es^ points out, to be solved - the 
domestic, inter-empire and international.^ Of these, the first Is by far 
the most Important, being the fundamental one, one on a solution of which 
is to be found the solutions for the other two. The first specific 
problem in the domestic group was that of maximizing the employment oppor
tunities for each individual; next was the conservation and utilisation of 
natural resources; and finally, there was the problem of developing, as a 
measure to meet possible emergencies, a programme of publicly financed cons
truction projects. All these different attacks on postrwar problems were 
In Canada, being explored by special sub-committees. A coranittee under 
Tom Moore, President of the Trades and Labour Congress, was studying employ
ment opportunities; another under Dr. R.C. Wallace, Principal of Queen’s 
University, was dealing with conservation and utilisation of resources, while 
a third, under K.M. Cameron, Chief Engineer of the Department of Public 
Works, Ottawa, was exploring the field of publicly financed ccnstroctlen 
projects. Since, as Sir M. Visvesvaraya points out, one cannot say what 
will come out of the Government Committee, functioning away from the public 
gaze and in complete isolation of enlightened opinion, it becomes the duty 
of India’s industrialists and manufacturers to move in the matter and get 
a plan reedy, (The Hindu, 23-12-1942)• +.



List of the more Important publications received in this Office during
....  - igtek. ———

ionomie Conditions,-
(1) Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, India, statistical 

Abstract for British India with Statistics, where available, relating
to certain Indian States from 1930-31 to 1939-40. Published by the 
Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. Price Rs.6-l©-e.

(2) Bulletins No. 3 (1936-37) and no. 4 (December 1939) of the Baroda 
Economic Association, Baroda.

.gratlon, -
(1) Annual Report of the Agent of the Government of India in Ceylon for the 

year 1940. published ty the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1941. 
price Ms. 2 or 3s*

(2) Annual Report of the Agent of the Government of India in Ceylon for
the year 1941. Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi. 1942. 
Price Rs. 2-€-0 or 4s. *

(3) Annual Report of the Agent of the Government of India in Malaya for 
the year 1940. Published by the Manager of Publications, Delhi.
1941. price Re. 1-4-® or 2s.

(4) Administration Report of the Controller of Labour for 1941. (A.E.
Christoffelss, Esq.,QC.S.) December 1942. printed at the Ceylon 
Government press, Colombo. 1942.

Annual Report on the working of the Indian Trade Unions Act, 1926, in 
.... thhJUa»telaiU for the year 1941-42. (typed.)

cial Condltlena.-
Census of India, 1941, Vol. ZX1II, Mysore, part n - Tables.
P.H. Krishna Rao, M.A., Census Superintendent, Mysore, Bangalore. 
Printed by the Superintendent at the Government Press. 1942.
Price Rs .6-0-0.*-


